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PREDATORY MORTGAGE LENDING: 

THE PROBLEM, IMPACT, AND RESPONSES 


THURSDAY, JULY 26, 2001 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, DC. 
The Committee met at 10:05 a.m., in room SD-538 of the Dirk

sen Senate Office Building, Senator Paul S. Sarbanes (Chairman of 
the Committee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PAUL S. SARBANES 
Chairman SARBANES. The hearing will come to order. 
Today is the first of two initial hearings on predatory mortgage 

lending: the problem, the impact, and the responses. This morning, 
we will first hear from a number of families that have been victim
ized by predatory lenders. Later this morning, and again tomorrow 
morning, an array of public interest and community advocates, in
dustry representatives, and legal and academic experts will discuss 
the broader problem and the impact that predatory lending can 
have not only on families, but also on communities. 

Homeownership is the American Dream. It is the opportunity for 
all Americans to put down roots and start creating equity for them
selves and their families. Homeownership has been the path to 
building wealth for generations of Americans. And in my view, it 
has been the key to ensuring stable communities, good schools, and 
safe streets. 

Predatory lenders play on these homes and dreams to cynically 
cheat people of their wealth. These lenders target lower income, 
minority, elderly, and often unsophisticated homeowners for their 
abusive practices. 

Let me briefly describe how predatory lenders and brokers oper
ate. They target people with equity in their homes, many of whom 
may be feeling the pinch of consumer and credit card debts. They 
underwrite the property, often without regard to the ability of the 
borrower to pay the loan back. They do not use the normal under
writing standards. In fact, they ignore them altogether. They make 
their money by charging extremely high origination fees and by 
packing other products into the loan, including upfront premiums 
for credit life, disability, and unemployment insurance, and others, 
for which they get significant commissions right at the outset, but 
for which homeowners continue to pay for years since it is folded 
into the mortgage. 

The premiums for these products get financed into the loan, 
greatly increasing the loan's total balance amount. As a result, and 

(l) 
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because of the high interest rates being charged, the borrower is 
likely to find himself in extreme financial difficulty. 

As trouble mounts, the predatory lender will offer to refinance 
the loan. Unfortunately, another characteristic of these loans is 
that they have high prepayment penalties. So, by the time the refi
nancing occurs, with all of the fees repeated, the prepayment pen
alty included, the lender or broker makes a lot of money from the 
transaction and the owner finds that they are being increasingly 
stripped of their equity e~d, in the end, it may well be their home. 

Nearly every banking regulator, Federal and State, has recog
nized this as an increasing problem. And I believe, predatory lend
ing really is an assault on homeowners all over America. 

Now I want to make one thing clear. These hearings are directed 
toward predatory lending practices. There are people who have 
credit problems who still need and can justify access to affordable 
mortgage credit. They may only be able to get mortgage loans in 
the subprime market, which charges higher interest rates. Clearly, 
to get the credit, they will have to pay somewhat higher rates be
cause of the greater risk they represent. 

So, we make the distinction. We recognize that there is a 
subprime lending industry that is performing an important func
tion. But we are concerned to get at those within that industry who 
are engaging in these abusive practices. Families should not be 
charged more than the increased risk justifies. Families should not 
be stripped of their home equity through financing of extremely 
high fees, credit insurance, or prepayment penalties. They should 
not be manipulated into constant refinancings, losing more and 
more of their equity and of their wealth that they have taken a life
time to build up, but which is consumed by each set of new fees 
by each transaction. They should not be stripped of their legal 
rights by mandatory arbitration clauses that block their ability to 
appropriate legal redress. 

Some argue there is no such thing as predatory lending because 
it is a practice that is hard to define. Perhaps the best response 
to this was given by Federal Reserve Board Governor Edward 
Gramlich, who said earlier this year: 

Predatory lending takes its place alongside other concepts, none of which are ter
ribly precise--safety and soundness, unfair and deceptive practices, patterns and 
practices of certain types of lending. The fact that we cannot get a precise definition 
should not stop us. It does not mean this is not a problem. 

Others, recognizing that abuses do exist, contend that they are 
already illegal. According to this reasoning, the proper response is 
improved enforcement. 

I support improved enforcement. The FTC, to its credit, has been 
active in bringing cases against predatory lenders for deceptive and 
misleading practices. However, because it is so difficult to bring 
such cases, the FTC further suggested last year a number of in
creased enforcement tools that would help to move against the 
predators. I hope that we will get an opportunity to discuss those 
proposals as these hearings progress. 

I also support actions by regulators to utilize the authority under 
existing law to expand protections against predatory lending. That 
is why I sent a letter signed by my colleagues on the Committee 
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strongly supporting the Federal Reserve Board's proposed regula
tion to strengthen consumer protections under current law. 

Campaigns to increase financial literacy and efforts within the 
industry to engage in best practices are also important parts of any 
effort to combat this problem. Many industry groups have contrib
uted time and resources to educational campaigns of this sort or 
developed practices and guidelines, and I welcome this as part of 
a comprehensive reform to the problem of predatory lending. 

Neither strong enforcement, nor literacy campaigns are enough. 
Too many of the practices we will hear outlined this morning and 
in tomorrow's hearings, while extremely harmful and abusive, are 
technically within the law. And while we must aggressively pursue 
financial education, we also recognize that education takes time to 
be effective. 

Again, I want to reiterate that subprime lending is an important 
part of the credit markets. But such lending needs to be consistent 
with and supportive of the efforts to increase homeownership, build 
wealth, and strengthen communities. And in the face of so much 
evidence of abuse and of so much pain, we must work together to 
address this crisis and that is what we are setting out to do by 
launching these hearings this morning. 

Senator Gramm. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR PHIL GRAMM 

Senator GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding these 
hearings. 

Let me say that one of the blessings of living in a strong econ
omy, with a healthy savings rate that is made considerably better 
by the Federal Government running a surplus, is that for the first 
time in American history, we have an active outreach program by 
private lenders to lend to people who, under ordinary circum
stances, would have a difficult time borrowing money, people who 
would end up borrowing from other sources such as, kinfolks or in 
the backstreet market where abuses would be substantial. 

Let me assure you, Mr. Chairman, that I am committed to crack
ing down on crooks and people who abuse the system and who 
abuse borrowers. 

I want to be absolutely certain that in trying to get at the bad 
guys we do not put into place policies that destroy a market that 
is serving an increasing number of people. 

We will hear later today that the default rate in some areas of 
subprime lending is as much as 23 percent. That is a massive de
fault rate, the good news is that 77 percent of those borrowers did 
pay the loan back, and they, in doing so, established good credit. 

This is something that I feel very strongly about. Fifty-two years 
ago, my momma bought a house. She had three children and no 
husband. She was a practical nurse who worked in a system that 
when your number came up, you got to take the job. 

And so, she did not have, for all practical purposes, a full-time 
job. She borrowed for a house that cost $9,200. She borrowed this 
money from a finance company, and she paid 50 percent more than 
the market rate for that loan. Now some people would say, prima 
facia, that was an abusive loan, that it was predatory lending. I 
would beg to differ. 
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First, my mother was the first person that I am aware of since 
Adam and Eve, in our branch of the human family, who ever 
owned the dwelling where she lived. She paid off that loan, and 52 
years later, her credit is golden. Any bank in Columbus, Georgia 
would lend my momma money because in all her 52 years of record 
there was never a time when she has ever borrowed a penny that 
she has not paid back. 

Now my point is the following. We have to be very careful in try
ing to deal with an abuse that exists so that we do not create a 
situation where credible lenders, non-abusive lenders, good lenders 
will get out of the subprime market. 

If we end up doing that, if we end up falling victim to this rule 
or law of unintended consequences, the problem will be that the 77 
percent of the people that are now paying these loans back will not 
get the loans. People will end up being forced to borrow in a more 
informal market. People will not be able to buy their own homes, 
and I think that this is something that we have to measure. All 
good public policy is based on cost and benefits, the intended con
sequence versus the unintended. This is something that I am going 
to try to watch very carefully because, again, subprime lending I 
view as a very good thing. 

I never will forget when I was a Member of the House of Rep
resentatives, and someone came up to me and said, "Do you think 
6 percent is a fair interest rate?" And I said, "Fair to whom?" 

He said, "Well, fair to the borrower and fair to the lender-Do 
you think we ought to have a law that says the interest rate is 6 
percent?" 

Well, I said that would be great, but if the market did not 
produce more than a 6 percent interest rate, then you would have 
massive shortages of credit and you would disrupt the credit mar
kets. In fact, I think zero interest would be a great rate. I would 
borrow a lot at it. But no one would lend me the money. 

We have to be sure that we know what we are doing, not just 
focusing on the evil we hope to drive out of the system, but also 
take care that the good is not driven out of the system. 

Finally, it is hard to define many things in the world, hard to 
define pornography, as they say, I agree with the old adage-I 
know it when I see it. 

But I think when you are making law it is important to try to 
define what you are doing. My guess is if you ask 100 people in 
America to define predatory lending, you are going to get 100 dif
ferent definitions. 

Many people define predatory lending as lending at above prime. 
I am sure what is predatory lending to one person is not the same 
thing to another. 

But it is important that we know what we are doing and that 
we know what we are trying to eliminate, and that we are aware 
of what the unintended consequences might be. 

And, again, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a Fi
nance mark-up, and then we have a big trucking dispute on the 
floor, as all my colleagues know. So, I will be in and out. 

But I am going to read the testimony that is given today. This 
is an area that I am very interested in, and I want to thank all 
of our witnesses for participating. 
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Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Senator Gramm. 
Senator Johnson. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR TIM JOHNSON 
Senator JOHNSON. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman I 

appreciate your leadership in calling today's hearing on predatory 
lending. I look forward to hearing from the witnesses who will 
come before this Committee both today and tomorrow. 

Today's testimony, I am sure, will be moving. Nobody likes to 
hear that vulnerable members of our society have been taken ad
vantage of. No one should be preyed upon to borrow money they 
do not need on terms that they do not understand. 

We in Congress are in a unique position to shine some light on 
shady practices and to think through the best way that we can, in 
a constructive way, bring an end to those practices. 

At the same time, Mr. Chairman, I urge caution that we not gen
eralize the practices of a subset of lenders to an entire sector. 

As we will hear today, predatory lending occurs in the subprime 
market. But as you wisely emphasized in your statement, only a 
fraction of subprime lending is predatory. Subprime is not, in and 
of itself, predatory lending. The subprime market provides a crit
ical source of credit to many Americans who struggle to find eco
nomic opportunity in our country. To be sure, lenders can and do 
charge a higher rate to account for the higher risk associated with 
those borrowers. When it is done right, subprime lending gives peo
ple what they need, and that is more, not less, opportunity. 

I have been encouraged by some noteworthy improvements in the 
subprime marketplace in recent weeks. A number of key players 
have announced new practices which I hope will have a salutary 
effect on the subprime sector. 

We want to encourage lenders with household names who have 
every incentive in the world to protect their good reputations to re
main in the subprime marketplace. We need to give their initia
tives a chance to have an impact. 

So, I would offer a word of caution, that while we should be vig
orous in our efforts to eliminate the ugly instances of predatory 
lending, that we take care not to institute a policy that is in fact 
counterproductive, that would increase the cost of credit and, in
deed, cut off critical sources of credit to the very members of society 
who need it most. 

I look forward to today's hearing and hope that we can have a 
balanced and thoughtful discussion of how we can best accomplish 
our common goal of making credit available under fair terms to a 
broad segment of our society, keeping in mind that we have al
ready a substantial level of law pertaining to these issues from 
HOEPA legislation to Truth-in-Lending to the Real Estate Settle
ment Procedures Act, to the Federal Trade Commission, and the 
Federal Credit Opportunity Act legislation. 

That is not to say that there is not room for further Federal leg
islative action. It is to say that there is a context that this has to 
fit into and that we need to, on the one hand, address the abuses, 
but on the other hand, make it very certain that we do not pursue 
public policy that in fact is counterproductive. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Chairman SARBANES. Thank you, Senator Johnson. 
Senator Reed. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JACK REED 
Senator REED. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I want to commend you for holding this hearing. This hearing 

will shine a light on one of the dark corners of the financial mar
kets. And in doing that, it will be helpful in and of itself. 

I hope when we do that, we can not only identify and point out 
to the American public abuses, but we also can identify those com
panies that have high standards that should be emulated by all 
their colleagues, and at the end of the day, we can move all compa
nies to the best practices that we will find in the financial services 
industry. 

And in doing that, I think we can both allow for the continuation 
of credit for individuals that may have credit problems, and avoid 
the abuses that we will hear about today. 

I welcome the witnesses. Your testimony is vitally important be
cause you put a human face on what can be a lot of numbers, 
graphs, and statistics. 

Again, let me thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing 
and sending a very strong signal that we want to have a robust fi
nancial service industry, but one that certainly respects consumers 
and respects their clients. 

Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you, Senator Reed. 
Senator Schumer. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. SCHUMER 
Senator SCHUMER. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to add 

my voice in thanking you for making this an early topic in your 
Chairmanship. 

Our Committee is off to a great start under your leadership and 
we are doing a lot of good things. And this is at the top of the list. 
Thank you for that. I would like to make just three points. 
One~two are a little bit in counter to what my colleague and 

friend from Texas, Senator Gramm, said. It is easy to talk about 
this stuff in the abstract. I hope, and one of our goals should be 
that Senator Gramm not only reads your stories, but hears it and 
just goes through what some of us have gone through when we 
meet people who are victims of predatory lending, the horror of it. 

It is people who have lived by the American Dream. They are 
often people of color. They are often people who buying the home 
is the first time in their whole family that they have ever bought 
a home, and they live by the rules. They save their $25 and their 
$50 every month, did not serve meat on the table so they could 
achieve their piece of the American Dream and own a home. 

And some bottom crawler comes in and not only sells them at a 
higher interest rate---that is what subprime is-but says, I will get 
you the right appraiser, I will get you the right lawyer, I will get 
you the right this and that. And what are they left with? 

They end up buying a home where the boiler might break down, 
even though they were certified. Someone came in and said, this 
is a good boiler. Or the roof leaks the minute they move in. 
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They end up often paying with a balloon payment they cannot 
payoff, or the interest rates goes from 4 percent the first year to 
12 percent the second and they have to give up their home. And 
these people are crushed for the rest of their lives, most of them, 
because they played by the rules and scrounged and then nothing 
happened. I have sat in my State of New York and listened to 
these folks. That is what motivates us, and I believe it is really im
portant to remember that. 

Second, also in reference to Senator Gramm and you, Chairman 
Sarbanes. You are both right to emphasize that the subprime mar
ket is a good market. And I know there is a tendency of people just 
to say anything above conventional mortgage is bad. 

Well, that is not true. We want to give people the ability to buy 
a home when their credit is not so good that they would get a con
ventionally rated loan. And I agree with Phil that the free market 
has to help govern here. 

There is a little statement that we make to remind ourselves of 
this. And that is, not all subprime loans are predatory, but all 
predatory loans are subprime. 

Why? How come no conventional loans are predatory? You could 
have the same practices at a lower interest rate. 

It is because we regulate the conventional market. And conven
tional lenders cannot get away with doing this. If someone tries to 
set up a little shady bank in the conventional way, regulators will 
come down on them. 

Regulation makes a big difference. And the idea that we should 
shy away from any regulation when it has been so successful at 
keeping the conventional market on the up and up, does not make 
sense to me. 

I want to commend some of the banks, for instance, that recently 
changed the way that they issued insurance on their own. They de
serve credit. And all too often, I think many in the community 
lump everybody together and we have to separate the good ones 
from the bad ones. But we are not going to get rid of the bad ones 
unless we regulate. And just one quick final point. 

Part of this is created because there is a vacuum of conventional 
lending in the inner city. All I want to say is we can make a large 
difference today where we could not 20 years ago, in getting con
ventional mortgages into working-class and middle-class neighbor
hoods of people of color which we could not before. 

CRA has done that. Banks are eager to make those loans. But 
they do not have the ins. And we have to explore ways to get them 
the ins there. We are doing that in New York and I will share that 
with my colleagues later. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Sorry I went on too long. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you, Senator Schumer. 
Senator Miller. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ZELL MILLER 

Senator MILLER. I will take only a minute. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. 

This is a very serious matter. This is an important topic and I com
mend you for holding this hearing. And I want to welcome all of 
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the witnesses here this morning. I look forward to hearing from 
you. I look forward to listening to the debate on this issue. 

In the State of Georgia, we just got through a debate that raged 
for a long time and very heatedly, in the State legislature, where 
a predatory lending law was passed in the State Senate, but then 
died in the house. 

So, this is a topic that I am very interested in hearing from the 
witnesses on, and I thank you for holding this hearing. 

Chairman SARBANES. Senator Miller, thank you. We have had 
some good discussions between ourselves about this issue and I ap
preciate that very much. 

Senator Carper. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR THOMAS R. CARPER 
Senator CARPER. Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
To our witnesses, I want to echo the words of welcome from Sen

ator Zell Miller. We are glad that you are here. Thank you for tak
ing time out of your lives to share this part of your day with us. 

Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues, I am struck sometimes by 
how helpful simply scheduling a hearing on a particular subject 
can be. 

[Laughter.] 
I just want to point to a couple of examples. 
One, I serve on the Energy Committee where Chairman Binga

man invited folks who serve on the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission to come and testify earlier this month. Two or 3 days 
before they testified, they took some remarkably positive steps to 
help alleviate the energy crisis in California. 

Just yesterday, Chairman Joesph Lieberman held a hearing on 
legislation that he and others have sponsored dealing with the en
tertainment industry and questions about the quality of the enter
tainment that is provided to us from the music industry, the video 
game industry, the television industry, and the movie industry. 

I found the comments from some of the industry representatives, 
talking about things that they had done voluntarily, were willing 
to do even more and better voluntarily, coming out of that hearing 
were encouraging. 

Others of my colleagues have spoken here today about some of 
the very positive steps that some who are represented in this room 
have taken to make sure that some of the questionable practices 
they were involved in have been stopped or will be stopped. I join 
my colleagues in applauding those of you who have taken those 
steps or will take those steps. 

I read an interesting piece by Robert Litan, whom some of you 
may recalL He used to be the number-two guy at OMB when Alice 
Rivlin was the head of OMB, and he is now over at the Brookings 
Institution. He has a very thoughtful piece that some of you may 
have seen. It is too long for me to go into at any length, but I think 
the points that he makes are good. They reflect the concerns that 
we have already heard that we want to make sure that the steps 
that we take here in this Committee and in this body, that we do 
no harm, that we make sure that those who are riskier borrowers 
still have access to credit, but they are not exposed to the kind of 
predatory practices which in many cases are already illegal. 
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And as we face this challenge and listen to our witnesses, we 
have to be smart enough and thoughtful enough to come up with 
ways to better ensure, one, that the laws that already make these 
predatory practices illegal are actually enforced, at the Federal, the 
State, and the local level. 

Two, I think there is a lot to be said for embarrassing publicly 
those financial institutions who are actually violating the law and 
to put them under a spotlight and glare that they will not enjoy 
and will help to ensure that they and others cease those practices. 

Three, we have an obligation to work with the private sector and 
others to better ensure that consumers are educated and know full 
well what is legal and what is not, and that they are better able 
to police those who are offering credit in ways that are inappro
priate or illegal. 

And last, I understand in reading this piece by Robert Litan that 
the Federal Reserve has undertaken the gathering of a fair amount 
of data that deserve to be studied, scrutinized, analyzed, as we pre
pare to take any action here in the Senate. 

So let me conclude where I started, Mr. Chairman. Thanks for 
bringing us together today. And to those who have joined us to tes
tify, both in this panel and other panels, we appreciate very much 
your presence and your testimony. 

Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANES. Well, thank you, Senator Carper. 
Senator Stabenow. 
And let me acknowledge Senator Stabenow's tremendous help 

and support in helping to put these hearings together and moving 
this issue forward and ensuring that it is high on our priority list 
and our agenda. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DEBBIE STABENOW 

Senator STABENOW. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman very much 
for holding this hearing and for the witnesses that are here today. 
This is an incredibly important issue and I hope that we can come 
together and put forward a positive solution. 

I know that there are literally thousands of horror stories around 
the country and I have heard many of them personally from my 
constituents in Michigan. Unfortunately, we do have unscrupulous 
lenders that are in the subprime market, while we also have eth
ical and responsible lenders in that market as well. But I have 
been pleased to invite one of our panelists today, Carol Mackey. 

Carol Mackey is from Rochester Hills in the metro Detroit area. 
She came to a hearing that I held in May on this very issue, where 
I learned of her own difficult and tragic experience. Ms. Mackey, 
I am very appreciative that you are here with us today to share 
your experiences and help us to learn from what happened to you. 

Mr. Chairman, I also, would like to recognize a very special 
friend and guest of mine who I have asked to attend this hearing 
today-Rev. Wendell Anthony, who is the President of the Detroit 
NAACP chapter, which I might brag is the largest chapter in the 
United States. 

Under the leadership of Rev. Anthony and the NAACP, they 
have been working very hard to raise awareness and to combat the 
issues of predatory lending, as well as increase affordable housing. 
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There was a very successful hearing and conference that was 
held on June 9 that I was pleased to be a part of in Detroit under 
Rev. Anthony's leadership. He informed me last evening there was 
a second follow-up meeting on issues of access to affordable housing 
and predatory lending issues, where on just a few days' notice, they 
invited people to rome, expected 100 people and had 500 people 
show up. This is an example of how important issues of affordable 
housing and fair lending practices are, I believe, to the people that 
we represent. 

I think, as this hearing gets underway, I would like to under
score, Mr. Chairman, something that I said earlier that many of 
my colleagues have said. And that is, subprime lending is not pred
atory lending. In fact, subprime lending serves a legitimate purpose 
in providing credit to consumers with risky credit histories. We 
know that. A thriving subprime market can serve higher credit risk 
communities well. 

Our challenge is to focus on the bad actors, if you will, without 
giving the entire industry a bad name. And I think that is our chal
lenge. And what we do not want to do is dry up capital in the 
subprime market. We do want to stop predatory lending practices. 

I hope we are going to sort out these issues, and to increase edu
cational outreach, that we are going to make sure that existing 
laws are enforced. I also hope we also will pass new legislation that 
will make illegal what is now unethical. 

I do not believe it is enough just to promote education and en
forcement without new legislation. Frankly, I think it is extremely 
important, given the fact that we are talking about thousands of 
dollars that have been taken from hard-working Americans, as well 
as their dreams-the dream of homeownership, the opportunity to 
build a secure future for themselves and their families. And that 
is why this practice is absolutely outrageous. 

Again, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your leadership 
in calling this hearing. I want to thank Ms. Mackey for being here, 
and Rev. Anthony for his leadership. I am very anxious to move 
forward in a way that allows us to be constructive and address 
what I believe is a very serious issue for our families. 

Senator CARPER. Would the Senator yield for just a moment, 
please? 

Senator STABENOW. Yes, I would be happy to yield. 
Senator CARPER. Mr. Chairman, I misspoke earlier. I mentioned 

the hearings involving the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
and I gave the credit to the Energy Committee for holding them. 
Those were actually hearings called by Senator Lieberman, also, 
before the Governmental Affairs Committee. He held the hearings 
on the entertainment industry yesterday, the Federal Energy Regu
latory Commission a week or two earlier. 

He is probably going to have hearings now on predatory lending. 
I do not know what he is running for, but-

[Laughter.] 
-he is a busy boy. But I want to give him the credit for it, and 

his staff. 
Thank you. 
Senator STABENOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANES. Senator Bennett. 
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COMMENTS OF SENATOR ROBERT F. BENNETT 

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have an 
opening statement, but I have read through the statements of the 
witnesses here and appreciate their willingness to come share their 
experiences with us. 

I know it has to be a painful experience to come before the public 
and admit that you have gone through something like this and that 
you have been taken advantage of. Many people would prefer to 
simply hide and live with the sense of outrage that comes. We are 
very grateful to you for your willingness to expose yourselves to the 
lights and the heat of this kind of a circumstance because your in
formation is very helpful. Once again, my gratitude to you. Thank 
you, Mr. Chairman 

Chairman SARBANE8. Thank you, Senator Bennett. 
Our first panel consists of four individuals who have suffered 

from predatory lending practices. I am very quickly going to touch 
on each of the witnesses before I recognize them. 

Carol Mackey is a retired substitute teacher who, as Senator 
Stabenow indicated, lives in Rochester Hills, Michigan. Her month
ly mortgage payment doubled after she was encouraged to refi
nance her mortgage to payoff debt and undertake repairs to her 
condominium. And we will hear more about that in some detail. 

Paul Satriano is a retired steel worker from St. Paul, Minnesota. 
He was solicited for a loan with high points and excessive fees, in
cluding single premium credit life insurance and prepayment pen
alties as well. 

Leroy Williams is a retired shoe store assistant manager from 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr. Williams received three mort
gages, including two refinancings by three separate lenders over a 
15 month period and he is currently fighting off a foreclosure. 

And Mary Ann Podelco is a widow who resides in Montgomery, 
West Virginia. Mrs. Podelco's home was foreclosed upon in 1997, 
after her mortgage was refinanced seven times in 16 months by 
four separate lenders. 

Let me say before we turn to you for your testimony, I want to 
express my appreciation to all of you, as Senator Bennett has just 
done, for your willingness to leave your homes and to come to 
Washington and to speak publicly about what you have been 
through. I know it must be very difficult for each of you. But I hope 
you appreciate and understand and take some pride in the fact 
that you will be contributing to a process that I trust will lead to 
action to put an end to the kind of practices that have caused each 
of you such heartache and such trouble. 

I hope you will draw some strength and comfort from under
standing that you are an important part of this process that we are 
undertaking here to try to correct this situation and to ensure that 
others do not go through the same experience which each of you 
have suffered. And so we are deeply appreciative to you for coming 
to be with us today. 

Now Ms. Mackey, before I start with you, Senator Dodd has 
joined us. I do not know what his schedule is, but I will yield to 
him for just a moment for a statement. 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHRISTOPHER J. DODD 
Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief. I 

apologize to my colleagues and the witnesses. 
First, I want to underscore the comments just made by Chair

man Sarbanes. The admiration I have for people who step out of 
private lives before a bank of microphones and cameras to talk 
about very personal matters deserves a special commendation. An 
of us are deeply appreciative of your willingness to do this. I want 
to thank Senator Sarbanes for holding this hearing. It is important. 

But I think all of us up here, I hope, anyway, feel very strongly 
that predatory lending is a cancer. There is no other way to de
scribe it in my view. Its causes should be catalogued, its manifesta
tions should be carefully studied, its victims should be treated and 
made whole, and these practices should be cut from the body of 
healthy mortgage lending so that more people in our Nation can 
enjoy the American Dream of homeownership. 

This hearing is going to go a long way to help us do that. We 
are already seeing reaction by the banking industry in this country, 
responding to it. So, if nothing else happens, just merely having 
these hearings has already had salutary effects. And a great deal 
of credit for that goes to the Chairman of this Committee, Senator 
Sarbanes, for insisting upon these hearings, that they be held. 

And so, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for doing so, and I thank our 
witnesses for your courage to be here with us this morning. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Senator Dodd. 
Ms. Mackey, we would be happy to hear from you now. 

STATEMENT OF CAROL MACKEY 

OF ROCHESTER HILLS, MICHIGAN 


Ms. MACKEY. My name is Carol Mackey. I am from Rochester 
Hills, Michigan. I am a senior citizen and I am working. I was sub
stitute teaching. That was really my calling. But because of retire
ment ages for teachers, I am now working as a secretary, which I 
find to be an interesting and challenging occupation as well. 

I appreciate the opportunity to share my experience as a victim 
of what I believe to be predatory lending practices of American Eq
uity Mortgage. I have been a stay-at-home mom most of my life. 
I just recently in the last 12 years had to go back to work full time. 

I first heard about American Equity Mortgage in August 2000, 
from an advertisement on WJR radio in Detroit. Ray Vincent, the 
President of American Equity Mortgage, was on every morning as 
I was getting ready for work. I had been considering a home equity 
loan so I called the Southfield office of American Equity Mortgage 
and spoke with a loan officer. I told him that I wanted to get a 
home equity loan to payoff my debts and make some minor im
provements to my condo. 

According to the loan officer at American Equity Mortgage, even 
though I wanted a home equity loan to payoff some bills and do 
some minor home improvements, it was in my best interest to do 
a consolidation, which meant refinancing myoId mortgage loan. 

The mortgage loan officer of American Equity Mortgage ex
plained that it was best for me because I would only have to make 
one payment instead of two, it would all be tax deductible, and 
with my bills paid off, I should be able to handle the new payment. 
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In addition, he implied that I would have difficulty getting a second 
mortgage because of my credit history. Not being a financial whiz, 
I relied on his expertise. 

Myoid mortgage loan had a remaining balance of about $74,000, 
an interest rate of about 7.5 percent, and a monthly payment of 
about $510. Based on the State Equalized Value used for tax pur
poses, my home is worth about $151,000. 

My new mortgage is for $100,750, has an interest rate of 12.85, 
an APR of 13.929 percent, a monthly payment of $1,103, and a pre
payment penalty of 1 percent. 

The $100,750, new mortgage was comprised of the $74,000 payoff 
of the old mortgage, $18,645, in additional funds to payoff bills 
and perform the minor improvements to my home, and points and 
fees totaling $8,105. 

I did not understand the full cost of the additional money I re
ceived until several weeks later when I finally discussed the situa
tion with one of my sons. Based on my son's calculations, American 
Equity Mortgage and their loan officer thought it was in my best 
interest: 

To pay $8,105 in points and fees to receive $18,645 in additional 
funds; to pay an effective interest rate of 44 percent on the $18,645 
in additional funds; to pay an extra $593 a month for the $18,645 
in additional funds; and to pay an additional $201,608 in interest 
over the life of the loan for the $18,645 in additional funds. 

After funds were disbursed to payoff some of my bills I ended 
up with just over $9,000 to spruce up my condo, but I had to pay 
off a credit card debt of $1,200 out of that, leaving me with $7,800. 
Since closing last September, I have had to dip into the $7,800 
to make the mortgage payments that American Equity Mortgage 
arranged for me. 

When my son and I discussed the outrageous cost of my attempt 
to get a home equity loan, it was apparent to us both that I had 
been victimized by a predatory lender. 

My son contacted American Equity Mortgage on my behalf, and 
was directed to the General Counsel of the company. He explained 
to the General Counsel that he believed that I had been a victim 
of predatory lending practices by American Equity Mortgage. 

Through a series of conversations, he discussed the facts of the 
situation as I have outlined them here today, and requested that 
American Equity Mortgage cancel the new mortgage and replace it 
with a revised mortgage that reflected the interest rate of my origi
nal mortgage, blended with what a reasonable interest rate on a 
second mortgage would have been. 

American Equity Mortgage refused, on the basis that the mort
gage loan officer stated that I had wanted to refinance my original 
mortgage from the outset. That is absolutely false. Why would I 
want to lose a perfectly good 7.5 percent mortgage? 

If I had been able to get a home equity loan for $20,000, as I had 
sought, all of my debts would have been paid and I would still have 
the $10,000 that I wanted to spruce up my home. And I most as
suredly would not be paying more than double what my mortgage 
payment was before this all started. All I needed was $20,000. 

I am sharing my bad experience because I believe that I have 
been victimized. That American Equity Mortgage has perpetrated 
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a fraud and that they should be held accountable for their actions. 
I hope that by sharing my experience, other homeowners can recog
nize and avoid the predatory practices that I fell victim to. More
over, I hope that appropriate laws can be put into place, at both 
the State and Federal level, to protect homeowners from being vic
timized and to punish lenders engaging in predatory practices. 

Chairman SARBANES. Let me interject to be clear. This is the 
new mortgage the loan officer said that you should consolidate. 

Ms. MAcKEY. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. And when you sought an equity loan for 

$20,000, just to pay the debts and fIx up your condo, he suggested, 
no, what you should do is consolidate that with your old mortgage. 
So you, in effect, would get a new mortgage. 

Ms. MACKEY. Well, what he suggested was a consolidation, yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. Right. And so, this new mortgage is the re

sult of that consolidation. 
Ms. MAcKEY. That is correct. And the new mortgage is for 

$100,750. 
Chairman SARBANES. Yes. 
Ms. MACKEY. The interest rate is 12.85 percent, with an APR of 

13.929 percent, and a monthly payment of $1,103, with a prepay
ment penalty of 1 percent. 

The new mortgage, which is $100,750, was comprised of $74,000 
that paid off the old mortgage, $18,645 in additional funds to pay 
off the bills and do the spruce-up on my condo, and points and fees 
totalling $8,105. I think I have everything in there now. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, thank you very much. 
Ms. MACKEY. Thank you. And I especially thank you for asking 

me to testify. And Senator Stabenow, thank you so much for taking 
an interest in my case. I appreciate that. 

Chairman SARBANES. Mr. Satriano, just before I turn to you, we 
have been joined by Senator Bayh and Senator Allard. I do not 
know whether either has a statement they may wish to make. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR EVAN BAYH 

Senator BAYH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not want to inter
rupt our witnesses. 

Thank you for the offer. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR WAYNE ALLARD 

Senator ALLARD. Mr. Chairman, I do have a statement. 
I would just ask that it be made a part of the record. I would 

agree that we go on and hear the testimony from the witnesses. 
Chairman SARBANES. Fine. Of course, it will be included in the 

record. 
Mr. Satriano, we would be happy to hear from you. 

STATEMENT OF PAUL SATRIANO 

OF SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 


Mr. SATRIANO. Thank you very much. Good morning. My name 
is Paul Satriano and I am a member of Minnesota ACORN. Last 
November, I got a terrible home loan from BenefIcial, which is part 
of Household, and over the last few months I have become active 
in ACORN's campaign against predatory lending, so that I can help 
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make sure that more people do not have the same problems that 
I do now. 

For the last 8 years, I have been working as an auditor for Holi
day Inn, and before that, I was working for the steel workers. I was 
also a member of the U.S. Air Force and I am a disabled vet. My 
wife, Mary Lee, works as a customer service representative for 
Road Runner Delivery Service and we have a daughter and two 
children that live with us in our house. 

My father-in-law built our house in 1947. Four years ago, after 
my wife's mother passed away, we took out a mortgage to buy the 
house. Interest rates were falling, so we refinanced the following 
year. And then we found out that the windows, which were origi
nal, had to be replaced, so we took out a second mortgage for them. 
Our monthly payments were $791 on the first mortgage and $166 
on the second, and we never had a problem with these loans, were 
never late on any payments. 

A few years ago we dealt with Beneficial for the first time. They 
refinanced our car loan. They were very friendly at that time. Then 
they started sending letter after letter telling us how we can get 
up to $35,000 in cash. We had some credit card bills totalling 
$7,000, so we called and figured we are take care of them. Once 
they have you calling back, they had us. We were hooked. 

We told the Beneficial representative that we just wanted to pay 
off our credit card bills. She convinced us that we should do that 
at the same time that we consolidate our first and second mort
gages with them. 

But the loan they ended up giving us only paid off $1,200 of our 
credit card bills. To do that cost us $10,000 in fees, plus almost 
$5,000 in credit insurance, and left us with a higher total interest 
rate and a couple of hundred dollars more each month to pay on 
our debts. We lost $15,000 in equity in our home and now we are 
locked into the higher rate in payments, both because the loan has 
a 5 year prepayment penalty for about $6,000, and because we now 
owe much more on our house than it is worth, and it is going to 
be harder to refinance it. Let me tell you how it happened. 

A few hours before we were supposed to go to the signing for the 
closing papers, Beneficial faxed us the first written information we 
ever received about the loan. The paper they sent said the house 
was worth $106,000, and that would be the maximum amount of 
the loan. They laid out what the $106,000 would go to and none 
of it was for points or fees to Beneficial. 

When my wife and I went in for the closing, they went through 
all the paperwork so fast, it was like a barker in a circus-they just 
keep talking, you put your money down, and you try to find the 
two-headed boy and you never saw one. It was over in less than 
a half hour. 

During the closing, the branch manager said they could not pay 
off all our credit cards with this loan. But because you have a car 
loan with us and you are such a good person and you paid every 
month, that we can get you more money on that and we will pay 
off the credit cards. So, we thought that was okay. 

When we got home later, we found out that there was a letter 
in our mailbox that the change in our car loan to include the credit 
card debt had been denied. 
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Beneficial implied that if we did not take our credit insurance, 
we would not get the loan. So, they added $4,900 to our loan 
amount for that. After talking with ACORN, I realized that we 
could ask for a refund on this $4,900. With what we got back, we 
paid off some of our credit card loans. But we are going to be pay
ing the $4,900 for the rest of the loan, so it really does not matter 
at this point. 

Also, the offer sheet Household sent us said our payments would 
be $1,168 a month, which was already more than we were paying 
before. But now we are paying them $1,222 a month, plus we are 
paying another $49 a month on the bills the Beneficial offer sheet 
said would be paid off, but were not. And despite our history of not 
a single late mortgage payment, Beneficial charged us an interest 
rate of nearly 12 percent. Standard bank 'A' rates were below 8 
percent at the time. 

Although we did not realize it, the fees and credit insurance put 
our loan amount over $119,000. Even without the prepayment pen
alty, the fact we owe more than the value of our house means we 
might be stuck in this loan for a while. ACORN was the one that 
really let us know that there was a prepayment penalty. We did 
not even know that there was a prepayment penalty. 

Beneficial had also charged us 7.4 percent of the loan amount as 
discount points, and that is close to $8,900 on top of the $1,100 
that they took out for third-party fees. Our loan also contains a 
mandatory arbitration clause which says, we cannot take House
hold to court. 

After we sent in a complaint to the Minnesota Commerce Depart
ment, we eventually got a district manager from Household on the 
phone. But he told us everything was fine with our paperwork and 
that he could not do anything and he sent all the paperwork to the 
Commerce Department. 

So, we are left with a loan amount much higher than the value 
of our home, higher payments, more debt staked against our house, 
a higher interest rate than before, and they paid off only a fraction 
of our credit card debt, which had been the original reason to refi
nance. Plus a prepayment penalty and Beneficial is protected from 
legal action by the mandatory arbitration clause. 

My wife and I have faced some difficult times this year, and the 
financial stress caused by this loan has made things worse. In Jan
uary, my sister died and I had to travel out to New Jersey, and 
I had to drive because my one sister could not fly. On the way 
back, our brakes went out and I had to pay $500 to get new brakes. 
Three weeks ago, my daughter-in-law died, and now my son and 
three children are going to need help. 

This is not Beneficial's fault. But if we would have had the right 
kind of loan, we would have been in a better position to help these 
people now. Even without a predatory loan, we would be in a tough 
spot. Now we have higher payments on our debts each month and 
we owe more against our house. For the first time, this month, we 
were not able to make our mortgage payment. 

What surprised me most in all of this is that I am not alone in 
getting a predatory loan. In the last few months I have heard from 
a lot of people who have also been hurt by bad loans, from House
hold and from other lenders. 
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The basic problem is that when you sit down at that closing 
table, the lender knows more than you do. You expect honest deal
ings, like you have had on past loans. And with predatory loans, 
that is just not what happens. That is why we are counting on our 
Senators to support strong protection for borrowers against abusive 
loan terms. And to say I am pissed is an understatement. 

Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Satriano. 
Mr. Williams. 

STATEMENT OF LEROY WILLIAMS 

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Good morning. And thank you for inviting me. 
My name is Leroy Williams. I am 64 years old. I live at 5617 

Larchwood Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. My income from 
Social Security is $826 a month. 

I bought my home in 1975 for $10,000. I had a mortgage with 
payments of about $150 a month. The payments included my taxes 
and insurance. I finished paying my mortgage in 1996, and I re
tired the same year as an assistant manager of a shoe store. 

Between October 1998 and January 2000, I ended up with three 
different mortgages on my home. My taxes and insurance were not 
included in the payments on any of the three loans. 

In 1998, I was having trouble paying my gas bill. I was behind 
in the payments and I did not want the city to dig up the gas line 
in front of my home and turn off the gas. I saw an ad in the paper 
about loans to payoff your bills and I called. A man came out to 
my home and talked to me about getting a loan. He brought loan 
papers to my home for me to sign. The loan was with EquiCredit. 
The payments ended up being $215 a month. The payments were 
higher than my gas bill had been and I still had a high gas bill 
every month in the winter. My Social Security income when I got 
the EquiCredit loan was $779 a month. 

The date I signed the loan was October 2, 1998. The loan from 
EquiCredit was $19,000. They gave me $3,000 in cash that I did 
not ask for. I used the $3,000 to pay the gas bill and other bills 
and help my sister. Her husband had just died and I used some 
of the money to go to the funeral in North Carolina and to help 
pay some of the expenses and to help my sister in general. I do not 
remember where the rest of the loan money went, just that they 
told me that the loan had to pay all my bills. 

As far as I remember, I was making the EquiCredit payments 
okay. I do not remember just how I got into the next loan, with 
New Jersey Mortgage. There was a broker named Joe, but I do not 
remember his last name or what company he worked for. I threw 
out the papers from that loan because I was so mad about it. I had 
to take a bus outside the city to go sign for the loan. The date I 
signed for the loan was October 6, 1999, about 1 year after the 
EquiCredit loan. 

The loan from New Jersey Mortgage was $26,160. I do not re
member what all the loan paid for, but I think I received $400. The 
payments ended up being $320 a month. I did not want payments 
that high, so I cancelled the loan. But they called me and told me 

I 
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I had to make payments or I was in jeopardy of losing my home. 
I kept telling them that I cancelled the loan. 

Right after I signed the loan from New Jersey Mortgage, I got 
a card in the mail from someone named Keeler. The card said I 
could get a better deal on my mortgage. I called Keeler and he told 
me not to send payments to New Jersey Mortgage and he would 
get me a better deaL Then it took a long time for him to set up 
the loan, and I kept getting calls from New Jersey Mortgage. 

Keeler drove me to an office in New Jersey to sign for the loan. 
He would not come into the office with me. He told me he had to 
go get gas. The loan Keeler set up was from Option One. The date 
was January 3, 2000. The loan was for $32,435. The payments are 
$315, but I know now the payments can go up to $348 or higher 
after 3 years because the interest rate will change. 

I signed for the Option One loan because I thought I was going 
to lose my home if I did not, even though I told Mr. Keeler that 
I needed payments around $240 a month. I tried to make the pay
ments at first, but I had too many bills to pay and it was so hard. 
And it was making me more and more angry, so I stopped making 
the payments. 

I know now that Option One paid New Jersey Mortgage around 
$2,300 more than the amount of the New Jersey Mortgage loan
because of interest and a penalty of 5 percent of the loan if I paid 
it off early. I have also learned that the New Jersey Mortgage loan 
had a balloon payment. I understand now that means I could have 
paid $320 every month for 15 years and still owe most of the loan. 

When you are a certain age and you have lived in a place for 20 
years, you just want to dwell there until your time comes, but I do 
not have any peace because of all this. 

Thank you again for inviting me to talk with you. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Williams. 
Mrs. Podelco. 

STATEMENT OF MARY PODELCO 

OF MONTGOMERY, WEST VIRGINIA 


Ms. PODELCO. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the invitation to 
speak here today. My name is Mary Podelco and I live in Mont
gomery, West Virginia. I grew up in West Virginia and went 
through the 6th grade. I moved to Indiana where my husband and 
I worked in factories. I had four children with my husband of 19 
years and was widowed for the first time in 1967. Mter I was wid
owed the first time, I moved back to West Virginia and worked as 
a waitress, paid all my bills and rent in cash. When I remarried 
in 1987, my husband Richard and I were very proud that we were 
finally able to purchase our own small home. He worked as a main
tenance worker and passed away in June 1994. I became the sole 
owner. In July 1994, I paid off the $19,000 owed on the home from 
the insurance from my husband's death. Before my husband's 
death, I had never had a checking account or a credit card. I had 
always paid my bills in cash and tried to be an upstanding, respon
sible citizen. I do not drive and never owned a car. 

In 1995, I received a letter from Beneficial Finance offering to 
lend me money to do home improvements. I thought it was a good 
idea to put some new windows and a new heating system in my 
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home. I signed a loan with Beneficial in May 1995. This was the 
beginning of my troubles. My monthly income at that time was 
$458 from Social Security and my payments were more than half 
of this. They took a loan on my house of about $11,921. The very 
next month, Beneficial talked me into refinancing the home loan 
for $16,256. I did not understand that every time I did a new loan, 
I was being charged a bunch of fees. 

I began getting calls from people trying to refinance my mortgage 
all hours of the day and night. I received a letter from United Com
panies Lending telling me that I could save money by paying off 
the Beneficial loan. On September 28, 1995, I signed papers in 
their office. More fees were added and the loan went to $24,300, 
at an interest rate of 13.5 percent. 

Just a few months later, I received a letter from Beneficial tell
ing me I could save money by paying off United and going back to 
Beneficial. The loan was about $26,000. On December 14, 1995, ac
cording to the papers, Beneficial paid off United again, charging me 
more fees and costs. 

In February 1996, Beneficial advised me that it was time for me 
to refinance again. The loan papers show that I was charged a fi
nance charge of $18,192 plus other fees and an interest rate of 14 
percent. By the end of February, I had five different loans in 10 
months. I did not understand that they were adding a lot of 
charges each time. 

After that I was called by Equity One by telephone to refinance 
the loan. On May 28, 1996, I signed papers with Equity One in 
Beckley, West Virginia. The new loan paid off the Beneficial loan
which was for 60 months-and replaced it with a loan for $28,850 
for 180 months which I understand increased my total loan from 
$45,000 to over $64,000. I got $21.70 cash out of the loan. My 
monthly payments were $355.58. They charged me closing costs of 
over $1,100. Then on June 13, Equity One suggested that I needed 
another loan to payoff a side debt and they loaned me $1,960, at 
over 26 percent interest. Monthly payments were $79. This loan 
brought my monthly payments to Equity One to over $434 a 
month. My monthly income at that time was $470. I really could 
not make the payments. My granddaughter had a monthly income 
from SSI, but by law, I cannot use her money for my benefit. 

Then on August 13, Equity One started me on another loan. I 
was later told that Equity One was acting as a broker for an out
of-state lender-Cityscape. This new loan was all arranged through 
the Equity One office to help me by lowering my payments. This 
loan included $2,770 in new fees and costs. There were a whole lot 
of papers with this Cityscape loan that I did not understand. The 
payments were still too much. 

I missed my first payment when my brother died in December 
1996. Cityscape said they would not take a late payment from me 
unless I made up for the missed payment. I could not do it. Later 
in 1997, I lost my home to foreclosure by Cityscape. I now under
stand that these lenders pushed me into loans I could not pay. 
Adding all of these fees and costs each time caused me to lose my 
home, one I owned free and clear shortly after my husband died. 

Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANE8. We thank all the witnesses. 
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We have been joined by Senator Corzine from New Jersey. 
Jon, I do not know if you have an opening statement. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR JON S. CORZINE 
Senator CORZINE. I just appreciate very much your holding this 

hearing, Mr. Chairman, and to all of the witnesses, I respect and 
admire your willingness to speak out on this issue. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much. I am going to be 
very brief, but I just want to-Ms. Mackey, I would like to go 
through your situation because you skipped over a part and then 
you put it at the end and I want to try to do it in sequence so that 
we get a very clear picture on what happened. 

As I understand it, before you responded to this radio ad that 
you heard because they were advertising that you could get a home 
equity loan and you wanted to do some fixing up of your condo and 
also payoff some other debts, you had a mortgage loan of $74,000, 
before you went to them. 

Ms. MACKEY. Before I went to the home equity loan, yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. $74,000, at an interest rate of 7% percent, 

and you were making a monthly payment of about $510. 
Now, as I understand it, they said to you that, to get this home 

equity loan, it would be in your best interest to do a consolidation, 
which meant refinancing your old mortgage loan and then having 
a new loan included therein. And you went ahead and that is what 
you did. Is that correct? 

Ms. MACKEY. Yes, that is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. All right. Now the new mortgage that re

sulted out of all of this was for just over $100,000, instead of 
$74,000. 

Ms. MACKEY. That is right, $100,750. 
Chairman SARBANES. That mortgage had an interest rate of 

12.85 percent. 
Ms. MACKEY. That is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. The old mortgage had 7% percent. Correct? 
Ms. MACKEY. That is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. 12.85 percent. Your monthly payment 

jumped to $1,103, and there was a prepayment penalty included of 
1 percent. 

Ms. MACKEY. That is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. Okay. This meant you got this $100,750 

new mortgage, $74,000 ofthat to payoff the old mortgage. 
Ms. MACKEY. Right. 
Chairman SARBANES. There were points and fees of $8,105. 
Ms. MACKEY. That is right. 
Chairman SARBANES. And then that left you with $18,645, in ad

ditional funds to payoff bills and do the improvements. 
Ms. MACKEY. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. So that is how you arrive at this point that 

to get the $18,645 additional, you paid $8,105 in points and fees. 
Ms. MACKEY. That is right. 
Chairman SARBANES. Actually, you went to an interest rate on 

the new mortgage of 12.85 percent for all of it, whereas before, you 
had an interest rate of 7Y2 percent on the $74,000 mortgage. You 
now ended up paying an extra $593 a month in monthly payments. 
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That jumped from $510 to $1,103. And you will pay over a couple 
hundred thousand dollars in interest over the life of the loan. 

Ms. MACKEY. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. Well, that is a pretty dramatic example of 

what we are trying to address here today and I very much appre
ciate your coming and telling us that story. 

Now, Ms. Podelco, in the time that is left to me, because I ex
plained to the panel, we do 5 minute periods amongst the Members 
and then we move on to the next Member. I am not going to go 
all the way through this, but I want to explain it. 

When your second husband died, you and your second husband 
had finally purchased a small home of your own. Correct? 

Ms. PODELCO. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. Then he passed away. You became the sole 

owner. You received an insurance policy payment after his death. 
Ms. PODELCO. Yes, that is right. 
Chairman SARBANES. And you took $19,000 of that insurance 

policy payment to payoff the mortgage on your home. Correct? 
Ms. PODELCO. Yes, so that I would have a home. 
Chairman SARBANES. That is right. And you had a home free and 

clear of any debt. Correct? 
Ms. PODELCO. Yes, at that time. 
Chairman SARBANES. That is right. And then you got this letter 

about doing home improvements and you thought, you needed some 
new windows. You needed a new heating system and so forth. 

Ms. PODELCO. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. So, you went and signed a loan just under 

$12,000-$11,921. Right? To begin with. 
Ms. PoDELCO. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. Okay. At that time, your income was $458 

a month from Social Security and the payments on this loan would 
be more than half of that. 

Ms. PODELCO. I know. 
Chairman SARBANES. Of course, that is a dramatic illustration of 

the fact that these predatory loans are made without relationship 
to the borrower's ability in terms of their income to repay the loan. 
It is completely geared to the equity in the home, which is one of 
the points that we are trying to stress. 

And then what happened over time, one or another company 
kept coming to you to get you to refinance your loan. And unfortu
nately, you proceeded to do that. Of course, they charged you fees 
and everything each time they did it. So the amount of mortgage 
on your home and the monthly payment you had to make kept 
going up. Is that correct? 

Ms. PODELCO. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. In fact, it went up to the point-well, the 

last figure I have here--of course, there were some add-ons after 
that. It reached over $64,000, the mortgage. 

The total loan went over $64,000. And of course, your monthly 
payments escalated as well. And in the end, you were not able to 
meet the payments. Is that correct? 

Ms. PODELCO. That is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. And you lost your home. 
Ms. PODELCO. Yes. 
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Chairman SARBANES. I believe that is a very dramatic example. 
I just say to my colleagues, we have really have to pinpoint this 
thing and do something about it. 

Here is someone who worked all their lives, bought a home, took 
the insurance policy money on their husband's death in order to 
payoff the remaining mortgage on a home to own the home free 
and clear, and then was manipulated over a period of time, succes
sively, by these operators, until finally they ran the mortgage loan 
way up, ran the monthly payments way up. In effect, they stripped 
the equity out of the home, when they foreclosed and took it away. 

Thank you very much for coming and being with us. 
Ms. PODELCO. You are welcome. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you all. 
Senator Johnson. 
Senator JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I thought the testimony here 

was extraordinary and I am appreciative of your calling this panel. 
I do not have any questions of my own here, other than simply to 
say thank you to all four members of this panel. I think that you 
have contributed in a very meaningful way to the overall debate on 
this very difficult issue. 

Chairman SARBANES. Senator Reed. 
Senator REED. Well, Mr. Chairman, the testimony is disturbing, 

shocking, to think that, as you so aptly characterized it, people 
work all their lives and then have their homes taken from them 
through manipulation, through a pattern of deceit and dissembling, 
is despicable. I do not think there is any other word for it. 

I do not know what I can add in terms of questioning, but it 
struck me when I was listening to Mr. Satriano and reading his 
testimony, that because of an arbitration clause in your own mort
gage, you could not even go to court. Is that correct? 

Mr. SATRIANO. That is right, sir. 
Senator REED. And I wonder, Ms. Mackey, did you ever address 

some type of court filing? 
Ms. MACKEY. I have spoken with the Legal Aid Society of Oak

land County. They referred me to an attorney who never returned 
my calls. I am going to pursue it. It is just not fair. 

Senator REED. And Ms. Podelco, when you were in your dilemma, 
did you try to get any legal assistance to try to upset the contract? 

Ms. PODELCO. No, that is where I made my mistake, until I real
ized that they were ready to foreclose. 

Senator REED. The other thing I should point out, Mr. Chairman 
which I find disturbing is that, when we have had our debate upon 
the bankruptcy bill, and we have had companies come in and argue 
about how we have to reform the bankruptcy laws because they are 
being taken advantage of. 

And we now have stripped away many basic rights that pre
viously people had to protect themselves. And you find out that
and I would not suggest the linkage between specific companies, 
but you find out that within the same financial services operations, 
there is a great deal of shenanigans going on. And yet, we are 
hearing that we should not take any action. We cannot do any
thing. That it is the market. 

But certainly, when it comes to the bankruptcy bill, we were im
plored that we had to take action. It just seems to me unfair. 
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANE8. I just want to underscore, in Ms. Podelco's 

case, her income was her Social Security payment. And these com
panies were clearly making loans to her that could not be repaid 
from her income. Obviously, they were targeting this home that 
had been paid free and clear and which had equity. So the whole 
process was geared to taking the equity out of that home. 

Senator Stabenow. 
Senator STABENOW. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank 

you again to each of you for coming. 
As we are wrestling with what to do, I would like very much to 

know from each of you, from the information standpoint, consumer 
information, what you would suggest to us as we look at not only 
defining what predatory lending is, so that we can clearly state 
that it is illegal and existing laws need to be enforced aggressively, 
and we need to make sure the resources are there to do that. But 
we all understand that more consumer awareness and education is 
very important. And that is why your being here today is so impor
tant and the Chairman's focus on this issue is so important. 

I would also say on the side that I am pleased and appreciate 
that Freddie Mac is coming to Detroit to help us focus in Sep
tember on the whole question of community awareness and edu
cation through an effort that they do which is called Don't Borrow 
Trouble. We are appreciative in their leadership in this, as well as 
the support and involvement of Fannie Mae in efforts as well. 

But I am wondering if any of you would like to comment on what 
kind of information would be helpful to you to have on the front 
end? Did any of you receive information in writing about the terms, 
the costs, anything comparing what you were paying? For instance, 
Ms. Mackey, your current-the loan before all of this happened 
versus the new loan and the points and fees and costs and so on? 
Did you receive any information in writing? And if not, what would 
you suggest as being something that we should focus on in terms 
of public information? 

Ms. MACKEY. I received a good-faith estimate, which I think is 
something that is required from American Equity Mortgage, before 
the final paperwork. I did not see any paperwork other than that 
until the final paperwork that I went in to sign. And everything 
had been increased significantly at that time. 

Senator STABENOW. I am not sure I understood correctly. Did you 
have paperwork that said something different for the exact 
same--

Ms. MACKEY. I am sorry. I had this bug in my ear. 
Senator STABENOW. That is okay. You received information on 

the front end. What exactly did they give you information about? 
What were the numbers? What were the terms that they shared 
with you? 

Ms. MACKEY. They went over the rates that I already had and 
they gave me the suggested interest rate or estimated interest rate, 
which was ll-something. The monthly payment would be probably 
around $900 and something. 

At that time, my income was about, take-home was about $1,800 
a month. So $900 sounded like a whole lot. But sounded do-able 
if I was not going to have all of these other debts to take care of. 
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All the information on that good-faith estimate, and I am sorry 
I do not have it right before me, the figures were all significantly 
lower. The costs, the points, whatever, all were lower than the final 
paperwork. 

I would like to see something that could be put in the hands of 
the borrower by the lender in advance that was the final paper
work, final numbers. An estimate is wonderful, but when they up 
everything by several hundred dollars or more, it does not really 
do much good. And you get there and you think, oh my gosh, what 
have I done? And you are embarrassed and you do not know. 

I sat there thinking, I really should just walk out of here. But 
I cannot do that. It is silly to even think that way. But I think if 
I had something to look over at home before I went in to sign those 
papers, it would have given me a better opportunity. 

I could have taken it to someone, although I do not know that 
I would, because I did not want to-now I am talking about it all. 
But at that point-what I am doing now is not for me. But at that 
point, I did not want anybody to know what I had done. 

Senator STABENOW. Thank you. And so, you were given a piece 
of paper that said the payment would be around $900. 

Ms. MACKEY. Yes. 
Senator STABENOW. Instead, it was $1,103. 
Ms. MACKEY. Yes. 
Senator STABENOW. And a different interest rate. 
Ms. MAcKEY. Correct. 
Senator STABENOW. And so, you walked in assuming one thing 

and found out something else. 
Ms. MACKEY. And you know, Senator Stabenow, it was several 

days after I went home with this paperwork and looked it over 
thoroughly on my own, that I discovered that my main reason for 
getting this, one of my credit card debts had not been paid. And 
when I called the young man who did the work, he said we could 
not pay everything and give you what you wanted for the improve
ments on your condo. But they could charge me over $8,000 in fees. 

You are talking about equity stripping. I had the difference be
tween $150,000 and $74,000, what is that? $75,000? And now I 
may have $50,000 equity in my home, if I am lucky. 

I just think that there has to be more education. And it is not 
just the responsibility of the Committee or the industry, but it is 
also our responsibility to avail ourselves of that information. 

And that again was my own fault for not doing that because I 
know that there is information out there. But it is that embarrass
ment situation again, which is-I am not embarrassed any more. 
I have learned. 

Senator STABENOW. Well, thank you so much. 
Chairman SARBANES. Senator Dodd. 
Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, I think that 

this has been tremendously helpful to have all four of you share 
your testimony. 

I realize, something you just said, Ms. Mackey, was very worth
while because in all of this, obviously, there are some other sources 
of responsibility here. But you properly point out, if nothing else, 
we hope people watching this or listening to this will take note of 
what you just said. 
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The important thing is to always check and ask other people. 
There are people you can go to in most communities that will help 
you find out whether what you are being offered is-my mother 
used to say, if it sounds too good to be true-remember that? 

Ms. MACKEY. It usually is. 
Senator DODD. It usually is, yes. And when you hear these radio 

ads and so forth and they are offering to make your life easy, offer
ing you more money at less cost, that is usually a good signal. 

Ms. MACKEY. I understand that. And I was at a point where I 
was very, almost desperate to get this taken care of. 

Senator DODD. Yes, I understand that. 
Ms. MAcKEY. So, I lost all good sense. 
Senator STABENOW. Would my friend yield for just one moment? 
I would just want to add that in this particular situation, Ms. 

Mackey got information ahead of time, saying, it would be a $900 
payment and it changed at closing. So, I would just add that even 
when we ask ahead of time, if it is changed, there is a problem. 

Senator DODD. No, I agree. But my point is, again, for people lis
tening out there, or who are watching this, who have not yet done 
this, but who are being approached by people, your testimony here 
is a good warning. It does not offer you any immediate relief, obvi
ously, but maybe just by being here, you may be saving some peo
ple from the same kind of tragedy. 

You have been through basically a financial mugging. That is 
what this is. You were mugged. It is almost like walking down the 
street and being mugged. Now it took longer and it was more sub
tle and it was cute. But it is as much as if someone had held you 
up, in my view. 

Senator Reed made a very good point. There are some of us who 
have strongly objected to this so-called bankruptcy reform bill. One 
of the reasons that the bill has not become law today is because 
there are a couple of States in this country where affluent home
owners do not want their homes subject to bankruptcy laws-the 
Homestead Exemption. And Ms. Podelco, if you just moved to Palm 
Beach and bought yourself a nice big condo, you might not be in 
this trouble today. 

[Laughter.] 
I do not know if that was possible for you in West Virginia. But 

it is somewhat ironic in a way that we are talking about so-called 
reforms here, where people want to prohibit the discharge of credit 
card responsibility and make it more difficult for people who get 
caught in difficult situations to be able to get themselves out of it. 
But that is an aside that I raise to you here today. 

Let me just ask you, because one thing was common in all of 
your stories here. They all have a poignancy to them. But it just 
seemed to me in every case, with some variations on it-Mr. 
Satriano, you have something next to you there. What is that? 

Mr. SATRIANO. It is just a picture of my house. 
Senator DODD. Why not get it the right side up? 
[Laughter.J 
There we go. That is your home? 
Mr. SATRIANO. Yes. 
Senator DODD. How long had you been in that house? 
Mr. SATRIANO. My wife grew up in there. 
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Senator DODD. Your father-in-law built that house? 
Mr. SATRIANO. Right. 1947. 
Senator DODD. Well, the one thing I saw as I was listening to 

you talk about it here is that the solicitors in every case withheld 
information, it seems to me, in every case. And correct me if I am 
wrong, but you had very important information withheld from you 
as the solicitations were being made. And important information 
about the terms of the loan, you were directly misled in every sin
gle case. Is that true? 

Mr. SATRIAl'\l'O. [Nods in the affirmative.] 
Ms. MACKEY. [Nods in the affirmative.] 
Mr. WILLIAMS. [Nods in the affirmative.] 
Ms. PODELCO. [Nods in the affirmative.] 
Senator DODD. You are nodding your head yes. 
Ms. MACKEY. Yes. 
Senator DODD. Now the marketing of this just seems to me it is 

fraud in your cases here. I do not know how else to describe it. The 
marketing techniques that were used against you were all in the 
case promising you a much better deal, obviously, than you had in 
every single case. 

Again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know we have other wit
nesses to hear from. I hope maybe some of our colleagues when we 
look at it-there was a piece in The Wall Street Journal, I think 
it is today's home economics-refinancing boom helps explain 
strength of consumer spending. 

An unprecedented cashflow may prevent recession. Economists 
figure that all of the refinancing activity contributed nearly half of 
1.2 percent annualized growth in the first quarter gross domestic 
product. 

I mean, this is going on. There is a lot of refinancing going on 
all over the country. Now I am not suggesting, obviously, that the 
refinancing, all of it is predatory lending. But I get nervous when 
I see this, a lot of these solicitations going out. And as long as 
home prices stay up-I remember in Hartford, Connecticut a few 
years ago, we had the mid-1980's. And there was this tremendous 
inflation in values of homes. And then we had the real estate mar
ket crash. And people had mortgages on their homes that vastly ex
ceeded the value of these homes. 

I have an uneasy feeling that we may be entering a period like 
that. And we are going to find that not just people like yourselves 
sitting here that have been through and dealt with unscrupulous 
lenders out there that have taken advantage of you by withholding 
information and lying to you, basically, deceiving you, that we may 
find a more compounded problem here as a result of this effort to 
convince people that they can refinance their homes and ought to 
do so, and find that these homes are not going to be worth as much 
as they thought they were. 

Again, I thank all four of you. You are courageous people. We are 
grateful to you for being here. 

Chairman SARBANES. Senator Corzine. 
Senator CORZINE. I will be brief, Mr. Chairman. 
I certainly concur that you are courageous to sit and tell us these 

stories, which I think accentuate a major flaw, a reprehensible flaw 
in our economic system. I hope we can get at some of the funda
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mental problems here with precise but important legislation as we 
come through this. 

One thing that yells out at us is the need for financial literacy 
exposure. This morning I was with a group of people from the 
Urban League and Historic Black Colleges and Freddie Mac on a 
Credit Smart program that is designed to deal with getting finan
cial literacy out in the community so that we can deal with this 
when you are faced with people that are smooth talking and fast 
talking and trying to give you something for nothing. 

But I have one question. How many of you had an independent, 
outside participant with you as you went through this, for example, 
a lawyer? 

For the life of me, I have never gone to a closing on a mortgage 
without a lawyer. And I am wondering whether any of you in the 
situations you had had some independent party that would chal
lenge the efficacy of this process. 

Ms. PODELCO. [Nods in the negative.] 
Ms. MAcKEY. [Nods in the negative.] 
Mr. WILLIAMS. [Nods in the negative.] 
Mr. SATRIANO. [Nods in the negative.] 
Chairman SARBANES. I think the record should show that a11 four 

panelists, they did not have someone with them. 
Senator CORZINE. I am not sure on all of the steps that we need 

to take in this process, but the idea that people who deal in the 
subprime market and this secondary lending have the ability to 
have a one-on-one relationship without someone who has the finan
cial skills to evaluate some of these programs makes a lot of sense. 

You are courageous. I appreciate very much your statements and 
participation and help in this process, and I look forward to us 
pushing aggressively forward. And I also have to identify with the 
bankruptcy remarks that the Senators from Connecticut and Rhode 
Island made. This is not a one-sided affair, as I think we heard it 
mostly debated on the floor of the Senate. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Senator Corzine. 
I want to tell the panel members how much we appreciate their 

testimony. As I said at the outset, I know it is difficult to appear 
in this public atmosphere to tell your personal story, but it con
stitutes a valuable contribution to this effort we have undertaken. 

Some of my colleagues made note of it, and I think I ought to, 
for the completeness of the record, observe that there are a number 
of financial institutions that have announced recently, subse
quently to when we scheduled these hearings, a number of steps 
that would address some of the concerns that are here today. 

In particular, a number of companies have announced that they 
will no longer finance single premium insurance in their loans, roll 
it into the mortgage and then you end up paying interest over a 
sustained period of time. Other practices have also been changed. 

Those are important steps and we welcome them. But there is 
more to be done, obviously, and we intend to continue to press for
ward with really laying out exactly what the problem is, so it is 
fully understood. 

We want the regulators to exercise more effective control. We 
want tougher enforcement of existing laws, which may well need 
the commitment of more resources. 
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But there are practices going on that are not illegal under exist
ing laws. The repeated refinancing of a loan and the stripping out 
of equity is technically not illegaL 

And so, we need to address those problems. We need to address 
the education dimension which Senator Corzine talked about. And 
I encourage the industry itself to continue to try to establish best 
practices and raise the level of activity within the industry. 

It is very helpful in all of this that people will come in and speak 
out about their own experience. I know it is, in some respects, as 
Ms. Mackey said, embarrassing for you, although you have passed 
that threshold, I gather, now. 

But you have made a very substantial contribution here today 
and we thank you very much. We will excuse this panel and move 
on to our next panel. 

Thank you all very much. 
The Committee will take just a brief pause while we move this 

panel out and bring the other panel on. 
[Pause.] 
Chairman SARBANES. I want to welcome the second paneL I 

know you have been waiting quite a while. 
On this panel we have: Tom Miller, the long-time Attorney Gen

eral of Iowa, and the Chairman of the Predatory Lending Working 
Group of the National Association of State Attorneys General; 
Steve Prough, the Chairman of Ameriquest Mortgage Company, 
one of the larger subprime lenders in the country. And Ameriquest 
has developed a program, with a number of civil rights and commu
nity organizations, which we are looking forward to hearing about 
this morning; Charles Calomiris, professor of finance at the Colum
bia Business School and the Codirector of the Project on Financial 
Deregulation at the American Enterprise Institute; and Martin 
Eakes, who is the President and CEO of the Self-Help Credit Union 
in North Carolina. Mr. Eakes has, as I think we all know, been a 
leader in the effort to fight predatory practices, both in his home 
State of North Carolina and nationally. And of course, North Caro
lina has taken a number of very important initiatives that I think 
are worthy of attention. We welcome all of you. 

Gentlemen, we are running late this morning. I think what we 
will do is we will include your full statements in the record. I very 
much appreciate the obvious effort and time and thought that was 
devoted to preparing these statements. They are quite comprehen
sive and they will be of enormous help. 

If you could summarize your statements in 8 to 10 minutes, we 
would appreciate that. And then we will go to a question period. 
Attorney General Miller, why don't we start with you? We are 
pleased to welcome you before the Committee, and I might note 
that many years ago, in his younger life, Attorney General Miller 
worked as a Vista volunteer in Baltimore, Maryland. We were 
pleased to have him there and we are pleased to have him here 
today before the Committee. 

Mr. Miller. 
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. MILLER 

ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE STATE OF IOWA 


Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
You might add that I was also a very enthusiastic volunteer in 

your campaign. 
Chairman SARBANES. I did not want to make it political. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. MILLER. I will try and summarize as you suggested. In a 

way, a summary is made easy because of what happened before. 
The testimony that we heard before was compelling. It was strong. 
It was complete. And it tells the story. It tells the story because 
it did not happen to just those four individuals. It happens to many 
people throughout the country. 

Even in a place like Iowa. I met 2 days ago with three very simi
lar people to the four you heard this morning, very similar stories 
and very sad stories. Indeed, the conduct is bad enough and it is 
being done often enough throughout the country, that I believe it 
is truly a national scandal. 

I think you summarized the elements that are used by various 
people against low income people to do this in America and I will 
just mention them briefly. And keep in mind that it is the combina
tion of these tricks and these gimmicks and these charges that ac
complishes the draining of their equity and the loss of their house. 

First of all, as was mentioned, it is the points and related 
charges that can add up to thousands of dollars, often 5 to 10 per
cent and more. Then it is the credit insurance. And there is abso
lutely no reason for this insurance. Let us look at this. 

A low income person that is trying, struggling to buy a house, 
going to an equity loan, a second mortgage, in terms of what they 
need and what they would choose, would they choose insurance 
payments at a large level? It just does not make sense. It is pure 
exploitation. And I am pleased, as you mentioned, that three com
panies have decided not to use that. 

One of the people we talked to earlier this week had paid 
$10,000 for a single premium credit insurance. And then they were 
going to pay $66,000 in interest. So $76,000 for a product that they 
do not need, would not choose, given their other needs. 

The interest rate is higher, sometimes even getting into the high
teens and into the 20 percent. And one thing that was alluded to 
by the earlier speakers that I want to point out is a whole group 
of people that are involved in this. And they are called bird dogs. 
They are independent brokers or they are home improvement peo
ple that often do very fraudulent home improvement. And they are 
out looking for these people. 

They are out looking for the four people that you saw this morn
ing, the three people that I saw on Tuesday. And they have various 
ways of finding them. And they do find them. And all of this is 
below the radar screen. They will lie about everything. It reminds 
me a little bit about telemarketing fraud that we fought a few 
years ago. When people got on the phone, those telemarketing 
fraud operators, they would lie about everything to close that deal. 
These bird dogs do exactly the same thing. 

Another abusive practice is the balloon payment. Because of 
everything that these people are being charged and the interest 
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rate that is high in addition, people cannot payoff the loans. So 
what they do is they give them a 15 year balloon payment at about 
the same price of the loan itself. So there is no chance that they 
will ever pay it off. 

Then there is flipping that the lady from West Virginia so elo
quently laid out, the flipping from company to company to com
pany, adding on those charges, those 10-, 20-, 30-percent charges 
each time-that is part of it. 

And then just to make sure, once they have people hooked, that 
they do not get off the hook somehow by maybe a family member 
helping or a friend helping, there is the prepayment penalty, to 
hold them on onerous terms. And if they decide that they might 
want to go to court, it is the arbitration clause. 

It is all of these things that are brought together. They are a na
tional scandal because of what they do to people. And you can tell 
they are the part of business plans of some of these companies. 

The bird doggers that I mentioned are part of just a fraudulent 
operation. This is just a whole set of people and circumstances that 
are exactly out to abuse people in the way that is described. And 
of course they do it primarily with poor people, primarily with mi
norities, primarily with elderly, the ones that are most vulnerable 
in our society. AP, I say, I believe it is a national scandal. The ques
tion is what do we do about it? 

Well, first of all, society has to recognize that this is totally unac
ceptable. We as a society need to push back. And that is why I 
think it is so important that you have called this hearing. Putting 
the light of day on these practices is extremely important. But of 
course much more has to be done. 

Some things have to be done by the companies. Some very rep
utable companies are involved by owning some of the subsidiaries, 
by buying some of the loans, in some instances dealing with the 
bird dogs. 

They have to change their companies. And I think some of them 
are about doing that. You mentioned on credit insurance. I talked 
to one other company. It is amazing, when my name showed up on 
the witness list, I started to get calls, Senator from one of the large 
companies that indicated perhaps some real constructive change. 

The industry has to clean this up because what we have seen 
happen is totally intolerable. And any self-respecting individual or 
company cannot be involved with what I just described. They need 
to recognize that and I think they are starting to get the message. 

We need enforcement. We attorney generals recognize this as a 
problem, a big problem. We have just recently put together a work
ing group, as you mentioned, of attorney generals to work on this, 
that I lead as well as Attorney General Roy Cooper of North Caro
lina and Attorney General Betty Montgomery of Ohio. 

It is something we are concerned about. The FTC is involved. 
Other law enforcement people are involved, and understanding the 
grievous nature of this problem and what needs to be done. 

The Federal Reserve needs to act on the regulations that are pro
posed before them. Thirty-one States and 31 State Attorney Gen
erals have endorsed and pushed for those regulations. I think it is 
very important that those reforms go forward. 
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Congress needs to act. They need to look at some of the features 
perhaps that are preemptive on States. There may be a role for 
States to play, a somewhat larger role, realizing that we are deal
ing with a national problem. 

And you need to take a look at HOEPA HOEPA has changed 
some things in a constructive way. But there are more things that 
you can do on credit insurance, on balloon payments, on the size 
of fees and charges, and on the ability to pay. We need to look at 
this from a whole range of people. 

Like many problems in the public policy arena, there is no silver 
bullet. There is no one thing that we can do. But we can focus on 
it from a number of different aspects in combination. Much like 
they put those various combinations of bad things together to 
achieve the result, we can push back and make a difference. 

And I appreciate what the Senator said about this being a prob
lem that needs to be dealt with in a way that does not harm legiti
mate subprime credit. It is very important that low income people 
have the opportunity to get loans and buy houses through sub
prime credit that is reasonable and fair. 

And companies can tell the difference. Companies can tell the 
difference of these elements and the kind of lending that Senator 
Gramm and others talked about. 

It is very important that people like Senator Gramm's mom be 
able to buy a house like she did. But I will tell you what. If these 
people got a hold of her, she would not have been able to buy that 
house. She would either be paying yet today, 52 years later, or be 
out of the house. 

That is what is at stake here-to preserve what is good in the 
credit industry, constructive credit, and to deal strongly and effec
tively with destructive credit, which drains the equity and the 
hopes and the dreams from the people of America that are affected. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to testify and thank 
you for bringing this issue to the fore. It is a very important issue. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Attorney General 
Miller. 

Mr. Prough. 

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN W. PROUGH 

CHAIRMAN, AMERIQUEST MORTGAGE COMPANY 


ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. PROUGH. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Steve 

Prough and I am Chairman of Ameriquest Mortgage Company. 
Ameriquest Mortgage Company is a specialty lender. We provide 
affordable loans to average American homeowners who have imper
fect credit profiles. We are headquartered in Orange, California. 
We have 220 offices nationally in 33 States and we have 3,200 pro
fessionals assisting our customers to utilize their most important 
asset-their home-in order to obtain affordable credit to help meet 
their own personal needs. Virtually all of our loans are to allow 
homeowners to refinance and access capitaL Our loan production 
grew to approximately $4.1 billion in originations in 2000, and we 
anticipate that growth will continue in 2001, resulting in approxi
mately $5.5 billion of loan originations. Our servicing portfolio 
totals $8.5 billion in loans. 
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From the company's senior management down through our new
est hires, we at Ameriquest Mortgage Company believe that bor
rowers are best protected against abusive lending practices when 
lenders adopt firm lending practices and when borrowers are given 
the information they need to make informed decisions in their own 
best interests. That is why we instill in all our employees a com
mitment to promoting the importance of fair lending practices and 
consumer awareness. 

AB we developed our business, we found that the financial needs 
of many average Americans with impaired credit were not being 
met at all, or at affordable prices by the home financing industry. 
Ameriquest sought to meet those needs by providing financing on 
more favorable terms and at lower cost than had historically been 
offered to credit impaired individuals by other lenders. 

Leveraging secondary market sources and capital from Wall 
Street, we originate, package, and then sell our loans. As a result 
of the efficiency of these markets, we are able to offer lower costs 
to our customers. Thus, through our Wall Street financing model, 
we have substantially lowered the cost of financing for Ameriquest 
borrowers. 

We help working families and individuals whose credit may be 
impaired for a variety of reasons. Our average customer is: 47 
years old, from a suburban community, a 10 year homeowner, sta
ble income with an average of 12 years' employment and, finally, 
an average income of $70,000. This is a portrait of the Ameriquest 
customer who has special credit needs that we have helped achieve 
their goals. 

We at Ameriquest are very proud of our history of making loans 
available to borrowers who have been denied credit, but have credit 
needs. It should be recognized that the specialty lending industry 
has contributed to the highest homeownership in the Nation's his
tory and has helped open access to capital for traditionally under
served communities. We feel very strongly that all lenders must be 
subject to rules that effectively prevent them from engaging in mis
leading or deceptive practices and from imposing unfair terms or 
practices. These actions are wrong. They have no place in the real 
estate lending industry or, for that matter, in any credit trans
action whatsoever. 

While we believe that it is important that lenders refrain from 
acting in a manner that seeks to take advantage of borrowers, we 
also believe that it is equally important that responsible lenders 
take action to adopt and implement practices specifically designed 
to promote fair lending and to enable borrowers to make intel
ligent, informed decisions about their credit needs. It is for this 
reason that our business philosophy is "Do The Right Thing." 

Ameriquest Mortgage Company has fostered long-standing rela
tionships with the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the Na
tion's oldest and largest civil rights coalition, the National Fair 
Housing Alliance, the National ABsociation of Neighborhoods, and 
more recently, with the ABsociation of Community Organizations 
for Reform Now-ACORN. These groups have been our allies in the 
cause to promote fair lending and consumer awareness. Ameriquest 
Mortgage Company has partnered with these committed advocates 
to develop and implement a set of best practices to ensure that our 
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borrowers receive top quality service and fair treatment and are 
able to obtain loans that meet their financial needs on reasonable 
terms and at fair prices. 

In developing our set of best practices, we asked our key commu
nity group allies to help us identify their principal concerns regard
ing subprime lending activities. While Ameriquest had long ago 
addressed many of those concerns, we implemented practices and 
policies to address others as part of our constant effort to improve 
our programs to meet our customers' needs. 

Ameriquest Mortgage Company provides to every customer: rea
sonable rates, points, and fees; full and timely disclosure of loan 
terms and conditions in plain English; recommended credit coun
seling; a full week to allow customers to evaluate whether our loan 
best suits their needs; a highly qualified loan servicing officer who 
has been trained in fair lending practices. 

In addition, we: report all borrower repayment history to credit 
bureaus; maintain arm's-length relationship with third parties 
such as title companies, loan appraisers, and escrow companies. 

The following practices, although legal and conducted by some, 
are not offered by Ameriquest: no single premium credit life insur
ance to borrowers; no refinancing of a loan within 24 months of its 
origination; no loans with mandatory arbitration clauses; no loans 
with balloon payments; no negative amortization loans. 

Our best practices include providing each customer a one-page 
document, written in plain English, that clearly identifies all of the 
important terms of the loan using very simple phrases. 

We are very concerned about the fact that you receive a big, huge 
bundle of information and there is no one page that this is all put 
on. So that is why we clearly state on one page: your interest rate 
is-; you have a prepayment charge of-; your total fees are-

Very simple, very straightforward. We prepare a side-by-side 
comparison for prospective borrowers of our initial loan quote and 
the final loan offering so that people can see exactly what they are 
getting from what we originally had offered them in order to en
sure dialogue that would take place during the process. 

We recommend credit counseling to all our customers by pro
viding the BOO-number for HUD-certified loan counseling. Instead 
of the standard three-day rescission period called for under existing 
law, we provide all of our customers in our retail lending network 
with a full week to allow them to shop for better loans. That added 
time allows them to determine without pressure and with the help 
of trained credit counselors if ours is the best loan for them. Our 
loan servicing associates go through a stringent training program, 
with a minimum of BO hours of training. We want to ensure that 
in the case of every borrower, we are being sensitive to that bor
rower's needs. 

All of our best practices empower consumers to make the right 
choice for them. Why do we do this? We do it because it is the right 
thing to do. But we also do it because we honestly believe our busi
ness benefits from our best practices. We benefit when we have 
fully informed borrowers who recognize that they have been treated 
fairly, rather than dissatisfied customers who feel that they have 
been taken advantage of. 
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There are many of us in the specialty lending sector that have 
been fairly and responsibly assisting traditionally underserved 
communities, and have helped countless, hard working families 
gain access to capital. I know you want us to continue to lend to 
this segment of America, since homeownership is one of the key 
elements of our society that most embodies the American Dream. 

No responsible lender wishes to engage in abusive lending prac
tices. And I am sure everyone in this room would agree that a sin
gle deceitful loan is one too many. Regulatory authorities need to 
use the full range of their existing enforcement powers and to de
vote more resources to enforcement of existing laws designed to 
guarantee that customers receive loans appropriate for their needs 
and fair terms. We at Ameriquest Mortgage Company believe that 
our set of best practices is designed to achieve that very result in 
three ways: one, our best practices prohibit certain specific kinds 
of abusive practices; two, our best practices provide clear and full 
disclosure of the critical loan terms in plain English; and three, we 
make credit counseling available to our borrowers and encourage 
them to make use of it and provide a one-week, post-approval 
period during which the borrower can shop our loan and evaluate, 
with the help of a credit counselor, whether the loan we have of
fered is truly a loan the borrower wants. 

In short, strong enforcement of existing laws coupled with a 
strong set of best practices is the best tools to ensure that con
sumers are best served. Although we do not believe that additional 
laws or regulations are needed, it would be best, if there is to be 
action, for it to come at the Federal level, rather than adding to 
the existing patchwork of State and local ordinances. 

Ameriquest Mortgage Company creates loans the old-fashioned 
way-we take the time to develop a loan for each borrower based 
on their individual needs. This is how I started my lending career 
30 years ago, when banks were more personal and took the time 
to get to know their customers. It is important to recognize that 
this form of lending is more subjective at the individual level and 
requires increased personal attention from the loan officer. 

We hope as this Committee considers any proposed new legisla
tion, you are careful as you proceed to ensure that there are no un
intended consequences that would have the effect of limiting access 
to credit for those who need it most. In that way, we ask for your 
support in helping us to continue to serve Middle America and 
reach traditionally underserved communities. 

Ameriquest commends you for focusing attention on these issues. 
As one of the Nation's largest retail special lenders, we share your 
commitment to making the dream of homeownership affordable 
and fairly accessible for all Americans. We at Ameriquest look for
ward to continuing to work with you. 

Thank you very much. 
Chairman SARBANE8. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Prough, 

and we appreciate, as Chairman of Ameriquest Mortgage Com
pany, you coming across the country from California, in order to be 
here with us at this hearing and to give us this testimony. 

I am also very appreciative of the attachment that you have to 
your statement setting out in considerable detail Ameriquest Mort
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gage Company's retail best practices. It is very helpful to the Com
mittee to have that information. 

Professor Calomiris. 

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CALOMIRIS 

PAUL M. MONTRONE PROFESSOR 


OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 


NEW YORK, NEW YORK 


Mr. CALOMIRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure and 
an honor to address you today on the important topic of predatory 
lending. 

Predatory lending is a real problem. It is, however, a problem 
that needs to be addressed thoughtfully and deliberately, with a 
hard head as well as a soft heart. 

Chairman SARBANES. That is what we are trying to do, yes. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. There is no doubt that people have been hurt by 

the predatory practices of some creditors and we have heard about 
that today quite a bit. But we must make sure that the cure is not 
worse than the disease. Unfortunately, many of the proposed or en
acted municipal, State and Federal statutory responses to preda
tory lending would have adverse consequences and in fact already 
have had adverse consequences that are worse perhaps than the 
problems they seek to redress. Many of these initiatives would re
duce the supply or have reduced the supply of credit to low income 
homeowners, raise their cost of credit, and restrict the menu of 
beneficial choices available to borrowers. 

Fortunately, there is a growing consensus in favor of a balanced 
approach to this problem. That consensus is reflected in the view
points expressed by a wide variety of individuals and organizations, 
including Robert Litan of the Brookings Institution, Fed Governor 
Edward Gramlich, most of the recommendations of last year's HUD 
Treasury report, the voluntary standards set by the American 
Financial Services Association, the recent predatory lending statute 
passed by the State of Pennsylvania, and the recommendations and 
practices of many subprime lenders. 

An appropriate response to predatory practices should occur, I 
think, in two stages. First, there should be an immediate regu
latory response to strengthen enforcement of existing laws, en
hance disclosure rules, provide counseling services, amend existing 
regulation in some ways, and limit or ban some practices. I believe 
that these initiatives, which I will describe in detail in a minute, 
will address all of the serious problems associated with predatory 
lending. 

Second, in other areas, especially the regulation of prepayment 
penalties and balloons, any regulatory change, I think, should 
await a better understanding of the extent of remaining predatory 
problems that result from these features. And the best way to ad
dress those is through appropriate regulation. The Fed is currently 
pursuing the first systematic scientific evaluation of these areas as 
part of its clear intent to expand its role as the primary regulator 
of subprime lending. Given its authority under HOEPA, the Fed 
has the regulatory authority and the expertise necessary to find 
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the right balance between preventing abuse and permitting bene
ficial contractual flexibility. 

I think the main role Congress should be playing at this time is 
to rein in actions by States and municipalities that seek to avoid 
established Federal preemption by effectively setting mortgage 
usury ceilings under the guise of consumer protection rules. Imme
diate Congressional action to dismantle these new undesirable bar
riers to individuals' access to mortgage credit would ensure that 
consumers throughout the country retain their basic contractual 
rights to borrow in the subprime market. 

The problems that fall under the rubric of predatory lending are 
only possible today because of the beneficial democratization of con
sumer finance and mortgage markets in particular that has 
occurred over the past decade. Predatory practices are part and 
parcel of the increasing complexity of mortgage contracting in the 
high-risk, subprime mortgage area. That greater contractual com
plexity has two parts: One, the increased reliance on risk pricing 
using Fair Issac scores rather than the rationing of credit via a yes 
or no lending decision. And second, the use of points, credit insur
ance, and prepayment penalties to limit the risks lenders and bor
rowers bear and the costs borrowers pay. 

These practices make economic sense and can bring great bene
fits to consumers. Most importantly, these market innovations 
allow mortgage lenders to gauge, price, and control risk better than 
before and thus allow them to tolerate greater gradations of risk 
among borrowers. 

According to last year's HUD-Treasury report, subprime mort
gage originations skyrocketed since the early 1990's, increasing by 
ten-fold since 1993. The dollar volume of subprime mortgages was 
less than 5 percent of mortgage originations in 1994, and in 1998, 
it was 12.5 percent. As Governor Gramlich has noted, between 
1993 and 1998, mortgages extended to Hispanic-Americans and 
African-Americans increased the most, by 78 and 95 percent, re
spectively, largely due to the growth in subprime mortgage lending. 

Subprime lending is risky. The reason that so many low-income 
and minority borrowers tend to rely on the subprime market is 
that, on average, these classes of borrowers tend to be riskier. It 
is worth bearing in mind that default risk varies tremendously in 
the mortgage market. The probability of default-based on Stand
ard & Poor's credit ratings-for the highest risk class of subprime 
mortgage borrowers is roughly 23 percent, which is more than 
1,000 times the default risk of the lowest risk class of prime mort
gage borrowers. 

When default risk is that great, in order for lenders to partici
pate in the market, they must be compensated with unusually high 
interest rates. But, default risk is not the only risk that lenders 
bear. Indeed, prepayment risk is of a similar order of magnitude 
in the mortgage market. 

In the subprime market where borrowers' creditworthiness is 
also highly subject to change, prepayment risk results from im
provements in borrower riskiness, as well as changes in U.S. Treas
ury interest rates. 

Borrowers in the subprime market are subject to significant risk 
that they could lose their homes as a result of death, disability, or 
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job loss of the household's breadwinners. Because single premium 
insurance commits the borrower to the full length of the mortgage, 
the monthly cost of single premium credit insurance is much lower 
than the cost of monthly insurance. 

Single premium insurance has been much maligned here today. 
Mr. Miller said there is no reason to have single premium insur
ance. But I checked on some facts. I called up Assurant Group, 
which is a major provider ultimately of credit insurance in the 
mortgage market, and asked for a cost comparison. The monthly 
cost, that is, taken on a monthly basis over the life of the mortgage, 
the monthly present-value cost for monthly credit insurance that is 
paid each month, not all at once, on a 5 year mortgage, on average, 
is about 50 percent more expensive than the monthly cost of single 
premium credit insurance. 

A lot of these intermediaries have left the market because the 
bad public relations about single premium insurance has been bad 
for their business. That is unfortunate, I think, and I will come 
back to how I think we can regulate single premium insurance 
without doing harm to borrowers. 

The Congress recognized that substantial points, prepayment 
penalties, short mortgage maturities, and credit insurance, have 
arisen in the primary market in large part because these contrac
tual features offer preferred means of reducing overall costs and 
risks to consumers. Default and prepayment risks are higher in the 
subprime market and therefore, mortgages are more expensive and 
mortgage contracts are more complex. 

The goal of policymakers should be to define and address preda
tory practices without undermining real important opportunities in 
the subprime market. So what are those practices? They have al
ready been mentioned. 

According to the HUD-Treasury report, they are loan flipping, 
packing or excessive fee charges, lending without regard to the bor
rower's ability to repay, and outright fraud. 

Many alleged predatory problems revolve around questions of 
fair disclosure and fraud prevention. But the critics of predatory 
lending are correct when they say inadequate disclosure and out
right fraud are not the only ways borrowers may be fooled. Let me 
now turn to an analysis of specific proposed remedies. 

First, I would recommend enhanced disclosure and new coun
seling opportunities for mortgage applicants. In my statement, I go 
through a very long list of ways to improve disclosure and coun
seling, but I will omit that here in the interest of time. 

Credit history reporting. It is alleged that some lenders withhold 
favorable information about customers in order to keep and use 
that information privately. I think it is appropriate to require lend
ers not to selectively report information to credit bureaus. 

Now single premium insurance. Keep in mind, roughly one in 
four households do not have any life insurance. And so, single pre
mium credit insurance or monthly credit insurance can be very 
beneficial. To prevent abuse, though, of single premium, there 
should be a mandatory requirement that lenders that offer single 
premium insurance have to do three things. One, they must give 
borrowers a choice between single premium and monthly premium 
credit insurance. Second, they must clearly disclose that credit in
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surance, whether single premium or monthly, is optional and that 
the other terms of the mortgage are not related to whether the bor
rower chooses credit insurance. And third, they must allow bor
rowers to cancel their single premium credit insurance and receive 
a full refund of the payment within a reasonable time after closing. 

What about limits on flipping? Well, I think there have been sev
eral new proposals. I agree that there needs to be some action. The 
Fed rule that has been proposed would prohibit refinancing of 
a HOEPA loan by the lender or its affiliate within the first 12 
months, unless that refinancing is, "in the borrower's interest." 
This is a reasonable idea so long as there is a clear and reasonable 
safe harbor in the rule for lenders that establishes criteria under 
which it will be presumed that the refinancing was in the bor
rower's interest. For example, if a refinancing either, A, provides 
substantial new money or debt consolidation, B, reduces monthly 
payments by a certain amount or, C, reduces the duration of the 
loan, then anyone of those features should protect the lender from 
any claim that the refinancing was not in the borrower's interest. 

What about limits on refinancing of subsidized government or 
not-for-profit loans? It has been alleged that some lenders have 
tricked borrowers into refinancing heavily subsidized government 
or not-for-profit loans. Lenders that refinance these loans, I believe 
should face very strict tests for demonstrating that the refinancing 
was in the interest of the borrower. 

Should we have any outright prohibitions? Well, I believe that 
some mortgage structures really do add little real value to the 
menu of consumer options and are especially prone to abuse. In my 
judgment, the Federal Reserve Board has properly identified pay
able-on-demand clauses or call provisions as examples of such con
tractual features that should be prohibited. 

How should we deal with prepayment penalties? We should re
quire lenders to offer loans with and without prepayment penalties. 
Rather than regulate prepayment penalties at this time, I would 
recommend requiring that HOEPA lenders offer that choice. 

What about balloons? I think that, again, limits on balloons and 
also proposed limits on new brokers' practices may be a good idea, 
but I think that we should await more data before we know exactly 
how to shape those rules. 

My final point and I know I am running out of time is dealing 
with usury laws. These are very bad ideas. I want to focus on the 
recent legislation that has been enacted and the problems that 
have come from it. Because of legal limits on local authorities to 
impose usury ceilings because of Federal preemption, explicitly, 
that is, they cannot explicitly impose usury ceilings, they have 
adopted what I would call an alternative stealth approach to usury 
laws. The technique is to impose unworkable risks on subprime 
lenders that charge rates or fees in excess of government-specified 
levels and thereby, drive high-interest rate lenders from the mar
ket. Several cities and States have passed or are currently debating 
these stealth usury laws for subprime lending. 

For example, the City of Dayton, Ohio, this month passed a Dra
conian antipredatory lending law. This law places lenders at risk 
if they make high-interest loans that are, "less favorable to the bor
rower than could otherwise have been obtained in similar trans
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actions by like consumers within the City of Dayton." And lenders 
may not charge fees and/or costs that, "exceed the fees and/or costs 
available in similar transactions by like consumers in the City of 
Dayton by more than 20 percent." 

In my opinion, it would be imprudent for a lender to make a loan 
in Dayton governed by this statute. Indeed, I believe that the stat 
ute's intent must be to eliminate high-interest loans, which is why 
I describe it as a stealth usury law. Immediately upon the passage 
of the Dayton law, Banc One announced that it was withdrawing 
from origination of loans that were subject to the statute. No doubt, 
others will exit, too. The recent 131 page antipredatory lending law 
passed in the District of Columbia is similarly unworkable. 

What about North Carolina, which pioneered this area in 1999? 
As Donald Lampe points out, massive withdrawal from the 
sub prime lending market has occurred in response to the overly 
zealous initiative against predatory lending by North Carolina. 

Michael Staten of the Credit Research Center of Georgetown 
University has compiled a new database on subprime lending that 
permits one to track the damage, the chilling effect, of the North 
Carolina law on subprime lending in the State. 

Staten's statistical research, which I reproduced with his permis
sion in the appendix to my testimony, compares changes in mort
gage originations in North Carolina with those of South Carolina 
and Virginia before and after the passage of the 1999 North Caro
lina law. 

Staten finds that originations of subprime mortgage loans, espe
cially first lien subprime loans, in North Carolina, plummeted after 
passage of the 1999 law, both absolutely and relatively to its neigh
bors, and that the decline was almost exclusively in the supply of 
loans available to low- and moderate-income borrowers, those most 
dependent on high-cost credit. For borrowers in the low income 
group, with annual incomes less than $25,000, originations were 
cut in half. For those in the next income class, with annual in
comes between $25,000 and $49,000, originations were cut by 
roughly a third. The response to the North Carolina law provides 
clear evidence of the chilling effect of antipredatory laws on the 
supply of subprime mortgage loans to low-income borrowers. And 
in fact, was anticipated in the critical remarks that Bob Litan 
made about these laws. 

The history of the last two decades shows that usury laws are 
highly counter-productive. Limits on the ability of States to regu
late consumer lenders headquartered outside their State were un
dermined happily by the 1978 Marquette National Bank case and 
furthered by the 1982 passage of the Alternative Mortgage Trans
action Parity Act. 

I will not go into all my details in this discussion, but I want to 
emphasize that it would be very useful for Congress to reassert 
Federal preemption to prevent any more damage from taking place. 

Let me conclude, for the most part, predatory lending practices 
can be addressed by focusing effort on better enforcing laws, im
proving disclosure rules, offering government finance counseling, 
and placing a few well thought-out limits on credit industry prac
tices. The Fed already has the authority and the expertise to for
mulate those rules and is in the process of doing so based on a new 
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data collection effort that will permit an informed and balanced ap
proach to regulating subprime lending. 

And again, I emphasize, the main role of Congress should be to 
reestablish Federal preemption. And I hope also Members of Con
gress, and especially Members of this Committee, will speak out in 
defense of honest subprime lenders, of which there are many. The 
possible passage of State and city usury laws is not the only threat 
to the supply of subprime loans. There is also the possibility that 
bad publicity, orchestrated perhaps by well-meaning community 
groups, itself could force some lenders to exit the market. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANES. Well, thank you. This is a very useful 

statement and appendix for the Committee to have because it puts 
together a lot of the assertions that have been made, which I think 
will require very careful analysis on our part. 

We are approaching this issue with a hard head and we would 
be interested to see how this analysis withstands a hard head anal
ysis, how this statement withstands a hard head analysis. So, it is 
helpful to have it all put together the way you have done it and 
I want to thank you because, obviously, a good deal of effort has 
gone into it. 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANES. Mr. Eakes. 

STATEMENT OF MARTIN EAKES 

PRESIDENT AND CEO, SELF·HELP ORGANIZATION 


DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 


Mr. EAKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I too in the last couple of weeks since my name has been on this 

list have been called by numerous lenders telling me that they are 
giving up single premium credit insurance, hoping that I would not 
mention their names in this hearing, including one as late as yes
terday. I come to you today in two roles. 

The first is in my role as CEO of Self-Help, which is an $800 mil
lion community development financial institution. That makes us 
the largest nonprofit community-development lending organization 
in the Nation, which is also about the size of one large bank 
branch, to put it into perspective. Self-Help has been making 
subprime mortgage loans for 17 years. Weare probably one of the 
oldest, still-remaining, subprime mortgage lenders. We have pro
vided $1.6 billion of financing to 23,000 families across the country. 
We charge about one-half of 1 percent higher rate than a conven
tional-rate mortgage. We have had virtually no defaults whatsoever 
in 17 years. If you have a 23 percent default, I can almost assure 
you, it is the result of lending with fraud in that process. Subprime 
lending can be done right. We agree that there are good subprime 
lenders. We hope that we are one. 

I come to you, second, as a spokesperson for an organization that 
started in North Carolina, called the Coalition for Responsible 
Lending. The coalition that formed in North Carolina was a really 
remarkable event for anyone who watches politics among financial 
institutions. This coalition started in early 1999 and started with 
120 CEO's of financial institutions who came together to ask for a 
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law to be passed in order that they could squeeze the bad apples 
out of the lending industry in North Carolina. 

Let me ask you on this Committee, how many times have you 
had credit unions and every bank in the country come together and 
ask you to pass a bill that would regulate them as well as everyone 
else? Ever? 

Chairman SARBANES. We are working at that right now. 
Mr. EAKEs. We are working at that. 
[Laughter.] 
We ended up with a coalition that had 88 organizations that rep

resented over 3 million people in the membership of those organi
zations in North Carolina. North Carolina only has 5 million adult 
voters in the State. This group included all the credit unions, every 
thrift, every bank, the Mortgage Bankers Association, the Mortgage 
Brokers Association, the realtors, the NAACP, civil rights groups, 
housing groups, AARP and seniors groups-every single organiza
tion that had something to say about mortgage lending in the State 
of North Carolina came together to pass what was not a perfect 
bill, it was a compromise bill among all those parties. And we 
passed a bill. The bill in North Carolina in 1999 passed both the 
Senate and the House virtually unanimously. We had one vote 
against in the Senate and two in the House out of 120 members. 

Let me tell you what the philosophy of the North Carolina bill 
was, which shows you why there was such an encompassing con
sensus. We started with two key principles. The first principle was 
that this bill would add no additional disclosures whatsoever. The 
industry representatives and the consumer representatives agreed 
that real estate closings now have 30 plus documents to sign and 
go through. 

I am a real estate attorney. I have closed hundreds, if not thou
sands, of real estate loans. And I am not sure that I can under
stand every little piece of fine print in those 30 forms. I assure you 
that no ordinary real person can read those documents and under
stand them. It is also unfair to say that education or disclosure will 
solve the problem. I will give you an example. 

My father, who was this ornery-some people think I am ornery 
and hard to get along with. I used to be nicer. My father was at 
least twice as mean as I am. He ran a business, contracting busi
ness. No one could take advantage of him until the last 6 months 
of his life when he was bedridden with cancer. And then, all of a 
sudden, he had people calling him, saying, can you refinance your 
house? And even my father, mean, technically competent, a busi
ness person, could fall prey to a lender who approached him in his 
own house. 

The second principle that we had was that we would place no cap 
on the interest rate on mortgages. Now this was somewhat con
troversial. We did that for an explicit reason. We said, by putting 
no cap on the interest rate, there can be no rationing of legitimate 
subprime credit in the State of North Carolina. 

Instead, we focused on all the hidden elements of pricing in a 
mortgage loan. And we said, we are going to try to prohibit those 
and force the price into the interest rate, the one factor that most 
borrowers understand best. It has been said that it is hard to de
fine predatory lending. Well, in North Carolina, whether you like 
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what we did or did not do, that is precisely what we did. We identi
fied six practices that we thought were the essence of predatory 
lending. 

In the North Carolina bill, we dealt with only four of them. That 
is all we could do in the first bill. But what we did in legislation 
was precisely defi:c.3 these four predatory lending practices in legal, 
legislative language, and enact them into law. The following four 
practices are what we focused on in the North Carolina bill. 

First, we put a threshold limit on upfront fees. It is simply a 
problem, as we heard from the woman from West Virginia, when 
you have upfront fees, you can never get them back. The moment 
you sign the document, you may have lost your entire life savings 
in less than one second of signing your name. Instead, what the 
North Carolina bill said was, no financing of fees if the amount of 
fees is greater than 5 percent. Now, in all honesty, 5 percent fee 
to originate a mortgage is a very large number. The standard 
amount paid for a conventional, middle-class mortgage that most 
of us would go and obtain is 1.1 percent. That is the standard 
across the country. 

So 5 percent is a pretty extreme compromise. It is not something 
I went home and was proud of after the bill was passed. And we 
said 5 percent of fees, not counting lawyer fees, not counting 
appraisals, any of the third-party fees that you normally pay at a 
mortgage closing, that is a limit beyond which there are some pro
tections in the North Carolina law. And I guess I would call that 
a stealth usury provision if you want to say that charging more 
than 5 percent fees is a good thing. 

Second, we focused on the practice of flipping. The reason that 
this was so poignant for us in North Carolina is that we had done 
research-you may know this-but President Carter came to Char
lotte. We have one of the most active Habitat For Humanity net
works in North Carolina of any State. We found researching loan 
by loan at courthouses that more than 10 to 15 percent of all Habi
tat for Humanity borrowers who had $40,000, zero-percent first 
mortgages from Habitat, had been refinanced into 14 percent fi
nance company mortgages. Now what does that tell you? 

That 10 to 15 percent could not have been acting rationally in 
the way that in academia we assume is a fully functioning perfect 
market. Moreover, it shows that if lenders will take advantage of 
10 to 15 percent of people who have zero percent mortgages and 
refinance them into 14 percent mortgages, what do you think that 
says about the people who have those measly 7112 and 8 percent 
mortgages. They are certainly fair game for flipping. We pp-ssed a 
prohibition for all home loans in North Carolina that says you may 
not flip, refinance a home loan, unless there is a net tangible ben
efit to the borrower. 

Third, we prohibited prepayment penalties on all mortgage loans. 
Well, that is nothing new. In North Carolina, we had that prohibi
tion already since 1973. In fact, 31 States across the country have 
limitations prohibiting or restricting prepayment penalties on mort
gages currently. This one really drives me crazy. 

We tell poor people that it is your goal and your message is to 
get out of debt. That is what we charge people with. And yet, for 
the average Mrican-American family with a $150,000 loan on a 
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home, the average prepayment penalty is about 5 percent. To pay 
off that debt, get out of debt, or refinance to another borrower, is 
5 percent of $150,000, $7,500. That is more than the median net 
wealth of African-American families in this country. So in one sec
ond, when you sign up for this mortgage, you can put at risk an 
entire lifetime savings of wealth for the average median African
American family in this country. 

And four, we prohibited in North Carolina the financing of credit 
insurance on all home loans in North Carolina. Before predatory 
lending, I was a nicer human being. But as I listened to Professor 
Calomiris, I hope in the question and answer session you will let 
me come back and maybe engage him in a little academic ques
tioning on those terms. 

To say that monthly pay insurance costs 50 percent more than 
single premium insurance is the worst kind of analytic mistake or 
intellectual dishonesty that I can imagine. Every analyst who has 
looked at single premium insurance finds it more expensive, which 
it is. I will give you an example. 

If I came to you and said, you pay for your electric bill on a 
monthly basis every month for the next 5 years and you pay it with 
no interest. Instead, I give you the option to finance all 60 months 
of your electric payment into a loan at the front end and pay the 
interest on it over the next 5 years. And a typical case would come 
to, say, $7,000 or $8,000 of interest. At the end of the 5 years, you 
still owe all of the electric payments because you have not paid 
anything off. Everyone who has analyzed single premium credit in
surance will tell you that it costs twice as much as monthly pay, 
no matter how you run the assumptions, no matter what you do. 

The predatory lenders use this tactic with a borrower the same 
way it is used in public-to say that your monthly cost will be 
lower because all you are paying is the interest. But the cost for 
the single premium credit insurance, like financing your electric 
payments, is still 100 percent, 99 percent due at the end of 5 years. 

I used to not lose my temper, but this is really driving me nuts. 
Let me tell you how I came to this work. 

For 17 years, I worked and was a preacher preaching that we 
needed to get access to credit, particularly for African-American 
homeowners. Access to credit was my watchword. 

In the last 2 years, it has turned totally on its head and I no 
longer worry about whether there is access to credit. It is now the 
terms of credit. And where there were sometimes lenders who were 
starving communities from getting credit they needed, the problem 
now is that many lenders are actually eating those communities. 
They are eating the equity of these families. 

I had a borrower who came into my office and he told me this 
story which I really did not believe. I said, bring me your paper
work for your loan, which he did. We sat down. He showed me his 
loan. He had gotten a refinance loan from the Associates in 1989. 
It refinanced a Wachovia Veterans Administration loan and it was 
a $29,000 loan. On his paperwork, it showed that he had $15,000 
of charges added into the loan for what was a $29,000 refinance. 
So, he had $44,000 of total debt. He paid on that loan for 10 years 
until he came to see me in early 1999. He told me that he had 
three different times tried to pay the loan and that the Associates, 
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recently purchased by Citigroup, would not allow him to payoff the 
loan and refinance it. 

I said, I am a lawyer. I know that cannot be true. That is illegal. 
I do not believe it. As I got ready to call the company on his behalf, 
he sat down and tears welled up in his eyes and he said, let me 
tell you one more thing. The reason that this house means so much 
to me is not just the shelter, that it is the house I have lived in, 
but I lost my wife 3 years ago and 1 have a 9-year-old daughter. 
And this house is the only connection that my 9-year-old daughter 
will ever have with her mother. And 1 am sitting here, oh, God. 

And I call the company and the woman on the phone says, "I am 
not going to give you the pay-off quote." Well, there are people who 
have worked with me for 18 years who have never really seen me 
get mad. But at that point, 1 really lost it and 1 told her-she 
said,"You are just a competing lender. Why should 1 give you the 
pay-off quote?" You are just going to refinance them. 

And 1 told her, if it takes me the rest of my life, I will sue you 
to hell and back and we will get this person out from under your 
thumb. And we will refinance this loan if 1 lose every penny of it. 
1 do not care any more. 

And we did. We refinanced it. We litigated. We reduced the loan 
in half. And that was the beginning, my first knowledge of the 
Associates, which many people knew was the rogue company in 
predatory lending. There are a lot. But that one is just a horrible 
company. That was the beginning for me of this coalition that 
started in North Carolina. 

I have since traveled around the country and 1 have said that 1 
will spend every penny that Self-Help owns, 1 will spend every 
penny that I own until we stop this practice of basically stealing 
people's homes in the guise of lending. A couple more stories and 
1 will end and then we can have some questions. 

1 got called as an expert witness by the banking commissioner 
in North Carolina who was trying to remove the license of a lender. 
The story was this. The lender has made 5,000 loans in North 
Carolina. This can only happen in the South. He had advertised on 
the radio that this is a good Christian company. Please come here 
and we will take care of you. He did take care of them. The average 
fees-he would not close a loan for less than 11 points on the front 
end for any of those loans. The person who was the principal of this 
business had met his other senior management in prison for traf
ficking cocaine. 

What came out in the hearing, and 1 am on the witness stand 
and his lawyer is cross-examining me, saying, why are you picking 
on this company? We are not nearly as bad as three others he 
named. The problem in North Carolina we found was unbelievable. 

We found that between 10,000 and 20,000 families in North 
Carolina were losing the equity in their homes or losing their 
homes outright every year. For me, personally, this was really an 
affront. 1 had spent 18 years at that point helping families own 
homes. And what 1 found was one or two lenders-I do not have 
to look at the average for the industry-but one or two lenders who 
are undoing in a month's time every possible step of good that Self
Help had done with its 23,000 loans over 18 years. It stopped being 
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an academic issue for me at that point, although I think I would 
be pleased to argue it on academic terms. 

There are things that Congress needs to do. We need to repeal 
the Parity Act in its entirety. We need to strengthen HOEPA. 

But I will stop there. Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANE8. Thank you very much, Mr. Eakes. 
I am going to ask a few questions. I hope that no one on the 

panel is under an immediate time pressure. 
I want to go to this single premium credit life insurance and the 

assertion that it is cheaper than paying it by the month. I just 
have great difficulty with that analysis. First of all, the mortgage 
is usually for 30 years. The single premium is for 5 years. Correct, 
in most instances? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. That is not what I am talking about, Senator. 
Chairman SARBANES. Are you talking about a 30 year single pre

mium? 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. No. 
Chairman SARBANES. No one does a 30 year single premium be

cause the cost of that premium would be so huge, that it just would 
not fly. 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. I am talking about a 5 year single premium. 
Chairman SARBANES. That is right. And then they get to the end 

of the 5 years and then they refinance, and then they throw in an
other 5 year single premium. Is that right? Is that what happens 
in almost every instance? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. I do not think anyone knows what happens in al
most every instance, Mr. Chairman. But I think we can agree on 
some basic arithmetic principles. I hope we can. 

First of all, we are talking about a stream of cashflows, whether 
you talk about the monthly premium or the single premium. And 
then the question is, if it is monthly premium, you have to decide 
what discount rate do you discount those cashflows to arrive at a 
present value because the right comparison, I think you will agree, 
is that you want to ask whether the present value of monthly pre
mium insurance or the present value of single premium insurance 
is larger. If you discount, which is the correct way to do it, at the 
interest rate that is charged in the loan, because that is the bor
rower's discount rate, you arrive at a calculation that single pre
mium is half as costly. 

Whether you are financing that single premium up front or pay
ing it up front, it is equivalent. It does not matter. The fact that 
you are only paying the interest and then 5 years from now, you 
still have to continue paying the interest because you have not re
paid the balance on the money you borrowed to pay the single pre
mium insurance, is irrelevant to the computation. I think what we 
are really having a problem with here is what I would call basic 
finance arithmetic. And I think that is unfortunate. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, Martin, do you want to address that? 
Mr. EAKES. I would love to get into basic finance arithmetic with 

someone because now you are really on my turf. I have been a 
lender for almost 20 years. There is no way that you can have a 
cashflow that includes interest and discount it back at any interest 
rate and have that come out to be lower than something that has 
no interest whatsoever. 
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It does not matter. You still have the terminal amount that is 
the full amount of the premium. It does not matter. I am absolutely 
certain that this is an analytic bad mistake in every way it can be. 

Chairman SARBANES. My perception of it is that it is like trying 
to walk up the down escalator. You just keep losing ground. 

Let me give you an example from one company. They had a 
$50,000, 15 year mortgage loan with a single premium life insur
ance policy costing $1,900 that was in force for 5 years. At the end 
of the 5 years, the homeowner still owed about $1,600 on the origi
nal insurance premium. So then he refinances. He takes out an
other policy. So there is another $1,900 that is thrown into the 
loan. Now it is $3,500 that has been pulled out of him. We do not 
really go after the protections of the insurance if they pay it on a 
monthly basis. But that is outside of being folded into the loan and 
then paying interest on that large charge. Then the person ends up 
losing their home because you have packed all these fees into it. 

Mr. MILLER. Senator, if I could just make a couple of practical 
points, too. Think about the income level of the people we are talk
ing about. 

Chairman SARBANES. I want to get to that, too, in a minute on 
the balloon payment, yes. 

Mr. MILLER. In this context. All the demands on their financial 
resources. Life insurance would not naturally be high on their list. 
It would not fit in, except for what the lenders are doing. 

And think, too, to finance insurance, would that be something 
they would want to put their home in jeopardy for and put that in 
the mortgage? No. It just does not make sense from the consumer's 
point of view. It is only in there for the lenders. And indeed, in my 
view, it is a litmus test of whether a lender is in good or bad faith. 

They are out to drain the consumer, if they are selling single pre
mium credit life insurance. It is just very clear to me where they 
are headed. 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. Mr. Chairman, if I could just interject. 
Chairman SARBANES. Certainly. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. What I am proposing, of course, is not to leave 

things as they are. I am proposing some pretty big changes. I am 
proposing that the lender has to offer both products-single pre
mium and monthly premium-that the lender has to fully disclose 
what is the cash that I am going to get back? What is the monthly 
payment I am going to have to make in totality? All the charges. 
And then let the borrower choose. 

And make it also clear that this is entirely optional because a lot 
of the complaints have been that people did not understand it was 
optional, that all of the other terms in the loan do not change. 

Somebody has to explain to me why, when somebody is being 
given a choice that is clearly spelled out, and we are going to make 
sure that the disclosure is right, and they decide that they would 
prefer what I would regard, in some cases, at least, and from what 
I understand, on average, cheaper insurance over the life of that 
5 years, somebody has to explain to me why, because a Senator or 
an activist or an attorney general believes that is not the right 
choice, why they, with counseling, on their own, with all informa
tion, cannot do it? 
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Mr. MILLER. Charles, were you here this morning? Did you hear 
what was going on? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. I was here this morning. 
Mr. MILLER. And do you have any sense of the power and influ

ence of the industry making these loans and running them 
through? Yours is an academic approach. What we really need to 
do is deal with the real people that we saw this morning, and in 
that setting, to set up these complicated disclosures just does not 
make any sense in the real world. 

Mr. EAKES. This is a product that never benefits the consumer. 
Never. Not a single case. That is why it is so easy. And if we have 
a trained economist who cannot get it right, how do we expect a 
borrower to get it right? When you offer a choice between some
thing that in every case costs you the extra interest, every single 
case, it makes it a false choice. 

And so the borrower, yes, they can be deceived into choosing it 
because the predatory lender focuses on the monthly payment. And 
they say, this example of a $100,000 loan with $10,000 of up front 
credit insurance, if you pay for that interest only, it would be $133 
a month, which is what financing it as single premium is. If you 
pay for it on a monthly basis, your monthly payment will be $167. 

So, he is right. It does, on the monthly basis, cost a little bit less. 
But at the end, you still owe $9,900 of the single premium credit 
insurance. To offer a choice of something that, in every single case, 
is worse for the borrower, is merely a deception. How can we pos
sibly have the consumer understand that. Put it in the interest 
rate if the lender needs that compensation. This is ridiculous. 

Chairman SARBANES. Let me ask this question. 
How is a borrower in the subprime market who almost by defini

tion is right at the limit of their ability to handle the matter, going 
to handle a balloon payment at the end of the mortgage period? 

Is that not, to a large extent, building up a huge risk of default, 
or perhaps more likely which keeps happening, a refinancing when 
they get to that point, again in which a lot of fees are packed into 
the loan and we get the sort of process that was laid out here this 
morning where the equity is being stripped out of this loan? Does 
anyone want to address that? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. When I was younger, I borrowed balloon loans 
because the interest rates are lower because, by keeping maturity 
lower, typically, in a loan, risk is lower-and then I rolled it over 
with the same bank. 

Chairman SARBANES. And what were your earning prospects 
when you did that? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. I do not know. I was in my early 20's. I was a 
graduate student at the time. I suppose that if you were optimistic 
about my career ability, you would say they were pretty good. 

Chairman SARBANES. They were pretty good. Now suppose you 
were 70 years old and you were living on Social Security. 

What is the rationale for the balloon payment in that case? That 
is your income. You are at the end of your working life. That is 
your income. And you take out a subprime loan. They slap on this 
balloon payment. Now what is the rationale there? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. Again, balloon payments tend to reduce interest 
cost, so they can be beneficial. In my statement, of course, I recog
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nize that you may want to limit balloons in some cases. And, in 
fact, I argue that was one of the things that I hope the Fed will 
look at. But I do not believe we want to rashly decide whether a 
1 year balloon or a 3 year balloon or a 5 year or 7 year, is the right 
route. 

Chairman SARBANES. We are not going to decide anything rashly. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. Right. 
Chairman SARBANES. Let me make that very clear. Nothing will 

be decided rashly. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. Balloon payments reduce interest costs and that 

is the main benefit anyone derives from them. If there is rollover 
risk, as I think you are suggesting there can be in some cases, or 
if people are tricked and do not understand that they are facing a 
balloon, then I think there is a real issue. But let us again not 
throw the baby out with the bathwater. 

But if I can just make one other comment about flipping. Again, 
I have specific ideas about how you can prevent flipping. The prob
lem with the North Carolina law, and the reason that it is had 
such a chilling effect on subprime lending already in North Caro
lina is that it does not give anybody safe harbor. 

If you are going to say people cannot flip, that is fine. I am all 
for it. But let us define what flipping is in a very clear way, be
cause if we do not define what it is, the legal risk that comes from 
being potentially sued for having flipped puts a chilling effect on 
lending. Let us go after flipping. But let us not go after it in a 
vague way, which is what the North Carolina law does. And that 
is why I think it is had such a negative effect. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, Mr. Eakes, Professor Calomiris to 
some extent, took out after North Carolina. 

Mr. EAKES. Yes, I think he called me out to a duel, right? 
Chairman SARBANES. So, you are entitled to some response to it, 

if you choose to make it. 
Mr. EAKES. Let me respond and maybe I will ask a question. 
The data that is cited is from a study paid for by industry that 

looked at nine lenders. Nine lenders. That is the study. What it 
shows is that there has been a drop in lending, which I have not 
seen before today, that says that North Carolina dropped in the 
third quarter of 1999 and the fourth quarter and the first two 
quarters of 2000. That was the data that I saw in that study. 

I wish that data were correct. I really do, because it would show 
that the goal that we had in North Carolina-Mr. Calomiris may 
or may not know this-but of the four practices that I mentioned, 
only one of them had gone into effect as of the third quarter of 
1999 and that is the flipping. So that had to be what would show 
a reduction in originations, by 25 and 50 percent. 

I wish that number were right because when we passed the bill, 
the goal of the North Carolina legislation was to reduce flipping. 
And the way you reduce flipping is have less loans originate. That 
data would show that gap. 

Here is what I would like to ask, is whether Mr. Calomiris knows 
of any other events that were active in North Carolina during the 
third quarter of 1999? Are you aware of any other environmental 
changes? 

Mr. MILLER. Was there a hurricane? 
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Mr. EAKEs. We had in North Carolina, on September 15, 1999, 
the largest flood in the history of North Carolina ever recorded. It 
took 15,000 units directly down the river. As many as 100,000 fam
ilies were dislocated. September 15, 1999. They could not have bor
rowed money if the predatory lenders had come to them in a boat. 

[Laughter.] 
So, his assessment-I wish it were right. I wish that really had 

seen a, "chilling effect because the only provision that we had in 
effect was the antiflipping." 

That is what we wanted to do, was to reduce the number of flips. 
But, unfortunately, I am afraid-I actually have heard this. It is 
remarkable. I travel around the country and I hear the North 
Carolina bill-first, I heard that every lobbyist who supported it 
lost their job. Totally false. 

Chairman SARBANES. Mr. Prough, I want to put a couple of ques
tions to you. You have been very patient. 

Mr. PROUGH. Yes, sir. Well, I would have liked to have partici
pated in the conversation on credit life and balloons, but since we 
do not offer those products, there was no need. 

Chairman SARBANES. Yes. Ameriquest does not engage in those 
practices. Correct? 

Mr. PROUGH. Never. We never have. 
Chairman SARBANES. I have the impression by establishing this 

high level of performance, you have been able to make it succeed. 
But I am concerned about-I want to ask this question, which may 
not be fully applicable to you because you have really made it 
work. But if lenders try to follow that course, would they be at a 
competitive disadvantage with respect to others in the industry? 

Let me put it this way. I guess they would be missing out on the 
opportunity to make some fast money. Now they choose to do that. 
But they are passing up such an opportunity, are they not? 

Mr. PROUGH. Everybody runs their own business model, Senator. 
Our approach is that by using the secondary market, using Wall 

Street, and bundling our loans, we are able to create efficiencies 
and create our profits through moving loans that way. And that 
way, we can pass that cost savings on to the '::onsumer. 

Some of these other products just do not fit for that model be
cause you are adding costs to the loan which eventually then have 
to be financed through Wall Street. That causes complications. We 
prefer to keep it very simple, very straightforward, and do exactly 
what the customer expects us to do, provide home financing. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, it is a very interesting model and we 
appreciate your coming here today to tell us about it. No question. 

I am going to draw this to a close. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. May I just make one comment, Mr. Chairman? 
Chairman SARBANES. Certainly. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. Because I did not get a chance to respond. 
Chairman SARBANES. I do not want you to go away feeling that. 

We try to be eminently fair here. Yes. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. I mean respond on one fact. 
Chairman SARBANES. Yes. 
Mr. CALOMIRIS. The evidence that I presented in the appendix 

showed that the decline in subprime lending occurred only in some 
income classes. So it seems a little strange to say it was the result 
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of a flood, because then you would have to believe that the flood 
only affected people with incomes below $50,000. 

Chairman SARBANES. But the subprime lending occurs primarily 
in certain income classes, does it not? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. The point, Mr. Chairman, is that I have it for the 
different income classes, only subprime lending. I am not looking 
at all lending. Just subprime. The point is that it only affected peo
ple who are really subject to these particular rules. And I did note 
that was phased in over 2000 and the data are about 2000, not 
about the end of 1999. I just want to emphasize that we do not 
have all the facts here before us. I do not claim that we do. 

Chairman SARBANES. You want to get out from under the flood, 
I take it. Is that it? 

Mr. CALOMIRIS. Exactly. 
[Laughter.] 
As I say, that dog is not going to hunt. 
Mr. EAKES. If I could just-and I promise I will be quick. 
Chairman SARBANES. Yes, I have to draw this to a close. 
Mr. EAKEs. The poor people, where they own homes, happens to 

often be in low-lying land that ends up being flood plain. 
Rich people do not live in flood areas. And so it is extremely rea

sonable that you would have families in the lower income brackets 
who are homeowners who are subject to these loans. 

I really wish I could bring-you are at Columbia? I would love 
to bring him just for a few days to actually see how the market
place works, both in floods and out of floods, because he does not 
get it right now. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman SARBANES. Mr. Prough, you sat quietly through all of 

this. Is there any comment you want to add before I draw this to 
a close? 

Mr. PROUGH. No, sir. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman SARBANES. No wonder you all have been so successful. 
[Laughter.] 
Well, I want to thank this panel very much. I am sure we will 

be back to you about one thing or another as we proceed to explore 
this matter. Again, I want to thank you for your helpful testimony 
and for the obvious careful thought that went into the statements. 

The hearing now stands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Prepared statements, response to written questions, and addi

tional materials supplied for the record follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL S. SARBANES 

Today is the first of two hearings on "Predatory Mortgage Lending: the Problem, 
Impact, and Responses." This morning we will hear first, from a number of families 
that have been victimized by predatory lenders. Then, later this morning and tomor
row, an array of public interest and community advocates, industry representatives, 
and legal and academic experts will have the opportunity to discuss the broader 
problem and the impact predatory mortgage lending can have on both families and 
communities. 

Homeownership is the American Dream. It is the opportunity for all Americans 
to put down roots and start creating equity for themselves and their families. Home
ownership has been the path to building wealth for generations of Americans; it has 
been the key to ensuring stable communities, good schools, and safe streets. 

Predatory lender play on these hopes and dreams to cynically cheat people of their 
wealth. These lenders target lower income, minority, elderly, and, often, unsophisti
cated homeowners for their abusive practices. It is a contemptible practice. 

Let me briefly describe how predatory lenders and brokers operate. They target 
people with a lot of equity in their homes, many of whom may already be feeling 
the pinch of growing consumer and credit card debts; they underwrite the property 
often without regard to the ability of the borrower to pay the loan back. They' make 
their money by charging extremely high origination fees, and by "packing" other 
products into the loan, including upfront premiums for credit life, disability, and un
employment insurance, and others, for which they get significant commissions but 
for which homeowners continue to pay for years beyond the terms of the policies. 

The premiums for these products get financed into the loan, greatly increasing the 
loan's total balance amount. As a result, and because of the high interest rates 
being charged, the borrower is likely to find himself in extreme financial difficulty. 

As the trouble mounts, the predatory lender will offer to refinance the loan. Un
fortunately, another characteristic of these loans is that they have high prepayment 
penalties. So, by the time the refinancing occurs, with all the fees repeated and the 
prepayment penalty included, the lender or broker makes a lot of money from the 
transaction, and the owner has been stripped of his or her equity and, oftentimes, 
his home. 

Nearly every banking regulator has recognized this as an increasing problem. 
Taken as a whole, predatory lending practices represent a frontal assault on home
owners all over America. 

I want to make clear that these hearings are aimed at predatory practices. There 
are people who may have had some credit problems who still need access to afford
able mortgage credit. They may only be able to get mortgage loans in the subprime 
market, which charges higher interest rates. Clearly, to get the credit they will have 
to pay somewhat higher rates because of the greater risk they represent. 

But these families should not be charged more than the increased risk justifies. 
These families should not be stripped of their home equity through financing of ex
tremely high fees, credit insurance, or prepayment penalties. They should not be 
forced into constant refinancings, losing more and more of the wealth they have 
taken a lifetime to build to a new set of fees, with each transaction. They should 
not be stripped of their legal rights by mandatory arbitration clauses that block 
their ability to go to court to vindicate their protections under the law. 

Some people argue that there is no such thing as predatory lending because it 
is a practice that is hard to define. I think the best response to this was given by 
Federal Reserve Board Governor Edward Gramlich, who said earlier this year: 

"Predatory lending takes its place alongside other concepts, none of which 
are terribly precise safety and soundness, unfair and deceptive practices, 
patterns, and practices of certain types of lending. The fact that we cannot 
get a precise definition should not stop us. It does not mean this is not a 
problem." 

Others, recognizing that abuses do exist, contend that they are already illegal. Ac
cording to this reasoning, the proper response is improved enforcement. 

Of course, I support increased enforcement. The FTC, to its credit, has been active 
in bringing cases against predatory lenders for deceptive and misleading practices. 
However, because it is so difficult to bring such cases, the FTC further suggested 
last year a number of increased enforcement tools that would help to crack down 
on predators. I hope we will get an opportunity to discuss these proposals as the 
hearings progress. 

I also support actions by regulators to utilize authority under existing law to ex
pand protections against predatory lending. That is why I sent a letter, signed by 
a number of my colleagues on the Committee, strongly supporting the Federal Re
serve Board's proposed regulation to strengthen the consumer protections under cur
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rent law. I also note that the Federal Trade Commission voted 5 to 0 last year in 
support of many of the provisions of the proposed regulation. 

Campaigns to increase financial literacy and industry best practices must also be 
a part of any effort to combat this problem. Many industry groups have contributed 
time and resources to educational campaigns of this type, or developed practices and 
guidelines, and I applaud and welcome this as an integral part of a comprehensive 
response to the problem of predatory lending. 

But neither stronger enforcement, nor literacy campaigns are enough. Too many 
of the practices we will hear outlined this morning and in tomorrow's hearing, while 
extremely harmful and abusive, are legal. And while we must aggressively pursue 
financial education, we must also recognize that education takes time to be effective, 
and thousands of people are being hurt every day. At his recent confirmation hear
ing, Fed Governor Roger Ferguson summed it up well when he said that "legisla
tion, careful regulation, and education are all components of the response to these 
emerging consumer concerns." 

Again, I want to reiterate, subprime lending is an important and legitimate part 
of the credit markets. But such lending must be consistent with and supportive of 
the efforts to increase homeownership, build wealth, and strengthen communities. 
In the face of so much evidence and so much pain, we must work together to ad
dress this crisis. Before taking your testimony, let me express my appreciation to 
all of you for your willingness to leave your homes and come to Washington to speak 
publically about your misfortunes. I know it must be very difficult. In my view, you 
ought to be proud that you are contributing to a process that I hope will lead to 
some action to put an end to the kinds of practices that have caused each of you 
such heartache and trouble. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR WAYNE ALLARD 

I would like to thank Chairman Sarbanes for holding this hearing. This is an 
important topic, and I am glad that this Committee will have an opportunity to ex
amine it more closely. I know that predatory lending is an issue that Chairman Sar
banes has followed very closely, as the so-called "flipping" form of predatory lending 
has been a particular problem in Baltimore. 

In the various Housing and Transportation Subcommittee hearings over the last 
3 years, predatory lending came up on several occasions. It is an abhorrent practice, 
and as Ranking Member of the Subcommittee I am particularly concerned about 
predatory lending that involves FHA loans. The fraud perpetrated in those cases not 
only victimizes the individual family, but also robs the taxpayers, who are respon
sible for backing the loan through FHA. 

During my years as Chairman, and now as Ranking Member of the Housing Sub
committee, I have seen firsthand how important homeownership is to Americans, 
after all, it is the American Dream. It is reprehensible that a small number of indi
viduals prey upon those hopes and dreams, turning the dream into a nightmare. 

I am pleased that this Committee will have an opportunity to examine some of 
the issues surrounding predatory lending. While we hear a great deal about preda
tory lending, much of what we know seems to come from anecdotes. I believe it is 
important that we examine the problem in a careful, reasoned way. In this manner 
we can first get a clear idea of exactly what constitutes predatory lending, and how 
great the scope of the problem is. Next, we can consider whether current laws are 
adequate or whether we need additional laws. 

I particularly wish to focus on the matter of enforcement. While predatory lending 
is obviously occurring under the current laws, it may very well be that the current 
laws are adequate, but simply not well enforced. Similarly, any additional laws that 
this Committee may pass would be of little value if they are not enforced. 

As important as it is to curb predatory lending, any actions considered by Con
gress, the States, or regulatory bodies must be made with caution. While predatory 
lending is by its nature deceptive and fraudulent and should be stopped, there is 
certainly room for a legitimate subprime lending market. Subprime lending expands 
homeownership opportunities for those families that may have experienced credit 
problems or who have not had an opportunity to establish credit. The subprime 
market gives them access to financing that allows them to experience the dream of 
homeownershi p. 

Without access to this market, far fewer people would own a home. It is no coinci
dence that subprime lending has greatly expanded as the country is experiencing 
record homeownership rates. If we are not careful with any legislation, we could end 
up hurting the very people that we are trying to help. 
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We also cannot lose sight of the fact that laws cannot solve all problems. Because 
there will always be those who disregard the laws, we must also find ways to pro
mote personal protection and responsibility. I believe that we need to find a better 
way to educate and empower consumers. I believe that knowledge can be a very 
powerful weapon, and this is particularly true for financial matters. Survey after 
survey has found that Americans lack basic financial knowledge. This lack of infor
mation can lead to financial disaster. Better consumer and financial knowledge will 
leave consumers better protected-regardless of what the laws may be. 

Again, I would like to thank the Chairman for holding this hearing. While today's 
cases are genuine tragedies, I hope that we will be able to learn from their situa
tions to help stem predatory lending in America. I thank the witnesses for being 
willing to come forward to share their stories. I look forward to your testimony. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JIM BUNNING 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for holding this hearing, and I would 
like to thank our witnesses for testifying today and tomorrow. 

Nobody is in favor of "Predatory" lending. We have all heard the horror stories 
of unscrupulous people preying on the elderly, going through an entire neighborhood 
and negotiating home improvement loans. These same individuals then strip the 
equity from these homes, usually without even doing the repairs. There is a word 
for these practices, and it is fraud. These practices should not and cannot be toler
ated. The perpetrators of these practices should be prosecuted to the fullest extent 
of the law. 

But we must not throw the baby out with the bath water. Sixty-eight percent of 
Americans own their own homes. While I do not know the exact statistics, I am will
ing to bet not all of that 68 percent were candidates for the prime rate. I am pretty 
sure many of them did not qualifY for prime. 

So then, how are these people, who are not rich, or may have missed a payment 
or two in their lifetime able to afford homes? The answer, of course, is the subprime 
market. 

The subprime market has been the tool for many Americans to achieve the Amer
ican Dream of owning their own home. Many of our largest and most reputable fi
nancial institutions are a part of the subprime industry. I believe this is a good 
thing, and a viable subprime market is good for our country. 

We need to punish the bad actors. When fraud is committed, the perpetrators 
should be punished and punished severely. But we also should encourage the good 
actors. Citibank and Chase, to name two, have put into practice new guidelines to 
help eliminate abuses or even the possibility of abuses. Companies taking these 
steps should be commended. 

When we try to eliminate abuse, we must make sure we do not kill the subprime 
market. We must not drive out the reputable institutions that make home owner
ship possible to so many who otherwise would not be able to achieve that dream. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. MILLER 
ATTOR."IEY GENERAL, THE STATE OF IOWA 

JULY 26, 2001 

Introduction 
I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the Committee for giving me the 

chance to speak on this critically important issue. This is one of the most important 
challenges among the issues within this Committee's jurisdiction, and I welcome the 
opportunity to participate in the public discussion. 

Homeownership is "the American Dream," and America is rightfully proud of its 
record in the number of Americans who have achieved that. 1 The mortgage market 
we normally think of, and are proud of, is "productive credit"-a wealth-building 
credit that millions of Americans have used to make an investment in their lives 
and their childrens' futures: the market that has helped those 66 percent of Ameri

1 Homeownership reached a record level of 66 percent in 1998. Arthur B. Kennickell, et aI., 
Recent Changes in U.S. Family Finances: Results from the 1998 Survey of Consumer Finances, 
86 Fed. Res. BulL I, 15-18 (2000). 
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cans buy their homes; keep those homes in good repair; help finance the kids' edu
cation, and for some, helped them start a small business. But make no mistake: 
what we are talking about today is a threat to that dream and a very different mort
gage market. Today, we are talking about asset-depletion. This is "destructive debt," 
with devastating consequences to both the individual homeowners and to their com
munities. We are talking about people who are being convinced to "spend" the 
homes they already own or are buying, often for little or nothing in return. 2 Tens 
of thousands of Americans, elderly Americans and African-Americans disproportion
ately among them, are seeing what for many is their only source of accumulated 
wealth-the equity in their homes-siphoned off. Too often, the home itself is lost.3 

Then what? How do they-particularly the elderly-start over? 
Please keep this in mind when you hear the caution that legislative action will 

"dry up credit." Drying up productive credit would be of grave concern; drying up 
destructive debt is sound economic and public policy.4 

In the previous panel, some of those affected by this conduct shared their experi
ences with you. Earlier this week, some Iowans shared their experiences with me. 
Their stories were typical, but the suffering caused by these practices is keenly felt 
by each of these individuals. One consumer who has paid nearly $18,000 for 4 years 
would have had her original $9,000 mortgage paid off by now, had she not been de
livered into one of these loans by an unscrupulous contractor. The lender who 
worked with the contractor to make the home improvement loan refinanced that 
mortgage with the $27,000 home improvement cost. But the contractor's payment 
was little more than a very large broker's fee, for he did incomplete and shoddy 
work, and then disappeared. The lender's promises to make it right were all words 
for 4 years, while they took her money. In the other cases, the homeowners I visited 
with were not looking for loans, but they have credit cards from an issuer who also 
has a home equity lending business. They were barraged by cross-marketing tele
marketers, and convinced that it would be a sound move to refinance. Indeed a 
sound move-for the lender who charged $6,900 in fees on $57,000 of proceeds. (The 
fees, of course, were financed.) These families are the faces behind these lenders' 
sales training motto: "These loans are sold, not bought." 5 These families are the 
faces behind the sordid fact that predatory lending happens because people trusted; 
and because these lenders and the middlemen who deliver the borrowers to them 
do not deserve their trust. These lives have been turned upside down by a business 
philosophy run amuck: a philosophy of total extraction when there is equity at hand. 

I know that my counterparts in North Carolina heard similar stories, which is 
why Former Attorney General, now Governor Easley and Attorney General Cooper 
as well, have been so instrumental in North Carolina's pioneering reform legislation. 
This problem is about these people-in Iowa, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, North 
Carolina-and all over this country; this is not about abstract market theories. And 
it is a problem that Congress has a pivotal role in curbing. 

In some of our States, we are finding other types of predatory practices that are 
preying on the vulnerable by appealing to-and subverting-their dreams of buying 
a home. Some cities are seeing a resurgence of property flipping. In some areas of 
my State, we are seeing abusive practices in the sale of homes on contracts. In fact, 
it appears that such contracts may be taking their place along with brokers and 
home improvement contractors as another "feeder" system into the high-cost mort
gage market. 6 

2 Part of the problem with the subprime market generally is it is not offering what many peo
ple need. Overwhelmingly, it offers refinance and consolidation loans-irrespective of whether 
that is wanted, warranted, or wise. See section I-C, below. 

3 See Alan White and Cathy Lesser Mansfield, Subprime Mortgage Foreclosures: Mounting De
faults Draining Home Ownership, (testimony at HUD predatory lending hearings, May 12, 
2000), indicating 72,000 families were in or near foreclosure. 

While the foreclosures are devastating for the families, the impact on the lenders is less clear. 
First, there is a distinction to be made between delinquencies/defaults and actual credit loss. 
Second, as we note below, some of this risk to the lender is self-made. See Section II-A, below. 
See also Appendix B, page 1, in which insurance padding added $76,000 to the cost of the loan, 
raised the monthly payment nearly $100, and all by itself, created a $54,000 balloon payable 
after the borrower would have paid over $204,000. 

4 We should also keep in mind that this prediction has been made of most consumer protection 
and fair lending legislation in my memory-from the original Truth in Lending up through 
HOEPA. And it has never happened. 

5 See Gene A. Marsh, "The Hard Sell in Consumer Credit: How the Folks in Marketing Can 
Put You in Court," 52 Cons. Fin. Law Qtrly Rep. 295, 298 (Summer, 1998) (quoting from a sales 
training manual: another instruction-"sell eligible applicants to his maximum worth or high 
credit.") 

6 As is discussed below, many homeowners do not select the lenders they use, but are deliv
ered to those lenders by middlemen. In the case of some of the abusive land contracts, a contract 
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My office has made predatory lending a priority-both in the home equity mort
gage lending context and in the contract sales abuses. In addition to investigations, 
we are considering adopting administrative regulations to address some of the areas 
within the scope of our jurisdiction, and are working with a broad-based coalition 
on education and financial literacy programs. But today I am here to talk to this 
Committee solely about the home equity mortgage lending problem, because that is 
where Congressional action is key. HOEPA has been a benefit, but improvements 
are needed. Federal preemption is hindering States' ability to address these prob
lems on their own. The measures which have been introduced or passed at the State 
and municipal levels dramatically demonstrate the growing awareness of the serious 
impact on both individuals and communities of predatory lending, and the desire 
for meaningful reform. 7 

What Is Predatory Lending and How Does It Happen? 
The Context: The Larger Subprime Marketplace 

Predatory lending is, at its core, a mindset that differs siguificantiy from that op
erating in the marketplace in which most of us in this room participate. It is a mar
ketplace in which the operative principle is: "take as much as you think you can 
get away with, however you can, from whomever you think is a likely mark." This 
is not Adam Smith's marketplace. 

Today's prime market is highly competitive. Interest rates are low, and points and 
fees are relatively so. Competition is facilitated by widespread advertisement of 
rates and points. Newspapers weekly carry a list of terms available in the region 
and nationwide, and lenders advertise their rates. The effectiveness of this price 
competition is demonstrated by the fact that the range of prime rates is very nar
row, and has been for years. But in the subprime mortgage market, there is little 
price competition: there are virtually no advertisements or other publicity about the 
prices of loans, and it is difficult for anyone seeking price information to get it. Mar
keting in the subprime market, when terms are mentioned at all, tends to focus on 
"low-monthly payments." This marketing is, at best, misleading, given the products 
being sold, and is often simply an outright lie. 

r do not mean to imply that all subprime lending is predatory lending, nor does 
my use of statistics about the subprime generally so imply. However, most of the 
abuses do occur within the subprime market. We must understand the operations 
and characteristics of that marketplace in order to recognize how and why the 
abuses within it occur, and to try to address those problems. 
• 	Interest rates in the subprime market are high and rising. During a 5 year period 

when the median conventional rates ranged from 7-8 percent, the median 
subprime rate was 10-12 percent. But that 5 year period saw two disturbing 
trends. First, the distribution around that median has changed-with the number 
of loans on the high side of that median rising. Second, rates have increased, with 
the top rates creeping up from a thinly populated 17-plus percent to nearly 20 
percent.s 

seller will sell a home to an unsophisticated borrower at a greatly inflated price on a 2-5 year 
balloon, telling the buyer that their contract payments will help establish a credit record. The 
hitch is that it is likely to be difficult, if not impossible, to get conventional mortgage financing 
when the balloon comes due because the inflated sales price would make the loan-to-value ratio 
too high for a conventional market. The result? Another way of steering the less sophisticated 
home buyer into the high-cost refinancing market. 

7 See section III-B, below on how preemption has hampered the ability of States to deal with 
the kind of predatory lending practices we are talking about in these hearings. 

8 A graph of the distribution of loans around the median rate shifted from a bell-curve dis
tribution in 1995 to a "twin peaks" distribution around the median in 1999, indicating greater 
segmentation within the subprime market, and shows the "rate creep" on the high side of the 
distribution. See Cathy Lesser Mansfield, The Road to Subprime "HEL" Was Paved With Good 
Congressional Intentions, 51 So. Car. L. Rev. 473, p. 578, Graph 2; p. 586, Graph 6 (2000). 

Percent ofloans in securitized subprime pools sold on Wall Street: 
above 12 percent in 1995 was 30 percent; and 1999 was 44 percent; 
above 15 percent in 1995 was 3 percent; and 1999 was 8 percent; 
above 17 percent in 1995 was .02 percent; and 1999 was 1.5 percent. 

See id., p. 577 Table 1. 
Collecting price data on subprime lending is extraordinarily difficult, as the author of this ar· 

ticle, one of my constituents, Professor Mansfield of Drake University law school, reported to 
the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services a year ago. (May 24, 2000). As noted 
above, unlike the prime market, there is no advertising information about rates and points in 
the subprime market available to most consumers. Furthermore, that information is not re
ported for any regulatory purposes. It is not information required by the Home Mortgage Disclo-

Continued 
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• 	Points and fees in the subprime market, while down from the 10-15 percent fre
quently seen prior to the enactment of HOEPA (with its 8 percent points-and-fees 
trigger), are still high, in the 5-7.9 percent range, while the typical cost in the 
prime market is 1-3 percent. 

• Sub prime loans 	are disproportionately likely to have prepayment penalties, mak
ing it expensive to get out of these loans, and sometimes trapping the borrower 
in an overly expensive loan. (Seventy-seventy-six percent, compared to less than 
2 percent in the prime market.) 9 

• Single-premium credit insurance, 	virtually nonexistent in the prime mortgage 
market, has been estimated to be as much as 50 percent of subprime loans, 
though accurate statistics are not available. (The penetration rate varies consider
ably, depending upon the provider. Some subprime lenders market it heavily, 
others very little.) 10 

The demographics of the subprime marketplace are significant. Thirty-five percent 
of borrowers taking out subprime loans are over 55 years old, while only 21 percent 
of prime borrowers are in that age group.1 1 (This despite the fact that many of the 
elderly are likely to have owned their homes outright before getting into this mar
ket.) The share of African-Americans in the subprime market is double their share 
in the prime market. 12 

My co-panelist, Martin Eakes and his colleagues have estimated that the cost of 
abuses in these four areas cause homeowners to lose $9.1 billion of their equity an
nually, an average of $4,600 per family per year.1 3 When I look at that figure in 
the context of who is most likely to be hurt by those abuses, my concern mounts.14 

Others will be talking to this Committee about the fact that predatory lending is 
at the intersection of civil rights and consumer protection, so I will only say that, 
for what may be the first time, our civil rights and consumer protection divisions 
in Attorneys General offices around the country are beginning to work together on 
this common problem. 

The most common explanation offered by lenders for the high prices in the 
subprime market is that these are risky borrowers, and that the higher rates are 
priced for the higher risk. But that is far too simplistic. Neutral researchers have 
found that risk does not fully explain the pricing, and that there is good reason to 
question the efficiency of subprime lending. IS That core mindset I mentioned earlier 

sure Act (HMDA). These statistics relate solely to pools of loans packaged as securities, where 
interest rate information is required by SEC rules for prospective investors. 

9Figures cited in U.S. Department of Treasury Comment on Regulation Z (HOEPA) Proposed 
Rulemaking, Docket No. R-I090 (January 19, 2001), at page 7. 

10 Estimate courtesy of the Coalition for Responsible Lending. Recently, three major lenders, 
Citigroup, Household, and American General, announced they will stop selling single-premium 
credit insurance. 

11 Howard Lax, Michael Manti, Paul Raca, Peter Zorn, Subprime Lending: An Investigation 
of Economic Efficiency, p. 9 (unpublished paper, February 25, 2000). 

12Twelve percent of subprime loans are taken out by African-Americans. Subprime loans are 
51 percent of home loans in predominately African·American neighborhoods, compared with 
9 percent in white neighborhoods. Blacks in upper·income neighborhoods were twice as likely 
to be in the subprime market as borrowers in low·income white neighborhoods. HUD, Unequal 
Burden: Income and Racial Disparities in Subprime Lending in America. 

The Zorn, et. al study also notes that lower income borrowers are also twice as likely to be 
in the subprime market "despite the fact that FICO scores are not strongly correlated with in
come." p. 9. The Woodstock Institute study also found that the market segmentation "is consid· 
erably stronger by race than by income. Daniel Immergluck and Marti Wiles, Two Steps Back: 
The Dual Mortgage Market, Predatory Lending, and the Undoing of Community Development, 
p. iii (Woodstock Institute, November 1, 1999.) 

With the aid of a Community Lending Partnership Initiative grant, the Rural Housing Insti· 
tute is gathering information on lending in Iowa. Preliminary data indicates a similar picture 
of racial disparities in Iowa, though the researchers are awaiting the results of the 2000 Census 
income data to see whether the correlation in Iowa is similarly more correlated to race than 
income. 

l3The per family figure was found in Coalition for Responsible Lending Issue Paper, "Quanti 
fying the Economic Cost of Predatory Lending." (March 9, 2001). Mr. Eakes' testimony today 
may reflect revised figures. 

14 According to 1990 census, the median net worth for an African-American family was $4,400. 
Comparing that to Mr. Eakes estimate of $4,600 per family loss is, to put it mildly, sobering. 

15 Howard Lax, Michael Manti, Paul Raca, Peter Zorn, Subprime Lending: An Investigation 
of Economic Efficiency, p. 3-4 (unpublished, February 25, 2000). While risk does playa key role, 
"borrowers' demographic characteristics, knowledge, and financial sophistication also playa sta
tistically and practically significant role in determining whether they end up with subprime 
mortgages." Id. p. 3. 
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leads to opportunistic pricing, not pricing that is calibrated to provide a reasonable 
return, given the actual risk involved. 

Moreover, the essence of predatory lending is to push the loan to the very edge 
of the borrower's capacity to handle it, meaning these loans create their own risk. 
We cannot accept statistics about delinquencies and foreclosure rates in the 
subprime market without also considering how the predatory practices-reckless un
derwriting, push marketing, and a philosophy of profit maximization--create a self
fulfilling prophecy.I6 And even with comparatively high rates of foreclosures, many 
lenders continue to be profitable. 
How and Why It Happens? 

If neither risk nor legitimate market forces explain the high prices and disad
vantageous terms found so frequently in the subprime market, then what does ex
plain it? 

"Push marketing:" The notion of consumers shopping for a refinance loan or a 
home improvement loan, comparing prices and terms, is out of place in a sizeable 
portion of this market. Frequently, these are loans in search of a borrower, not the 
other way around, as was the case with the Iowa borrowers I spoke with this week. 
Consumers who buy household goods with a relatively small installment sales con
tract are moved up the "food chain" to a mortgage loan by the lender to whom the 
retailer assigned the contract; door-to-door contractors come by unsolicited with 
offers to arrange manageable financing for home improvements; telemarketers offer 
to "lower monthly payments" and direct mail solicitations make false representa
tions about savings on consolidation loans. Another aspect of push marketing is 
"upselling." ("Upselling" a loan is to loan more money than the borrower needs, 
wants, or asked for.) 

"Unfair and deceptive, even downright fraudulent sales practices:" In addition to 
deceptive advertisements, the sales pitches and explanations given to the borrowers 
mislead consumers about high prices and disadvantageous terms (or obscure them) 
and Inisrepresent benefits. Some of these tactics could confuse almost anyone, but 
when the consumer is unsophisticated in financial matters, as is frequently the case, 
the tactics can be quite fruitful. 

While Federal and State laws require disclosures, for a variety of reasons, these 
laws have not proven adequate against these tactics. 

Reverse competition: Price competition is distorted when lenders compete for refer
rals from the Iniddlemen, primarily brokers and contractors. When the Iniddleman 
gets to take the spread from an "upcharge" 17 on the interest rate or points, it 
should come as no surprise to anyone that some will steer their customers to the 
lenders offering them the best compensation. (Reverse competition is also a factor 
with credit insurance because of comInission incentives and other profit-sharing pro
grams.) It should also come as no surprise that the people who lack relevant edu
cation, are inexperienced or have a real or perceived lack of alternatives, are the 
ones to whom this is most likely to happen. 

Even without rate upcharges, the brokers, who may have an agreement with the 
borrower, often take a fee on a percentage-basis, so they have an incentive to steer 
the borrower to a lender likely to inflate the principal, by upselling, fee-padding, or 
both. These are self-feeding fees. A 5 percent fee from a borrower who needs-and 
wants-just $5,000 for a roof repair is only $250. But if the broker turns that into 

16 It is beyond the scope of my comments to discuss the relationship between risk and pricing. 
But it is important that policymakers look not just at delinquency and foreclosure rates without 
also looking at actual losses and revenues. 

17 An "upcharge" is when the loan is written at a rate higher than the underwriting rate. For 
example, an evaluation of the collateral, the borrower's income and debt-to-income ratio, and 
credit history indicates the borrower qualifies for a 11.5 percent interest rate. But the broker 
has discretion to write the note at 14 percent, and the broker gets extra compensation from that 
rate spread. He may get it all, or there may be a sharing arrangement with the lender, for ex
ample, the broker gets first 1 percent, and they split the other 1.5 percent. The Eleventh Circuit 
has recently found that a referral fee would violate RESPA. Culpepper v. Irwin Mtg. Corp., 253 
F. 3d 1324 (2001). 

A recent review of yield-spread premiums in the prime market found that they added an aver
age cost of over $1,100 on each transaction in which they were charged. The author found that 
the most likely explanation for the added cost was not added value, nor added services. Rather, 
it is a system which lends itself to price discrimination: extra broker-compensation can be ex
tracted from less sophisticated consumers, while it can be waived for the few who are savvy 
about the complex pricing practices in today'" mortgage market. See Report of Howell E. Jack
son, Household International Professor of Law, Harvard Law School, pp. 72 , 81 (July 9, 2001), 
submitted as expert witness' report in Glover v. Standard Federal Bank, Civ. No. 97-2068 (D. 
Minn.) 
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a refinance loan, of $40,000, further padded with another $10,000 of financed points, 
fees, and insurance premiums, his 5 percent, now $2,500, looks a lot better. 

This divided loyalty of the people in direct contact with the homeowner is particu
larly problematic given the complexity of any financing transaction, considerably 
greater in the mortgage context than in other consumer credit. As with most other 
transactions in our increasingly complex society, these borrowers rely on the good 
faith and honesty of the "specialist" to help provide full, accurate, and complete in
formation and explanations. Unfortunately, much predatory lending is a function of 
misplaced trust. 

These characteristics help explain why the market forces of standard economic 
theory do not sufficiently work in this market. There are too many distorting forces. 
Factor in the demographics of the larger subprime marketplace in which these play
ers operate, and we can better understand how and why it happens. 
Definition 

Having looked at the context in which predatory lending occurs, we come to the 
question of definition. I know that some have expressed concern over the absence 
of a bright line definition. I do not see this as a hurdle, and I believe that Attorneys 
General are in a position to offer reassurance on this point. There is a real question 
as to whether a bright line definition is necessary, or even appropriate. All 50 States 
and the United States have laws which employ a broad standard of conduct: a prohi
bition against "deceptive practices," or "unfair and deceptive practices." 18 Attorneys 
General have enforcement authority for these laws, and so are in a flosition to as
sure this Committee that American business can and has prospered with broad, 
fairness-based laws to protect the integrity of the marketplace. Indeed, a good case 
can be made that they have helped American business thrive, because these laws 
protect the honest, responsible, and efficient businesses as much as they protect con
sumers, for unfair and deceptive practices are anticompetitive. 

While statutes or regulations often elaborate on that broad language with specific 
lists of illustratiue acts and practices, it has never been seriously advanced that il
lustrations can or should be an exhaustive enumeration, and that anything outside 
that bright line was therefore acceptable irrespective of the context. There IS a sim
ple reason for this, and it has been recognized for centuries: the human imagination 
IS a wondrous thing, and its capacity to invent new scams, new permutations on 
old scams, and new ways to sell those scams is infinite. For that reason, it is not 
possible, nor is it probably wise, to require a bright line definition. 

Several models for defining the problem have been used. One model relates to 
general principles of unfairness and deception. The Washington State Department 
of Financial Institution defines it simply as ''the use of deceptive or fraudulent sales 
practices in the origination of a loan secured by real estate." 19 The Massachusetts 
Attorney General's office has promulgated regulations pursuant to its authority to 
regulate unfair and deceptive acts and rractices to address some of these prac
tices.20 Improving on the HOEPA mode has been the basis for other responses 
within the States, most notably North Carolina's legislation.21 (In enacting HOEPA, 
Congress recognized that it was a floor, and States could enact more protective leg
islation.22) 

18 See Section III, below, for a discussion of the adequacy of these laws to address predatory 
mortgage lending. 

19 See, Comments from John Bley, Director of Financial Institutions, State of Washington, on 
Responsible Alternative Mortgage Lending to OTS (July 3, 2000). (l note that some abuses also 
occur in the servicing and collection of these loans, so limiting a statutory definition to the origi
nation stage only would leave gaps.) Mr. Bley's letter notes that the HUD/I'reasury definition, 
quoted in his letter, is similar: "Predatory lending-whether undertaken by creditors, brokers, 
or even home improvement contractors-involves engaging in deception or fraud, manipulat. 
ing the borrower through aggressive sales tactics, or taking unfair advantage of a borrower's 
lack of nnderstanding about loan terms. These practices are often combined with loan terms 
that, alone or in combination, are abusive or make the borrower more vulnerable to abusive 
practices." 

20 940 C.M.R. §8.00, et seq. See also United Companies Lending Corp. v. Sargeant, 20 F. Supp. 
2d 192 (0. Mass. 1998). 

21 N.C. Gen. Stat. §24-1-.1E. See also 209 C.M.R. 32.32 (Massachusetts Banking Commis
sion); Ill. Admin. Code 38, 1050.110 et seq.; N.Y. Comp Codes & Regs. Tit. 3 §91.1 et seq. Some 
cities have also crafted ordinances along these lines, Philadelphia and Dayton being two exam· 
pies. Vlhile legal concerns about preemption and practical concerns about "balkanization" have 
been raised in response to this increasingly local response much care and thought has gone into 
the substantive provisions, building on the actual experience under HOEPA, and may be a good 
source of suggestions for improvements on HOEPA itself. 

22 
U [Plrovisions of this subtitle preempt State law only where Federal and State law are incon

sistent, and then only to the extent of the inconsistency. The Conferees intend to allow States 
to enact more protective provisions than those in this legislation." H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 652, 103d 
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There is considerable consensus about a constellation of practices and terms most 
often misused, with common threads. 

The terms and practices are designed to maximize the revenue to the lenders and 
middlemen, which maximizes the amount of equity depleted from the borrowers' 
homes. As mentioned earlier, when done by means which do not show in the credit 
price tags, or may be concealed through confusion or obfuscation, all the better. 
That makes deceptive sales techniques easier, and reduces the chances for any real 
competition to work. 

Among those practices: 
• Upselling 	the basic loan (includes inappropriate refinancing and debt consolida

tion). The homeowner may need (and want) only a relatively small loan, for exam
ple, $3,000 for a new furnace. But those loans tend not to be made. Instead these 
loans are turned into the "cash-out" refinancing loan, that refinances the first 
mortgage or consolidation loans (usually consolidating unsecured debts along with 
a refinance of the existing first mortgage). In the most egregious cases, 0 percent 
Habitat for Humanity loans, or low-interest, deferred payment rehabilitation 
loans have been refinanced into high rate loans which stretch the limits of the 
homeowner's income. But even refinancing a 9-10 percent mortgage into a 14 per
cent mortgage just to, get the $3,000 for that furnace is rarely justifiable. Like 
other practices, this has a self-feeding effect. A 5 percent brokers fee; or 5 points 
will be much more remunerative on a $50,000 loan than on a $3,000 loan. Since 
these fees are financed in this market, they, in turn, make the principal larger, 
making a 14 percent rate worth more dollars. For the homeowner, of course, that 
is all more equity lost. 23 

• 	Upcharging on rates and points (includes yield spread premiums and steering). 
The corrosive impact of yield spread premiums generally was described above in 
connection with the discussion of reverse competition. (See note 17.) The problem 
is exacerbated in the subprime market, where the much greater range of interest 
rates 24 makes greater upcharges possible, and the demographics of the subprime 
market as a whole lends itself to the type of opportunistic pricing that Professor 
Jackson posed as the likely explanation. 

• 	 Excessive fees and points/padded costs. Since the fees and charges are financed 
as part of the loan principal, and since some of them are percentage-based fees, 
this kind of loan padding creates a self-feeding cost loop (an example is described 
earlier in the discussion of upselling), which makes this a very efficient practice 
for extracting more equity out of the homes. 

• 	Financing single-premium credit insurance. Appendix B is a good example of how 
effective single-premium credit insurance is as a tool for a predatory lender to 
strip equity from a borrower's home. It is also a good example of how well it lends 
itself to manipulation and deceptive sales tactics. Appendix B shows that adding 
a $10,000 insurance premium (of which the lender keeps approximately 35-40 
I?ercent as commission) over the life of the loan, will cost the borrower an extra 
$76,000 in lost equity over the life of the loan. Even if the borrower prepays (or 
more likely refinances) at 5 years, the credit insurance adds $9,400 to the payoff. 
And the lender's estimated commission from the premium was double the amount 
of revenue the lender got from the three points charged on that loan.25 

• 	 Prepayment penalties. Prepayment penalties trap borrowers in the high cost 
loans. They are especially troublesome, since borrowers are often told that they 

Congo Sess. 147, 162 (1994), 1994 U.S. C.C.A.N. 1992. That has not prevented preemption chal
lenges, however. The Illinois DFI regulations have been challenged by the Illinois Association 
of Mortgage Brokers, alleging that they are preempted by the Alternative Mortgage Transaction 
Parity Act. 

23 While most of these loans are more than amply secured by the home, well within usual 
loan-to-value ranges, some lenders are upselling loans into the high LTV range, which bumps 
the loan into a higher rate. Some lenders do this by "loan-splitting," dividing a loan into a large 
loan for the first 80-90 percent if the home's equity, at, for example, 13-14 percent, and a small
er loan for the rest of the equity (or exceeding the equity) at 16-21 percent. These loans are 
often made by "upselling," not because the borrower sought a high LTV loan. The practice seems 
to involve getting inflated "made-to-order" appraisals, then upselling the loan based on the 
phony "appreciation." As with some of the other tactics, like stiff prepayment penalties, these 
loans marry the homeowner to this lender. The homeowner cannot refinance with a market-rate 
lender. 

24 See text accompanying note 8. 
25 See Appendix B, p. 2 line 5. Compare columns 5 and 6. This is not a hypothetical example. 

It is a loan made to an Iowa couple. 
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need not worry about the high payments, because these loans are a bridge, that 
can be refinanced after a couple of years of ~ood payment history.26 

• Flipping. Flipping is 	the repeated refinancmg of the consumer's loan. It is espe
cially useful for equity-stripping when used by lenders who frontload high fees 
(points, truncated credit insurance,27 and so forth). The old fees are pyramided 
into the new principal, and new fees get added. My staff has seen loans in which 
nearly 50 percent of the loan principal simply reflected pyramided fees from serial 
refinancing. 

• Balloons. While HOEPA did succeed in reducing the incidence of 1 and 2 year bal
loons, what we are seeing now is long-term balloon loans which seem to be offered 
solely to enable the lender, broker, or contractor to sell the loan based on the low 
monthly payment. We are seeing 15, and even 20 year balloon loans. The Iowa 
couple whose loan is discussed in Appendix B borrowed $68,000 (including a 
$10,000 insurance premium). Over the next 20 years of scheduled payments, they 
would pay $204,584, and then they would still owe a $54,300 balloon. 
Unfair and deceptive sales practices in sales of the credit: In addition to mis

leading advertisements, the sales pitches and explanations given to the borrowers 
mislead consumers about high prices and disadvantageous terms (or obscure them) 
and misrepresent benefits. Again, just a few examples; 
• While Federal 	and State laws require disclosures, for a variety of reasons, these 

laws have not proven adequate against these tactics. Techniques such as "mixing 
and matching" the numbers from the note and the TIL disclosure low-ball both 
the loan amount (disguising high fees and points), and the interest rate, thus com
pletely pervert the basic concept of truth in lending.28 

• When door-to-door 	contractors arrange financing with these high-cost lenders 
(often with lenders who use the opportunity to upsell the credit into a refinancing 
or consolidation loan), it appears to be common to manipulate the cancellation 
rights so that the consumer believes he must proceed with a loan which costs too 
much.29 

Some of the front-line personnel selling these loans even use the lack of trans
parency about credit scores to convince people that they could not get a lower-cost 
loan, either from this lender or anywhere else. As one lawyer who has worked for 
a decade with elderly victims put it, when the broker gets through, the homeowners 
feel lucky if anyone would give them a dime.30 

Ability to pay: These lenders pay less attention to the ability of the homeowner 
to sustain the loan over the long haul. The old standard underwriting motto of "the 
3-C's; capacity, collateral, and creditworthiness" is shortened to "l-C"--collateral. 
Capacity is, at best, a secondary consideration. Creditworthiness, as mentioned 
above, becomes an instrument for deceptive sales practices in individual cases. 

A recent example from Iowa: A 72 and 64 year old couple were approached by 
a door-to-door contractor, who sold them on the need for repairs to their home, and 
offered to make arrangements for the loan. The work was to cost approximately 
$6,500. The contractor brought in a broker, who arranged for a refinance plus the 

26 This is another instance which demonstrates the limits of disclosures. A recent loan we saw 
has an "Alternative Mortgage Transactions Parity Act Prepayment Charge Disclosure," which 
explains that State law is preempted, and provides an example of how their formula would 
apply to a $100,000 loan. It is doubtful the example would score on any literacy scale below 
upper college-level. 

2'7Truncated credit insurance is insurance sold for a term less than the loan term in the exam
ple in Attachment B, page 1, the loan premium financed in the 20 year balloon note purchased 
a 7 year policy. That frontloads the premium, so if the loan was refinanced at 5 years, over 
90 percent of the premium would have been "earned," and rolled over into the new loan prin
cipal-but without any insurance coverage from that extra $9,400 in the new loan. 

28 This was the technique at issue in the FAMCO cases, see Section III, below. 
29The practice is a variation of ·spiking." ("Spiking" means to start work or otherwise proceed 

during the cooling off period, which leads the consumer to believe they cannot cancel, "because 
work has begun.") By trying to separate the sale of the horne improvement from the financing 
for it, the borrowers' right to cancel under either the State door-to-door sales act or the TIL 
are subverted. This practice, which appears to be common, is described more fully in National 
Consumer Law Center, Truth in Lending §6.8.4.2, esp. 6.8.4.2.2 (4th Ed. 1999.) 

30 Oral presentation of an AARP lawyer at a conference on predatory mortgage lending in Des 
Moines, Iowa, June 1999. 

It is a fertile area for misrepresentations. When looking at mortgage lending in the prime 
market, the Boston Federal Reserve Bank found that approximately 80 percent of applicants 
had some ding on their credit record which would have, looked at in isolation, justified a denial. 

The recent move by Fair Isaac to bring transparency to credit scores may help, but it will 
more likely be a help in the prime market than in the subprime market. Again, a knowledgeable 
broker or contractor-cum-broker would assure that the consumer knew that, but the reverse 
competition effect may impede that. 
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cash out for the contractor. (The broker took a 5 percent fee on the upsold loan 
($1,800) plus what appears to be a yield-spread premium amounting to another 
$1,440. Now the payments on their mortgage, (including taxes and insurance) are 
$546. That is nearly 60 percent of their income: It leaves them $389 a month for 
food, car and health insurance, medical expenses, gasoline and other car expenses, 
utilities, and everything else. This terrific deal the broker arranged was a 30 year 
mortgage. The loan amount was $36,000, and the settlement charges almost $3,900 
(though not all in HOEPA trigger fees). The APR is 14.7 Jlercent.31 

The consequence of all this"? "Risk" becomes a self-fulfIlling prophecy. Home own
ershi'p is threatened, not encouraged. 

It IS not an insurmountable challenge to bring this experience to bear in crafting 
legislation and regulation, as our experience with illustrative provisions in UDAP 
statutes and regulations, and in HOEPA itself, show.32 

What Can Be Done Now? 
State Attorneys General have used our State Unfair and Deceptive Acts and Prac

tices (UDAP) laws against pr tory mortgage lenders, including most notably, First 
Alliance Mortgage [CO).33 FAMCO demonstrates that lenders can be 
in technical compliance Wit disclosure laws like Truth in Lending and RESPA, yet 
nonetheless engage in widespread deception. When regulators did routine examina
tions, they would see very expensive loans, but no violations of any "bright line" dis
closure laws. The problem was that FAMCO employees were rigorously trained as 
to how to disguise their 20 point charges through a sales script full of tricky and 
misleading information deSIgned to mislead consumers into thinking that the 
charges were much lower than they were. This sales script was dubbed ''The Mon
ster Track." Attorneys General in Minnesota, Massachusetts, lllinois, Florida, Cali
fornia, New York, and Arizona have taken action against the company, along with 
the Department of Financial Institutions in Washington State. (In the wake of all 
the litigation and enforcement actions, the company fIled bankruptcy.) 

(States which either opted-out of Federal preemption of State limitations on 
points or reenacted them may have effectively prevented comfanies like FAMCO 
from doing business in their State. Iowa opted-out of the Federa preemption on first 
lien points and rates, and kept a two-point limit in place. While there is no concrete 
proof that this point-cap is why FAMCO did not do business in Iowa, it seems a 
reasonable assumption.) 

But our UDAP laws, and our offices are by no means as much as is needed for 
this growing problem. 
Impediments to Enforcement of Existing Laws 

Some of the predatory lending practices certainly do fall afoul of existing laws. 
But there are important loopholes in those laws, and there are also serious impedi
ments to enforcement of those laws against predatory lenders. 
• Public enforcement 

Resource limitations: One of the most significant impediments to public enforce
ment of existing applicable laws is insufficient resources. While State and Federal 
agencies have many dedicated public servants working to protect consumers and the 
integrity of the marketplace, in the past 15 or so years we have seen an ever-grow
ing shortfall in the personnel when compared to the workload. The number of credit 
providers, the volume of lending, and the amount of problem lending have all ex
ploded at the same time that the resources available to examine, monitor, inves
tigate them, and enforce the laws have declined in absolute numbers. The resulting 
relative disparity is even greater. The experience in my State is probably not atypi
cal. The number of licensed nondepository providers of household credit has roughly 
tripled in, the past 15 years, and the volume of lending has risen accordingly. (And 
not all out-of-State lenders operating through mail, telephone, or the Internet are 
licensed.) Three entire new categories of licensees have been created during those 
years. Yet, the staff necessary to examine these licensees and undertake any inves

31 The homeowners tried to exercise their right to cancel. But the lender claims they never 
got the notice, and the contractor told them not to worry about those payments, they would 
lower them. .. 

32A good example is the FTC Credit Practices Rule, 16 C.F.R. 444, which prohibited certain 
practices common in the consumer finance industry as unfair or deceptive. At the time it was 
under consideration, opponents predicted it would "dry up credit to those who need it the most." 
[t did not. (Indeed, it was predicted that HOEPA would "dry up credit to those who need it the 
most." It has not.) 

33FAMCO's practices were the subject of a New York Times article, Diana B. Henriques, 
"Mortgaged Lives," NYT, Al (March 15,2000). 

http:Jlercent.31
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tigations and enforcement actions have decreased. This is undoubtedly true at the 
Federal level. as well as the State level. 

This disparity between need and supply in the Attorneys General offices is exacer
bated by the fact that credit is only one of many areas for which we have some re
sponsibility. For example, telecommunications deregulation and the explosion in 
e-commerce have resulted both in expanded areas of concern for us, and an ex
panded volume of complaints from our citizens. 

Holes in coverage: Some State UDAP statutes do not include credit as a "good or 
service" to which the Act applies, or lenders may be exempted from the list of cov
ered entities.34 Some State statutes prohibit "deceptive" practices, but not unfair 
practices. In my State, we have no private right of action for our UDAP statute, 
ma g the impact of the problem of inadequate resources for public enforce-

claims which might apply to a creditors' practices may be beyond the 
jurisdictional authority given to public agencies. 

The silent victim: There is also a threshold problem of detection. Most of the peo
ple whose homes are being drained of their equity do not complain. Like most Amer
icans, they are unfamiliar with applicable laws and so are unaware that the lender 
may have crossed the bounds; many people are embarrassed, or simply feel that it 
is yet one more of life's unfortunate turns. Coupled with the "clean paper" on many 
of these loans, this silence means a . . s undetected-at least until it is too 
late for many. As mentioned above, ry examinations of the records in the 
lenders' offices (even if there was suffiClent person-power), often do not reveal the 
problems. 
• Private enforcement 

Mandatory arbitration: We have always recognized that the public resources for 
enforcement would never be adequate to assure full compliance. Thus, the concept 
that consumers can vindicate these rights themselves is built into many of the stat 
utes which apply to these transactions. Under these statutes, as well as common 
law, these actions may be brought in our courts, where impartial judges and juries 
representing the community at large can assess the evidence and apply the law. 
Some of these statutes help assure that the right is not a phantom one, by providing 
for attorney's fees and costs as part of the remedy against the wrong-doer. Criti
cally, the legal system offers an open and efficient system for addressing systemic 
abuses-abuses that Governmental enforcement alone could not address. 

But private enforcement faces a serious threat today. Mandatory arbitration 
clauses which deny consumers that right to access to impartial judges and juries 
of their peers are increasingly prevalent. This denies all of us the open system nec
essary to assure that systemic problems are exposed and addressed. This is not the 
forum to discuss in detail the way the concept of arbitration has been subverted 
from its premise and promise into a mechanism used by one Pl!!rty to a contract
the one that is holding all the cards-to avoid any meaningfu.l accountability for 
their own misconduct. These are not, as arbitration was envisioned, simple consen
sual agreements to choose a different fornm in which to resolve differences cheaply 
and quickly; these are intended to insulate the ones who insist upon them from the 
consequences of their improper actions. While not unique to predatory mortgage 
lending, this rapidly growing practice in consumer transactions is a serious threat 
to effective use of existing laws to address predatory lending, as well as to enforce
ment of any further legislative or regulatory efforts to curb it. It is within Congress' 
power to remove this barrier.35 

Preemption 
Federal laws which, by statute or by regulatory action, preempt State laws, have 

played a role in the growth of predatory mortgage lending.36 Unlike some examples 
of Federal preemption, preemption in the credit arena did not replace multiple State 
standards with a single Federal standard. In important areas, it replaced State 
standards with no real standards at all. 

With commerce increasingly crossing borders, the industry asks that it not be sub
jected to "balkanized" State laws, and now, even municipal ordinances. But the in

34The theory for exempting lenders is generally that other regulators are monitoring the con
duct of the entity. Yet, the regulator may not have the jurisdictional authority to address unfair 
and deceptive acts and practices generally. 

35The European Union recognizes the problems inherent in mandatory arbitration in con
sumer transactions, and includes it among contract tenns that are presumptively unfair. See 
European Union Commission Recommendation No. 9812571EC on the Principles Applicable to 
the Bodies Responsible for the Out-of-Court Settlement of Consumer Disputes, and Council Di
rective 931131EC of April 5, 1993 on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts. 

36 See. for example Mansfield, The Road to Subprime "HEL," note 8, above. 

http:lending.36
http:barrier.35
http:entities.34
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dustry and Congress should recognize that these efforts are born of concern for what 
is happening now to people and to their communities, and of frustration at inaction 
in Congress. 

Congress did, on a bipartisan basis, enact HOEPA, which has helped, but needs 
to be improved. However, Congress has not done anything about the vacuum (and 
the uncertainty) left by preemption. Some Federal regulatory agencies have made 
the problem even worse since then, through broad (arguably overbroad) interpreta
tions of Federal law. For example, the 1996 expansive reading of the Alternative 
Mortgage Transactions Parity Act (AMTPA) to preempt State laws on prepayment 
penalties has contributed to the problems we are talking about today. Over a year 
ago, the OTS asked whether that Act and interpretations under it had contributed 
to the problem, and 45 States submitted comments saying "yes." But nothing has 
come of that.37 In the meantime, regulators in Virginia and Illinois have been sued 
by industry trade associations on grounds that AMTPA preempts their rules.38 

What More Needs To Be Done? 
It is simply not the case that existing laws are adequate. In an imperfect market, 

there must be ground rules. These are some suggestions. 

Federal Reserve Board: HOEPA Regulation 
Thirty-one States submitted comments to the Federal Reserve Board urging it to 

adopt the HOEPA rules as proposed, without being weakened in any respect. Our 
comments emphasized the importance of including single-premium credit insurance 
among the trigger fees. (A copy of the comments is submitted as Appendix A.) 

Other Legislative Recommendations 
In addition to closing the enforcement and substantive loopholes created by man

datory arbitration and preemption, HOEPA could be improved in light of the lessons 
we have learned from almost 6 years of experience with it. Some of the suggested 
reforms include: 
• Improve the "asset-based lending" prohibition. Since this is the key issue in pred

atory lending, it is vital that it be effectual and enforceable. As it stands, it is 
neither. The "pattern and practice" requirement should be eliminated from the 
provision prohibiting making unaffordable loans.39 The concept of "suitability," 
borrowed from the securities field, might be incorporated. 

• Prohibiting the financing of single-premium credit insurance in HOEPA loans, as 
HUD and the FRB have recommended. 

• Remove 	the Federal preemption hurdle to State enforcement of laws prohibiting 
prepayment penalties, or, at a minimum, prohibit prepayment penalties in 
HOEPA loans. The current HOEPA provision on prepayment penalties, as a prac
tical matter, is so convoluted as to be virtually unenforceable. 

• Improve the balloon payment provisions. While we no longer see 1 and 2 year bal
loons, we now see 15 and 20 year balloons, whose sole purpose is to enable the 
lender or broker to low-ball the cost by selling on "low monthly payments." And 
without prepayment penalties, there is no real reason for balloon loans: if a con
sumer is planning on selling in 5 years, they can prepay the loan in any event. 

• Limit the amount of upfront fees and points which can be financed. 
My colleagues and other State and local officials are seeing more and more of the 

hardship and havoc that results from these practices. We are committed to trying 
to address them as best we can within the limits of our jurisdiction and our re
sources. Federal preemption is part of what is limiting our ability to respond. Con
gress has a signal role here, for this is a national problem. 

I would like to offer my continuing assistance to this Committee, and I know that 
my colleagues will, as well. 

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to share my views with you. 

37It is also possible that AMTPA has contributed to the prevalence of the "exploding ARM" 
by predatory lenders, as the existence of a variable rate is one of the triggers for AMTPA cov
erage. 12 U.S.C. § 3802. Although we are focused today on mortgage lending, we are also con· 
cerned about overbroad preemption interpretations by the OCC affecting our ability to address 
problems in other areas, such as payday lending, and, now, perhaps even car loans. 

38Illinois Assoc. of Mortgage Brokers v. Office of Banks and Real Estate, (N.D. Ill, filed July 
3, 2001); National Home Equity Mortgage Association v. Face, 239 F. 3d 633 (4th Cir. 2001), 
cert. Filed June 7, 200l. 

39 It is not a violation to make unaffordable loans, it is only a violation to engage in a "pattern 
and practice of doing so," a difficult enforcement challenge. See Newton v. United Companies, 
24 F. Supp. 2d 444 (E.D. Pa 1998) . 

. t 
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APPENDIX A 

Comments of Attorneys General ofThirty-One States* 
to the Federal Reserve Board on Proposed Amendments 

to HOEPA Rules 

March 9, 2001 

* In addition to those listed on the Comments. the Attorneys General of Arkansas and South 
Carolina joined by separate letter to the FRB. 
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COMMENTS OF A TIORNEYS GENERAL OF 

Arizona, California, Colorado, CODnec:titut, District of Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, minois, 

Iowa, Kiausu, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michlgao, Minne5OIa, 


Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, N. Mariana 

Islands, Orecon, PellBSYlvania, Tennessee, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia 


Federal Reserve Board Proposed HOEPA Rules 
Regulation Z, 12 CFR Part 226, Docket No. R-1090 

65 Federal Register 81A38 (December 26, 2000) 

The following comments are submitted by the undersigned Attorneys General in support of 
the Federal Reserve Board's proposed changes to those portions ofRegulldion Z regarding mortgage 
transactioDSsubjectto the Home Ownership and Equity ProtectionAct(HOEPA),15 U.s.C. § 1639. 

SUMMARY 

Predatory mortgage lending is a major concern ofthe Attorneys General. We commend the 
effort that the Board and its staff made in conducting the public hearings in an effon to determine 
how HOEPA bas worked in its tim five years, and how it can be improved. We strongly support 
the proposals to broaden the scope ofmortgage loans subject to HOEPA, and to strengthen some of 
its protections. We believe that they will belp assure that HOEP A will play an even greater role in 
curbing the abuses in the mortgage IlllU'ketplace which cause so much hardship to families, and so 
much harm to communities through consequent higher foreclosures. 

http:TIb!~9.8J
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As some of us have seen too often, the abusive lending practices cited by the Board -
including credit insurance "packing," unjustifiably high interest rates, loan "flipping," oppressive 
balloon payment provisions, equity-based lending without regard to the borrower's ability to repay, 
and structuring oppressive loans as open-end credit to avoid HOEPA's provisions -- are all too 
common in certain segments of the home credit marketplace. Although most lenders engage in 
responsible lending practices, a small but significant percentage of lenders make highly abusive 
loans that strip the hard-earned equity from the homes of vulnerable citizens. The combination of 
the recent explosive growth in subprime lending, the relative paucity of regulation of non-bank 
creditors. and the unsophisticated nature of many ;'Ubprime borrowers, all have contributed to an 
environment that is ripe for abuse. 

We believe that the Board's proposed amendments, in particular the proposal to include 
single-premium credit insurance as a HOEPA trigger fee, are major steps forward in addressing this 
national problem. Our comments will focus on a few ofwhat we view as the moslkey proposals. 

SPECIFIC PROPOSALS 

I. Include Single-Premill/1l Credit Insurance Charges in the HOEPA 8% "'Fees and Points" 
~ § 22632(b)(J)(iv) 

We strongly urge the Board to adhere to its proposal that single-premium credit insurance 
charges count toward the HOEPA fees trigger on aper se basis. As originally enacted, Congress did 
not by statute define single-premium credit insurance charges as a fee which counts toward 
HOEPA's &% "fees and points~ trigger. Recognizing the potential that some lenders may try to 
evade the HOEP A label by packing loans with other types of charges not identified in the statute, 
Congress gave the Board the authority to add other types of charges as it deems appropriate. 15 
U.S.c. § 160 I (iIa)(4)(D). Credit insurance premiums were among the charges specifically 
mentioned by Congress as warranting Board consideration under thai provision. 65 Fed. Reg. at 
814442. 

Some of our consumer protection offices have seen evidence that lenders ~pack" single 
premium credit insurance into the borrower's loan by including it without the borrower's prior 
request. Some borrowers believe that the insurance is required (when it is not); most do not 
understand the product's actual costs with long term financing. Additionally, we note that the loss
ratios for this product have traditionally been very low - usually less than 40% indicating further 
that consumers are overcharged and that lenders profit substantially from sales commissions.' 

The market distortions involved in the sale ofcredil insurance are too well documented to warrant our repeating them 
in detail in this letter. Abuses In credit insurance have been the ,ubject ofCongressionaiattentJOn lIS far back lIS 1955. 
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This insurance has been the focus of both state and federal attention recently. The North 
Carolina General Assembly prohibited the financing ofsingle premium insurance in mongage loans 
made after July 1. 2000. In addition, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have announced that they will 
no longer purchase mongage loans containing single premium credit insurance. The U.S. 
Department of Treasury and HUD also have publicly condemned the practice, and the Joint 
FRBlHlJD Report suggested that Congress should consider prohibiting financing single-premium 
insurance in HOEPA loans. 

There is no available database which would pennit a study ofthe credit insurancc penetration 
rates on mortgage loans, of the cost ofthe insurance, nor ofthe extra equity that the financed single
premiums strip out ofpeople's homes. We did have the opportunity to review microcosmic pool 
subprime loans in one community, and found the credit insurance information telling. Nearly half 
had single-premium credit insurance. In six of the eight loans with credit insurance, the single
premium insurance charges comprised 1 0.6% fa J6.5% ofthe amount financed on these loans. The 
charges ranged from a low of $91810 a high of $10,227, with an average premium of $4081. 
Insurance premiums comprising more than 10% of the loan amount are not unusuaL The equity
stripping effect is compounded by the fact that these premiums are financed over the life of these 
high-rate loans, (10 to 30 years), although the tenn of the insurance is much less, typically 5 7 
years.' (A more detailed analysis of these issues, as exemplified in our small sample, is fotmd in 
Attachment A, below.) 

The supplementary infonnation notes that the industry expressed a fear that creditors "might 
cease offering single-premium credit insurance to avoid HOEPA's coverage." We submit thaI the 
Board need not be concerned about such an outcome. First. all the financial incentives for creditors 
built into credit insurance will remain a powerful draw, HOEPA notwithstanding. Second, the 
proposal would only include the single-premium charges financed all part ofthese loans_ Creditors 
who are interested in offering cost-efficient coverage would be able to do so; insurance premiums 

The "reverse comp<tition" effect which cernes into play when it i. the semng creditor which .elects ttl. group policy 
it will sell to itsOOrrowe" has long been a criticism ofthis product. See, e.g. Copev. Aetna Finllllce Co., 412 F.2d 635. 
640 n. 14 (I"Cif. 1%9); Spears v. Colonial Bank ofAlabama, 514 So. 2d 814,819 (Ala. 1987); New York Insurance 
Adm. Code, Reg. 27A -11 NYCRR 185.0. Marketing abuses have .Iso long been of concern to Attomey,General 
See note 6, infra. 

The argument sometimes made is that consume" find it more convenient to spread out the premium over the life of 
theleM, which is unconvincing. Very few consumers undemand the financial impact offinancing a 5-ycar insurance 
over 20 yean; at 15% interest. In one of the loans examined in the Atlachment, the insurance premiums alone turned 
the mortgage from a fully amorti%ing loan 10 • 20-year balloon. The coosumer had merely been lold that the insurance 
would cost "$40 extra. month." That figure represented !lie $10,000'" cost ofthe premium over 240 months ~ 
financing it at 15%. In truth, the insurance alone created the balloon payment ofover $54,000, and raised the monthly 
payments by over S90/mo during the preceding 239 months. 
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sold on a monthly basis would not be affected. nus is the more common method of offering 
insurance in the prime mortgage mllIkct, and it is generally cheaper coverage. 

Accordingly, the state Attorneys General strongly support the Boord's proposed amendment 
to include single premium credit insurance as part ofthe HOEPA points and fees calculation. We 
also urge the Board to adopt the proposed amendment in its current form, without any changes 
whatsoever that would weaken its effect. The Supplementary Information asks for comment on 
whether these insurance products should count toward the HOEP A trigger only when the insurance 
is overtly required] We urge against a "sometimes in, sometimes out" test for several reasons. 

• To facilitate identification of liOEPA loans, and hence compliance and enforcement: To the 
maximum extent possible, it should be possible for anyone looking at a loan to determine from the 
face ofthe documents whether a transaction is a HOEP A loan or not. When underlying facts behind 
a given transaction determine whether any given charge is a HOEP A charge or not, compliance will 
be hit-or-miss, and enforcement will be impeded. While TIL disclosures have boiler-plate 
disclosures about the voluntariness ofthe purchase, whether any given purchase is actually voluntary 
or not is a question offact -- as it should be if the test is to be meaningful.' One of the hurdles to 
HOEP A enforcement has been the fact that on the "sometimes-in, sometimes-out" charges, the 
information necessary to know whether a charge is countable or not is available to the lender, but 
not to a regulator or private attorney trying to evaluate the case. A clellI-cut rule, easy for lenders 
to comply with; easy for assignees to evaluate; and easy to evaluate for public or private enforcement 
is preferable, and will ultimately result in greater compliance and lower compliance costs. 

• The statutOry "voluntariness" standard for §226.4 has not deterred the maruting abuses. and. 
infact may encourage them. 5 The current ROEP.A exclusion has created addltio1'llll incentives. and 
the Board can and should elimi1'lllte these incentives by making insurance premiu:ms per se part ~f 
the foes and points trigger. 

The purpose of HOEP A was to reduce the incidence of unnecessarily high-cost mortgages 
which jeopardize people's homes. It provides substantive protections against abusive practices in 
lending which have been documented in much litigation.. and in many hearings around the country. 

, FOf disclosure purposes, Reg. Z, 226.4(d), provides that "voluntary" insuranee premiums may be 
excluded from the flllance charge. 

, OSC § 226. 4(d)-S; see also OSC § 226.4(bX7) and (8), codi1Ying the Board's historic position, "', eg 
I'RB Staff Letter No. 1270 (De<:. 20, 1917). See ai:o Hager v. American General Fin.• 31 F. Supp. 778 (S.~. W.Va. 
1999); Slovak v. American General Fin., 1998 WL 830656 (E.O. Pa. 1998); Kaminski v. Shawmut Credit Union. 
494 P. Supp. 723 (D. Mass. 1980); MattetofTower Loan of MiSSissippi, FTC Ok!. # 9241 (complaint filed July 5. 
I99O)(00_nl order). 

, See Attachment A. 
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The" voluntariness" standard in the TIL disclosure rules has not prevented those abuses. In fact, 
credit insurance packing has been the subject of enforcement action by Attorneys General on a 
number of occasions.6 The "voluntariness" standard would remain an ineffectual deterrent if 
adopted as part of the HOEPA trigger 

By eli.mi.nating at least one incentive for aggressive selling of overpriced single-premium 
products, the Board would further the goals of HOEP A. It may be one small step toward making 
credit insurance what it was intended - simple risk protection for both sides ofa contract, with costs 
reasonably related to the benefits - rather than "the tail that wags the dog.'" 

The Supplementary Information mentioned another option suggested by the industry: 
excluding insurance provided the consumer could cancel it and obtain a full refund. Such 
cancellation policies are not uncommon now, either by state law or contract. But, as with the 
voluntariness standard, the cancellation right has been wholly insufficient either to avoid the 
marketing abuses or to reduce the pricing distortions. 

2. LQwerAfR Iriner: § 226.32(aXI)(i) 

We support the proposal to lower the margin on the APR threshold from 10"/0 to 8%. There 
is little reason to assume that the availability ofcredit would be impaired by this change in margin. 
The Supplementary Information cites the OTS estimate that it would expand the HOEPA segment 
ofthe subprime market from 1 % to approximately 5%. & The growth in the subprime industry since 
HOEPA took effect in 1995 suggests that fears that HOEPA has an adverse impact on the 
availability ofcredit an: unfounded.' There is no reason to suppose that a different HOEPA trigger 
would change that . 

Further, if HOEPA helps reduce the availability of destructive, predatory lending, then 
strengthening HOEP A will help achieve a goal that everyone shares. As the Board itselfrecognizes, 

, E.g. Attorneys General in Arizona. Califomta, Iowa, WiSl:OI1Sin have taken action in insurance packing 
cases. For a listing of some insurance packing cases, see, e.g. National Consumer Law Center, The Cost ofCredit. 
Regulation artd Legal Challenges §§ 8.5.4 and 8.7.4, text w:ompanying notes 642 ~ 

7 John Fonseca, Handi,ng Consumer Credit Cases, Chap. 12 (3rd ed. 1986) . 

• 65 Fed. Reg. 81438, 8144] (December 26, 2000). 

• See estimau:s collected in Cathy Lesser Mansfleld, me Roa4 to SubpFlme "HEL" Wa.r P<Ned With Good 
Congressional Inlellti()l'l!J: Uwry Duep/4ticm and tm. Suhprim. Hom. Equity Markel. 51 So. Car. L. Rev. 473, 
527 • 531 (2000). citing estimates that the number ofsubprime loans increased by 890% between 1993 and 1998, 
and that subprime lenders tripled their trul/i(e( share between t99S and 1997. 
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no one benefits from "access" to unfair or predatory credit 

3. Anti-flippinurOJlQsals.' §§ 226.34 (a)(3) and (b)(l) 

Some of oW' consumer protection offices are all too familiar with the abusive practice of 
"flipping" loans. "Flipping" refers to the repeated refinancing of borrowers' loans in order to 
generate additional fee income, or to keep borrowers perpetually "maxed out" on their equity 
(thereby preventing them from refinancing with another lender on more favorable terms) •• both of 
which are severely detrimental to borrowers. 

The proposed amendments contain two provisions addressing the problem of flipping. The 
first proposed amendment prohibits the creditor or assignee (or an affiliate) that is holding a HOEPA 
loan from refinancing it within the first twelve months unless the refinancing is in the borrower's 
interest (Proposed § 226.34(a)(3») The second proposed amendment prohibits creditors in the first 
five years ofa zero interest rate or other low-<:ost loan from replacing that loan with a higher-rate 
loan, unless the refinancing is in the borrower's interest. (Proposed § 226.34(b)(1») 

The state Attorneys General believe that loan flipping is a significant problem, especially in 
the lower reaches ofthe subprime market where borrowers often do not fully understand the costs 
of repeated lender-induced refinancing. In particular, we believe that creditors' refinancing of 
borrowers holding zero interest rate (such as Habitat for Humanity) loans or other low cost loans 
withhigh interest rate loans is an especially pernicious practice. We welcome these proposals as the 
minimW'D necessary to begin to address this practice, and a step in the right direction. 

We believe the Board's proposal is a mong step in the right direction. Some clarification 
may be helpful. In both of the anti-fiippingprovisions, (proposed §§ 226.34(a)(3), and (b)(l), the 
proposals would prohibit refinancings within a specified time limit "unless it is in the borrower's 
interest" It is quite easy to construct some minimal rationalized benefit. For example, in theory, 
refinancing a balloon loan to an amortizing loan might be considered "in the borrower's interest." 
However, some lenders have written balloon loans specifically in order to solicit the borrowers a 
short-time later to offerto refinance and "get rid ofthat balloon," just for an opportunity to book two 
high-fee loans in a short time. Or a refinance to get a lower rate may be considered to be "in the 
borrower's interest." However, that lower rate may be a teaser rate in which the payments will 
balloon to unaffordable payments at the end of a. one or two-year teaser period, a type ofpredatory 
loan that has been a serious problem in many of our states. If the language were to be clarified to 
require that the refinancing be in the borrower's "best interest," that would signal that it is not 
sufficient just to find a minimal rationalization for the refinancing. We appreciate that some might 
argue that this does not provide "bright line guidance," but such limitations onexploitation have long 
been a part of the law without in any way undermining business. Such a test is similar to the concept 
of "suitability" in the securities context, a standard which has nOI impeded the ability of the 
securities field to serve its customers, and has arguably served to enhance the public's trust in the 
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industry. 

4. Increased scrutiny 01 borrowers ability /0 repay, Under section 129(h) of the Truth in 
Lending Act, a creditor may not engage in a pattern or practice ofmaking HOEP A loans based on 
the equity in the borrower's home without regard to the consumer's repayment ability. The Board 
has proposed several amendments strengthening or clarifying this provision. 

Proposed section 22634(aX4)(ii) would be added to require that creditors generally 
document and verify consumers' current or expected income, current obligations, and employment 
to the extent applicable. If a creditor engages in a pattern or practice of making loans without 
documenting and verifying consumers' repayment ability, there would be a presumption that the 
creditor has violated the rule. 

Another proposed amendment provides that, in adjustable rate transactions where the creditor 
sets the initial interest rate and the rate is later adjusted, in considering the borrowers' ability to 
repay, the creditor would be required to consider increases to the consumer's payments assuming the 
maximum possible increases in rates in the shortest possible time frame. (Proposed comment 
226.34(a)(4 )(i)-3) 

The state Attorneys General support these changes. Some ofour offices have observed many 
instances where borrowers have received adjustable rate mortgages with introductory low "teaser" 
rates, which quickly "explode" into high rates. Because the higher rates (and concomitantly higher 
monthly payments) are often devastating to borrowers, it is vital that creditors be required to consider 
the full range ofpayments a borrower may be required to pay in considering the borrower's actual 
ability to repay. Similarly, some of our offices. have also witnessed numerous instances in which 
brokers and lenders accept scant or no substantiation ofa borrower's ability to repay, leading to the 
borrowers' eventual default and lender's foreclosure when the borrower is unable to make the 
monthly payments on the loan. In order to make HOEP A 's prohibition on equity ·based leoding an 
effective one, lenders and brokers must be required to verify and document a borrower's actual 
income. 

5. Prohibition on structuring loans as open-end credit to evade HOEPA. § 226. 34(b)(2) HOEPA 
covers only closed-end loans. Thus, as observed by the Board, if a consumer 0 btains a home-secured 
open-end line of credit with an APR or points and fees above HOEPA's rate and fee triggers, the 
loan is not subject to HOEPA's disclosure requirements or limitations. 

The FTC and various consumer representatives reported cases to the Board in which creditors 
are using opeo-end credit lines to evade HOEP A. In some ofthose instances, consumers applied for 
a closed-end home-secured loan but learned for the first time at closing that the loan documents were 
structured as open-end credit, with credit limits far in excess of the amount requested. In other 
instances, creditors have documented loans as open-end "revolving" credit, even if there was no 
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expectation of repeat transactions under a reusable line of credit. 

In an effort to address this issue, the Board has proposed an amendment prohibiting the 
structuring ofa home-secured loan as an open~d plan to evade the requirements ofHOEPA, ifthe 
credit does not meet the defmition of "open-end credit" set forth in TILA. 

Further, in its comments, the Board has solicited comment on the need and feasibility ofmles 
to prevent evasions ofHOEPA in other circumstances. In particular, the Board has asked whether 
there should be a rebuttable presumption that a creditor intended to evade HOEPA, in violation of 
the law, ifa consumer applies for a closed-end home-secured loan but receives an open-end line of 
credit that is priced above HOEPA's triggers. 

The state Attorneys General strongly support the proposed amendment because we fll1ll1y 
believe that creditors should not be allowed to structure closed-end loans as open-end transactions 
in order to escape HOEPA's consumer protections.'o Additionally, we strongly support the 
establislunent of a rebuttable presumption that a creditor intended to evade HOEP A if a consumer 
applies for a closed-end home loan but received an open-end line ofcredit priced above HOEPA's 
triggers. 

6 Balloon Pqyments: 
The Board had been urged to use its authority to prohibit balloons entirely in all HOEP A 

loans, expanding the current prohibition in loans under 61 months. The board did not make such a 
proposal, as it did not believe it had been given "evidence of a particular problem related to longer 
term balloon notes." 

With note interest rates up to 18%, monthly payments to fully amortize mortgage loans in 
15 years are undoubtedly enough to keep many consumers from entering into high-cost mortgages. 
In order to make a monthly payment low enough to be "saleable," more ofthe high-cost mortgages 
are now 15- year balloons. Further, it seems likely that the availability of the balloon contributes to 
the ease with which these loans are packed on the front end. Without a balloon. a loan packed with 
upfront costs and insurance premiums would raise the monthly payment sufficiently in many cases 
to create "market resistance."" But the financial hit from these "barely amortizing~ long-term loans 
is astounding, as two of the HOEPA balloons from our sample (Attachment A) show. 

" As the Board is aware from tho letter a number of us sent to the Soard in 1997, our ollices have long 
been concerned with the way thai spurious open-end credit hAS been used to facililllle deceptive sales practices and 
undennine infonned credit decisions, particularly in the door-to-door context. (See 62 Fed. Reg. 64769 (Deo. 7, 
1997). 

II In many eases, the long-rem payments simply payoff the financed fees and the interest 011 them. 
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Amt. Fin'd ilmI Total of I 79 Monthly Payments ~ 
#3 $64,643 15 yrs $109,027 $59,322 
#4 $23,542 15 yrs $ 62,779 $23.168 

Figul1:S such as these are consistent with the I 5-year balloons we have seen on other HOEPA 
loans from other lenders. These "barely amortizing" long-term balloons in practice help make the 
borrowers captive to these Jenders, as refinancing out ofthe high-cost mortgage is difficult. We urge 
the Board to prohibit balloons in HOEP A loans. 

CODclusioD 

As the chieflaw enforcement officers ofour states, we are gratified by and strongly endorse 
the Board's initiative in taking measures to combat predatory lending, \1\lhich has caused substantial 
harm to many citizens in our states. We urge the Board to adopt the proposed amendments in their 
current form., in patticular, those outlined above. 

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to express our views on this matter. We look forward 
to working with the Board in mutual efforts to address the serious problem of predatory lending. 
Please feel free to contact anyone of lIS directly, or NAAO's Consumer Protection Counsel, Sarah 
Remek, at (202) 326-6016. 

Sincerely, 

[SIGNATURE FACSIMILES OMITTED] 
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, Of the states listed. H"",an .s not represented by its Attomey General, Hawaii is represented by its Office of 
Consumer Protection. an agency which is not a part of the state Attomey General's Office. but which is statutorily 
authorized to represenlme SWe of Hawaii in consumer protection .aiO"'. For the salce of simplicity. the entire group 
will be referred to as me «Attorneys General.~ and such designation as it pertains to Hawaii, refers to tbe Executive 
Director ofme State of Hawaii Office of Consumer Protection, 
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ATIACHMENT A 

CREDIT INSURANCE PREl\illJMS IN SUBPRIME MORTGAGE LENDING: 
ONE COMMUNITY'S EXPERIENCE 

Reverse incentives have been distorting the sale ofcredit insurance for decades, but HOEP A 
added a new incentive. As a representative of one major credit insurance company explained to a 
lenders' trade association conference, a "full package" ofinsurance products can, for the creditor's 
yield purposes, tum a 12% loan into an 18% loan. But that won't showup in the borrower's pnce 
tag, because of the general TIL rules excluding ''vohmWy'' credit insurance. Reg. Z, § 226.4( d). 
That alone is good incentive, but on a high cost-mortgage, than can be the difference between a 
branded HOEPA loan and a non-HOEPA loan, since the premiums do not count toward the fees and 
points trigger under HOEPA rules, either. There may be a number of reasons why creditors wish to 
avoid overtly making HOEPA loans: not wishing to give the early disclosures; wishing to include 
otherwise prohibited terms, or perhaps, concerned about the ability to sell the loans on the secondary 
market, given the enhanced holder liability. Switching from the ten point loans that we used to see 
from major national subprime lenders in pre-HOEP A days to insurance can protect revenues while 
avoiding the HOEPA label. 

We do not have the resources to do a study of the penetration rates on mortgage loans, and 
ofthe level ofcosts, nor ofthe level at which the equity in borrowers' homes are securing just those 
excessively-priced credit insurance premiums. We are also not aware of any easily available 
database from which such a study could be conducted. However, we recently had an opportunity 
to review 17 mortgage loans made primarily in one county by one ofthe largest subprime mortgage 
lenders in the country.'2 The credit insurance picture is stri.king. 

Number ofloans: 17 (representing 14 single or joint borrowers)" 
HOEPA loans: 7 
Non-HOEPA 9 

tl Documents 011 sixteen of the loans were provided by. neighbomood organization following a public 
meeting which Governor Gramlich attended in Des Moines, Iowa in the fall of 2000. The .;evenleenth, from the 
same lender, came to our attention through a consumer complaint. 

0' These documems indicate the company engages in "loan-splitting," or writing two separate loan 
transactions for whal is really a single loan. Apparently it does so in order to malee high LTV loam. One loan is 
wrilten for up to 95% LTV, the second loan is written, in theory, for the remainder of the equity up to 11 0%, mOllgh 
one set of these loans appears olooer to 140%·2000/. LTV. 
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Indeterminable I. 

Credit Insurance Penetration Rate 
HOEPA 4of7 
non-HOEPA 4of9 

Cost ofInsurance in Insured Mortgages 

:: : 

. PrintlplIIt . ..ll1l111il11ite ~m!$~ Cll~· 
..... ,.... . ~t~r",~d) .. ;; ~··.i ...... ~~~!.oFla!d " ; 

APR. 

•.•• '. ••. .u::=,to: 
: $13.0361 52.036 17.62% .okl20 yrs16.5%HOEPA 

1.4 ($12.296) 

$1 :.295 I SI.284 12.0% 18.098% 7/10 Y'"2 
($10,685) 

. 573.1591 S1.I59 1.8% 11.066% 1115 Y'" 

11.4% 17.693% 7yrl15 yr 

15.5% 15.411% 7yr/l5)'1' 

14.143% uok/lS yr 

10.6% 12.993% 7)'1'/1Syr 

14.237% 2yrl15yr 

10.76% IS.16',4 '5.2 yr 1 
14 yr 
"on 6 JOIVl$ 

. ($64,643) 

524,6861 
(S23.S42) 

$2.686 

No...HOEPA 
5 - 8 

$68,593 ' 
($65.998) 

SI0,227" 

$60,6821 
(55&.130) 

$8 

$52,5541 
(S50,2711 

55,354 

$ 34,5981 
(32,441) 

5 918 

$42,31! 1 $4,081
Ave. (S39,61!) 

" For Ibis loan, we had only. HUD-I, whicl! does not give us the APR. However, it was. loan under 
3>25,000, and aillhe OIher loans otmat size from this Icnder had APRs over 170/" so it is probable mat it was also a 
HOEPAloan. 

" This is the lower oftwo inconsistent figures given on the TIL aulhorizalion and the HUD-I. 
It is no~WOI'!by tbat lIlis is alii-year balloo4l Dote. After $204,539 in 239 montbly payments. 8 $54,327 balloon is 
scheduled. Willlom lIlis $10,000 in financed. single-pmnium insurance,lhese borrowers would save $1 00 a month 
for 20 years, and NOT have a balloon at me end of me road. In effect, 20 yeatS ot S855/mo payments would reduce 
the principal on this loan as written by little more than !be amount ofthe insurance premiums alone. 
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All of these loans would be HOEP A loans if these insurance premiums were part of the 
HOEPA trigger fees, Even the comparatively small $918 premium on loan # 8, when added to its 
other fees and points, would take loan over the 8% HOEPA fees and points trigger, 

The Joint Report notes reports that the economic incentives are great enough that insurance 
applications may be falsified in order to collect the various forms of revenue from the insurance,16 
We had access to full files on only two of the J4 borrowers whose loans were represented among the 
seventeen contracts. Discouragingly, both involved the sale of insurance to borrowers ineligible or 
unlikely to benefit from the insurance, and in both cases, the premiums comprised more than 10% 
of the loan amounts. While those borrowers had requested the insurance, the lender wrote in more 
than S16,850 premiums in the aggregate, rather than explaining that the security the homeowners 
thought they were paying these extraordinary amounts for were largely illusory, as they arguably are 
legally bound to do. 17 

" Board ofGovernors I HUD Joint Report to the Congress Concerning Refonn to the Truth in Lending 
Act and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 66, note !00 (July. 1998). 

!1 See National Consumer Law Center, The Cost a/Credit: Regu/aliOll and Legal. Challenges §§ 8.5.5, 
8.7.2 - 8.1.4. One ofthe borrow.", (whose loan Was splittn make a high LTV 10l1li), staleS she informed the loan 
originator of her preexisting condition when she filled out the application. SIte stales he asked if she was planning 
on surgery or "anything drastic" in the furore, lUld when site responded negatively, he instructed her to write "no· In 
response 10 the question about existing oonditions. On Ibe second loan, jOint credit life was writt"" for over $7()OO, 
though one ofthe spouses income on the application is clearly listed as social security disabilityo It appear. thll1 the 
nature of the disability is such that she would have been ineligible fur coverage. 
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APPENDIXB 

Single Premium Credit Insurance: 

A Tool for Equity-Skimming 


Thefirst page shows the impact a/financing single-premium insurance in a high-cost loan. It is a 
real loan, made to an Iowa couple. See NAAG Comments to the Federal Reserve Board on 
Proposed Amendments to HOEPA Regulations, Attachment A, (Appendix A to this testimony.) The 
loan on the nextpage is loan # 5 on the chart in that Attachment (p. 12). 

The second page shows how selling truncated single-premium credit insurance front-loads the 
premium cost, so that even ifthe borrow prepays, or refinances, they will still be paying most a/the 
premium. The chart uses the same loansfrom the NAAG Comment letter, andcalculates how much 
o/the premium would have been deemed "earned" at afive-year prepayment. It also compares 
the estimated lender commissions on those premiums to the amount a/pOints charged on the loans. 
The credit insurance enables the lender to maintain revenues, while appearing to reduce the points. 
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IMPACf OF SINGLE PREMIUM CREDIT INSURANCE 

IN A SUBPRIME MORTGAGE: 


WIlli CREDIT INSURANCE WIlliOUT CREDIT 
INSL'RANCE 

Principal 
Note Rate 
Payments 

Total of 
Payments 

$ 68,593 
14.79% 
239@S856 
+ 1 @S54,327 

$258,866 

$ 58, 366 
14.79010 
240@S759.52 

$182,280 

Cost Difference: Over $96 per month 
Plus entire $54,327 balloon 

Total Cost Difference $76,586 
Over Loan Life: $66,359 ofwhich is extra interest 

Principal reduced by amount of insurance premium at month 210. 
Policy lapsed at month 84. 

....... 

How was the price explained to consumer? 

$40 per month 

How did the loan officer come up with that? 

$10,000 + 240 months = $41.671 month 
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INSURANCE PREMl'UMS AND EARLY PAY-OFFS 

HOEPA 
1·4 

Non-HOEPA 
5·8 

4 

$1284 
(of 511.285) 

$1159 
( ofS73,159) 

$2686 
lof524.686) 

110.227 
(of$68.S93) 

53441 

52809" 

5217" 

$916" 

51176 

SI159 
( I yrillSl 

52460 

$9368 

$ Sl4 

$464 

51074 

$4091 

5600 
(5 pts) 

$8352 
(lL4 pts
includes 
bu -down 

51080 
(4.4 pts) 

52040 
(3 pts) 

6 

3 

55,354 
(of $520554) 

$ 918 
(of $34.598) 

$SSQ3 

$ 631" 

$4004 

$918 
(2 yr ins) 

52142 

$367 

52088 
(4 pIS) 

$1900 
(5.5 pIS) 

• Balloon joan 

•• Rebates are calculated by the Rule of78s, using the term of the truncated insurance (rather than the loan 
term) to derive the rebate factor. All insurance. except as noted. is for a 7-year term. Rebate factor for 
payoffat month 60 on 7·year premium is .0840 . 

••• ESTIMATES: See chart on producer commissions for ASIO. which is the insurer on at least two of 
these loans. p. 5. See also aggregate national data, p. 6. 

On loans 1 and 6. the documents obtained did not specify the termjor the msU/"ance. 
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ORIGINAL PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CALOMIRIS 

PAUL M. MONTRONE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 


GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 


JULY 26, 2001 

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure and an honor to address you today on the impor
tant topic of predatory lending. 

Predatory lending is a real problem. It is, however, a problem that needs to be 
addressed thoughtfully and deliberately, with a hard head as well as a soft heart. 
There is no doubt that people have been hurt by the predatory practices of some 
creditors, but we must make sure that the cure is not worse than the disease. Un
fortunately, many of the proposed or enacted municipal, State, and Federal statu
tory responses to predatory lending would have adverse consequences that are 
worse than the problems they seek to redress. Many of these initiatives would re
duce the supply of credit to low-income homeowners, raise their cost of credit, and 
restrict the menu of beneficial choices available to borrowers. 

Fortunately, there is a growing consensus in favor of a balanced approach to the 
problem. That consensus is reflected in the viewpoints expressed by a wide variety 
of individuals and organizations, including Robert Litan of the Brookings Institu
tion, Fed Governor Edward Gramlich, most of the recommendations of last year's 
HUD-Treasury Report, the voluntary standards set by the American Financial Serv
ices Association (AFSA), the recent predatory lending statute passed by the State 
of Pennsylvania, and the recommendations and practices of many subprime mort
gage lenders (including, most notably, Household). In my comments, I will describe 
and defend that balanced approach, and offer some specific recommendations for 
Congress and for financial regulators. 

To summarize my recommendations at the outset, I believe that an appropriate 
response to predatory practices should occur in two stages: First, there should be 
an immediate regulatory response to strengthen enforcement of existing laws, en
hance disclosure rules and provide counseling services, amend existing regulation, 
and limit or ban some practices. I believe that these initiatives, described in detail 
below, will address all of the serious problems associated with predatory lending. 

In other areas-especially the regulation of prepayment penalties and balloon 
payments-any regulatory change should await a better understanding of the extent 
of remaining predatory problems that result from these features, and the best ways 
to address them through appropriate regulations. The Fed is currently pursuing the 
first systematic scientific evaluation of these areas, as part of its clear intent to ex
pand its role as the primary regulator of subprime lending, given its authority 
under HOEPA. The Fed has the regulatory authority and the expertise necessary 
to find the right balance between preventing abuse and permitting beneficial con
tractual flexibility. 

Congress, and other legislative bodies, should not rush to judgment ahead of the 
facts and before the Fed has had a chance to address these more complex problems, 
and in so doing, end up throwing away the proverbial baby of subprime lending 
along with the bathwater of predatory practices. 

I think the main role Congress should play at this time is to rein in actions by 
States and municipalities that seek to avoid established Federal preemption by ef
fectively setting mortgage usury ceilings under the guise of consumer protection 
rules. Immediate Congressional action to dismantle these new undesirable barriers 
to individuals' access to mortgage credit would ensure that consumers throughout 
the country retain their basic contractual rights to borrow in the subprime market. 

My detailed comments divide into four parts: (1) a background discussion of 
subprime lending, (2) an attempt to define predatory practices, (3) a point-by-point 
evaluation of proposed or enacted remedies for predatory practices, and (4) a con
cluding section. 

Subprime Lending, the Democratization of Finance, and 
Financial Innovation 

The problems that fall under the rubric of predatory lending are only possible 
today because of the beneficial "democratization" of consumer credit markets, and 
mortgage markets inlarticular, that has occurred over the past decade. Predatory 
practices are part an parcel of the increasing complexity of mortgage contracts in 
the high-risk (subprime) mortgage area. That greater contractual complexity has 
two parts: (1) the mcreased reliance on risk pricing using Fair, Isaac & Co. (FICO) 
scores rather than the rationing of credit via yes or no lending decisions, and (2) 
the use of points, insurance, and prepayment penalties to limit the risks lenders and 
borrowers bear and the costs borrowers pay. 
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These practices make economic sense and can bring great benefits to consumers. 
Most importantly, these market innovations allow mortgage lenders to gauge, price, 
and control risk better than before, and thus allow them to tolerate greater grada
tions of risk among borrowers. 

According to last year's HUD-Treasury report, subprime mortgage originations 
have skyrocketed since the early 1990's, increasing by tenfold since 1993. The dollar 
volume of subprime mortgages was less than 5 percent of all mortgage originations 
in 1994, but by 1998 had risen to 12.5 percent. As Fed Governor Edward Gramlich 
(2000) has noted, between 1993 and 1998, mortgages extended to Hispanic-Ameri
cans and African-Americans increased the most, by 78 and 95 percent, respectively, 
largely due to the growth in subprime mortgage lending. 

Subprime loans are extended primarily by nondepository institutions. The new 
market in consumer credit, and subprime credit in particular, is highly competitive 
and involves a wide range of intermediaries. Research by economists at the Federal 
Reserve Board indicates that the reliance on nondepository intermediaries reflects 
a greater tolerance for lending risk by intermediaries that do not have to subject 
their loan portfolios to examination by Government supervisors (Carey et al. 1998). 

Subprime lending is risky. The reason that so many low-income and minority bor
rowers rely on the subprime market is that, on average, these are riskier groups 
of borrowers. It is worth bearing in mind that default risk varies tremendously in 
the mortgage market. The probability of default for the highest risk class of 
sUbprime mortgage borrowers is roughly 23 percent, which is more than one thou
sand times the default risk of the lowest risk class of prime mortgage borrowers. 

When default risk is this great, in order for lenders to participate in the market, 
they must be compensated with unusually high interest rates. For example, even 
if a lender were risk-neutral (indifferent to the variance of payoffs from a bundle 
of loans) a lender bearing a 20 percent risk of default, and expecting to lose 50 per
cent on a foreclosed loan (net of foreclosure costs) should charge at least the rel
evant Treasury rate (given the maturity of the loan) plus 10 percent. On second 
trust mortgages, loan losses may be as high as 100 percent. In that case, the risk
neutral default premium would be 20 percent. Added to these risk-neutral premia 
would be a risk premium to compensate for the high variance of returns on risky 
loans (to the extent that default risk is nondiversifiable), as well as premia to pay 
for the costs of gathering information about borrowers, and the costs of maintaining 
lending facilities and staff. These premia would be charged either in the form of 
higher interest rates or the present value equivalent of points paid in advance. 

Default risk, however, is not the only risk that lenders bear. Indeed, prepayment 
risk is of a similar order of magnitude in the mortgage market. To understand pre
payment risk, consider a 15 year amortized subprime mortgage loan of $50,000 with 
a 10 percent interest rate over the Treasury rate, zero points and no prepayment 
penalty. If the Treasury rate falls, say by 1 percent, assume that the borrower will 
choose to refinance the mortgage without penalty, and assume that this decline in 
the Treasury rate actually happens 1 year after the mortgage is originated. 

If the interest rate on the mortgage was set with the expectation that the loan 
would last for 15 years, and if the cost of originating and servicing the loan was 
spread over that length of time, then the prepayment of the loan will result in a 
loss to the lender. An additional loss to the lender results from the reduction in the 
value of its net worth as the result of losing the revenue from the mortgage when 
it is prepaid (if the lender's cost of funds does not decline by the same degree as 
its return on assets after the prepayment). 

In the competitive mortgage market, lenders will have to protect against this loss 
in one of several ways: First, lenders could charge a prepayment fee to discourage 
prepayment, and thus limit the losses that prepayment would entail. Second, the 
lender could "frontload" the cost of the mortgage by charging points and reducing 
the interest rate on the loan. This is a commitment device that reduces the incen
tive of the borrower to refinance when interest rates fall, since the cost of a new 
mortgage (points and interest) would have to compete against a lower annual inter
est cost from the original loan. A third possibility would be avoiding prepayment 
penalties and points and simply charging a higher interest rate on the mortgage to 
compensate for prepayment risk. 

In a competitive mortgage market, the present value of the cost to the borrower 
of these three alternatives is equivalent. If all three alternatives were available, 
each borrower would decide which of these three alternatives was most desirable, 
based on the borrower's risk preferences. 

The first two alternatives amount to the decision to lock in a lower cost of funds 
rather than begin with a higher cost of funds and hope that the cost will decline 
as the result of prepayment. In essence, the first two choices amount to buying an 
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insurance policy compared to the third, where the borrower instead prefers to retain 
the option to prepay (effectively "betting" that interest rates will fall). 

If regulation were to limit prepayment penalties, by this logic, those wishing to 
lock in low mortgage costs would choose a mortgage that frontloads costs through 
points as an alternative to choosing a mortgage with a prepayment penalty. 

Loan maturity is another important choice for the borrower. The borrower who 
wishes to bet on declining interest rates can avoid much of the cost of the third al
ternative mentioned above (that is, paying the prepayment risk premium) by keep
ing the mortgage maturity short-term (for example, by agreeing to a balloon pay
ment of principal in, say, 3 years). Doing so can substantially reduce the annual cost 
of the mortgage. 

In the subprime market, where borrowers' creditworthiness is also highly subject 
to change, prepayment risk results from improvements in borrower riskiness as well 
as changes in U.S. Treasury interest rates. The choice of either points, prepayment 
penalties, or neither amounts to choosing, as before, whether to lock in a lower over
all cost of mortgage finance rather than betting on the possibility of an improve
ment. Similarly, retaining a prepayment option, or choosing a balloon mortgage, al
lows the individual to "bet" on an improvement in his creditworthiness. 

Borrowers in the subprime market are subject to significant risk that they could 
lose their homes as the result of death, disability, or job loss of the household's 
breadwinner(s}. Some households will want to insure against this eventuality with 
credit insurance. Credit insurance comes in two main forms: monthly insurance 
(which is paid as a premium each month), or "single-premium" insurance, which is 
paid for the life of the mortgage in a single lump sum at the time of origination, 
and typically is financed as part of the mortgage. Because single-premium insurance 
commits the borrower to the full length of time of the mortgage (and because there 
is the possibility that the borrowers' risk of unemployment, death, or disability will 
decline after origination), the monthly cost of single-premium insurance is much 
lower than the cost of monthly insurance. Borrowers who want the option to be able 
to cancel their insurance policy (for example, to take advantage of a decline in their 
risk of unemployment) pay for that valuable option in the form of a higher premium 
per month on monthly insurance. According to Assurant Group (a major provider 
of credit insurance to the mortgage market), the monthly cost for monthly credit in
surance on 5 year mortgages, on average, is about 50 percent more expensive than 
the monthly cost of single-premium credit insurance. 

Economists recognize that substantial points, prepayment penalties, short mort
gage maturities, and credit insurance have arisen in the subprime market, in large 
part, because these contractual features offer preferred means of reducing overall 
costs and risks to consumers. Default and prepayment risks are higher in the 
subprime market, and therefore, mortgages are more expensive and mortgage con
tracts are more complex. Clearly, there would be substantial costs borne by many 
borrowers from limiting the interest rates or overall charges on subprime mort
gages, or from prohibiting borrowers from choosing their preferred combination of 
rates, points, penalties, and insurance. As Fed Governor Edward Gramlich writes: 

"... some [predatory lending practices] are more subtle, involving mis
use of practices that can improve credit market efficiencY most of the time. 
For example, the freedom for loan rates to rise above former usury ceilings 
is mostly desirable, in matching relatively risky borrowers with appropriate 
lenders. . .. Most of the time balloon payments make it possible for young 
homeowners to buy their first house and match payments with their rising 
income stream. . .. Most of the time the ability to refinance mortgages per
mits borrowers to take advantage of lower mortgage rates. . .. Often mort
gage credit insurance is desirable ...." (Gramlich 2000, p. 2) 

Any attempts to regulate the subprime market should take into account the po
tential costs of regulatory/rohibitions. As I will argue in more detail in section 3 
below, many new laws an statutory proposals are imbalanced in that they fail to 
take into account the costs from reducing access to complex, high-cost mortgages. 
Predatory Practices 

So much for the "baby"; now let me turn to the "bathwater." The use of high and 
multiple charges, and the many dimensions of mortgage contracts, I have argued, 
hold great promise for consumers, but with that greater complexity also comes 
greater opportunity for fraud and for mistakes by consumers who may not fully un
derstand the contractual costs and benefits they are being offered. 

That is the essential dilemma. The goal of polieymakers should be to define and 
address predatory practices without undermining the opportunities offered by 
subprime lending. 
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According to the HUD-Treasury report, predatory practices in the subprime mort
gage market fall into four categories: (1) "loan flipping" (enticing borrowers to refi
nance excessively, sometimes when it is not in their interest to do so, and charging 
high refinancing fees that strip borrower home equity), (2) excessive fees and "pack
inlt' (charging excessive amounts of fees to borrowers, allegedly because borrowers 
faIT to understand the nature of the charges, or lack knowledge of what would con
stitute a fair price), (3) lending without regard to the borrower's ability to repay 
(that is, lending with the intent of forcing a borrower into foreclosure in order to 
seize the borrower's home), and (4) outright fraud. 

It is worth pausing for a moment to note that, with the exception of fraud (which 
is already illegal) these problems are defined by (often subjective) judgments about 
the outcomes for borrowers (excessive refinancing, excessive fees, excessive risk of 
default), not by clearly definable actions by lenders that can be easily prohibited 
without causing collateral harm in the mortgage market. 

For example, with regard to loan flipping, it may not be easy to define in an ex
haustive way the combinations of changes to a mortgage contract that make a bor
rower better off. There are clear cases of purely adverse change (for example, across
the-board increases in rates and fees with no compensating changes in the contract), 
and there are clear cases of improvement, but there are also gray areas in which 
a mix of changes occurs, and where a judgment as to whether the position of the 
borrower has improved or deteriorated depends on an evaluation of the probabilities 
of future contingencies and a knowledge of borrower preferences. 

Similarly, whether fees are excessive can often be very difficult to gauge, since 
the sizes of the fees vary with the creditworthiness of the borrower and with the 
intent of the contract. For example, points are often used as a commitment device 
to limit prepayment risk. 

And what is the maximum "acceptable" level of default risk on a mortgage, which 
would constitute evidence that a mortgage had been unreasonably offered because 
of the borrower's inability to repay? 

Many alleged predatory problems revolve around questions of fair disclosure and 
fraud prevention. These can be addressed to a great degree by ensuring accurate 
and complete disclosure of facts (making sure that the borrower is aware of the true 
APR, and making sure that legally mandated procedures under RESPA, TILA, and 
HOEPA are followed by the lender). In section 3, I will discuss a variety of proposals 
for strengthening disclosure rules and protections against fraud. 

But the critics of predatory lending argue that inadequate disclosure and outright 
fraud are not the only ways in which borrowers may be fooled unfairly by lenders. 
For some elderly people, or people who are mentally incapacitated, predatory lend
ing may simply constitute taking advantage of those who are mentally inca fable of 
representing themselves when signing loan contracts. And for others, lack 0 famili
arity with financial language or concepts may make it hard for them to judge what 
they are agreeing to. 

Of course, this problem arises in markets all the time. When consumers purchase 
automobiles, those who cannot calculate present values of cashflows (when com
paring various financing alternatives) may be duped into paying more for a car. And 
when renting a car, less savvy consumers may pay more than they should for gaso
line or collision insurance. In a market economy, we rely on the time-honored com
mon law principle of caveat emptor because on balance we believe that market solu
tions are better than Government planning, and markets cannot function if those 
who make choices in markets are able to reverse those choices after the fact when
ever they please. 

But consumer advocates rightly point out that, given the importance of the mort
gage decision, a misstep by an uninformed or mentally incapacitated consumer in 
the mortgage market can be a life changing disaster. That concern explains why 
well-intentioned would-be reformers have turned their attentions to proposals to 
regulate mortgage products. But those proposed remedies often are excessive. Re
formers advocate what amount to price controls, and prohibitions of contractual fea
tures that they deem to be onerous or unnecessary. 

Some of these advocates of reform, however, seem to lack a basic understanding 
of the functioning of financial markets and the pricing of financial instruments. In 
their zeal to save borrowers from harming themselves they run the risk of causing 
more harm to borrowers than predatory lenders. 

Other reformers seem to understand that their proposals will reduce the avail
ability of subprime credit to the general population, but they do not care. Indeed, 
one gets the impression that some paternalistic community groups dislike subprime 
lending and feel entitled to place limits on the decisionmaking authority even of 
mentally competent individuals. Other critics of predatory lending may have more 
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sinister motives related to the kickbacks they receive for contractually agreeing to 
stop criticizing particular subprime lenders. 

Whatever the motives of these advocates, it is easy to show that many of the ex
treme proposals for changing the regulation of the subprime mortgage market are 
misguided and would harm many consumers by limiting their access to credit on 
the most favorable terms available. There are better ways to target the legitimate
problems of abuse. 
Evaluating Proposed Reforms 

Let me now turn to an analysis of each of the proposed remedies for predatory 
lending, which I divide into three groups: (1) those that are sensible and that should 
be enacted by Fed regulation, (2) those that are possibly sensible, but which might 
do more harm than good, and thus require more empirical study before deciding 
whether and how to implement them, and (3) those that are not sensible, and which 
would obviously do more harm than good. 
SENSIBLE REFORMS THAT SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED IMMEDIATELY BY THE FED 

Under HOEPA, the Fed is entitled to regulate subprime mortgages that either 
have interest rates far in excess of Treasury rates (the Fed currently uses a 10 per
cent spread trigger, but can vary that spread between 8 percent and 12 percent) or 
that have total fees and points greater than either 8 percent or $451. HOEPA al
ready specifies some contractual limits on these loans (for example, prepayment 
penalties are only permissible for the first 5 years of the loan, and only when the 
borrowers' income is greater than 50 percent of the loan payment). It is my under
standing that the Fed currently has broad authority to establish additional regu
latory !l"ridelines for these loans, and is currently considering a variety of measures. 
Followmg is a list of measures that I regard as desirable. 
Disclosure and Counseling 

Disclosure requirements always add to consumers' loan costs, but in my judgment, 
some additional disclosure requirements would be appropriate for the loans regu
lated under HOEPA. I would recommend a mandatory disclosure statement like the 
one proposed in section 3(a) of Senate bill S. 2415 (April 12, 2000), which alerts bor
rowers to the risks of subprime mortgage borrowing. It is also desirable to make 
counseling available to potential borrowers on HOEPA loans, and to require lenders 
to disclose that such counseling is available (as proposed in the HUD-Treasury re
port). The HUD-Treasury report also recommends amendments to RESPA and TlLA 
that would facilitate comparison shopping and make timely information about the 
costs of credit and settlement easier for consumers to understand and more reliable. 
I also favor the HUD-Treasury suggestions of imposing an accuracy standard on 
permissible violations from the Good Faith Estimate required under RESPA, requir
ing lenders to disclose credit scores to borrowers (I note that these scores have since 
been made available by Fair Isaac Co. to borrowers via the Internet), and expan~ 
penalties on lenders for inadequate or inaccurate disclosures. The use of "testers' 
to verify disclosure practices would likely prove very effective as an enforcement tool 
to ensure that lenders do not target some classes of individuals with inadequate dis
closure. I also agree with the suggested requirement that lenders notify borrowers 
of their intent to foreclose far enough in advance that borrowers have the oppor
tunity to arrange alternative financing (a feature of the new Pennsylvania statute) 
as a means of discouraging unnecessary foreclosure. Finally, I would recommend 
that, for HOEPA loans where borrowers' monthly payments exceed 50 percent of 
their monthly income, the lender should be required to make an additional disclo
sure that informs the borrower of the estimated high probability (using a recognized 
model, like that of Fair Isaac Co.) that the borrower may lose his or her home be
cause of inadequate ability to pay debt service. 
Credit History &porting 

It is alleged that some lenders withhold favorable information about customers in 
order to keep information about improvements in customer creditworthiness private, 
and thus limit competition. It is appropriate to require lenders not to selectively re
port information to credit bureaus. 
Single-Premium Insurance 

Roughly one in four households do not have any life insurance, according to 
Household (2001), Clearly, credit insurance can be of enormous value to subprime 
borrowers, and single-premium insurance can be a desirable means for reducing the 
risk of losing one's home at low cost. To prevent abuse of this product, there should 
be a mandatory requirement that lenders that offer single-premium insurance (1) 
must give borrowers a choice between single-premium and monthly premium credit 
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insurance, (2) must clearly disclose that credit insurance is optional and that the 
other terms of the mortgage are not related to whether the borrower chooses credit 
insurance, and (3) must allow borrowers to cancel their single-premium insurance 
and receive a full refund of the payment within a reasonable time after closing (say, 
within 30 days, as in the Pennsylvania statute). 
Limits on Flipping 

Several new laws and proposals, including a proposed rule by the Federal Reserve 
Board, would limit refinancing to address the problem of loan flipping. The Fed rule 
would prohibit refinancing of a HOEPA loan by the lender or its affiJiate within the 
first 12 months unless that refinancing is "in the borrower's interest." This is a rea
sonable idea so long as there is a clear and reasonable safe harbor in the rule for 
lenders that establishes criteria under which it will be presumed that the refi
nancing was in the borrower's interest. For example, if a refinancing either (a) pro
vides substantial new money or debt consolidation, (b) reduces monthly payments 
by a minimum amount, or (c) reduces the duration of the loan, then anyone of those 
features should protect the lender from any claim that the refinancing was not in 
the borrower's interest. 
Limits on Refinancing of Subsidized Government or Not-for-Profit Loans 

It has been alleged that some lenders have tricked borrowers into refinancing 
heavily subsidized Government or not-for-profit loans at market (or above market) 
rates. Lenders that refinance such loans should face very strict tests for dem
onstrating that the refinancing was in the interest of the borrower. 
Prohibition ofSome Contractual Features 

Some mortgage structures add little real value to the menu of consumers' options, 
and are especially prone to abuse. In my judgment, the Federal Reserve Board has 
properly identified payable-on-demand clauses or call provisions as an example of 
such contractual features that should be prohibited. 
Require Lenders To Offer Loans With and Without Prepayment Penalties 

Rather than regulate prepayment penalties further as some have proposed, I 
would recommend requinng that HOEPA lenders offer mortgages both with and 
without prepayment penalties, so that the price of the prepayment option would be 
clear to consumers. Then consumers could make an informed decision whether to 
pay for the option to prepay. 
PRoPOSALS THAT REQUIRE FURTHER STUDY 

In addition to the aforementioned reforms, many other potentially beneficial, but 
also potentially costly, reforms have been proposed and should be studied to deter
mine whether they are necessary over and above the reforms listed above, and 
whether on balance they would do more good than harm. The list of potentially ben
eficial reforms that are worthy of careful scrutiny includes: 

(1) A limit on balloons (for example, requiring a minimum of a certain period 
of time between origination and the balloon payment) is worth exploring-al
though many of the proposed limits on balloons do not seem reasonable; for ex
ample both the Pennsylvania statute's 10 year limit and the HUD-Treasury re
poTt's. proposed 15 year limit, seem to me far too long; but shorter-term limits 
on balloons (say, a 3 or 5 year minimum duration) may be desirable. 

(2) The establishment of new rules on mortgage brokers' behavior (as pro
posed in the HUD-Treasury report) may be worthwhile, as a means of ensuring 
that mortgage brokerage IS not employed to circumvent effective compliance; 
and 

(3) It may be desirable, as the Fed has proposed, to lower the HOEPA interest 
rate threshold from 10 percent to 8 percent. The main drawback of lowering the 
trigger point for HOEPA, which has been noted by researchers at the Fed, and 
by Robert Litan, is the potential chilling effect that reporting requirements may 
have on the supply of credit in the subprime market. (I note in passing that 
I do not agree With the proposal to include all fees into the HOEPA fee trigger; 
fees that are optional, and not conditions for granting the mortgage-like credit 
insurance-should be excluded from the calculation.) 

PROpoSALS THAT SHOULD BE REJECTED 

Usury Laws 
Under the rubric of bad ideas, I will focus on one in particular: price controls. It 

is a matter of elementary economics that limits on prices restrict supply. Among the 
ideas that should be rejected out of hand are proposals to impose Government price 
controls-Qn interest rates, points, and fees-for sub prime mortgages. 
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Because of legal limits on local authorities to impose usury ceilings (due to Fed
eral preemption) States and municipalities intent on discouraging high-cost mort
gage lending have pursued an alternative "stealth" approach to usury laws. The 
technique is to impose unworkable risks on subprime lenders that charge rates or 
fees in excess of Government specified levels and thereby drive high-interest rate 
lenders from the market. 

Additionally, some price control proposals are put forward by community groups 
like ACORN in the form of "suggested" voluntary agreements between community 
groups and lenders. 

Several cities and States have passed, or are currently debating, stealth usury 
laws for subprime lending. For example, the city of Dayton, Ohio this month passed 
a draconian antipredatory lending law. This law places lenders at risk if they make 
high-interest loans that are "less favorable to the borrower than could otherwise 
have been obtained in similar transactions by like consumers within the City of 
Dayton," and lenders may not charge fees and!or costs that "exceed the fees and! 
or costs available in similar transactions by like consumers in the City of Dayton 
by more than 20 percent." 

In my opinion, it would be imprudent for a lender to make a loan in Dayton gov
erned by this statute. Indeed, I believe that the statute's intent must be to eliminate 
high-interest loans, which is why I describe it as a stealth usury: law. Immediately 
upon the passage of the Dayton law, Bank One announced that It was withdrawing 
from origination of loans that were subject to the statute. No doubt others will exit, 
as well. 

The recent 131 page antipredatory lending law passed in the District of Columbia 
is similarly unworkable. Lenders are subject to substantial penalties if they are 
deemed to have lent at an interest rate "substantially greater than the home bor
rower otherwise would have qualified for, at that lender or at another lender, had 
the lender based the annual percentage rate upon the home borrowers' credit scores 
as provided by nationally recognized credit reporting agencies," or if loan costs are 
"unconscionable," or if loan discount points are "not reasonably consistent with es
tablished industry customs and practices." 

The District law is fundamentally flawed in several respects. First, it essentially 
requires lenders to charge no more than the rate indicated by the customer's credit 
score. That is an improper use of credit scores. Credit scores are not perfect indica
tors of risk; they are used as one of many-and sometimes not the primary-means 
of judging whether and on what terms to make a loan. Second, the DC law places 
the ridiculous burden on the lender of making sure, prior to lending, that his cus
tomer could not find a better deal from his competitors. Finally. the vague wording 
makes the legal risks of subprime lending so great that no banker would want to 
engage in it. 

As Donald Lampe points out, massive withdrawal from the sub prime lending mar
ket occurred in response to the overly zealous initiative against predatory lending 
by the State of North Carolina. To quote from Lampe's (2001) summary of the North 
Carolina experience: 

"Virtually all residential mortgage lenders doing business in North Caro
lina have elected not to make "high-cost home loans" that are subject to 
N.C.G.S. 24-L1E. Instead, lenders seek to avoid the "thresholds" estab
lished by the law." (p. 4) 

Michael Staten of the Credit Research Center of Georgetown University has com
piled a new database on subprime lending that permits one to track the chilling 
effect of the North Carolina law on subprime lending in the State. The sample cov
erage of the database nationwide includes 39 percent of all sub prime mortgage loans 
made by HMDA-reporting institutions in 1998. 

Staten's statistical research (reproduced with permission in an appendix to this 
testimony) compares changes in mortgage originations in North Carolina with those 
in South Carolina and . ", before and after the passage of the North Carolina 
law (which was passed in 1999 and phased in through early 2000). South Caro
lina and Virginia are included in these tables as controls to allow for changes over 
time in mortgage originations in the Upper South that were not specific to North 
Carolina. 

As shown in the appendix. Staten finds that originations of subprime mortgage 
loans (especially first-lien loans) in North Carolina plummeted after passage of the 
1999 law, both absolutely and relatively to its neighbors, and that the decline was 
almost exclusively in the supply of loans available to low- and moderate-income bor
rowers (those most dependent on high-cost credit). For borrowers in the low-income 
group (with annual incomes less than $25,000) originations were cut in half; for 
those in the next income class (with annual incomes between $25,000 and $49,000) 
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originations were cut by roughly a third. The response to the North Carolina law 
provides clear evidence of the chilling effect of antipredatory laws on the supply of 
subprime mortgage loans to low-income borrowers. 

Robert Litan (2001) had anticipated this result. He wrote that: 
"... statutory measures at the State and local level at this point run a 

significant risk of unintentionally cutting off the flow of funds to credit
worthy borrowers. This is a very real threat and one that should be seri
ously considered bypolicymakers at all levels of government, especially in 
light of the multiple, successful efforts that Federal law in particular 
has made to increase lending in recent years to minorities and low-income 
borrowers. 

"The more prudent course is for policymakers at all levels of government 
to wait for more data to be collected and reported by the Federal Reserve 
so that enforcement officials can better target practices that may be unlaw
ful under existing statutes. In the meantime, Congress should provide the 
Federal agencies charged with enforcing existing statutes with sufficient re
sources to carry out their mandates, as well as to support ongoing coun
seling efforts to educate vulnerable consumers about the alternatives open 
to them in the credit market and the dangers of signing mortgages with un
duly onerous terms." (p. 2) 

The history of the last two decades teaches that usury laws are highly counter
productive. Limits on the ability of States to regulate consumer lenders head
quartered outside their State were undermined by the 1978 Marquette National 
Bank case (see DeMuth, 1986). In 1982, the Federal Government further expanded 
consumers' access to credit by preempting State restrictions on mortgage lending by 
mortgage lenders headquartered within the State (the Alternative Mortgage Trans
action Parity Act of 1982). 

These measures were crucial contributors to the democratization of consumer fi
nance, and particularly, mortgage finance in recent years. The Marquette case 
opened a flood of competition in credit card lending, which led the way to estab
lishing a deep market in consumer credit receivables and the new techniques for 
credit scoring-innovations which have increased the supply and reduced the cost 
of consumer credit. 

The 1982 Parity Act expanded the range of competition in consumer mortgage fi
nance preempting State prohibitions on alternative mortgages originated by both de
pository and nondepository institutions. In particular, as I understand this law, it 
effectively preempts State usury laws as applied to subprime mortgages. Because 
mortgage lending relies on real estate as security, it can be provided more inexpen
sively than credit card loans or other unsecured consumer credit (Calomiris and 
Mason, 1998). Thus the 1982 Act provided an important benefit to consumers over 
and above the beneficial undermining of State usury laws after the Marquette case. 

But the new stealth usury laws of North Carolina, Dayton, and Washington DC, 
and similar proposals elsewhere, pose a new threat. If Congress fails to restore the 
preemption principle in the subprime mortgage market established in 1982, then 
lenders will be driven out of the high-risk end of the market, and therefore, many 
consumers will be driven out of the mortgage market and into higher-cost, less de
sirable credit markets (credit cards, pawn shops, and worse). 

That is not progress. Congress should do everything in its power to amend the 
Parity Act to clearly define stealth usury laws as usury laws, not consumer protec
tion laws, and thus prevent any further damage to individuals' access to credit from 
these pernicious State and city initiatives. 
Other Prohibitions 

I have already argued against further regulatory or statutory limits on prepay
ment penalties, or prohibition of single-premium credit insurance, in favor of alter
native approaches to the abuses that sometimes accompany these features. 

I am also opposed to the many proposals that would prevent borrowers from 
agreeing to mandatory binding arbitration to resolve loan disputes. Individuals 
should be able to choose. If an individual wishes to commit to binding arbitration, 
that commitment reduces the costs to lenders of originating mortgages, and in the 
competitive mortgage market, that cost is passed on to consumers. Requiring con
sumers not to commit to binding arbitration is only good for America's trial lawyers. 
Conclusion 

For the most part, predatory lending practices can be addressed by focusing ef
forts on better enforcing laws against fraud, improving disclosure rules, offering 
Government-financed counseling, and placing a few well thought out limits on credit 
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industry practices. The Fed already has the authority and the expertise to fonnulate 
those rules and is in the process of doing so, based on a new data collection effort 
that will pennit an infonned and balanced approach to regulating subprime lending. 

The main role of Congress, in my view, should be to monitor the Fed's rulemaking 
as it evolves, make sure that the Fed has the statutory authority that it needs to 
set appropriate regulations, and amend the 1982 Parity Act to reestablish Federal 
preemption and thus defend consumers against the ill-conceived usury laws that are 
now spreading throughout the country. 

Members of Congress, and especially Members of this Committee, also should 
speak out in defense of honest subprime lenders, of which there are many. The pos
sible passage of State and city usury statutes is not the only threat to the sUPllly
of subprime loans. There is also the possibility that bad publicity, orchestrated by 
community groups, itself could force some lenders to exit the market. 

Some community organizations have been waging a smear campaign against 
subprime lenders. To the extent that zealous community groups, whether out of 
noble or selfish intent, succeed in smearing subprime lenders as a group, the public 
relations consequences will have a chilling effect on the supply of subprime credit. 
The first casualty will be the truth. The second casualty will be access to credit for 
the poor. 
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July 27.2001 

The Honorable Paul Sarbanes 
Chairman, Senate Banking Committee 
534 Dirksen Seriate Office Building 
Washington. D.C. 20510 

Dear Chairman Sarbanes: 

I am writing to correct an error of fact in my recent testimony hefore the Senate Banking 
Committee on predatory lending. to explain what revisions have been made in my 
testimony as a consequence of recognizing that error. and to ask your help in correcting 
the record. 

In the discussion of single-premium credit insurance. I argued that the present value cost 
of single-premium insurance was lower than that of monthly insurance. That argument 
was based on my misinterpretation of the quotes I had received from Assurant Group. I· 
want to emphasize that this was my error. I cenainly do not believe that the 
miscommunication between Assurant and me was the result of any willful attempt on 
their part to mislead me. Wben they told me that the amortized monthly payment for a 
five-year mortgage insurance policy was $22 per month I belieVed that they meant it was 
amortized over five years. In fact, as you correctly guessed in your comment on my 
testimony. the cost figure they quoted me is paid over 30 years even though the coverage 
lasts only five years. 

As a result of funber discussions I had with several people at Assurant and elsewhere 
after testifying. I have altered several aspects of my testimony on the question of 
regulating single-premium insurance. The thrust of my recommendation remains the 
same regul~. but do not prohibit, single-premium insurance. Ifproperly regulated, 
this product may have a useful place in the industry. I know that many critics see its use 
as prima facie evidence of dishonesty by lenders. It is possible. however. that part of its 
current attraction. in spite of its high relative price. reflects the regulation of the pricing 
of monthly insll1"1lllce. Defenders of single-premium insll1"1IIlcc argue that the regulated 
price of monthly insurance is set too low, and thus only single-premium insurance is 
readily available for all borrowers. Thus. they argue. despite its relatively higher price, it 
is effectively the only game in town (this is a claim I have heard, but I bave not been able 
to investigate this assenion). I also point out, as before, that some consumers might prefer 
single-premium insurance. if given a fair choice between a competitively priced version 
of1llOlItbly and single-premium products. 
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I have also altered my recommendations for regulating single-premium insurance (in 
section 3). I removed one recommendation and added one. Specifically, I removed the 
recommendation that lenders should have to offer both products. If, as some claim, 
monthly insurance is not profitable to offer under current regulation, it would be wrong to 
require lenders to offer it. I have added the recommendation that the monthly cost of 
single-premium should include full amortization or principal over the period of 
insurance coverage (that is, over five years rather than 30 years). That, along with the 
other proposed regulations, would ensure that only consumers with a real desire for the 
product would end up buying it. 

I bave also made some minor alterations elsewhere in my formal testimony, to make a 
few points a little clearer in the discussion of default risk on subprime mortgages, in 
response to comments from one of today's panelists. 

I hope we can amend the record of the discussion between Mr. Eakes and myself on 
single-premium insurance to avoid confusion about which insurance product is cheapest 
under current market pricing. I am not sure what is permissible under Senate rules. My 
preference would be to strike the mistaken part of the testimony from the record (after 
discussing the matter with Mr. Eakes, of course, since that would also require striking our 
disagreement over the issue). I think this approach best because it wiD avoid confusing 
readers. I also think it would be appropriate to include this letter in the record, if you are 
willing to do so. 

I will also be sending a letter to Mr. Eakes, and to the other panelists, to inform them of 
these changes. 

My apologies for the error. 

~ 
Charles W, Calomiris 

Cc: Hon. Phil Gramm 
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REVISED PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. CALOMIRIS 

PAUL M. MONTRONE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 


GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 


JULY 27,2001 

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure and an honor to address you today on the impor
tant topic of predatory lending. 

Predatory lending is a real problem. It is, however, a problem that needs to be 
addressed thoughtfully and deliberately, with a hard head as well as a soft heart. 
There is no doubt that people have been hurt by the predatory practices of some 
creditors, but we must make sure that the cure is not worse than the disease. Un
fortunately, many of the proposed or enacted municipal, State, and Federal statu
tory responses to predatory lending would have adverse consequences that are 
worse than the problems they seek to redress. Many of these initiatives would re
duce the supply of credit to low-income homeowners, raise their cost of credit, and 
restrict the menu of beneficial choices available to borrowers. 

Fortunately, there is a growing consensus in favor of a balanced approach to the 
problem. That consensus is reflected in the viewpoints expressed by a wide variety 
of individuals and organizations, including Robert Litan of the Brookings Institu
tion, Fed Governor Edward Gramlich, most of the recommendations of last year's 
HUD-Treasury Report, the voluntary standards set by the American Financial Serv
ices Association (AFSA), the recent predatory lending statute passed by the State 
of Pennsylvania, and the recommendations and practices of many subprime mort
gage lenders (including, most notably, Household). In my comments, I will describe 
and defend that balanced approach, and offer some specific recommendations for 
Congress and for financial regulators. 

To summarize my recommendations at the outset, I believe that an appropriate 
response to predatory practices should occur in two stages: First, there should be 
an immediate regulatory response to strengthen enforcement of existing laws, en
hance disclosure rules and provide counseling services, amend existing re~ation, 
and limit or ban some practices. I believe that these initiatives, described m detail 
below, will address all of the serious problems associated with predatory lending. 

In other areas-especially the regulation of prepayment penalties and balloon 
payments-any regulatory change should await a better understanding of the extent 
of remaining predatory problems that result from these features, and the best ways 
to address them through appropriate regulations. The Fed is currently pursuing the 
first systematic scientific evaluation of these areas, as part of its clear intent to ex
pand its role as the primary regulator of subprime lending, given its authority 
under HOEPA. The Fed has the regulatory authority and the expertise necessary 
to find the right balance between preventing abuse and permitting beneficial con
tractual flexibility. 

Congress, and other legislative bodies, should not rush to judgment ahead of the 
facts and before the Fed has had a chance to address these more complex problems, 
and in so doing, end up throwing away the proverbial baby of subprime lending 
along with the bathwater of predatory practices. 

I think the main role Congress should play at this time is to rein in actions by 
States and municipalities that seek to avoid established Federal preemption by ef
fectively setting mortgage usury ceilings under the guise of consumer protection 
rules. Immediate Congressional action to dismantle these new undesirable barriers 
to individuals' access to mortgage credit would ensure that consumers throughout 
the country retain their basic contractual rights to borrow in the subprime market. 

My detailed comments divide into four parts: 0) a background discussion of 
subprime lending, (2) an attempt to define predatory practices, (3) a point-by-point 
evaluation of proposed or enacted remedies for predatory practices, and (4) a con
cluding section. 
Subprime Lendin~, the Democratization of Finance, and 
Financial Innovation 

The problems that fall under the rubric of predatory lending are only possible 
today because of the beneficial "democratization" of consumer credit markets, and 
mortgage markets in particular, that has occurred over the past decade. Predatory 
practices are part and parcel of the increasing complexity of mortgage contracts in 
the high-risk (subprime) mortgage area. That greater contractual complexity has 
two parts: (1) the increased reliance on risk pricing using Fair Isaac Co. (FICO) 
scores rather than the rationing of credit via yes or no lending decisions, and (2) 
the use of points, insurance, and prepayment penalties to limit the risks lenders and 
borrowers bear and the costs borrowers pay. 
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These practices make economic sense and can bring great benefits to consumers. 
Most importantly, these market innovations allow mortgage lenders to gauge, price, 
and control risk better than before, and thus allow them to tolerate greater grada
tions of risk among borrowers. 

According to last year's HUD-Treasury report, subprime mortgage originations 
have skyrocketed since the early 1990's, increasing by tenfold since 1993. The dollar 
volume of subprime mortgages was less than 5 percent of all mortgage originations 
in 1994, but by 1998 had risen to 12.5 percent. As Fed Governor Edward Gramlich 
(2000) has noted, between 1993 and 1998, mortgages extended to Hispanic-Ameri
cans and African-Americans increased the most, by 78 and 95 percent, respectively, 
largely due to the growth in subprime mortgage lending. 

Subprime loans are extended primarily by nondepository institutions. The new 
market in consumer credit, and subprime credit in particular, is highly com~titive 
and involves a wide range of intermediaries. Research by economists at the Federal 
Reserve Board indicates that the reliance on nondepository intermediaries reflects 
a greater tolerance for lending risk by intermediaries that do not have to subject 
their loan portfolios to examination by Government supervisors (Carey et al. 1998). 

Subprime lending is risky. The reason that so many low-income and minority bor
rowers rely on the subprime market is that, on average, these are riskier groups 
of borrowers. It is worth bearing in mind that default risk varies tremendously in 
the mortgage market. According to Frank Raiter of Standard & Poor's, the prob
ability of default (over the lifetime of the mortgage, which is typically 3 to 5 years) 
for the highest risk class of subprime mortgage borrowers is roughly 23 percent,
which is more than one thousand times the default risk of the lowest risk class of 
prime mortgage borrowers. There is variation in default risk within the highest risk 
class, as well, so that some subprime mortgages have even hi~her risk of default. 

When default risk is this great, in order for lenders to partiCipate in the market, 
they must be compensated with unusually high interest rates. Consider an extreme 
case. For example, even if a lender were risk-neutral (indifferent to the variance of 
payoffs from a bundle of loans) a lender bearing a 20 percent risk of default (on av
erage, in each year of the mortgage), and expecting to lose 50 percent on a foreclosed 
loan (net of foreclosure costs) should charge at least the relevant Treasury rate 
(given the maturity of the loan) plus 10 percent. On second-trust mortgages, loan 
losses may be as high as 100 percent. In that case, the risk-neutral default premium 
would be 20 percent. Added to these risk-neutral premia would be a risk premium 
to compensate for the high variance of returns on risky loans (to the extent that 
default risk is nondiversifiable), as well as premia to pay for the costs of gathering 
information about borrowers, and the costs of maintaining lending facilities and 
staff. These premia would be charged either in the form of higher interest rates or 
the present value equivalent of points paid in advance. 

Default risk, however, is not the only risk that lenders bear. Indeed, prepayment 
risk is of a similar order of magnitude in the mortgage market. To understand pre
payment risk, consider a 15 year amortized subprime mortgage loan of $50,000 with 
a 10 percent interest rate over the Treasury rate, zero points and no prepayment 
penalty. If the Treasury rate falls, say by 1 percent, assume that the borrower will 
choose to refinance the mortgage without penalty, and assume that this decline in 
the Treasury rate actually happens 1 year after the mortgage is originated. 

If the interest rate on the mortgage was set with the expectation that the loan 
would last for 15 years, and if the cost of originating and servicing the loan was 
spread over that length of time, then the prepayment of the loan will result in a 
loss to the lender. An additional loss to the lender results from the reduction in the 
value of its net worth as the result of losing the revenue from the mortgage when 
it is prepaid (if the lender's cost of funds does not decline by the same degree as 
its return on assets after the prepayment). 

In the competitive mortgage market, lenders will have to protect against this loss 
in one of several ways: First, lenders could charge a prepayment fee to discourage 
prepayment, and thus limit the losses that prepayment would entail. Second, the 
lender could "frontload" the cost of the mortgage by charging points and reducing 
the interest rate on the loan. This is a commitment device that reduces the incen
tive of the borrower to refinance when interest rates fall, since the cost of a new 
mortgage (points and interest) would have to compete against a lower annual inter
est cost from the original loan. A third possibility would be avoiding prepayment 
penalties and points and simply charging a higher interest rate on the mortgage to 
compensate for prepayment risk. 

In a competitive mortgage market, the present value of the cost to the borrower 
of these three alternatives is equivalent. If all three alternatives were available, 
each borrower would decide which of these three alternatives was most desirable, 
based on the borrower's risk preferences. 
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The first two alternatives amount to the decision to lock in a lower cost of funds 
rather than begin with a higher cost of funds and hope that the cost will decline 
as the result of prepayment. In essence, the first two choices amount to buying an 
insurance policy compared to the third, where the borrower instead prefers to retain 
the option to prepay (effectively "betting" that interest rates will fall). 

If regulation were to limit prepayment penalties, by this logic, those wishing to 
lock in low mortgage costs would choose a mortgage that frontloads costs through 
points as an alternative to choosing a mortgage with a prepayment penalty. 

Loan maturity is another important choice for the borrower. TIle borrower who 
wishes to "bet" on declining interest rates can avoid much of the cost of the third 
alternative mentioned above (that is, paying the prepayment risk premium) by 
keeping the mortgage maturity short-term (for example, by agreeing to a balloon 
payment of principal in, say, 3 years). Doing so can substantially reduce the annual 
cost of the mortgage. 

In the subprime market, where borrowers' creditworthiness is also highly subject 
to change, prepayment risk results from improvements in borrower riskiness as well 
as changes in U.S. Treasury interest rates. The choice of either points, prepayment 
penalties, or neither amounts to choosing, as before, whether to lock in a lower over
all cost of mortgage finance rather than betting on the possibility of an improve
ment. Similarly, retaining a prepayment option, or choosing a balloon mortgage, al
lows the individual to "bet" on an improvement in his creditworthiness. 

Borrowers in the subprime market are subject to significant risk that they could 
lose their homes as the result of death, disability, or job loss of the household's 
breadwinner(s), which might make them unable to make their mortgage payments. 
Some households will want to insure against this eventuality with credit insurance. 
Credit insurance comes in two main forms: monthly insurance (which is paid as a 
premium each month), or "single-premium" insurance, which is paid for the life of 
the mortgage in a single lump sum at the time of origination, and typically is fi
nanced as part of the mortgage. 

Much has been said and written recently about single-premium, insurance. Sin
gle-premium insurance, it is often alleged, is a means unscrnpulous lenders employ 
to trick borrowers into overpaying for coverage. The reason for that claim is that, 
in present value terms, single-premium insurance is more expensive for borrowers 
than monthly premium insurance. 

For example, using data provided to me by Assurant Group (a major provider of 
credit insurance to the mortgage market), a typical single-premium policy for a 12 
percent APR mortgage would have a monthly payment today of approximately $22 
per month for 30 years. That policy provides coverage, however, for only the first 
5 years. Its costs are amortized, however, over the entire 30 year period. A com
parable 5 year average monthly cost for monthly insurance would be roughly $33, 
but that higher monthly payment would end after 5 years. Clearly, monthly insur
ance is much cheaper on a present value basis. 

Defenders of single-premium insurance argue that it is sold because insurers are 
unwilling to supply monthly insurance in many cases because its price (which is 
regulated at the State level) is set too low to be profitable for issuers. Defenders 
also argue that single-premium insurance has some benefits that customers appre
ciate which would make them prefer it, even at current prices, even if both single
premium and monthly insurance were available. The former argument seems to 
have some merit, although I have not been able to assemble evidence to prove or 
disprove it. The latter argument I find hard to believe, although I do not have evi
dence to refute it. 

In any case, while I am in favor of regulating single-premium insurance to pre
vent abuse (as discussed below in section 3), I am not in favor of prohibiting it, for 
two reasons. First, it may be that, as defenders argue, under current State price 
controls, it is the only economically feasible alternative. In that case, frohibiting it, 
without also changing State price limits, would reduce the supply 0 credit insur
ance available to consumers. 

Second, if it were possible to deregulate the pricing of credit insurance, to allow 
the market to set prices for both kinds of insurance, and if reasonable objections 
to current practices of selling credit insurance could be addressed, then some con
sumers would prefer single-premium coverage over monthly coverage. The reason is 
that the market price (in present value) of single-premium coverage would probably 
be lower than that of monthly coverage. Because single-premium insurance commits 
the borrower to the full length of time of the mortgage (and because there is the 
possibility that the borrowers' risk of unemployment, death, or disability will decline 
after origination), if prices were set by a competitive market, single-premium insur
ance would be less expensive (in present value terms) because buyers of monthly 
insurance are also purchasing an implicit option. Borrowers who want the option 
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to be able to cancel their insurance policy (for example, to take advantage of a de
cline in their risk of unemployment, or upon repaying their mortgage) would prefer 
monthly insurance and would pay for that valuable option in the form of a higher 
premium per month on monthly insurance. 

So, while I recognize that under current rules, single-premium insurance is priced 
above monthly insurance, that does not imply that buyers of single-premium insur
ance have been cheated, or that it should be prohibited. If we can find a way for 
lenders to offer both kinds of insurance in a way that enhances consumer choice, 
and avoids defrauding borrowers, theory suggests that this would be desirable. 

In short, economists recognize that substantial points, prepayment penalties, 
short mortgage maturities, and credit insurance have arisen in the subprime mar
ket, in larfe part, because these contractual features offer preferred means of reduc
ing overal costs and risks to consumers. Default and prepayment risks are higher 
in the subprime market, and therefore, mortgages are more expensive and mortgage 
contracts are more complex. Clearly, there would be substantial costs bome by 
many borrowers from limiting the interest rates or overall charges on subprime 
mortgages, or from prohibiting borrowers from choosing their preferred combination 
of rates, points, penalties, and insurance. As Fed Govemor Edward Gramlich writes: 

"... some [predatory lending practices] are more subtle, involving mis
use of practices that can improve credit market efficiency most of the time. 
For example, the freedom for loan rates to rise above former usury ceilings 
is mostly desirable, in matching relatively risky borrowers with appropriate 
lenders. . .. Most of the time balloon payments make it possible for young 
homeowners to buy their first house and match payments with their rising 
income stream. . .. Most of the time the ability to refinance mortgages per
mits borrowers to take advantage of lower mortgage rates.... Often mort
gage credit insurance is desirable... ," (Gramlich 2000, p, 2) 

Any attempts to regulate the subprime market should take into account the po
tential costs of regulatory prohibitions. As I will argue in more detail in section 3 
below, many new 1aws and statutory proposals are imbalanced in that they fail to 
take into account the costs from reducing access to complex, high-cost mortgages, 
Predatory Practices 

So much for the "baby"; now let me tum to the "bathwater," The use of high and 
multiple charges, and the many dimensions of mortgage contracts, I have argued, 
hold great promise for consumers, but with that greater complexity also comes 
greater opportunity for fraud and for mistakes by consumers who may not fully un
derstand the contractual costs and benefits they are being offered, 

That is the essential dilemma, The goal of policy makers should be to define and 
address predatory practices without undermining the opportunities offered by 
subprime lending, 

According to the HUD-Treasury report, predatory practices in the subprime mort
gage market fall into four categories: (1) "loan flipping" (enticing borrowers to refi
nance excessively, sometimes when it is not in their interest to do so, and charging 
high refinancing fees that strip borrower home equity), (2) excessive fees and "pack
ing" (charging excessive amounts of fees to borrowers, allegedly because borrowers 
fai1 to understand the nature of the charges, or lack knowledge of what would con
stitute a fair price), (3) lending without regard to the borrower's ability to repay 
(that is, lending with the intent of forcing a borrower into foreclosure in order to 
seize the borrower's home), and (4) outright fraud. 

It is worth pausing for a moment to note that, with the exception of fraud (which 
is already illegal) these problems are defined by (often subjective) judgments about 
the outcomes for borrowers (excessive refinancing, excessive fees, excessive risk of 
default), not by clearly definable actions by lenders that can be easily prohibited 
without causing collateral harm in the mortgage market, 

For example, with regard to loan flipping, it may not be easy to define in an ex
haustive way the combinations of changes to a mortgage contract that make a bor
rower better off, There are clear cases of purely adverse change (for example, across
the-board increases in rates and fees with no compensating changes in the contract), 
and there are clear cases of improvement, but there are also gray areas in which 
a mix of changes occurs, and where a judgment as to whether the position of the 
borrower has improved or deteriorated depends on an evaluation of the probabilities 
of future contingencies and a knowledge of borrower preferences. 

Similarly, whether fees are excessive .can often be very difficult to gauge, since 
the sizes of the fees vary with the creditworthiness of the borrower and with the 
intent of the contract, For example, points are often used as a commitment device 
to limit prepayment risk, 
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And what is the maximum "acceptable" level of default risk on a mortgage, which 
would constitute evidence that a mortgage had been unreasonably offered because 
of the borrower's inability to repay? 

Many alleged predatory problems revolve around questions of fair disclosure and 
fraud prevention. These can be addressed to a great degree by ensuring accurate 
and complete disclosure of facts (making sure that the borrower is aware of the true 
APR, and making sure that legally mandated procedures under RESPA, TlLA, and 
HOEPA are followed by the lender). In section 3, 1 will discuss a variety of proposals 
for strengthening disclosure rules and protections against fraud. 

But the critics of predatory lending argue that inadequate disclosure and outright 
fraud are not the only ways in which borrowers may be fooled unfairly by lenders. 
For some elderly people, or people who are mentally incapacitated, predatory lend
ing may simply constitute taking advantage of those who are mentally incapable of 
representing themselves when signing loan contracts. And for others, lack of famili
arity with financial language or concepts may make it hard for them to judge what 
they are agreeing to. 

Of course, this problem arises in markets all the time. When consumers purchase 
automobiles, those who cannot calculate present values of cashflows (when com
paring various financing alternatives) may be duped into paying more for a car. And 
when renting a car, less savvy consumers may pay more than they should for gaso
line or collision insurance. In a market economy, we rely on the time-honored com
mon law principle of caveat emptor because on balance we believe that market solu
tions are better than Government planning, and markets cannot function if those 
who make choices in markets are able to reverse those choices after the fact when
ever they please. 

But consumer advocates rightly point out that, given the importance of the mort
gage decision, a misstep by an uninformed or mentally incapacitated consumer in 
the mortgage market can be a life changing disaster. That concern explains why 
well-intentioned would-be reformers have turued their attentions to proposals to 
regulate mortgage products. But those proposed remedies often are excessive. Re
formers advocate what amount to price controls, and prohibitions of contractual fea
tures that they deem to be onerous or unnecessary. 

Some of these advocates of reform, however, seem to lack a basic understanding 
of the functioning of financial markets and the pricing of financial instruments. In 
their zeal to save borrowers from harming themselves they run the risk of causing 
more harm to borrowers than predatory lenders. 

Other reformers seem to understand that their proposals will reduce the avail
ability of subprime credit to the general population, but they do not care. Indeed, 
one gets the impression that some paternalistic community groups dislike subprime 
lending and feel entitled to place limits on the decisionmaking authority even of 
mentally competent individuals. Other critics of predatory lending may have more 
sinister motives related to the kickbacks they receive for contractually agreeing to 
stop criticizing particular subprime lenders. 

Whatever the motives of these advocates, it is easy to show that many of the ex
treme proposals for changing the regulation of the subprime mortgage market are 
misguided and would harm many consumers by limiting their access to credit on 
the most favorable terms available. There are better ways to target the legitimate 
problems of abuse. 
Evaluating Proposed Reforms 

Let me now turn to an analysis of each of the proposed remedies for predatory 
lending, which I divide into three groups: (1) those that are sensible and that should 
be enacted by Fed regulation, (2) those that are possibly sensible, but which might 
do more harm than good, and thus require more empirical study before deciding 
whether and how to implement them, and (3) those that are not sensible, and which 
would obviously do more harm than good. 
SENSIBLE REFORMS THAT SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED IMMEDIATELY BY THE FED 

Under HOEPA, the Fed is entitled to regulate subprime mortgages that either 
have interest rates far in excess of Treasury rates (the Fed currently uses a 10 per
cent spread trigger, but can vary that spread between 8 percent and 12 percent) or 
that have total fees and points Feater than either 8 percent or $451. HOEPA al
ready specifies some contractua limits on these loans (for example, prepayment 
penalties are only permiSSible for the first 5 years of the loan, and only when the 
borrowers' income is greater than 50 percent of the loan payment). It is my under
standing that the Fed currently has broad authority to establish additional regu
latory guidelines for these loans, and is currently considering a variety of measures. 
Following is a list of measures that 1 regard as desirable. 
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Disclosure and Counseling 
Disclosure requirements always add to consumers' loan costs, but in my judgment, 

some additional disclosure requirements would be appropriate for the loans regu
lated under HOEPA. I would recommend a mandatory disclosure statement like the 
one proposed in section 3(a) of Senate bill 2415 (April 12, 2000), which alerts bor
rowers to the risks of subprime mortgage borrowing. It is also desirable to make 
counseling available t.o potential borrowers on HOEPA loans, and to require lenders 
to disclose that such counseling is available (as proposed in the HUD-Treasury re
port). The HUD-Treasury report also recommends reasonable amendments to 
RESPA and TlLA that would facilitate comparison shopping and make timely infor
mation about the costs of credit and settlement easier for consumers to understand 
and more reliable. I also favor the HUD-Treasury suggestions of imposing an accu
racy standard on permissible deviations from the Good Faith Estimate required 
under RESPA, requiring lenders to disclose credit scores to borrowers (I note that 
these scores have since been made available by Fair Isaac Co. to borrowers via the 
Internet), and expanding penalties on lenders for inadequate or inaccurate disclo
sures. The use of "testers" to verifY disclosure practices would likely prove very ef
fective as an enforcement tool to ensure that lenders do not target some classes of 
individuals with inadequate disclosure. I also agree with the suggested requirement 
that lenders notifY borrowers of their intent to foreclose far enough in advance that 
borrowers have the opportunity to arrange alternative financing (a feature of the 
new Pennsylvania statute) as a means of discouraging unnecessary foreclosure. Fi
nally, I would recommend that, for HOEPA loans where borrowers' monthly pay
ments exceed 50 percent of their monthly income, the lender should be required to 
make an additional disclosure that informs the borrower of the estimated high prob
ability (using a recognized model, like that of Fair Isaac Co.) that the borrower may 
lose his or her home because of inadequate ability to pay debt service. 
Credit History Reporting 

It is alleged that some lenders withhold favorable information about customers in 
order to keep information about improvements in customer creditworthiness private, 
and thus limit competition. It is appropriate to require lenders not to selectively re
port information to credit bureaus. 

Single-Premium Insurance 
Roughly one in four households do not have any life insurance, according to the 

Life and Health Insurance Foundation (1998). Clearly, credit insurance can be of 
enormous value to subprime borrowers, and single-premium insurance may be, as 
its defenders claim, a desirable means for reducing the risk of losing one's home at 
low cost. To prevent abuse of this product, however, there should be a mandatory 
requirement that lenders that offer single-premium insurance must do three things. 
(1) Lenders, when computing the equivalent monthly payment on single-premium 
insurance in their disclosure statement, should be required to fully amortize the cost 
of the insurance over the period of coverage (typically 5 years) rather than over a 
30 year period. That will avoid confusion on the part of borrowers about the effec
tive cost of the insurance product. (2) Lenders should clearly disclose that credit in
surance is optional and that the other terms of the mortgage are not related to 
whether the borrower chooses credit insurance. (3) Lenders should allow borrowers 
to cancel their single-premium insurance and receive a full refund of the payment 
within a reasonable time after closing (say, within 30 days, as in the Pennsylvania 
statute). 

Limits on Flipping 
Several new laws and proposals, including a proposed rule by the Federal Reserve 

Board, would limit refinancing to address the problem of loan flipping. The Fed rule 
would prohibit refinancing of a HOEPA loan by the lender or its affiliate within the 
first 12 months unless that refinancing is "in the borrower's interest." This is a rea
sonable idea so long as there is a clear and reasonable safe harbor in the rule for 
lenders that establishes criteria under which it will be presumed that the refi
nancing was in the borrower's interest. For example, if a refinancing either (a) pro
vides substantial new money or debt consolidation, (b) reduces monthly payments 
by a minimum amount, or (c) reduces the duration of the loan, then anyone of those 
features should protect the lender from any claim that the refinancing was not in 
the borrower's interest. 

Limits on Refinancing of Subsidized Government or Not-for-Profit Loans 
It has been alleged that some lenders have tricked borrowers into refinancing 

heavily subsidized Government or not-for-profit loans at market (or above market) 
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rates. Lenders that refinance such loans should face very strict tests for dem
onstrating that the refinancing was in the interest of the borrower. 

Prohibition ofSome Contractual Features 
Some mortgage structures add little real value to the menu of consumers' options, 

and are especially prone to abuse. In my judgment, the Federal Reserve Board has 
properly identified payable-on-demand clauses or call provisions as an example of 
such contractual features that should be prohibited. 
Require Lenders To Offer Loans With and Without Prepayment Penalties 

Rather than regulate prepayment penalties further as some have proposed, I 
would recommend requiring that HOEPA lenders offer mortgages both with and 
without prepayment penalties, so that the price of the prepayment option would be 
clear to consumers. Then consumers could make an informed decision whether to 
pay for the option to prepay. 

PROPOSALS THAT REQUIRE FURTHER STUDY 

In addition to the aforementioned reforms, many other potentially beneficial, but 
also potentially costly, reforms have been proposed and should be studied to deter
mine whether they are necessary over and above the reforms listed above, and 
whether on balance they would do more good than harm. The list of potentially ben
eficial reforms that are worthy of careful scrutiny includes: 

(1) A limit on balloons (for example, requiring a minimum of a certain period 
of time between origination and the balloon payment) is worth exploring-al
though many of the proposed limits on balloons do not seem reasonable; for ex
ample both the Pennsylvania statute's 10 year limit and the HVD-Treasury re
port's proposed 15 year limit, seem to me far too long; but shorter-term limits 
on balloons (say, a 3 or 5 year minimum duration) may be desirable. 

(2) The establishment of new rules on mortgage brokers' behavior (as pro
posed in the HUD-Treasury report) may be worthwhile, as a means of ensuring 
that mortgage brokerage is not employed to circumvent effective compliance; 
and 

(3) It may be desirable, as the Fed has proposed, to lower the HOEPA interest 
rate threshold from 10 percent to 8 percent. The main drawback of lowering the 
trigger point for HOEPA, which has been noted by researchers at the Fed, and 
by Robert Litan, is the potential chilling effect that reporting requirements may 
have on the supply of credit in the subprime market. (I note in passing that 
I do not agree with the proposal to include all fees into the HOEPA fee trigger; 
fees that are optional, and not conditions for granting the mortgage-like credit 
insurance-should be excluded from the calculation.) 

PROPOSALS THAT SHOULD BE REJECTED 

Usury Laws 
Under the rubric of bad ideas, I will focus on one in particular: price controls. It 

is a matter of elementary economics that limits on prices restrict supply. Among the 
ideas that should be rejected out of hand are proposals to impose Government price 
controls-on interest rates, points, and fees-for subprime mortgages. 

Because of legal limits on local authorities to impose usury ceo . (due to Fed
eral preemption) States and municipalities intent on discouragi h-cost mort
gage lending have pursued an alternative "stealth" approach to usury laws. The 
technique is to impose unworkable risks on subprime lenders that charge rates or 
fees in excess of Government specified levels and thereby drive high-interest rate 
lenders from the market. 

Additionally, some price control proposals are put forward by community groups 
like ACORN in the form of "suggested" voluntary agreements between community 
groups and lenders. 

Several cities and States have passed, or are currently debating, stealth usury 
laws for subprime lending. For example, the city of Dayton, Ohio this month passed 
a draconian antipredatory lending law. This law places lenders at risk if they make 
high-interest loans that are "less favorable to the borrower than could otherwise 
have been obtained in similar transactions by like consumers within the City of 
Dayton," and lenders may not charge fees and/or costs that "exceed the fees and/ 
or costs available in similar transactions by like consumers in the City of Dayton 
by more than 20 percent." 

In my opinion, it would be imprudent for a lender to make a loan in Dayton gov
erned by this statute. Indeed, I believe that the statute's intent must be to eliminate 
high-interest loans, which is why I describe it as a stealth usury law. Immediately 
upon the passage of the Dayton law, Bank One announced that it was withdrawing 
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from origination of loans that were subject to the statute. No doubt others will exit, 
as well. 

The recent 131 page antipredatory lending law passed in the District of Columbia 
is similarly unworkable. Lenders are subject to substantial penalties if they are 
deemed to have lent at an interest rate "substantially greater than the home bor
rower otherwise would have qualified for, at that lender or at another lender, had 
the lender based the annual percentage rate upon the home borrowers' credit scores 
as provided by nationally recognized credit reporting agencies," or if loan costs are 
"unconscionable," or if loan discount points are "not reasonably consistent with es
tablished industry customs and practices." 

The District law is fundamentally flawed in several respects. First, it essentially 
requires lenders to charge no more than the rate indicated by the customer's credit 
score. That is an improper use of credit scores. Credit scores are not perfect indica
tors of risk; they are used as one of many-and sometimes not the primary-means 
of judging whether and on what terms to make a loan. Second, the DC law places 
the ridiculous burden on the lender of making sure, prior to lending, that his cus
tomer could not find a better deal from his competitors. Finally, the vague wording 
makes the legal risks of subprime lending so great that no banker would want to 
engage in it. 

As Donald Lampe points out, massive withdrawal from the subprime lending mar
ket occurred in response to the overly zealous initiative against predatory lending 
by the State of North Carolina. To quote from Lampe's (2001) summary of the North 
Carolina experience: 

"Virtually all residential mortgage lenders doing business in North Caro
lina have elected not to make "high-cost home loans" that are subject to 
N.C.G.S. 24-1.1E. Instead, lenders seek to avoid the "thresholds" estab
lished by the law." (p. 4) . 

Michael Staten of the Credit Research Center of Georgetown University has com
piled a new database on subprime lending that permits one to track the chilling 
effect of the North Carolina law on subprime lending in the State. The sample cov
erage of the database nationwide includes 39 percent of all subprime mortgage loans 
made by HMDA-reporting institutions in 1998. 

Staten's statistical research (reproduced with permission in an appendix to this 
testimony) compares changes in mortgage originations in North Carolina with those 
in South Carolina and Virginia, before and after the passage of the North Carolina 
law (which was passed in July 1999 and phased in through early 2000). South Caro
lina and Virginia are included in these tables as controls to allow for changes over 
time in mortgage originations in the Upper South that were not specific to North 
Carolina. 

As shown in the appendix, Staten finds that originations of subprime mortgage 
loans (especially first-lien loans) in North Carolina plummeted after passage of the 
1999 law, both absolutely and relatively to its neighbors, and that the decline was 
almost exclusively in the supply of loans available to low- and moderate-income bor
rowers (those most dependent on high-cost credit). For borrowers in the low-income 
group (with annual incomes less than $25,000) originations were cut in half; for 
those in the next income class (with annual incomes between $25,000 and $49,000) 
originations were cut by roughly a third. The response to the North Carolina law 
provides clear evidence of the chilling effect of antipredatory laws on the supply of 
subprime mortgage loans to low-income borrowers. 

Robert Litan (2001) had anticipated this result. He wrote that: 
"... statutory measures at the State and local level at this point run a 

significant risk of unintentionally cutting off the flow of funds to credit
worthy borrowers. This is a very real threat and one that should be seri
ously considered b akers at all levels of government, especially in 
light of the multi ,successful efforts that Federal law in particular 
has made to increase lending in recent years to minorities and low-income 
borrowers. 

"The more prudent course is for policymakers at all levels of government 
to wait for more data to be collected and reported by the Federal Reserve 
so that enforcement officials can better target practices that may be unlaw
ful under existing statutes. In the meantime, Congress should provide the 
Federal agencies charged with enforcing existing statutes with sufficient re
sources to carry out their mandates, as well as to support ongoing coun
seling efforts to educate vulnerable consumers about the alternatives open 
to them in the credit market and the dangers of signing mortgages with un
duly onerous terms." (p. 2) 
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The history of the last two decades teaches that usury laws are highly counter
productive. Limits on the ability of States to regulate consumer lenders head
quartered outside their State were undermined by the 1978 Marquette National 
Bank case (see DeMuth, 1986). In 1982, the Federal Government further expanded 
consumers' access to credit by preempting State restrictions on mortgage lending by 
mortgage lenders headquartered within the State (the Alternative Mortgage Trans
action Parity Act of 1982). 

These measures were crucial contributors to the democratization of consumer fi
nance, and particularly, mortgage finance in recent years. The Marquette case 
opened a flood of competition in credit card lending, which led the way to estab
lishing a deep market in consumer credit receivables and the new techniques for 
credit scoring-innovations which have increased the supply and reduced the cost 
of consumer credit. 

The 1982 Parity Act expanded the range of competition in consumer mortgage fi
nance preempting State prohibitions on alternative mortgages originated by both de
pository and nondepository institutions. In particular, as I understand this law, it 
effectively preempts State usury laws as applied to subprime mortgages. Because 
mortgage lending relies on real estate as security, it can be provided more inexpen
sively than credit card loans or other unsecured consumer credit (Calomiris and 
Mason, 1998). Thus the 1982 Act provided an important benefit to consumers over 
and above the beneficial undermining of State usury laws after the Marquette case. 

But the new stealth usury laws of North Carolina, Dayton, and Washington DC, 
and similar proposals elsewhere, pose a new threat. If Congress fails to restore the 
preemption principle in the subprime mortgage market established in 1982, then 
lenders will be driven out of the high-risk end of the market, and therefore, many 
consumers will be driven out of the mortgage market and into higher-cost, less de
sirable credit markets (credit cards, pawn shops, and worse). 

That is not progress. Congress should do everything in its power to amend the 
Parity Act to clearly define stealth usury laws as usury laws, not consumer protec
tion laws, and thus prevent any further damage to individuals' access to credit from 
these pernicious State and city initiatives. 

Other Prohibitions 
I have already argued against further regulatory or statutory limits on prepay

ment penalties, or prohibition of single-premium credit insurance, in favor of alter
native approaches to the abuses that sometimes accompany these features. 

I am also opposed to the many proposals that would prevent borrowers from 
agreeing to mandatory binding arbitration to resolve loan disputes. Individuals 
should be able to choose. If an individual wishes to commit to binding arbitration, 
that commitment reduces the costs to lenders of originating mortgages, and in the 
competitive mortgage market, that cost saving is passed on to consumers. Requir
ing consumers not to commit to binding arbitration is only good for America's trial 
lawyers. 
Conclusion 

For the most part, predatory lending practices can be addressed by focusing ef
forts on better enforcing laws against fraud, improving disclosure rules, offering 
Government-financed counseling, and placing a few well thought out limits on credit 
industry practices. The Fed already has the authority and the expertise to formulate 
those rules and is in the process of doing so, based on a new data collection effort 
that will permit an informed and balanced approach to regulating subprime lending. 

The main role of Congress, in my view, should be to monitor the Fed's rule making 
as it evolves, make sure that the Fed has the statutory authority that it needs to 
set appropriate regulations, and amend the 1982 Parity Act to reestablish Federal 
preemption and thus defend consumers against the ill-conceived usury laws that are 
now spreading throughout the country. 

Members of Congress, and especially Members of this Committee, also should 
speak out in defense of honest subprime lenders, of which there are many. The pos
sible passage of State and city usury statutes is not the only threat to the supply 
of subprime loans. There is also the possibility that bad publicity, orchestrated by 
community groups, itself could force some lenders to exit the market. 

Some community organizations have been waging a smear campaign against 
subprime lenders. To the extent that zealous community groups, whether out of 
noble or selfish intent, succeed in smearing subprime lenders as a group, the public 
relations consequences will have a chilling effect on the supply of subprime credit. 
The first casualty will be the truth. The second casualty will be access to credit for 
the poor. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTIN EAKES 
PRESIDENT AND CEO, SELF-HELP ORGANIZATION, DUR.Hfu.\f, NORTH CAROLINA 


JULY 26, 2001 


Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for holding this impor
tant hearing to examine the problem of predatory mortgage lending and thank you 
for providing Self-Help and the Coalition for Responsible Lending the opportunity 
to testify before you today. 

Introduction 
Fundamentally, I am a lender. Self-Help (www.self-help.org), the organization for 

which I serve as President, consists of a credit union and a non~rofit loan fund. Self
Help is a 20 year old community develol?ment financial institution that creates own
ership opportunities for low-wealth famIlies through home and small business lend
ing. We have provided $1.6 billion dollars of financing to help 23,000 low-wealth 
borrowers buy homes, build businesses, and strengthen community resources. Self
Help believes that homeownership represents the best possible opportunity for fami
lies to build wealth and economic security and take their first steps into the middle 
class. Accumulating equity in their homes is the primary way most families earn 
the wealth to send children to college, pay for emergencies, and pass wealth on to 
future generations, as well as develop a real stake in society. Some would call us 
a sub prime lender. We have had significant experience making home loans available 
to families who fall outside of conventional guidelines because of credit blemishes 
or other problems..: and our loan loss rate is well under 0.5 percent each year. Self
Help's assets are '1>800 million. 

I am also spokesperson for the Coalition for Responsible Lending (CRL). CRL 
(www.responsiblelending.org) is an organization representing over three million peo
ple through 80 organizations, as well as the CEO's of 120 financial institutions. CRL 
was formed in response to the large number of abusive home loans that a number 
of lenders and housing groups witnessed North Carolina. We found that the com
bination of the explosive growth in subprime lending, the paucity of regulation of 
the industry and the lack of financial sophistication for large numbers or subprime 
borrowers have created an environment ripe for abuse. 

We discovered that too many families in our State-<lver 50,000--have been vic
timized by abusive lenders, losing their homes or a large portion of the wealth they 
spent a lifetime building. Some lenders, we found, target elderly and other vulner
able consumers (often poor or uneducated) and use an array of r.ractices to strip the 
equity from their homes. I We even found that abusive lenders 'flipped" over 10 per
cent of Habitat for Humanity borrowers from their zero percent first mortgages 
to high interest and high cost subprime loans.2 The problem is not anecdotal; it is 
closer to an epidemic.3 

The North Carolina Law 
The standard industry response at the national level has been to fight against 

stronger rules and for tighter enforcement of existing laws. We found that those 

1 See an example loan document at www.responsible/ending.orglhudl.pdf. Note that the bor
rower in this case needed $53 755.22 to payoff other debts. But total loan amount was 
$76,230.12, a difference of over $20,000. Five thousand dollars was dispersed to borrower. The 
bulk of the rest of the fees are a $4,063 origination fee and an $11,630 upfront credit insurance 
premium. The loan also includes a $63,777.71 balloon payment due at the end of the 15 year 
term. This is not an atypical case. Abusive lenders often obtain a list of homeowners in lower
middle class neighborhoods and target those with high equity, low-income and credit blemishes. 
The sales pitch focuses on lowering monthly payments by consolidating debts, getting cash for 
a vacation, or other needs. The unwitting borrower signs the loan, not realizing it is packed with 
credit insurance premiums, high origination fees, hidden balloons (that allow the lender to 
charge high fees AND show a lower monthly payment), and/or prepayment penalties that lock 
the borrower into the loan. And then, if there is more equity left, the same lender Or broker 
or another lender will come and offer to refinance the loan again (or "flip it") and charge high 
fees once more. 

2 See http://www.responsiblelending.org/PL%20Issue%20-%20Habitat%20FAQ.htm 
3 See Jomt HUDlTreasury Report, pp. 12-49: Panels I to III at May 24, 2000 House Banking 

Committee Hearings: http://www.house.gov/banking/52400toc.htm; Unequal Burden: Income 
and Racial Disparities in Sub prime Lending in America, Department of Housing and Urban De
velopment, April 12, 2000: National Training and Information Center, Preying on Neighbor
hoods: Subprime Mortgage Lenders and Chicagoland Foreclosure (September 21, 1999): Daniel 
Immergluck & Marti Wiles, Two Steps Back: The Dual Mortgage Market, Predatory Lending, 
and the Undoing of Community Development (The Woodstock Institute, 1999). See also New 
York Times Special Report by Diana Henriques with Lowell Bergman: MORTGAGED LIVES: 
A SPECIAL REPORT: Profiting From Fine Print With Wall Street's Help, March 15,2000, Sec
tion 1, page 1 (companion piece ran on ABC's 20/20 the same night). 

http://www.house.gov/banking/52400toc.htm
http://www.responsiblelending.org/PL%20Issue%20-%20Habitat%20FAQ.htm
http:63,777.71
http:76,230.12
www.responsible/ending.orglhudl.pdf
http:www.responsiblelending.org
http:www.self-help.org
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calls rang hollow: people's hard-earned equity was being stolen and their homes 
being lost through practices that complied with the law. These practices were en
tirely legal. Since Federal law was insufficient, as a second-best solution we decided 
to try to amend North Carolina's mortgage lending law to prohibit predatory lending 
practices. 

Thus, in 1999, CRL spearheaded an effort that helped enact the North Carolina 
predatory lending law. The bill was the result of a collaborative effort supported by 
associations representing the State's large banks, community banks, mortgage bank
ers, credit unions, mortgage brokers, realtors, the NAACP, and consumer commu
nity development, and housing groups. There were two principles we ia I agreed 
upon from the beginning. First, we would not rely on disclosures. In the blizzard 
of paper that constitutes a home loan closing, even lawyers can lose track of what 
they are signing. In addition, 22 percent of the adult American population is func
tionally illiterate, unable to fill out an application.4 In our experience, disclosures 
often do more harm than good, because unscrupulous lenders use them as a shield 
for abuse. Second, we would not ration credit by attempting to cap interest rates. 
We believe in risk-based pricing; in fact, Self-Help has engaged in it for 17 years. 
Loans with higher risk should bear an appropriately higher interest rate in order 
to compensate lenders for this risk. We believe, however, that the risk should pri
marily be paid for through higher interest rates rather than fees, because a subse
quent lender can always refinance a borrower out of a loan with an excessive rate 
(barring a prepayment penalty). Fees, on the other hand, must be paid in full once 
agreed to; there is notl:iing a responsible lender can do to help a borrower whose 
prior loan financed exorbitant fees. 

The bill we supported utilized market principles and common sense rather than 
credit rationing. or other extreme measures, it enjoyed widespread support within 
the North Carolina banking industry and the State's credit unions. Some would say 
that if the State's credit unions and banks could come to agreement over the bill, 
it had to be a good idea. Consumer groups did just that. They saw the bill as a cred
ible response to the predatory lendfug that was harming our communities. As a re
sult of the support of all major groups, the bill passed both chambers almost unani
mously in July 1999. 

Some say that it is impossible to define predatory lending. I disagree. The North 
Carolina bill did just that, in the same way that statutes attack any problem: by 
setting parameters for what is acceptable, that encourage certain actions while dis
couraging others. The practices that the North Carolina law discourages are exactly 
the abusive lenc:ling practices that we find most harmful to borrowers. Please see 
the Coalition for :Responsible Lending Issue Paper entitled Quantifying the Eco
nomic Cost of Predatory Lending that is included in the appendix for a discussion 
of the cost that predatory lending practices imposes on hundreds of thousands of 
borrowers across the country. 
Abusive Lending Practices 
• Financing single-premium credit insurance on home loans. 
• Charging fees, direct and indirect, over 3-5 percent of the loan amount. 
• 	Levyin~ back end prepayment penalties on subprime loans, which serve as anti

competitive tools to keep responsible lenders from remedying abusive situations. 
• "Flipping" borrowers through repeated fee-loaded refinancings. 
• "Steering" borrowers into loans with higher-rates 	than those for which they 

ualified: 
• 	~ermitting mortgage broker abuses, including broker kickbacks. 
• Requiring mandatory arbitration clauses in any home loans. 

I would like to briefly discuss these abusive practices and how the North Carolina 
law has defined and attempted to correct them. 
Financing Single-Premium Credit Insurance On Home Loans 

One type of credit insurance, credit life, is paid by the borrower to repay the 
lender should the borrower die. The product can be useful when paid for on a 
monthly basis. When it is pllid for upfront, however, it does nothing more than strip 
equity from homeowners. This is why the mortgage industry is disavowing single
premium credit insurance (SPCI) in the face of heavy criticism. 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, U.s. Departments of Treasury and Housing and 
Urban Development, bills introduced in the Senate and House Banking Committees, 
and the Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta have all condemned the practice for 

"'''National Adult Literacy Survey," National Center for Education Statistics, 1992. These 
Level 1 individuals cannot read "well enough to fill out an application, read a food label, or read 
a simple story to a child." See http://www.nifi.gou/nifi/faqs.html#literacy. 

http://www.nifi.gou/nifi/faqs.html#literacy
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all home loans.s In addition, Bank of America, Chase, First Union, Wachovia, 
Ameriquest, Option One, Citigroup, Household, and just this week, American Gen
eral, have all decided not to offer SPCI on their subprime loans.s The Federal Re
serve has proposed to count SPCI in determining what loans are "high cost," which 
will further disfavor the practice. Conseco Finance, formerly Greentree, seems to be 
the last large lender continuing to defend it. Conventional loans almost never in
clude, much less finance, credit insurance. The North Carolina law prohibited the 
practice for all home loans. 
Charging Fees Greater Than 3-5 Percent of the Loan Amount 

Points and fees (as defined by HOEPA) that exceed this amount (not including 
third party fees like arPraisals or attorney fees) take more equity from borrowers 
than the cost or risk 0 subprime lending can justify. By contrast, conventional bor
rowers generally pay at most a 1 percent origination fee. Again, subprime lenders 
can always increase the interest rate. The North Carolina law sets a fee threshold 
for "high cost" loans at 5 percent. If a loan reaches this threshold, a number of pro
tections come into place: the lender cannot finance any upfront fees or make a loan 
without considering the consumer's ability to repay; the loan may not be structured 
as a balloon where the borrower owes a large lump sum at some point during the 
term or permit negative amortization; and the borrower must receive housing coun
seling to make sure the loan makes sense for his or her situation. 
Charging Prepayment Penalties On Subprime Loans 
(defined by interest rates above conventional) 
• Prepayment penalties trap borrowers in high-rate loans, which 	too often leads to 

foreclosure and bankruptcy. The sub prime sector serves an important role for bor
rowers who encounter temporary credit problems that keep them from receiving 
lower-rate conventional loans. This sector should provide borrowers a bridge to 
conventional financing as soon as the borrower is ready to make the transition. 
Prepayment penalties prevent this from happening. Why should any borrower be 
penalized for doing just what they are sUPl?osed to do-namely, payoff a debt? 

• Prepayment penalties are hidden, deferred tees 	that strip significant equity from 
over half of subprime borrowers. Prepayment penalties of 5 percent are common. 
For a $150,000 loan, this fee is $7,500, more than the total net wealth built up 
over a lifetime for the median African-American family.7 According to Lehman 
Brothers' prepayment assumptions, over half of subprime borrowers will be forced 
to prepay their loans-and pay the 4 percent to 5 percent in penalties-<luring 
the typical 5 year lock-out period. And borrowers in predominantly Mrican-Amer
ican neighborhoods are five times more likely to be subject to wealth-stripping 
prepayment penalties than borrowers in white neighborhoods. Prepayment pen
alties are therefore merely deferred fees that investors fully expect to receive and 
borrowers never expect to pay. 

• Borrower choice canrwt explain the 80 percent penetration rate ofprepayment pen
alties in subprime loans. Only 2 percent of conventional borrowers accept prepay
ment penalties in the competitive conventional market, while, according to Stand
ard & Poor's, 80 percent of subprime loans had prepayment renalties. The North 
Carolina law prohibited prepayment penalties on all loans 0 less than $150,000. 

"Flipping" Borrowers Through Repeated Fee-Loaded Refinancings 
One of the worst practices is for lenders to refinance subprime loans over and 

over, taking out home equity wealth in the form of high fees each time, without pro
viding significant borrower benefit. Some lenders originate balloon or adjustable 
rate mortgages only to inform the borrowers of this fact soon after closing to con
vince them to get a new loan that will payoff the entire balance at a fixed rate. 
Others require borrowers to refinance in order to catch up if the loan goes delin
quent. The North Carolina law prohibits refinancings that do not provide the bor

5 See http://www,freddiemac.com/news/archiues2000/predatory.htm and http:! / 
www./ilnniemae.com/news!speeches /speech-I16.html; Joint HUDtrreasury Report, page 91; 
RR. 4250 (Rep. LaFalce/S. 2415 (Senator Sarbanes), Sec. 2(b)(3); Federal Home Loan Bank of 
Atlanta BankTalk, Nov. 27, 2000. 

6 See "Equicredit to Stop Selling Single-Premium Credit Life," Inside B&C Lending, April 2, 
2001, p. 3 (Bank of America); Erick Bergquist, "Gloom Turns to Optimism in the Subprime Busi
ness," American Banker, May 15, 2001, p. 10 (Chase); "First Union and Wachovia Announce 
Community Commitment for the New Wachovia," May 24, 2001; statements by officers of 
Ameriquest and Option One; Jathon Sapsford, "Citigroup Will Halt Home-Loan Product Criti
cized by Some as Predatory Lending," Wall Street Journal (6129101); Anitha Reddy, "Household 
Alters Loan Policy," The Washington Post (7/1212001). 

7 According to the 1990 census, median net worth for African-American families was $4,400 
compared to $44,000 for white families. Home equity is the primary factor in this disparity. 

www./ilnniemae.com/news
http://www,freddiemac.com/news/archiues2000/predatory.htm
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rower with a net tangible benefit, considering all of the circumstances; this st<:.ndard 
is similar to the "suitability" standard applicable to the securities industry. 

Mortgage Broker Abuses, Including Broker Kickbacks 
Brokers originate over half of all mortgage loans and a relatively small number 

of brokers are responsible for a large percentage of predatory loans. Lenders should 
identify-and avoid-these brokers through comprehensive due diligence. In addi
tion, lenders should refuse to pay kickbacks (yield-spread premiums) to brokers. 
These are fees lenders rebate to brokers in exchange for placing a borrower in a 
higher interest rate than that for which the borrower qualifies. These lender kick
backs violate fair lending principles since they provide brokers with a direct eco
nomic incentive to steer borrowers into costly loans. While we decided to focus on 
lenders and not brokers in the bill, we are working in collaboration with the brokers' 
association in North Carolina on a mortgage broker licensing bill this session to 
crack down on abusive brokers. 
"Steering" Borrowers Into Higher Cost Loans 
Than That for Which They Qualify 

&<; Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have shown, subprime lenders charge borrowers 
with prime credit who meet conventional underwriting standards higher rates than 
justified by the risk incurred. This is particularly troubling for lenders with prime 
affiliates-the very same "A" borrower who would receive the lender's lowest-rate 
loan from its prime affiliate pays substantially more from the subprime affiliate. 
HUD has shown that steering has a racial impact since borrowers in Mrican-Amer
ican neighborhoods are about five times more likely to get a loan from a subprime 
lender-and therefore pay extra-than borrowers in white neighborhoods. A minor
ity borrower with the same credit profile as a white borrower simply should not pay 
more for the same loan. Therefore, lenders should either offer "ft.:' borrowers loans 
with "A" rates, or refer such borrowers to an affiliated or outside lender that offers 
these rates. This is not a problem we were able to address in the North Carolina 
bill. 
Imposing Mandatory Arbitration Clauses in Home Loans 

Increasingly, lenders are placing predispute, mandatory binding arbitration 
clauses in their loan contracts. While many lenders' mantra has been the need to 
enforce current laws, many of these same lenders are making this goal impossible 
by denying borrowers the right to have their grievances heard. These clauses bur
den consumers because they increase the costs of disputing unfair and deceptive 
trade practices, limit available remedies, and prevent consumers from having their 
day in court. Mandatory arbitration imposes high costs on consumers in terms of 
filing fees and the costs of arbitration proceedings.s Arbitration also limits the avail
ability of counsel, cuts off traditional procedural protections such as rules of dis
covery and evidence, slows dispute resolution, and restricts judicial review.9 Lenders 
benefit unfairly from arbitration as repeat players, and in some cases, have used 
the mandatory arbitration clause to designate an arbiter within the industry, pro
ducing biased decisions. Further, lenders are able to use arbitration to handle dis
putes in secret, avoiding open and public trials which would expose unfair lending 
practices to the public at large.1o 

Lenders have used mandatory arbitration to close the courtroom door for millions 
of consumers and have forced borrowers to waive their constitutional right to a civil 
jury trial. This situation has only been made worse as many mandatory arbitration 
clauses have been expanded to also contain provisions that waive the consumers' 
right to participate in class action suits against the lender, making it more difficult 
for smaller claims to prevail. For these reasons, mandatory arbitration clauses are 
unfair to consumers who do not know what they are giving up or do not have a 
choice but to sign adhesion contracts. If an informed consumer thinks that arbi
tration is a helpful step in resolving a dispute with a lender, the consumer and lend
er should be permitted to agree to arbitration at that time. Because the Federal 
Arbitration Act preempts State regulation of mandatory arbitration clauses, we 
were unable to get any language prohibiting mandatory arbitration in the North 
Carolina bill. 

And what are the results of North Carolina's law? The only significant data to 
date about the law's effects are comforting. The Residential Funding Corp., the Na-

H See Victoria Nugent, Arbitration Clauses that Require Individuals to Pay Excessive Fees are 
Unconscionable, The Consumer Advocate 8, 9-10 (September/October 1999). 

9Paul D. Carrington and Paul H. Haagen, Contract and Jurisdiction, 1996 Sup. Ct. Rev. 331, 
346-9 (1996). 

10 See John Vail, Defeating Mandatory Arbitration Clauses, Trial 70 (January 2000)< 

http:large.1o
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tion's largest issuer of subprime mortgage securities, reported that North Carolina's 
share of subprime mortgages issued nationwide actually increased in 2000. And we 
have publicly and repeatedly challenged lenders to show us a single responsible loan 
made impossible under the law. No one has accepted our challenge to date. 
Congress Should Address the Weaknesses in Federal Law 
That the North Carolina Law Identified 

The fact that so many people went to so much trouble to help enact North Caro
lina's law is an indictment of current Federal law. While mortgage lending in our 
State conforms to reasonable rules, balancing consumer protections and lenders' 
need to make a profit, families in the rest of the country have no such protection. 
Ideally, therefore, Congress should pass a Federal statute that would address the 
seven predatory lending practices identified above in ways similar to what we ac
complished in North Carolina. 

The major Federal law designed to protect consumers against predatory home 
mortgage lending is the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994. 
HOEPA has manifestly failed to stem the explosion of harmfullendi that 
has accompanied the recent subprime lending boom. Strengthening law is im
portant to protect homeowners from abuse. I recommend for the Committee's consid
eration two excellent HOEPA bills: legislation introduced last session by Chairman 
Sarbanes and Senator Schumer. 

Looking at our definition of abusive lending practices, while I would go a bit fur
ther, the bill Chairman Sarbanes introduced is very strong. Specifically, it prohibits 
the financing of single-premium credit insurance, reduces the HOEPA points and 
fees trigger to 5 percent from the current 8 percent, imposes significant limits on 
prepayment penalties for high cost loans, disfavors broker kickbacks by including 
them in the definition of points and fees, and prohibits mandatory arbitration for 
HOEPA loans. 
The Federal Reserve Board Should Promptly Issue 
Strong Predatory Lending Regulations 

It is important that regulators take advantage of the authority that current laws 
have provided them to address predatory lending. The Federal Reserve Board (the 
"Board~) is the regulatory agency with by far the most existing authority to address 
predatory lending practices. In December of last year, the Board proposed substan
tial regulations on HOEPA and the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA). While 
modest, the Board's proposed HOEPA and HMDA changes are a very constructive 
step forward. 
HOEPA Regulation Proposal 

The proposed HOEPA re~ations would broaden the scope of loans subject to its 
protections by, most significantly, including single-premium credit insurance and 
similar products in its fee-based trigger, as well as by reducing its rate- . er 
by 2 percentage points. In addition, the Board suggested a modest flipping pro . 
tion that would restrict creditors from engaging in repeated refinancing of their own 
HOEPA loans over a short time period when the transactions are not in the bor
rower's interest and similarly restrict refinancing subsidized-rate nonprofit and Gov
ernmental loans. 

The Board's HOEPA proposal to include SPCI would be an extraordinarily impor
tant move against predatory lending. In 1994, the Board stated that "The legislative 
history [of HOEPA] includes credit insurance premiums as an example of fees that 
could be included, if evidence showed that the premiums were being used to cir
cumvent the statute." 11 It has become clear in the seven succeeding years that un
scrupulous lenders have indeed used the exclusion of credit insurance from "points 
and fees" to circumvent the application of HOEPA to loans that really are ''high 
cost". Financed credit insurance alone exceeds the HOEPA limits in many cases
up to 20 percent of the loan amount-yet the borrowers do not qualifY for HOEPA 
protections. 

The Board should address this evasion, as proposed, by including these fees in the 
definition of "points and fees". Since including SPCI in a loan in most cases will 
make it a HOEPA loan, and HOEPA imposes certain duties on lenders and has a 
stigma attached, lenders will have the incentive to provide credit insurance on a 
monthly basis, a form that does not strip borrower equity. This is exactly what has 
happened in North Carolina: lenders have uniformly switched from SPCI to monthly 
outstanding basis (except for CUNA Mutual, which has always done almost exclu

1159 Fed Reg. 61,832, 61,834 (December 2, 1994). 
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sively monthly outstanding balance credit insurance), and borrowers have benefited 
enormously. 

The Board's proposal to reduce the APR trigger is welcome also, since at present 
only 2 percent of subprime loans are estimated to meet the very high HOEPA trig
gers. Finally, the restriction on refinancing subsidized loans would benefit thou
sands of borrowers and avoid what we experienced in North Carolina, where Habi
tat for Humanity borrowers were flipped from zero percent loans to 12 percent and 
14 percent loans. 
HMDA Regulation Proposal 

The Board's proposed changes to HMDA would enhance the public's under
standing of the home mortgage market generally, and the subprime market in par
ticular, as wen as to further fair lending analysis. At the same time, the Board has 
attempted to minimize the increase in data collection and reporting burden. Most 
significantly, the Board would require lenders to report the annual percentage rate 
of the loan. The lender also would have to report whether the loan is subject to 
HOEPA and whether the loan involves a manufactured home. In addition, it would 
require reporting by additional nondepository lenders by adding a dollar-volume 
threshold of $50 million to the current loan-percentage test. 

The Board's proposal to require lenders to report the APR on loans is crucial. It 
is currently impossible to obtain any pricing data on loans and therefore to deter
mine which loans are subprime and which are not, or to draw any conclusions about 
the cost of credit that borrowers undertake. The most important fair lending issues 
today are no longer the denial of credit, but the terms of credit. Providing the APR 
is a good start in providing information on terms. Requiring additional nondeposi
tory lenders to report is also important; Household Finance, the Nation's second 
largest subprime lender, does not currently report HMDA information because of a 
quirk in the rule that the Board rightly proposes to fix. 

Because these proposed changes would significantly help in the battle to combat 
predatory lending, I would urge the Board not to backtrack on any of these sugges
tions and to finalize these regulations as soon as possible. 

Notwithstanding our support for these proposals, I believe that each should be 
strengthened. For HOEPA, first, the Board should count authorized prepayment pen
alties in the new loon in the points and fees threshold. When a borrower pays a 
5 percent prepayment penalty on the back end, that 5 percent is stripped directly 
out of the family's accumulated home equity wealth exactly the same as if it were 
a fee that was financed on the front end. This fee should therefore also be counted 
in determining which loans are high cost. Some mortgage industry representatives 
will argue that a prepayment penalty should not be counted because it is a contin
gent fee. When 50 percent of borrowers actually pay the fee, it is hardly a specula
tive contingency. If the contingent nature of an authorized prepayment penalty is 
persuasive to the Board, however, then the Board at minimum should include the 
authorized prepayment penalty discounted by the frequency with which it is paid. 

Second, the Board should hold the initial purchaser of a broke red loan responsible 
for the broker's actions, so the marketplace will self-police equity-stripping practices 
by mortgage brokers. When these activities occur, borrowers are often left with no 
remedy because many brokers are thinly capitalized and transitory, leaving no as
sets for the borrower to recover against. The borrower generally cannot recover 
against the lender who benefited from the broker's actions because the broker is 
considered an independent contractor under the law. In addition, many times the 
holder-in-due-course doctrine prevents the borrower from raising these defenses 
against the note holder, even in a foreclosure action. 

The Board should address the problem of brokers by making the original lender 
funding the loan responsible for the broker's acts and omissions, for all loans. To 
accomplish this goal, the Board should prohibit a lender from funding a loan where 
the broker violates State or Federal law in arranging the loan unless the lender ex
ercised reasonable supervision over the broker transaction. In addition, the Board 
should prohibit lenders from funding a loan arranged by a broker who is not cer
tified or licensed under State law. 

For HMDA, the Board should replace the HOEPA yes-no field with "points and 
fees." Loan pricing is the most important issue in understanding the fairness of 
mortgage markets. Although in the popular mind, abusive lending is primarily asso
ciated with high interest rates, the primary issue is actually the high fee total 
charged to borrowers. Lenders should use the HOEPA definition of "points and 
fees," since lenders already count these fees to determine whether the loan is sub
ject to HOEPA. HOEPA also provides the most comprehensive, and therefore de
scriptive, catalogue of charges available. It is a very simple calculation. Reporting 
APR does not lessen the need for reporting points and fees, because the APR under
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states the true cost of fees since the APR amortizes fees over the original term of 
the loan, and almost all loans are paid off well before the term expires. 
At A Minimum, Weak Federal Law Should Not Preempt 
State Consumer Protections 

Little is as frustrating or disheartening than to observe specific predatory lending 
abuses happening to real people; work successfully to get a State law or regulation 
passed to address the problem; and then find that Federal law has been interpreted 
to preempt this State consumer protection. Congress has not acted in a substantial 
manner against predatory lending practices since it enacted HOEPA in 1994. Since 
then, however, subprime lending has increased 1,000 percent, and abusive lending 
is up commensurately. Rather than acting as a sword in the fight against abusive 
practices, Federal law has functioned instead as a shield, enabling the continuation 
of abusive lending at the expense of entire neighborhoods. 

I already discussed the problem of mandatory arbitration restrictions being pre
empted by the Federal Arbitration Act. The FAA was originally enacted in 1925 to 
overturn a common law rule that prevented enforcement of agreements to arbitrate 
between commercial entities. Ironically, it was intended to lower the costs of dispute 
resolution within the business community, but today is used to raise the costs of 
vindicating consumer rights. The States are unable to respond to this problem, be
cause the Supreme Court has held that State laws that impose any restrictions spe
cific to arbitration clauses are incompatible with the FAA. Preemption even applies 
to basic disclosure requirements such as a Montana law that required notice of an 
arbitration re9,uirement to be "typed in underlined capital letters on the first page 
of the contract in order to make the agreement enforceable. 

The States are unable to protect their consumers from mandatory arbitration as 
long as the FAA preempts even requiring disclosure of arbitration clauses. We pro
pose the prohibition of mandatory arbitration clauses in consumer loan contracts 
and amending the FAA to allow State regulation of consumer arbitration agree
ments. Of course, these changes would not affect the ability of consumers to volun
tarily agree to submit a dispute with a lender to arbitration after the dispute had 
occurred. These changes would only protect consumers from signing away their 
rights before they knew the consequences. 

A second important example is the Alternative Mortgage Transaction Parity Act 
(the Parity Act). Passed dunng the high interest rate crisis of the early 1980's, the 
Parity Act enabled State depository institutions and "other housing creditors" (un
regulated finance companies) to make adjustable rate mortga~es without complying 
with State laws prohibiting such mortgages. For 13 years, this Federal preem,I>tion 
did not pose a significant problem to consumers. However, in 1996, the OTS 'reex
amined" the purposes of the Parity Act and "reevaluated" its regulations. This "rein
terpretation" occurred 10 years after States lost the ability to opt-out of the law. At 
that time, the OTS concluded the Parity Act re'quired it to extend Federal preemp
tion to restrictions on prepayment penalties and late fees. 

Since this novel interpretation, predatory lending by unregulated finance compa
nies has exploded, based in part on these companies' ability to avoid compliance 
with State laws, especially those State laws limIting prepayment penalties. In fact, 
the minois Association of Mortgage Brokers has filed suit asserting that the Parity 
Act preempts the State of Illinois' predatory lending regulations in their entirety for 
all alternative mortgages, including even the common sense requirement that lend
ers verify borrower ability to repay the loan. The OTS's definition of "alternative 
mortgage" is so loose, that nearly any loan could be made to fall under this category. 
CRL estimates that up to 460,000 families across the country have $1.2 billion 
stripped from their home equity each year directly as a result of the Parity Act. 

Forty-six State Attorneys General, both Republican and Democrat, have urged the 
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) to reduce the scope of Parity Act preemption,12 
but without Congressional action, OTS feels constrained to act. The best solution 
to the legacy of problems caused by the Parity Act is simply to repeal the legislation. 
It serves no good purpose anymore, and many unregulated nondepository institu
tions are taking advantage of Federal preemption in ways that are abusive to bor
rowers without any corresponding regulatory obligations. If the Parity Act were 
repealed, finance companies would not be able to use the Federal law to avoid 
meaningful regulation by States. A less preferable, although still extremely helpful, 
solution would" be to simply delete reference to finance companies in the Act. This 
would still allow State-chartered depository institutions to piggyback on the preemp
tion authority that Federally chartered institutions have. At a minimum, given that 

12 800 OTS comments of the National Association of Attorneys General at http:/ / 
www.ots.treas.gov/docs/48197.pdf. 

www.ots.treas.gov/docs/48197.pdf
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the Act's broad effect goes far beyond what was understood when it was enacted, 
Congress should reopen the opt-out period for States that did not initially opt-out 
(only six States did). 

Finally, although it does not involve mortgage lending, we have been active in 
North Carolina attempting to reform payday lending. This relatively new industry 
has grown, rapidly to 10,000 outlets and provide!> desperate borrowers with a two
week loan, often at 500 percent annualized interest rates, secured by a deferred 
check. However, with such a short term, borrowers invariably lack the time to solve 
the problems that led them to take such a high fee loan in the first place. They 
therefore get stuck paying a $45 fee every 2 weeks just to keep same $255 loan out
standing; in fact, 90 percent of total payday loans come from customers caught on 
flipping treadmill (five or more payday loans per year). Reforming this industry is 
made much more difficult by the payday lenders engaging in a "rent a charter" part
nership arrangement to enable them to take advantage of the Federal preemption 
of usury limits available to regulated depository institutions. For example, Eagle 
National Bank (1 percent of payday fee) claims preemption on behalf of its "agent" 
Dollar Financial (99 percent of payday fee). 
Conclusion 

Fundamentally, I am a lender. Attempting to make loans to borrowers stuck in 
predatory loans taught me what lender practices were abusive. Finding out that 
these practices were legal under Federal law made me angry. And so, on behalf of 
thousands of borrowers who face losing their homes and all the wealth they accumu
lated through a lifetime of hard work, I would ask the following: pass the bill that 
Chairman Sarbanes introduced last session, urge the Federal Reserve Board expedi
tiously to adopt the predatory lending rules it has proposed, and remove the obsta
cles placed on States in protecting their citizens by revising the Federal Arbitration 
Act, the Parity Act, and laws potentially allowing payday lending "rent a charters." 
If Congress could take these steps, then we will have come a long way to making 
sure that family home equity wealth is protected. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this Committee today. I am happy 
to answer any questions and to work with the Committee in the future. 
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I. Executive Summary 

Federal Reserve Board Governor Gramlich bas correctly noted thal, just as with "safety and 
soundness" and "unfair and deceptive trade practices," there is not and should be no final 
definition of the te[IJl "predatory lending. ~ l But just as capital ratios and delinquency rilles tell a 
story about safety and soundness, certain overall indicators and loan level practices chamcterize 
preda:tory lending. 

The Coalition for Responsible Lending. in this report, quantifies the cost of several predatory 
lending practices to American homeowners: Using the best data available to as, we estimate 
that U.S. borrowerll lose 59.1 billlon mnaally to predatory lenders. 

This estimate is based on our analysis of the loan· level components oftbe following three 
predatory lending practices: 

• 	 Equity Stripping--Preda:tory lenders charge borrowers exorbitllnt fees, which are routinely 
financed into the loan. These costs result in substllntially higher payments while the loan is 
outstllnding and are stripped directly from the equity of the home when a borrower refinances 
or sells his or her house. At the loan level, equity stripping occurs when borrowers are 
provided loans that (1) finance credit insurance, (2) require exorbitant up-front fees, or (3) 
include prepayment penalties 00 subprime loans. 

• 	 Rate-Risk Disparities-Preda:tory lender.! charge borrowers a higher rate of interest !ban 
their credit histories would indicate is justified--cither by the lender's or its afllliate's own 
uru:Ierwriting criteria. In fact, one recent study used sophisticated statistical modeling to 
sbow that 100 basis points of all subprime lending (and presumably much more for predatory 
lenders) could not be explained by credit risk? 

• 	 E.teessive Foreclosu.res-Predatory lender.! make loans wilbout regard to a borrower's 
ability to repay. ConsequentlY, homeowners struggling to make payments under the 
ccmbined weight of excessive fees and high interest rilles often pay the ultimate price-the 
loss of their home. Perhaps of eveo greater ccncern is the pending wholesale loss of 
neighborhoods ofhomeowners, particularly in African-American commuuities. While this 
report discusses foreclosures, it does not attempt to quantify the costs. 

Figure 1: Estimated Cost ofPredatory Lending in the U.S. 

ISollree Predatory Practice 
Amluai Cost 

(blWons) 
NllmberofFanillies--' 
Affected Annually 

IEquity Stripping Financed Credit insurance $2.1 500,000 
Exorbitant Up-Front Fees $1.8 750000 , Subprime ~ayment Penalties 52.3 850,000 

Rate-Risk Disparities Excess Interest $2.9 600,000 

I Total 59.1 

I 
I 
I 

1 R.emorb befut:c Consumer Federallan ofA.tnetica com",_", WlI$hingtoll, DC (Dec. 1,2000). 
'Petre Zorn, "Subprimc I.mding: An Investisation of EcOllOmiC Efficiency", Freddie Mac (Dec. 21, 2000). 
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II. Introduction 

Federal Reserve Board GQvernor Gramlich has correctly noted that, just as with "safety and 
soundness" and ''unfair and deceptive trade prac:til;CS," there is not and should be no final 
definition of the tenn "predatory lending.'.:! But jUBt as capital ratios and delinquency rates tell a 
story about safety and soundness, certain overall indicators and loan level practices cbaracterize 
predatory lending, 

This paper responds to Governor Gramlich's call for additional researob to explore the 
significance ofpredatory lending by examining three common predatory lending practices: 
equity stripping, rate·risk disparities, and excessive foreclosures. It analyzes the loan-level traits 
that comprise each to estimate the economic toll imposed on American families. We conclude 
that the cost is, conservatively, $9.1 billion each year of lost homeowner equity and baek-end 
penaldes and excess blterest paid. 

While Self·HeJp4 and other community development organizations around the country can be 
proud of the work we have done to create wealth in disadvantaged communities. the fact remains 
that all ofus put together cannot come close to replacing $9, I billion each year. Consequently, 
without action from federal and state lawmakers and regulators, there is no effective way to 
protect this home equity. The problem is particularly severe in minority communities. 

m. Predatory Lending Practices 

The threat posed by predatory subprime home lending is as severe as its growth is recent. 
Subprime lending, 80% ofwhich consists of refinance loans for debt consolidation and collSUtner 
credit, bas increased almost 1,000% in fiveyears.$ While increased accea.s to credit for families 
with impaired credit histories is to be applauded., the prevalence of subprime loans with abusive 
cbaracteristics has been devastating to families and neighborhoods.6 

) R.,."."n before COIlSllItltr Federation ofAmtrica. C<lnference, Washington, DC (Dec. 1,2000). 
• I am vice president of Self· Help, which is a 20.year old comrmmity developmcnt1inaru:ial illsti1Ution that 

""'ales oWDCtllbip oppommitie. for low·wealth fmnilies Ihrough home and small business lending. We ba,... 
provided over $1.6 billion dollaIs in financing to help 23,000 !ow·_llh borrowers buy homes, build busiDesses 
and strengthtm commtmity resources. We beli""e that bomeownmhip n:presems the best possible apportunity for 
families to build wealth and ecOllOlllic security and lake their first steps into the middle class, Accumulating equity 
in their ho""", i, the primu:y way most families earn the wealth to send childnm to college, pay fOr emergencies and 
pass wealth on to fururc generations. as ",,11 as develop a rea{ slake in society. Self·Help has had significant 
experience making home 10l1li5 available to families wbo fall outside ofcODvellrional guidelines ])e.;ause of credit 
b!emisbes or other problems, and our loan loss rat. i. welllUlder 0.5% each year. Self.help has ossets 01$800 
million. 

, s .. Joint HUnfTreasu:ry "Report on RB=DdatioDS to Curl> Predatory Home Mortgage L<mdi:ag" at 
PI' 2&·29 (citing 104,000 subprime home toans in 1993 and 997,000 such loans in 1998, June 20, 2000). 

• See loint HUDfTreaaury Report, pp.1249; Panels I to mat May.24, 2000 House BBIIldng Cor:nwittr:e 
Hearings; hllp:l/www.house.goVibaDkingiS2400toc.htm; HUn, ''Unequal Burden; l:ru:ome and Racial Disparities m 
Sobprime Lendillg in America" (April 12, 2000); National Training and Information Center, "Preying on 
Neighborhoods: Snbprime Mortgage Lendt:rs and Chicagoland Foreclosme" (Scp. 21, 1999); Dame1ImmcrgJucl< &; 
Marti Wiles, "Two Sreps Back: The Dna! Mortgage Marlce~ Predatory Unding. and the UDdomg ofCommunity 
Development" (The Woo(\ot<l<;k InsntullO 1999). See abo Dio.na Henriques with Lowell Bergman, "MORTGAGED 
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A. Equity Stripping 

Too many homeowners are losing the wealth they spent a lifetime building because of equity 
stripping. Equity stripping occurs when predatory lenders charge excessive fees. Fees include 
money collected in cash up-front (such as origination or broker fees), amounts financed into the 
loan at closing (including single premium credit insurance), and fees paid later on the back-end 
(prepayment penalties). 

The problem of excessive fees for the subprime refinancing borrower is two-fold: the fees seem 
painless at closing and they are forever. They are deceptively cos/less to many borrowers 
because when the borrower ''pays'' them at closing, he or she does not feel the pain of counting 
out thousands of dollars in cash. The borrower parts with the money only later, when the loan is 
paid off and the equity value remaining in his or her home is reduced by the amount of fees 
owed. Andfees are forever because, even if another lender refinances a family who financed 
exorbitant fees or who are subject to a prepayment penalty into a better loan just one week later. 
the borrowers' wealth is still permanently stripped away. 

The fairer and more responsible approach for lenders to recoup costs on riskier loans is to be 
compensated through charging higher interest rates, not higher fees. Ifa lender charges too high 
of an interest rate, the market will respond and other lenders will compete to correct this situation 
by offering to refinance at a more reasonable rate. So long as there is no anti-competitive 
prepayment penalty or exorbitant financed fees, the borrower only loses excess interest for a 
period of time and closing costs, not a life-time of accumulated equity. 

Despite the rationality of this pricing scenario, many predatory lenders continue to lock 
borrowers into equity stripping loans. The New York Times described the practices ofFirst 
Alliance Mortgage, for example, which regularly charged borrowers 20% of the loan balance in 
points on loans.7 This lender is an egregious, but not isolated, user of excessive fees. 

Paying excessive fees once is bad enough. However, this abuse is often repeated, as many 

lenders "flip" borrowers through frequent fee-loaded refinancing transactions. This allows 


, predatory lenders to strip equity through additional high fees each time without providing the 
borrower with a net tangible benefit. In their transactions with relatively unsophisticated 
borrowers, predatory lenders often disguise the fact that their mortgages have balloon payments 
or adjustable rates, only to inform the borrowers of this fact soon after closing to convince them 
to get a new and "belter" loan. Other predatory lenders require borrowers to refinance in order to 
catch up if the loan becomes delinquent. In one case we are familiar with, a lender told a 
borrower she could use refinancing to "skip" her December payment to buy presents for her 
grandchildren - thousands ofdollars in fees later, the,Presents turned out to be quite expensive, 

UVES: A SPECIAL REPORT: Profiting From Fine Ptint With Wall Streefs Help", New York Times at Section I, 
Page 1 (companion piece!1l.ll on ABCs 20120 !he same night, March 15, 2000). 

, s .. MORTGAGED UVES at note 6. According to P_la Kogut, Assistam .'\ttomey GenemI of 
Mlwaclwsotll!, 71% offlrstAlliance bom:>werspaidmorc 1ban 10 poinls and 35% paid more 1ban20 points 
(comments made at Wasbingtou, D.C. meeting betwe... Federal Reserve Board ofGovemon and ConsllIDl!r 
Advocates on April 12, 200 1). 

http:piece!1l.ll
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In an especially egregious example of flipping. North Carolina research found that abusive 
lenders flip one in ten Habitat for Humanity borrowers from their 0"10 first mortgages into high 
interest subprime loans in order to strip the equity built up through borrower and volunteer swest 
equity.- ABC News reported on a Charlottesville. Virginia man wbo went to an Associates First 
Capital office to get a. small loan to buy groceries. He ended up being talked into 11 refinancing 
transactions in less than four years that resulted in a $50.000 mortgage at 19% interest that he 
could not afford. At this point, half the loan balaru:e came from up-front fees.9 

To analyze the cost of equity stripping. it is necessary to examine each of the following three 
loan level components that fuel the practice: (1) financed credit insurance, (2) exorbitant fees. 
and (3) prepayment pena.lties on subprime loans. 

1. Fioaoced Credit ruurauce: 52.1 bDlioo 

Credit insurance is a loan product paid for by the borrower that repays the lender should the 
borrower die or become disabled. A case can be made for the usefulness of credit iDsuraDce 
when paid on a monthly basis (although conventional insurance policies 'can accomplish the 
same goal and are often a better deal for the consumer). 

In the single-premium credit insurance (SPCI) case, however, the total premiums are added to 
the amolWt of the loan. Generally, this means that five years worth ofpremiums are added 
directly to the Joan amount. The borrower then pays interest on this amount for the life of the 
loan and typically has not even begun reducing the loan's principal balance by the time the five
year credit life insurance coverage period expires. Consequently, wbeD a borrower moves or 
refinances out of a subprime loall after five years, all of the premiums for the termiDated 
losurance are stripped directly mit of the borrower'S bome equity. 

CRL believes that SPCI is one of the most significant predatory mortgage lending abuses. 
Financing credit insurance is equivalent to financing five years ofutility or grocery bills over 15 
or 30 years. Purchasing credit insurance in this way makes no sense since it is consumed and 
can be paid for every month, just like other insurance policiea, thereby avoiding UIDlCCessary 
interest payments and equity stripping. When insurance is purchased on a monthly basis, it is 
known as a monthly oulstanding balance (MOB) form. 

Thus, when credit mSllrance Is paid for Up-frollt, It does little more than strip equity from 
homeowners, which is why Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, U.S. Departments of Treasury and 
HUn, bills introduced in the Senate and House banking committees (via the bills introduced by 
Sen. Sarbanes and Rep. LaFalce), the Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta and the North 
Carolina General Assembly have all condemned the practice for all home 10ans.10 

• See "Overview ofHabitat fbr HmnAlliti.. RefiDan<:.." (Coalition for Responsible Lendina. Dec. 9, 1999) 
under "Studies" at http.;I{www.rqpnpMh;lmd1pgoli. 

• A..8C N..... '"l'Iime Tilne Live' (April 23. 1997). 
!O S"" bttp:llwww.Jicddiemac.oomigewsl!!!cllives200Q1mdatory.htmand 

bttp:llwww.tiumiemee.C9!!IiJ!c:ws/:speechalJpeeC!!!l6.btml;loin!Hl1DITrcilSlUyReport.p!I8e 91; H.R. 42501S 
2415. See. 2(b)(3); Federal Home lolli BIllk of AtIaDIa, &:nKralk (Nov. 27,20(0); 

http:10ans.10
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In addition, Bank of America, Chue, First Union, Wachovia, Amerlquest, Option One, 
Citigroup, Household and American General have all decided not to offer SPCI on their 
subprime loans. I I Consero Finance, fonnerly Greentree, seems to be the last large lender 
continuing to defend it. The Federal Reserve has proposed to count SPCI in determining what 
loans are "high cost," which will further disfavor the practice. Conventional loans almost never 
include. much less finance. credit insurance. The North Carolina law prohibited the practice for 
all home loans. 

Non-subprime ("conventional'') loans almost never include, much less finance. credit insurance. 
One statewide study that found a 6% penetration rate for credit insurance on prime loans. 12 In 
contrast. subprime lenders such as CitiFinancial and Household have self-reported SPCI 
penetration rates of approximately 50% and the Associates' an even higher rate of 57%.13 

UllSCTIlpuJOUS lenders use up-front financing as a tool fur hiding the fact that borrowers are 
obtaining credit insurance at all, regardless of any disclosure requirements. According to an 
industry-funded study that considered consumer loans (which have much less paperwork to 
confuse borrowers than home loans). almost 40% ofborrowers either did not know they had 
received credit insurance or thought that credit insurance was required or strongly recommended 
by their creditor.14 

Lenders certainly have an incentive to push single premium credit insurance since they receive, 
on average. 30010 commissions up-front on its sale. 15 The product is even more profitable for 
companies that own both lenders and insurance companies since credit life insurance only suffers 
a loss rate of40% compared to a loss rate of 90% for group life insurance. 10 

We estimate that prohibiting financed credit insurance would save 500.000 families 52.1 billion 
each year. (please see Appendix for an explanation of all cost estimates.) 

II See "Equic:redit to Stop Selling Single-Premium Credit Lif.... Inside B&C Lending at p.3 (BaDk of 
America. April 2, 2001); Erick Bergqujst, "Gloom Turns to Optimism in the Subprime B ...iness'- AJlleriC41l BMW 
.t p.1 0 (Chase. May 15, 200 1); "First Union and Wochovi. Announce Community Commitment for the New 
Wachovia," (May 24.2001); statements by oflicels ofAmmiquest and Option One; Iamon Sapsford, "Cil1group 
Will!Wt Home-Loan Product Criticized by Some as Predatory Lending," WaH Street JolU7Uli (JUDe 29. 2001); 
Aniilia Reddy, "Household Altcn; Loan Policy," Washington Post (July 12,2001); Patrick McGeehan, "Third 
Insurer to Stop Selling Single-Premium Credit Life Polici ..... New York Time!/ (American General. Iuly 21, 2001). 

I' From Eric Stein's conversation with Robert Cook, COIlSUlller and Community Alfain, Federal Re3erve 
Board on Dec. 1.2000. 

13 Richard A. Oppel Ir. aod Patrick McGeehan, "Along With a Lender. r. Citigroup Buying Trouble?" 
New York Time3 01 Section 3, p.1 (quoting internal Associaa memo, Oct 22. 2000). 

I. Credit Research Center, "Credit Insurance: Rbetoric and Reality", Credit Research Center, Krannert 
Graduate School of Management, Purdue University, pp \-3 (191)4). 

uSee Ioint ffiJDrrreasury Rqlort, page 88. note 84 (citing CoI1&1ll1lt:r! Union) and Co= Uaion, 
"Credit Insw-ance: The $2 Billion A Year Rip-Off" (March 1999): 
http://www.GO!1'umersynion.onz/financeicredit mfo pye.hun 

"Id 

http://www.GO!1'umersynion.onz/financeicredit
http:creditor.14
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2. Exorbitant Fees: 51.8 bDlion 

Exorbitant fees include any fees greater than 5% of the loan amoUllt plus any fees charged a 
borrower who receives no net tangible benefit in a refinancing transaction. Fannie Mae and the 
NC General Assembly have all fOUlld that points and fees greater than 5% are abusive. 

Our view is that the limit on fees (as defined by HOEPA) should be 3% of the 10anamoUllt (4% 
for FRAN A loans). By contrast, conventional borrowers pay, on average, a 1.1 % origination 
fee. 17 However, for the purpose of estimating the economic cost ofptedatory lending, we will 
assume that 5%, rather than 30/.. is the correct Iimil 

Because no borrower should be refinanced into a loan that fails to provide them with a net 
tangible benefit, all fees associated with such flips. by definition. should be considered 
excessive. 

We estimate that exorbitant fees cost 750,000 families Sl.8 bDlio. each year. 

3. Prepayment Penalties on Subprime Lou,: S2.J bDlion 

The subprime sector serves an important role for borrowers who encounter temporary credit 
problems that keep them from receiving low-rate conventional loans. Ideally, this sedOr should 
provide borrowers a bridge to conventional financing as soon as the borrower is ready to make 
the transition. However, prepayment penalties are expressly designed to prevent this from 
happening. 

Prepayment penalties for subprime borrowers are troubling because these corurumers do not 
"choose" prepayment penalties in any meaningful sense; otherwise, 80''10 of subprime loans 
would not have such penalties, compared with only 2% ofloans in the competitive, more 
transparent conventional market. l ! The competitive prime mortgage market provides a test for 
people's true preferences for a prepayment penalty in exchange for a lower rate. Rational 
subprime borrowers with market power should prefer them no more often, and probably less 
often, than conventional borrowers so that they can refinance into a conventional loan as soon as 
credit improves. 

To permit prepayment penalties on subprime loans, then, is to protect the right of the very few 
sophisticated subprime borrowers who would affinnatively choose them at the expense of the 
98% who would not. With such a penalty, these borrowers become trapped in higher rate loans, 
or refinance only to have their equity stripped away . 

•7 Pol1:r Mallony. Associate Gcm:ral Counsel of !'!eddie Mac, repor1I::d thaI total poin13 and fees fot 
cOIlvcn!iOllall__~ from 1.6% in 1993 to 1.1% in 1999 altha FIIIIIlie Mae conference, "The Role of 
Autnmated Underwriting in Expanding Minority Home Owuersbip," Airlie Center, Wam:nI<>II, Virgtaia, (Tune 8, 
2000). 

•• Se. Mortgage Marklnp/t= (May 24, 1999); 10shua Broclana:n, "FlIlIIrie rc'VmlpS prepayroenl-pcna!ty 
bo!ld1,• AmericmI Btmku (July 20, 1999). SflmI.IaI:d &; Poor'., "NlMS AIlalysis: Valuing Prepa.yment Penalty Fee 
lncomt:" (1an. 3, 2001). 
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Prepayment penalties are no more than hidden, deferred fees that strip significant equity from 
over half of subprime borrowers. Prepayment penalties of six months of interest if the borrower 
prepays at any time, for .any reason, during the first five yean of the loan are common.19 

For a 10"10 interest rate loan, the pena.Itywould be S% of the loan balance. Fora $150,000 loan, 
this fee is $7,500, more than the total net wealth built up over a lifetime fur the median African 
American tiunily.20 'I'h.iJi is especially troubling because we estimated that borrowers in 
pmiOmillUtIy Alriean-Amerieau neighborhoods are five times more likely to be subject to 
wealth-strlpping prepaymeDt pen:utJes than borrowen in wbite neighborhoods.21 This 
money is stripped directly out ofthe equity, or cash value, of their home. Looked at another 
way, it takes almost nine years to pay down a typical loan by five percentage pointS.22 

Accorcling to Lehman Brothers' prepayment asSumptiOIlll, over halfof subprime borrowers will 
be furced to prepay their loans and pay the 4% to 5% in penalties - at some point during the 
five·year lock-out period.23 Investors fully expect such prepayments, with their expectatiOilli 
taking tangible fum! as bids on a whole new class ofsecurities (called class P securities) created 
by the prepayment penalty cash flows.24 'I'h.iJi stripping ofsubprime ~uity is lucrative business; 
as Lehman states, "the penalty cash flows themselves are substantial' 

" Families prepay !heir loans to !efinaoee because their credit improves enough to get a better loan Or 

detenoralcs so they =at stay in !heir presc:D1 0"", or to ttlDve because !heir job is IIaDIfc:m!d, they wan! a better 
house or ""cess to better sc.hoolll, they gel divotccd or for other IIIIISIlIIIi. Sec LeItman Brothers' publication, "Alset
Backed Securities" pi (July 17,2000), LcbmaD Brotbers' example is eak:ulat>:d on !he lIllDuntprepaid over 20% of 
!he loan balaDce; for simplicity we !Jave .............d it is caJculat>:d on !he I:IlIino bolaDce, whicb mmy_:ymmt 
peQalties are, md II.SSUIIli:d a IO"IG inlm$ ralr: rather than a bigher mte. Tlloe Mortgage Bankem AsaociatiOll" 
Legislative GuideliDes, page 3, also S1IIIr: !hal tIus is a OOtDll>01l starldard. It is worth uotina thai use of this 
cOUlplica\ed formula ~ a CCItain D1JDIber ofIIIIlIIIbs of inlm:ot obs<:unIs the = ofthe penalty to lay people 
.mI, perv"""ly, ebarges a family a bigberpeaaltyifitis trying 10 """'P" a loan with a bigber inl=stTllle. 

"'Net worth for !he median AIlicanAn:lericanJilmily in !he United States was $4,400, for !he median wI!iI.e 
tiunily, $44,000, occondin& 10 the 1990 Census. 2000 Qmow, IipnIs will be bigber 0IlC00 available. 

11 51 % ofbottowmt in predominaDdy African-American neishbOJboods bave subprime loans limes 80% 
who bave_ymomtl"""'lties (see "Unequal Burdon" ..tnOle 6) equala 41% bave.prepayrnentl"""'lties. 49% of 
boa........ inAfriCaD American ~ bave prime loans limes 1.5% have prepayment penalties oquals I 'Yo. 
41% plus I% equals 42% ofl>m:rowlms in African American neighborhoods have prepayment peQalties. 90/, of 
borrowers in while neigbborboods have subprimo loans times 80% equals 7% have prepayment penalties. 91% of 
bottowcrs in ...mtJ: neighborhooda have prime loans times l.~% have prepayment penalties equals 1%. 7% plua 1% 
equals 8% ofborroMmi in while llGilIhbotbooda who have prepayment penalties. 42% is 5.25 times greater !hall 
8%. This calculation assumes Iha1. within the subprime Wlivme. loans to AIlican Americans have Pf"P'Iyment 
perJaltie. at the same raI\!I that white borrowers do. Wbilt Ibis ..SUJIIjl1:ioc bears further re.searcb, CRL estimatet !hal 
the Afticm.American percent:age would actually be higher. 

:a 30-)II'8l". fixed rate loan at I2%. 
2> See A.uet-8ac:kJ:d Securities, page 2. A.ssumptio!lll hued 011 Lehman'. dalabasc of 130,000 mbptimo 

101llS. Lebman __ that the Consul Repayment Rate builds up to 17% per year !Or loans wilh Pf"P'Iyment 
penalIies 8Ild buil4s up 10 25% per year for loans without such peQalties. AI the attacbed 'P"'0dsbcet3 show, 52.7% 
ofbottowcn subject 10 the So/, ptepayment penalty will prepay dming the fiv<>.year period (wbile 67.9% of 
~!IOt subject to penally will prepay, a difference of 15%). 

,. Id. :If p. 3, oote 2. 
2J Id. at p. 2. 

http:flows.24
http:period.23
http:pointS.22
http:neighborhoods.21
http:tiunily.20
http:common.19
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Prepayment penalties are not even very successful in preventing prepayments. Morgan Stanley 
reports that subprime loans that carry prepayment penalties are~d at about 90% of the rate 
that subprime loans without prepayment penalties are prepaid. And according to Lebman data, 
only 15% ofadditional borrowers would have paid off their mortgages before the five-year 
period was up if these borrowers were not subject to prepayment penalties, or 3% more per 

11year.

The primary economic impact ofprepayment penalties for subprime loans, therefore, is to 
benefit the holders of securities funded by prepayment penalties at the expense ofover h.alfof 
subprune borrowers, and not to stretch out the durstion ofloans. In other words, prepayment 
penalties are no more than deferred fees that investors fully expect to receive and borrowers 
never expect to pay. 

We estimate that these subprime prepayment penalties cost 850,000 families $2.3 billion each 
year. 

B. Bate-Risk Disparities: $2.9 billion 

Rate-risk disparities occur when borrowers are charged more than risk can justify for a loan. 
Unfortunately, these disparities are commonplace in the subprime market A recent Freddie Mac 
study used sophisticated statistical modeling to show that 100 basis points ofpricing in all 
subprune lending (and presumably much more for predatory lenders) could not be explained by 
credit risk. IS 

Another way to consider the disparity between risk and rates bas to do with the steering of 
borrowers to less than the most advantageous loan. Steering occurs when a borrower is placed in 
a loan with higher rates and or fees than another loan for which the borrower qualified. 

According to Fannie Mae, up to halfof all subprime borrowers could qualify for lower cost 
conventional financing.19 Similarly, Freddie Mac estimates that lOOj(, - 35% ofsubprime 
borrowers could have qualified, and cites a poll of 50 subprime lenders who estimate that half 
could have qualified for prime loans.3o Pamela Kogut, Assistant Attorney General of 
Massachusetts, estimated that 20% of loans from First Alliance, which declared bankruptcx after 
a New Y 0Ik Times article exposed its predatory lending practices, went to "An borrowm.• 
Finally, the CEO ofone of the largest retail subprime lenders in the nation, Ameriques! 

26 Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, Home Equity 10811 Handbook 9 (1998 Ed.). 
11 See lID!!: 23. 
,. Peter Zorn, Suhpnme Lending: Anlnvcstigation of Economic Effici.cnl:y (Freddie Mac, Dec. 21, 2000). 
2'> See Fannie Mae March 2. 2000 press release at page fuW': 

h!tP·lIwww.fium.icmae.com.neWstgmssreleasesl0667.h!ml 
,. See Freddie Mac Special Report on Automated Underwriting (Sep. 1996) at 

l!!m;il'!':l"W.fn;ddjema£,oom'cO!}lOIl!tl:lr<rp9!!!!!'mot;iey/M5.hIm and "Halfof Suhprime Loam Categorized as •A' 
Quality: 11L'lide Bd.C Len4Jng (June 10, 1996). 

JI CommelllS made at meeting between CODSUllll:!' advocates and the Federal.Reserve Board ofGovernon 
(April 12, 200 1). 

http:loans.3o
http:financing.19
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Mortgage Company, estimates that 30% to 40% of their borrowers are in fact "A" quality 
borrowers.12 

It is particularly troubling when subprime lenders with conventional affiliates charge borrowers 
wbo meet convcntional underwriting standards higher rates than justified. The very same "An 
borrower who would receive the lender's lowest-rate loan from its prime affiliate pays extra 
when he gets Ii loan from the subprime affiliate. 

Borrowers are also charged too much when brokers convince them to accept a higher-than
justified rate ("broker originations"). Brokers originate over half of all mortgage loans, both 
prime and subprime.ll Brokers receive as comperu;ation up-front fees and back-end kickbacks 
("yield-spread premiums" or "YSPs") - tees lenders rebate to brokers in exchange for placing a 
borrower in a higher interest rate than for which the borrower qualifies. 

Kickbacks (distingujshed from bona fide servicing release premiums, which are unrelated to the 
terms of the loan) are inbere.tly abusive since they give the broker an incentive to make the 
interest rate to the borrower as lligh as possible without regard to the borrower's 
creditworthiness. The higher the interest rate, the higher the premium and therefore the higher 
the broker's compensation beoomes. in this way, kickbacks provide brokers an economic 
incentive to steer minority and other borrowers into costly loans. 

Kickbacks are also inherently deceptive to the borrower. No one who understands their situation 
would knowingly accept a higher interest rate than they otherwise qualified for without receiving 
a benefit,l4 yet this is what borrowers pay when lenders split their above-par bounty with the 
broker after closing. 

Rate-risk disparities appear to be especially common for minority borrowers. Recent studies 
have shown that black borrowers are commonly steered into high-rate and high-fee subprime 
loans when they in tact qualify for lower cost loans.35 A 2000 HUn study found that bigher
cost sUbprime loans are five times more commoll in black Ileigbborhoodl than in white 
aeighborboodl, accounting for 51% ofhome loans in predominantly black neighborhoods in 
1998 compared with 9% in white areas. According to the study, borrowers in upper-income 
black neighborhoods were twice as likely as homeowners in low-income white neighborhoods to 
receive subprime refinance loans.36 

We estimate thai total excess interest costs 600,000 families $2.9 billioa each year. 

32 Convcnation with Mattin Eakes, CEO, Self·Help. 
" See Joint HUDrTteasury Report, page 39, notes 43 lUId 44. 
:w Brokmi claim thai YSP's IIR -.i to pay closing costs in 110- or low.dosing cost mortgages txl the 

benefit ofcub-poor bonow.:m. Wbile Ibis ia true occasionally for convelltionai purcha.se-money mortgages, the 
Coalition for Respoaslble Lending baa """" no .vidence for it in lb. subprime ateua. In fact, loans in which WI:: 

have seen YSP's labeled on the HUD-IA have unifonnIy con1ained high fee. aa well. 
n hrunIIrg\w:k &; Wil..; See note 6; Fred F_~ "Acorn hlasts Number of Sub-Pa. Loans Made in St. Louis 

An:a", St. Lauis Posl-Dispulch at C8 (Ocl 22, 1999); National Trainiog lUId Information Center, "Preying ()Il 
Neighborboods: Subprimc: Mortgage l.coders lUId Cbicagolalld Fortclosun:" (Seplember 21, 1999); Bruce Lunben, 
..AlIal:ysis Shows Rac.ial Bias In Lending, &:1rumI:r Says", New York Times at Section 1, p.35 (April 9, 2(00). 

36 HUD, Unequal Burden; see note 6. 

http:loans.36
http:loans.35
http:subprime.ll
http:borrowers.12
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C. Excessive Foreclosures 

The ultimate and tragic consequence oftlris wealth-stripping and steering is the loss of families' 
homes, and the destruction of entire communities, through high rates of foreclosure. The Joint 
HUD/Treasury study ~ClI:IS a number of reports demonstrating the disproportionate rise in 
foreclosures resulting /rom subpriroe loans. For example, HUD found that 45% of all 
foreclosure petitions in Baltimore City were from subpriroe loans. while the subpriroe share of 
originations was just 21 %.37 In another study ofone subpriroe lender, one out of four loans were 
in foreclosure or well on their way in the first two years after origination, compared with just 
one-half of one percent of FHA loans during the same time period.)! 

One study by the National Training and Information Center suggested that subpriroe foreclosures 
were more likely than conventional foreclosures to be linked with the abandonment ofbuildings 
in an urban section of Chicago.39 Another paper suggested that subprime foreclosures may have 
a more significant impact in low-income and African American neighborhoods where subprime 
loans acCount for a substantial portion of home lending in such cities as Baltimore, Chicago, and 
Atlanta .40 

In addition to the obvious cost to the homeowners who are foreclosed on, communities with 
excessive foreclosure rates likely face a host ofother costs, including lower property values and 
difficulty attracting investments. These additional costs along with those from resulting social 
externalities, such as increased rates ofcrime and drug abuse, may well dwarf other estimates 
made in this report. At least one study has found that high foreclosure rates are associated with 
increased rates ofracial change in neighborhoods-from predominantly white toward 
predominantly African American.41 

Theoretically, one could estimate the loss in homeowner equity that results from foreclosures due 
to unsound subprime lending practices by calculating direct losses to homeowners and then 
determining a multiplier that would capture consequential direct and indirect external economic 
losses. However, because these costs are exceedingly difficult to speci:t'y, this study makes no 
attempt to quanti:t'y them. 

'1 See loint HUDtrreasury Report, page 50, notes 67-68. 
,. Testimony of Drake Law Professor Cathy Lesser Mamfield on a pool of mortgag"" by WMC, before the 

Committee on Banking and Financial Services, U.S. House ofRepreselllative. (May 24, 20(0). This category 
included all loans tblIt we", more than 90 days or more delinqueu~ in foreel_ in banlcrup«:y, or already 
foreclosed upon. By comparison, well under one-half ofone pcrecot "fFHA loans had defiwllOO in 1beir firsllW<> 
years tbroughoUlIhe 1990.. See Price Wa1eIboUlle Coopers' Actuarial Review ofIT 1998 ofFHA'. Mutual 
Mortgage Instmmce FWId (March I, 1999). Well UDder two percent ofall home mortgages 1lI the country are 
cummtly 90+ days del.inqueot or in the foreclosun: process, ."",ordiog to the lII08I recell! IqIOrt of lit. Mortgage 
Bankers AssociatiOll'S National Delinquency Survey. 

,. National Training and l:nfotmlltlon CenIer, "Preying 011 Neighboxboods" (Sep. 21. 1999) . 
.. Harold L. Brw::e, et ai, "Subprime Foteclosmes, The Smoking Gun of Predatory Lending?" (U.S. 

J)epattme!lt "fHousing and Urban Development); '"'" 
bI!p:J/www.buduse[,~lications!pol!egihpcproceedings.h1rnI ) 

.. Vem Baxter and Mickey Lauria, Residcntial Mortsase Forecl08ure and Neighborhood Chang. in vII, n3 
Housing Policy Debate (Fannie Mae 2(00). 

http:American.41
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Conclusion 

Clearly, the calculations offered in this paper are rough, though conservative, estimates. We 
believe, however, that they provide an order of magnitude ofthe amount of equity stripped, each 
year, from those least able to afford it They also attest to the notion that the most important 
lending issue today is no longer denial of credit but the terms of credit. 
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APPENDIX 

Explanation of Es1imated Costs 


1. 	 FiDuced Credit Insurance. Natiolllilly, providers wrote $4.98 billion in credit life and 
credit accident and health insurance in 1999.42 One provider. CUNA Mutual, writes virtually 
no single-premium credit insurance. Subtracting CUNA mutual's share 0[$0.51 billion from 
1999 totals leaves $4.47 billion.43 Based on conversations with regulators, 44 we conclude 
that halfof this total amount written provides coverage on home loans. with 95% written on a 
single-premium basis. Accordingly, this calculation yields a total cost to consumers oU2.1 
billion. Using the same methodology for North Carolina alone, a prohibition on financed 
credit insurance will, each year, save at least 10,000 to 20,000 homeowners almost $100 
million ofneedlessly lost equity:s Extrapolating nationwide, that would be roughly $3.3 
billion of equity for 500,000 families at a cost 0($6,600 each per year saved by a general 
prohibition for all home 10ans.46 However, we use the more conservative figure to arrive at a 
final estimate of$2.1 billion for 500,000 families nationwide. 

2. 	 IDgh Fees. There are few data sources available on fees. Hence, we conservatively 
estimated fees based on loan documents reviewed by CRL. For instance, First Alliance 
Mortgage routinely charged over 20 points and we regularly see loans charging over 10 
points. Based on these loans and other data, 41 we conservatively assume that 25% of 

., National Association of Insmance Commissioner;. "Credit Life and Accident and Heallb Insurance Lo.!s 
Ratio"" for 1997·1999" (March 200 I). 

" rd. 
... • ""cordiDg to William F, Burfeind. Executive Vice President CollSWDtlr Creditlnsurnnce Associatioll. 

95% of =<Ilt insurance !II tinanced single-premium credit insurance. According to .tale insurance tegUlators, half 
of tbls amount is typically for mortgages, while the olber halfis written in COllIleClion with consumer debt. 

" In NonIl Carolina for calender year 1997, accordiDg to tIuo National Asaociation of Insurauc.e 
Commissioners, S204,814,627 in credit iDauJ:lwce policies fnt credit life and credit disability/accident and health 
insurance were written. BecaW5e ofdata IimitatiOllJ!, tbls amount does not include credit property or credit 
unemploymetll imuraDce, which are both signifi¢anl credit insunmce products sold in !be .tale. Using the 
assumptions in note 43 yields a total of$97 million in single-premium credit insurance policies written in 
collJlection with 1lIOrtgage8 each year in Ibe S1Bte, Since, 99% of the original balance ofsingle prellliulm remains 
afhor ilB average life of five years 00 a standard amortizing loan, 99% of$97 million, or $96 million, is stripped out 
o{1be bo"", equity ofNorth Carolina fiutUlies. The 10,000 to 20,000 figure comes from an average Bingle premium 
Illllging from $5,000 10 $10,000 lIlat _ have observed, and is coosistent with off the record coIlllIll:n!S about two 
major subprime hmders that balf of retail subprime b.o"", loans originated by !booe lend<:n bave finanJoed smgle 
premiwn credit insU1.1lXlCe (ww subprime loans in NC in 1999 was 40,000) . 

.. In 1999, North Carolina', population was 7.7 million. while the United Stale population was 274 million, 
accordiDg to U.S, Census B=I1. NC', population is therefore 3% oflbe total. lfSloo million ofloo! equity due to 
fiIlsm:ed credit losuran.::e is also 3% oflbe country's total, !ben Ibe r!IItional total is 33 times tbls IIll:lOUIJl, or $3.3 
billion. 'I'IIom were 2.4 minion subprime 1_ in 1999 (S16O billion in originatiOllB (Imide Mortgage Finance, 
Morllne MartetStatistiGalApmlll 200o' Volume II, p. 1-2 and Joint HUDffrusury Repon, pp. 29-3IJ divided by 
$61,000 average loan size [see Jomt HUDffrusury Report, pp. 29-31] equals 2.4 million 101lllS), Looked at aoother 
way, wume coos"",atively !hat 20% ofsubprime loans have ru.a...:ed credit insunmce attached (500,000 borrowers 
each year); $3.3 billion divided by 500,000 is an average pmDium amount ofS6,600, This figure i:s comiau::ot with 
loan doc\l!Ill!%llS and otber evidence "'" have ttViewed. II is a.Jso cOlliistent with I.,..,. c:xamincd by tho 10_ 
Attorney General', office, see May 1,2001 HOEPA comment letter ih>m Kathleen Kecst to the Fedetal RClIcrve 
Sy>1lml. 

" See i.e. Charles W. Calomiris & Joseph R. MasOli. "High Loan-to-Value Manp.ae Lending: Problem Or 
Cure?" at pl2 (citing unpublished reports that ID.TV loom average fees of7 percent oflbe loan value, American 
Entetpri.oe InstilUle 1999). 

http:Entetpri.oe
http:10ans.46
http:billion.43
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subprime mortgage loans charge an average of 7% in upfront fees. That amounts to an 
unnecessary 2% in fees on S40 billion of the $160 billion total for subprime mortgages. An 
extra 20/. of a quarter ofS160 billion in 1999 subprime originations, tota.ling $800 million in 
excess up-front fees paid by 600,000 borrowers each yesr. Again, the dearth of reported 
information on fees further points to the need for additional data reporting. The Federal 
Reserve's recent proposal requiring lenders to disclose the APR of all home loans would be a 
helpful step. However, without a corresp~disclosure ofpoints and fees, as defined by 
HOEPA, the infurmation would be incomplete. 

Through deed research at the county courthouses, we have seen loan after loan that has been 
flipped over and over. Based on our experience, we conservatively estimate that one-fifth of 
all subprime refinances do not benefit the borrower in economic terms. Thus, they should be 
deemed flipped. We assume that the average amount of fees charged in these flipping 
transactions is 4%.49 80% of all $160 billion in subprime loans are refinances, multiplied by 
an estimated 20% flipped. by 4% fees totals $1.0 billion in excess fees paid by 150,000 
flipped borrowers each year. . 

Accordingly, fees charged over 5% and fees paid on flipped loans total approximately $1.8 
billion in excess fees paid each yesr. 

3. 	 Prepayment Penalties. While Lehman states that a prepayment penalty of 5% that remains 
in effect for five years is standard, we conservatively assume that the average penalty is 4% 
for four years. Modeling Lehman's assumptions, 44% ofbOIIOwers actu.al1y pay this 4% fee. 
Multiply this times 80% of subprime borrowers who have penalties, by $160 billion in 
originations and it amounts to $2.3 billion in lost equity annually to 850,000 homeowners per 
year due to prepayment penalties. 51) 

4. 	 Rate-Risk Disparities. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac estimate that somewhere between 10"10 
to 50"10 of subprime borrowers would qualify for conventional financing. Assume 
conservatively the correct number is 20%. On December 1, 2000, conventional loan interest 
rates averaged 7.75%, while "A·" rates averaged 10%, "B"loans averaged 11.8% and "Cn 

loans averaged 12.7%.51 Based on the percentage distribution of A-, Band C credit loans in 
the subprime market, the weighted average interest rate of subprime loans over the interest 
rate on conventioDalloans is 3%.52 Converting this aroount to net present value, one should 

.. See CRL comments OIIlhe Fed's HMDA proposal at: bttp;/lwww.l!:!!OOllSiblelcndip:gorglbmda.blm 

.. Based on our experience and Wlpllbliahed industry reports, we believe tIris estimate to be V"'Y 
conservative for all !be coots and 1i:es uaociated with !be loans. 

,. While some !coder.! argue that borrowers choooe prepa}llJl"ll1 ptmaIties in exchange fur 10...... rates, we 
have found liItle eviden<:e fO support tIris claim in the subprime mute!. In addition, we have fuuDd rq>eattd cases 
where prepayment ptmaItics served to lock bomlwers inm IIlgh rille loans in loans where !be lender paid a yield 
spread premium to a broker. 'Thill makes sense because lcndcn would have little iDcenIive to pay brokers premiums 
for high interest rate originations unlas !hooe 10.... were protected from P!ep4ymeDt. Tn lilct, we have evidence 
directly ~ broker premium pay:rnents to !be pmieIICe ofa prepayment peualty. 

, $"" Inside B&C Leading (>hawing A- averages 150 . 200 bp less !ban B credits, Dec. 4, 2000 at page 
12); according In National Home Equity Mortgage Association, A-loans are 60% oftota! subprime market, B loans 
are 30%. and C loans are 9% (cited in Joint HUDrrreasury Report. page 34). 

" An urq>Ub1ished a:nalysis ofMortgagelnformation Company data actually 'ugg..ts tIris figure might be 
even Jrigber at 4.2%. 

http:12.7%.51
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use a multiple ofroughly three,53 for a total of 9'% iII fee-equivalent extra net present value 
that borroweJlI pay for loans due to rate-risk disparities. Multiplying this amount times the 
20010 ofborrowers that would qualify for conventional mortgages, times S 160 billion iII 
originations, we find that there is $2.9 billion iII needlC$llly lost equity by 600,000 families 
each year due to excess iDterest alone. 

" Inside B&C gave !be 12-momh prepay speed of 23'Ai, winch ttanslates imo an avOIllIge life, and dws 
yield-fee multiple, ofjust under three years, 80 I bave used a multiple of three in calC\llalina NPV. 
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August 9, 2001 

The Han. Paul Sarbanes 
US Senate Banking Committee 
309 Hart Senale Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Sarbanes: 

I would like lO lake the time to respond to Household Finance CEO Gary Gilmer's claims 
to the committee. Since he made some remarks that are totally untrue, I feel that I 
personally should respond and I will tty to take them one point ill a time. Please bear 
with me if this letter is long as I am trying to convey exacdy what went on. 

I. Mr. Gilmer tries to make it sound like they told us everything about our loan far in 
advance of the closing. But as I explained in my testimony, the loan we ended up getting 
was very different from what Beneficial had promised us and from the information in the 
papers they had given us. 

2. LIFE INSURANCE·The only time we heard about life insurJnce was on the 2l" of 
November the day we closed on the loan. Michelle. the girl in the office, called me at 
work on the 21" and told me thatthey were going to add Life los. and Disability Ins. to 
our loan. When we got do,!"n to closing at the office Greg (Branch Mgr) said that we 
didn't need disability and we agreed with him on this point 

Greg then went into his speech so fast about the Life Ins. And also added and I quote 
"Life ins prot.ects uS and also HOusehold." The exact words he used were "They had to 
protect themselves also," meaning Household. The way he said it made us feel that we 
probably wouldn't get the loan unless we took the life ins. 

3. DIRECT DEBIT-We did the direct debit plan because they said it would help us pay 
off the loan faster. They said our monthly payments would just be cut in half and made 
every two weeks, which we thought was twice a month. But then it stanted and I got my 
first bank overdraft because there were three payments in one of the months. 

I immediately called the branch mgr and explained to him that this situation isn't what I 
realized when I sig'n'ect the papers. 1 told him that I got paid on the 6"' and 21" of the 
month and that was when I would make my payments. He explained that wold make my 
payments longer and I said rcan't understand why it would take longer, because they had 
said the payments would be lower if the loan lasted 30 years, but we were doing a higher 
amount each month, $1,222.00, to pay it off faster. 

4. LOAN PROCEEDS-Mr. Gilmer stures I thought my house was worth $IIO,OOO.()O 
and the appraisal came in at $1 Q6,OOO.OO. When i called for a loan to pay otT my credit 
cards which were around $7,(X)() and they talked us into refinancing; MicheJle asked me 

http:Q6,OOO.OO
http:1,222.00
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what my house was WOI1h if I tried to sell it. I tOld her that I thought I could get 
$110,000.00 for it. 

5. CREDIT CARD DEBT-As I stated earlier, I was responding to a flyer they sent (see 
attachment) about getting $35,000.00 to payoff bills. They did payoff $1191.00, it fell 
shOI1 by around $5,800.00. At the closing when we didn't get all the credit cards paid off 
Greg (Branch Mgr) said and I qUOte "1 can get you a side loan on your car for the extra to 
payoff credit cards." 

Greg said we were good customers and were never late on OUT side loan. We want to 
help our valued customers and if we didn't then we wouldn't be in business long. That 
sure meant to me that we would get more on the side loan. When we got home there was 
a letter waiting for liS that we were tUrned down for the extra money and the side loan. 
Greg knew this before we left and he still lied to us about our side loan. 

Mr. Gilmer states why didn't I after 3 days cancel the loan. Greg the manager said that 
there's no problem 1 will appeal this and being a good customer who was never late on a 
payment, lfigured seeing as he is the manager he would get it for me. I had no worries 
about the appeal. We signed the papers for 2nd loan and figured we would be back when 
everything gOt approved. 

The next week we got anOlher letter of rejection. No call from Greg the manager as to 
how sorry he was or if there is anything else he could do to help us, It was as if we didn't 
exist. 

6. ALLEGATION THAT LOAN HELPED-Mr. Gilmer states that they paid my first 
mongage off which had a balloon payment This is true, but we had plenty of chances 
ahead of us to refinance during those 13 years, or even to sell the house, since we will 
both be retired by then. 

Now we are paying more than $250.00 more on our house pilyment, our biggest credit 
cards did not get paid and because of 3 deaths in the family since Jan. I, (My wife's sister 
just passed away on ALigust 4"') which is not Household's fault, but if they would have 
made our loan proceeds like we wanted and if they didn't charge such an outrageous 
interest rate we wouldn't have felt these situutions so much. Do you know how hard it is 
to be in a position at our age where we can '[ help Joved ones out because ofour situation. 

7. CREDIT INSURANCE-I don't want to elaborate on this subject, ex.cept to state 
again we felt that we would not have gotten the loan if we refused it In response to Mr. 
Gilmer saying thut the branch mgr quoted to us what our payment would be is another lie. 
If this is true why weren't there papers waiting for us stating what the payment would be 
in case we decided not to take the credit insurance. They weren't there because they had 
no intention of us leaving there without signing for the m:dit insurdllce. 

Another fact that is misrepresented is !har Mr. Gilmer says that both the branch mb'!' and 
associate told us about the credit ins. They were not in the office together with us. If 

http:5,800.00
http:35,000.00
http:110,000.00
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Greg came in then Michelle went OUl to get something and when Michelle came in Greg 
would leave. 

I never called the branch mgr about the credit insurance. He called me at work afler 
receiving my leller requesting that the insurance be cancelled. [told Greg rhat they had 
never told me I could cancel my insurance. It was only after I talked with people from 
ACORN [hat I realized I could cancel it. 

8. CREDIT RATING-My wife and I were proud of the credit rating we had built up. At 
the time we consolidated with Beneficial. we had never been late on any of our mortgage 
payments and were right on-time with our other payments. Of the five dings on our 
credit report for the several previous years, two were flat-au! mistakes that have now 
been taken off. Ali of the others had been paid off at least two and a half years before the 
Beneficial loan. 

In summarizing my letter I want to say that my wife and I learned a very valuable lesson. 
Do not sign anything anymore without reading every line and understanding each section. 
We feel we were victims of 0. predatory lender. My wife and I come from an era of the 
50's and early 60's where the churches were open all night and you didn't have [0 lock 
your doors all the time. A handshake was your contract in a lot of cases, and YOll could 
trust that others wouldn't take advantage of you. 

This is the third mortgage we financed since 1998 and the other two were just fine, We 
didn't get into a fix with them. Ifa,person could go back and redo something believe me 
this would be one of them. No one wants their dirty laundry and their stupidity exposed 
to the whole world: 

The one thing my wife and I agree on is thaI if we help other people to see what 
predatory lenders can do to you, then we feel it was wonh it. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Paul and Mary Lee Satriano 
ACORN of Minnesota 

Attachment 
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You _ receiTe wp to U5.0OO, 
wid!. paymnJa to fit ,evi bud,,,t. 

D~ Paul Slltriano: 

. 'I~'~g .bout the best vny to tbmlt you (or being avalued ClI8tomer. Then I thouabl, ifyou're like 
m~you could probably .... m:ra money. Who couldo.'t, right? 

" ~., ' 

So~ i~dlike 10 offu,ou • large.: IOIlJl- .. mucblS S35,OOO.· !fyou emus. the money, pl_ talc" 
ti",~antago ofthis Pn:feircd Custom .... Certilieale today. 
'!: ' 

, h1 offyow credit urdt. car 101ft, md ollie.: billa 
. ...... han mono,lcfI ovet. 

~:;The~ihinl ~.thl. 1lWIMY. is that you decido! how to spend it. For example, ifyoU fee\,our mOllthly 

l~.~;..:~~~Of~H~;.;;;~ tbis lcian 10 pay ~em all offimmediauly. .. '.' 
'" I 

,~ ,:;YOut Bea..ftcial paym~1 could be much 1_ tIwI those you',. milking DOW. Tbat1J1MD4 yoU'll have more 
~~iiit.i.i.iy on hand aft« ybu'v. paid offyour oth.bills. I can'l thiDk ~f a ~way 10 say thanks to my best 

~J.trcro. . I 

"~'J¥;i. : We'll make it tut ...d -y to wppl,. 

. . ]Ii&f~ Wilt (65\) 227-6806 and we'U make it .. eatrj as posoible for you 10 apply for - iDd get - tbis 
10. Wo'U mil<: Oll/Hln-<>ne to underotmd how much money you'U noed, and IInIIV/'et ""y questions you 

• may have. 

http:iit.i.i.iy
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STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH C. GOODELL, COUNSEL 
COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES OF PHILADELPHIA, INC., PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

ON BEHALF OF LEROY WILLIA,lIJS 

JULY 26, 2001 

The interest (note) rates on Mr. Williams' loans were as follows: EquiCredit, 9.65 
percent. New Jersey Mortgage, 14.5 percent. Option One, 11.25 percent. We do not 
know the APR's for the loans from EquiCredit and New Jersey Mortgage, but the 
APR for the Option One loan is 13.136 percent. 

We do not know, if the loans from EquiCredit or New Jersey Mortgage were 
HOEPA loans. Based on the TlLA disclosures for the Option One loan, the fees, and 
other prepaid finance charges totaled 7.469 percent of the amount financed, just 
barely under the HOEPA fee trigger of 8.0 percent. 

The transaction costs in the third loan (including prepaid finance charges and fees 
that are not included in the finance charge) total approximately $2,700, or 8.3 per
cent of the principal balance of the loan. Although we do not have all the loan docu
ments from the first two loans, if the transaction costs of the first and second loans 
were similar to the costs of the third loan, Mr. Williams paid approximately $8,700 
to lenders, brokers and title companies (including the prepayment penalty and inter
est paid on the second loan when the third tender refinanced it barely 3 months 
after origination) in connection with the three loans, representing nearly 27 percent 
of the $32,435 principal balance of the most recent loan. 

Mr. Williams' story is typical of low income homeowners with subprime loans in 
several respects. First, once Mr. Williams had executed one high-cost loan, he be
came the victim of targeted marketing by other brokers and lenders of high-cost 
subprime loans. We find that brokers and lenders research public records to identify 
homeowners with mortgages originated by other subprime lenders and target such 
homeowners, attempting to sell new loans within a relatively short period of time. 
Like many low income homeowners with a succession of subprime, high-cost loans, 
Mr. Williams was sought out by the lenders rather than seeking them. 

Second, Mr. Williams was caught up in loans with complex terms he did not un
derstand. Based on the loan documents, the second (New Jersey Mortgage) loan in
cluded a prepayment penalty and a balloon. Mr. Williams did not know about and 
did not understand either of these terms. The third {Option One} loan includes a 
prepayment penalty, a variable rate, and an arbitration provision. Again, Mr. Wil
liams did not know about and did not understand these terms, although there is 
some indication that the broker tried to explain the prepayment llenalty. 

It is a fiction that the market-or present statutes and regulations-adequately 
protect homeowners when they are unsophisticated about consumer lending. Addi
tional protections are needed to prevent what happened to Mr. Williams. A lower 
HOEPA fee trigger which included the prepayment penalty might have discouraged 
the third senseless and in fact harmful refinancing. Substantive prohibitions against 
such blatantly inappropriate/no benefit refinancings would accomplish the same goal 
directly, as would imposing a duty on mortgage brokers and lenders to avoid making 
loans that are unsuitable, a duty already required of stockbrokers. 

STATEMENT OF DANIEL F. HEDGES, COUNSEL 
MOUNTAIN STATE JUSTICE, INC., CHARELSTON, WEST VIRGINIA 


ON BEHALF OF MARy PODELCO 


JULY 26, 2001 


In thirt{ years of representing low income consumers, I have always observed 
some leve of home improvement fraud (particularly in the decade of the 1970's, to 
a lesser extent in the 1980's). In the last 5 to 7 years, however, there has been an 
explosion of predatory home equity lending and flipping. Predatory practices on low 
income consumers, and in particular, vulnerable consumers such as the elderly, illit
erate working families and minorities, have become routine. 

Current law provides no meaningful restriction on the kind of flipping that oc
curred in Ms. Podelco's case and occurs in hundreds of other cases per year in my 
State, which results in the skimming of equity from borrowers in their homes. 
Meaningful prohibition of flipping calls for a simplified remedy (for example, the 
prohibition of charging new fees and points). West Virginia had such a time limita
tion on refinancing by the same lender and charging new points and fees. The 2000 
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enactment was repealed in 2001, after the new Banking Commissioner pushed for 
the elimination of that restriction at the industry's behest. 

The opportunity for recurring closing points and fees financed in the loan and the 
lender to be rewarded immediately for refinancing leads to disregard of whether or 
not a borrower can repay. Ms. Podelco is typical of a frequent pattern of consistent 
loan flipping with the last loan pushed off onto another lender who takes the loss. 
Ms. PodeIco provides one example of hundreds of West Virginians. On these loans 
no laws are being broken but the flipping is so exploitive that it results in loss of 
the individual's equity in their home, and ultimately in many cases the loss of the 
home, forcing the elderly or otherwise vulnerable citizens out of their residence. 

A meaningful cap on fees and on financing points and fees would have a substan
tial impact upon these exploitive loans. I would urge the Committee to consider an 
easy definition that limits high points and fees up front and provides other protec
tions against exploitive equity based lending, a system that rewards the lender im
mediately on closing, no matter what the fees, regardless of whether the borrower 
pays, and provides economic incentive for this type of conduct to continue un· 
checked. 

A single definition of high points and fees is easily enforceable. Lowering the 
HOEPA points and fee trigger to the greater of 4 percent of the loan amount or 
$1,000 is a first step but it is still not low enough to prevent the abuses. The pro
posed legislation will be helpful in (1) prohibiting balloon mortgages, (2) creating ad
ditional protections in home improvement loans, (3) expanding the TILA rescission 
as a remedy for violations of all HOEPA prohibitions, (4) prohibiting the sale of 
lump sum credit insurance and other life and health insurance in conjunction with 
these loans, and (5) limiting mandatory arbitration. 

Virtually all of the subprime balloon mortgages observed in my State are very 
exploitive to the consumer. The fact of such balloon payment predestines foreclosure 
for the consumer in many cases. 

Mandatory arbitration clauses are now used by the majority of home equity lend
ers and they are increasing daily as the technique to deny consumers any meaning
ful opportunity to contest the loss of their home. Arbitrators selected by the credi
tors now decide whether a consumer gets to keep his home. Notwithstanding the 
fact that there are many exploitive abuses. the arbitrator designated by the lender 
in the loan agreement now decides the merits of all claims. Practically speaking, 
this means that the consumer loses, and arbitration rules provide that the practices 
of the lender are kept confidential. 

In the subprime mortgage context, that is, outside of conventional loans, there is 
an urgency to address the following exploitive lending practices: 

(ll Prohibition of mandatory arbitration clauses in all subprime loans. 
(2) Prohibition of subprime balloon payment loans. Low income borrowers 

generally cannot meet these loans and the lender cannot expect them to make 
a balloon payment. Such loans assure (a) the loss of a home or (b) require refi
nancing on usually very exploitive terms if the borrower can even get the loan. 

(3) Excessive interest rates, not justified by any additional risk, are frequent 
for the vulnerable consumer groups. The risk is covered by the real property 
security. 

(4) Broker kickbacks should be prohibited. They are a very anticompetitive 
practice and in the subprime market result primarily in increasing the cost. 

(5) Home solicitation scams have been with us for many years Dut as a means 
for skimming the equity from unsophisticated consumers, home equity lenders 
are now more frequently using them as a solicitation tool. 

(6) Altered and falsified loan applications are now becoming commonplace in 
the subprime market. These are altered after signature by fudging the income 
of the prospective borrower or by alteration of the proposed loan amount. The 
impact is a level of payments that the consumer cannot make. 

(7) Credit insurance packing (by consumer finance companies) into regular, 
nonhome secured consumer loans and flipping them into home equity secured 
loans is commonplace. Consumer fmance loans with five insurance policies are 
common to a greater extent than home equity loans with credit life insurance. 

(8) Excessive loan points and broker fees are primary incentives to abuses. 
Conventional mortgages with 1-1% percent broker fees are standard, while the 
lack of sophistication of vulnerable groups leads to broker compensation of 3 to 
7 percent. These are very discriminatory to unsophisticated consumers given 
the similarity in the work performed. 

(9) Excessive loan to value loans. One hundred twenty five percent to 200 per
cent of actual market value loans. are not uncommon for brokered loans given 
the financial incentives to flip, and the lack of any concern for ability of the bor
rower to pay. The broker's only concern is closing the loan for the fee. 
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Ameriquest Mortgage Company RetaD Best Practices 

Ameriquest Mortgage Company has worked closely with the Leadership Conference on Civil 
Rights, the National Fair Housing Alliance, the Association of Commllllity Organizations for 
Reform Now (ACORN), and the National Association ofNeighborhoods to develop a set of 
industry-leading fair lending practices. Many of them are perhaps obvious and, in fact, reflect 
practices Ameriques! implemented Jong before "predatory lending" became the catch phrase it is 
today. 

l.'brough our discussions with thesc parties, we found common ground on a number ofmatters. 
All parties are in agreement that utilizing practices that are clearly abusive, or the use by lenders of 
lawful practices in an abusive, unfair or deceptive manner, are both abhorrent. Such conduct has 
no place in either the prime or the subprime mortgage industry or, for that matter, in any credit 
transaction. The question, therefore, is not whether sucb lending practices should be prevented 
they must be. The only question is "bow best to do so.· 

There seems to be universal agreement that it is necessary to balance two principal objectives in 
devising appropriate safeguards against abusive lending practices. On the one hand, lenders 
should be subject to rules that effectively prevent them from engaging in misleading and deceptive 
practices and from imposing unfair terms or prices; on the other hand, it must be recognized that 
these rules should not impede the subprime industry's continuing contribution to the highest 
homeownersbip rates in the nation's history. Rules should not be adopted that have an unduly 
adverse effect on the pollitive role that subprime lending plays in providing affordable credit to 
those who most need it. 

The practices set forth below meet the foregoing standards. However, we also believe a number of 
the practices set forth below are unprecedented, and that the entire list is an appropriate template, 
not only for a set of industry "best practices," but also for legislation that would require these 
practices as the appropriate mCllSURld response to very legitimate concerns. 

1. FuLL AND TIMELY DISCLOlil'1lI Or LoAN fiRMS AND CONDmONS 

We do not condone misrepn:sentalion of the tenDs and conditions ofa loan. Ameriquest 
uses an automated system, which ensures that good faith estimates are sent to all potential 
borrowers within three (3) business days from when their loan applicarion is received, and 
wbich contain reasonable estimates of the costs ofthe loan' based on the information 
provided by the borrower at that time. 

The price and the terms of a loan may change between the time a good faith estimate is 
sent to the borrower and the time of the loan closing, based on infurmation received from 
credit reporting agencies, other lenders, bankruptcy records and the like. It is Ameriques!' S 

policy to notify its customers immediately by telephone whenever it receives sucb 
information, to elCplain to the customer any changes that may be necessary to the loan 
temtS and to determine whether the customer still wishes to obtain the, loan in light ofthose 
changes. At the closing, the borrower receives a written document disclosing the 
differences, ifany, between the loan terms that were reflected in the good faith estimate 
and the fi:oalloan tenDs. 
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2. 	 PLAIN ENGLISH; REcOMMENDING CUDIT COUNSIILlNG 

In order to provide borrowers with as much guid.ance and disclosure in the simplest t:erms 
possible, Ameriquest bas enhanced its aln:ady compreheosive disclosure policy by adding 
two short disclosure funns that assist borrower.s in UIldetstanding their loan transaction. 
The two forms are written in plain English with a simple-to-read funnat 

One Conn ill sent out ",ith tile initial good faith estimate so the borrower 1IIlderstands the 
loan transaction as early in the loan process as possible. This disclosure form: a) explains 
the benefits. obligatioos and risks ofborrowing against one's home; b) contaios cautionary 
tips (borrow within your income and budget, don't be pressured into signing documents 
you don't uruI.erstand, shop around, be advised that the price of tile loan or other loan terms 
might change by the time ofclosing, maintllin a good payment record prior to the loan 
closing); c) explains the right to cancel, ifapplicable; and, d) provides the toll free "800" 
telephone number for access to names, addresses and phone num.ber(s) of independent, 
third-party, HUD-certified credit couoselors, accessible to the borrower, and makes a 
recollll1ltmdation that the borrower consult with such a couoselor about the loan both prior 
to the closing and during the rescission period. At the loan c.Iosing, another copy ofthis 
short-form disclosme is the first document given to the borrower and its provisioos are 
orally reviewed with him/her. The borrower signs the form with an a.cknowledgment that 
it was provided 10, and reviewed with, the borrower. 

A second disclosure form is presented to the borrower at the closing. This documenl 
explains: a) whether or not the loan cootaios a prepayment penalty and, ifso, how it will be 
calculated; b) the amount of the bornrwer's monthly payments; c) whether the loan has a 
variable rate feature and, if so, how the variable rate might affect future monthly payments; 
and d) the loan fees being paid by the borrower and infocnation regarding the amount paid 
to third parties fur services or fees charged in connection with their Joan. 

Ameriquest believes these enhanced, plsin English disclosure folIOS eosure that all our 
borrowers have adequate opportunity to be fully and fairly infoaned of their loan teIIDS and 
conditioos and to receive independent expert advice regarding whether to accept our loan. 

3. 	 PIi.oVIDING TiD: BoIutOWER WITH ADItQUA"n TIMJ: ToEVALIJA"n TIlE FINAL, WRlTJ1:N 
LoAN TE.RMs - A ONE-WEEK CANCELLATION l'&IUOD 

The plain EngIish disclosme foan that is sent to each borrower at the time a loan , 
applicalion is liken and provided to each borrower at the loan closing notifies the borrower 
ofthe right to cancel, ifapplicable. Current law requires that certain borrowers be given 
three (3) buainess days after a loan is consummated within which the borrower may cancel 
the loan for any reason. We believe faimess dictstes additional opportunity for 
consideration of a financial transaction l1li significant l1li a mortgage secured loan. In order 
to provide these borrowers with additional time within which to evaluate their final, 
written loan terms, to seek. the assistance ofcredit couoselors and to shop for another loan, 
Ameriquest a one week cancellation period extends to borrowers refinancing their owner
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occupied mortgage loaDs. BoIroWers are pcm:Iitted to waive this period in appropriate 
c:ircumstances; however, any such waiver requim! approval ofan Ameriques! supervisor. 

4. 	 DI!TltRMINING WBETHE.R THE BoRROWER HAs THE ABILlTV To R1!'AY OUR LoAN 

We have a vested interest in eIlSIlring that we make loans only to borrowers who can affotd 
to repay them. Money is lost vi:rtuaI1y every time we are compelled to fo:n:close on real 
property serving as security for a loan. Moreover, ifwe make too many loans upon which 
boIrowers default, we will destroy our relaliollSbips with the investors upon whom we 
depend to buy our loans. Accordingly, Ameriquest has developed an automated 
underwriting system that is designed to evaluate an applicant's ability to repay his or her 
loan. Debt to income ratios alone are insufficient criteria. We recognize the need to assure 
nrinimum disposable income after all monthly payments have been made. We are also 
firmly committed to confirming income sources prior to reaching agreement on loan terms. 

5. 	 REAsoNABLI! RATES, PoINTS AND FlU 

Ameriquest does not originate bigh cost loans as currently defined in the Home Ownership 
and Equity Protection Act of 1994. We have developed and use a price monitoring system 
to ensure that we do not charge higher rates, points aDdIor fees to one group ofborrowers 
versus another. 

6. 	 PREPAYMENT PENALTIES THAT ARE FAIR, AND FuLLY DISCLOSED 

We do not reqnire that our borrowers accept prepayment penalties. Our borrowers can and 
do negotiate for a higher interest rate or bigher points in lieu ofa prepayment penalty. 
When a Joan dues contain a prepaymem penalty. that fuet is fully disclosed. Nevertheless, 
we provide additional notice ofany prepayment penalty on the short-form disclosure 
document given to each borrower at the loan closing. 

7. 	 PROHIBITED PRAcrICES· FlJppING, BALLOON PAYMENTS, NEGATIVE AMORTIZATION AND 
MANDATORY ARBITRATION CLAUSES; SINGLI! PREMIUM CREDIT Lln:.lNsUItANCE PoLICIES 

Ameriquest tracks all refinancings ofexisting customers and, unless the loan is being paid, 
offby another lender, does not allow refinancing ofa loan originated by our company 
within 24 months of its origination. We do not offer loans with mandatory amitration 
cJIIIIliCS. Although there are circumstances when loans with balloon payments or negative 
amortization may be appropriate, and although they are both 1egal. Ameriquest does !lOt 
offer loans with these features. Ameriquest dues not finance :ringle premium credit life 
insurance to borrowers. 

8. 	 MA.RKl:11NG BASED SOLELY 01'1 FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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Our loans are made to individuals with impaired credit. We use infonnation regatding the 
credit profiles and debt levels ofhomeowuers to identify potential customers. Our 
marketing efforts are made without regard to age, gender, ethnic origin or income level. 
We are committed to compliance with HMDA reporting teqUirl:ments. 

9. ]1A1RLENDING 

We have developed and implemented a thorough fair lending training program for all 
employees, from our origination personnel through our servicing staff. The fair lending 
policy ofthe company is distributed to and acknowledged by each associate of 
Ameriquest. We also assure that each training manual, operation manu.a.I, marketing piece 
and document, intended for dissemination either intemallyor to the public, complies with 
all fair lending laws. 

10. RuoRTlNG QF BOlUlOWER PAYMENT HISTOIWtS To CREDIT BUIliAUS 

We report our borrowers' mortgage payment per:tOrmance to the three majof credit 
reporting agencies on a monthly basis. BorrowefS who make their payments on time are 
able to develop a better credit history and eventually obtain access to the prime credit 
market. 

. 11. ARMs-LENLJB JbLATIONSIIIP!i WITH THIRD PARTIES 

Ameriques! maintains arms length relationships with all third parties involved in loan 
originations, including title companies, appraisez-s. etc. We pass thfough the fees charged 
by such third parties at cost only, with no added mark-up coverage. Ifthe proceeds ora 
loan are used in whole or part for home improvements, we issue checks lIlIIde payable only 
to the borrower, the borrower and the contractor jointly Of a third party escrow account. 

12.. FAIR COLLECTION PRACTICES 

Our overall philosophy is one ofworlcout, not intimidatiolL We provide a minimum of 80 
hours of training for all ofour loan collection personnel regarding fair debt coUection 
practices, win-win negotiation skills and workDut remedies. Ifa borrower becomes 
delinquent, we include on every billing stalcment the identity ofa rea.so:wsbly accessible 
credit counseling service and a statement encouraging the borrower to seek assistance. We 
permit extensive workout and repayment plans in an etlbrt to permit our customefS to bring 
theif delinquent accounts current. We generate daily reports on the number of calls made 
to each delinquent borrower and the number ofmessages left, and we tnonilOr these calls 
for quality control purposes. 

13. WEBSITE REFERRALS 

We have linked OUl' company's Website to those ofcredit counselors and communitY 
groups that can provide infofIDation 10 all potential applicants regarding both prime and 
nonprime mortgage loans. 
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14. DoNAl'! FOKltCLOslm PROPElmES 

We are developing a pilot program whereby we will donate to colllD.lllOity groups 
properties acquired though fo:recIOllUl"C and wberein we have the right to retain the 
proceeds of any sale ofthe property. 

I IS. MAi:NT&NANCE 0, ESCROW DUOSIT ACCOUNTS 

I 
Ameriqw:st provides all its borroweI1I with the option to have the company maintain 
escrow accounts for the monthly deposit of funds to pay taxes and hazard insurance. We 
:recognize the concern tb.al ifan escrow account is not requi.!'ed, a borrower may be misled 
into believing tb.al a proposed new loan which excludes the required monthly payments for 
taxes, etc. will result in lower monthly payments than the borrower's original loan which 
included an escrow account. We believe, however, tb.al this concern is better addressed 
tbIOugh adequate disclOllUl"C rather than restricting a borrower's freedom ofchoice. 

16.. EDuCAnoNAL 1NmArIVES; CONSUMD MORTGAGE EDUCATION 

In 1996, Ameriques! supported the tbrmation of the Consumer Mortgage Education 
CollllOrtium (CMEC) in conjunction with tlm:e leading Washington D.C.- based civil rights 
organizations. They ace the Leadership CoDfenmce on Civil Rights, the nation's oldest and 
largest civil rights coalition; the National Fair Housing Alliance; and the National 
Association ofNeighboriloods. CMEC was founded to stimulate the availability of home 
loans fur all Amc:ricallll and to promote a better understanding of loan products, and lending 
processes Ihrough various iniliatives: 

17. APPRAISAL REvuws 

We do not benefit from any infIliled appraisals. In fact, there is a great likelihood thai we 
will sustain significant losses in the event ofdefilUlt by the boll'OWel' ifthe collateral is 
insufficient to secure the debt. In order to prevent problems associated witb incompetent or 
conupt appraisers, we pertbnn an automated review of all appraisals we receive and, in 
addition, we audit a random sample of appraisals on a monthly basis. 

18. PROMPT AND REsPONSIVE CUSTOMU. SERVICE 

Our Servicing Depllrlment welcomes all new borrowers immediately aftel' their loans are' 
finalized by phoning them to verify basic loan information and to ensure tb.al they 
understand the loan terms, payment amount and payment date. These welcome ealJ.s help 
us to promptly identify any origination-related problems. Customer service representatives 
are available to respond to customer inquiries at any time regarding loan terms and 
conditions. We also have a separ.!te, trained staff that responds promptly to customer 
complaints. 
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STATEMENT OF AMERICA'S COMMUNITY BANKERS 

JULY 26, 2001 

America's Community Bankers (ACB) is pleased to take this opportunity to sub
mit a statement on predatory lending practices. ACB represents the Nation's com
munity banks of all charter types and sizes. ACB members pursue progressive, 
entrepreneurial and service-oriented strategies in providing financial services to 
benefit their customers and communities. 

General 
ACB members participate in many important programs and partnerships that 

help average Americans become and remain homeowners. This commitment of 
ACB's members to homeownership is good for communities and is good for business. 
In contrast, predatory lending practices undermine homeownership and damage 
communities. ACB pledges to work with this Committee and other policymakers to 
eliminate predatory lending practices in the most effective way and to enhance all 
creditworthy borrowers' access to sound loans. ACB also would appreciate the oppor
tunity to provide the Committee with the views of our recently formed task force 
on predatory lending when they are available. 

Legislative and regulatory attempts to deal with predatory lending face serious 
challenges. New laws and regulations could discourage certain types of lending by 
inaccurately labeling loans as "predatory" or stigmatizing legitimate loan terms and 
at the same time failing to stop predators from engaging in egregious practices. It 
is essential to recognize the important difference between legitimate loan product 
terms and predatory lending practices. Any loan term is subject to abuse if it is not 
properly disclosed or if the loan officer falsifies documents. 

An overly broad law or regulation could impose restrictions that would limit the 
availability of credit while allowing predators to continue their deceptive practices. 
Rather than imposing more regulations on heavily supervised institutions, ACB con
tinues to recommend stronger supervision of unsupervised lenders. A combination 
of vigorous enforcement of existing laws and regulations and enhanced opportunities 
for homeownership education and counseling would be the best approach to the 
problem. 

The Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve) is consid
ering amendments to its regulations implementing the Home Ownership and Equity 
Protection Act of 1994 (HOEPA).I The Office of Thrift Supervision and the FDIC 
continue their review of regulations and policies. In addition, the new Administra
tion-particularly the Department of the Treasury and the Dejartment of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD}-have indicated that they wil become engaged on 
the topic. While this Committee's hearings are timely and appropriate, Congress 
will likely wish to review the Federal Reserve's and encles' final regulations 
and receive the Administration's views before moving tion. 

One trou ment is the actions by various tate and local governments 
reg ding. They have considered-and in some cases passed
overl ation. The effect has already been to discourage lenders from 
making subprime loans in some of these jurisdictions, cutting off credit to those who 
need it most. 

While regulation and improved supervision have important roles to play, the con
sumer is the first line of defense against abusive practices. Homeownership edu
cation and counseling cannot be overemphasized as a way to help borrowers avoid 
becoming victims of predatory lenders. This is particularly true for borrowers with 
little or no experience in homeownership and finance. ACB members currently pro
vide counseling on their own or in combination with other institutions or community 
groups. ACB will continue to work with the American Homeowner Education and 
Counseling Institute as a founding member to provide more education and coun
seling. Lenders, community groups, and public agencies should work to expand 
these programs. 

Equal Enforcement Is Essential 
Most proposed legislation and regulations would, in theory, apply to almost all 

mortgage lenders. Indeed, many nondepository institution lenders assert they must 
adhere to the same regulations that insured depository institutions must follow. 
However, many of the firms most commonly aSSOCIated with predatory practices are 
not Federally insured and are not subject to regular examination and rigorous su

1 Pub. L. 103-325, Title 1, Subtitle B (September 23, 1994). Our comments on the Federal Re
serve's proposed amendments are an appendix to this testimony. 
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pervision. Such firms are examined on a complaint-only basis. The joint report by 
the Federal Reserve and the HUD issued in 1998 acknowledged these facts, stating: 

Abusive mortgage loans are not generally a problem among financial in
stitutions that are subject to regular examination by Federal and State 
banking agencies. Abuses occur mainly with mortgage creditors and brokers 
that are not subject to direct supervision.2 

Abusive practices-for example, falsifYing documents; hiding or obscuring disclo
sures; orally contradicting disclosures-are the essence of predatory lending. The 
proper remedy for these abuses is to ensure that loan originators do not violate laws 
against fraud and deceptive practices and properly disclose loan terms. If existing 
and new regulations are effectively applied only to Federally supervised depository 
institutions, they will fail to deal with the problem. ACB is concerned that the cur
rent focus on abusive lending practices could lead to overly broad regulations. By 
unduly tightening restrictions on subprime lending, there is a risk of discouraging 
insured depository institutions from making responsible subprime loans, which 
would effectively open the door even wider to unregulated predators. 

To avoid this, the focus of regulatory efforts should be on enhancing systems to 
detect and deter deception and fraud without restricting the availability of credit. 
Borrowers should enjoy the same consumer protections, regardless of the institu
tions they patronize, and the institutions that offer similar products should operate 
under the same rules. Therefore, ACB strongly encourages increased supervision of 
non-Federally insured lenders. 

ACB recommends that Congress provide the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
with adequate resources to enforce the laws under its jurisdiction, particularly with 
respect to unsupervised lenders. The Federal banking agencies should work with the 
States and the FTC to ensure that Federal regulations apply in practice, as well 
as in theory, to all lenders, including State-licensed, nondepository lenders.s The ap
plication of the standards and enforcement of these regulations is particularly im
portant because State-licensed lenders can choose to follow regulations issued by the 
Office of Thrift Supervision under the Alternative Mortgage Transactions Parity 
Act.4 Without adequate enforcement, there may be situations where State law is 
preempted but Federal regulations are not enforced. 

, 

Subprime Lending vs. Predatory Practices 
It is important that policymakers distinguish between subprime lending and pred

atory lending practices. These terms are often mistakenly used interchangeably. 
Subprime lending provides financing to individuals with impaired credit or other 
risk factors, though at somewhat higher rates or under stricter terms than are

j available to more creditworthy borrowers. The rise of subprime lending has given 
many previously underserved borrowers access to credit; before the expansion of 
subprime lending, a consumer either qualified for a prime loan or was denied credit. 
Subprime loans now offer a middle ground and have helped consumers achieve and 
maintain home ownership at r"!cord levels. 

A properly underwritten subprime mortgage benefits both the borrower and the 
lender. To be considered properly underwritten, a subprime loan-indeed any loan
must be priced appropriately. The best credit risk enjoys the lowest rate; those with 
weaker credit histories are risk priced at higher rates for access to credit. By ex
panding the pool of eligible borrowers, lenders are able to add earning assets to 
their books. However, subprime borrowers also add risk to the balance sheet. By 
taking borrowers' circumstances into account in pricing, lenders are properly com
pensated for the risks they take. Done right, subprime lending is good for an institu
tion's customers, community, stakeholders, and deposit insurance fund. I In contrast, true predatory lending benefits only the lender. All lending should 

! balance the interests of lenders and borrowers. In the case of loans made on an 
abusive or predatory basis, the mortgage broker home improvement contractor, or 
lender receive excessive fees, while borrowers who cannot meet the terms of their 
loans may diminish their equity, damage their credit ratings, and even risk the loss 
of their home. To avoid foreclosure, borrowers must often carry ultra-high debt serv
ice until they can secure new financing. These predatory lenders charge far more 
than what is required to fairly compensate for risk or lend to borrowers that are 
unqualified. They do so to extract as much profit from the transaction as possible. 

2 Joint Report to the Congress Concerning Reform to the Truth in Lending Act and the Real 
Estate Settlement Procedures Act, July 1998, p. 66. 

3 Letter of July 5, 2000 in response to OTS advanced notice of proposed rulemaking on respon
sible alternative mortgage lending. 


412 U.S.C. 3801-3806. 
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Adjusting the HOEPA Triggers 
The Federal Reserve has authority under HOEPA to adjust the annual percentage 

rate (APR) trigger from 10 to 8 percentage points over the comparable treasury 
rates. The Federal Reserve may also include additional fees in to the points and fees 
trigger. 
Adjusting the APR Trigger 

There are many descriptions of predatory lending practices, but they cannot easily 
be translated into a clear statutory or regulatory definition of predatory lending. 
Rather than attempting to define the term, HOEPA draws a line between high-cost 
loans-which require special disclosures and restrictions-and all other loans. This 
bright line has the advantage of clarity. but HOEPA does not encompass all loans 
that might be predatory. That is probably an impossible goal, but ACB members be
lieve that the current APR threshold of 10 percent over comparable Treasuries could 
be lowered to 8 percent without restricting the subprime market. 

According to last year's report on predatory lending practices by HUD and the 
Treasury, only 0.7 percent of subprime loans originated from July through Sep
tember of 1999 met the current HOEPA APR threshold.5 By lowering the threshold 
from 10 to 8 percent, HUD and Treasury estimated that 5 percent of subprime loans 
would be covered.6 ACB recommended that the Federal Reserve take this step under 
its current HOEPA authority. 

Lowering the threshold to 8 percent would cover a larger universe of transactions 
and provide additional protection to consumers. Doing so will not, however, solve 
the problem. Some lenders may try to avoid the HOEPA trigger by shifting the cou
pon rate and the upfront fees by small amounts. In any event, predatory lenders 
may not bring the HOEPA disclosures to the borrowers' attention or may tell the 
borrower the disclosures are irrelevant. As pointed out above, rules without enforce
ment are no solution. 

In addition, we caution against lowering the thresholds too far, as proposed in 
some legislation. That could unfairly label legitimate subprime loans as predatory 
and impose additional burdens on legitimate subprime lenders.7 Imposing additional 
disclosures; restrictions on terms; and reduced access to the secondary market 
would be harmful, but still not effectively deal with the predatory lending problem. 

Regulators have suggested that they will not consider HOEPA loans for purposes 
of Community Reinvestment Act compliance, a step ACB supports. The secondary 
mortgage market, at least as far as the Government-sponsored enterprises are con
cerned, will not now accept HOEPA loans. These are helpful steps under the current 
HOEPA limits, but could be perversely damaging if the current trigger values are 
decreased too far. Such a chain of events could force more borrowers away from reg
ulated lenders to the unregulated. 
Points and Fees Trigger 

In general, ACB opposes adding additional items to the points and fees trigger. 
We recommend applying the HOEPA definition to a substantial number of addi
tional loans by reducing the APR trigger. That change, when coupled by the in
creased reluctance of lenders to make any HOEPA loans and investors to buy such 
loans, would have a substantial effect. Policymakers risk overreaching if they also 
bring more loans under HOEPA through the points and fees mechanism. If Con
gress or the Federal Reserve believe it is necessary to add items to the points and 
fees trigger, ACB believes it should apply only to cases where the refinancing takes 
place within a relatively short period, such as 12 months or less. 
Prepayment Penalties 

ACB opposes including prepayment fees in the points and fees trigger for HOEPA 
loans as proposed by the Federal Reserve. Prepayment penalties are a common op
tion the borrower can accept in exchange for other consideration, such as a lower 
interest rate. This earlier transaction has no direct relationship to the new loan. 
ACB understands the concern with the abusive practice known as "loan flipping" 
that is used to increase opportunities for predatory loan arrangers to impose inap

5 "Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending: A Joint Report» (June 20, 2000) p. 85. 
SId atp. 87. 
7 Federal Reserve Governor Edward Gramlich described the problem this way in his May 1, 

2000 letter to Senate Banking Committee Chairman Phil Gramm. The Governor wrote: 
"HOEPA's triggers may bring subprime loans not associated with unfair or abusive lending 
within the acts's coverage. Similarly, abusive practices may occur in transactions that fall below 
the HOEPA triggers." In a similar letter sent on May 5 to Chairman Gramm, Comptroller of 
the Currency John D. Hawke, Jr. summed up the problem this way: "I am concerned that at
tempting to define this term [predatory lending] risks either over- or under-inclusiveness.~ 
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propriate costs and fees at closing. However, the suggestion that a new rule be im
posed runs the risk of bringing legitimate loans and lenders into the HOEPA ambit. 
ACB recommends that policymakers attack these abuses directly, through better en
forcement and consumer education and counseling. This is a better approach than 
unfairly stigmatizing legitimate transactions. 

Points 
As with prepayment penalties on the original loan, ACB believes that points paid 

on that loan have no relationship to the points and fees-and hence the HOEPA 
trigger-on a new loan. The osed addition to the points and fees trigger is an
other way to discourage loan y predatory lenders. Again, ACB urges policy-
makers to attack this problem 
Scope of Restriction on Certain Acts or Practices 

In its request for comment last year, the Federal Reserve sought comment on sev
eral approaches to deal with predatory lending practices and asks whether they 
should apply to: 
• All mortgage transactions; 
• To refinancings only; or 
• To HOEPA loans only. 

The current anecdotal information does not implicate the vast majority of mort
gage transactions or refinancings. Therefore, ACB recommended that any new re
strictions apply only to HOEPA-covered refinancings to avoid limiting the avail
ability of legitimate subprime loans. 
Specific Terms and Conditions 

During the debate on this issue, a number of specific proposals have been ad
vanced to attempt to prevent predatory lending practices. ACB is concerned that 
certain rates and terms might be defined as "predatory," even though in most cir
cumstances they would be appropriate. Whether a particular term is predatory gen
erally depends on the facts and circumstances of the particular transaction. Blanket 
restrictions on loan terms that have a legitimate role in the marketplace is not the 
right solution.s 

These are ACB's comments on some of these specific issues: 
Unaffordable Loans 

One practice used by predatory lenders is to make a loan to an individual that 
he or she is clearly in no position to repay, based on the stated amortization sched
ule. ACB opposes such a practice where the borrower does not understand the terms 
of the loan and has no other means to repay. However, there may be some situa
tions where both the lender and the borrower understand at the outset that the bor
rower lacks the capacity to amortize the loan from ordinary sources but structures 
the loan to accommodate repayment from an extraordinary source. One common ex
ample is a "bridge loan" where repayment will come from the sale of the borrower's 
current residence. ACB urges that policymakers avoid imposing legislation or regu
lation that might interfere with these kinds of accommodating transactions. 

Federally insured banks and savings associations must already demonstrate that 
their loans are made according to sound underwriting guidelines. They have a good 
record of making loans that borrowers can repay. If other lenders adhered to similar 
good business practice, this aspect of the predatory lending issue would be substan
tially mitigated. 

There are some indications that the capital markets are already pulling away 
from predatory lenders because of losses due to foreclosures and increased public 
and regulatory scrutiny. While many predatory loans may remain on the books and 
reports suggest that borrowers are continuing to suffer from predatory practices, 
capital market discipline is likely to become increasingly effective. Therefore, it is 
important that policymakers not overreact and impose rules that discourage main
stream lenders from providing credit to underserved areas and populations. 
Limits on Refinancing 

Anotherlredatory technique involves frequent refinancings, sometimes within a 
brief perio . One of the most egregious examples involves refinancing low-cost loans 

8 Governor Gramlich described the problem with new rules this way before the House Banking 
Committee on May 24, 2000: "Frankly, the value of rules prohibiting such practices is uncertain, 
given the nature of predatory practices. Some occur even though they are already illegal, and 
others are harmful only in certain circumstances. Tbe best solution in many cases may simply 
be stricter enforcement of current laws," 
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on community development housing and simply replacing them with much higher
rate loans. Such practices are completely inappropriate. 

Yet additional regulation to protect consumers is not the answer. First, refi
nancing a loan at a higher rate is not, by itself, a predatory practice. For example, 
a borrower may wish to convert a substantial amount of equity into cash, resulting 
in a higher loan-to-value ratio and risk profile for the new transaction. Alter
natively, that borrower may find that market rates may have simply risen since the 
original loan was made. While repeated refinancings at higher rates may well be 
a common predatory practice, a borrower and a lender may find it mutually agree
able to restructure their business relationship. A well-informed consumer who 
chooses and can afford the obligation should not have that option foreclosed. 

Second, repeated refinancing is generally just one aspect of a broader preda
tory lending scheme that involves deceiving the borrower, falsifYing loan papers, 
and "packing" the loan with hidden fees. Without these illegal practices, there would 
be little point in repeated refinancing. Thus, a special rule on refinancing is not 
necessary. 

Some have suggested language that would permit refinancing at higher rates if 
there is a tangible net benefit to the borrower. This is an intensely fact-based stand
ard that-if imposed by law---could create an unprecedented burden on institutions, 
for example to analyze and document the "tangible net benefit" for every loan. ACB 
opposes this standard as both unnecessary and overly burdensome. 

Balloon Payments 
Balloon payment provisions can be used by predatory lenders to force a refi

nancing or even foreclosure. However, it is important to recognize that balloon pay
ments can serve legitimate purposes. A balloon provision would make sense for a 
borrower who wishes to pay the loan on a long-term schedule, but fully expects to 
refinance or repay the loan before the date the balloon payment is due. For example, 
a borrower may have a fixed-rate, fully amortizing loan (no balloon) coupled with 
a line of credit with interest-only payments until a date certain when the loan must 
be paid in full. Properly used balloon transactions give borrowers the benefits of 
short-term interest rates and long-term amortization of the loan debt. A borrower 
who is fully informed by the lender and who understands his or her obligations can 
avoid foreclosure by a planned sale of the rroperty, refinancing the balloon trans
action, seeking an extension before the fina due date, or taking some other action. 

These positive features depend on an informed borrower who understands the im
plications of a balloon payment. Based on the anecdotal information provided during 
last year's InJD-Treasury forums, it appears that some victims of predatory lending 
practices have not understood this particular loan term. As indicated below in the 
discussion of improved disclosures, ACB believes that it should be determined why 
this is the case and steps taken to correct the problem, rather than imposing unnec
essary and disruptive restrictions. 

Prepayment Penalties 
Unreasonable prepayment penalties can make it extremely difficult for a borrower 

to replace a loan made on an abusive or predatory basis. In other instances, prepay
ment penalties which are typically in effect only a few years-are appropriate and 
beneficial to borrower and lender alike. They decrease the likelihood that a borrower 
will payoff a loan quickly (decreasing anticipated income to investors) or com
pensate the investor for lost income if the borrower does decide to prepay the loan. 

What is the benefit to the borrower? Investors are willing to accept a loan with 
a lower interest rate, with the protection of a prepayment penalty. This is an espe
cially good option for borrowers who expect to remain in their homes for a longer 
period. It is also important to emphasize that these clauses may discourage the refi
nance option for only a limited time and may not be binding at all if the borrower 
seeks to sell the home. In some cases, borrowers prefer loans without prepayment 
penalties and lenders do not include them. This is an appropriate market response. 

Some have proposed limiting prepayment penalties to cases where the borrower 
receives a benefit, such as lower upfront costs or lower interest rates. This is similar 
to the "tangible net benefit" test discussed above in connection with limits on refi
nancing. However expressed, ACB believes that it would be extremely difficult for 
an institution to reliably measure and demonstrate compliance with such a require
ment across an entire loan portfolio, especially in periods of high mortgage interest 
rates. Each case would depend on particular facts and circumstances, requiring an 
economic analysis of each situation. 

Regulatory evaluation could even turn on the subjective intent of the borrower. 
For example, a borrower who had no intention, at the time of closing, of selling the 
home soon might later decide for any number of reasons to sell his or her house 
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and prepay the mortgage. He or she would have received a lower interest rate or 
fewer points in exchange for a prepayment penalty that he or she never expected 
to incur. However, what might have looked like a good bargain at closing could turn 
out to be relatively costly just a short time later simply because the borrower chose 
a different course. 

ACB believes that this is another case where informed consumer consent, rather 
than a difficult to enforce standard makes the most sense. 
Negative Amortization 

Some loans have payment schedules that are so low that interest is added to the 
principal, rather than bein/f. paid as it accrues. This can be harmful if too much in
terest is added to the loan s principal and the loan terms do not provide a way to 
reverse the process. However, like a prepayment penalty, the possibility of negative 
amortization can help borrowers. For example, some lenders offer fIxed-payment, 
adjustable rate loans that-depending on prevailing interest rates--could result in 
some negative amortization. These loans are sometimes made to ease the debt serv
ice requirement for a defIned and often limited period. The interest rate on these 
loans is capped, the possibility of negative amortization is fully disclosed, and the 
negative amortization potential is itself capped. Sometimes the negative amortiza
tion is provided to assist the borrower in a time of fInancial stress or in times of 
unusually high short-term interest rates. 

Misrepresentations Regarding Borrower's Qualifications 
Some have suggested a rule that would prohibit lenders from misleading con

sumers into thinking that they do not qualify for a lower cost loan. In a request 
for comment last year, the Federal Reserve indicates that, "Such a practice gen
erally would be illegal under State laws...."9 ACB believes that State authorities 
should enforce these laws with respect to lenders they regulate. It is unlikely that 
Federally insured depository institutions are engaged in these practices and, if they 
are, the existing examination process would correct them. 
Reporting Borrowers' Payment History 

One important potential benefIt of responsible subprime lending is that it can give 
those borrowers with credit blemishes a chance to qualify for prime loans. ACB 
strongly supports the reporting of all loan performance data and is opposed to the 
reported practice by some lenders of choosing not to report positive performance for 
fear their customers will be targeted by competitors for refInancing. If a lender does 
not report positive credit experience, the credit report is no longer accurate and the 
benefIt of an improved credit report is lost. Lenders that report data must report 
all data and not subjectively choose what to report. This is an instance where con
sumers benefIt from appropriate disclosure of their fInancial information. 
Referral to Credit Counseling Services 

ACB strongly supports homeownership education and counseling and our mem
bers have no objection to telling borrowers that counseling is available. In fact, 
many of our members offer counseling or participate in joint programs. And, as indi
cated above, ACB is a founding member of the American Homeowner Education 
and Counseling Institute. However, we are reluctant to endorse mandatory coun
seling for all high-cost loans, as some have suggested-particularly if a substantially 
higher number of loans are covered by a new defInition. Mandatory counseling could 
create perverse incentives and give rise to meaningless counseling programs. Con
sumer representatives told the HUD-Treasury joint task force that they were 
concerned that counseling certifIcations could become yet another document that 
predatory lenders would routinely falsify. And, they indicated that if the mandatory 
counseling actually took place, it could be used as a shield against later claims that 
the loan was predatory or otherwise improper. 

Nevertheless, ACB believes that counseling can be a real benefIt to borrowers, 
especially those with little or no experience in homeownership and fInance. Coun
seling gives potential victims of predatory lenders tools to avoid an inappropriate 
transaction. 
Mandatory Arbitration 

Arbitration agreements have been criticized when included in some HOEPA loans 
or loans deemed "predatory." However, arbitration can be a simple, fast, more af
fordable alternative to foreclosure litigation. Attorneys who represent homeowners 
victimized by predatory lenders often complain that they lack the time and re
sources to pursue claims in court. Fair and properly structured arbitration arrange

965 Fed. Reg. 42892 (July 12, 2000). 
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ments could help them. Of course, they must be fully and properly disclosed. In 
legitimate agreements, consumers retain all of their substantive legal rights. And, 
the record shows that there is no inherent bias against consumers in arbitration 
proceedings. 

HOEPA Disclosures 
In addition to increasing the number of loans considered high-cost, some have 

suggested increasing the disclosures that must be made for these loans. ACB be
lieves that requiring substantial additional disclosures would provide little benefit. 
The HUD-Treasury forums presented convincing evidence that the existing 
disclosures are sometimes ineffective, and more elaborate disclosures might even 
give predators more opportunities to confuse consumers. Rather, ACB recommends 
that the Federal Reserve and other policymakers thoroughly study why the existing 
disclosure regime is ineffective and what alternatives might work. Those efforts 
should concentrate on simpler, "plain English" disclosures that focus consumer 
attention on relevant information. Regulators also should work to ensure that disclo
sures are provided in a timely way, particularly by institutions that are not regu
larly supervised. 

One approach might be adapted from the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) tables re
quired for mortgage loans and the requirement that credit card solicitations include 
a special table (sometimes known as the "Schumer box") that highlights key 
terms.1o For a loan (as opposed to credit sale) the highlighted terms are: 
• 	Annual percentage rate 
• Finance charge 
• Amount financed 
• Total of payments 
• 	Payment number, amount, due dates 

The form also includes information on credit insurance, security interest, filing 
fees late charges, and prepayment penalties. 

For credit cards, these terms are: 
• 	Annual percentage rate 
• Variable rate (if any) 
• Method of computing the balance for purchases 
• 	Annual fees 
• Minimum finance charge 
• Transaction fee for purchases 
• Transaction fee for cash advances 	and fees for paying late or exceeding the credit 

limit 
These special disclosure boxes provide consumers with conspicuous disclosures of 

the key terms, though do not substitute for the full TILA disclosures. 
In contrast, the special HOEPA disclosures-provided 3 days before closing-are 

limited to APR, monthly payment, and statutorily prescribed language that states, 
"You are not required to complete this agreement ..." and "... you could lose 
your home ...".1 1 These disclosures do not address the predatory practices used 
to strip equity from borrowers' homes. 

ACB suggests that policymakers carefully study why the current HOEPA disclo
sure system may be inadequate and determine how it could be improved. As things 
now stand, in some situations borrowers do not understand the disclosures or lend
ers do not provide the disclosures or discourage their use. 

If the problem is lack of borrower understanding, the disclosures should be im
proved and lenders should make greater efforts to educate and counsel consumers. 
If the problem is with the lenders, ACB urges greater enforcement. 

Certainly, disclosures should be written using plain language. But in addition, 
ACB recommends that Congress direct the agencies to work with lenders to field 
test the entire disclosure system. Such a review may reveal that even disclosures 
drafted in plain language are not fully understood by consumers. ACB cautions 
against overloading consumers with too much detail. ACB members' "field tests"
conducted at loan closings every day-demonstrate that many consumers do not un
derstand the current disclosures. 

Open End Home Equity Lines 
Some have raised concern that lenders could use open-end credit lines to evade 

HOEPA and, if so, whether such structuring should be prohibited. ACB does not 
have any evidence that HOEPA is being evaded in this fashion. In addition, ACB 

10 Regulation Z, Appendix G-lO(A) & (Bl & H-2. 

II 15 U.S.C. 1639(a). 


http:terms.1o
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members generally do not offer open-end mortgage loans; secured lines of credit are 
generally offered for a specified term, for example, 5 or 10 years, to give the lender 
an opportunity to review and restructure the agreement. In any case, ACB believes 
it would be very difficult to distinguish between legitimate lines of credit and "eva_ 
sions," because whether a particular loan was an evasion would depend on the lend
ers state of mind. 
Community Outreach and Consumer Education 

The Committee should be aware of a wide variety of community outreach activi
ties and consumer education efforts already underway. As indicated above, ACB is 
a founding member of the American Homeowner Education and Counseling Insti
tute (AHECl), a nonprofit organization, which supports national standards for orga
nizations and individuals that provide education and counseling services. This orga
nization is the creation of a diverse group of mortgage industry stakeholders who 
realized that existing educational programs or counseling services had neither uni
form content or value. The effort also recognized the need to determine and measure 
the qualifications and standards of conduct of those who deliver these services. 
AHECI has established minimum standards for educational program content and 
duration; these standards have been widely circulated and well received by the in
dustry. AHECI certification of instructors and program approval will provide bor
rowers and lenders of a degree of assurance as to the quality and utility of locally 
offered programs never before available, once the certification/approval process is in 
place. 

ACB also participated with other associations in the creation of a brochure de
signed to help consumers understand the terms of their loans before they commit 
in writing. This brochure defines key loan terms and includes a worksheet to help 
consumers compare their monthly spending plans before and after taking out a new 
mortgage loan. It also helps consumers compare all the terms of various mortgages. 
Finally, the brochure lists key rights available to protect against predatory lenders, 
such as the right to cancel a refinancing within three business days of a closing. 
A copy of this brochure is included with this statement. (Brochure held in Senate 
Banking Committee files.) 

Whether through formal counseling programs or in the normal loan underwriting 
process, ACB member institutions work to ensure that borrowers understand their 
responsibilities and will be able to fulfill them. 

Despite these efforts, supervised mortgage lenders have a difficult time competing 
with the aggressive marketing tactics of some lenders and brokers. The economics 
faced by the different types of lenders may go a long way toward explaining the 
problem. Simply put, a predatory lender that charges rates and fees substantially 
above prime can afford to devote substantial resources to marketing. This may in
clude print, broadcast, and even "house calls" by loan sales people. Prime or near
prime lenders may have a better product, but their profit on a given loan is too 
small to support a similarly aggressive sales campaign. 

Because of this imbalance in the market and because of the important public pol
icy goal of blunting predatory lending practices, ACB believes that the Government 
agencies have a role in consumer information and education. The FDIC recently 
launched a financial literacy program with the Department of Labor. The OTS and 
the Comptroller of the Currency also have financial literacy programs. Federal Re
serve Banks provide training sites for education and counseling services. Govern
ment agencies could-through public service announcements and the like-urge con
sumers to seek out education and counseling and encourage lenders to offer or rec
ommend those services. In addition, ACB strongly supports funding for HUD's home 
ownership education and counseling programs. 
Mortgage Lending Reform 

Some assert that simplifying the application and settlement rules could go a long 
way toward solving the predatory lending problem. ACB supports sim.{llification ef
forts, but we also recognize they are not a panacea for predatory lending. Industry 
and policymakers have tried repeatedly to streamline this process, but no matter 
how successful they are, making the biggest purchase and taking on the biggest fi
nancial obligation in your life is inherently complicated. But as indicated above, 
solid education and counseling can help borrowers learn enough about the process 
to understand whether or not they are being fairly treated. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize the following points: 

• Policy makers should avoid imposing over-inclusive legislation or regulations that 
unfairly label legitimate loans as predatory or stigmatize legitimate loan terms; 
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• Many firms associated with predatory practices are not subject to regular exam
ination and rigorous supervision, and the Federal financial supervisory agencies 
should work with the FI'C and the States to help ensure that new and existing 
rules are effectively and equally applied to all mortgage lenders; 

• Unless all lenders 	are subject to the same rigorous enforcement, new rules only 
will increase the burden on institutions that are now heavily supervised while 
failing to solve the predatory lending problem; 

• 	Existing disclosures should be made clearer-and validate these improvements 
through field testing-rather than adding lengthy new disclosures. 

• Education 	and counseling can be an effective way to prevent predatory lending. 
ACB and its members pledge to increase access to high-quality homeownership 
education and counseling. 
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NAfCU 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FEDERAL CREDn UNIONS 

P.O. Box 31ti9 • WASHINGtON, DC • 20007-0269 
(703) 522-4770 • (800) 336-4644 • FAX (703) 524-1082 

July 24. 200 I 

The HotIOI'able Paul Sarbancs 
Cball"llWl 
Committee on Baniong, Housing and Urban Affai", 
United States Senate 
W ashmgton, DC 20510 

Dear ChallTllan Sarbanes: 

On behalf oftbe National Association of Federal Credit Unions (NAFCU), the only 
national trade association thal ""elusively represents the interests of our nation's fed.nli credit 
unions, we support your bearings on predalOr)' lending. While NAFCU believes there is little, If 
any, ev1dence ofpredatory lending pnctlce> by credit unIOns, we acknowledge the aneedotal 
"",dence ofCOIlS""""" paying rrum: than !hey otherwlse might wban obtaining or refinancing 
homo·related loans. 

Predatory lending In any form i. unacceptable to the cr<1Iit union communitY and 
NAFCU disapproves of any practices that take advantage of"mnfonned and unw:uy consun.".. 
by subJectmg them to deception, misleading and incomplete information, JIIisificano...s, or 
oulright fnud. In this regard, NAFCU slrongly ruppons mearringful efforts to elimmatc 
predatory lending practices in aI! sectn'" of the economy. 

NAFCU believes there is little, ifany, eyjdence oi predatory lending practices by credit 
unions and that credit union specific n:gulation on predatory lending would be mlsd"""ted and. is 
therefon:, not needed. infonnation Jrom the Federal Reserve suggests that most predatory 
lending Invol_ nor.-depository institutions and other lenders that are not subjeCt to routine 
regulalOr)' compliance audits and examination. 

Bem i.ssuing new _ ofregulations. the appropriate governmeTlt regulatory agencies 
should determine wh<thcr ell'ecti"" enforceme!!t of!he Truth in Lending Act, the Home 
0wnerlIhi'p Equity Protectioo Act, rel""""t Fair Lending laws, and tile Real EstlW! Settlement 
Procedures Ac~ would adequately protect consumers apmst predatory lending practices. 
EltistinSlaws and regulations need to be dfectively enfurced and applied to all indhidual. and 
buSllICWS that regularly extmd ermit for personal, falTl1ly Ot' howehold purposes. 

A. you are aware.,credit unio"...noot-for-profit cOOperati.... financial institutions.' 
Credit \IIlions retum any earnings 10 their memhm! typically .. redU\:ed fees or reduced interest 
rates on loans or as wyjdends on shares, or n:invest those earnings in !he credit union as retained 
earnings for ~ of sa"'tY and soundness. Also, credit unions rely an unpaid. volunteer 
boards of direeto.. elected by. and drawn from, each institution' 9 membership, This structun: 
ensures !he maximum responsIVeness to members, thus resulting m outstaDding service. 

e-mail: nafcu@nafcunet.org. website: www.na.fcunet.org 

http:www.na.fcunet.org
mailto:nafcu@nafcunet.org
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In a resolution condemning predatory lending. the NCUA Board noted, "credit unions are 
generally recognized to be a part of the solutionlllld not a part of the problem[-l" Other studies 
have also cited the superior service that credit unions provide their members. In a recent report 
published by Consumer Reports, which surveyed more than 14,000 individuals, it was found that: 

... [E]ighty-eight percent of credit union customers were either completely satisfied or 
very satisfied with the service they received versus just 63 percent of respondents who 
had accounts at a commercial or savings bank. 

Similar findings have also been published in the American Banker's annual conswner satisfaction 
survey. It is, therefore, readily apparent that credit unions have consistently outdistanced all other 
financial service providers in offering affordable financial services. 

NAFCU believes that many of the prebJerns that Congress will be investigating during 
their hearings are not problems within the credit union community. Furthermore. federal credit 
unions are prohibited by law from engaging ·in some practices that have been associated with 
predatory lending. For example, federal credit unions cannot charge more than 15 percent per 
year on any loan (12 USC 1757(5)(A)(vi», unless an alternative rate is established by federal 
regulation. (Today that rate is 18%). In addition, federal credit unions are prohibited from 
charging pre-payment penalties to their members (12 USC 1757(5)(A)(viii». 

Many credit W'lions have taken on the responsibility of serving individuals of small 
means. According to the Federal Credit Union Act, Congress intended credit unions "to make 
more available to people of small means credit for provident purposes." (12 USC 1751) Credit 
unions have always taken this responsibility very seriously and have a proven track record in 
serving those individuals. It is vital that credit unions can continue to serve not only individuals 
of small means but also all individuals who wish to have credit union service. In fact, low
income expansions are growing at twice the rate they did in 2000. In the first six months of this 
year, there have been 97 low-income additions, which translates into 4.97 million potential 
members. 

According to the Credit Union Membership Access Act (CUMAA, Public Law 105-219), 
credit unions must follow a very complicated fonnula laid out in the Community Development 
Banking and Financial Institutions Act of 1994 to detennine which neighborhoods would be 
considered underserved. (12 USC 1759(c)(2)(A)(l». NAFCU recommends that this definition be 
simplified and spelled out in the Federal Credit Union Act itself. In addition, NAFCU also 
believes that there are other areas in which the Federal credit union charter can and should be 
enhanced in order to better enable credit unions to serve America's financial services consumers. 
NAFCU has already had preliminary discussions as to how the Federal charter might be enhanced 
with lIIdividual Members of the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban.A.ffiUrs. We would 
be pleased to further discuss these critically important issues with you, Mr. Chairman, and the 
Members of your Committee and their staffs, at the earliest feasible opportunity. 

In conc1Uslon, NJiFCU woula like to' Urge Congress to examine all aspects ofpredatOry 
lending, before moving forward with legislation. As a result, Congress may conclude that 
through enforcement of existing laws and the tightening of regulations, legislation to address the 
problem may not be necessary. It is vitally important that, when action is taken to protect 
consumers in the lending market, no one, especially those of lesser means, is left empty-handed. 
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If you or your staff has any questions regarding this matter, please don't hesitate to call 
NAFCU's Senior Vice President, Bill Donovan. or me at 703-522-4770. We look forward to 
working with you and the other members of the Committee on matters of mutual concern. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Fred R. Becker, Jr. 
CEOlPresident 
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STATEMENT OF GALE CINCOTTA 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL TRAINING & INFORMATION CENTER 


NATIONAL CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL PEOPLE'S ACTION 


JULY 25, 2001 


I want to thank Chainnan Sarbanes and other Members of the Senate Banking 
Committee for holding hearings on predatory lending. My name is Gale Cincotta 
and I serve as Executive Director of the National Training & Infonnation Center 
eNTIC) as well as the Chairperson of National People's Action (NPA). In these posi
tions, I remain committed to stomping out this scourge. We hope that these hear
ings will lead to Federal legislation which would protect homeowners from the 
deceptive and equity-stripping practices used by predatory lenders. 

NTIC is a 30 year old training and resource center for grassroots community orga
nizations across the country. NPA is a coalition of 302 community groups from 38 
States who organize locally and coalesce nationally around issues of mutual concern 
that require national action. 

We are proud that Chicago was the first city to pass an antipredatory lending or
dinance that required fmancial institutions with city deposits or contracts to swear
off predatory lending practices. We are also proud that Illinois passed strong 
antipredatory lending regulations in April (see http://www.obre.state.il.us/preda
tory /predrules.htm for details and attached articles). 

Documenting the Problem 
Both of these victories came after NTIC spent 2 years organizing at the local and 

State levels to address predatory lending. We argued for refonn by getting home
owners and advocates directly involved in the fight. 

We also documented that subprime lenders are the source of an explosion of fore
closures in the Chicago area-subprime lenders went from initiating 163 fore
closures in 1993 to filing 4,796 in 1999 (see attached maps). Similarly, the share 
of foreclosures by subprime lenders grew from 2.6 percent in 1993 to 36.5 percent 
in 1999 for the same seven county metropolitan area. 

The countless stories associated with the foreclosure dots on the maps reveal a 
dozen or so predatory practices that. pushed the borrower into bankruptcy and fore
closure. While this foreclosure data does not exist in most cities, the stories do. A 
dozen local organizations across the midwest, southwest, and northeast have been 
organizing homeowners ripped-off by predatory lenders. The stories are similar and 
the effects are devastating: elderly and other borrowers are left homeless, the equity 
wealth and credit records of entire families is ruined, and communities are left with 
abandoned buildings. (See attached articles). 

The roots of these problems-predatory lending-must be pulled up_ We have 
begun the process in one State, Illinois, and are willing to work in 30 more. 
However, we are pleased that you are using your leadership powers to move Federal 
legislation. 

The organizations affiliated with NTIC and NPA who are working on this issue 
have all achieved intennediate success. (See attached "NPA's National and Local Ac
complishments on Predatory Lending"). All agree, however, that ultimately the solu
tion is strong Federal legislation that is strictly enforced. The money to be made 
through predatory lending will last as long as Americans have equity in their 
homes. 
Predatory Lending Policy Recommendations 

NTIC and affiliated organizations have found that effective legislation should con
tain the following elements: 

1. Sets the annual percentage rate (APR) triggers at T-bill plus 4 percent 
points and fee triggers at 3 percent of the total loan amount to capture the full 
range of loans likely to contain predatory loan terms. Predatory lending is most 
often found in refinance and equity loans that carry higher-than-nonnal interest 
rates and fees. Currently, the Home Ownership Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) 
captures only a tiny percentage of the subprime loans. Predatory lenders have 
learned to originate loans that fly under the radar of HOEPA's annual percent
age rate and fee triggers; in fact, only loans with close to a 16 percent interest 
rate are subject to restrictions on predatory tenns under HOEPA. However, bor
rowers with interest rates of even 10 percent are being successfully targeted
with predatory loans that steal equity out from under the homeowner. Simi
larly, HOEPA applies too high of a fee trigger to loans. While Freddie Mac has 
detennined that banks charge a prime rate customer 1-2 percent points of the 
loan amount in fees, predatory lenders often charge borrowers 5-20 percent in 

http://www.obre.state.il.us/preda
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financed fees. These come in the form of inflated origination & broker fees, as 
well any number of '~unk fees." 

2. Prohibits Steering: Charging high, subprime interest rates (9-25 percent) 
on borrower's who have good enough credit to qualitY for prime-rate loans (7
9 percent). 

3. Prohibits lending without ability to repay: Making a loan based on the eq
uity that the borrower has in the home, without regard to the borrower's ability 
to repay the loan. 

4. Prohibits single-premium credit insurance packing: Including overpriced in
surance such as credit life, disability, and unemployment insurance. The lender 
finances the insurance as part of the loan, instead of charging periodic pre
miums outside ofthe loan. 

5. Prohibits Loan Flipping: Frequent, unnecessary refinancings of a loan with 
no benefit to the borrower. 

6. Prohibits fees in excess of 3 percent of the total loan amount: While Freddie 
Mac has determined that banks charge a prime-rate customer 1-2 percent 
points of the loan amount in fees, predatory lenders often charge borrowers 5
20 percent in financed fees. These come in the form of inflated origination and 
broker fees, as well any number of "junk fees." 

7. Prohibit Prepayment Penalties: Huge fees charged when a borrower pays 
off the loan early or refinances into another loan. Prepayment penalties are de
signed to lock borrowers into high-interest loans, thereby undermining our free 
market economy by taking away a borrower's right to choose the best product 
available to them at a given time. 

8. Prohibit Balloon Loan: A loan that includes an unreasonably high payment 
due at the end of or during the loan's term. The balloon payment is often hid
den and almost the size of the original loan. These loans are structured to force 
foreclosure or refinancing. 

9. Prohibit Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARM's): ARM's by predatory lenders 
are usually indexed so that they only adjust up, increasing a borrower's interest 
rate a full point every 6 months. As a result, a borrower's monthly payment in
creases twice a year even though they likely were told that the adjustable rate 
mortgage would fluctuate with the economy. 

10. Requires lenders to escrow for property insurance and tax premiums: Many 
predatory lenders artificially reduce a borrower's monthly payments by not 
charging them the full amount necessary to pay for property taxes and insur
ance premiums out of an escrow account. As a result, homeowners who have 
never had to worry about saving for separate property tax and insurance pay
ments are hit with bills potentially as big as their mortgage payments twice a 
year. 

11. Prohibits Home Improvement Scams: A home improvement contractor ar
ranges the mortgage loan for repairs, often charging the borrower for incom
plete or shoddy work. 

12. Prohibits Bait & Switch: A lender offers one set of loan terms when 
the borrower applies, but pressures the borrower to accept worse terms at the 
closing. 

, Other Efforts To Combat Predatory Lending 
While the Congress begins to debate the legislative remedy to this issue, we will 

continue to pursue four distinct strategies to combat predatory lending: 

Compelling and Supporting Increased Enforcement Through 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), State Banking Departments, 
and Attorneys General 

In March 2001, Assistant to the Director of Consumer Protection, Ron Isaac, rep
resented the FTC at the NPA Conference. At the conference, Mr. Isaac committed 
the FTC to participating in predatory lending hearings in seven cities over within 
12 months. Mr. Isaac committed to attending himself (or sending a representative 
of equal authority from the national FTC office), asking a regional representative 
to also attend, and to attending the NPA Conference in 2002. At the hearings, local 
organizations will expose predatory lenders through personal testimony and statis
tical supporting evidence. NTIC and NPA also recognize that the FTC has sweeping 
powers under Section 5 of the FTC Act to write regulations that would guard 
against "unfair practices." We will be asking the FTC to use these powers to regu
late against predatory lending practices. 
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Targeting Citigroup's CitiFinancial /Associates, Nationally, and 
Other Problem Lenders, Locally, for Lending Reform 

Pressure from NPA and other groups has forced Citigroup to discontinue one of 
its most profitable and abusive lending practices-the sale of single-premium credit 
insurance. But while celebrating the conglomerate's decision, NPA demands that 
Citigroup take additional steps toward lending reform. 

NPA leaders in Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Des Moines, central Illinois, Indi
anapolis, Pittsburgh, Syracuse, Wichita, and other cities say that Citigroup must 
cap fees at 3 percent, eliminate terms that lock borrowers into predatory loans, and 
allow borrowers their American right to sue predatory lenders in court. 

Furthermore, Citigroup must review and restructure the predatory loans made by 
The Associates and CitiFinancial which tens of thousands of homeowners are cur
rently struggling to repay. Many of these homeowners will ultimately end up in 
bankruptcy and foreclosure unless Citigroup repairs the loans so that borrowers are 
able to repay their loans and remain in their homes. 

Finally, NPA calls on Citigroup to offer affordable, prime-rate loans throughout 
the 48 States where they operate. Currently, most borrowers can only get high-in
terest loans through CitiFinancial branches, even if they have good credit and qual
ify for a prime-rate loan. This Citigroup policy creates a discriminatory loan system 
where most borrowers pay too much for mortgage credit. 

Pursuing Increased Protection in States Where Local Groups Are 
Positioned-Through Either State-Level Legislation or Regulation 

Several States are at or nearing the point where they are poised to push for legis
lative or regulatory protection from predatory lending as was accomplished in 
Illinois in 2001. 

Working With Responsible Lenders To Develop Lending Products 
That Provide an Alternative to the Quick-cash Predatory Loans 

Under the Predatory Lending Intervention and Prevention Project, NTIC, and af
filiated NPA organizations joined Fannie Mae and several lenders in Chicago last 
November to kick-off a pilot product that refinances borrowers out of predatory 
loans and into loans that they can afford to repay. Similarly, some groups such as 
the Northwest Neighborhood Federation in Chicago are pursuing banks to develop 
their own loan products to provide borrowers alternatives to the quick-cash promises 
of predatory loans. We are currently expanding this pilot to central Illinois, Cin
cinnati, Cleveland, and Des Moines. 

While these are all important ways to stop predatory lending, everyone would 
agree that thorough, strong Federal regulation is the most effective way to protect 
borrowers. 

Please let me know how I, NTIC, and NPA can help the Banking Committee on 
this issue in the future. 

Please See the Attachments That Follow 
1. Maps of "Foreclosures Started by Subprime Lenders in Chicago, 1993 and 1999" 
2. Maps of "Foreclosures Started by Subprime Lenders in Chicagoland, 1993 and 

1999" 
3. Selected articles 
4. "NPA's National and Local Accomplishments on Predatory Lending" 
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ForedoslftS started by Subprime Lenders in Chic:agolan 

1993 
163 Foreclosures 

86 In Chicago
78 In SUbtris 
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NTIC Attachment #4,7-25-01 

NPA's National & Local Accomplishments on Predatory Lending 
As of 7-25-01 

National accompiishments ofNational People's Action (NTIC and affiliated local organizations) 
1. 	 NP A fOImed partnership with the Federal Trade Commission's Bureau ofConsumer 


Protection to hold hearings in seven cities on predatory lending over the coming year. 


2. 	 NPA targeted Citigroup for a reinvestment agreement to address predatory and two-tiered 
lending once they purchased The Associates. 

3. 	 NPA advanced proposals with federal bank regulators to protect against predatory lending 
through hearings in five cities, 

4. 	 NTlC helped design and implement Fannie Mae's "Anti-Predatory Refinance Initiative" in 
Chicago as a way to help borrowers escape from predatory loans. We are currently 
expanding this pilot to several other cities including Cincinnati, Cleveland, Des Moines, and 
Central Illinois. 

5. 	 NTIC provided training, research, & technical assistance on predatory lending and 
community reinvestment to affiliated groups in a dozen cities. 

Local Victories 
I. 	East Side Organizing Project (Cleveland, OH) - Through a series ofactions. public and 

smaller meetings, negntiated receipt of foreclosure & mortgage lien data from Cnyahoga 
County. allowing ESOP to analyze subprime foreclosure patterns and providing a pool of 
folks affected by predatory lending in the Cleveland area. Similarily. advocated for the 
successful passage ofa resolution against predatory lending by the Cuyahoga County 
Commissioners. ESOP is currently in negotiations with Major League Mortgage, a local 
mortgage broker accused ofpushing hundreds ofCleveland families into predatory loans. 
ESOP beld hearing with federal bank regulators. ESOP will hold a hearing on predatory 
lending with the FTC. 

2. 	 Central illinois Organizing Project - Won a commitment from two national banks that they 
would not count subprime loans toward the commitments made in their reinvestment 
agreements. ClOP provided research and testimony at the state level, succeasfulJy advocating 
for the passage ofregulations to protect borrowers from predatory lending practices. ClOP 
participated in the Chicago hearing with federal bank regulators. CIOP held the first hearing 
on predatory lending with the FTC on July 14; the hearing was attended by 103 aop 
members, as well as representatives from the state's Office ofBanks and Real Estate, 
Department ofFinancial Institutions (enforcement agencies for the !lewly-created anti
predatory lending regulations), Attorney General, and Senator Fitzgerald's office. 

3. 	 Northwest Neighborhood Federation (Chicago, ILl - Co-developed a pilot product with a 
regional bank to refinance borrowers with predatory loans out of foreclosure. Won support 
from four banks to fond a northwest-side housing counselor to assist predatory lending 
victims. Successfully spearheaded a coalition that wocked with the Cook County Board of 
Commissioners to pass an anti-predatory lending ordinance. 
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4. 	 Syracuse United Neighbors (Syracuse, NY) - Stimulated extensive press coverage exposing 
the two-tiered lending & redlining by a regional bank in Syracuse as part of their lOO-person 
hearing with representatives of the four federal banking regulators on reinvestment & 
predatory lending. SUN will hold a hearing on predatory lending with the FTC. 

5. 	 Sunflower Community Action (Wichita, KS) - Publicly negotiated a commitment from the 
state Banking Commissioner to air PSA's warning folks about predatory lending, investigate 
one national predatory subpcime lender active in Wichita, help leverage a meeting between 
SCA and the lender, and follow-up with SCA in the coming months. SCA will hold a hearing 
on predatory lending with the FTC. 

6. 	 Michigan Organizing Project (Grand Rapids, MI) Won a public commitment from Old 
Kent (a Grand Rapids-based regional bank being acquired by an outside bank, Fifth Third) to 
develop a DOn-predatory subprime loan product which rewards a borrower with a lower 
interest rate as they repay on time. 

7. 	 Communities United for Action (Cincinnati, OIl) - After a series of negotiations, announced 
a commitment from a Cincinnati-based regional bank to not use several of a list of predatory 
practices at a reinveslment and predatory lending hearing before 100 community leaders and 
representatives of the four federal banking regulators. CUFA will hold a hearing on predatory 
lending with the FTC. 

8. 	 South AUBtin Coalition Community Council (Chicago, IL) - Through a dozen actions, public 
testimony, and official hearings, pushed through the Dation's first anti-predatory lending 
ordinance in Chicago. SACCC participated in the Chicago hearing with federal bank: 
regulators. SACCC will hold a hearing on predatory lending with the FTC. 

9. 	 Organization for a New Eastside (Indianapolis, OIl) Through a series of actions appealing 
directly the to lender and to the attomey general, won a ground-breaking release ofa 
mortgage found to be predatory by a Citigroup as it acquired The Associates. 

10. Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement (Des Moines, IA) - In an SO-person hearing with 
representatives of the four federal banking regulators on reinvestment It predatory lending, 
won a commitment from a bank tc.- not refer unqualified borrowers out of the bank to any 
subprime lenders. Advocated for and received a commilment from a state legislator to hold a 
series of four hearings across the state on predatory lending over the summer. CCI met with 
Iowa's Attorney General Tom Miller on Iuly 24, 2001, urging him to investigate the 
predatory lending practices of Conseco Finance. CCI will hold a hearing on predatory 
lending with AG MiUer and the FTC. 
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Foreclosures Started bySubprima Lenders in Chicago 

1993 1998 

85 Foreclosures 2.219 Foreclosures 
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STATEMENT OF ALLEN J. FISHBEIN 

·t GENERAL COUNSEL, CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE, WASHINGTON, DC 

JULY 26,2001 

My name is Allen J. Fishbein, and I am General Counsel of the Center for Com
munity Change and I also Codirect the Center's Neighborhood Revitalization 
Project. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I want to commend you for 
holding this hearing on the problems associated with predatory mortgage lending 
and thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on behalf of my organization 
on this important topic. 

Prior to rejoining the Center in December of last year, I served for almost 2 years 
as the Senior Advisor to the Assistant Secretary for Housing at the U.s. Depart
ment of Housing & Urban Development. My duties at HUD included helping to di
rect the activities of National Task Force on Predatory Lending, which the Depart
ment established in conjunction with the Treasury Department. 

The Center for Community Change (www.communitychange.org) is a national, 
nonprofit organization that provides training and technical assistance of many kinds 
to locally based community organizations serving low income and predominately mi
nority communities across the country. For the last 25 years, the Center's Neighbor
hood Revitalization Project has advised hundreds of local organizations on strategies 
and ways of developing innovative public/private partnerships aimed at increasing 
the flow of mortgage credit and other financial services to the residents of these un
derserved areas. 

The rapid rise in predatory lending has been a disturbing part of the growth in 
the sub prime mortgage market. It threatens to quickly reverse much of the progress 
made in recent years to expand homeownership to underserved households and com
munities. At a time when a record number of Americans own their own home for 
too many families the proliferation of abusive lending practices has turned the 
dream of homeownership into a nightmare. Abusive practices in the subprime seg
ment of the mortgage lending market have been stripping borrowers of home equity 
they spend a lifetime building and threatens thousands of families with foreclosure, 
destabilizing urban and rural neighborhoods and communities that are just begin
ning to reap success from the recent economic expansion. Further, predatory lending 
disproportionately victimizes vulnerable populations, such as the elderly, women
headed households and minority homeowners. The predators selectively market 
their high-cost loans to unsuspecting borrowers, sa . hese families with expen
sive debt, when in many cases, they qualifY for less s. 

Given the nature and prevalence of this problem, a comprehensive approach is re
quired, involving all levels of government, the mortgage and real estate industries, 
together with community and consumer organizations. This was the approach rec
ommended last year by the Treasury Department and HUD and we think this ap
proach makes the most sense. 

To be sure, increased consumer awareness about predatory lending practices must 
be part of the mix and there is much that industry and non{>rofit organizations are 
doing and can do to improve the financial literacy, especIally for at-risk home
owners. Expanded enforcement is needed as well. 

However, efforts to increase financial literacy among consumers and incremental 
increases in enforcement, in and of themselves, will not be sufficient to curb the 
growing problem of predatory lending. Existing consumer protections must also be 
strengthened, since existing laws are simply inadequate to prevent much of the 
abuse that is occurring. Further, better mortgage loan data collection by the Federal 
Government is necessary to provide regulators and the public with more comprehen
sive and consistent information about those areas most susceptible to predatory 
lending activity. And there is much more to be done by those who purchase or 
securitize high-cost sub{>rime loans to ensure that, knowingly or unknowingly, they 
do not support the actiVIties of predatory loan originators. 

Later in my testimony I discuss our recommendations for the additional Federal 
action that is needed to combat the problem. 
What Is Predatory Mortgage Lending? 

The term "predatory lending" is a short hand term that is commonly used to en
compass a wide range of lending abuses. The local community organizations, hous
ing counseling agencies, and legal aid attorneys we work with report a steep rise 
over the past few years in the incidence of these abusive practices. Disturbingly, 
while home mortgage lending is regulated by the States and at the Federal level, 
local groups working on this issue find that many of the most abusive practices by 
predators are technically permissible under current law. 

www.communitychange.org
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Predatory lending generally occurs in the subprime market, where most borrowers 
use the collateral in their homes for debt consolidation or other consumer credit pur
poses. Most borrowers in this market have limited access to the mainstream finan \ 
cial sector, yet some would likely qualify for prime loans. While predatory lending 
can occur in the prime market, it is ordinarily deterred in that market by competi
tion among lenders, greater homogeneity in loan terms and greater financial in
formation among borrowers. In addition, most prime lenders are banks, thrifts, or 
credit unions, which are subject to more extensIve Federal and State oversight and 
supervision, unlike most subprime lenders. 

The predatory lending market works quite differently than the mainstream mort
gage market. It usually starts with a telephone call, a mailing, or a door-to-door so
licitation during which time unscrupulous lenders or brokers attempt to persuade 
a borrower to use home equity for a loan. Hi~h-pressure sales techniques, deception, 
and outright fraud are often used to help close the dea1." According to a recent 
AARP survey over three quarters of seniors who own homes receive these types of 
solicitations, while many takeout loans relying solely on these overtures, without 
taking the necessary time to shop around to find the best possible loan deal for 
themselves. 

Some would have this Committee believe that the term predatory lending is not 
well defined and therefore, cannot be used as a basis for enacting stronger regula
tion. A broad consensus emerged last year among a diverse range of institutions, 
including Federal and State regulators and the GQvernment Sponsored Housing En
terprises (GSE's) about the common elements associated with predatory lending. 
Testimony from victims and others at the public forums sponsored by Treasury and 
HUD, and by the Federal Reserve Board, also illustrated the all too-frequent abuses 
in the subprime lending market. 

The joint report issued last year by the Treasury Department and HUD, Curbing 
Predatory Home Mortgage Lending (June, 2000), catalogued the key features com
monly associated with predatory loans. These include the following: 
• Lending 	without regard to a borrower's ability to repay. Instead of establish

ing the borrower's ability to pay, predators underwrite the property and charge 
very high origination and other fees that are not related to the risk posed by the 
borrower. 

• Packing. Single-premium credit life insurance policies and other fees are "packed"
into loans but not disclosed to borrowers in advance. The financing of these prod
ucts and fees increases the loan balance, stripping equity from the home. 

• Loan flipping. The predators pressure borrowers into 	repeated refinancings over 
short time periods. With each successive refinancing the borrower is asked to pay
more high fees, thus stripping further equity. 

• Prepayment penalties. Excessive prepayment penalties ensure that the loan can
not be paid off early without paying significant fees, trapping borrowers into to 
high-cost mortgages. 

• Balloon payments. Predatory loans may have low monthly payments at first, but 
the loan is structured so that a large lump sum payment is due within a few 
years. 

• Mandatory arbitration. Mandatory arbitration clauses to resolve disputes are usu
ally required as a condition for receiving a loan. Such clauses reduce the legal 
rights and remedies available to victims of predatory lending. 
The report concluded that practices such as these, alone or in combination, are 

abusive or make the borrower more vulnerable to abusive practices in connection 
with high-cost loans. 
What Are the Reasons for the Growth in Predatory Lending? 

The Nation's economic success has caused home values to rise. Consequently, 
Americans have found greater equity in their homes, which has fostered an enor
mous expansion in consumer credit, as many homeowners have refinanced their 
mortgages to consolidate their debts or pay-off other loans. The growth in the 
subprime lending over the last several years may have benefited many credit-im
flaired borrowers. Subprime lenders have allowed these borrowers to access credit 
that they perhaps could not otherwise obtain in the prime credit market. Nationally, 
subprime mortgage refinancings rose from 100,000 in 1993 to almost one million in 
1998, a ten-fold increase in just 6 years. 

However, studies by HUD, the Chicago-based Woodstock Institute, and others 
have demonstrated that subprime lending is disproportionately concentrated in low 
income and minority communities. Mainstream lenders active in white and upper
income neighborhoods were much less active in low income and minority neighbor
hoods effectively leaving these neighborhoods to unregulated subprime lenders. Cer
tainly, not all predatory practices are confined to the subprime market. However, 
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as the Treasury-HUD report concluded, subprime lending has proven to be fertile 
ground for predatory practices. 

According to HUD statistics, subprime lenders are three times more likely in low 
income neighborhoods than in upper-income neighborhoods and five times more 
likely in predominately African American neighborhoods than in white neighbor
hoods. Moreover, Bubprime lending is twice as prevalent in high-income African 
American neighborhoods as it is in the low income white communities (See, HUD's 
report Unequal Burden: Income and Racial Disparities in Subprime Lending in 
America, April 2000). 

The Effects of Predatory Lending 
The dramatic growth in foreclosure actions in some neighborhoods that has ac

companied the growth in sub prime lending over the last several years suggest the 
damaging effects of lending abuses. In fact, foreclosure rates for subprime loans pro
vide the most concrete evidence that many subprime borrowers are entering into 
mortgage loans that they simply cannot afford. And the most compelling evidence 
that subprime lending has become a fertile ground for predatory practices is the cur
rent, disproportionate percentage of subprime loan foreclosures in low income and 
minority neighborhoods. 

HUD and others have documented the wave of foreclosures now coming out of the 
subprime market in recent research studies. Studies of sub prime foreclosures in 
Chicago (by the National Training and Information Center), Atlanta and Boston (by 
Abt Associates) and Baltimore (by HUD), as well as other research, reinforce raises 
serious concerns about the impact of subprime loans on low income and minority 
neighborhoods in urban areas. These findings provide recent evidence that preda
tory lending can potentially have devastating effects for individual families and 
their neighborhoods. 

Additional Federal Action Is Needed To Combat Predatory Lending 
Predatory lending has received considerable attention in the news media, largely 

because of the efforts of national and local community and consumer organization, 
some of who have provided testimony to this Committee on this subject. In addition, 
growing concerns about abuses in the subprime market have led States and increas
ingly, localities to mount their own legislative and regulatory efforts to curb preda
tory lending. 

Some industry groups have complained about and lobbied against the adoption of 
State and local antipredatory laws. They say they fear being subjected to growing 
set of local, and possibly, conflicting standards. However, in our opinion, these local 
legislative efforts will continue and expand in the absence of decisive action being 
taken at the Federal level. 

We believe that the Federal Government can make a significant dent in the prob
lem of predatory lending by taking action in five key areas (similar recommenda
tions were endorsed by the Treasury-HUD report): 

Strengthening the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) 
and the Fair Lending Laws 

A key recommendation in the Treasury-HUD report was that HOEPA needs to 
be strengthened (HOEPA is the key Federal protection for borrowers of certain high
cost loans by requiring lenders to provide additional disclosures and by restricting 
certain terms and conditions that may be offered for such loans). We agree that 
Congress needs to take this action. 

As witnesses before this Committee in connection with these hearings have testi
fied. the "dirty, rotten secret" of predatory lending is that many of the worst abuses 
are not necessarily illegal under existing consumer protections. This means that 
beefed-up enforcement of the existing laws alone will not curb the problem. 

Currently, HOEPA is a useful, but limited tool. For one thing, it covers very few 
high-cost loans (about 1 percent). It does not cover home purchase or home equity 
and home improvement loans that are structured as open-end credit lines. More
over, the statute currently does not cover some critical abusive practices associated 
with high-cost lending and the civil remedies that are provided need to be enhanced. 

We are pleased that the Federal Reserve Board is contemplating using the admin
istrative discretion it has under HOEPA to revise and expand some limited aspects 
of the regulations governing the implementation of this statute. For example, the 
Board is proposing to adjust the existing interest rate trigger to bring additional 
loans under HOEPA. The proposal also would expand the Act's coverage to include 
most loans in which credit life or similar products are paid by the borrower at or 
before closing. 
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But the Board has yet to act on its proposal and even if these changes were even
tually adopted, the vast majority of high-cost loan borrowers (95 percent or more, 
according to most estimates) still would not be covered by HOEPA's protections. 

Consequently, we support the type of legislation that was introduced last year in 
the Senate by Chairman Sarbanes and in the House of Representatives by Rep
resentative LaFalce (and reintroduced in the House again this year, as H.R. 1051, 
by Mr. LaFalce). We also commend Senator Schumer for legislation he offered last 
year. Passage of this type of legislation would help to curb what appear to be the 
key elements of abusive mortgage lending. We are pleased, Mr. Chairman, that you 
have indicated your intention to reintroduce your bill and your strong desire to have 
a bill reported out of Committee. 

The proposed legislation extends HOEPA protections to a greater number of high
cost mortgage transactions, restricts additional abusive practices in connection with 
high-cost lending, and strengthens consumer rights and legal remedies. Moreover, 
the proposed legislation balances curbs that are need to deter the abusive lending 
without cutting off the legitimate access to credit that helps families of modest 
means to move up the economic ladder. 

Also, since predatory mortgage lending appears, in many respects, to be a fair 
lending problem, legislation is needed to make the Equal Credit Op:r0rtunity Act 
(ECOA) a more effective tool in this area. In particular, ECOA shoulc be amended 
to explicitly prohibit "reverse redlining" (that is, the discriminatory steering of infe
rior loan products to neighborhoods disinvested by prime lenders). Tougher penalties 
for those lenders who persist in engaging in these practices are also needed. Rep
resentative LaFalce has introduced legislation in the House of Representatives that 
addresses both of these points (H.R. 1053). Mr. Chairman, we urge you to introduce 
similar legislation in the Senate. 
Providing Additional Federal Funding ofHome Mortgage Counseling 

Virtually everyone associated with mortgage lending, both industry and consumer 
and community organizations alike, agree that understanding the terms of a home 
loan and taking the time to shop around for the best available loans are critical 
steps that borrowers must take to avoid being victimized by predatory lenders. This 
is especially true for borrowers in the subprime mortgage market since a substantial 
number of these may qualify for less expensive, prime mortgages. 

The borrowers who have access to qualified premortgage loan counseling are less 
likely to enter into loans they cannot afford. Current law requires certain categories 
of these borrowers, such as recipients of HUD's Home Equity Conversion Mortgage 
program (HECM) to receive preloan counseling. However, a substantial gap in quali
fied counseling exists, especially for those homeowners most vulnerable to being vic
timized by predatory lenders. 

Congress should require lenders to recommend certified housing counseling to all 
high-cost loan applicants. Additional Federal funding should be provided to increase 
the availability premortgage loan counselors. These funds should be targeted to bor
rowers and communities most susceptible to predatory lending. 
Encouraging the Expansion of Prime Lending In Underserved Communities 

The lack of competition from prime lenders in low income and minority neighbor
hoods increases the chances that borrowers in these communities are paying more 
for credit than they should. According to HUD research, higher income African
American borrowers rely more heavily on the subprime market than low income, 
white borrowers which suggests that a portion of subprime lending occurs with bor
rowers whose credit would qualify them for lower cost prime loans. There is also 
evidence that the higher interest rates charges by subprime lenders cannot be fully 
explained solely as the function of the additional risk they bear (for example, Fannie 
Mae has estimated that one-half and Freddie Mac has estimated that 10 to 35 per
cent of subprime borrowers could qualify for lower cost loans). Thus, a greater pres
ence by mainstream lenders could possibly reduce the high interest and fees cur
rently being paid by the residents of underserved areas. 

One of the problems that may contribute to the misclassification of borrowers is 
that by and large financial institutions do not have adequate processes in place to 
refer-up borrowers who qualify for prime credit from their subprime affiliates to 
mainstream banks and thrifts. Expanding the universe of prime borrowers would 
help to curb predatory lending. 

Accordingly, Congress should urge the Federal banking regulators to use author
ity under the Community Reinvestment Act and other laws to "promote" borrowers 
from the subprime to the prime market, while penalizing lenders who make preda
tory loans. Moreover, the Federal Reserve Board should utilize the authority it has 
under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act to conduct examina
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tions of subprime lenders that are subsidiaries of bank holding companies where it 
believes that such entities are violating HOEPA or otherwise engaging in predatory 
lending. 

Improving Loan Data on Subprime Lending 
Despite the explosive growth in subprime mortgage lending over the past several 

years, there is no consistent, comprehensive source of data on where those loans are 
being made geographically, by which lenders, and to what types of borrowers. In 
truth, the data collection requirements of the Federal Government have failed to 
keep up with these trends. 

Virtually all of the research to date is based on a list of subprime lenders com
piled, on his own initiative, by an enterprising researcher at HUD. The Federal Re
serve Board, HUD, and other Governmental agencies, as well as lenders, academics 
use this list, and anyone else interested in the field. Lenders on the list are classi
fied as subprime if they identify themselves as such. All loans reported by those 
lenders are counted as subprime, and no loans reported by lenders that do not iden
tify themselves as subprime are counted. Further, HUD is under no mandate to 
compile this list, and should it cease to do this, there would be virtually no future 
information available about where and to whom they are going. This is the best in
formation available on subpriroe lender, and nobody thinks that it serves the need 
adequately. 

The Federal Reserve Board has proposed to amend the Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act regulations (with which this information about subprime lenders is combined). 
The Fed's proposal would, among other things, collect and disclose information on 
the annual percentage rates of loans reported, and indicate whether a particular 
loan was classified as a HOEPA loan. The proposal would also revise the rules to 
ensure that some large, nondepository subprime lenders, not currently covered 
under HDMA, would be required to submit annual reports on their loan activities. 
Unfortunately, the Fed has yet to finalize these rules. 

Accordingly, Congress should adopt legislation requiring more systematic report
ing by lenders under HMDA on their subprime lending activities. In addition to re
vising ECOA, the LaFalce bill (H.R. 1053) I referenced previously amends HMDA 
to require reporting on subprime lending. It also provides HUD with the necessary 
authority to impose civil money penalties to enforce compliance with HMDA by non
depository lenders, similar to the authority banking regulators have for banks and 
thrifts. The lack of reporting by many nonbank financial institutions has hindered 
the ability of regulators to track lenders that may engage in abusive lending. Pro
viding HUD with the necessary statutory authority in this area also would establish 
a more level playing field between depository and nondepository mortgage lenders. 

We believe that similar legislation should be introduced in the Senate as well. 

The Federal Government Should Take Steps to Prevent the Secondary Market 
From Supporting Predatory Lending 

Ultimately predatory lending could not occur but for the funding that is provided 
by the secondary market to finance these loans. The rapid rise in subprime lending 
that has occurred in recent years was possible because many of these loans were 
purchased in the secondary market either whole or through mortgage-backed securi
ties (about 35 percent of subprime loans by dollar volume in 1999 was securitized). 

While the secondary market to some extent has been part of the problem con
nected with predatory 1 . it can become an important part of the solution. The 
refusal by the secondary to purchase or securitize loans with abusive fea
tures, or to conduct business with lenders that originate such loans could curtail 
their liquidity and thus, reduce their profitability. 

Last year, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the two Government sponsored housing 
enterprises, pledged not to buy loans with predatory features. HUD acted further 
to discourage the GSE's from purchasing predatory loans, when it also elected to 
disallow the GSE's from receiving credit toward fulfillment of their affordable hous
ing goals for the purchase of loans with predatory features. The GSE's pledges and 
the provisions in the Affordable Housing Goals rule must be monitored to ensure 
that the two enterprises are living up to their commitments. 

However, the GSE's constitute a relatively small share of the subprime market 
and unfortunately, other secondary market players have been less willing to adopt 
similar corporate policies against predatory lending. HOEPA provides that pur
chasers or assignees of mortgages covered by that statute are liable for violations 
unless ordinary due diligence would not reveal them as such. Similarly, Section 805 
of the Fair Housing Act makes the secondary market potentially liable for financing 
discriminatory loans. 
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Consequently, the secondary market institutions appear to have taken at least 
some notice of their potential legal liability for the purchase of high-cost loans in
volving HOEPA violations. However, because HOEPA loans represents such a small 
share of the highcost loan market and discrimination claims are difficult to prove, 
these developments have not yet resulted in across the board vigilance and screen
ing by the secondary market that makes an impact by constricting the funding pipe
line for predatory lenders. 

Expanding HOEPA coverage to a greater share of the market and clarifying that 
parent companies are liable for the sins of their subprime affiliates (a provision con
tained in the Sarbanes and LaFalce bills) could encourage loan purchasers to de
velop the necessary due diligence to filter out abusive loans from their business ac
tivities. Expanding liability in this area is critical given the recent influx of many 
of the Nation's largest financial institutions into the subprime market. Unfortu
nately, some of the 8ubprime lenders acquired by these giant entities are being sued 
or otherwise have been exposed for their connection to predatory lending practices. 
Establishing that parent companies and officers of lenders, or subsequent holders 
of loans by contractors, or liable for the predatory practices of originators would en
courage these mega-financial institutions to develop the necessary internal controls 
to deter abusive loan practices. 

We urge this Committee and the Congress to move decisively in the areas we 
have identified. It will take such comprehensive action by the Federal Government 
to curb the predatory lending problem. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to provide our views on this subject. 

! 
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JUly 26, 2001 

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes 
Chairman 
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, DC. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Household Intemational would like to take the opportunity to respond to the 
testimony provided today by two witnesses, Mr. Paul Satriano and Mrs. Mary Arln 
Podelco, before the Senate Banking Commillee. Several Senators on the 
Committee have asked for our response. Because these customers have 
chosen to put their pef$Ollal financial information on the public record before the 
Committee, we feel it important for aU interested parties to know these additional 
facts relating to both transactions. 

Mrs. Mary Ann Pode/co 

Unfortunately, our records on Mrs. Podelco are span;e as her last loan with 
Benefieial was paid in full in February, 1996. This was over two years before 
Household purchased Beneficial. As such, it is difficult for me to comment on the 
additional facts of that loan or the ineome she disclosed to the Beneficial loan 
officer at that time. 

I can tell you, however, that the Beneficial system was converted to Household's 
policies in June 1996 upon completion of the acquisition, end I can assure you 
that under these policies. ability to repay the loan (without consideration of equity 
value) is a primary factor. If Podeleo's ineome ;vere as limited as she has 
testified, the loan would not have been made. I can further assure you that 
foreclosure is a relatively rare event at Household, and that we review every 
customer's circumstances prior to initiating such action. Should we ever find a 
customer with circumstances described by Mrs. Podeleo in her testimony. she 
would not face foreclosure at either Beneficial or Household Finance Corporation 
(HFC). 
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Mr. Paul Satriano 

Mr. Satriano testified that he was rushed through the transaction and did not 
understand the specifics ofhis loan. 

• 	 The facts of the transaction are quite different from what Mr. Satriano 
represented. The process itself, from the date the application was taken 
until it was closed, took 28 days and throughout that time, our branch 
personnel were in constant contact, both in person and by phone with Mr. 
Satriano answering questions. In particular, our account executive recalls 
several phone calls to Mr. Satriano to discuss the loan's rate. buy-down 
points, and payments both with and without insurance, Further, on 
November 21, 2000, our branch manager discussed insurance and loan 
terms with Mr. and Mrs. Satriano. Our account executive spent more than 
45 minutes in the loan closing covering every part of the transaction in 
detail. to include rates, terms, conditions, and disbursements. In addition, 
following the account executive's overview, our branch manager held a 
specific discussion with the Satliano's. He asked them if they understood 
the terms and conditions of their loan (they said they did), and he gave 
another overview of how their direct debit product would worK. as well as 
their prepayment penalty. Our branch manager specifically recalls this 
conversation, and even recalls telling the Samano's that in the event of a 
refinance with Household, there would be no prepayment penalty. 

• 	 Beyond these conversations and document reviews. Mr, Satriano was 
provided with a complete set of the documents which explained in writing 
each and every term and condHion. On top of all of this, Mr. Satriano was 
given three business days to go home and review these materials in the 
privacy of his home, in an unhurried way, and to seek legal advice should 
he choose do so. 

Mr. Satriano further testified that the loan he took did not help him. He stated his 
disappointment that the loan did not payoff his cradit cards. At the same time, 
Mr. Satriano also complains that the loan was made for 100% of the value ofhis 
home, thus limiting his ability to refinance his house again. 

1 
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• 	 First, the loan did indeed payoff $1,191 in higher interest rate credit card 
debt. Mr. Satriano's credit application shows (and our account executive 
also clearly recalls) that Mr. Satriano thought his home was worth 
$110,000. An independent appraiser, however, appraised the value of the 
Satriano's home at $106,000. This lower home value did have the effect 
of lowering Mr. Satriano's loan amount, a fact of which Mr. Satriano was 
very well aware. 

Contrary to his testimony, at no time during the loan closing or during the 
three day cooling off peliod, did Mr. Satliano complain or express concem 
about his loan paying off enough credit card debt. 

In terms of the overall allegation that Mr. Satriano's loan did not help him, 
the fact is that his loan accomplished the following: 

1. 	 Consolidated Mr. Satliano's first mortgage, which was a balloon loan, and his 
second mortgage, which carried a 13.99% interest rate, along with $1.191 in 
high rate credit card loans. 

2. 	 Provided Mr. Samano with a product that will enable him to completely payoff 
his mortgage in 17.8 years. This was made possible because the Beneficial 
product that Mr. Satriano took includes a "pay rewards' feature that will 
enable him to enjoy the benefItS of reduced rates after the first 36 months of 
his loan. assuming he makes his payments on time and doesn't file for 
bankruptcy. As a side note, he is well on his way to qualifying for this 
reduction. Our branch manager specifically recalls that Mr. Samano was very 
pleased about the prospect of having his mortgage paid in full in less than 18 
years. Further, Mr. Satriano elected to utilize the bi-weekly direct debit 
product, another money saving feature. The net result of this was that the 
Beneficial loan significantly improved Mr. Samano's situation, and provided 
him the opportunity to save thousands of dollars when compared to his 
previous circumstance. 

3. 	 The Beneficial loan paid off a balloon note in the amount of $91 ,098.85. 
Without the Beneficial loan, Mr. Satriano would have been faced with coming 
up with a lump sum payment of $74,469.38 in 13 years, a poterrtially 
devastating challenge. 

Mr. Satriano testified that he was made to "feel likeN he would not get the loan if 
he did not take credit insurance. 

http:74,469.38
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• 	 The fact is that no one ever suggested or insinuated that insurance was in 
any way associated with the loan approval. In fact, our branch employee 
specifically explained to Mr. Samano that his purchase of insurance was 
completely optional. Further. to assure a clear understanding, the branch 
employee quoted exactly what the monthly payment would be if Mr. Satliano 
took the insurance and what it would be without it. In fact, both our branch 
manager and account executive specifically recall Mr. Satriano stating both 
before the loan close and duling the loan close that he had concems about 
his health and wanted life Insurance. Further, Mr. Satriano Signed two 
documents- nine pages of insurance disclosure and insurance application -
which clearly and in bold print describe the optionality of the insurance. 

Further, our branch manager states that when Mr. Samano called him to 
request the insurance cancellation, Mr. Samano told him the reason he was 
canceling was because he was running into financial problems and needed 
the cash refund. 

Mr. Satriano testified that that ha was not aware of Mso-called discount points n
• 

• 	 The fact of the matter is that our account executive recalls a specific 
conversation with Mr. Satriano whereby she explained the loan points. Mr. 
Satriano chose to pay the points. Beyond that, as mentioned earlier in this 
note, Mr. Satriano was provided with detailed disclosure and given several 
days to review them. Again, these disclosures clearly raftect the exact terms 
of his loan, including his contract rate and discount points. 

Finally, Mr. Satriano suggests that his credit history qualified him for 
consideration as a prime rate borrower. 

• 	 Mr. Satliano's credit profile is below average. In fact, his FICO score, the 
standard industry measure of credit risk, places Mr. Samano in the bottom 5% 
of all U.S. borrowers. Borrowers scoring in Mr. Satliano's range are 23 times 
more likely to default on their loans than the average U.S. borrower. 
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Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity that you afforded us on Monday to 
meet with you and the members of your staff to discuss the many initiatives that 
Household has underway to address the problem of predatory lending and to 
continue our important role of providing credit to subprime borrowers across the 
country. Vice-Chairman Larry Bangs and I indicated that we wanted to work with 
you to provide responsible reforms in the secured mortgage lending field, and I 
hope that you will call on us at the Committee's next hearings to report on our 
efforts. 

I would appreciate your making sure that this letter is included in the Committee's 
hearing record, and I am sending an individual copy of this letter to other 
members of the Committee. Please do not hesitate to call on us for any 
additional information that might be of assistance to the Committee in oversight 
activities. I assure you of our cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Gary D. Gilmer 

cc: Senator Phil Gramm 
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August 2, 2001 

The Honorable Paul Sarbanes 
Chairman 
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Cbainnan Sarbanes: 

On behalf of the Real Estate Services Providers Couocil, Inc. (RESPRO,,), I would like 
to commend you and membera of the Committee for your efforts to curb predatory practices in 
the mortgage lending industry by bringing public attention to these practices in your July 26, 
200 I and July 27, 2001 hearings, 

RESPROIli> also would like to submit written testimony for the hearing record on two 
specific issues addressed in the hearings and in pending legislative proposals: (1) the definition 
of"points and fees" under the 1994 Home Ownera Equity Act (HOEPA); and (2) a proposal 
presented in other witnesses' testimony to reform the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 
(RESPA) and the Truth in Lending Act (TILA). 

Background of RESPRO· 

RESPRO· is a national non-profit trade: association ofbusiness alliance partners from all 
segments of the home buying and financing industry. Our memberahip includes mortgage 
lendera, mortgage brokers, real estate companies, home buildera, title underwriters and agents, 
vendor management companies, and technology companies (see attached membership list), The 
majority ofour membera (l) offer mortgage loans either directly, through wholly-owned 
subsidiaries, or through joint ventures; andlor (2) offer closing services to accompany the 
mortgage loan. 

The common bond of RESPRO\l> members is that they alJ offer multiple: services ("one
stop shopping") to consumers through affiliations and sttategic alliances with other settlement 
service: providera, As an association of providera across industry lines, RESPROlli>,s goal is to 
promote competition and consumer choice a regulatory environment that enables all providers to 
compete in a level playing field, regardless of their industry or affiliation. 
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1. HOEPA '5 "Points and fees" Definition 

Currently, a mortgage loan is considered to be "high cost" under HOEPA - and therefore 
subject to its restrictions - if the points and fees paid by the consumer exceed the greater of 8 
percent of the loan amount or $400, whichever is greater. 

The Act defines "points and fees" to include all charges listed under 12 C.F.R. § 
226.4(c)(7) (including title, appraisal, credit report, and other closing costs) "unless the charge is 
reasonable, the lender receives no direct or indirect compensation with the charge, and the 
charge is not paid to an affiliate o/the lender (emphasis added)". 

Consequently, HOEPA currently e::ccludes reasonable closing costs that are paid to 
unaffiliated third parties, but includes reasonable closing costs that are paid to affiliated parties in 
determining which loans are subject to its restrictions. 

RESPROil> believes that the current definition of"points and fees" inadvertently 
discriminates against mortgage originators and closing service providers who are part of 
affiliated business arrangements, without fulfilling HOEPA's purpose. This is because HOEPA 
includes points and fees based on the mortgage originator's business structure, as opposed to the 
reasonableness of the closing costs. 

For example, a $1,000 charge for title insurance and $300 charge for an appraisal in a 
particular loan transaction by an unaffiliated settlement service provider would not be counted as 
''points and fees", while similar or even lower charges by an affiliated settlement service 
provider (e.g., $750 for title insurance and $250 for an appraisal) would count as "points and 
fees", 

a. Consumer Benefits ofAffiliated BusinesSes 

The only conceivable basis for treating the charges of affiliated businesses differently 
than unaffiliated businesses would be an unfounded concern that affiliated businesses charge 
higher fees for settlement services. But in fact, affiliated businesses in the mortgage marketplace 
over the last 20 years have consistently been proven to potentially increase competition and 
lower costs for home buyers and owners. 

The Department ofHousing and Urban Development (HUD), which regulates affiliated 
businesses under the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA), has repeatedly recognized 
the potential consumer benefits of affiliated businesses. In a 1994 proposed RESP A rule, HUD 
said, "controlled business arrangements [today called affiliated business arrangements 1and so
called 'one-stop shopping' may offer consumers si~ficant benefits, including reducing time, 
complexity, and costs associated with settlements.' In a Regulatory Analysis accompanying a 
1996 final RESP A regulation, HUD stated, "[Tlhere is some reason to expect that referrals 

39 Fed. Reg. 37360, 37361-61 (July 21, 1994), 
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among affiliated fmns may reduce costs to businesses and COIlSUl1leTS. Business may benefit 

from lower marketing costs and the ability to share information on the bome purcbase or 

refinancing among settlement service providers. In the long run, any cost savings should be 

passed on to COll8umers in most cases. Consumers may benefit additionally from reduced 

shopping time and related bassles.',3 


In its last statement on the consumer benefits ofaffiliated business arrangements, the 
Department of Justice expressed a similar opinion: " ...[A]rrangements among providers of 
different goods or services who do not compete with one another - including diversification by a 
single firm into the provision additional complementary services -- may benefit consumers in a 
variety ofways. Regulatory efforts to interfere with such arrangements should not be undertaken 
in the absence ofa strong showing that they are economically harmful to consumers.~ 4 

The only empirical studies on the impact ofaffiliated businesses in the home financing 
marketplace have reinforced the opinions ofHUD and the Department of Justice. In 1992, 
Anton Financial Economics, Inc. compared the prices for a basket of title/closing services 
offered by affiliated and unaffiliated providers in the Minneapolis-Sl Paul marketplace by 
sampling 16 finns that operated in 77 offices in the Twin Cities area (70010 of the offices in the 
marketplace). It concluded that unaffiliated title companies in the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
marketplace charge approximately $13 mere for a basket oftide/closing services than affiliated 
title companies, and that the growth ofaffiliated businesses in the Minneapolis-Sl Paul area has 

. increased competition in the marketplace over an II-year period. 

In 1994, RESPRO· commissioned a study by Lexecon, Inc., a national economic 
consulting firm specializing in the application ofeconomic data to legal and regulatory debates, 
which analyzed the title and closing costs ofover 1000 home purchase transactions - affiliated 
and unaffiliated 0- during a one-week period in September 1994. The study concluded that title 
services for transactions involving affiliated title/closing businesses not only are competitive 
with those provided by unaffiliated title/closing companies, but actually result in II two percent 
(2%) savings. 

In its 1996 Economic Analysis', MUD recognized the Lexecon, Inc. study and concluded 
that the results may underestimate the costs benefits ofaffiliated companies: 

1996 Depamnem ofHoUBing &lid Urban Development Regulatory ADaiyais, lII:C01Ilp8IIYiDg JUlIe 7,1999 
Real !:sial/) Settlemeol. Procedures Act (RESPA) fIoal reguIaIion at 61 Fed. Reg 29137 (June 7. 1996). 

lAtter :!rom Robert A. McConnell, Aaistant AlIIlmey Oeoeral, Ilepartmcml ofJlIlIlice, 10 Chairman Henry 
B. GoIIzaIez, Cbairmaa, Subcontmittlee oa Housing awl UrlMa nc...1opment, CommiWle <m BIwIting, 
pirw:tee awl Urilan Affair&, U.S. Howe ofRepmwIalivea, April 26, 1983 (oppo&inll tqpslalion to rc>8Iricl 
amliared businesses, whicb was ~ n:jected by .. House ofRepmsentatives SuhcammiWle by 
voice vote) 

Id at 3. 

•
J, 
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"HUD is aware of only one study that compares prices ofsettlement services provided by 
affiliated and non-affiliated firms. RESPRO·, an association of controlled businesses, 
commissioned a study by an independent contractor, Lexecon, Inc.[T]he study may be] 
biased in/avor o/the ulIqifiliatedfirms. Therefore, the [study] results might suggest that 
qifiliated firms 011 average have lowtff prices than their competitOni (emphasis added) ... 

b. The Issue Should Be Reasonableness ofC!Jaae, Not Who Provided The Service 

Even ifCongress was concerned that affiliated businesses may charge higher fees than 
unaffiliated mortgage originators when it enacted HOEPA, HOEPA's definition of "points and 
fees" already mandates that the charges of ancillary service providers are to be counted if they 
are not reasonable. Therefore, there is no need to retain a superfluous and discriminatory 
requirement that they be paid to a provider that is not an affiliate of the mortgage lender. In fact, 
as our initial example illustrates, HOEPA counts the ancillary fees ofan affiliated service 
provider toward the "points and fees H threshold even if they were lower than the fees charged by 
an unaffiliated provider. This serves no purpose. 

Some legislative proposals, such as S. 2415, which you introduced in 2000, would 
attempt to create more uniformity in the definition of"points and fees" by including all closing 
costs - whether paid to affiliated parties or unaffiliated third parties - in the "points and fees" 
test 

While this amendment would eliminate the unjustified discriminatory treatment of 
affiliated businesses under HOEPA, we recommend that it be accompanied by an increase in the 
minimum dollar amount for coverage to reflect the reasonable value of the closing services to be 
included in the "points and fees" definition. Otherwise, it bas the effect of further reducing the 
"points and fees" trigger beyond what is intended by the HOEPA amendment 

But RESPRO· believes that the preferable solution is to exclude fees paid to both 
affiliated and unaffiliated closing service providers from the points and fees definition, and to 
instead focus on whether the charge is "reasonable". 

Under such an approach. HOEPA would be amended as follows: 

(g) Points and fees mean ... 

(2) all charges listed under Section 226.4(c)(7) ofTitle 12 ofthe Code of 
Federal Regulations ... unless the charge is reasonable Md the lender 
receives no direct or indirect compensation in connection with the charge. 
For purposes of this section the fact that the lender IDlY be affiliated with 
the provider oflll!Y ofthe services listed under Section 226.4lc)(J) shall 
not in and ofitselfco_tnte direct or indirect COlI!.PCll§!ltion to the lender
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The underscor:ed language represenlll new language. The last underscor:ed sentence that 
we propose is simply intended to ensure that the "direct or indirect compensation" standard win 
not be misread so as to maintain the status quo and to clarifY that the cbarges ofaffiliated 
businesses will be treated the same as unaffiliated businesses. 

2. Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESP A) Reform 

Several witnesses representing the mortgage industry have suggested that predatory 
lending can be addressed by "comprehensive mortgage reform", which would involve legislative 
or regulatory changes to the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESP A) and the Truth in 
Lending Act ('fILA). 

Specifically, these witnesses propose that mortgage originators disclose to consumers the 
firm, not estimated, coslll of the settlement services needed to make the loan for which the 
consumer w applied. In return for offering this guaranteed settlement service "package", 
mortgage originators would be exempted from Section 8 ofRESPA (which prohibits referral fees 
and fee-splitting) for arrangemenlll they negotiate with the providers of the settlement services 
that are included in the firm disclosure. 

RESPRO· W actively participated on behalf ofaffiliated settlement service businesses 
in the Mortgage Reform Working Group, the industry-consumer group that attempted to reach a 
consensus on ~comprebensive mortgage reform" in 1997 and 1998. As you know, the group 
was unable to reach a consensus, although the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) and the Federal Reserve Board (Fed) used some orilll findings in illll998 Joint Repon to 
Congress on RESP Afrruth in Lending Act Reform. 

RESPRO··s cross-industry membership engaged in the same dialogue over that time 
period, however, and reached an internal consensus on some of the fundamental issues 
associated with RESPAlTruth in Lending reform that we would like to share with the 
Committee. 

This cross-industry consensus was based on a fundamental premise: that any new 
RESPA legislative or regulatory frameworlt should be carefully structured to eusure competition 
and consumer choice in the matketplace by allowing all providers. regardless of industry or 
affiliation, to participate under the same regulatory standards. 

In oIder for this to occur, we believe that any RESPA statutory amendment or regulation 
that provides incentives for providers to guarantee a comprehensive loan "package" should 
contain three elemenlll: 

a. Packaged Services Should Be Optional. Not Mandptory. 

. First, "packaged" services should be optional, not mandatory. The federal government 
should not mandate anyone delivery system fur borne buying and financing services, but instead 
should continue to allow providers to offer consumers the choice ofeither a guaranteed loan 
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"package", affiliated loan services under current "affiliated business" rules, or unaffiliated loan 
services. 

b. AlfVProvk/er Should Be Able to OJfora Guar0ntee4Settlement Service "Packqge" DirecJly 
To The Ccm.sumer. 

Second, any provider should be able to offer a guaraoteed "package" directly to the 
COIISumef. Today, both lenders and non-lenders offer II variety of one-stop shopping alternatives 
through affiliated businesses or contractual relationships, depending on the needs of their 
customers. A real estate broker-owner or home builder, fur example, may cboose to offer its 
customers a oomplete menu of mortgages and closing services, while others may decide to offer 
just a package ofclosing services that would accompany a loan provided by an unaffiliated 
lender, subject to that lender's approval. We believe that consumers should continue to have this 
choice. 

c. Services Inclu4edln the Packaee Should Be Disclosed To the Consumer. 

Finally, individual closing services that accompany the loan should be disclosed whether 
or not the provider offers a loan "package". Consumers who want to compare any two 
"packages". or packaged loan services with non-packaged loan services, would not have the 
information they need to do so if they do not know what services are in each "package" offered 
to them. 

We appreciate the opportunity to testify on these two issues. Ifyou have any questions, 
or would likc to obtain background information referenced in our testimony, plesse feel free to 
call me at 202-408-7038 or to e-mail meatrespro@erols..com. 

Sincerely, 

~~~!J~ 
Executive Director 

mailto:meatrespro@erols..com
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~,,__________ __ _____Habltat_fur_"""'anIQ'_-=-®_IirIernatlonaI 
• I THE WASHINGTON OFFICE Building house, in partrHtrshlp W1Ih Gods people In need 

Thomas L. Jones, Managing Director 

August 13, 2001 

The Honorable Paul Samanes 
Chairman/Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Samane" 

On behalf of Habitat for Humanity International (HFHl) and Our homeowner partner 
families, thank you for this opportunity to include comments for the record in response to 
recent Senate hearings on Predatory Lending. We commend you for holding these 
hearings to bring attention to abusive lending plllCtices and encourage the Committee to 
continue exploring effective deterrents to such practices. 

Habitat homeowners appear to be particularly vulnerable to such practices, as they are 
often flrst-time homebuyers, have low-incomes and have spent most of their lives beyond 
the reach of the economic mainstream. HFHl submitted comments on March 6, 2001, 
supporting the Federal Reserve Board's proposal to strengthen the Home Ownership and 
EqUIty Protection Act regulations (see attached). We believe that adopting the federal 
proposal in its entirety is an important step towards protecting homeowners and hope that 
the Committee will work to strengthen and e~pand HOEPA regulations to prohibit 
abusi ye practices not currently addressed in the law. 

HFHl also believes that Congress can reaffinn its commitment to economic justice, equal 
access to capital, and the importance of homeownership by pursuing stringent 
enforcement of cutTentlaw and e~panding current protections to curtail abusive, yet 
legal, practices such as flipping, fee packing, and equity stripping through legislative 
remedies. It is also essential to ensure borrowers have access to fair and judicious review 
of their grievances, cummtJy limited by mandatory arbitration clauses. Stronger federal 
laws goveming mortgage lending would belp close loopholes and enable the subprime 
l'I'UU'ket to deli ver credit to underserved arus in responsible ways. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your attention to this imponant matter and for your 
commitment to strengthening families, neighborhoods, and communities through 
homeownership. Please do not hesitate to conmel us if we may be of any assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Atrv.j ;CbtdtL 
I; 

Tom Jones Amy Randel 
Managing Director Director of Government Relations 
HFHIIWashington office HFHIIW IllIhington office 

1010 Vermont Ave. (ot K St.) N.W. Suite' 900 wa.tW!gIon, DC 200()!; USA (202) 628-9111 fox (202) 628-9169 

INTERHAllONAi. HEAIlQlW!rnIS, '21 Habltllt Street II/nericu$, GA 31109-3-498 USA (912) 924-6935 fox (912) 92<!.()541 
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~,.__ H_86rlta'_Iur Ilumanlty=--i!II6_I_te_rnatlonaI____ ____ _____ ____---.: 
U THE WASHINGTON OFFICE Building houses 11'1 p.iII1mrship with God's people in need 

Thomos L. Jones, Managing Director 

March 6, 2001 

Ms. Jennifer Johnson 

Secretary 

Board of Governon; of the Federal Reserve System 

20'" Slree! and Constitution Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20551 


Dear Ms. Johnson, 

Re: Regulation Z; Docket No. R-I090 

On behalf of Habitat for Humanity International, I would like to provide comment on 
Docker No. R-I090, regarding proposed amendments to the provisions of Regulation Z 
that implement the Home Ownen;hip and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA). 

I would first like to thank the Board for using its authority under HOEPA to address 
issues relating to abusive mortgage lendmg and refinancing practices. The security and 
wealth created through homeownernhip is being undermined by these predatory lending 
practices. 

Habitat for Humanity strongly supports tbe proposal-under seetion 129(1)(2)(B}
that would prohibit creditors in tbe first !lve years of a zero interest rote or low cost 
loan from replaang lhalloan with a higher rate loan. As you lllliy know, loans made 
by Habitat for HUllllinity to our partner family homeowners would be covered under Ibis 
rule, as all of OUf homes are sold to families at no profit and financed with nO-Interest 
loans. 

To my dismay, there is evidence thal some lenders praclicing predatory tactics have 
targeted Hllbitat homeowner farmljes. In spite of extensive homeowner counseling by 
Habitat affiliates and procedures 10 prevent refinancing, some homeowner families have 
been taken advantage of by lenders and been persuaded to take a higher cost loan. As a 
result, some of these families-most of whom are filst-time homeowners and far beyond 
the reach of the economic mainstream-have 10SI meir homes. Habitat homeowners, like 
many low-income and minority buyers, appear to be especially vulnerable to such abuses 
in the subprime market. 

Habitat for Humanity also strongly supports additional proVisions desi!!Jled to 
curtail equity stripping techniques, In particular. we support !be Inclusion of 
financed .Ingle-premlum credit insurance under the HOEPA "points and fees" test. 
I understand thaI the exclusion of credit insurance from points and fees has enabled 

1010 Vemont Ave. (at I( St.p•.W. SUke 900 Washlnglon, DC 20005 USA (202) 628-9111 fax(202)626-9169 

INTERNATIONAL 1iEADQtJARTERS, 121 _t Street Amtricus, GA 31709-:WIS USA (912) 924-6935 fax (912) 924-6541 
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unscrupulous lenders to circumvent HOEPA limits, excluding borrowers from HOEPA 
protections. 

Habitat for Humanity International would like to thank you for your efforts to help curb 
the egregious tide of predatory lending and for taking steps to ensure that all homeowners 
are protected from these abusive practices. It is my hope that the Board's proposed 
revisions to HOEPA will help close the gaps that currently enable unfair lending 
practices to occur. 

Please do not hesitate to contact representatives in Habitat for Humanity's Washington 
Office if you have any questions relating to this lener. You may call Tom Jones or Amy 
Randel at (202) 628-9171. Thank you, in advance, for your consideration of these 
comments. 

Sincerely, 

Millard Fuller 
Founder and President 

Cc: U.S. Senator Paul Sarbanes 
U.S. Senator Phil Gramm 
David Williams 
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A Prudent Approach To Preventing "Predatory" Lending 

By 

Robert E. Litan' 

One of the hallmarks of the U.S, financial system is that it has become increasingly 
"democratized." Encouraged by government policies and spurred by market forces, financial 
institutions and markets over time have gradually expanded credit to borrowers who in earlier 
times could not have qualified for credit. In mortgage markets especially, the govermnent has 
played an important catalytic role: creating a secondary market in mortgages through various 
"government-sponsored" enterprises, extending federal insurance to mortgages for low- and 
moderate- income (LMI) homebuyers, and by imposing "community reinvestment" obligations 
on depository institutions that are aimed at encouraging lending to LMI borrowers and 
residents of LMI geographic areas. In the 1990s, the growth of the "subprime" lending market 

among lenders and the investment banks that have "securitized" the loans has led to a 
major increase in mortgage lending to low income households, and especially minorities, As a 
result, approximately two-thirds of Americans now own their own homes - the highest rate of 
homeownership in our history. 

Nonetheless, increasing attention has been paid in recent years to various abus ive 
practices in the subprirne lending market that have been collectively labeled as "predatory 
lending." Although the term itself has not been precisely defined, it has come generally to 
refer to mortgages extended lUlder terms that are more onerous to borrowers than if they were 
more fully informed about the loans themselves and the alternative sources of finance that may 
be open to them. In response, the Congress has enacted legisla.tion cracking down on certain 
especially tmfair lending practices, while imposi,ng reporting obligations on both depository 
and non-depository lenders designed to shed slUllight on the extent of high-cost lending. In 
November and December 2000, the Federal Reserve - the principal federal regulator charged 
with collecting and pub Iicizing this information - issued two proposals to expand the coverage 
of these reporting requirements, 

This report highlights the potential danger to the populations thought to be most 
victimized by predatory lending - minority and low-income individua Is and families generally 
- of already enacted or proposed state and local ordinances or states that extend beyond federal 
law. In effect, these regulatory provisions constitute a new type of "usury" statutes, which 
once were prevalent throughout the countty, but have since been abandoned - except in this 
new guise as an attack on predatory lending, Moreover, the implicit connection drawn in some 
of these laws (or their preambles) between "high cost" lending, which appropriately reflect the 
risks of lending to customers outSide the prime market, and "predatory" lending. which is 
inherently abusive and already plD1ishable lUlder federalla.w, is simply incorrect. 

I The a"thor is Vice President and Director, Economic Studies Program at the Brookmgs Institution, He has 
prepared Ibi. "'port on behalf of the American Bankers Association. The Views are his own and not tho.e of the 
Broolcings Institution, its trustees, office ... or 'ilalf, 
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While the motivation behmd added legjJJlation aimed at predatory lending is 
1.Ulderstandable and commendable, the fact Is that virtually all ofthe practices complained of 
are already agatnstfoderallaw. Fw:tbmoore, federal law contains numerous disclosure 
requirements relatiDg to mortgage loans generally, and especially high-cost loans. Additional 
statutory measures at the Stale and local level at this point 1'IIJI a significant risk of 
unintentionally cutting offtheflow offonds to creditwonhy borrowers. This is a very real 
threat and one that should be seriously considered by policy makers at aU levels of 
government, especially in light of the multiple. successful efforts that federal law in particular 
has made to increase lending in recent years to minorities and low income borrowers. 

The more prudent course is for policy makers at all levels of go\1emment 10 wait for 
more data to be collected and reported by the Federal Reserve so that enforcement officials can 
better target practices that may be unlawful under existing statutes. In the meantime, Congress 
should provide the federal agencies charged with enforcing existing statutes with suffiCient 
resources to carry out their mo.ndates. as well as to aupport ongoing counseling efforts to 
educate vulnerable consumers about the alternatives open to them in the credit market and the 
dangers ofsigning mortgages with unduly onerous terms. There is also an encouraging new 
development from the private marketplace - the vol1.Ul1ary release of credit scores - that 
potential borrowers will be able to use in improving their ability to compare mortgage terms 
before they assume such debt. More information provides an important market-driven way to 
help level the playing field between lenders and otherwise uninfunned borrowers. 

This report is structured in the following manner. Section I begins by documenting the 
growing importance of subprime lenders to underserved borrowers, as well as the efforts by the 
federal government to encourage lending to such bolTowers - efforts that recent evidence 
suggests have paid off. 

Section II next describes certain lending abuses in this market that have occurred or are 
alleged to have occurred in 00n1 reports on predatory lending. In the process, it highlights 
how these abuses generally already are prohibited under existing federal law.' Section II also 
identifies reporting requirements that now apply or that have been proposed for lenders in the 
subprime market. The section concludes by making clear that subprime or high cost lending 
to borrowers ofgreater risk than prime borrowers should not be routinely equated with 
"predatory" lending. 

Section III summarizes some of the current and proposed local ordinances that have 
gone beyond federalla.w, and that currently or would penalize lenders for extending mortgages 
on terms that would not be unlawful or that would require reporting undcr federal law. Such 
legislation threatens the availability of credit to precisely those borrowers thought to be most 
victimized by predatory lending, and thus entail the risk ofreversing the progress that federal 
law has made in encou:aging the flow ofcredit to these borrowers. 

Section IV concludes by suggesting that the prudent course for policy makers at all 
levels of government is to enforce existing law and examine the data that lenders must report 
before taking any further action that might threaten the aVailability of credit to riskier, but still 
creditworthy, borrowers. 
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I. Tile Importance of the Svbprime Mortpee Marlult 

In the days when deposit and lending rates weI\! regulated or limited - as recently as 
1980 - credit wu rationed. Good or prime borrowers got credit, others didn't. 

One of the major financial illOOvations over the past two decades, and especially in the 
19905, has been the development of credit rn.ting tools that measure the relative risks of 
potential default of different borrowers. These credit scores are now used by a wide range of 
lenders, depository and non-depository institutions alike, to help determine interest rates and 
other terms to offer to borrowers that take account of the risks ofnon-payment. 

In particular, borrowers with a history of always paying their utilities, credit card., and 
other bills on time often qualify as "prime" borrowers, and thus are eligible for credit on the 
most competitive terms available. Many borrowers, however, do not have perfect payments 
histories; others may not have significant assets to fall baclt upon; and others may be self
employed and have wide fluctuations in their annual incomes. Although borrowers in each of 
these categories may thus not qualify for credit in the prime marki:t, they may well be eligible 
for credit in the "subprime" market, where because of the greater risks, interest rates and up
front fees are higher and loan amounts are typically smaller than those available in the prime 
market. As discussed further below, the leading credit scoring company - Fair Isaac - will be 
releasing credit scores to borrowers beginning in March 2001.2 This is !Ill important 
development that should enhance the competitiveness of the subprime mortgage l.IIlI.Iket, to the 
benefit ofborrowers who seek credit in that l.IIlI.Iket or who win now learn that they deserve to 
receive credit as a prime borrower. 

As it is, however, risk-I\!lated pricing ofloans already has led to a considerable 
expansion in credit to borrowers who may once have been rationed out of the credit altogether. 
Many of the borrowers in the subprime market are minorities or families or individuals with 
low incomes - borrowers who could not in the past and still cannot qualify for credit in the 
prime m~et. The development of the subprime market has changed all that. As Federal 
Reserve Governor Edward Gramlich has recently noted, between 1993 and 1998 conventional 
mortgages extended to Hispanic-Americans and African-Americans increased by 78 and 95 
percent, respectively - far outdistancing the economy-wide 40 percent increase in such lending 
[Gramlich,2oooJ. 

Gramlich concludes that much of this increase is attributable to the expmsion of tne 
subprime marlc.et. As shown in Chart I, during this same period., the wmber of subprime loans 
increased roughly tetrfold, from about 80,000 to nearly 790,000. Chart 2, indicates that from 
1994 to 1999, the dollar volume of subprime mortgage originations increased by nearly a factor 
of five, from 535 biUion to 5160 billion, in the process climbing as a share of all mortgage 
originations from 4.5 percent to 12.5 percent. 

, The Fair Isaac & Co. sc""'. arc commonly referred 10 as "FICO" scores. 

http:marlc.et
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Chart 1 

Number of Subprime Refinance Loans 


Reported Under HMDA'" 
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Subprime loans are extended primarily by non-depository institutions, sucb. as finance 
companies, that are not regulated by slate or federal. agencies for safety and smmdness and 
other purposes. Depository institutions or their affiliates nonetheless have incentives under the 
Community Reinvestment Act, which obligates depository institutions to meet 1he credit needs 
of their bcal communities, to extend credit to subprime borrowel'S, who tend to be the LMI 
borrowers and residents of LMI areas. whom the CRA was designed to benefit. Since 1997, 
there !las been a small, but noticeable inerease of subprime mortgage lending by depository 
institutions or their affiliates [Belsky, et al.].) Furthermore, although the two major housing 
government-sponsored enterpriSes - Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac - are not currently 
significant participants in the subpdrne market, both have begun to purclBse mortgages in the 
upper reaches of that market (A-loans, for example) [HUDlfreasury Repon, at 46]. Indeed, in 
June 2000, Fannie Mae announced a new product. its Timely Payment Rewards Mortgage. 
which is eligible to ~ credits and entails an interest rate that slarts out 2 percenrage points 
below the subprime rate and drops automatically if the borrower makes 2 yeal'S' ofpayments 
on time [Raines]. 

Chart 3 sbows that subpdrne lending has also been facili1ated by the "securitization" of 
such loans - the packaging ofloans inll:) securities that are bought by inslitutional investors 
and. to some extent, by individuals. 

Chart 3 

Subpdrne MBS}ABS Securitization, 1994-1999 
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• Source: u.s. Deparunenl orHousing and Urban Development and U.S, DepartmeDt of 
Treasury. June 2000. Curbing Predalory Hom" MOTtgage LeI/ding: A Joint Report. 

'TIle Final eRA Report by Treasury indic;a1H that w J'ID!"'I'I.ion ormortgage loans extended by eRA -<ov.red 
instillltiooslo pritru: borrowers rell from 99 perce:nl in 1997 to 93 perCenI in 1999 [Belsky. 0' all· 
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The volume of securitized subprime loans jumped by more than seven- fold between 1994 and 
1998, before falling back a bit in 1999. By enlarging the pool of potential investors in 
subprime loans, securitization bas helped lower interest rates in Ibis market just as it bas in !he 
market for conventional prime mortgage loans. 

D. Abuses i. tile SulJprime Market 

The benefit of !he subprime market is that it has wideDed access to ctedit for many who 
previously could not qualify for it. However, according to recent reports, certain subprime 
lenders have taken advantage of some boImwers, inducing them to agree to mortgages with 
onerous temll that the borrowers cannot realistically meet When the borrowers do default. 
they lose the equity in their homes to the lenders. Moreover, since the abusive practices appear 
to be targeted at the elderly and residenlll ofminority and low-income communities, a pattern 
ofdefaullll can destroy property values and lead to increased ctime in affected areas 
(HUDITreasmy Report, at 24-2S). 

These "predalory lending" practices are easier to condemn than to define, however. As 
the joint HUDlTreasury report noted in its analysis [at 17J: 

"Defining the practices that make a loan predatory, however, is a problematic task. 
Any list ofpredalory practices is destined to be incomplete because bad actors are constantly 
developing new abusive practices, sometimes to evade government regulation. Furthermore, a 
list does not consider the context in which the alleged abuse bas occurred. Some practices may 
be considered abusive in the context of high-cost subprime loans; other practices may be 
deemed unacceptable in all contexts; and others - while not necessarily abusive for all high 
cost borrowers - are abusive in the borrower's situation or because the borrower was misled or 
deceived." 

The joint report nonetheles.s identifies four specific practices that seem to be 
characteristic ofpredatol}' lending: 

• 	 Loan flipping, or the repeated refmancing of loans in a short period of lime in order 
for !he lender to earn high fees (loan flipping is often accomplished through large 
balloon paymenlll required o\er short maturities); 

• 	 Excessive fees, including large up. front charges and prepayment penalties, which 
are not related to the risks posed by the borrowers; 

• 	 The extension of unaffordable loans based on !he assets, and not the income. of the 
borrower, a practice that frequently leads to default and foreclosure; 

• 	 Outright fraud or deception designed to conceal the true, onerous nature of the loan 
contract, ll'Pica\ly from unsuspecting or unsophisticated borrowers. 

In short, predatory loans are those that would not have been made in more competitive 
markets and where borrowers are more fully informed about the credit alternatives available to 
them. Put differently, borrowers are more likely to be victims ofone or more of the practices 
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just listed in geograpbic areas where there may be relatively few lenders and where the 
borrowers themselves are not financially sophisticated and thus relalively easy prey for 
unscrupulous lenders. 

It turns out, however, that most of the practices that are identified with predatory 
lending are a1ready illegal under federal law. In addition, although there is anecdotal evidence 
that these plaCtices have occurred, there is 00 evidence indicating how frequent they are and 
how effectively enforcement of existing laws is addressing any problem. 

A.. Current Laws Governing Predatory Lending Practlees 

It is easy to overlook the fact that m06t, ifoot all, of the practices associated with 
predatory lending already are against /ederallaw or are being addressed by the Federal 
Reserve. 

The broadest federal response is reflected in the Home Ownership and Equity 
Protection Act (ROEPA), enacted by Congress as part of the Riegle Community Development 
and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994. Beyond the disclosure requirements embodied in 
HOEPA that are discussed below, the Act also prohibits certain terms in mortgage loans 
covered by the Act: those carrying an annual percentage rate (APR) of more than 10 
percentage points above the yield ofTreasury securities ofcomparable maturity or points and 
fees exceeding 8 percent of the loan amount or $400, adjusted for inflation since 1994.4 In 
addition, covered loans may not: (I) contain certain onerous prepayment penalties; S (2) charge 
an interest rate after default that is higher than the rate prior to the default; and (3) in most 
cases. require a balloon payment on a loan with a maturity less than five years. Furthermore, a 
lender may not engage in a pattern of extending 103lIS covered by HOEPA ("HOEPA loans") 
that do not take account of the borrower's ability to pay (income); and where a home 
improvement contract is involved, the creditor may not pay the contractor directly. 

HOEPA also gives the Federal Reserve Board broad regulatory authority to prohibIt 
additional practices it finds to be unfair or deceptive, not just for HOEPA loans but all 
consumer mortgage 103lIS. In late 2000, the Fed outlined a series of major regulatory proposals 
pursuant to its HOEPA authority. The proposals would ban loan flipping within the first 
twelve months ofa HOEPA loan (unless refinancing is in the borrowers' interest); prohibit 
lenders from replacing a zero or low cost loan with another higher cost loan (unless the 
refinancing is in the borrowers' interest); strengthen the existing prohibition on loans based on 
homeowners' equity (rather than income) by establishing a rebuttable presumption against the 
creditor if it doesn't document and verify the borrowers' income; and prohibit lenders from 
including "payable on demand" or "call provisions" in HOEPA loans. 

In short, apart from outright fraud or misrepresentation which already is punisbabIe 
by Slate law - foderallaw eirher addresses or proposes 10 address each a/the elements of 

• The current dollar threshold is about 5465. A3 discussed below, the Federal Reserve Board may .dju..! the APR 
threshold up Of down by 2 percentage points. 
, A prepayment pcualty may be impooed only if the borrowers' toIal monlbly debt payments are Ie•• cban 50 pen::enc 
of his or her income; the !""Payment ill not made with funds 1>om>wed throop' loan made by the same creditor or 
its affiliates; the penalty doe. not apply more than five years i.ftcr the mor'IIIage Was taken oUl; tho'prepayment 
amount at closing does not e..ceed two periodic payments; and the pcualty is not prohibited by any other law. 
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predatory lending listed above and cited by tM Joint HUDlTreasury Report and other critics of 
predatory lending practices. A key cbaIlenge, therefore, as the joint HUDrrreasury Report 
recognizes [at 113], is for the AdministIation and the Congress to provide the federal agencies 
with responsibility for enforcing HOEPA and other related mortgage laws - the Federal 
Reserve Board, the Departments of Justice and Housing and Urban Development, and the 
Federal Trade Commission - with sufficient resources to carry out their mandates. In this 
regard, it is noteworthy that the FTC in particular bas worked with the Justice Department to 
bring and successfully settle a number ofcases in the past two years alone against various 
unscrupulous lenders for violating HOEPA and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), 
which bans discrimination aga inst applicants for credit on the basis of their age, race, sex or 
other probibited factors [Medine]. 

B. Dbc:Iosure and ReportiBg RequlremeBts Designed To Expose Predatory 
LeadiBg 

Federal law not only prohibits certain practices associated with predatory lending, bill 
also contains numerous disclosure and reporting requirements relating to mortgage loans 
generally and to subprime HOEPA loans in particular. 

The disclosure requirements are designed to make cousumers aware of the true cost of 
credit so that they can better comparison shop among alternative providers of credit. The Truth 
in Lending Act (TR,A), for example. requires all lenders of closed-end credit, including 
mortgage loans, to disclose. among other things: the annual percentage rate (APR) charged on 
the loan, the amount of the loan itself, and the IOta] ofall payments required. TILA, which is 
administered by the Federal Reserve Board under its Regulation Z:. also gives borrowers 11 right 
10 rescind certain mortgages, generally within three days of closing, and aulhorizes individuals 
10 recover 3ctual or statutory damages. The Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) 
supplements the TILA disclosures with a requirement that lenders of "federally-related" 
mortgage loans disclose settlement costs when borrowers are applying for a loan and again at 
the time of closing. RESPA also prohibits kickbacks and referral fees. 

Federal law also requires mortgage lenders to provide information abouIlheir loans to 
the federal government. which enable it and the press IOllbine aspotligbt on potentially 
onerous lending. Notably, HOEPA requires mortgage lenders to disclose information abouI 
their loans if they have an APR greater than 10 percentage points above the Treasury rate for 
loans of comparable maturity, or the points and fees paid by the borrower exceed 8 percent of 
the loan amount, or S400 (adjusted annually since 1994 for inflation). HOEPA gives the 
Federal Reserve Board, which is charged with collecting the data, the authority to vary the 
APR reporting trigger 2 percentage points either way. In late 2000, the Fed proposed lowering 
the HOEPA reporting trigger by the maximum amount. 10 8 percent, as well as mandating that 
lenders alert consumers in advance ofloan closing that the amount they bolTOW may be 
substantially higher than requested (due 10 the financing of insurance. points. and fees). 

One criticism of the HOEPA reporting requirements is that the ~APR trigger" is too 
high. As the HUDrrreasury report indicates (at 85·86). very few subprime loans at least as of 
1ate 1999 less than 1 percent - exceeded the statulOry reporting requirement, loans with an 
APR in excess of 10 percentage points above the comparable Treasury rate. Based on the same 
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data, this percentage would go up substantially, to roughly S percent. muler the 8 percentage 
point trigger proposed by the Fed. 

Those urging that the reporting threshold be lowered still further should recognize that 
the Federal Reserve almady. as a practical matter, has addressed this issue with its recent 
proposal unveiled in }It""ember 2000 to amend its Regulation C, issued pursuant to The Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA). Among other things, this proposal would require an 
expanded group of mortgage lenders (both depository institutions and covered non
depositories) to report the APR on all their mortgage loans and whether the loans are covered 
by HOEPA. 6 With this information, the Board will be able to identify and report the 
distribution ofmortgage loans by interest rate, so that policymakers, citizens and advocacy 
groups will have a clearer idea of how many high-cost mortgage loans are being made. The 
enforcement agencies should also be able to use this information to better target their 
investigation efforts against those lenders with a consistent practice of making very high cost 
loans (and thus where predatory lending maye:\ist). 

C. Subprime Lending is Not the Same as Predatory LeadiDg 

Recent reports on predatory lending have documented that subprime lending is 
concentrated among minority and low-income borrowers [HUO/Treasury Repolt, at 46-47; 
ACORN; U.S. OepartmentofHousing and Urban Development). Because the practices said to 
constitute predatory lending are concentrated among subpriroe lenders, a strong inference of 
these reports is that minority and low-income borrowers are disproportionately the victims of 
unscrupulous lending practices. 

While this inference may be troe, it is also important for policymakers and citlzens not 
to equate sub prime or high cost lending with predatory lending. The same joint 
HlJOrrreasury study that highlighted the abuses among some subprime lenders also 
documented that, as a class, subprime mortgages are more risky than prime loans or mortgages 
insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) - which is the reason they are subprime, 
In 1998 and 1999, for example, subprime mortgages were 5 times more likely to be delinquent 
(loan payments past due) than prime mortgages (13.s percell! versus 2,8 percent) [HUD and 
Treasury, 2000, pp 34-35]' Similarly, Chan 4 shows that the "serious" delinquency rate Ooans 
past due 90 days where foreclosure proceedings have started) rises significantly as credit scores 
decline. underscoring a central feature of the subprime lending market: that interest rates 
reflect the risks posed by borrowers with differentjinancia/ characteristics. 

In fact, federal banking regulators have warned banks about the risks inberent in 
subprime lending, In an interagency guidance released in March 1999, the four federal 
regulators -- the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and 
the Office of Thrift Supervision" noted that "due to their higher risk, subprime loaru> 
command higber interest rates and loan fees than those offered to standard rtik borrowers, 
These loans can be profitable, provided the price charged by the lender is suffiCient to cover 

• Under current Board regulations, • non-<lepository lender i. covered by tho HMDA ~ortlng requirements if its 
home purcb.... originations (including refinancings) equaled or elceeded 10 percent o( its total loan volume, The 
propo'""-<l rule retains the 10 per<:ent test but adds an alternative "'st: if the total anrlual volume o(mortgage 
lending uceeds SSO million. Siru:e the average dollar amount of. mortgage loan reported under HMDA is about 
Sl20.noO. thl. dollar tbreslwld ,pl'li•• lo wtitutions that originate between 400 and 500 loans per year. 
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Chart 4 

Serious Delinquency Rate for Subprime Borrowers, 
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• Scmce: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Department of 
Treasury. June 2000. Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending,· A Joint Report. 

higher loan loss rates and overhead costs related to Wlderwriting, servicing and collecting Ihe 
loans.H (emphasis added) [Board of GO\emors oftbe Federal Reserve System, et aL]. On 
January 31, 200I, the federal banking agencies officially recognized this fact by imposing 
Slgnificantly higher capital requirements on depositories that have above-average 
concentrations of subprime loans, or those with qualifying subprime loans collectively greater 
than 25 percent of the imtitution's Tier I capital (essentially shareholders' equity). These 
institutions must bold capital that is 1.5 to 3 times higher than the amount typically required for 
prime loans [Blackwell, 2001].1 

, According to the new regulatory guidelines, a subprime loan is oM which a borrower has a FlCO score of 660 or 
below: at leas! two 10-day delinquencies in the past year; a debt service-to-income ratio of SO percent or more; a 
declaration ofbankrup"'y within the past five yeart; or a foreclosure, repossession, 0< chargeoff in the preceding 
24 mon1h8. 
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m. Recent Loeal aJld State InJtiatives Aimed At Preventinl Predatory LeBding 

Notwithstanding .the panoply of federal laws that already deal with predatory lending, a 
number of local and state governments have adopted olllinances and statutes aimed at the 
problem. Although these interventions have many common elements, they differ in key 
respects, which not only complicates the legal landscape for nationallendel'S, but increases 
uncertainty in the market, to the potential detriment of the very population ofminority and low 
income indiViduals these local and state laws are designed to protect. This danger is especially 
worrisome given the evidence indicating the positive effects that federal antidiscrimination 
laws and tre Community Reinvestment Act have bad on lending to minorities and low income 
households and neighborhoods [Limn, et al, 2000; Belsky et al, 2001]. 

Generally speaking, the state and local provisions apply or propose to apply stiff 
penalties - fines, imprisonment, and prohibition of city or state business with the offending 
institution - for either "high cost" or "predatory loans", which are defined by a combination of 
some nurnerical1:llreshold (based on APR and points/fees) plus at least one specifically 
i:lentified practice. Table I summarizes the thresholds and the penalties in some of the 
currently enacted and proposed statutes. Table 2 provides a list of offending practices, which 
most (but not all) of the laws and proposals identifY. AIl illustrated by the asterisks in Table 2, 
virtually all of the practices punishable (now or potentially) at the state and local level are 
already prohibite4 under federal law. 

What is the harm in having state and local governments add their own enforcement 
efforts to those of the federal government? Aren't these lower levels of government supposed 
to be "laboratories of democracy", where different and potentially innovative practices can be 
tried out, so that perhaps federal policymakers can learn from best practice and then copy? 

In many areas ofpolicy, these arguments for devolution are quite valid, especially 
where the problems being addressed vary in nature across the country. But in other areas of 
social policy - social insurance. broad areas of regulatory policy, energy and transportation 
policy, among others - federal policy predominates. and often appropriately so. Market 
failures that are common across the country tnay deserve a uniform response. Varying state 
and local responses can also drive up costs of addressing social problems where they interfere 
with the functioning of national markets. 

There are several reasons why an exclusive federal response is appropriate for dealing 
with predatory lending. First, as is highlighted in Table 2, virtually all ofthe lending practices 
that the states and localities have condemned or would condemn, already are punishable by 
federal law. The "laboratory" argument, therefore, does not apply in the case of predatory 
lending. The "experiment" has been run at the federal level and federal laws have been passed 
and agencies have been charged with their enforcement. 
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Table 1 


Key Features ofStateiLocal Ordinances on Predatory Lending 


Ordinances Enacted: 
Chicago 

North Carolina 

OrdinaDCes Proposed: 
Baltimore 

Philadelphia 

Oakland 

Washington, D.C' 

APR and PointlFee Trigger 

APR >6% above Treasury for 
fust mortgages; APR >8% over 
Treasury for second mortgages; 
or Pointslfees >5% of loan if 
516,000 or gnmter; or $800 
otherwise 

Poil1lSlfees >5% of loan if less 
thim $20,000; otbeJwise >8°", 
ofloan amount or $1000 
(wbii:hever is lower) 

APR >6.5% over Treasury; or 
Potntslfees >4% of loan; or 
$800 (if loan < $20,000) 

APR >6.5% over Treasury for 
fust mortgages; APR >8% over 
Treasury for second mortgages; 
Points/fees >4% of loan or 
$800 

APR >8% above Treasury; or 
points/fees >6% of loaD 
amouot 

APR substantiaIJy greater thim 
that justified usiug borrowers' 
CMt score and underwritiDg 
criteria of the federal housiug 
GSEs or other agencies; or 
poinWf'ees >2% of the loan, or 
$400 

Penalty 

No business with the city 

Fine/imprisonment 
No city deposits/investments 
with offending institution 

Loss ofbusineas license and 
any city business 

No business with offending 
institution 

Damages; reformation of the 
loan; punitive damages; other 
penalties 

• At this wrltina, the D.C. CoUl1<il bad passed and th. Mayor bad signed an ordinance addrossin& pr:edlltory lending. 
bU1W Congress bad not yet vole<! on the measure (lIS il is required to do for laW'S enacted governing the District of 
Columbia). 
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Table 2 

State and City PredaIory Lending OffetlBes, Proposed or Enacted 

(0 Denotes Practice is A.ddreued or Proposed to be Addressed Under Federal Law) 


• Unfair and deceptive practices 

• Prepayment penalties above some threshold 

• 	 Balloon payments at less than cenain maturities 
Baltimore: I S years 
New York 7 years 
Oakland: 7 years 
WashmglOll, D.C; 7 years, 3 montbs 

• Loan flipping 

Single premiwn credit life insurance (already unlawful ifoat disclosed to the borrower") 

• Loans to borrowers without regaId to capacity to repay (typically, statutes presume a borrower's 
ability to pay if his or her total debt repayment> are less than 50"1i> of monthly income) 

• Loans with proceeds going directly to borne contractors 

Even so, not much is known about the true extent of remaining predatory practices, 
beyond the anecdotes that have been provided io testimony that have served as the basis for 
various reports. The federal disclosure rules, both under HMDA and HOEPA, should change 
that. If it eventuaUy emerges that the predatory lending problem is more extensive or is of a 
different nature than currently envisioned, then history demonstrates that a federal response 
either from regulators acting under existing law or from Congress - will be forthcoming. 

Second, vanous state and local ordinances in the meantime can chlll legitimate 
subprime lenders from cbanneling credit to the borrowers in that !I1.a.IXet, which as the critics of 
predarory lending have oo!£ld, arc disproportionately minorities or low income households. 
-This is especially the case where the triggers defmiog predatory lending are vague and the 
penalties for engaging in the practice - however slate and local officials may define it - are 
severe. A good example is the Washington, D.c' ordinance, whose proposed trigger is an APR 
that is bigber than one justified by the borrower's credit score, using the underwriting cntena 
of the federal housing GSEs (Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac) or other federal agencies. Such a 
veJbal test, by deflllitioll, contains no bright lines, and therefore can easily discourage perfectly 
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legitimate lending, especially given the harsh penalties lenders would face for violation 
actual and punitive damages, and fines. 

Third, even bri&ht line tests can have the same chilling effect - discouraging perfectly 
\awfullending. A staff memorandum prepared for the Federal Reserve's Board of Governors, 
for example, noted in connection with the Board's recently proposed lowering of the HOEPA 
reporting trigger that while covering even more loans under the Act would eld:end the Act's 
protections, "greater coverage could have a chilling effect and raise regulatory costs in a 
segment of the subprime mortgage market. This might deter interest of some predatory lenders 
in the markel It seems unlikely this effect would be restricted to predatory lenders alone. 
huwever, and It could cause some potential legitimate competitors to forego entry into this 
market where competition currently is alleged to be lew." (emphasis added) [Durkin and 
Canner, at 3-4]. In fact. one IIU\iOr subprime lender - Countrywide Credit - withdrew from the 
North Carolina market in January. citing the slate's law against predatory lending [B~uist]. 
Another major lender - EquiCredit, a subsidi;uy of Bank of America that is the largest bank· 
owned subprime lender in the United Slates - told the Federal Reserve during the summer of 
2000 that the North Carolina statute would reduce its lending vo lume by roughly 30 percent in 
the state and predicted that the Chicago ordinance could cause as much as a 60 percent drop in 
its lending in that. city [Eggers, 2000]. 

There is a danger that other ordinances especially those with lower numerical 
thresholds than those proposed by the Federal Reserve for reporting under HOEPA - could 
also ration out creditworthy borrowers, especially those to whom federal law (through the 
Comm1.Ulity Reinvestment Act) now encourages depository lenders to serve. After all, USll)' 

laws used to be widespread in this country until policymakers realized that limits on lending 
interest rates bad the effect of rationing credit. With securitization ofsubprime lending having 
become a national market, subprime lenders have thm far been able to expand the supply of 
credit to those borrowers by developing uniform'products that. apply equally to borrowers 
wherever they live. A balkanization of laws affecting the subprime market - with differing 
standards on the fringes of that market, predatory loans - threatens that uniformity and should 
make it more expensive for national lenders to extend credit in a perfectly legitimate way to 
subprime borrowers. 

Finally, there is an implicit assumption running through some of the local ordinances 
that hi&h cost lending, by itself, is somehow predatory. A3 already shown, subprime loans 
carry interest rates that are higher than those that are charged prime borrowers because 
subprime borrowers are riskier. This is not only recognized in the marketplace. but federal 
regulators have cautioned banks about such risks in S'ttIprime lending and required depository 
lenders with high concentrations of such loans to maintain higher capital than other banks, 
precisely because of the risks involved. It is therefore a mistake for policymakers to equate 
high cost lending with predatory lending. 

Fortunately. not alilocalities that have considered or are considering predatory lending 
ordinances are doing so in ways that threaten the availability of subpnme credit. A resolution 
in Cleveland, for example. while reflecting similar sentiments against predatory lending as 
have been expressed in other existing or proposed ordinances, departs from the emerging 
pattern by urging more education of consumers about predatory lending practices and more 
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oooperation between local officials and commUDity based organizations to accomplish that 
objective, Such an approach complements existing efforts at the federal leveL 

IV. Recommendations and ConclusioB 

, There is already ample federallejislation on die boob aimed at exposing and curbing 
predatory lending. The great danger now is that further measw'eS, before die dimensions of 
any remaining problems are knOwn and however wen intentioned such additional steps may 
be, could nonetheless impede the normal flows of credit to the very borrowers who are claimed 
to be most vulnerable to predatory practices. In particular, die proliferation of different state 
and loca\ lending rules 1hreatens to baIlc.anize die lending market and make it very oostly, and 
potentially impossible, for lenders to offer nationally UDiform mortgage loan oontracts. If 
lenders are unable to do so, dieir COS1li will be higher and !hose oosts are certain to be passed on 
to die consuming public, especially lDlderserved borrowers. 

Under these oonditions, the prudent course is for governments at an levels to refrain 
from adopting additional legislation until die data the Federal Reserve conects under HMDA 
and HOfP A can be fWly analyzed. ThIs will permit an assessment ofboth die prevalence of 
higlrcost lending and die effectiveness of eltisting enforcement efforts against predatory 
lending. A cautious approach to predatory lending does not counsel inaction, however. 
Congress and die states should appropriate sufficiem funds to ensure that the agencies charged 
with enforcing existing statutes designed to stop specific predatory lending practices have the 
financial means to do so. The same is true for counseling efforts to coDtinue educating 
CODSllI!lers about their credit alternatives and the dangers ofentering into mortgage loans that 
have terms characteristic ofpredatory loans. 

The market for subprime loans is also about to become significantly more competitive 
because the leading credit scorer, Fair Isaac, has announced plans to make available 
individuals' scores over the Internet, together with interprelations of their meaning, beginning 
in March 2001 (Kingson]. The disclosure of credit scores will help level the playing field 
when bortowers apply for mortgage credit. In the process, it should go a long way, if not all 
the way, toward eliminating the practice of lenders failing to channel qualified borrowers into 
the prime market. Furthermore, armed widi their credit scores, borrowers wiD be better able to 
comparison shop before they sign any mortgage. 

In sum, fedcrallaw is now about to be reinforced by market forces to help curb 
predatory lending practices. Moreover, federal policymakers have put in place a data reporting 
and collection system that will shed light on the workings of the mortgage market. It is vital 
that policymakers, therefore, not rush to judgment and enact "laW'S of UDintended 
consequences" that will barm the very group of people they are most trying to help. 
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Introduction: 

This is a response on behalf of the Neighborhood Assistance Corporation 
of America (NACA) to the invitation made to us by Chairman Sarbanes to 
contribute our perspective on the issues brought up during the Senate Banking, 
Housing and Urban Affairs Committee hearing entitled "Predatory Mortgage 
Lending, The Problem, Impact and Responses." 

NACA has been in the forefront of the fight against predatory lenders and 
their exploitative lending practices. NACA with offices throughout the country 
provides the best mortgage program in America, and has set the standard for 
providing affordable mortgages to working people who would be subject to 
subprime and predatory lenders. NACA has commitments with major lenders 
totaling $4.3 billion: no down payment. no closing costs, no fees, no points and a 
below market interest rate. Participants are not required to have perfect credit. 
Through the NACA program, working people, who otherwise would be subject to 
subprlme exploitative terms, have been able to purchase a home on extremely 
affordable terms. NACA's refinance program allows individuals whose existing 
loans contain predatory rates and terms to refinance into a low rate loan with no 
fees. In effect, NACA provides prime loans for sub-prime borrowers. 

NACA has a unique perspective on Predatory Lending and on what type 
of legislation is needed In order to address predatory lending. NACA 
spearheaded the enactment of the Home OWnership and Equity Protection Act of 
1994 (HOEPA). The HOEPA legislation was a direct consequence of NACA's 
campaigns against predatory lenders including our campaign against Fleet 
Bank's predatory lending. This campaign and the subsequent disclosure of 
Fleet's practices before committees of congress led directly to the passage of 
HOEPA. While NACA is proud of its support for HOEPA and believes that its 
passage has lessened the number of predatory loans made by lending 
institutions. NACA believes that under HOEPA as implemented many predatory 
practices have either not been or have only partially been prohibited. Further, 
NACA believes that even where certain practices have been forbidden 
enforcement has been lacking. Since passage of the legislation, NACA has on 
many occasions lobbied herd both to get new state and federal legislation to 
strengthen HOEPA's protections and to persuade the Federal Reserve Board 
and other regulatory agencies to exercise their full powers under the Act to fight 
against predatory lending. 

Because of NACA's long time concerns regarding predatory lending, we 
welcome the opportunity to make our views on the subject known. In particular 
we would like to comment on the legislation known as the Predatory Lending 
Consumer Protection Act of 2001 introduced in the House by Congressman 
LaFalce (HR1 051). We understand that this legislation, which is substantially 
similar to that proposed by Senator Sarbanes last year (5.2415), is likely to be 
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lhe model for legislation currently being prepared by Senator Sarbanes. To the 
extent relevant to issues raised by the Act. NACA would also like to comment on 
HOEPA regulations that have been proposed but not implemented by the 
Federal Reserve. (We have attached detailed comments on these regulations, 
which have already been submitted to the Federal Reserve, to this document). 

PreDnting Flippjng: 

Lending Institutions make profits on high rate loans through a number of 
practices. most significantly through flipping, the practice of refinancing their own 
loans. This practice both exploits the homeowner and the investor. While the 
devastating impact of high fees, unaffordable rates and abuse terms are well 
kl10wn the investor aspect has not been well established. This practice 
constitutes a multi-billion dollar ponzi scheme in thai predatory lenders deceive 
and defraud their investors by overstating their net income and the value of their 
investments. 

The lender refinances their own loan prior to default and then uses an accounting 
lechnique, sometimes known as Gain-On Sale Accounting. to make their profits 
appear higher as a result. The refinancing prevents the loan from defaulting over 
the Short-term while inflating the short-term profits. The long-term question of 
whether the loan will ultimately be paid back becomes irrelevant in the quest for 
short-term profits, An example Is described below. On the initial loan, the fees 
and paints Charged to the borrower must be amortized over the expected term of 
the loan. Thus if a borrower obtained a $100,000 loan and was charged ten (10) 
poir1ts. the $10,000 would likely be booked to income of$1.000 each year for ten 
years. Yet, if the lender refinanced the loan, the total of $10.000 would 
immediately be booked to net income. Thus the lender's financials would show a 
$10,000 net profit even though there is no actual money coming in. The lender is 
providing high returns to their Investors and In the above scenario is able to book 
to net income the points and fees that were that were charged on the refinanced 
loan. This method of accounting considerably overstates net income wnh the 
lender paying themselves while the likelihood of the borrower making complete 
and timely payments is very unlikely. 

The laFalce bill devotes little attention to the practice of Flipping. Although 
certain of the proposed changes. partJcularly in regards to financed points. might 
serve to deter Ripping. there are no specifiC sections of the bill that address 
flipping in and of itself. The Federal Reserve's new rules do address flipping 
specifically. However, they Only touch the surface of the problem. For example. 
while the new rules against flipping begin to address the issue by only allowing 
refinancing of high cost loans where it is in the consumer's interests to do so, by 
limiting this prohibition to high cost loans refinanCed within one year of the initial 
clOsing and that can be shown to be against the consumer's Interest. the Board 
failed to address the majority of instances where predatory lenders repeatedly 
refinance or flip loans. It is unclear why the Board considers refinances that are 
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against the consumer's interest only to be unfair and deceptive when the loan 
already meets its definition of high cost or why these refinances are deceptive 
within one year but not within two or three years. Congress should mandate and 
the Federal Reserve should enforce rules that state that all refinancing that is 
against the consumer's interest be made a prohibited practice and not simply 
limit this to high cost loans or refinanced loans within one year. There should 
also be clear criteria for determining when a refinance is against the consumer's 
interest 

Forbidding certain accounting practices that make flipping appear profitable 
would cause lenders to limit the practice. It would also end a fraud on investors 
which over the longer term could have a devastating impact. Congress should 
address these deceptive accounting techniques which impact both the consumer 
and investor. 

Prohibiting Loans a Borrower Cannpt Afford to PlY back: 
Lending Institutions are aware that many of their customers will not be able keep 
up with their payments if they are charged exorbitant rates and fees or if other 
conditions are included in the mortgage. However, since the institutions are 
making significant profits on high rate loans, even where these loans are unlikely 
to be paid back. they do not change their practices. While HOEPA forbids 
making loans that a buyer cannot afford to pay back. at present consumers and 
regulators are only able to enforce this restriction when there is a demonstrated 
pattern or practice by the lender making such loans and even this remedy is 
limited to high cost loans. It is very difficult to prove a pattem of this type of 
lending and further current Jaw and regulation are very unclear on the criteria that 
would determine the borrowers ability to pay. As a result, high rate loans are 
often made to those who do not have the ability to pay them back. 

The LaFalce bill proposes to strengthen protections against these inherently 
predatory lo~ms by creating federal standards that a lender must follow in order to 
determine that the borrower Is able to repay the loan based on criteria in federal 
regulations, It also expands the right of rescission in a foreclosure proceeding. 
NACA strongly supports this proposed change. However, NACA questions why it 
is limited to borrowers who have had their loans already defined as high cost 
under this legislation. If a 16% loan is considered high cost and e 14% loan is 
not. but neither borrower has the ability to repay it based on their current income 
and expenditures, is one any less deceptive than the other? Both borrowers are 
likely to lose their home. Further, NACA believes that any individual who 
receives a loan that they can't afford should be able to take individual action for 
rescission and damages regardless of whether there is a foreclosure proceeding. 
While NACA favors a less restrictive definition of High Cost Loans (see below). 
no matter what the trigger is set at. lending institutions will continue to make 
loans regardless of the ability to repay as long as these loans are profitable and 
they are not prevented from doing so. 
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Preventing Predatory Rates and Pees: 
NACA believes that Congress needs to act to prohibit predatory interest rates 
and fees. One way to restrict predatory lending is to expand the definition of 
what constitutes a high cost loan under HOEPA. The LaFalce bill reduces the 
Annual Percentage Rate necessacy to trigger HOEPA's protection to six points 
above the yield on Treasury securities and reduces the percentage of the total 
loan amount necessacy to trigger HOEPA from 8% to 5%. The Federal Reserve, 
using its powers under the existing statute, has proposed but not implemented 
new regulations that define a high cost loan under HOEPA at eight percentage 
points above Treasury securities. The Federal Reserve has not proposed any 
change with regard to the fee trigger although it did propose making its definition 
of fees more inclusive. 

While NACA would certainly support and work hard to win passage of any bill or 
regulation making HOEPA more Inclusive, we note that even under the LaFalce 
bill many predatory loans would not be considered high cost. We further note 
that designating a loan high cost does not in and of itself prevent that loan from 
being originated; it simply puts it under HOEPA's restrictions. Under the Federal 
Reserve's proposed eight-point trigger, if the Treasury security rate is 6%, it is 
possible for a lender to charge an APR of up t014% and fees as high as 8% and 
not even have the loan be conSidered high cost. Under the Sarbanes and 
LaFalce bill, the APR could be as high as 12% and fees as high as 5%. For a 
homeowner, who is of low or moderate Income or who has had savings 
diminished through accident. injury, or prior credit problems, an interest rate that 
high would likely to cause them to eventually faU behind on their payments and 
lose their home. 

Congress through a series of legislative actions in Ihe eany eighties, in particular 
the DepOSitory Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980. 
repealed and preempted state usury laws that once protected citizens from 
predatory loans. Since Congress created the problem through eliminating 
absolule limits on rates and fees, it would seem that the best way to solve this 
would be to restore these limits. While the LaFalce bill does not have absolute 
prohibitions on usurious rates and fees, it does take the positive step of 
forbidding lenders of high cost loans from financing directly or Indirectly any 
charges payable to tne creditor or any third party in excess of 3% of the total loan 
amount. This restriction will provide lenders with a disincentive to make high cost 
loans and to flip these loans. 

Prohibiting Yield Spread Premiums: 
The practice of some Mortgage lenders of paying fees to mortgage brokers 
based on a higher interest rate and/or points beyond what the customer would 
qualify for, commonly known as Yield Spread Premiums. is not addressed in the 
LaFalce bill or in the Federal Reserve's proposed regulations. Regulatory action 
(mostly originating from the Department of Housing and Urban Development) has 
focused on whether the mortgage broker had properly disclosed his payment 
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from the lender and whether the payments in question are for actual services 
done for the lender without regard to whether the costs and services are 
reasonably related. Brokers who the customer believes are working In their best 
interest to get them a loan at the best possible rate have an inherent conflict of 
interest when they are paid more by a lender to get them a loan at a higher rate. 
Congress should unambiguously ban any practice In which brokers are paid a 
higher fee based on how high the rates or points they convince the customer to 
agree to accept. 

Protec:tion Again.t Predatory Practices for all Borrowers: 

The LaFalce bill bans or severely restricts a number of predatory practices. To a 
lessor extent the federal Reserve's proposed regulations also restrict these 
practices. However, these restrictions are only applied to high cost loans. For 
example the LaFalce bill limits prepayment fees or penalties to three percent of 
the total loan borrowed for all high cost loans. Where financed fees are involved 
the prepayment penalty is further reduced. Additionally, lenders are only 
permitted to charge prepayment penalties in the first two years. None of these 
protections. however. affects individuals whose loans are not within the HOEPA 
trigger and whose loans therefore are not considered high cost. 

Similarly, the LaFalce bill bans the clearly predatory practice of encouraging 
default on existing loans prior to refinanCing. However, the practice is only 
banned for the recipients of high cost refinancing. The obvious reason why 
lenders encourage default is so that borrowers will get behind on their original 
loan so they will not be able to refuse refinanCing even if terms or conditions 
change prior to closing. Regardless of the motivation of this practice, it dearly 
constitutes an irresponsible tactic that does not benerlt the borrower in any way. 
There is no reason then why this ban should be limited to high cost loans. 

Further, both the l.aFalce biJi and the Federal Reserve Regulations expand the 
definition of points and fees to include financed credit life insurance making it 
more likely that loans that include expensive credit life insurance policies would 
be considered high cost loans. While any restriction on financed credit life, 
Including voluntary restrictions agreed to by a number of the major lending 
companies, represents a step in the right direction, Congress needs to go further. 
Credit insurance cevers loan payments in the evant of death and disability. 
Predatory lenders add credit insurance to Ihe loan amount. often without the 
knowledge of the borrower. Financed credit insurance can equal between 10 to 
20 percent of the loan amount. This is exorbitant, considering that life insurance 
products can be obtained outside of the loan transaction that are much cheaper 
for the borrower. It is also inherently deceptive because by financing the 
insurance as part of the loan the real cost of the single premium is masked. 
Because of its abusive nature, NACA believes that legislation should prohibit the 
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financing of single-premium credit Insurance for all classes of borrowers not 
simply those with high cost loans. 

While HOEPA certainly should be expanded to include many more individuals, all 
of the practices described above and others do not become less predatory when 
the rates and fees fall below the current limited threshold for high cost loans or 
even the expanded threshold set out in the LaFalce bill If a practice leads 
borrowers to obtain loans that they would never have taken had they known the 
facts or had more reasonable options that practice is predatory regardless of the 
rates and points ct"targed. 

Conely, ion: 
Neither the Federal Reserve nor the courts have proven capable of significantly 
addressing predatory lending practices, Comprehensive legislation to widen and 
strengthen HOEPA is the best method for accomplishing this goal. Senator 
Sarbanes and Representative LaFalce have filed such legislation, However, this 
legislation needs to encompass Flipping, expand the definition of high cost loans, 
and not just limit prohibited practices to high cost borrowers, 

Sincerely, 

fW,w.1Jf~/, 
Bruce Marks 'jJIt. 
CEO 
NACA 

Ene: NACA comments to the Federal Reserve, 
Wall Street Journal Article dated August 1, 2001 
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February 24,2001 

Jennifer J. Johnson. Secretary 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
20th Street & Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20551 

RE: Docket No. R-1090 

Dear Ms. Johnson, 

rntroduction: This response to the Federal Reserve Board's (the Board's) 
request for comments on proposed changes to Regulation Z is made on 
behalf of the Neighborhood Assistance Corporation of America (NACA). 
NACA supports the new direction indicated by these changes; we firmly 
believe. however. that the Board's previou6 implementation of Regulation 
Z has allowed abusive and predatory lending practices to continue apace, 
and we urge the Board to fully utilize the regulatory powers granted to it by 
the Home Ownership and EQUity Protection Act (HOEPA) to protect 
families and their communities. 

NACA's unique perspective on HOEPA owes to the investigative research 
it began over a decade ago into predatory lending rackets and second 
mortgage scams. Our extensive campaign against Fleet Bank led to the 
exposure of these predatory practices before Congressional committees 
and was instrumental in passirlg the HOEPA legislation. NACA helped 
push the legislation through Congress despite opposition from the Board. 
and has frequently petitioned the Board to carry through on the promise of 
the legislation by using the full mandate granted to it to combat predatory 
lending. 

In particular, NACA believes that the Board has failed to uphold its 
obligations under Section 129(1)(2) of HOEPA. which states that: 

The Board, by regulation or order, shall prohibit acts or practices in connection 
wlth

(A) mortgage loans that the Board finds to be unfair, deceptive. or designed to 
evade the provisions of this section; and 
(8) refinancing of mortgage loans that \tie Board finds to be associated with 
abusive len<llng practices, or \tIat are otherwise not in the intl!!rest of the 
borrOwer. 

The proposed revision of Regulation Z represents the Board's first attempt 
to make use of these powers and as such it is welcome. Even with these 
new regulations, however, the Board has neglected to prohibit. or fully 
prohibit, many predatory practices. 
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Unconscionable Rates and Points: NACA believes that Section 
129(1)(2) grants the 80ard the authority to restrict loans with APRs that 
deviate significantly from the conventional industry standards and are 
unconscionable. For low and moderate-income homeowners with limited 
savings these high APR loans often lead to financial devastation and/or 
the loss of their hOme. Lowering the HOEPA trigger to 8 pOints above 
comparable-term Treasury securities (ct. 8 226.32(a)(i)) is a positive slep 
but does not prevent lenders from continuing to make unconscionable 
loans. Lending institutions and investors are fully aware that many of their 
customers will not be able to sustain their payments at the rates charged. 
Even when customers are unable to make their payments, the lenders can 
make significant profits, e.g. by flipping (see comments below). and are 
therefore ullwilling to change their practices. 

Although HOEPA forbids making loans that a buyer cannot afford to 
repay, this offers limited protection to consumers. First, it does not apply 
to loans that slip beneath the HOEPA bar, even when they are predatory. 
Secondly, the restriction is only subject to enforcement when there is a 
demonstrable pattern or practice by the lender. Because such a pattern is 
difficult to establish, especially given the difficulty of proving that a lender 
knew the customer would defautt. Section 129(h) is insufficient to prevent 
predatory lending. 

Loans that are unlikely to be repaid or are usurious are unfair and, as 
such, fall under the Board's regulatory powers. Given the burden of proof 
to establish malicious intent by lenders, the Board's best recourse for 
preventing these predatory lending patterns is to prohibit loans with 
unconscionable rates or points. Lenders have argued that their rates 
reflect the risk of lending to 'subprime" borrowers, and that further rate 
cuts would create shortages In the credit market. We offer two points in 
rebuttal. First, the success of NACA's mortgage program, which offers 
low cost, market-rate loans to "subprime" borrowers, clearly demonstrates 
that these borrowers can repay affordable loans. By charging usurious 
rates, subprime lenders create the "risk" that fuels their high profit 
margins. Secondly, the social cost of reducing the number of high.interest 
rate loans available to the few people who could actually benefit from 
them is far outweighed by the costs incurred by the vastly greater number 
of people who now unwittingly sign themselves over to financial ruin. 

Because predatory lending practices change with time, Congress gave the 
Board the power to monitor the mortgage industry and prohibit those 
practices that it discovers are linked to predatory lending. Since the 
passage of HOEPA. the Board should have uncovered a clear link 
between loans with unconscionable rates and points and the predatory 
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practices of extending credit without regard to the payment ability of the 
consumer, The Board should use its regulatory powers to prohibit such 
loans. 

Strengthening Rules Against Flipping: The Board has neglected until 
now its responsibility under Section 129(1)(2) to curb refinancing practices 
that are abusive and not in the interest of the borrower, and the currently 
proposed regulations are inadequate to the task. Flipping engenders the 
worst kind of loan abuse and goes hand~in-hand with unconscionable 
rates. Because lenders can ele facto make unaffordable loans (see 
previous section), they can use repeated refinancing to generate fee 
income and strip homeowner equity. 

Some lenders refinance their own loans prior to default and use deceptive 
accounting techniques to mislead their investors. Fees that would 
ordinarily be amortized over the fife of the loan are booked immediately as 
profit when the loan is refinanced. allowing the lenders to overstate their 
performance. Although these fees wfll probably never be repaid in full, the 
paper gains inflate the value of these lender's stocks and securities. 

The proposed rule in 8 226.34(3) offers limited protection to consumers 
and suffers from major shortcomings. Section 129(1)(2) of HOEPA 
specifies that the Board shall prohibit refinancings of all mortgage loans 
that are not in the interest of the borrower. The Board has chosen to 
implement this by prohibiting refinancings in the first twelve months, by the 
origfnal creelitor, of loans subject to 6226.32 that are not in the borrower's 
interest. Lenders are thul> licensed in all other circumstances (after 12 
months. non-HOEPA loans, different creditor) to deceive and manipulate 
borrowers into entering transactions that are against their interests. 

NACA proposes that the Board prohibit fees on refinancing by the original 
creditor (iimd affiliates) on all roans where the new loan has a rate higher 
than the Fannie Mae 15 or 3Q..year rate. We believe these restrictions do 
not create a significant competitive disadvantage for the original lender 
because the lender is already familiar with the borrower, reducing the 
processing costs and the need to charge points. Although the measure 
would restrict some instances of legitimate refinancing, especially where 
the borrower wishes to buy down the rate, the borrower can always tum to 
a different render for the buy-down option. NACA believes that the costs 
of any ineffiCiency created are far outweighed by the efficacy this rule 
would have for both eliminating the abusive practices of flipping and the 
incentive to make unaffordable loans. 

Should the Board persist with the benefits strategy, NACA is concerned 
not only with the narrow scope of its proposed application above, but with 
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the potential abuse of the phrase' "in the borrowe(s interest.· If a 
predatory lender makes a HOEPA loan that the borrower is unlikely to be 
able to repay (as discussed above. relying on the repayment clause is 
problematic), the borrower might need to refinance or default after six 
months. In these circumstances. the lender could plausibly argue thaI 
refinancing (with new fees) is in the interest of the borrower. Instead. the 
total relationship between that borrower and lender should be evaluated. 
The Board must develop guidelines that would prevent these types of 
evasions. 

Prohibiting Yield Spread Premiums: Some lenders pay fees to 
mortgage brokell! based on the spread between what a borrower should 
be charged and the loan that they actually buy from the broker. These 
fees encourage brokers to use deceptive highvpressure sales tactics to 
sell borrowers l,mnecessarily expensive loans. a problem that is 
exacerbated by the fact that borrowers often think that the broker works 
for them. From a different perspective, yield spread premiums create 
market inefficiencies that rely on misinformation. and put honest brokers at 
a competitive disadvantage. Under Section 129(1X2), the Board therefore 
has the authority to prohibit these practices as deceptive and unfair. and 
should do so. 

Prohibiting Financed Single Premium Credit Life: Including credit 
insurance in the fee trigger Is a positive step, but the Board should go 
further. Predatory lenders often add credit insurance to the loan amount 
without the knowledge of the borrower. Financed credit insurance can 
equal between 10 and 20 percent of the loan amount. an exorbitant figure 
considering that life Insurance products can be obtained outside of the 
loan transaction at significantly lower costs. The renders misrepresent the 
price of the single premium insurance by financing it into the loan. 
Because of the excessive abuse of financed single premium insurance 
products. NACA believes that the Board should prohibit them. 

Prohibiting Refinancing Low Cost Loans: NACA approves of the 
prohibition in 5 226.34(b)(1) against refinanCing a no-interest or 
substantially below marke1 rate loan in the first five years. Given that 
there is a "borrower'S interest" exemption. however, the protection should 
extend for the full term of the low"rate loan. Additionally, many if not most 
of the predatory loans in question are second mortgages rather than 
refinances or consolidations of the first mortgage. To prevent predators 
from taking advEiotage of affordable mortgage programs, the Board should 
prohibit second mortgages that exceed conventional rates for 
homeowners with low-rate loans. 
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Credit Counseling: The Board has asked for comments on credit 
counseling and other educational efforts. NACA agrees that such 
counseling can redress the information gap between well-served and 
poorly served communities and reduce the amount of predatory lending in 
underserved communities. NACA is in general agreement with restrictions 
imposed by some states that require mandatory counseling for some high 
cost loans. We believe that any mandatory counseling must be 
accompanied by restrictions on the relationship between credit counseling 
and the mortgage industry so that counselors truly act in the interest of the 
borrowers. NACA is also concerned that counseling may be offered as a 
substitute for the promulgation and enforcement of predatory lending 
regulations, such as those recommended above. Neither counseling nor 
improved disclosures can remedy difficulties associated with inherently 
abusive loan terms and conditions. 

Conclusion: The Federal Reserve Board needs to demonstrate to the 
public and the mortgage industry that it has overcome its inftial opposition 
to HOEPA and is now ready to uphold its obligation under HOEPA to 
combat predatory lending practices. The proposed regulations represent 
an insufficient move in the right direction. Only by taking full advantage of 
the powers it has been given LInder HOEPA. including arn:! in particular the 
power to restrict inherently unfair and deceptive practices, can the Board 
fulfill the responSibilities assigned to it. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Marks 
CEO 
NACA 

Background: NACA has been in the forefront of the fight against 
predatory lenders and their exploitative lending practices. NACA's offices 
throughout the country provide the best mortgage program in America, 
and set the standard for providing affordable mortgages to working people 
who would be subject to subprime and predatory lenders. NACA has 
commitments with major lenders totaling $4.3 billion for no down payment, 
no closing costs, no fees, no points, below market interest rate loans. 
Participants are not required to have perfect credit. Through the NACA 
program, working people. who otherwise would be subject to 5ubprime 
lenders with exploitative terms, have been able to purchase or refinance a 
home on extremefy affordable terms. In effect, NACA provides prime 
loans for sub-prime borrowers. 
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--...... DC 2000.-4;107 

2m.3$" 11;l( &. 202.3$3.7580 

rm:n::Iimr.cmnt.... 

July 25, 2001 

The Honorable Paul Sarbanes 
Chairman, Senate Banking Committee 
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 22510 

Dear.Mr. Chairman: 

On behalf of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS· I want to take this opportunity 
to applaud your efforts to address abusive and predatory lending practices. The hearings your 
committee will be conducting are important ones. We are well aware of your longstanding 
concern about abusive, predatory or fraudulent lending practices. NAR shares your concern and 
supports your efforts to assure that consumers are protected and fully armed with the knowledge 
to empower them to use mortgage credit wisely and protect homeowner equity. 

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS<ID opposes abusive or predatory lending 
practices that deceive homeowners about the true nature of the loan and resuh in the stripping of 
equity, diminished personal credit standing, or violations of federal or state consumer protection 
statll!es and regulations. The majority of predatory lending victims are women, the elderly and 
minorities. As an association, NAR is working hard to break down the barriers to 
homeownership, especially those facing minority populations. Minority homebuyers are 
significantly more likely than white homebuyers to use an FHA or higher-cost subprime loans 
when buying a home. This underscores the need for a healthy subprime market. Taking steps to 
tigtrten the lending rules for these loans in order to protect the consumer is an admirable goal. 
The challenge will be to craft a solution that will successfully decrease the opportunities for 
unscrupulous behavior while at the same time preserve the availability of credit for subprime 
borrowers. We look forward to working with you to find that necessary balance. 

Seeking solutions to predatory lending is consistent with NAR's overall public policy priorities. 
Every day, REALTORS® work hard to build strong communities and a better America by 
assisting families and individuals in their pursuit of the American Dream of homeowners hip. We 
are committed to preserving and promoting federal mortgage finance and assisted housing 
programs to help close the gap in homeownership rates for minorities and to meet the demand for 
affordable rental housing, As advocates for consumers, we have dedicated ourselves to defeating 

IU!JU..ro~.,,~uskUn:meon~tmdt.ludlmqbt-lIIfIdon.trtr,_<I!fOI,tt 
~....t.o_~ol~NAT1ONA.t..\S.SOClA'rIDHOFR.E.A.t.:rnIit.~ 
1IDd ........ ;DI.L'.orklliEdaa::t, 
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the proposed Federal Reserve Board and Treasury Department rule that would allow banks to 
engage in real estate brokerage and management activities, 

We also proudly support legislation recently introduced by Senators Charles Schumer and 
Wayne Allard that would require the disclosure of credit scores to consumers, along with the key 
factors that were used to detennine those scores and additional information that puts the credit 
score into context, Consumers would know their score and thus increase their opportunities to 
qualify for the most cost effective mortgage, It will keep consumers from being swept into 
needlessly expensive mortgage products with unsuitable terms. Consumers are best protected 
with the most comprehensive and clear disclosures prescribed by law and regulation, 

There is no doubt that additional regulation of the mortgage lending industry will be met with 
much resistance, Lenders argue that simply enforcing current laws will rid the marketplace of 
those who act in bad faith, They instead offer a proposal to reform RESPA and TILA, two key 
consumer disclosure statutes as a solution to predatory lending, It is not that simple, Daily news 
headlines report increasing incidents of abusive and deceptive lending practices, consumer 
privacy violations and other questionable actions by financial institutions, There is no doubt this 
is a widespread problem, We are greatly troubled because these are the same entities seeking 
additional powers to enter the real estate brokerage business. We strongly encourage you not to 
be distracted by their objections and to continue to move forward in the manner you have laid 
out to address this very important issue, 

REALTORS'" spend countless hours putting people in homes, We would like to see them stay 
there and not be the victims of actions that ultimately result in foreclosure and financial ruin. We 
congratulate you again for holding these hearings on the growing problem of abusive and 
predatory lending and look forward to being part ofthe solution. 

Sincerely, 

~;.J)II;6Nrrf~tL
Richard Mendenhall 
President 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS'" 

cc: Banking Committee 
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~ THE REINVES~"T FUND1~ Human Interest Compounded Daily 

c..t lror. ll.ilding. Suite 300 North 
718 Areh Street. Philadelphia. PA 1910&-1591 
Phone' 215.<)25.1130 F"", 215.923.4764 
www.trl'und,oom 

Senator Paul Sarbanes 
United States Senator 
Cbairman, Senate Committee on Banking, 
Housing & Urban Affairs 

309 Hart Building 
Washington. DC 20510 

Dear Cha.innan Satbanes: 

We at The Reinvestment FWld ("TRF") in Pbiladelpbia wish to extend our 
a:ppn:ciation to you and your Senate colleagues for holding the recent hearings on 
predatory lending. Jonathan Miller ofyour ~ upon learning of our research, 
contacted us and asked that we provide a summary ofour findings for placement in 
the public record. 

Approximately 18 months ago, TRF obtained a grant from the Ford Foundation to 
study predatory lending using the City of Philadelphia as our laboratory. Our study 
has two complementary tracks: one that is qualitative and another, quantitative. The 
purpose of the qualitative analysis is to gain a thorough understanding ofthe 
predatory lending process and to both inform and illuminate the quantitative work. 
To that end, we conducted systematic interviews with: borrowers. brokers, settlement 
attorneys & cleIts, title insurers & Wlderwriters. appraisers. lenders & mortgage 
bankers, representatives ofthe PeIIIlSylvania Association ofMortgage Brokers, 
representative ofthe Pennsylvania Association ofMortgage Bankers, President of 
the National Home Equity Mortgage Association. State Banking Officials (PA and 
NJ), State Housing Finance Agency Officials (PAt a Federal Trade Commission 
attorney and severallegaI advocates and scholars. These interviews helped us gain 
a broad Wlderstanding ofthe industry, how it has evolved, and how predatory 
lending practices have emerged. By interviewing members of the sub-prime 
industry, we developed a comprehensive Wlderstanding ofwhat distinguishes 
legitimate sub-prime business practices from predatory lending practices. 

Our quantitative work is novel. Most research to date has simply tabulated HMDA 
data records based upon a cbaracterization of lenders as prime or sub-prime. While 
useful to a degree, the shortcomings ofthis approach are several (e.g., not all lenders 
report Wlder HMDA nor are all sub-prime loans predatory). We felt that to really 

I We have also taktn Ihe opportunity to review our approach and findings with repmenwiVCll ofthe 
U.S. Depanment ofIustice (Civil Righlll Division) and Freddie Mac, boIh of whieh have expressed 
support fur the reasonableness ofour appmaeh and findings. 

Ddswftl*e VaDey Community Remve1Jtm.e.nl Fuod 
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capture the essence ofthe equity lost to homeowners over a period oftime, we 
needed to find a database that offers an opportunity to examine the sale and lien 
histories of properties. From these property histories, our strategy for identifying 
indicators ofpredatory lending necessitates a careful review ofeach and every 
property for which multiple factors are coded to reflect the nature ofthe lien history 
and patterns we believe to be predatory? 

We created several samples ofmortgage histories. Our control sample bas 
approximately 450 residential properties drawn from all areas ofthe City of 
Philadelphia. Other samples consist ofall the residential properties in selected 
Philadelphia Census tracts. These tracts were chosen for in-depth analysis because 
they represented an army ofpoteTJlial vulnerability - per our classification. Tlreae 
data sets win ultimately provide the statistical basis upon which we intend to 
conclusively estimate the nature and extent ofpredatory lending across the City of 
Philadelphia. 

The phrase potential vulnerability requires some explanation. Interviews and 
previous research on this topic suggest that those most vulnerable to predatory 
lending tend to be: (1) of more modest means; (2) older; (3) with equity in homes 
(Le., equity that can be used by the lender). Accordingly, we identified areas in the 
City ofPhiladelphia that had lower housing values, higher percentages of 
homeowners aged 55 and above, and higher percentages ofhomes owned free-and
clear. 

Our analysis shows that, generally speaking. areas that have higher potential 
vulnerability to predatory lending manifest: (1) lower levels of.income; (2) greater 
population decline during the 1990's; (3) higher percentages minority - especially 
African American; and (4) lower levels ofeducation. Our analysis ofthe selected 
sample tracts suggests that highly vulnerable areas also manifest: (1) substantially 
higher percentages ofsub-prime lending; (2) higher percentages ofhomes sold at 
Sheriff Sale; (3) greater likelihood of refinancing prime to sub-prime loans (as 
opposed to refinancing prime to other prime loans, as occurs in lower vulnerability 
areas); and (4) more frequent patteros oflending suggestive ofpredatory lending 
(i.e., a series of small often consumer discount loans refinanced into large first liens 
by sub-prime lenders).' Credit repair, a term used by the sub-prime industry to justifY 
making sub-prime loans to credit i.mpajred oonowers who could theoretically make 

1 We have also dJaracterized eadllien as «igiJJadDg with a prime or sub-prime kmdec. Our basis for 
this cbaracterizati. is 1IIe BUD SulJ..Primc lender list wi1h our own in-depth seardI ofvarious lDlIJket 
sources and COD$UItarlon wi1h iDdividuals who have cxpmise in knowing 1IIe IIIdUre afthe lenders' 
business. 

l We are also exploring 1IIe lIIIture and exteD1: ofa racial \lOIIIICCIion to these ~ pe.ttems of 
Icmding. WbiIe _ observe 811 ondeniabIe spatial relatiooship between predatory Ieuding and the 
nwial composition of areas, we do not yet feel that we have sufficient dam to idtmlify nM;e lIS is a 
causal factor. 
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regular payments and then refinance into a prime product, does not occur to any 
great extent in the most vulnerable areas. 

An Evolying Understanding of the Problem: 

Our analysis shows that there are areas ofthe City ofPhiladelphia that bave 
historically bad vastly different access to mainstream financial institutions. Through 
our interviews we recognize that these areas are home to people whose familiarity 
and experience with mainstream financial institutions is severely limited. Even 
today, an analysis of the HMDA data show that people residing in the lower income 
and minority areas ofPhiladelpbia obtain credit from a largely different set of 
institutions than those residing in higher income White areas; there is greater sub
prime activity in the lower income minority areas. For many ofthe people residing 
in these communities, the truVority of whom are ofmodest tneIIIlS, situational needs 
for credit have been filled by finance and consumer discount companies rather than 
banks or credit unions. 

Federal legislation. titled the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary 
Control Act of 1980, exempted financial inStitutions from State usury laws if first 
lien positions were taken against a property. The state exemption. taken together 
with the proliferation ofprivate mortgage securitization in the early to mid-199Os, 
put pressure on lenders to convert borrowers' financial needs previously met by 
small second loans into large first liens.' This was accomplished by refinancing all 
sorts ofdebt (e.g., existing mortgages, revolving debt,. utility bills, etc.) into new first 
liens. against the borrowcfs property. Borrowers were convinced that the lower 
monthly bill and/or the tax advantage ofdeductible home mortgage interest 
outweighed the cost ofthe transaction.5 

6 Through our interviews we have seen and 
beard ofinstances where people refinanced low interest federally insured mortgages 
into high interest sub-prime loans. Reports have come to TRF that residents ofthe 
Philadelphia. Nehemiah homes, financed by TRF, have been approached to refinance 
soft second liens (representing security for the subsidy used to con.struct the home) to 

• Estimates are tbat private mortgage securiti.zat:i.00lI ofsub-pri:me 1_rose from approximately $10 
bill.ion in 1994 to S90 bill.ion in 1997. cadlyManstitld, 2000. ''The Road to Subprime "HEL" Wu 
Paved With Good CongrossioDallnteolion$: usury derepIatioD III!d the subprime home equity 
11l8Ii:et." South Carolina Law Revitw. SI, 3. 

$ ObviOllSly tor some, reducilll the montb1y paymeut was necossary to alleviate a d.iffu:uIt financial 
clreumstance. However. tor odHIrs the substitution ofsbort.fCJm debt with long-term debt _ 
ecouomiaIlly in:ationaL 1his in:atioI!lIlity is parti.cuIarl.y 9I8rk fteD the retlnanced debt could DOt 
have tlIn.!atene<I the borrower's equ.Uy in their home. 

• In order to reap the benefit ofdi!ductible mortgage m-t, a taxpayer/bon'ower would have to 
itemi.2» their income tax mums. Many lower income people do DOt itemi.2» deductiODS on their tax 
returns and so the: benefit is lost. 
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get .smal.l amounts ofcash. It is important to recognize that these people were 
persuaded to convert loans they would not have bad to pay back into real debt - in 
some instances totaling over $20,000 - in oIder to borrow one or two-thousand 
dollars. 

The 1990's witnessed a remarkable expansion of a sub-prime credit market. At the 
beginning of the decade, estimates are that sub-pri.me credit constituted less than 1% 
ofthe mortgage market By the end of the 1990's, estimates are that sub-prime 
lending overall constituted about 90/.,. with sub-prime more active in the refinance 
market (i.e., 10.9010).' In the prime market there was little variability in risk: (or cost) 
because ofthe fairly uniform and stringent underwriting guidelines adopted by most 
prime leoders - in part driven by the GSEs. This conservative assessment ofrisk: 
meant that the credit needs ofthose whose credit was flawed went unfulfilled. In the 
sub-prime market, the price a borrower paid was ostensibly commensurate with risk. 
While the mainstream financial institutions fe<:used their activity on low-risk: 
borrowers, sub-prime lenders were making credit available where it was not plentiful 
before by charging more to risky borrowers. The argument was (and remains), that 
although sub-prime loans were more costly, the altemative was no loans at all. 

Sub-prime lenders tend to be non-depository and thus are largely 00- or under
regulated. By this we mean that unlike national banks. for example, that receive 
routine safety and soundness (and eRA) reviews, these lenders operate without the 
sort of financial oversight that would tend to catch or limit abusive and :fraudulent 
practices. 

It is our conclusion that many economically irrational loans are made because of 
those involved in the transaction - except for the borrower and the ultimate holder of 
the note - none truly bave a stake in the outcome ofthat transaction. Lending in the 
sub-prime world is an extraordinarily fragmented process. Thus, if loans go into 
default or foreclosure, while the borrower and note holder may suffer a consequence, 
neither the lender nor the broker or anyone else in the p!.'O<:ess suffers a loss. In an 
interview with an appraiser we were told that there is constant pressure on appraisers 
to inflate values. He reported that the appraisal. bas evolved ftom a vitally important 
document that existed to protect borrower and lender, to an obligatory dO<:ument 
necessary in the loan file in otder to get through a lender's quality control. If the 
value is overstated, it doesn't matter. One lender expressed the pressure of 
competing interests ofmeeting lending quo1as versus quality control ofapplications. 
He stated that when the pressure is on to meet lending quotas, quality control "takes 
a back seat." 

1 See fur 1!DIllJ)1e: Glen Oumer. wlI)'M Passmore amd Elizabelhl..aderman. 1999. "'l'lm Role of 
Specialized l.cIIdcrs in Extending Mortgages to Lower-IDI:ome and Minority Homebuyel's_w Federal 
Rmerve BuDetin, November 1999. Amhony Pennington-Cross, Anthony Yt:2I!II and Joseph Nidlols. 
2000. ·'Credit Risk and Mortgage 'Lendiog: who uses SIIbprime and why?" Research Iostitu1I: tOe 
Housing America, Working Paper No. 00-03. 

http:sub-pri.me
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Moreover the sales force that many ofthe wholesale lenders within this industry 
employ (i.e., mortgage brokers) fimctiollS with little or no oversight. Licensing in 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is purely bureaucratic and involves filling out a 
form and sending the Commonwealth a check for $500; at this time, there are no 
training, education or continuing education prerequisites for a license. There is little 
chance that the State Banking Commission will effectively enforce the Mortgage 
Bankers and Brokers Act. This reality is not lost on brokers acting outside the 
parameters ofthat law.8 9 

Interviews with brokers, borrowers and others clearly point to the aggressive tactics 
with which the sub-prime products are marketed. Some of the aggressive marketing 
behaviors (e.g., knocking on someone's door and telling them that their rooflooks 
like it needs work and they can do the repair and arrange financing) stand in direct 
contrast with how the more mainstream financial institutiOIlS operate. Target 
marketing is not per se bad. It is however a problem when you exploit a 
vulnerability to sell a dam8gi~ inappropriate financial product.. One ofthe 
strategies for marketing described to us involved obIaining lists of oames ofpotential 
borrowers from an inttanet market research firm. A database ofoames of individuals 
who meet certain criteria (e.g., female, over the age of65, likely homeowner, likely 
living alone, etc.) can be purchased for pennies..a-name. These names can then be 
cross-checked against the same data we are using to examine lien history to see who 
bad existing sub-prime or COllSumer discount loans. The ability to query the publicly 
available databases by lender name makes purchasing lists ofhomeowners redundant 
for many brokers. In fact, a former consumer finance lender described how his 
customers were target marketed by predatory brokers, ultimately putting him out of 
business. 

In short, because ofthe fragmentation of the lending and loan funding process, the 
lax regulatory environment within which many ofthe actors operate. the push to get 
the money on the street, pent up demand for credit, and unsophisticated borrowers, 
predatory lending as we know it was born and flourishes. 

With this as background, we are able to cautiously project that there are areas in the 
City ofPhiladelpbia where predatory lending is essentially non-existent. On the 
other hand, there are areas where perhaps as much as 25% ofthe transacti.OIlS have 
indications ofpredatory lending. 

Future Ford Foundation funded research by TRF on this topic will have us reviewing 
the HUD-l settlemem: sheets for a sample ofloans so that we can see "where the 

• inIa'esI:ingly, broker 1rade _iatioos recognize Ibis problem and are reoollllJlel1diDg tbat the bar be 
milled fur entry into 1he profession and that the Stale take a more proactive role in reguIatiDg broken. 
They are also nICOIIIllleIIdi COIIIimIina education classes and some self-policing pcJIIm'$. 

9 In an ~where the Assistant ~ ofBal!king (in PAl expressed his question about 
the mucot ofpredatory because they bad so few complainlJ to 1heir Department, ODe needn't wooder 
how those who operate in violation of the law mJsIn feel comforted. 
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money wenf'in some ofthese traDsactions. We are also studying foreclosure and 
Sheriff Sales for linkage to predatory lending. And finally, we will be extending our 
work to areas beyond the City ofPhiladelphia. Programmatically, on an initial pilot 
basis, TRF is going to be making its own capital available to individuals who_have 
been exploited in predatory transactions. This program is a partnership between 
TRF, Community Legal Services, Inc. (an entity that represents victims ofpredatory 
lending) and the Housing CounseliDg Association. 

TRF as a highly respected member ofthe CDFI community prides itself on being 
able to conduct high quality public policy research that intersects with our poverty 
alleviation mission. In this instance we view developing and communicating a better 
understanding of predatory lending as supportive of that mission. TRF supports your 
attempts to broaden the coverage ofthe HOEPA and tighten its triggers. We also 
support the attempt to outlaw certain products and practices mentioned in your bill 
that oftentimes are found in what we might all agree are predatory loans. TRF would 
also support an expansion of the HMDA to include a larger universe of lenders and 
information reported so as to facilitate public monitoring ofthe sub-prime market. 
To the extent that we can provide additional assistance to you and the other members 
ofthe committee, please do not hesitate to call upon us. 

Very sincerely yours. 

~-
Ira Goldstein 
Director, Public Policy 
8t: Program Assessment 

Enclosures 
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STATEMENT OF JEFFREY ZELTZER 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL HOME EQUITY MORTGAGE A.'3S0CIATION 

JULY 26, 2001 

Chairman Sarbanes and Committee Members, r am Jeffrey Zeltzer, the Executive 
Director of The National Home Equity Mortgage Association ("NHEMA").1 r appre
ciate the opportunity to provide NHEMA's views on how to stop inappropriate mort
gage lending practices that many now call "predatory lending." NHEMA abhors abu
sive lending and wants it stopped. We advocate a multitrack strategy for stopping 
these abuses: (1) tougher enforcement of existing laws; (2) voluntary industry self
policing by such things as adopting "Best Lending Practices" Guidelines; (3) greatly 
enhanced consumer education programs; (4) broad-based reform and simplification 
ofRESPA and TILA requirements; and (5) targeted legislative reforms where appro
priate to address specific abusive practices. Subsequently, we will comment further 
on each of these areas. 

Subprime consumer mortgage lenders are performing an extremely important 
service by making affordable credit available on reasonable terms to millions of 
Americans who otherwise could not easily meet their credit needs. Before the 
subprime market became well established over the past decade, consumers in many 
underserved markets often found it difficult, if not impossible to obtain credit. 
Today, virtually every American has the opportunity to obtain mortgage credit at 
fair and reasonable prices. We are very proud that our industry has played a key 
role in democratizing the mortgage credit markets and in helping so many con
sumers. We also are deeply troubled both by the continued existence of abusive 
lending practices in the subprime marketplace and by the unintended adverse con
sequences that are likely to arise if corrective measures are not drafted with ex
treme care.2 NHEMA is committed to helping eradicate such lending abuses that 
are harming too many of our borrowers and undermining our industry's reputation. 
We commend Chairman Sarbanes and the Committee for focusing attention on this 
problem, and we pledge to work constructively with you to help stop the abuses. 

Although there is little quantitative data to document the prevalence of such prob
lems, we know that some abuses are occurring, and NHEMA believes that they 
must be stopped. None of our borrowers should be preyed upon and risk losing their 
homes by even a few unscrupulous mortgage brokers, lenders, and home improve
ment contractors. Having devoted a great deal of time and resources to addressing 
these concerns, we are convinced that there is no single, simple "silver bullet" solu
tion to prevent abusive or improper practices that some parties are perpetrating on 
unsuspecting and often unsophisticated borrowers. Before discussing our five part 
strategy for preventing mortgage lending abuses, we want to first share some gen
eral information and observations that we believe will be helpful to the Committee's 

1 Founded in 1974, NHEI'vIA serves as the principal trade association for home equity lenders, 
Our current membership of approximately 250 companies employs tens of thousands of people 
throughout the Nation and underwrites most of the subprime consumer mortgage loans. 

2 Federal Reserve Board Governor Gramlich recognized many of these points in a recent 
speech at the Board's Community Affairs Research Conference: "Studies of urban metropolitan 
data submitted under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act tHMDA) have shown that lower-in
come and minority consumers, who have traditionally had difficulty in getting mortgage credit, 
have been . ut loans at record levels in recent years. Specifically, conventional home-pur
chase mo . to low income borrowers nearly doubled between 1993 and 1999.. 
Much ncrease lending can be attributed to the development of the subprime mortgage 
market. Again using HMDA data, we see a thirteen-fold increase in the number of subprime 
home equity loans and a sixteen-fold increase in the number of subprime loans to purchase 
homes. The rapid growth in subprime lending has expanded homeownership opportunities and 
provided credit to consumers who have difficulty in meeting the underwriting criteria of prime 
lenders because of blemished credit histories or other aspects of their profiles. As a result, more 
Americans now own a home, are building wealth, and are realizing cherished goals. . . . How
ever, this attractive picture of expanded credit access is marred by those very troubling reports 
of abusive and unscrupulous credit practices, predatory lending practices, that can strip home
owners of the equity in their homes and ultimately even result in foreclosure. , .. Though we 
have held discussions on the different categories of subprime loans, the credit profiles of vulner
able borrowers, and the marketing and underwriting tactics that predatory lenders employ, 
we find that the absence of hard data inhibits a full understanding of the predatory lending 
problem. Exactly what are the most egregious lending practices? How prevalent are they? How 
can they be stopped? Absent the available data and the analysis and relationships they re
veal, rulemakers and policymakers are challenged to ensure that their actions do not have unin
tended consequences. We are mindful that expansive regulatory action intended to deter 
predatory practices may discourage legitimate lenders from providing loans and restrict the ac
cess to credit that we have worked so hard to expand., " 
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understanding of the predatory lending issue and the subprime segment of the 
mortgage market. 

Background 
What is "Predatory Lending?" While there is no precise definition of the term 

"predatory lending," it is generally recognized as a term that encompasses a variety 
of practices by home improvement contractors and mortgage brokers and lenders 
that are abusive, grossly unfair, deceptive, and often fraudulent. These practices in
clude such things as unreasonably high charges for interest rates, sales commissions 
(points) and closing costs, imposing loan terms that are unfair in particular situa
tions, and outright fraudulent misrepresentations. In recent years, the label "preda
tory" has been used in recognition of the fact that some of the perpetrators literally 
prey upon the elderly, the less affluent, and more vulnerable homeowners, including 
in some cases, minorities. 

"Subprime Lending" vs. "Predatory Lending" While abusive practices do in fact 
occur to some extent in all types of consumer credit transactions, including the so
called "prime" or "conventional" mortgage market, it appears some abuses are con
centrated more heavily in the subprime market segment. Regrettably, this occur
rence has undoubtedly caused some people to confuse "subprime" and "predatory" 
lending. It is critically important that Congress fully understand that subprime 
mortgage lending should not be equated with "predatory." Subprime loans are a 
wholly legitimate and an absolutely vital segment of the broader mortgage market. 
Between 10 percent to 15 percent of all U.S. mortgages fall within the subprime cat
egory. Roughly 50 percent of subprime loans are originated through mortgage bro
kers, with the remainder coming from retail sales by lenders. 

"Subprime" is the term that generally is used to refer to loan products that are 
offered to borrowers who do not qualify for what are called "prime" or conventional 
products. Prime mortgage borrowers have more pristine, "A" grade credit, are con
sidered less risky and accordingly qualify for the lowest available rates. Borrowers 
whose qualifications are below the "prime" requirements are usually referred to as 
"subprime" and have to pay somewhat higher rates as they are viewed as being 
higher credit risks. Most subprime mortgage loans are made to people who have 
varying degrees of credit impairments. We want to emphasize, however, that many 
borrowers with "An grade credit do not automatically qualify for prime mortgage 
rates because credit is not the only factor considered in underwriting a loan. Other 
issues, such as the amount of equity that the borrower has to invest in the property 
(the "loan-to-value ratio"), nonconforming property types, one's employment status 
or the lack of adequate loan documentation often prevent borrowers from qualifying 
for a prime mortgage product. 

Unlike the relatively limited number of prime loan products, there are a wide va
riety of subprime products and rates, which reflect the more customized, risk-based 
pricing underwriting of the subprime market segment. Lenders in the sub~rime 
market usually offer mortgages in categories broadly described as "A-minus, "B," 
"C," and "D." (Many lenders have numerous subcategories with graduated prices 
within each of these general categories.) The majority of subprime loans, roughly 
60-65 percent, fall into the "A-minus" range and have interest rates only mod
erately higher than prime loans. Another 20-25 percent qualify as "B," which have 
a few more credit impairments and slightly hi~her rates to reflect more risk. The 
remaining 10-20 percent tend to be mostly "C' grade loans, which have substan
tially more credit defects, and a small percentage of "D" loans, which present the 
highest credit risks. 

It is important to understand that while subprime borrowers present higher risks, 
and accordingly must be charged higher rates to reflect those risks, they still gen
erally are good customers who remain current in their mortgage payments. They do, 
however, require a higher level of loan servicing work to help keep them on track, 
and this also entails higher costs to the lenders, which must be reflected in loan 
pricing. 

Who are the subprime borrowers? Many media stories relating to abuses in the 
subprime market have left people with a misimpression that most subprime bor
rowers are elderly, minorities, very poor, and likely to be unable to repay their 
loans, and therefore are destined to lose their homes in foreclosure. In fact, the typ
ical subprime customer is totally different from this stereotype. The overwhelming 
majority of subprime borrowers are white, not minorities. They are mostly in their 
40's, with only a small percentage over 65 years old. And, their incomes typically 
range between $50,000 and $60,000 per year. Most repay in a timely manner, and 
the foreclosure rate is only somewhat higher than that for prime loans. The 
subprime borrower's profile is basically that of a "prime" borrower, and it is one's 
credit record, not age or race, that is the main distinguishing factor. NHEMA com
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missioned a study last year by SMR Research, which is one of the Nation's leading 
independent mortgage market research and analysis firms, to review subprime lend
ing. SMR's report, which we are providing to the Committee's staff. offers additional 
details regarding our market segment and customer characteristics. 
Protecting Borrowers' Access to Credit 

In sharp contrast to legitimate subprime or prime lending, some unethical loan 
originators do engajre lmowingly in abusive lending practices and many of these 
abuses are now <1i'ten lumped together in the term "predatory lending." These abu
sive practices include a variety of improper marketing practices and inappropriate 
loan terms. Sometimes it is quite easy to identifY predatory lending, but it often is 
much more difficult to determine whether abuses are occurring. Moreover, a number 
of the loan terms being attacked are not per se improper, but can sometimes be used 
improperly.3 

To illustrate this point, we want to highlight several loan terms typically help 
consumers and are not per se abusive, yet many consumer advocates now often seem 
to be alleging these terms are inherently predatory: 
• Prepayment Fees-Many subprime loans contain terms that impose a prepayment 

fee or penalty if the borrower pays off the loan before the end of the agreed upon 
loan period. Some critics are strongly attacking erepayment fees as predatory and 
unfair, and some legislators have proposed prohIbiting such fees. Are prepayment 
fees abusive? Most of the time, absolutely not. Prepayment fee clauses actually 
provide a major benefit to most consumers because they allow the borrower to get 
a significantly lower rate on the loan than they would get without the clause. Pre
payment provisions are very important in keeping rates lower and helping make 
more credit available in the subprime market. Loans are priced based on the as
sumption that they will remain outstanding for some projected time period. If a 
loan is paid off earlier, the lenders or secondary market investors who may buy 
the loan cannot recover the upfront costs unless they address this issue in the 
terms of the loan. Instead of charging a higher interest rate or higher initial fees, 
lenders know it is usually fairer and better for the borrower to have an early pay
ment fee to protect against losing these upfront costs. On the other hand, it is 
certainly possible to have an abusive prepayment clause that imposes too much 
of a penalty and/or that applies for too long a time. The point here is that most 
of the time the consumer benefits and the provision is not abusive. Sometimes, 
however, this otherwise wholly legitimate provision can be applied in an abusive 
manner. Again, the challenge for all of us is to find ways to prevent the abusive 
application of such provisions without denying the consumer the benefit of the 
provision, which applies in most cases. With regard to prepayment provisions, this 
benefit can be easily accomplished (for example, requiring that the borrower be 
given an option of a product with and without the fee and limiting the fee amount 
and the time it is applicable). 

• Arbitration 	Clauses-Some parties contend that loan terms that require disputes 
between the lender and borrower to be arbitrated are inherently oppressive and 
abusive. We strongly disagree with such a general characterization of arbitration 
clauses. Yes, it is certainly possible to structure a clause so that it is unfair. For 
example, if a national lender operating in California required that the arbitration 
always be conducted at the lender's headquarters in New York, we think this is 
obviously unfair (and a court would probably not enforce such a loan clause). On 
the other hand, appropriately structured arbitration generally is recognized by 
courts as an acceptable, fair alternative dispute resolution procedure that fre
quently can benefit all parties. Arbitration allows disputes to be resolved much 
more quickly and with less expense than litigation. Arbitration clauses that meet 
certain safeguards, such as restricting venue to where the property is located and 
compliance with the rules set forth by a nationally recognized arbitration organi
zation, should not be deemed inherently abusive. 
In addition to preserving such loan terms that are legitimate, NHEMA wishes to 

emphasize that attacks on certain lending practices are unjustified. In particular, 
some consumer advocates criticize the financing of points and fees by subprime 

3 Governor Gramlich, in a speech to the Fair Housing Council of New York. aptly pointed out 
how wholly legitimate terms and practices can be misused: "... The harder analytical issue 
involves abuses of practices that do improve credit market efficiency most of the time.... 
Mortgage provisions that are generally desirable, but complicated, are abused. For these gen
erally desirable provisions to work properly, both lenders and borrowers must fully understand 
them. Presumably lenders do, but often borrowers do not. As a consequence, provisions that 
work well most of the time end up being abused and hurting vulnerable people enormously some 
of the time." 
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lenders. We strongly believe that their criticisms are not valid. Most subprime bor
rowers do not have extra cash readily available to pay closing costs, so they volun
tarily elect to finance them in connection with the loan. Prime borrowers often do 
the same thing. Subprime borrowers should not be discriminated against and should 
be allowed to continue to finance such costs. Why should they be forced to borrow 
money from other sources, typically at higher, unsecured rates, to pay such nec
essary costs? In many cases, it could prove very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain 
the funds needed to pay such costs. 

Legislators and regulatory officials have a difficult task in balancing the com
peting and often conflicting considerations that arise in this area. While wanting 
abuses stopped, NHEMA cannot overemphasize the importance of moving very care
fully and deliberately in addressing the abuses because there is a great danger that 
new restrictions would limit terms or practices that are generally helpful and desir
able for most consumers. 

NHEMA believes that this Committee can make a tremendous contribution by 
demonstrating how thoughtful legislators can sort through the complexities involved 
and develop truly workable provisions to the extent that additional legislation is 
needed as part of the overall solution. 
How Best Can Abusive Lending Problems Be Addressed? 

Although NHEMA does not believe that abusive or predatory practices are perva
sive in the subprime mortgage sector, and we know tliat some alleged problems are 
not necessarily real abuses, we recognize that there are legitimate areas of concern. 
For example, "loan flipping," which involves repeated refinancing of a mortgage in 
a relatively brief period of time with little or no real economic benefit to the bor
rower, does occur to some degree, and it should be stopped. Likewise, far too many 
borrowers are victims of home improvement lending scams. Others are required to 
pay excessive loan origination fees to mortgage brokers or loan officers. Industry, 
regulators and legislators must work together to find effective ways to stop such 
abuses. In doing so, however, we must be very careful not to overreact and adopt 
inappropriate restrictions that raise the cost of sub prime mortgage credit, or curtail 
credit availability to those who need it. 

As mentioned earlier in our testimony, NHEMA believes that a multitrack strat 
egy must be taken to deal with these questions: 

(1) Greater Enforcement of Existing Laws and Regulations-A substantial 
portion of predatory lending abuses involve fraud and deception that are clearly 
already illegal. In many cases it also appears that some unscrupulous mortgage 
brokers and lenders are disregarding current laws such as the Real Estate Set
tlement Procedures Act (HESPA), the Home Ownership Equity Protection Act 
(HOEPA), the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), and the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, which prohibits unfair and deceptive practices. First, and fore
most, we feel that these laws, and related regulations, need to be enforced more 
vigorously. Many abuses could be handled quite effectively by better enforce
ment. The FTC has already brought a number of enforcement actions involving 
most of the recognized predatory lending practices under the existing HOEPA 
and the FTC Act, and has obtained a handful of settlements. Obviously, the 
FTC already has broad authority in this area. We hope that the FTC will do 
much more to enforce these current laws to curtail abuses. In addition, the Fed
eral Reserve Board (FRB) is now in the process of issuing enhanced HOEPA 
regulations. NHEMA has provided information and comments to these and 
other regulatory bodies and will continue to work with regulators to help control 
abuses. NHEMA urges this Committee and the Congress generally to support 
making whatever additional appropriations are reasonably necessary to help 
Federal agencies enforce the current laws and regulations more effectively. In 
addition, we encourage the agencies to request additional funds if they need 
them. It also is very important to remember that States have various laws and 
regulations that apply to many of the questionable practices. State regulatory 
officials and State legislators need to consider how existing State laws and regu
lations can be better enforced to prevent abusive lending practices. 

(2) Consumer Education-Helping Consumers to "BorrowSmart"-Obviously, 
a key element of the problem is that some borrowers, especially lower-income, 
less-educated people, do not understand their mortgage loan terms. NHEMA's 
number one priority is supporting the consumer's right of free and fair access 
to affordably priced credit. That priority is served by NHEMA's support of con
sumer education initiatives. Educated consumers are good borrowers. They 
know how to avoid unethical and abusive lending practices. They know how to 
get the loan terms that work best for them. And they know how to manage their 
money wisely and avoid running up new debt after taking out a home equity 
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loan. To educate consumers, NHEMA created and supports the BorrowSmart 
Public Education Foundation,4 a separate organization, which is undertaking a 
number of education initiatives: 

BorrowSmart.org. This website will show consumers how the home equity 
lending process works, offer tips for avoiding abusive practices, provide bor
rowers with resources they can tum to if they think they have been a vic
tim of fraud of misrepresentation, educate borrowers about their rights and 
responsibilities and offer other valuable information. 

Consumer Education Materials and Cooperation with Consumer 
Groups-NHEMA has produced consumer brochures for distribution by our 
member institutions to inform and educate borrowers about the loan proc
ess, and the importance of smart money management. We have distributed 
CD-ROM's with consumer education materials to all our members so they 
can easily reproduce and distribute them to their customers. NHEMA also 
has worked to build education partnerships with consumer groups. For ex
ample, we have published a joint brochure with the Consumer Federation 
of America about the importance of keeping credit card debt in check after 
taking out a home equity loan to consolidate debt. The BorrowSmart Foun
dation is now taking over producing such educational materials and in 
working cooperatively with consumer groups. 

In addition, NHEMA conferences, seminars, and publications encourage asso
ciation members to keep borrowers educated and informed. Our goal is to keep 
home equity loans available as a financial resource for all homeowners, while 
ensuring that every borrower understands how to use that resource wisely and 
effectively. 

(3) Voluntary Actions-NHEMA has recognized that there is much that in
dustry can do voluntarily to help raise industry standards and ensure that 
subprime mortgage lenders follow proper practices. We have taken a proactive 
posture in this area. In 1998, NHEMA adopted a new, enhanced Code of Ethics 
to which our members subscribe. We also have adopted new Home Improvement 
Lending Guidelines (1998) and Credit Reporting Guidelines (2000). Last year, 
we adopted a particularly significant measure-new comprehensive Fair Lend
ing and Best Practices Guidelines. These guidelines were the product of months 
of study and analysis, and reflect input from a broad cross-section of our mem
bership. We believe that these guidelines will be very helpful in improving over
all industry lending standards and practices. The guidelines provide a useful 
baseline of what generally should be considered to be appropriate lending prac
tices and procedures.s 

(4) Comprehensive Legislative & Regulatory Reforms-NHEMA was an active 
participant in the so-called Mortgage Reform Working Group (MRWG), which 
began in the spring of 1997 and continued to 1999. This group came together 
at the urging of key Congressional leaders who wanted industry and consumer 
groups to try to reach consensus on how the mortgage lending process might 
be reformed. Participants spent literally thousands of hours considering how 
mortgage lending might be improved. MRWG participants included basically all 
relevant national trade organizations and many consumer groups. Representa
tives from HUD, the FTC, and FRB participated in many of the sessions. Most 
MRWG participants agreed that there were various problems with the present 
statutory and regulatory structure as it applies to both prime and subprime 
mortgage lending. One of the biggest problems identified was that current laws 
and regulations are overly complex and often very confusing for both borrowers 
and lenders. This makes it very difficult for many consumers to understand 
what is occurring and to make proper shopping comparisons. It also poses a 
host of compliance burdens and uncertainties for lenders and mortgage brokers. 
A number of the participants, including NHEMA, put forth various reform con
cepts for discussion by the group, but no consensus was reached, and the proc
ess essentially ended without any resolution of the issues. Part of the reason 
that legislative reforms could not be agreed upon was, and is, that these are 
complex and difficult issues. For example, as noted earlier in my testimony, 
many of the loan terms that some parties object to are not necessarily abusive, 
and it is difficult to craft restrictions that do not do more harm than good. In 
any case, NHEMA believes that comprehensive reforms of current RESP A and 

4 Additional information concerning our BorrowSmart program and educational materials is 
contained in Appendix A. Held in Senate Banking Committee files. 

5 Appendix B to this testimony contains a copy of NHEMA's Code of Ethics and our various 
industry Guidelines. Held in Senate Banking Committee files. 

http:BorrowSmart.org
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TILA mortgage lending provisions should be seriously considered by Congress, 
and especially by this Committee. We are certain that changes can be made to 
encourage more informed comparison-shopping for home equity loans. Moreover, 
we believe that Federal regulators can use their existing authorities to make 
significant improvements. In addition to the FRB's ongoing work regarding 
additional HOEPA regulations, we want to point out that HUD has authority 
to simplify and clarify many relevant policies and regulatory provisions. We 
urge this Committee to encourage HUD officials to utilize such authority, par
ticularly as it relates to reducing some of RESPA's burdensome and confusing 
provisions. 

(5) Carefully Crafted Legislation Targeted At Specific Abuses-NHEMA origi
nally proposed new legislative safeguards to protect against particular abuses, 
such as loan flipping, as a part of its 1997 comprehensive legislative reform pro
posals.6 We subsequently recognized that it might be easier to address many 
of these concerns in a narrower bill focused on particular practices.7 NHEMA 
has long said that new legislative safeguards appear to be merited in some 
cases. On the other hand, we have long voiced serious concern that many of the 
proposals put forward by legislators have been overly broad and would prohibit 
or unduly restrict perfectly legitimate lending practices while attempting to 
limit perceived abuses. The old saying that "the devil is in the details" is per
haps no place so appropriate as in the context of legislation intended to protect 
against predatory mortgage lending practices. We implore this Committee to be 
certain that any legislative proposals you may ultimately put forth have been 
carefully vetted to ensure that they are clear and do not have the unintended 
effect of curtailing legitimate lending practices instead of being targeted to stop 
only the abusive ones. 

Ten Key Issues for the Committee's Consideration 
Given our ongoing efforts to stop abusive lending practices and our knowledge of 

the subprime marketplace, we believe it is helpful to highlight 10 key questions and 
considerations that Congress may wish to explore as you grapple WIth predatory 
lending concerns: 

(1) What loans should be made subject to special protections? The present 
regulatory approach contained in the so-called HOEPA provisions of the Truth 
In Lending Act, essentially targets only the most costly loans made to higher 
risk borrowers. Under HOEPA, loans that have a rate that is more than 10 per
cent over a comparable Treasury bill rate, or that have certain loan fees and 
closing costs that exceed 8 percent of the loan amount or a minimum dollar 
amount, are subject to special protections. These enhanced safeguards include 
special disclosures and some specific substantive restrictions (for example, no 
balloons less than 5 years in duration). Typically, most legislative proposals 
to address predatory lending, including that put forth earlier by Chairman Sar
banes, have proposed lowering the levels of both the rate and the point/fee trig
gers. In addition, proposals generally would change the definition of what items 
must be included in calculating the point/fee trigger amount. The effect of this 
computational change is to cause a dramatic increase in the number of loans 
that hit this second trigger level. NHEMA recognizes that Congress might con
clude that some modest trigger reductions may be appropriate. However, we see 
no justification for sweeping in essentially all subprime loans (and many prime 
ones) as is frequently suggested in legislative proposals. Many lenders will not 
make HOEPA loans, which unfortunately have developed a very negative stig
ma, due to the very real reputational and legal risks involved. We fear that any 
significant expansion HOEPA's coverage will result in many lenders with
drawing from offering covered products and this will have a very negative im
pact on credit costs and availability. Moreover, we believe that abuses tend to 
be concentrated primarily in the highest risk grades which is where legislation 
should be targeted. 

(2) How might "loan fiipping" be prevented? Without question, "loan flipping," 
which involves the frequent refinancing of a mortgage loan with the borrower 
receiving no meaningful benefit and typically having to pay significant refi
nancing fees, is one area where abuse does exist and where existing laws do 
not appear adequate to prevent it. Various approaches have been proposed to 

6NHEMA's 1997 comprehensive outline of proposed legislative refonns is attached as Appen
dix C. Held in Senate Banking Committee files. 

7NHEMA's staff developed and widely circulated a working draft of a possible model targeted 
legislative proposal in 1999, a copy of which is attached as Appendix D. Held in Senate Banking 
Committee files. 
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remedy this problem. Most suggestions have tended to apply special safeguards 
when a loan is refinanced within 12 months or some other relatively brief time 
period. The suggested restrictions include, for example: prohibiting or limiting 
the amount of sales commissions (points) that can be charged; requiring that 
the borrower receive a benefit from the refinancing; or allowing points to be 
charged only to the extent they reflect new money actually advanced to the bor
rower. NHEMA feels that when considering this issue, legislators need to recog
nize that many borrowers' views of what constitutes a benefit to them differs 
from what some of the industry's critics believe. Thus, most borrowers who ob
tain a loan for debt consolidation purposes consider it to be a very real and 
often critically important benefit to be able to lower their monthly payment 
even if they will have to pay more money over a longer period of time. Another 
important point to note is that some of the tests that have been proposed (that 
is, requiring a "net tangible benefit") are hopelessly vague and certain to foster 
costly litigation. Legislators therefore need to develop simple, clear tests in any 
new provisions. 

(3) How should a provision be crafted to ensure a borrower's repayment abil
ity is properly considered before a loan is made? Lenders normally carefully re
view a borrower's credit record and economic situation to ensure that the bor
rower can repay the loan. In some instances, however, lenders may make the 
loan more on the basis of the value of the collateral property than on the bor
rower's ability to repay without reference to the underlying asset. Such asset 
based lending can lead to loan flipping and may eventually end in the bor
rower's losing his or her home in foreclosure. HOEPA currently contains a pro
vision that prohibits lenders from engaging in a pattern and practice of lending 
without proper regard for repayment ability. If the Committee revises present 
law by removing the pattern and practice requirement, we urge that it do so 
in a simple and straightforward manner. Traditionally, many lenders have em
ployed a 55 percent debt to income test, but if any such test is embodied in stat 
ute, it is important to make it clear that no presumption of a violation arises 
merely because such a test is not met. We also do not believe that it is nec
essary to try to employ some complex formula regarding residual income as 
some have suggested. 

(4) How should single-premium credit insurance be treated? Some lenders 
have offered customers various credit insurance products that are sold on a sin
gle-premium basis where the cost is typically assessed at the time of loan clos
ing and this cost is financed along with other closing costs. While those who 
sell such credit insurance generally have defended it as a valuable, fairly priced 
product, many consumer advocates strongly attack such single-premium prod
ucts. Recently several major lenders have announced that they are ceasing to 
offer such single pay products. Some have at the continued sale of 
single-premium insurance should be alIo ain safeguards are 
met such as: requiring that the borrower be 0 ed a choice of a monthly pay 
policy instead of a single pay product; requiring additional special disclosure no
tices relating to the product; and giving the borrower a right to cancel with a 
full refund for some period of time and thereafter the right to cancel with a re
fund based on an actuarial accounting method. Many companies believe that if 
additional restrictions are adopted they should, at a minimum, allow for the 
sale on credit insurance on a monthly pay basis. 

(5) How might safeguards be crafted to ensure certain legitimate loan terms 
are not misused? Many predatory lending proposals would prohibit or severely 
restrict certain loan terms. Some of these terms, such as prepayment penalties, 
are not necessarily unfair or inappropriate. Quite to the contrary, some such 
terms are most often beneficial to the borrower. Therefore, it is critically im
portant that any new limitations on loan terms be drafted so that legitimate 
uses of the terms are not prohibited. For example, prepayment penalties can 
be structured so that the borrower must be given a choice of a loan product with 
and without a penalty, and the amount of the penalty and the length of 
time it can apply also can be limited. By applying such balanced and carefully 
drafted provisions, the consumer can generally gain the significant benefit of 
lower rates by accepting a penalty provision, while the lender can be protected 
against loss of expected revenue on which the loan pricing is based. Certain 
other terms, like balloon payments, could be addressed with similar carefully 
crafted safeguards. Balloon mortgage payments usually are very helpful for con
sumers who need lower initial monthly payments for a period of time and who 
reasonably expect to have higher income to meet higher obligations later. A bal
loon provision allows many first-time homebuyers to acquire their home. There 
is nothing inherently wrong with using a balloon payment. On the other hand, 
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an abusive mortgage originator can structure a mortgage with a balloon pay
ment that some consumers can never expect to be able to meet. This could force 
the borrower to refinance one or more times, having the equity stripped out of 
his or her home, and ultimately being forced to sell the home, or face fore
closure. By contrast, still others, such as call provisions or accelerating interest 
upon default, might be appropriately prohibited outright. 

(6) Should restrictions be imposed on subprime borrowers' rights to finance 
loan closing costs? Mortgage loan closing costs are usually substantial, amount
ing to several thousand dollars, and many borrowers, especially those in the 
subprime segment, do not have extra cash readily available to pay such costs. 
Borrowers therefore generally finance the closing costs and the amount of such 
costs are rolled into the loan and paid off over an extended period of time. Some 
parties who have sought to curtail subprime lending have proposed denying con
sumers' the right to finance their closing costs. NHEMA strongly objects to this 
unwarranted restriction. Sub prime borrowers would be seriously harmed by 
such discriminatory treatment. Borrowers would have to obtain money to pay 
closing costs by borrowing from more expensive unsecured sources, or in some 
cases could not obtain the funds needed to close the loan. 

(7) Are more special disclosures needed? Some have suggested adding to the 
disclosures that currently apply to HOEPA loans. NHEMA basically has no ob
jection to enhancing some present disclosures. However, we do have concerns 
about continuing to flood the consumer with confusing, lengthy notices that 
most parties do not read, and would not understand if they did. Again, care 
must be taken in crafting any further notices (for example, special fore
closure warnings) to ensure that they are clear, simple, and actually helpful to 
borrowers. 

(8) Can home improvement lending scams be prevented? It is well recognized 
that a great amount of the abuse in the subprime marketplace comes from 
home improvement lending scams. Vulnerable borrowers are suckered into loan 
transactions relating to home repairs and other improvements that are never 
made, or if made are not completed properly. HOEPA requires that home im
provement loan disbursements must be made by checks that are payable to both 
the borrower and the contractor, or at the borrower's option to a third party es
crow agent. NHEMA has also issued voluntary guidelines in this area. We urge 
the Committee to investigate whether there may be other viable restrictions 
that should be applied to prevent abuses in the home improvement area. 

(9) Should customers be forced to submit to mandatory credit counseling? 
Some parties argue that all subprime customers should be required to submit 
to counseling sessions with a professional credit counselor. Although NHEMA 
strongly supports making counselors available to all customers and encouraging 
borrowers voluntarily to consider meeting both with a counselor, we do not sup
port mandatory counseling in the case of all subprime loans. Mandatory coun
seling clearly is not necessary for most customers, and many would find it offen
sive to have to submit to counseling. Moreover, in many areas there is a serious 
shortage of qualified counselors, so such a requirement would unduly delay the 
loan process. 

(10) What must be done to achieve more uniform nationwide rules against 
abusive practices? 8 Last, but certainly not least, is the issue of Federal preemp
tion. For most of NHEMA's members, the single biggest concern over predatory 
lending legislation arises because of the dozens of differing proposals that are 
constantly being put forth at the State and local levels. This year, we already 
have differing bills in thirty-odd jurisdictions. We believe that it is critical that 
Congress recognize that in today's nationwide credit markets, a uniform Federal 
standard is needed for addressing predatory lending concerns. Compliance with 
scores of differing State and local rules in this area is impractical and unduly 

8 Although this list is limited as a matter of priority and convenience to 10 items, certain other 
issues merit the Committee's consideration. For example, industry today typicall re
ports mortgage payment history data to credit bureaus. NHEMA thus supports re nd
ers to provide such data periodically to the major national consumer reporting agencies. also 
have no problem with providing for a modest increase in penalties for violations of an amended 
HOEPA, but believe provisions should be added to allow lenders to correct unintentional errors. 
Another concern that the Committee might consider is the question of liability of seeondary mar
ket participants. It is extremely difficult, and usually practically impossible, for secondary mar
ket participants to know if an abuse has occurred unless it happens to be evident on the face 
of the loan documents, which is rarely the case. An additional issue relates to the degree to 
which brokers' roles and compensation should be disclosed, and whether better licensing require
ments are needed. 
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burdensome. Federal preemption of differing State and local predatory lending 
measures is badly needed. 

Mr. Chairman, these are difficult and complex issues. NHEMA trusts that this 
Committee and your House counterpart will give them very careful consideration, 
and we want to continue working in good faith with you to explore further how to 
stop abusive lending and related concerns. During this process, we encourage every
one to remember that the democratization of the credit markets that subprime 
mortgage lenders have helped achieve would be seriously undercut by most of the 
pending legislative proposals which are well-intended, but which have serious, unin
tended adverse consequences for needy borrowers. Intimately, we hope that agree
ment can be reached on a package of reforms that will include workable provisions 
targeted to prevent particular abuses, together with some simplification and stream
lining of current disclosure requirements and preemption of conflicting State and 
local laws. 

Thank you for this opportunity to present NHEMA's views. 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PAUL S. SARBANES 

Chairman SARBANES. The Committee will come to order. 
Today is the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Com

mittee's second day of hearings on predatory lending-the problem, 
impact and responses. 

Yesterday, we heard some very eloquent statements of the prob
lem from four Americans who worked all their lives to attain the 
dream of homeownership, to build up a little wealth, only to have 
it slowly, piece by piece, loan by loan, taken away from them. 
These people were targeted by unscrupulous lenders, often elderly 
homeowners who have a lot of equity in their homes. 

In the case of one lady from West Virginia, Ms. Po delco , she ac
tually took the proceeds of the insurance policy on her husband's 
life, $19,000, and paid off the mortgage on her home. She had the 
home free and clear, in a way a prudent thing to do, although I 
guess a lot of smart financial people would have said, no, you 
should have kept the mortgage and invested the money. 

But that is, I believe, a standard way of thinking for lower in
come people. They get their home, it is free and clear, it is theirs. 
There is nothing owed on it, and then they started approaching her 
and soliciting her. She had some debts and she wanted to do some 
improvements on the home. She took out a loan. Then they came 
along, they refinanced that loan, and then they refinanced that 
loan. And every time they did it, they packed in the fees and the 
charges and everything. Her loan obligation rose and, in the end, 
in just a few years, she lost her home. That is what we are trying 
to get at. She was refinanced six times in about a 2 years period. 

What struck me about these four stories were that many of the 
practices that harmed the witnesses are legal under existing law. 
There have also been abuses that are not legal and, of course, I 
strongly support action by regulators to use their authority under 
existing law to expand protections against predatory lending. I sup
port stronger enforcement of current protections by the Federal 
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Trade Commission and others. I applaud campaigns to increase fi
nancialliteracy. 

I want to particularly acknowledge Senator Corzine's leadership 
in this effort. Chairman Greenspan actually gave a speech just on 
this issue, and I am hopeful that we will be able to help to put to
gether with the industry, and with the regulators, and with people 
sitting at this table and others, a good program of financial lit
eracy. I do not think that this alone is the solution to this problem. 

I also encourage and welcome industry's effort to establish best 
practices. There have been a number of important developments in 
that regard, and we certainly encourage others to follow along. 

I think those who take the position that stronger regulatory and! 
or more aggressive enforcement of existing laws will be adequate, 
have a special burden to carry, particularly in light of yesterday'S 
testimony, to make sure that regulatory and enforcement tools are 
adequate to the job. 

At a minimum, at the very beginning, I think they should be 
supporting the Federal Reserve Board's proposed regulation on 
HOEPA, as Ameriquest, who was here yesterday, has done, and 
now as some other financial institutions have undertaken to do. We 
need to support the Fed's effort to gather additional information 
through an expanded HMDA, and the regulatory enforcement and 
enforcement agencies, such as the FTC, the Treasury, and HUD, in 
their recommendations for more effective enforcement. 

But, as I said, I do not think stronger enforcement, literacy cam
paigns, best practices alone are enough. Too many of the practices 
that we heard about in yesterday's testimony, while extremely 
harmful and abusive, are legal. And while we must pursue aggres
sively financial education, we need to recognize that takes time to 
be effective, and thousands of people are being hurt every day. 

I would like to quote what Fed Governor Roger Ferguson said in 
his confirmation hearing, "Legislation, careful regulation, and edu
cation are all components of the response to these emerging con
sumer concerns." I subscribe to that view. 

Before turning to my colleagues who have joined us for their 
opening statements, and to the witnesses, I just want to take a mo
ment to explain the arrangements here this morning. First of all, 
we had far more requests to testifY than we really could accommo
date. A number of groups and organizations and companies asked 
to come in-the Center for Community Change, the Neighborhood 
Assistance Corporation of America, the National People's Action, 
Neighborhood Housing Services, the National Neighborhood Hous
ing Network, the Greenlining Institute, America's Community 
Bankers, Assurant Credit Insurance Company, Consumer Bankers 
Association, Consumer Credit Insurance Association, the Realtors, 
and so forth. 

We obviously could not accommodate everyone. I believe that is 
apparent by the current crowded witness table. We have offered to 
include statements from all of these groups who wish to submit 
them in the record, as well as other organizations. As we continue 
to explore and examine this issue, we may have other opportunities 
for people to come in and actually appear and to testifY. I want to 
explain to our witnesses, we had considered doing two panels. But 
it is a Friday. Members have a lot of pressure on them at the end 
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of the week, including the necessity to get back to their States. We 
decided that we would just put everyone at the table at the same 
time. We have tried to mix you up a bit so you get to know people 
maybe you have not met before. 

[Laughter.] 
We will encourage some dialogue at the table as a consequence. 
You have submitted very thoughtful statements. We appreciate 

that. The full statements will be included in the record. If each per
son could take about 5 minutes to summarize and make their 
major points, we will go through the panel and then we will have 
a question period. Often what happens, there are a fair number of 
people around for the first panel. And by the time you get to the 
second panel, a lot of people have left. 

If we do it this way, I hope it will work out. I know it is some
what crowded at the witness table and I apologize to you for that, 
but I believe this will work out. 

With that, I am going to yield to Senator Miller for any opening 
statement he may have. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR ZELL MILLER 

Senator MILLER. I do not have an opening statement, Mr. Chair
man but, again, I thank you for holding these hearings and again, 
welcome to these witnesses. 

We look forward to your testimony. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you. Senator Stabenow. 

COMMENTS OF SENATOR DEBBIE STABENOW 

Senator STABENOW. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. And again, 
thank you for holding this important hearing. I think yesterday 
was a very important and moving opportunity to hear from wit
nesses directly about their experiences. 

I will submit a full statement for the record. I just want to wel
come all of the panelists. I see a lot of familiar faces. I want to par
ticularly recognize Tess Canja, who hails from my hometown in 
Lansing, Michigan. Before she was the esteemed head of the 
AARP, we actually started together-I will not say the date-in 
working on issues related to seniors and an effort to save a nursing 
home in Lansing, Michigan, which got me into politics. 

We now both find ourselves here in Washington focusing again 
on seniors and important issues. So welcome, Tess. And to all of 
the esteemed panelists, I look forward to hearing from all of you 
about what I think is an incredibly important topic, and I hope 
that we will have the opportunity to move in a way that makes 
sense to really address these issues. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, we will consider giving Ms. Canja a 
couple of extra minutes so that she can tell us about Senator 
Stabenow in her earlier years, yes. 

[Laughter.] 
Senator STABENOW. That is all right, Mr. Chairman. 
[Laughter.] 
Senator CORZINE. You ought to put her under oath on that. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman SARBANES. Senator Corzine. 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JON S. CORZINE 


Senator CORZINE. Senator Sarbanes, Mr. Chairman, you know 
how strongly I feel about this issue. The literacy initiatives are one 
step, and enforcement certainly is. And as you talked about, some 
element of legislative action I think is necessary. 

The stories we heard yesterday, which we must acknowledge are 
anecdotal, I think are indicative of a serious market problem that 
we have. And it is something that I hope we can try to cut down 
to the key elements so that we can be as precise as possible. 

It is a difficult issue to define, but it is clearly a problem. And 
I thank all of the witnesses here. We should have sold admission 
and we would have had all of our budget taken care of for years. 

[Laughter.] 
Thank you all very much for being here. 
Chairman SARBANES. I will introduce the panelists one by one 

as we turn to you to speak, instead of taking the time to introduce 
everyone right at the outset. 

Our first panelist will be Wade Henderson, who is the Executive 
Director of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the Nation's 
oldest, largest, and most diverse coalition of organizations com
mitted to the protection of civil rights in the United States. 

The Leadership Conference on Civil Rights has played an active 
role in increasing awareness of predatory lending practices and its 
impact on the civil rights community. 

We have interacted with Mr. Henderson on many issues that are 
on the agenda of this Committee and we always appreciate his very 
positive and constructive contributions. 

Wade, we would be happy to hear from you. 

STATEMENT OF WADE HENDERSON 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 


ON CIVIL RIGHTS 

Mr. HENDERSON. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good 

morning to the Members of the Committee. I am pleased to appear 
before you today on behalf of the Leadership Conference to discuss 
this very pressing issue of predatory mortgage lending in America. 

Some may wonder why the issue of predatory lending raises civil 
rights issues. But I think the answer is quite clear. Shelter, of 
course, is a basic human need-and homeownership is a basic key 
to financial viability. While more Americans own their homes today 
than at any time in our history, minorities and others who histori
cally have been underserved by the lending industry still suffer 
from a significant homeownership gap. 

Unequal homeownership rates cause disparities in wealth, since 
renters have significantly less wealth than homeowners at the 
same income level. To address wealth disparities in the United 
States and to make opportunities more widespread, it is clear that 
homeownership rates of minority and low income families must 
rise. Increasing homeownership opportunities for these populations 
is, therefore, central to the civil rights agenda of this country. 

Increasingly, however, hard-earned wealth accumulated through 
owning a home is at significant risk for many Americans. The past 
several years have witnessed a dramatic rise in harmful home 
equity lending practices that stripped equity from families homes 
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and wealth from their communities. These predatory lending prac
tices include a broad range of strategies that can target and dis
proportionately affect vulnerable populations, particularly minority 
and low income borrowers, female single-headed households, and 
the elderly. These practices too often lead minority families to fore
closure and leave minority neighborhoods in ruin. 

Today, predatory lending is one of the greatest threats to fami
lies working to achieve financial security. These tactics call for an 
immediate response to weed out those who engage in or facilitate 
predatory practices, while allowing legitimate, responsible lenders 
to continue to provide necessary credit . 

.AB the Committee is aware, however, subprime lending is not 
synonymous with predatory lending. And I would ask each of you 
to remain mindful of the need for legitimate subprime lending in 
the market. 

Some have suggested, for example, that subprime lending is un
necessary. They contend that if an individual does not have good 
credit, then the individual should not borrow more money. But as 
we all know, life is never that simple. Even hard working, good 
people can have impaired credit, and even individuals with im
paired credit have financial needs. They should not be doomed to 
a financial caste system, one that both stigmatizes and perma
nently defines their financial status as less than ideal. 

Until a decade ago, consumers with blemishes on their credit 
record faced little hope of finding a new mortgage or refinancing 
an existing one at a reasonable rate. And therefore, without legiti
mate subprime loans, those experiencing temporary financial dif
ficulties could lose their homes and even sink further into red ink 
or even bankruptcy. 

Moreover, too many communities continue to be left behind de
spite the record economic boom. Many communities were redlined 
when the Nation's leading financial institutions either ignored or 
abandoned inner city and rural neighborhoods. And regrettably, as 
I mentioned earlier, predators began filling that void-the payday 
loan sharks, the check-cashing outlets, and the infamous finance 
companies. 

Clearly, there is a need for better access to credit at reasonable 
rates and legitimate subprime lending serves this market. I feel 
strongly that legitimate subprime lending must continue, and 
therefore, we hope that we will not go back to the days when inner 
city residents had to flee from finance companies and others who 
preyed on them. 

At the outset, I want to recognize that many persons and organi
zations have really helped to advance this debate. Yesterday, you 
heard from Martin Eakes of Self-Help, who is one of the leaders in 
this effort. Maude Hurd, the President of ACORN and her col
leagues, have done a tremendous job. The Nation Community Rein
vestment Coalition and others have helped to promote the idea of 
best practices and encourage the industry to sit at the table. But 
in truth, they need help. It is simply not enough. 

Recent investigations by Federal and State regulatory enforce
ment agencies, as you stated, Mr. Chairman, document that lend
ing abuses are both widespread and increasing in number. You 
mentioned the Federal Trade Commission and the good work they 
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have done. We should also acknowledge the States attorneys gen
eral who have taken out after these practices and tried to address 
them in a significant way, and we encourage the regulators to do 
more than they have done. 

You have talked about the important work of the Fed. You talked 
about the need for additional data under HMDA. All of those 
things are necessary. But even if we got all of that, they would still 
be insufficient. 

Over 30 State and local efforts are currently pending and as 
many as a dozen or more have recently been enacted to address 
these problems. In my testimony, I list nine States and local juris
dictions that have addressed these issues and I layout the kinds 
of steps that they have taken which I think are significant, but, 
again, inadequate. 

Notwithstanding that States have tried to fill the void, we be
lieve that more is needed and that the truth is State legislation 
under the current scheme is primarily inadequate. 

First, State legislation may not be sufficiently comprehensive to 
reach the full range of objectionable practices. And you mentioned 
that some of them are still legal on the books today. 

For example, while some State and local initiatives impose re
strictions on single-premium credit life insurance, others do not. 
This, of course, leaves gaps in protection even for citizens in some 
States that have enacted legislation. 

Second, while measures have been enacted in some States, the 
majority of States have not enacted predatory lending legislation. 
And for this reason, the Leadership Conference supports the enact
ment of comprehensive Federal legislation, of the sort, Mr. Chair
man, that you have introduced here in the Senate. 

The Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act is the standard 
that we think is necessary. We strongly support it and we urge its 
swift enactment. Now one last point. 

We have made efforts to address these issues on a voluntary 
basis. We know that the industry is deeply concerned about the 
problems of predatory lending and they want to disassociate them
selves from practices that would mark them as predatory. 

So for those good lenders, we have made efforts to work with 
them voluntarily and believing that there may have been an oppor
tunity for voluntary responses to these issues, several national 
leaders within the prime and subprime lending industry, also with 
the secondary market, join civil rights and housing and community 
advocates and attempted under the auspices of the Leadership 
Conference to synthesize a common set of best practices and self
policies guidelines. 

We achieved a lot of consensus on many issues. However, the 
truth is, in the end, we failed to get consensus on some of the most 
difficult issues which are now being discussed and being addressed 
today, like credit life insurance. 

And one of the reasons that we failed to get that consensus is 
because many in the industry believe they could be insulated politi
cally from any mandatory compliance with Federal legislation. 

They were not fearful that the Congress would enact a bill of a 
comprehensive nature and therefore, they were unwilling to grap
ple with their own practices, even though they knew they were 
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questionable and created hardship on many communities. Ai; a re
sult, our view is that only Federal legislation will be sufficient. 

I am going to end my testimony where I began-why sub prime 
lending? Why is its evil twin, predatory lending, a civil rights 
issue? The answer can be found in America's ongoing search for 
equal opportunity. After many years of difficult and sometimes 
bloody struggle, our Nation and the first generation of America's 
civil rights movement ended segregation. But our work is far from 
over. Today's struggle involves equal opportunity for all and mak
ing that a reality. Predatory lending is a cancer on the financial 
health of our communities and it must be stopped. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much. You made reference 

to the State attorneys general and I should just note that we had 
Tom Miller, the Attorney General for the State of Iowa, here with 
us yesterday. He heads up the attorney general's special task force 
on predatory lending and gave some very strong testimony. 

Two-thirds of the States' attorneys general have interceded with 
the Federal Reserve in support of the regulation which the Federal 
Reserve now has under consideration with respect to this issue. 

Next, we will hear from Ms. Judy Kennedy, the President of the 
National Ai;sociation of Affordable Housing Lenders. 

I ought to note that over the past 11 years, the NAAHL has 
worked quite successfully to infuse private capital investment into 
low- and moderate-income communities by pioneering a number of 
innovative community investment practices. 

Ms. Kennedy, we are pleased to have you here. 

STATEMENT OF JUDITH A. KENNEDY 

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 


AFFORDABLE HOUSING LENDERS 


Ms. KENNEDY. Thank you, Senator. I am delighted to be here. 
Ai; you pointed out, NAAHL's members are a cross-section of the 

pioneers of community investment-banks, loan consortia, financial 
intermediaries, pension funds, foundations, local and national non
profit providers, public agencies, and allied professionals. 

In 1999, we held a conference in Chicago where Gail Cincada and 
others informed us about predators' activities in that city. We came 
to the conclusion then that if NAAHL is not part of the solution 
to predatory lending, we will be part of the problem. It is clear that 
while we are committed to increasing the flow of capital into under
served communities, we must be equally concerned about access to 
capital on appropriate terms. 

So in March of this year, we sponsored a symposium that 
brought together experts on this issue-regulators, researchers, ad
vocates, for-profit and nonprofit lenders, and secondary market 
participants. We are issuing today that report and I hope you have 
it before you-Juntos Podemos, Together We Can. 

Our goal was to accelerate progress in stopping the victimization. 
Ai; the Mayor of Chicago succinctly puts it, "It is all down the drain 
if we cannot stabilize the communities that were stable until these 
foreclosures started to happen." 

Our findings are as follows, first, you can profile predatory lend
ing. It is clear. 
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Second, more needs to be done at the Federal level. More, of 
course, is being done this year, in part, thanks to your attention, 
Senator Sarbanes. But as Elizabeth McCaul, the New York State 
Banking Commissioner, and you have emphasized, it is critical to 
balance the need for credit with the need to end abuses. NAAHL 
members have a history of tailoring credit to the unique needs of 
low income households in underserved communities. But as the 
Federal Reserve has pointed out, a significant amount of mortgage 
lending is not covered by a Federal framework. For example, Gov
ernor Gramlich reported that only about 30 percent of all subprime 
loans are made by depository institutions that have periodic exams. 
Some estimate that as low as 15 percent of originators of subprime 
loans have any reporting and examination. Even if the Fed were 
to do periodic compliance exams of the subsidiaries of financial 
holding companies, that would only increase the number to, at 
best, 40 percent. 

It is not surprising, then, that of the 21 completed Federal Trade 
Commission investigations into fair lending and consumer compli
ance violations, none were Federally examined. If the Fed's recent 
proposal to expand reporting under the Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act to more lenders is adopted, it will still encompass only those 
whose mortgage lending exceeds $50 million per year. Many of the 
other proposed changes to HMDA that the Fed proposes which we 
supported will simply make the playing field even less level by put
ting additional burdens and costs on the responsible lenders while 
the worst lenders go unexamined. 

To stop the predators, the symposium confirmed, we need to 
close the bar doors on examination and reporting of mortgages in 
America. A level playing field in enforcement and reporting is key. 
Right now, the institutions that you talk about that have best prac
tices in the subprime lending market do extensive due diligence of 
their brokers to ensure fair lending practices. They maintain data 
on those loans. They are rigorously examined by the bank regu
latory agencies. But the majority of lenders in this market are not 
subject to regulatory oversight, do not have the same level of com
pliance management, and often do not even file HMDA reports. In 
a town with no sheriff, the bandits are in charge. Unscrupulous 
brokers who are rejected by legitimate lenders simply go to others 
who have no knowledge of the loan terms or reputation or compli
ance concerns about funding predatory loans. 

Third, our symposium also confirmed that subprime lending is an 
important source of home finance, and I think we agree on that. 

Fourth, we heard that vigorous enforcement at all levels of Gov
ernment works. We heard from people actively involved in combat
ting predatory lending on the State and local level and we think 
all of this will help to eradicate predatory lending. 

Fifth, consumer education is key. We know that many initiatives 
in the last year, some as a result of your attention and some that 
preceded that, are making a difference. But increased Federal re
sources for targeted counseling in neighborhoods vulnerable to 
predators could greatly extend the efforts of the private sector. As 
Martin Eakes points out, " ... the Department of Education says 
that 24 percent of adult Americans are illiterate." But targeted 
counseling could go a long way. 
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Overall, our symposium confirmed once again that it is a complex 
issue requiring a multifaceted solution. But as our closing speaker, 
HUD Secretary Martinez, pointed out-juntos podemos-together, 
we can. 

As president of an organization whose members have spent their 
careers trying to increase the flow of private capital into under
served communities, I say, together we must. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much. I simply want to 
note, I thought the symposium that you held out of which this re
port emanated was a very important contribution toward a deep
ening understanding of this issue. 

Ms. KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANES. I will now turn to Tess Canja, who is Presi

dent of the Board of Directors of the American Association of Re
tired Persons, the AARP, which has for quite sometime now taken 
a very strong campaign against predatory mortgage lending, which 
disproportionately impacts seniors. Seniors are clearly, from some 
of the statements that have been received from people who work 
in the industry, a very heavily targeted group. 

I might note that only yesterday, in Roll Call, the AARP, as part 
of its campaign against predatory lending, had this ad-"They 
Didn't Tell Me I Could Lose My Home." And then it details here 
being subjected to these pressure tactics and high-cost loans that 
strip equity and then lead to foreclosure. 

Ms. Canja, we would be happy to hear from you. 

STATEMENT OF ESTHER "TESS" CANJA 
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PEll.SONS 

Ms. CANJA. Thank you, Senator, and good morning. Good morn
ing to all of the Members of the Committee. 

Thank you for showing that ad from Roll Call because we are in
volved in a very big educational campaign and that is exactly what 
we are calling it-They Didn't Tell Me I Would Lose My Home
which is exactly what happens with predatory lending. 

AARP appreciates this opportunity to bring into greater focus 
one of the most troubling forms of financial exploitation-namely, 
making unjustifiable, high-cost home equity loans to older Ameri
cans. For most Americans, it takes time to accumulate home eq
uity. For many, it is a working lifetime, so that equity become 
highly correlated with age. The most abusive loans for older Ameri
cans are often refinancing loans and home modification loans be
cause they target the equity value of the home. Equity in a home 
is frequently the owner's largest financial asset. Abusive lending is 
particularly devastating when the older homeowner is living on a 
modest or fixed income. 

In AARP's view, loans become predatory when they take advan
tage of a borrower's inexperience, vulnerabilities, and/or lack of in
formation; when they are priced at an interest rate and contain 
fees that cannot be justified by credit risk; when they manipulate 
a borrower to obtain a loan that the borrower cannot afford to 
repay; and when they defraud the borrower. 

Older homeowners are often targeted for mortgage refinancing 
and home equity loans because they are more likely to live in older 
homes in need of repair, are less likely to do the repairs them
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selves, are likely to have substantial equity in their homes to draw 
on, and they are likely to be living on a reduced or fixed income. 

AARP's efforts to address these problems are directed at improv
ing credit market performance, not at limiting consumer access to 
credit for those with a less-than-perfect credit history. We believe 
that our, and other, consumer financial literacy campaigns are very 
important. These public- and private-sector efforts aim to make 
consumers their own first line of defense. However, while consumer 
education and counseling programs are necessary, they certainly 
are not enough. 

AARP believes there is a need to strengthen and expand 
HOEPA's loan coverage. This upgrade will help to ensure that the 
need for credit by subprime borrowers will be fulfilled more often 
by loans that are subject to HOEPA's protections against predatory 
practices. In this context, AARP has urged the Federal Reserve 
Board to issue the final HOEPA amendment as soon as possible. 

Chairman Sarbanes, and Members of the Committee, the prob
lems associated with abusive home-equity-related lending practices 
are complex and to date, agreement on a comprehensive reform of 
the more mortgage finance system to address these problems has 
proven elusive. We are, therefore, encouraged by the Committee's 
continued efforts to call attention to predatory mortgage lending 
and to establish effective deterrence. AARP is committed to work
ing with this Committee, Congress, and the Bush Administration 
to address the problems posed to the elderly by these devastating 
lending practices. 

We thank you, and I will try to answer any questions you may 
have later. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much. We appreciate your 
testimony and we always appreciate working with AARP. 

Our next witness will be John Courson, who is the President and 
CEO of Central Pacific Mortgage Company in Folsom, California, 
and the Vice President of the Mortgage Bankers Association of 
America. 

The Mortgage Bankers Association represents companies in
volved in real estate fmance, including mortgage companies, mort
gage brokers, and commercial banks. And this Committee deals 
with a whole range of issues that encompass the concerns of the 
Mortgage Bankers Association. 

Mr. Courson, we are pleased to have you with us here today. We 
look forward to hearing from you. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN A COURSON, VICE PRESIDENT 
MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

PRESIDENT AND CEO 
CENTRAL PACIFIC MORTGAGE COMPANY 

FOLSOM, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. COURSON. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and 
Members of the Committee. Let me begin by saying that the Mort
gage Bankers Association and, indeed, all legitimate lenders, un
equivocally oppose abusive and predatory lending practices. There 
is no hiding from the fact, however, that certain rogue lenders con
tinue to prey on our most vulnerable populations. 
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We all agree that a significant problem exists and we all share 
in the responsibility to address the problem. In searching for an
swers, we should not focus on band-aids that merely cover up the 
harms. Rather, we must work together to find lasting solutions 
that will truly protect even the most vulnerable consumers. 

I know from the outset that predatory lending is not a new prob
lem. In fact, it has traditionally been referred to as mortgage fraud. 
And I stress that those consumer laws that are currently on the 
books-TILA, RESPA, HOEPA-are all aimed at curing problems 
of fraud and abuses in lending. We must recognize that these laws 
have existed for years and yet, predatory lending has managed to 
survive. The fact that we are holding this hearing today should 
wake us up to that reality. 

MBA believes predatory lending is a problem that has a number 
of sources. We believe there are three keys to effective and lasting 
solutions. These are: enforcement, education and simplification. 

First, MBA believes that a general lack of enforcement has done 
much to create an environment for unscrupulous lenders to oper
ate. Mortgage lending is among the most regulated of all activities. 
It is subject to pervasive Federal and State regulation. 

For these laws to be effective, they need to be enforced. We have 
long held and reaffirm our belief here that predatory lenders gouge 
the public through techniques that constitute outright fraud-con
cealment, forgery, deceptive practices, and nondisclosure. We would 
note that these activities are against the law in every single State. 
It is essential that we enforce these laws to the maximum extent 
possible. Due to a current lack of enforcement, there are often no 
consequences for those who engage in predatory lending and we 
urge the allocation of additional resources for enforcement. 

Second, we believe that consumer awareness and education are 
among the most effective tools for combatting predatory lending 
practices. Simply put, consumers who have an understanding of the 
lending process and who are aware of counseling and other options 
are far less likely to fall prey to unscrupulous lenders. 

MBA is currently working on new programs designed to educate 
consumers about the mortgage loan process. In particular, we are 
developing interactive tools that will empower borrowers con
fronted with predatory lending practices. These tools will include 
important information advice, provide typical warning signs of 
predatory lending, and have direct links to State and Federal regu
lators that are able to assist possible victims of abusive lending. 

And third, the complexity of the current mortgage process needs 
to be addressed. We need to streamline and simplifY the laws that 
govern consumer disclosures and protections, RESPA and TILA. 

Any consumer that has been through the mortgage process 
knows how bewildering it is. No less than HUD Secretary Mar
tinez, who is not only an attorney, but a housing attorney, has com
mented publicly that he was overwhelmed by the complexity of the 
process that he went through when and his family bought a house 
in Washington earlier this year. 

Disclosures provided in the mortgage process are so cryptic and 
so voluminous, that consumers do not understand what they read 
or what they sign. This complexity is the very camouflage that al
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lows unscrupulous operators to hide terms and conceal crucial in
formation from unsuspecting consumers. 

Partly because of his personal experience, Secretary Martinez 
has made simplification and regulatory reform in this area a pri
ority. I hope that Congress will also address this very important 
piece of the predatory lending issue. 

In summary, MBA believes that we must address predatory lend
ing on three fronts-a commitment to full enforcement, robust edu
cation, and simplification of existing laws. Nothing short of that 
will suffice. 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear this morning and I look 
forward to answering your questions. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Courson. We 
appreciate your coming. 

We will now hear from Mr. Irv Ackelsberg, who is the managing 
attorney at the Community Legal Services of Philadelphia. Mr. 
Ackelsberg is recognized as one of the leading public interest law
yers in the country, and he has been involved, of course, in this 
predatory lending issue. 

He is testifying today not only on behalf of his own organization, 
but also the National Consumer Law Center, Consumers Union, 
Consumer Federation of America, National Association of Con
sumer Advocates, and U.S. Public Interest Research Group. 

Mr. Ackelsberg, we would be happy to hear from you. 

STATEMENT OF IRV ACKELSBERG 

MANAGING ATTORNEY, COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES, INC. 


TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF 

THE NATIONAL CONSUMER LAW CENTER 


THE CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA 

THE CONSUMER UNION 


THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CONSUMER ADVOCTAES 

U.S. PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP 


Mr. ACKELSBERG. Chairman Sarbanes and Members of the Com
mittee, thank you so much for this invitation. This is actually my 
first time doing this, so I am really thrilled to be here. 

Chairman SARBANES. We put you right in the middle, as it 
turned out. 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. Yes. 
[Laughter.] 
By way of personal introduction, I am a career legal services law

yer. I have spent my entire 25 years as a lawyer with Community 
Legal Services of Philadelphia, primarily as a consumer law spe
cialist. Because of the extremely high rate of homeownership 
among low income communities in Philadelphia, most of the work 
that I have done during the past 25 years has been associated with 
protecting existing homeowners from loss of their homes. 

The predatory lending crisis is so devastating and so widespread, 
that we are currently using six lawyers who are working almost ex
clusively on defending predatory lending victims in Philadelphia 
alone, and we cannot keep up with that demand. There is no ques
tion that we are expending more resources than any other legal 
service program in the country on this problem, and we cannot 
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keep up with it. We have just set up, with the cooperation of the 
Philadelphia Bar Association, a special predatory lending panel by 
which we will be training private lawyers and working with them 
to teach them how to do this work. 

I believe that our office has probably reviewed more of these 
transactions than any other law firm in the country and it is from 
the hundreds of stories of victims that I draw most of my experi
ence. But I should also add that I have deposed countless loan offi
cers, brokers, title clerks, and I was the principal trial counsel in 
the first reported case under ROEPA, called Newton v. United 
Companies Financial. 

I also, by the way, served on the official creditors committee in 
the United Companies Lending Chapter 11 proceeding. I believe 
that I am uniquely qualified to speak to you about the nature of 
the problem and the legislation needed to remedy the problem. 

First, just to supplement the written testimony on the foreclosure 
explosion that was referred to in the written testimony, just a few 
bits of data from Philadelphia. 

Pennsylvania has a State emergency mortgage assistance pro
gram that offers financial help to qualified homeowners facing fore
closures. These are all foreclosures other than FHA's. 

In data obtained from the State agency that administers this pro
gram, we found that in the year 2000, it received 740 applications 
for help from borrowers facing foreclosure in Philadelphia. Of those 
740 requests for help, 164, or 22 percent, involved threats of fore
closure from a single lender, EquiCredit, the subprime subsidiary 
of Bank of America, which at the moment, according to what we 
are seeing pouring into the office, is the biggest problem. 

Just this week, we looked at the sheriff's sale listings for the 
month of August. Every month, there is a list of the sales. There 
is a monthly sale in Philadelphia. Forty houses are being sold just 
by EquiCredit in the City of Philadelphia in August. The undis
puted explosion in foreclosure is indeed a reflection of the preda
tory lending crisis. All across our country, we have senior citizens, 
our mothers, our grandmothers, who are anxious about their credit 
card debt and bashful about talking about their finances. They are 
lonely, and they are good, trusting people, all of which combine to 
make them sitting ducks for a veritable parade of low-life lenders, 
brokers, and contractors who are seeking to extract what often is 
the only wealth that they have-their home. 

There is a veritable gold rush going on in our neighborhoods and 
the gold that is being mined is home equity. This bleeding of 
wealth is not simply the result of market forces. As we describe in 
our written testimony, there have been critical Federal policies that 
have fueled the gold rush, particularly the first lien usury deregu
lation of the 1980's and the changes in the tax code that limited 
interest payment deductions to only home equity interest. 

There are also Federal policies that have undermined the ability 
of lawyers to defend victims, most notably the Federal Arbitration 
Act, which has been interpreted by the courts to basically allow 
wholesale waiver of borrower's access to the courts, and I might 
add, the restrictions in legal services, which have basically made 
the work that I do virtually impossible for Legal Services Corpora
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tion-funded programs. And for that reason, we had to give up our 
funding from the Legal Services Corporation to do this work. 

The existing HOEPA triggers are too high, particularly the 
points and fees trigger currently at 8 points. This allows the preda
tors to make costly loans just under those triggers. Indeed, we are 
seeing 7 point loans, 7.9 points. We even saw one last week that 
had exactly 8.0 of points. 

But there is an upside to that fact. These loans used to have 10 
to 15 points. That means that the basic structure of HOEPA is 
sound. It is doing good work. It is already functioned to nudge 
down the cost of credit. Remember that the same lenders who are 
warning you today that if you bring down the triggers, credit will 
dry up, said the same thing 7 years ago, that if you enacted 
HOEPA, there will be no credit. 

Subprime credit did not disappear. It just got less costly, and it 
needs to get less costly still. I hope within the questioning period 
I will have the opportunity to discuss some of the very specific as
pects of S. 2415 which we believe will be very helpful to those of 
us who are trying to save houses. And in summation, I would just 
say, and I apologize if the words seem inappropriately too strong, 
but these words come from 25 years of experience. 

I believe that predatory lending is the housing finance equivalent 
of the crack cocaine crisis. It is poison sucking the life out of our 
communities. And it is hard to fight because people are making so 
much money. But we need Government to join the fight with zeal 
and with smarts. S. 2415 has our unconditional support. 

Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, sir. 
We are being joined this morning by Senator Crapo. Mike, do you 

have an opening statement? 

COMMENT OF SENATOR MIKE CRAPO 

Senator CRAPO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have an 
opening statement and in fact, I have to leave in just a few min
utes for a live interview. I hope to get back. I have read about half 
of the testimony already and will read that which I am not able 
to hear. But I appreciate your holding this hearing. I look forward 
to working with you on the legitimate problems that are identified 
and finding solutions that can work for everybody. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much. 
We will now hear from Neill Fendly, who is the immediate Past 

President of the National Association of Mortgage Brokers, NAMB. 
The NAMB provides education, certification, industry representa
tion, and publications for the mortgage broker industry. 

Mr. Fendly, we appreciate your being here with us this morning. 

STATEMENT OF NEILL A. FENDLY, CMC 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MORTGAGE BROKERS 

Mr. FENDLY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Members of the 
Committee, I am the Immediate Past President of the National As
sociation of Mortgage Brokers, referred to as NAMB. This is the 
first time that NAMB has testified in the Senate. We are truly ap
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preciative of the opportunity to address you today on the subject 
of abusive mortgage lending practices. 

NAMB currently has over 12,000 members and 41 affiliated 
State associations Nationwide. NAMB members subscribe to a 
strict code of ethics and a set of best business practices that pro
mote integrity, confidentiality and, above all, highest levels of pro
fessional service to the consumer. 

I would like to focus this testimony on helping the Committee 
understand the important and unique role of mortgage brokers in 
the mortgage marketplace and offer the unique perspective of mort
gage brokers in examining the problem of predatory lending. 

Today, mortgage brokers originate more than 60 percent of all 
residential mortgages in America. Mortgage brokers are critical to 
ensuring that people in every part of our country have access to 
mortgage credit. Almost anyone can usually find a mortgage broker 
right in their community that gives them access to hundreds of 
loan programs. Mortgage brokers are generally small business peo
ple who know their neighbors, build their businesses through refer
rals from satisfied customers, and succeed by becoming active 
members of their communities. 

The recent expansion in subprime lending has also relied heavily 
on mortgage brokers. Mortgage brokers originate about half of all 
subprime loans. Many mortgage brokers are specialists in finding 
loans for people who have been turned down by other lenders. 

Mortgage brokers often do an amazing amount of work on these 
loans. I recently completed one such loan that took over 1 year 
from start to finish. They work with borrowers to help them under
stand their credit problems, work out problems with other credi
tors, clean up their credit reports when possible, and review many 
possible options for either purchasing a home or utilizing existing 
home equity as a tool to improve their financial situation. 

We know that mortgage credit is the least expensive source of 
credit for those who may have made some mistakes or had some 
misfortune in the past and now need money to improve their home, 
finance their children's education, or even start a business. They 
need to have the widest possible range of choices when they are 
buying a home or need a second mortgage, and today they do. It 
is important that Congress be very careful to avoid measures that 
will deny people choices they deserve and the tools they need to 
manage and improve their financial situation. 

One of the most important choices available to consumers is the 
no- or low-cost loan which enables people to buy a home, refinance, 
or obtain a home-equity loan with little or no cash required up 
front for closing costs. These costs are financed through an adjust
ment to the interest rate. Both mortgage brokers and retail lenders 
offer these popular loans. When a mortgage broker arranges a loan 
like this, the broker is compensated from the lender from the pro
ceeds of the loan. This kind of payment goes by many names, but 
is often called a yield spread premium. These payments are per
fectly legitimate and legal under Federal law, RESPA, so long as 
they are reasonable fees and the broker is providing goods and 
services and facilities to the lender. They must be fully disclosed 
to borrowers on the good faith estimate and the HUD-1 settlement 
statement, and are included in the interest rate. Retail lenders, 
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however, are not required to disclose their comparable profit on a 
loan that is subsequently sold in the secondary market as most 
mortgages are today. 

Despite the great popularity of this loan with consumers, today 
it is under assault in the courts. Trial lawyers across America are 
pursuing class action lawsuits claiming such payments to mortgage 
brokers are illegal and abusive. This is despite Statement of Policy 
1991-1, issued at the direction of Congress by the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development in 1999, which clearly sets forth 
the Department's view that yield~spread premiums are not, per se, 
illegal and must be judged on a case~by~case basis. 

Recently, the 11th Circuit Court allowed a class action to be cer~ 
tified in one of these suits. This has resulted in a flood of new liti
gation against mortgage brokers and wholesale lenders and has 
caused a great deal of uncertainty and anxiety in the mortgage in~ 
dustry. The cost of defending these class actions is staggering. The 
potential liability could run over $1 billion. The prospect of a court 
deciding that the prevalent method of compensation for over half 
the mortgage loans in America is illegal is chilling, to say the least. 

If these lawsuits succeed, the real losers will be tomorrow's first
time homebuyers, tomorrow's working families, tomorrow's entre
preneurs who will not be able to get a mortgage without paying 
hundreds of dollars up front. Further down the road, many small 
business men and women will not be able to stay in business as 
mortgage brokers without being able to offer these no-cost loans. As 
competition decreases, all potential mortgage borrowers will suffer 
higher costs and fewer choices. 

Mr. Chairman, this illustrates the unintended consequences that 
can come from litigation, regulation, or legislation that singles out 
one part of the mortgage industry, places blanket restrictions on 
prohibitions of certain types of loans and products, or unreasonably 
restricts interest rates and fees. 

Virtually no loan terms are always abusive, and almost any loan 
term that is offered in the market today can be beneficial to some 
consumers. Whether a loan is abusive is a question that turns on 
context and circumstances from case to case. This is why NAMB 
and the mortgage industry have opposed legislation or regulation 
that would impose new blanket restrictions or prohibition on loan 
terms. We believe such measures will increase the cost of home
ownership, restrict consumer choice, and reduce the availability of 
credit, primarily to low- and moderate-income borrowers. 

NAMB believes that the problem of predatory lending is a three
fold problem: abusive practices by a small number of bad actors; 
lack of consumer awareness about loan terms; and the complexity 
of the mortgage process itself. We believe all three of these areas 
must be addressed together and with equal forces if the problem 
is to be solved without unintended consequences that I mentioned 
earlier. The mortgage industry is working vigorously in all three 
areas and NAMB wants to continue working with Congress to ad
dress all these areas, in particular, reform and simplification of the 
mortgage loan process. 

This part of the solution is one toward which NAMB has put a 
tremendous amount of effort. This is a comprehensive overhaul of 
the statutory framework governing mortgage lending. We cannot 
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emphasize enough to this Committee how badly this framework 
needs to be changed and how important this is to curtailing abu
sive lending. 

The two major statutes governing mortgage lending have not 
been substantially changed since they were enacted in 1968 and 
1974. The disclosures required under these laws are confusing and 
overlapping. The laws actually prevent consumers from being as 
well informed as they could be and put consumers at a decided dis
advantage in the mortgage process. As one of the borrowers at yes
terday's hearing so eloquently put it, "the problem is the lenders 
know everything and the borrowers know nothing." It is impossible 
for consumers to effectively compare different types of mortgage 
loan products. 

NAMB has been engaged from the beginning in efforts to reform 
the laws regulating mortgage originations and we remain com
mitted to the goal of comprehensive mortgage reform and sim
plification. We urge this Committee in the strongest terms possible 
to work with our industry on mortgage reform. 

In conclusion, I want to reiterate that NAMB supports measures 
by the industries and regulators to curb abusive practices, punish 
those who do abuse consumers, and promote good lending practices. 
We support legislation that would reform and simplify the mort
gage process and believe this is the legislation that is most needed 
to empower consumers. The problem of predatory lending can only 
be solved through a three-pronged approach of enforcing existing 
laws, targeting bad actors, educating consumers, and reforming 
and simplifying the mortgage process. In considering any new leg
islation, we urge Congress to apply this fundamental principle: Ex
pand consumer awareness and consumer power rather than restrict 
consumer choice and product diversity. That should be the goal of 
any new legislation affecting the mortgage process. 

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views and we look 
forward to working with the Committee in the future. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, sir. 
We will now hear from David Berenbaum, the Senior Vice Presi

dent, Program and Director of Civil Rights for the National Com
munity Reinvestment Coalition. 

For more than 10 years, the National Community Reinvestment 
Coalition has been a leading force in promoting economic justice 
and increasing fair access to credit, capital, and banking services 
for traditionally underserved communities. 

Mr. Berenbaum, we are pleased to have you with us. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID BERENBAUM 

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 


PROGRAM AND DIRECTOR OF CIVIL RIGHTS 

NATIONAL COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT COALITION 


Mr. BERENBAUM. Thank you, Chairman Sarbanes, Members of 
the Committee. We are extremely concerned about the prevalence 
of predatory lending in our Nation. During the next 5 minutes, I 
will try to synthesize the remarks included in our over 20 pages 
of testimony and exhibits. We are clearly in a dual-lending market
place. Let it be said and let it be heard that the continuation of 
redlining is in our Nation. 
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Despite popular belief, or the argument that in fact subprime 
lending has ended redlining that is argued by some industry asso
ciations, in fact, it has put an entirely new face on the issue of red
lining, a whole new cast on it. 

Before, where overt discrimination occurred, overt consumer de
nial with regard to access to credit was commonplace, today, we are 
dealing with a race tax. In fact, if you look at recent HUD-Treasury 
studies, they report that African-Americans are five times more 
likely to receive subprime loans than their white neighbors. Other 
studies document the fact, studies by the GSE's, that 30 to 50 per
cent of African-Americans who are currently receiving subprime 
loans should have qualified and been afforded the opportunity to 
receive prime paper. 

This is a major failure. Picture yourself living in an urban com
munity. You approach a retail lender operation. On the front win
dow of that lender is an equal housing opportunity/equal lender 
logo. You go in and in fact, they give you papers in compliance with 
the Truth in Lending Act, in compliance with all other consumer 
protections. And then they try to sell you a product that has four 
points, fees, single-premium credit life, and that has a balloon note. 

Now picture that individual going into a suburban location. In 
fact, another division of the very same company. And you are told, 
that you can get a prime note with one point, no single-premium 
credit. And you have options, you have choices. 

In fact, this is not, as was referenced, a rogue lender. It is an 
example of many corporate lenders in our country right now, hav
ing subprime divisions that market themselves exclusively to urban 
communities while their prime traditional lending banks covered 
by CRA, in fact, are operating in predominantly white areas. 

Included in our testimony, we have maps based on the Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act that look at, "minority census lending." 

On the board here, we have a map from the Baltimore area. The 
first map documents subprime lending. You can see the concentra
tion of the dots. These are refmanced loans that were originated in 
the subprime marketplace in 1999. You see the concentration in 
the areas that have the darker shading which represent predomi
nantly African-American and Latino areas. The next map looks at 
prime lending. Look at the strong difference. Prime lending is hap
pening throughout the Baltimore/Metropolitan Washington area. 

I submit to you that the prime lending that is occurring in Afri
can-American communities is coming from responsible lenders that 
are living up to their commitments under the Community Reinvest
ment Act and in partnership with community-based organizations. 

Financial modernization, the changing nature of the mortgage 
marketplace has prompted an atmosphere where many lenders are 
not falling within compliance reviews, are not falling with existing 
statutory reviews. 

Best practices include the lender marketing their goods in both 
the urban and suburban areas and where they have agreements. 
I respectfully say, and I believe in best practices. I believe in finan
cial literacy. NCRC has been a leader in doing "train the trainer" 
work with regard to financial literacy. We believe in all that. 

But with all due respect, it is not simply rogue lenders like Cap 
Cities Mortgage, right here in Washington, DC, who foreclosed on 
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85 percent of their loans. It is a systemic problem with race at the 
background of the issue that we need to address. 

The consumer protection bills that have been introduced, in par
ticular, the legislation that you, Chairman Sarbanes, are consid
ering, are critical to address HOEPA. I hope during the questions 
and answers, I can go into why these changes are necessary. 

Best practices are not enough. These are ethical issues. The 
mortgage practitioner who are stealing homes from seniors, from 
African-Americans, from people who are not sophisticated bor
rowers, should lose their licenses. 

The companies that are buying these products on the secondary 
market need additional regulatory oversight. The market is chang
ing. The law needs to be more than a band-aid. We need penicillin. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Berenbaum. 
Before I turn to our final three witnesses, we have been joined 

by Senators Dodd and Carper. 
I yield to either of them if they wish to make a statement. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR CHRISTOPHER J. DODD 
Senator DODD. Mr. Chairman, let us continue with the witnesses. 

And when the chance comes around for questioning, I will use the 
time then. But you have been sitting here for a long time. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you, Senator Dodd. 
Senator Carper. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR THOMAS R. CARPER 

Senator CARPER. I would simply echo the sentiments. And again, 
to the witnesses, thank you for being with us today. 

Chairman SARBANES. Our next witness is Mr. George Wallace. 
Mr. Wallace is counsel for the American Financial Services Asso

ciation. AFSA is a trade organization that represents a wide vari
ety of financial services firms, including market-funded lenders and 
credit insurance providers. 

Mr. Wallace, we appreciate your coming today. We would be 
happy to hear from you. 

STATEMENT OF GEORGE J. WALLACE 
COUNSEL, AMERICAN FINANCIAL SERVICES ASSOCIATION 
Mr. WALLACE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the 

Committee. 
Chairman SARBANES. I think it might help a bit if you pull that 

microphone closer to you. 
Mr. WALLACE. Am I close enough now? 
Chairman SARBANES. That is good, although you are leaning. 
Mr. WALLACE. I would like to be heard. 
Chairman SARBANES. We want you to be heard. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. WALLACE. Some people might not want to hear me, but any 

way-
Chairman SARBANES. No, no. We want to hear everybody and try 

to address everyone. 
Mr. WALLACE. I am a dissenter today. Today, I want to talk 

about predatory lending, as everybody else is. Allegations of preda
tory lending, particularly in the subprime mortgage market, have 
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received significant attention in recent months. Advocates of in
creased regulation have claimed that stepped up fraudulent or 
predatory marketing practices have persuaded vulnerable con
sumers to mortgage their homes in unwise loan transactions. Some 
consumer advocates have strongly urged that various loan products 
and features common to the mortgage market are predatory and 
should be outlawed. 

Extensive new regulation of mortgage credit in the way advo
cates now urge would dramatically reduce loan revenue, increase 
the risk and/or increase costs the lender must bear. And I speak 
for people who have to produce the loans that those who wish to 
make credit available to lower and moderate income people, we are 
the ones who have to produce those loans' and we are looking at 
your suggestions and we are seeing that it is going to raise costs. 

Initially, the resulting burdens will fall on lenders, in the long 
term, the effects will most always be felt directly by working Amer
ican families, either because of decreased loan availability, higher 
credit prices, or less flexible loan administration. 

The resulting reduced credit availability strikes at the very heart 
of the efforts over the last quarter century by Congress, many 
States, and the lending industry to make efficiently priced con
sumer credit available to working American families, including 
minorities, single-parent families, and others who for so long were 
unable to obtain credit. 

Consumer advocacy have shared this goaL In testimony before 
this Committee in 1993, Deepak Bhargava, then Legislative Direc
tor for ACORN, spoke of a credit famine in low- and moderate
income and minority communities in urban and rural areas, and 
also about massive problems of credit access in many communities 
around the country, particularly in minority and low-income areas. 

Subprime lenders, spurred on by Congress, have been enor
mously successful in delivering efficiently priced consumer credit to 
working American families, regardless of race, ethnicity, or back
ground. Moreover, during the past 5 years, 96 percent of those who 
have borrowed from AFSA members have used their subprime 
mortgage loan credit, successfully, 85 percent without any signifi
cant delinquency. 

Why would Government deny to these deserving Americans ac
cess to the benefits of credit that middle-class Americans enjoy? 
The 96 percent of Americans who use credit extended by AFSA 
members successfully are not asking for that interference. There 
are some people who have been victims of fraudulent, deceptive, il
legal, and unfair practices in the marketing of mortgage loans. In 
fact, predatory lending is fundamentally the result of misleading 
and fraudulent sales practices, as others have said today. 

Some advocates have mistakenly focused on loan products and 
features as the reason for these victims' misfortune, and have 
reached the faulty conclusion that if regulation just barred certain 
loan features, the harm would be avoided. 

Pursuing this mistaken reasoning, they have tried to label as 
predatory highly regulated loan products and features, such as 
credit insurance, prepayment penalties, balloon payments, arbitra
tion, higher rates and fees. However, any legitimate consumer good 
or service can be marketed fraudulently. 
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Indeed, the scam artist prefers to use legitimate products like 
loans as a cover because consumers want and need that product. 
The illegality comes in the fraudulent marketing of the good or 
service, not in the good or service itself. We urge the Congress not 
to confuse the loan features that consumers want and need with 
the fraudulent marketing practices that some isolated operators 
have used to prey upon the unfortunate. If fraudulent and decep
tive practices are the root of the problem, how should predatory 
lending be addressed? 

First, Congress should do no harm to the present system, which 
has been extremely successful in delivering consumer credit to 
America's working families. Such proposals as forbidding such fea
tures as balloon payments, financed single-premium insurance, and 
prepayment fees take away legitimate loan features useful to 
America's working families without addressing in the slightest way 
the fraud underlying the predatory practices, and that is an impor
tant point to remember. 

Second, consumer education should playa major role. AFSA has 
been a leader in developing educational programs to help meet the 
enormous need for greater financial literacy. As a founding member 
of the Jump Start Coalition, a coalition of industry, Government 
and private groups dedicated to increasing financial literacy, it has 
for several years pushed strongly for increased efforts to educate 
Americans about credit. 

We urge Congress to support these and other efforts because 
they hold the greatest promise to help over the long run. We par
ticularly want to thank Senator Corzine for his efforts in obtaining 
additional support for financial literacy efforts this year. 

Third, industry self-regulation plays an important role. AFSA 
has developed best practices which its member companies have vol
untarily adopted. They strike a reasonable balance between limits 
on controversial loan terms and providing legitimate consumer ben
efits in appropriate circumstances. A copy of AFSA's best practices 
are attached to my written statement. 

And finally, Government's role is appropriately the vigorous en
forcement of deceptive practices in civil rights laws. Any objective 
analysis of these laws much reach the conclusion that they provide 
some powerful tools to address both fraudulent sales practices and 
discrimination. 

Strong enforcement is appropriate because it addresses the real 
problem-the fraudulent and discriminatory practices-without af
fecting the overall ability of lenders to make loans available to 
working American families with less than perfect credit. 

That is the appropriate policy balance between dealing with the 
real misfortunes which some borrowers have experienced and the 
continued availability of credit to working American families. 

We urge Congress to encourage that an appropriate balance be 
maintained. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Com
mittee, for the opportunity to address you today and I look forward 
to any questions you may have later on. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, thank you very much, sir. I also want 
to thank you for your statement and for the attachment of the best 
practices AFSA. 
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Our next witness is Lee Williams, who is the President of the 
Aviation Associates Credit Union in Wichita, Kansas, and is the 
Chairperson of the Credit Union National Association's State issues 
subcommittee. 

Ms. Williams, we would be happy to hear from you. 

STATEMENT OF LEE WILLIAMS 

CHAIRPERSON, STATE ISSUES SUBCOMMITTEE 

CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AND 


PRESIDENT, AVIATION ASSOCIATES CREDIT UNION 

WICHITA, KANSAS 


Ms. WILLIAMS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the 
Committee. It is indeed a pleasure for me to be here and speak to 
you on behalf of the Credit Union National Association, CUNA. 

CUNA represents over 90 percent of the 10,500 State and Fed
eral Credit Unions Nationwide. And as Chair of CUNA's State 
issues subcommittee, I have had the privilege of carefully consid
ering issues surrounding abusive practices of predatory lending and 
appreciate this opportunity to present to you some of our findings. 

America's credit unions strive to help their 80 million members 
create a better economic future for themselves and their families. 
And with that in mind, the credit union system abhors the preda
tory lending practices being used by some mortgage brokers and 
mortgage lenders across the country. 

Predatory lending is a complex and difficult issue to resolve. My 
committee, as well as this Committee, has come to that conclusion 
by hearing testimony of individuals and looking at the current situ
ation with predatory lending. Predatory lending's primary targets 
are subprime borrowers. These are consumers who do not qualify 
for prime rate loans because of poor credit history or, in some 
cases, simply a lack of credit history. This segment of the popu
lation is of particular interest to credit unions because, historically, 
it is this population that has turned to us for our flexibility and our 
wide range of credit options. 

CUNA is concerned that the term predatory has become synony
mous with subprime in the minds of some of our policymakers. 
Consequently, legitimate subprime lending programs could suffer if 
broad prohibitions on certain lending practices become law. 

Credit unions urge policymakers to use a scalpel, not an elephant 
gun, when drafting legislation to eliminate predatory lending prac
tices. Subprime borrowers need to be served and credit unions do 
not want to lose their ability to create flexible, subprime loan pro
grams. A growing number of credit unions offer subprime loans to 
members who do not qualify for a prime rate loan. Subprime loans 
are offered to members with poor credit histories at rates above 
prime to offset the higher risk of lending. 

Credit union subprime loans are not predatory. They are a vital 
tool that give borrowers with poor credit history the ability to build 
and/or rebuild their credit history. 

To illustrate some of the alternative subprime lending programs 
offered by credit unions, CUNA created a task force last February. 
The task force has recently completed a handbook called, "Sub
prime Doesn't Have To Be Predatory-Credit Union Alternatives," 
which is included in my attachment, as you have seen. The booklet 
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provides a sample of credit union subprime loan programs that are 
designed to help borrowers actually improve their credit. 

There are many positive programs being developed in the 
subprime lending market by credit unions to assist consumers of 
all economic circumstances. Credit unions urge poIicymakers to 
address the abuse of lending practices rather than complete prohi
bition of practices that, when used legitimately, would provide 
flexibility and credit options to meet individual borrower's needs. 

America's credit unions support elimination of lending practices 
that are intentionally deceptive and disadvantageous to borrowers. 
CUNA and credit unions across the country have been establishing 
programs to help our members fight back against the effects of 
high cost and predatory loans. 

At Aviation Associations Credit Union, we recently initiated a 
Take Control program. It provides resources for our members, al
lowing them to take control of their financial well-being and effec
tively deter the success of payday lenders and predatory mortgage 
lenders in our community. 

Let me give you an example of that. We have members with high 
interest mortgage loans acquired from a mortgage broker that have 
come into our credit union and asked us to refinance these loans 
because they cannot make the payments. My initial response, being 
member-owned, is to offer to refinance these loans and to reduce 
the interest rates. But often, that is no solution. Typically, these 
type of loans have been initially packed with so many fees, paid up 
front and financed, that the loan-to-value ratio is often up to 125 
percent. Neither my credit union, nor many other lenders, can refi
nance such a loan. Even in such a dire situation, our Take Control 
program can improve the member's financial circumstances. Our 
program does this through member education. 

With the help of an on-site consumer credit counselor available 
twice a week at our credit union, members can learn how to pay 
down loans faster, obtain lower fees and rates, and even in the grip 
of predatory mortgage loans, learn how to build equity faster so the 
credit union can at a later point refinance these mortgages. 

This is only a band-aid on a serious injury. When the credit 
union refinances for the member, the predatory lender wins. At 
Aviation Associates, we believe our members must never fall victim 
to predatory lending in the first place. That is why Take Control 
also offers a significant component that includes education to teach 
our members how to avoid predatory mortgages in the first place. 
We are convinced education is a critical tool, although not the only 
tool, needed for our members to obtain financial independence. 

On a national level, CUNA developed mortgage lending stand
ards and ethical guidelines to be adopted by credit unions across 
the country. These guidelines were designed to help emphasize 
credit unions' concerns for consumers and further distinguish credit 
unions as institutions that care more about people than money. 

One of the most important programs CUNA is currently pro
moting to combat predatory lending practices is financial education 
of our Nation's youth. Credit unions believe that by educating our 
young people in the area of personal finance, they will learn to 
make sound financial decisions and choose not to use high cost or 
predatory lenders. 
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Through our partnership with the National Endowment for Fi
nancial Education and other efforts, we have reached over 130,000 
students in over 5,000 schools. 

Again, let me say that I am very pleased that you are holding 
these hearings because I see the effects of predatory lending daily, 
and it is not a pretty picture. Credit unions are eager to see the 
abusive practice of predatory lending eliminated. Credit unions 
have taken positive steps in that direction through our voluntary 
efforts to educate our members and provide them with fair and 
sound alternative products. It is our hope that we will have allies 
in our efforts to assure all consumers have access to credit products 
that do not unfairly take advantage of their circumstances. 

I thank you for allowing me to be here today and I would answer 
any questions. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, Ms. Williams, thank you very much 
for the statement on behalf of CUNA. 

If you had been here yesterday, I think you would have appre
ciated and the Members of the Committee were very careful to rec
ognize-and as the witnesses this morning have said right from the 
beginning with Wade Henderson-that there is a role to be played 
in the legitimate subprime market. We are trying to get at those 
people who are abusing that market with these predatory practices. 

I was looking at this pamphlet that you told us about and I note 
that you very clearly try to draw that distinction. And that is one 
of the things that we are about here today, is to ascertain that line 
and then knock out what is on the wrong side of that line. 

Our last witness this morning is Mike Shea, who is the Execu
tive Director of ACORN Housing. 

For over 25 years, ACORN has worked to increase homeowner
ship and community development in low-income and minority com
munities. The organization has worked successfully with many 
lenders to develop loan products that provide fair and affordable 
access to credit for individuals traditionally shut out of the eco
nomic mainstream. 

Mr. Shea, we are pleased to have you with us today. We look for
ward to hearing from you. 

STATEMENT OF MIKE SHEA 

EXECUTIVE DffiECTOR, ACORN HOUSING 


Mr. SHEA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Com
mittee. I appreciate the opportunity to appear. I work in many of 
your States and it is a pleasure to be able to share my insights on 
predatory lending. I have been Executive Director of the ACORN 
Housing Corporation since 1986, when the organization was formed 
to create low-income homeowners hip opportunities. 

We learned early on that to create homeownership in distressed 
neighborhoods, you have to do two things. First of all, you have to 
bring private capital back into those communities. FHA lending 
and Government subsidies on their own will not do the trick. And 
second, you have to provide consumer education and prepurchase 
mortgage counseling to potential homeowners so that people living 
in those communities will actually apply and qualify for loans. 

To educate community residents about the home-buying process 
and how to qualify for a loan, we operate mortgage counseling cen
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ters in 27 cities around the country. I am proud to say that our 
lender partnerships along with our mortgage counseling and finan
cial literacy efforts have produced home loans for 36,000 first-time 
home-buyers. 

Last month, our largest banking partner, Bank of America, 
announcedthe amount of home mortgages that have been origi
nated through our partnership with them has reached the $10 bil
lion mark. It is our experience that subprime lenders have not 
played a major role in the creation of homeownership in this coun
try. The recent increases in homeownership that we have seen in 
the 1990's was not because of subprime lending. 

Of the 36,000 ACORN clients who have become homeowners, 
only about 1,100 purchased their homes with loans from subprime 
lenders. And our experience is not atypical according to the 1999 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data which reported that just 6.6 
percent of all home mortgage loans in the United States were origi
nated by subprime lenders, while 82 percent of all first-lien 
subprime loans are refinances. 

In many of the communities that we work, the benefits that fam
ilies have gained from homeownership are under attack. Increas
ingly, we find that as soon as one of our clients moves into their 
new home, they are bombarded with offers from subprime lenders 
to refinance their mortgage or take out additional debt, receiving 
three or four letters a week and regular phone calls. 

Now, we know that you have heard these numbers before, but it 
is worth repeating, that half of all refinanced loans in communities 
of color are made by subprime lenders. When you consider that 
number in combination with the observations from Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac, that between 30 to 50 percent of borrowers in 
subprime loans could have qualified for "A" loans, you are clearly 
talking about a massive drain of equity from these communities, 
the communities that can least afford it. 

At a bare minimum, these numbers indicate that huge numbers 
of borrowers are paying interest rates 2 to 3 percent higher than 
they would if they had an "A" loan. Consider, for example, that for 
a $100,000 mortgage with a 30 year term, a person with a 10112 
percent interest rate will pay $65,000 more over the life of the loan 
than a person with an 8 percent rate. Fannie Mae Chairman and 
CEO, Frank Raines, recently put it best, and I would like to quote 
him, "The central question is whether all consumers are enjoying 
their basic right to the lowest-cost mortgage for which they can 
qualify." Answering this is critical if we are to close the home
ownership gaps facing many groups in America. 

Predatory lending is everywhere. Over the July 4th weekend, I 
visited my mother in Benzig County, Michigan. And as Senator 
Stabenow can say, Benzig County is a very conservative, rural 
county in Northern Michigan. When I told her what I was doing, 
she immediately told me of two of her elderly friends, staunch Re
publicans from the day they were born, how they had been victim
ized by predatory lending. 

Paul Satriano yesterday testified, and his testimony received ex
tensive coverage in Minnesota. As a result, our office in the Twin 
Cities has received phone calls from throughout the States of Min
nesota, Wisconsin, South Dakota, and even the upper per-insula of 
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Michigan, two people called who were victimized by predatory 
loans and looking for ways to get out. 

We have to get rid of aU the tricks and hidden practices that 
make it impossible for consumers to know what kind of loan they 
are getting into. What you have now is a situation where it is dif
ficult for even my best loan counselors to understand all of the 
damaging bells and whistles embedded in many subprime loans. 

That should not be how getting a home loan works. It is not 
what happens in the "A" market, but that is what is happening 
every day in the subprime market. We need a strong, clear set of 
rules that will allow homeowners to navigate the subprime market 
with some basic assurances of safety. 

We often hear the argument that predatory lending can be elimi
nated with more education and financial literacy. We certainly sup
port financial literacy efforts. In fact, I would venture that ACORN 
Housing, working together with many of our bank lending part 
ners, has delivered more information to homebuyers about these 
issues than anyone. Last year alone, nearly 100,000 people at
tended our bank fairs, workshops, and other events. We held a 
bank fair recently in Detroit where 3,000 people came. 

And Fannie Mae's latest national housing survey found that con
sumer literacy efforts have already lowered the information bar
riers to buying a home, with nearly 60 percent of Americans now 
feeling comfortable with the terminology and process of buying a 
home. In spite of this increased financial literacy, we see that pred
atory lending continues to rise. 

Part of what we have learned from this experience of providing 
financial literacy and education is the limits of the approach. First, 
there is the question of resources. Until we are ready to spend the 
$1,500 to $2,000 per originated loan that many predators can 
spend, we will always be playing catch-up. 

And second, no advertisement, bus billboard or even workbook is 
going to compete with a one-on-one sales pitch of a very good sales
man who knows more about the process and about the products 
than the borrower. 

We have also heard the argument that all that is needed is bet
ter enforcement of existing laws. We see a lot of borrowers in 
heart-breaking situations and we have tried to use current law to 
help protect them. This year, we have helped 40 clients in 10 
States file grievances with State regulators, and that has not 
worked. 

HOEPA covers only a tiny fraction of loans and it mostly re
quires disclosures. As long as the right piece of paper was slipped 
somewhere into the pile, there is often little the borrower can do. 

Fraud and deceit are against the law, but they are extremely dif
ficult to prove. It usually turns into a matter of he-saidlshe-said, 
and when the lender knows more about the transaction and has 
the paperwork, and has the lawyers, the borrower loses. And when 
we hear certain industry groups suggest that the solution is better 
enforcement of current law, we wonder how they expect that to 
happen if they routinely include in their loan documents manda
tory arbitration clauses which severely limit a consumer's right to 
seek relief in court. 
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What we need are some basis rules covering a broader group of 
high-cost loans that create a level playing field where a borrower 
in the subprime market, like a consumer in the "A" market, has 
a set of understandable options to choose between. 

Buying or refinancing a home is a lot more like buying medicine 
than like buying a tube of toothpaste. We do not expect every pa
tient to read the New England Journal of Medicine and evaluate 
for themselves which drugs are safe and which are not. Instead, 
Congress and the FDA establishes rules about what is too dan
gerous to be sold, within those rules, patients and their doctors still 
can choose what is best for them. In our view, Congress and the 
Federal Reserve need to make rules about subprime loans in the 
same way. 

Chairman SARBANE8. Mr. Shea, we are going to have to draw to 
a close. 

Mr. SHEA. Thank you. I would like to just make one more point. 
There is a lot of comments by the industry about unavailable data. 
I would just like to say that Jesus did not need an economic study 
to convince him of the need to drive the money changers from the 
temple. He had a moral compass. He knew what was right and 
wrong, and he had the courage to act on those beliefs. 

Thank you. 
Chairman SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Shea. 
We will go to questions. A number of my colleagues have been 

here for a while and I want to at least get them started. 
Senator Dodd wanted to make a very quick comment. 
Senator DODD. Just while my other colleagues are here. Mr. 

Chairman, thank you for these hearings and thank our witnesses, 
too. It has been tremendously helpful. We are going to be con
strained in time. Our desire here is to make subprime lending 
more available for people. We do not look to cut that. There are 
many lenders out there who are doing a very good job, particularly 
some who have reacted already. As you have just point out, 
CitiCorp and others have been very helpful. 

I thank them for what they are doing, and we are talking about 
those who engage in predatory practices. Not all subprime lending 
is a predatory practice, and I think it is important that we state 
that here. 

But to be as emphatic as you, Mr. Chairman that we are deter
mined as a Committee here, I am convinced the Republicans as 
well as the Democrats, should do everything we can to stop that. 

I thank all our witnesses for their your help. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman SARBANES. We have been joined by Senator Santorum. 

COMMENT OF SENATOR RICK SANTORUM 

Senator SANTORUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know people 
have been here longer than me. I just want to associate myself 
with the remarks of Senator Dodd that I beileve we do have some 
bad actors out there in the area. But I want to also reiterate the 
importance of subprime lending and having money available for 
those who do not have the kind of credit rating that otherwise can 
succeed. I think we are interested in engaging in something that 
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is constructive to deal with this issue and I look forward to working 
with you. 

Chairman SARBANE8. We do not intend to throw the baby out 
with the bathwater. But we do intend to throw the bathwater out. 

[Laughter.] 
The dirty bathwater out, I should say. 
[Laughter.] 
Debbie, why don't I recognize you for as long as we can go before 

we have to leave for a vote. I will say to the panel, we will have 
to recess briefly and go for this vote, and then we will return and 
continue the question period. 

Senator STABENOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that 
and would note that I will not be able to come back because I have 
to preside at noon. I actually have numerous questions. We will not 
be able to address an of them. And possibly, we can follow up in 
writing with the panelists. I appreciate all of your comments. 

We have heard and have to address complex issues. We have 
issues that we heard yesterday of loan flipping and issues on man
datory arbitration, disclosures, prepayment penalties, the definition 
of what is a high-cost loan, the whole question of regulation, and 
the effective ways of promoting financial education. There is a lot 
of different issues that we need to address. I would simply ask Mr. 
Courson, Mr. Fendly, and Mr. Wallace, whom I will ask first. 

You mentioned consumer education being the primary focus. Yes
terday, a constituent of mine was here, Carol Mackey, who spoke 
about the fact that she was given a good-faith estimate in writing 
several days before the loan closure, and that in fact, when she got 
there, the interest rate was higher, the payments were higher. 

The information she was given on the good-faith estimate was 
not accurate. So, she was attempting to be educated as a consumer. 
She is a bright woman. And found herself, when she dug through 
all the papers, that in fact it was different. 

So, I would ask how you feel-
Chairman SARBANES. When she dug through them afterwards, 

when she went back. 
Senator STABENOW. After she settled. 
Chairman SARBANES~ She really was not in the position to do so 

at the closing. 
Senator STABENOW. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. 
She came into the closing with information that she assumed 

was accurate based on the good-faith estimate, found after she got 
home and sorted through-and as someone who closed on a home 
not that long ago and considers myself reasonably intelligent and 
as a Member of the Banking Committee, I found myself going 
through pages and pages and pages and trying to make sure that 
there was not something there that I had not seen before and so 
on, and know how complicated it was. 

I appreciate the issues of simplicity. I think we do have to ad
dress that and want to work with you on how we might simplify 
this process. I certainly agree that it is extremely complicated and 
difficult to sort through, even when you are very conscientious. 

But when we are talking about consumer education and someone 
has been given information, and later, it was found to be different 
in the final analysis, how would you correct that through consumer 
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education? Or do you believe, in fact, that it is appropriate to re
quire that the good-faith estimate be a formal estimate so that it 
has to be the same 3 days before as it is on the day that you close? 

Mr. Wallace. 
Mr. WALLACE. Well, I was not here yesterday and I did not hear 

Mrs. Mackey's statement. But as you describe it, the good-faith es
timate is, in fact, an estimate. It has to be given within 3 days of 
application. Then there is a HUD-l Statement which does have to 
be accurate. So, you are describing what appears to be a violation. 

Likewise, the Truth in Lending Statement has to be accurate. If 
it was inaccurate, that would be a violation of Truth in Lending. 
We do have a legal system already in place which would appear to 
address the concerns that you are raising. 

Senator STABENOW. If I might just say, though, the documents 
that you are referring to are given on the day of the closing. 

Would you support having those documents given to consumers 
several days in advance in straightforward, simple terms, so that 
people know exactly what the costs are, the interest rate, the 
points, the fees, et cetera? 

Mr. WALLACE. The difficulty with that is it produces a certain de
gree of inflexibility with regard to borrowers. Borrowers often wish 
to move straight to the closing. I have been involved in this for 35 
years. People have suggested this for many years, and it might be 
nice to do that. And then you start to work out the practicalities 
of it and it starts to tie the borrower's hands. 

I think in the end what we are trying to do is to develop a regu
latory system which deals both with the problems of commu
nicating to people, educating them so that they understand when 
they are communicated to, and working out a system which can be 
consistently applied and appropriately managed by creditors with
out interfering too much with the borrower's flexibility. I believe 
the objection to your mechanism is, and other people have raised 
it, is that it starts to interfere with the borrower's flexibility. 

That is a policy trade-off that, in the end, one has to deal with. 
Senator STABENOW. I appreciate that. Well, let me just say know

ing 3 days in advance what you are walking into is not an unrea
sonable request, and if we are focusing on consumer education, I 
think we need to make sure that that education and information 
is accurate. 

Mr. Courson, would you like to respond? I know you have spoken 
in your testimony about early price guarantees. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, I think-
Mr. COURSON. I am sorry, Senator? 
Chairman SARBANES. I think if I do not move my colleagues out 

of here, we are going to miss this vote. 
Could you give a brief--
Mr. COURSON. Thirty second answer. 
Senator STABENOW. Could you give us a 30 second answer? 
Mr. COURSON. Yes. Part of the reform that we are advocating, 

simplification, is taking the front-end system, the good-faith esti
mate, which really has no limits in terms of how it can change the 
closing. 

Chairman SARBANE8. There is no liability for a misstatement on 
the estimate. 
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Mr. COURSON. That is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. Contrary to what I think Mr. Wallace said, 

that it was illegal. AB I understand it, there is no legal penalty for 
that. Is that correct? 

Mr. COURSON. Correct. 
Mr. WALLACE. Are you speaking about the HUD-I or the Truth 

in Lending? 
Chairman SARBANES. No. I am talking about good-faith estimate. 
Mr. WALLACE. I was speaking about the Truth in Lending. Truth 

in Lending, there is clearly liability. 
Chairman SARBANES. All right. But when do you provide that? 
Mr. WALLACE. The Truth in Lending is what tells her-
Chairman SARBANES. When do you provide that? 
Mr. WALLACE. You have to provide that 3 days after application 

on an estimated basis, and then at closing. 
Chairman SARBANES. And is the estimate-are you liable for a 

misstatement on the estimate? 
Mr. WALLACE. On the HUD-
Chairman SARBANES. On the estimate. 
Mr. WALLACE. On the estimate, the answer is, at this point, no. 
Chairman SARBANES. All right. 
Mr. COURSON. Our reform plan envisions, at the time of the ap

plication, as opposed to the good-faith and the TILA that someone 
gets today, they would get one simple disclosure. That disclosure 
would include really what the customer wants to know. How much 
cash do I have to bring to closing and what are my payments? Of 
course, it would have other disclosures on there. 

One of the things that we are advocating is that the closing costs 
that would be included on that disclosure would be guaranteed. 

And so, the consumer at three different times through the trans
action would see the same disclosure with more specificity as they 
go through from application to credit approval to closing, with more 
information completed. But the closing cost guarantee itself would 
not be a violatation. It would stay. If it did change, it would be a 
violation. 

I heard Mrs. Mackey's testimony yesterday. And it is the fallacy 
of the system of not giving the certainty to the consumer up front, 
and then, in fact, when you get to the closing, those guaranteed 
closing costs must remain the same. That is part of what we have 
in our reform proposal and in working with Secretary Martinez. 

Chairman SARBANES. I believe we need to recess, otherwise we 
are going to miss the vote. 

Senator STABENOW. Thank you very much. 
Chairman SARBANES. I certainly will return. We will recess and 

return after the vote. 
[Recess.] 
Chairman SARBANES. Let me bring the Committee back into ses

sion. The hearing will come to order and we will resume. 
Mr. Wallace. 
Mr. WALLACE. I wanted to correct my earlier remarks. I thought 

that Senator Stabenow was asking a question about conventional 
mortgage loans. I believe she was asking a question about HOEPA 
loans. Several people have pointed out to me, in a HOEPA loan, 
there is a requirement, 3 days before closing, to give an accurate 
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statement. If it is inaccurate, there are civil penalties. There are 
enforcement provisions that work quite strongly, and you cannot 
change the good-faith estimate between the closing and the giving 
of it 3 days in advance. 

Indeed, this has been an issue that borrowers have raised be
cause they not only have 3 days advanced disclosure that I just de
scribed, but also the 3 day recision period. So, it takes them 6 days 
to get their money. So, I just wanted to correct my remarks, sir. 

Chairman SARBANES. The correction will be noted. Ms. Mackey 
did not have a HOEPA loan. One of the problems here is that a 
lot of these loans are not HOEPA loans. That is one of the reasons 
that the Fed is now addressing what the HOEPA limits are in an 
effort to include within them more of these loans that are now fall
ing outside of it. 

Senator Corzine. 
Senator CORZINE. Yes. It was a terrific presentation by all of you 

and I appreciate the discussion. 
I just wanted to make sure that I heard this properly from Mr. 

Courson. The Mortgage Bankers Association believes this is a prob
lem and a pervasive problem. And that is something that we can 
count on, your objective view, as we go about debating this as we 
go forward? 

Mr. COURSON. You certainly can, Senator. We have been involved 
in this debate as one piece of an effort to really reform and simplify 
the entire mortgage process for over 5 years, and you have our 
commitment. 

Senator CORZINE. I think sometimes there is a debate about 
whether this is just an anecdotal situation here or there and we 
fine four people here, or 10 people there. 

But my observation, our studies would lead me to believe that 
this is actually a very pervasive issue and needs addressing. And 
I believe it is informative that one of the foremost associations un
derscores that. 

I have this curiosity, and I will let anyone respond. But don't 
most "A"-lenders have lawyers with them at times of closing on 
mortgages, pretty simple conventional mortgages? 

Does anyone want to address that? 
Mr. SHEA. Senator, of the 36,000 families that have gotten home 

loans first to buy a home from our program, we estimate about 25 
percent use lawyers at closings. 

Senator CORZINE. That is in the subprime market, though. 
Mr. SHEA. That is in the prime market. 
Senator CORZINE. That is in the prime. 
Mr. SHEA. In the prime market, there is enough protections and 

it is easy to understand what you are getting into ahead of time 
where you oftentimes do not need a lawyer. We advise people to 
seek legal counsel and we work with them ahead of time to review 
the documents. The subprime market, very few people use lawyers. 

Mr. BERENBAUM. Could I respond to that on a different level? 
The issue of RESPA was addressed. I have to say that the Na

tional Community Reinvestment Coalition strongly supports the 
consumer actions that have been filed in court. Who is empowered 
in a mortgage settlement or a mortgage closing situation? Who has 
the power? 
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The consumer, as has been stated generally, does not understand 
the action, where fees are going. Disclosure is very important, and 
part of the problem of predatory lending are the relationships be
tween the players. 

In fact, often a realtor may be working in concert with a 
subprime lender who is a predator. And even the settlement agent 
may be part of that process. We have even seen where whole sepa
rate corporations are bidding on the foreclosure ultimately that are 
related to this little group of conspirators. And that is why in the 
Capital Cities case, in fact, there is a claim trying to stretch and 
use existing law, arguing racketeering. 

Senator CORZINE. Sounds like racketeering to me if there is a 
conspiracy of people working together. 

In the "A" market, there is a lot of uniformity, conformity. I 
think Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae have asked for conformity so 
that the secondary mortgage market can actually work. Is there 
room for some improvement in standardization in subprime lending 
that would allow for that simplicity that is talked about? I under
stand the need for flexibility, but sometimes flexibility is camou
flaged for some of the practices we have talked about. 

Does anybody want to comment why and whether we ought to 
get to more standardization? It certainly would provide more li
quidity to the ultimate lender. 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. Well, Senator, if I could speak to that. 
I believe the first thing you need to do if you want standardiza

tion is actually have the rates and the fees available to the public 
to know ahead of time. You have to understand that everything we 
talk about in this market is different than your conceptions of what 
mortgage lending is about. 

Number one is, if you start with the assumption that when you 
are in the market, you go to the newspaper on Sunday and in the 
real estate or financial section, they list all the mortgages, the 
prices, the points, and the rates, that does not exist in subprime. 
Just yesterday, I deposed an area manager of one of the lenders 
that has been mentioned as a responsible lender within the 
subprime field. And I said, by the way, can I open the paper and 
see what your rates are this week? And he says, oh, no, you cannot 
do that. I said, why is that? Well, subprime lenders do not do that. 

Nothing is really the way that we assume it. Brokers that we as
sume are representing lenders are not representing lenders. They 
are representing themselves. In fact, they are being rewarded for 
upselling their own customers. 

Applications that we assume are being signed at sometime early 
on in the process are routinely signed at the closing. You are sign
ing an application at the same time you are signing the mortgage. 

And that is done every day. I do not think I have seen a trans
action where the application was signed prior to the closing. Every
thing about this market is different than the notions that we come 
to the table with, having bought houses ourselves, for example. 

Senator CORZINE. But are there lessons to be learned from the 
"A" market that we ought to be applying to the subprime market, 
since it works efficiently and relatively securely for the consumer? 

Mr. WALLACE. Senator, one of the things to remember is that 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have withdrawn from the HOEPA 
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market entirely. Thus, whatever encouragement they could give to 
standardization does not occur. And if the HOEPA thresholds are 
lower, presumably they will continue to withdraw from the HOEPA

4 market. They are concerned about risks. They are concerned about 
-I 

the additional liability, I guess, with regard to that kind of paper. 
But there is something which you could address perhaps with re
gard to the secondary market, particularly the Government-fi
nanced entities not being interested in dealing with subprime 
paper. 

Chairman SARBANES. I understand, though, that 70 percent of 
the subprime market is what are called "A"-minus loans. And 
therefore there is a real opportunity, which I gather some institu
tions are now undertaking to upgrade people into "A" loans. That 
seems to me a very worthwhile endeavor. And it also seems to me 
that we need to consider carefully what measures or how you can 
encourage just graduating people up. 

And I am told that there are a fair number of people who are 
getting subprime loans who really could get prime loans. But it is 
not happening. Is that correct? 

I am sorry, John. I did not mean to interrupt your questioning. 
Senator CORZINE. No, no, no. I believe it is going in the same di

rection here. 
Mr. BERENBAUM. There is no question. And what we are dealing 

with is a blend of civil rights issues, Fair Housing Act issues, as 
well as consumer issues, whether they be fraud or issues relevant 
to the subprime market. 

There is a new player in town, though. And I would agree with 
any thought that, in fact, the entry of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
into the "A"-minus market has been corrected. It absolutely has 
been. We wish it would have been sooner. Who is the new player 
in town? It is Wall Street. Who is funding the growth? It is private 
investors? Who is specialiZing? 

We heard about specialty lenders. Well, these specialty lenders 
better start developing prime paper because right now, I believe 
under existing law, they are facing civil rights liability if they do 
not give an American the loan they are qualified for. And that is 
what is happening here. The greed factor, as has been mentioned, 
is playing a role in our financial transactions today. 

And yesterday, there were references made to in the old times 
or in the days when we did things by hand. We are still doing 
things by hand. There are decisions being made by executives 
today with underwriting practices and points and how to use credit 
in a way that is greedy, manipulative, and not covered by law. 

And these working-the-Iaw situations are creating the scams. 
There are responsible subprime lenders and then there are ones 
who are making mistakes because they are not thinking through 
their decisions, and then there are predators. 

Senator CORZINE. Mr. Fendly, where do you think the regulatory 
world should actually meet the mortgage broker? 

We know the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, and others review the 
balance sheets and practices of the banking industry. Our thrift in
dustry has a regulator where the public meets creditor. Where 
would you think, and how would that best be applied in the mort
gage brokering business? 
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Mr. FENDLY. Well, obviously, we should have the same standards 
applied to us as any other lender would or any other originator 
would. The only problem is that an awful lot of mortgage brokers 
are extraordinarily small business people. The majority of them 
employ less than five people. And I do not think a financial 
yardstick is what you want to use to analyze their credibility in the 
marketplace. 

When I was talking about mortgage reform and people were talk
ing about the good-faith estimate, that is part of the whole process 
and should apply across the board to all lenders, all originators, so 
that people have concise information. The system now encourages 
fraud and it actually is an uneven playing field for honest business
men who cannot compete against false good-faith estimates that 
are changed at closing. That is what we are looking for, is clarity, 
bright lines, and accountability. 

Chairman SARBAt'1ES. That is an interesting point because it 
seems to me that if we find ways of eliminating these bad prac
tices, it is to the benefit of the responsible people in the industry. 

And it seems to me that the responsible people, instead of resist
ing this effort, ought to be supporting it. I know they are concerned 
about how the line is drawn because they are concerned whether 
it will impinge upon the legitimate activities. 

But assuming the line can be drawn properly, they ought to be 
supporting it because it will knock out what I guess is potentially 
an unfair competitive advantage which the bad actor is able to ex
ploit. I just throw that out there as an observation. Go ahead, Jon. 
I am sorry. 

Senator CORZINE. Again, who challenges it? State banking regu
lators? Is that who is looking at most of the mortgage brokers? 

Or is there anyone who looks at their practices? Or is it just vol
untary? 

Mr. FENDLY. It depends on what kind of business that they do. 
Most of them have State regulators. 

In my particular State, you are audited every 2 to 3 years on all 
fronts. If you have an entity that is an FHA correspondent, they 
have to provide a HUD-approved audited financial statement each 
year. Those individuals that are very small, they are just dealing 
with their own State regulatory agencies. 

Senator CORZINE. And do many of them have audits on their 
practices, their business and market practices? 

Mr. FENDLY. Yes, they do. 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. Senator Corzine, I actually would have to dis

agree with that. Just to use my experience from Pennsylvania, it 
has been said by many people there that in Pennsylvania, it is 
easier to get a broker's license than a fishing license. The only dif
ference is that there actually is enforcement from the Fish and 
Game Commission to make sure that the laws are being enforced. 

In our experience, in that one State, as a practical matter, no en
forcement. And we sent lots of complaints. They did finally man
age, as I understand, to pull the license of someone who had plead 
guilty to stealing from 16 of his customers. But to the others, for 
example, the ones where we had a fraud judgment unpaid, that did 
not seem to rise to the level of regulatory interest. 

Senator CORZINE. Mr. Courson. 
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Mr. COURSON. Senator, I believe that is one of the points that we 
made. 

I would agree. Where is the enforcement? Because it is besmirch
ing our industry, my company, and other lenders like me, if we do 
not get the enforcement. 

And so, I think what the gentleman just said is exactly correct. 
We have to have the enforcement. If we have the licensing out 
there and do not enforce it, then there is no reason to have it. 

It is very disheartening in our business to find the bad actors 
who even have actions taken against them, showing up in other 
companies under other names and other venues, propounding the 
same practices for which they were eliminated from a different 
venue. It makes no sense. We have to have that enforcement level. 

Senator CORZINE. I do not mean to-please. Go ahead. 
Ms. WILLIAMS. I just wanted to add a comment. 
Earlier you had made mention of "A"-minus borrowers and op

portunities there. 
Some credit unions have programs in place now where if the bor

rower, an "A"-minus or "B"-minus, pays the mortgage as agreed for 
1 year, then the rate could be adjusted. That may be something 
that could be beneficial. It not only encourages the consumer to get 
on a good plan of making payments on time, but it also offers them 
long-term relief for paying more for that mortgage. 

Now I have had instances where my members have actually said 
they were told they could get a 12 percent first mortgage now. If 
they paid as agreed for a year, that mortgage rate could be de
creased. Only to find out after a year that their mortgage had been 
sold to another company and all bets were off. 

So that may be a good option to consider, a way to have an op
tion for a consumer to actually pay at a sub prime rate temporarily, 
for a limited amount of time, and then have that rate decreased 
without a lot of penalties attached to having that done. 

Chairman SARBANES. Jon, we were so engrossed here, I do not 
think we noticed it, but there is another vote on. I am going to 
have to again recess the hearing in order to vote. I am sure the 
panel appreciates, we have no control over this process. Actually, 
those lights and bells go off, Pavlov should have done his experi
ments here in the Congress. 

[Laughter.] 
We will return very promptly and then we will try to draw it to 

a close because I know that people have conflicting engagements. 
We will stand in recess. 
[Recess.] 
Chairman SARBANES. The hearing will resume. And I am hopeful 

that we will have enough time here to complete. I do not want to 
hold up the panel unduly. 

Mr. Ackelsberg, I want to put a question to you off of something 
that Mr. Shea said, where he said, the recent increases in home
ownership are not from subprime lenders. 

Now you have some very interesting material in the opening part 
of your statement, which, of course, because of the truncated time, 
you did not present orally. But we should to just touch on that a 
little bit because lots of assertions are made about this subprime 
market and what it permits or what it allows that we would regard 
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as desirable. And of course, we regard homeownership as desirable 
in every instance in which it really can be warranted. Could you 
just touch on some of that? 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. Yes. As we mentioned in the written testi
mony, you have homeownership increasing by 2 percent during a 
period of time that, for example, foreclosures are-

Chairman SARBANES. What is that period of time? 
Mr. ACKELSBERG.I believe the table is 1980 to 1999, 
Chairman SARBANES. What? 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. The period of 1980 to 1999. 
Chairman SARBANES. Okay. And it is during that period, of 

course, more in the 1990's, when the amount of subprime lending 
increased at a very rapid rate. Is that correct? 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. Absolutely, Senator. We attribute that to a 
number of factors, one being, as I mentioned in my testimony, the 
Federal policy favoring first-lien mortgage lending, the deregula
tion of usury for first-lien mortgage lending, basically encouraging 
lenders to tum-the typical example that we see is someone, for 
example, wants $5,000 to fix their kitchen. And what instead they 
get is a $30,000 loan that pays off all their debt, which they did 
not need being paid off at all. And it is precisely the Federal pre
emption of usury-the Federal deregulation of State usury laws for 
first-lien lending that has made that possible. 

The other thing I would say, as I mentioned, is the change in the 
tax laws to favor home equity lending. And finally, the market 
forces of Wall Street securitizations which have really made this a 
very profitable enterprise. 

Chairman SARBANES. This Figure 1 you have in your statement. 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. Yes. It is data from the Mortgage Bankers As

sociation. 
Chairman SARBANES. Where you say the sources are the Mort

gage Bankers Association. 
You should show Mr. Courson this, too. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman SARBANES. Is the figure from the Mortgage Bankers 

or-yes. Is the chart or just the numbers that enabled you to make 
up the chart? 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. No, it is the numbers. Actually, I am not en
tirely sure. Senator, my understanding is that it is just the num
bers that were then put into this chart. 

Chairman SARBANES. The graphic form. All right. Now, let me 
run through these. You say over this period, there was a 2 percent 
growth in the homeownership rate. Is that correct? 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. Then there was a 29 percent growth in 

mortgages per home. What do you mean by that? 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. Well, as it has become more and more attrac

tive in the market for people to use their homes when they are bor
rowing money, what you have is more and more people doing that. 

For example, many people-and I would say primarily in the "A"
borrower kind of universe--we will have a mortgage and then we 
will also have a home equity credit line. So, it has become very 
common for people basically to use their homes to access credit. 
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Chairman SARBANES. And then you have foreclosures per mort
gage. That growth was 120 percent. 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. What is the significance of that? 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. Well, I would also, particularly in the 1990's, 

add an additional overlay, which is these have basically been good 
times. You would expect in good times to see foreclosures going 
down. In Philadelphia, we have seen foreclosures tripling during a 
period where jobs were actually on the upswing. And we attribute 
that to the radical change in the nature of mortgage lending, that 
loans are being made in a fashion that they were never made 
before. 

Chairman SARBANES. And then foreclosures per home went up 
184 percent over this period. 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. That is correct. 
Chairman SARBANES. Meaning, what? 
Mr. ACKELSBERG. That is just the ratio. Basically, it is just an

other way of saying that the foreclosure rate has really exploded 
during this period of time. 

Chairman SARBANES. As I understand it, from this footnote, this 
understates the problem because this says the data of mortgages 
and foreclosure at the end of each period studied comes from 130 
different lenders and is representatives of approximately one-half 
of the mortgages in existence. 

These numbers are actually grossly undercounted because the 
foreclosures of mortgages made by finance companies are not 
included in the statistics compiled by the Mortgage Bankers Asso
ciation of America, which provides the raw data for the census sta
tistics. Also, foreclosure statistics do not include homeowners who 
simply turn their home over to the lender to avoid foreclosure. Ac
tually, as bad as this sounds as we run through these figures, the 
problem is actually worse than that. 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. I would spin that another way. You could do 
the same thing with default and delinquency numbers, Senator. 
For example, I have looked at default and delinquency numbers, 
which are very high for some of these lenders. I did a lot of litiga
tion against United Companies Lending that had 15 percent de
fault and delinquency rates. But that radically really underesti
mates the problem if you are comparing it to an ordinary lender 
because you are looking at a portfolio that, on average, in that par
ticular example was had loans 18 months old. 

When you look at a subprime portfolio that is relatively unsea
soned-that is the term, I believe-an unseasoned portfolio, and 
you see rates that are-even if they are similar and they are far 
higher than you see in the prime market, you are understating it 
because you are not talking about a portfolio that has loans as 
much as 20 years old or 30 years old in that portfolio. You are talk
ing about loans that are 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, often at the most. 

Chairman SARBANES. Yes. But aren't some of these lenders, the 
bad actors, they are making these loans with the purpose of fore
closing and getting the house and taking the equity? 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. I think in some cases, that is true. I believe it 
is more accurate to say that they do not really care one way or the 
other. It is probably closer to the truth to say, they are making 
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these loans with the intent of selling them very quickly. And the 
more points that they can load into those loans, the more revenue 
they can generate very quickly. 

I think that what it is is basically, the loans are being originated 
by lenders who have no accountability regarding the performance 
of the loans. They do not really care one way or the other how the 
loan performs, as long as there is a market out there to buy it from 
them. And unfortunately, the market is booming, largely fueled, I 
believe, by Wall Street securitization. 

I am convinced that the ultimate consumer in this whole mess 
is not Ms. Mackey, with her mortgage. The ultimate consumer is 
my retirement fund, your retirement fund. It is the mutual funds 
insurance companies that decided, for whatever reason, and that 
these were good investments. 

And they have been layered with layer upon layer of credit en
hancements, so the investors really feel like they are not at risk 
at all, whether it is the insurance on the securitization, whether it 
is the subordinization structure built into the instrument. 

It is very complicated. But in the end, you could look at it as a 
very sophisticated laundering of money, where the ultimate con
sumer really has no responsibility for what is going on. In fact, 
there are law review articles built on-{me that I found very en
lightening was called "The End of Liability." This is all about struc
turing things so that no one is responsible for what they are doing. 

Chairman SARBANES. Let me ask-and I really throw this open 
to the panel. This is the joint report of the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, which was issued just about a year ago, entitled: "Curbing 
Predatory Home Mortgage Lending." 

I obviously found it a very interesting report and we intend to 
make heavy use of it. In this report, they have a section discussing 
mandatory arbitration. And this is what they say, and I would like 
to get the reaction of the panel to this. In policy recommendations, 
after they have a discussion of what is the problem, challenges for 
reform, and so forth. 

Prohibit mandatory arbitration for high-cost loans. The most vul
nerable borrowers in the subprime market may be the least likely 
to understand adequately the implications of agreeing to manda
tory arbitration. Since they may also be the most likely borrowers 
to default or be foreclosed upon, it is especially important that they 
retain the rights afforded them under Federal fair lending and con
sumer protection laws. 

In the high-cost loan market, the difference in bargaining power 
between lenders and borrowers is particularly acute, making 
predispute mandatory arbitration an unwise option for these con
sumers. And I would like to get people's reaction to that. 

Ms. CANJA. I will respond to that. In fact, AARP goes even far
ther. We do not believe that there should be mandatory arbitration 
in any consumer protection laws because you cannot have a level 
playing field. You have the very vulnerable people who do not have 
the experience, they do not have the information. They certainly do 
not have the resources. 

All of those things are all centered on the other side. It certainly 
is even more apparent and they are even more vulnerable in this 
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very complex issue of mortgage lending. So, we definitely would 
support that there should not be mandatory arbitration. 

Chairman SARBANES. Yes. 
Mr. HENDERSON. Mr. Chairman, the Leadership Conference on 

Civil Rights, and I think I speak here for the vast majority of orga
nizations in the civil rights community, would strongly support the 
recommendation of the Treasury report in that regard. 

Mandatory arbitration of the kind that we are discussing this 
morning is a fundamental violation of the right of individuals to 
protect their own interests by going to court when necessary to liti
gate issues like those that we are discussing today, particularly 
where the unequal relationship and power between the consumer 
and the lending institution is as stark as we see it here, and where 
the regulatory scheme of protection that exists both at the Federal 
level and at the State level, is inadequate to protect their interests. 

What we are seeing with these loans is that you are forced into 
an arbitration system. You are in an unequal bargaining position. 
As a general matter, you do not fully understand the terms and 
conditions of the loan, particularly in contrast with the lender. You 
do not have adequate protections at the Federal level. You do not 
have adequate protections at the State level. And now we are tak
ing the courts away from you to protect fundamental rights. It is 
an injustice. It needs to be corrected. 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. I would also add that the one obvious way that 
Congress, when it passes law, can see how the laws are functioning 
is to read the cases that come out of the Federal courts. 

You understand, I assume, that these are basically secret pro
ceedings. There is no opinion. Nothing is public. And therefore, 
there is really no accountability whatsoever for how the laws that 
this body passes actually are getting enforced. 

Mr. BERENBAUM. I would concur with the other consumer advo
cacy groups, and just add a slightly different wrinkle to it. We have 
compliance arrangements and I have also served as a consultant to 
many realtor and real estate companies. What I see is a growing 
trend of realtors to bring matters forward where they are so con
cerned about predatory lending impacting on their ability to com
plete new sales transactions to consummate the deals, and they are 
frustrated for everyone involved in the transaction-the buyer, the 
seller, because they see prepayment terms or penalties. It impacts 
on everyone. And they are frustrated because they see these 
clauses in the mortgage papers. 

Mr. SHEA. Mr. Chairman, if I could add to that. We have found 
that with our clients who have mandatory arbitration clauses, 
those serve as a tremendous chilling effect for those clients seeking 
redress to right wrongs that they feel are in their loans. We found 
many arbitration clauses, for example, that state that if you lose 
the arbitration, you have to pay the cost. 

Well, if you are a low income person, you are not willing to do 
that. You are not willing to take that risk often because it could 
mean the difference between paying the electric bill or not. 

Chairman SARBANES. Mr. Wallace. 
Mr. WALLACE. If I could speak, I am going to dissent. We found 

that mandatory arbitration clauses are a substantial benefit to the 
consumer. It provides a cheap, freely available remedy. What Mr. 
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Ackelsberg did not point out is that you do get a remedy in the ar
bitration process. What we are talking about here is whether we 
are going to have class actions or we are going to have a quick and 
efficient remedy. The experience with class actions has been, unfor~ 
tunately, one in which the trial bar is able to earn a fairly good 
compensation. But in general, the remedies provided to individuals 
are small. 

Chairman SARBANES. But do you think--
Mr. WALLACE. Likewise, most of these cases are fraudulent cases, 

cases involving fraud. In individual fraud cases, lawyers, individual 
lawyers, if they are not Legal Aid, find it uneconomic to take the 
case. In arbitration, a remedy is available. In a class action, you 
cannot maintain a class action if it is based upon fraud. 

So that arbitration provides an important remedy for the con
sumer. It should be available to consumers and restricting the 
availability of it certainly raises operating costs and does not nec
essarily provide a good remedy. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, now, when you say it should be avail
able to the consumer, put forward, as it were, on behalf of the con
sumer, what would be your reaction to having voluntary arbitration 
clauses instead of mandatory, so that the consumer, if they made 
the judgment that agreed with the rationale you have just laid out, 
could choose to go to arbitration. But if the consumer did not, they 
would not be precluded or denied their opportunity to go to court. 
What I referenced were mandatory arbitration clauses. 

Mr. WALLACE. Yes, and I was addressing mandatory arbitration 
as welL 

Chairman SARBANES. Oh, you were. Now why? On the rationale 
you just gave me, why wouldn't you be accepting of having vol
untary arbitration clauses? 

Mr. WALLACE. Well, the voluntary arbitration clause is no dif
ferent from no arbitration clause at alL I can always in litigation 
agree with the other litigant that I want to go into arbitration. 
That is the effect of a voluntary arbitration clause. A mandatory 
arbitration clause is binding on both parties. They should be fair. 
AFSA's standards require that they be fair. There was a question 
raised about who pays. That needs to be fairly handled. But, none
theless, they are an important way of providing the consumer a 
remedy and they are also an important way of managing the very 
high costs of class-action strike suits. 

Chairman SARBANES. If you go to arbitration, as a consumer, and 
lose, you should pay the cost of the arbitration? 

Mr. WALLACE. That would be a possible way in which these 
should be structured, yes, sir. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, that is the way it is structured now. 
Mr. WALLACE. I am sorry. Maybe I did not hear you correctly. 
Chairman SARBANES. Do you believe that if a consumer is 

required with mandatory arbitration, goes to arbitration and loses, 
that the cost of the arbitration should then be placed upon the con
sumer? 

Mr. WALLACE. AFSA has standards on it. I do not quite remem
ber what the standards are. But in any event, it seems to me that 
that ought to be fairly administered. I am not prepared to answer 
that one way or the other. I think it ought to be done fairly. 
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Mr. ACKELSBERG. Senator, Mr. Wallace suggested that these are 
reciprocal obligations taken on both parties. 

In fact, most of the arbitration clauses out there say that the 
lenders can use the courts to foreclose, whereas the borrowers have 
no access to the courts to enforce their rights. 

Chairman SARBANES. That is a very important point. 
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, that was my point, Mr. Chairman. I think 

Mr. Wallace, with all due respect, is being very disingenuous to 
focus on the interests of consumers when, in fact, the relationship, 
the unequal bargaining position between consumers and the lender 
is of such a fundamental nature, that to structure a system that 
effectively precludes the option of going to court, is to guarantee 
that the consumer has virtually no protection. 

We have established here this morning that the level of regu
latory inspection and protection out here is deminimus. And the 
truth is that State laws and local laws have proven to be woefully 
inadequate. 

And we now have the courts being cut off from consumers who 
are the most vulnerable and most in need of them. And the idea 
that trial lawyers are being bashed because they choose to rep
resent individuals and to advance their interests, I think is pat
ently unfair. 

I really just want to take issue with the concept that forced, 
mandatory arbitration is in the consumer's interest. This is a situa
tion where let the buyer beware governs the way in which the mar
ket operates. And it is not in the consumer's interest to have that 
kind of forced arbitration clause. 

Chairman SARBANES. Is there anyone at the table who would ob
ject to the Fed, in changing the standards to determine a HOEPA 
loan, so that it would actually reach more loans than are now being 
reached? 

That is under consideration now, as you know. Mr. Wallace made 
reference to the protections that the people get from a HOEPA 
loan. But the fact of the matter is that most of these loans that we 
are talking about are not encompassed within the existing HOEPA 
standards. 

One way to start dealing with this problem, presumably, is to 
change the standards so that more loans are caught by HOEPA 
and therefore, gain the protections of HOEPA. And I would like to 
get the reaction to that. First, is there anyone at the table who ob
jects to that, moving in that direction? 

Mr. COURSON. Senator, may I respond to that? 
Chairman SARBANES. Sure. 
Mr. COURSON. The Fed proposal has, as you are well aware, 

many different facets to it, several different parts, most of which 
actually the mortgage bankers, in our comments back and discus
sions with the Fed, certainly support. 

In fact, I know there is an antiflipping provision in there. There 
is a low-cost loan provision. We have had discussions with them on 
the pattern and practice provision. 

The one place where our comment back to the Fed did take issue 
was, as I will refer to it, the dropping of the triggers or the change 
of the points and fees test. And our concern was one that we voiced 
in our testimony before, is one that many lenders, when HOEPA 
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first was originated, made a decision that as part of their products 
and loans that they would make available to consumers, not to 
make HOEPA loans. That was a decision they made. 

The concern is, as we drop the triggers, both rates and fees, that 
there will be more lenders, or those same lenders will actually now 
not serve another tranche of borrowers that they perhaps probably 
today are serving. In addition to that, in the secondary market, and 
we heard about the GSE's being unavailable for HOEPA loans, as 
we continue to drop those triggers, to that tranche of loans or addi
tional borrowers, if you will, who will be eliminated from the GSE 
programs. 

We have some concerns about that. And we are concerned in that 
we think that the triggers, per se, will not necessarily solve the 
abusive practices, that is, the enforcement and the education we 
have talked about that solves that issue. And we are concerned 
that just moving the terms and conditions of a loan down, which 
may, in fact, have the effects I have already discussed, will also not 
eradicate the predatory practices we are trying to solve. 

Mr. BERENBAUM. Senator Sarbanes, if I may, I would like to re
spectfully disagree with the earlier remarks. We think that the 
points issue and other fees issues being addressed by the Fed do 
not go far enough. And we think HUD's recommendation in this 
area should be supported. 

Taking it a step further, we believe that the Home Mortgage Dis
closure Act should be amended to capture these issues in the re
porting, so that we will have indicators, a report card, so to speak, 
on these subprime issues, which will actually aid the Fed in its cur
rent research on the issue. 

The reality is, if you look at larger subprime lenders, responsible 
lenders today, once you are in their pool of customers, you are part 
of the territory that they, "farm", to use the industry language 
itself. They will approach you for a home equity line of credit. They 
will possibly suggest packing of various products. We need to cap
ture these types of real estate guaranteed and unsecured properties 
in this HOEPA threshold. 

Chairman SARBANES. Mr. Wallace. 
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, sir. In general, our view is that if you are try

ing to get at predatory lending, HOEPA is not the tool to do it. 
That was what my testimony said and I want to reiterate that. 

You have fraudulent practices out there. HOEPA does not ad
dress fraudulent practices. We said that in 1994. Experience has 
proved that to be the case. You have fraud. That is the cause of 
the predatory practices. That statute is not going to deal with it. 

Now whether the Fed should drop the thresholds I think is a 
question of credit availability. I think that some of the advocates 
who are here today, perhaps, and at least some of the advocates 
out in the background would just as soon not have credit so widely 
available. There is a hostility toward it that is perhaps out there. 

If that is the goal, well, then, drop the thresholds because that 
is the effect that is going to have. We think that is a policy ques
tion. We think that is one that the Fed can probably make fairly 
well because they can see the overall effects. 

But we do caution that the basic effect of dropping HOEPA 
thresholds is that the availability of capital for that type of loan 
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in the past has become more difficult and we expect that to con
tinue in the future. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, of course, at the extreme, and you 
have to ascertain what the extreme is, even though you want to 
make credit available and you want people to have the opportunity, 
you may say, these terms for making credit available in the real 
world are so abusive, that it is a mirage that is being made avail
able. The person thinks he is getting credit made available, but the 
next thing you know, it is all gone, and he is in the pit, so to speak. 
You have to be careful about that because we all want people to 
have access to credit. I was very struck by Mr. Henderson's state
ment at the outset, which I thought was very careful to draw that 
distinction. 

I 

But on the other hand, at some point, you can look at this thing 
and say, you are packing in so many things and engaged in a whole 
series of practices here, that this is not making credit available. 
This is all a flim-flam to take this person to the cleaner's, particu
larly when you are coming in and refinancing the home where 

f someone has built up to these senior citizens that Ms. Canja talked 
about, built up their equities in their home, and so forth and so on. 

I understand that a number of lenders, including some large 
subprime lenders, actually are supporting reductions of the 
HOEPA triggers as the Fed now wrestles with this problem. Does 
anyone else want to add anything on that point? 

Ms. CANJA. I will just add that we also support lowering those 
triggers because there are so many people that just do not--you 
saw yesterday, I think, that those are the cases that came within 
the triggers, but there are so many that do not. And so, we support 
lowering the trigger. 

Mr. ACKELSBERG. Senator, as between the two triggers, the rate 
trigger and the points and fees trigger, I would say the points and 
fees trigger is by far the most important. 

Now under the current legislation, while the Fed has the ability 
to lower the rate trigger from 10 to 8, it does not have the ability 
to lower the points and fees trigger. What it does have is the ability 
to include more items within the definition of points and fees as 
they are doing with credit life insurance. 

But, again, I would reiterate what I said in my oral testimony, 
that the proof is really in the pudding, in the empirical record since 
Congress passed HOEPA, which is in fact, we are not seeing less 
loans. We are seeing less costly loans, precisely as was said, be
cause many lenders are just choosing not to make HOEPA loans 
because they do not want to have the liability attached to it. 

So while, theoretically, you might get to the point where you 
could take the triggers so low, that you would in fact have an im
pact on credit, we are certainly far away from that. 

When you have lenders making loans at seven points, I do not 
think there is any economic argument to say that is connected to 
any aspect of credit access or risk or anything else, other than 
gouging. 

Mr. BERENBAUM. Mr. Eakes' testimony yesterday was extremely 
probative of the North Carolina experience. 

Chairman SARBANES. Yes, I was just going to refer to the North 
Carolina case. Mr. Courson, let me ask you this question. You 
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spoke earlier about you are considering an initiative where you 
would guarantee the fees ahead of time. 

You provide people with information about the fees and charges 
and they would be told, guaranteed that is what they would be at 
closing. Is that correct? 

Mr. COURSON. Yes, sir. 
Chairman SARBANE8. Now, do you do the same thing for the in

terest rate? 
Mr. COURSON. No sir. On the interest rate issue, it is a two-part 

process. 
Chairman SARBANES. Yes. 
Mr. COURSON. At the time of the application, the closing costs 

would, of course, be guaranteed, the lender's cost of making that 
loan. 

The consumer has a couple of choices, as they do today, to deal 
with an interest rate. Obviously, interest rates are a very dynamic 
market. We spent a year arguing and discussing this back and 
forth as to how you would deal with the interest rate. 

Today, as we would under our proposal, a consumer can choose, 
in fact, to select and, if you will, lock-in or guarantee an interest 
rate that exists, or they can continue to float. 

Our proposal would say, then, once credit is off the table-we 
have an application. We have a guarantee of the closing costs. Once 
the credit decision has been made, the lender now has approved 
the loan, that is the point at which the customer, and now the 
lender, knowing what they have in terms of risk, product, and so 
on, can give to the customer the right to accept a guaranteed inter
est rate, in addition to the guaranteed closing costs, which would 
be the same because, of course, those costs are fIxed to the type of 
loan, as opposed to the dynamic moving of the money markets. 

There would be the second point in the process where the con
sumer would get the same disclosure they received initially, and 
this time it would be completed in that it would guarantee an in
terest rate and points, if they choose to take it. Some may not 
choose to take it at that point and continue to move with the mar
ket, and some of us think that we are smarter than the markets 
out there, so we float. 

But there would be that opportunity at the time of the credit ap
proval for them to accept that guaranteed rate. And then that 
would be the rate that would be guaranteed when the loan moved 
on to the closing process. 

Chairman SARBANES. Does anyone have any reaction to that, 
anyone else at the table, about that process? 

Mr. BERENBAUM. Again, if the consumer was afforded the choice, 
the way the consumer should be, the way we all expect to be, that 
would be fIne. The reality is the consumer is not being afforded 
that choice in our system right now, and there is a need for a cor
rection. 

Chairman SARBANES. Well, all of you have been very generous 
with your time and we appreciate the statements. I think we 
should draw this to a close. We have been here now for quite some
time. Let me ask this, though. Is there anyone at the table who 
wanted to give an answer to a question that was not asked? 

[Laughter.] 
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Or get in that last response to something that someone else said. 
I am going to give you this opportunity so you do not walk away 
feeling frustrated from this hearing. Does anyone want to-yes, Mr. 
Shea. 

Mr. SHEA. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to make one final 
point, and that has to do with the reliability of so-called risk-based 
pricing. I think most people at this table would say that if you 
could come up with a scheme that would adequately price a per
son's real risk, that that would be legitimate. 

The problem is we too often times see that there is various 
schemes that are being used to judge a person's risk and they vary 
tremendously. I have a credit report here from one of our clients. 
It is a triple-merge credit report. It contains three credit scores. Re
member, currently, 620 to 660 is considered a prime "A" lender cut
off, from there and above. 

This person has three credit scores on here, one from Fair Issacs 
is a 505. D, very high risk. It is going to be a high interest rate 
loan for this person for most lenders. The second one has a credit 
score of 565 for the same person. The third one has a credit score 
of 658 for the same person. 

This is an inexact science we are dealing with. This is a client, 
by the way, that made their home payments on time every month 
for 2 years, and they still have this wide variety of credit scores. 

So the subprime industry is an inexact world right now and peo
ple get caught up with it and they get trapped in it, which is why 
many of the features that have been discussed here today, like ar
bitration clauses, prepayment payments that are lengthy, need to 
be eliminated. 

Chairman SARBANES. Thank you. Anyone else? Mr. Wallace. 
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, sir. I just wanted to make one point. There 

was a discussion between yourself and Mr. Berenbaum about North 
Carolina. We have studied, and I believe it was mentioned yester
day, we have studied North Carolina. Our data ended 6 months 
after the North Carolina legislation went in. 

We found a very major decrease in subprime loan volume occur
ring amongst our members, very spectacular. Most lower-income 
people, people below $50,000. I want to point that out to you. Mr. 
Eakes, I understand, does not agree with that. I was not here yes
terday. But I understand that he does not agree with that. 

Chairman SARBANES. No. Mr. Eakes made the point that was 
one of the objectives of the legislation. Namely, that, as I under
stand it, some 80 percent of these loans are for refinancing. Is that 
correct? 

Mr. WALLACE. I will take your word for it, sir. 
Chairman SARBANES. All right. He said that one of the things 

that they were trying to get at in passing the legislation was to de
crease or reduce the amount of refinancing that was taking place 
by low income people because it was perceived that was being used 
to simply strip them of their equity in their home, which, of course, 
was two of the very poignant examples that were presented to the 
Committee yesterday. 

It is a complicated relationship, and we need to analyze the fig
ures very carefully. But they are subject to a different interpreta
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tion and a different conclusion. And he was very forceful in making 
that point. 

Mr. WALLACE. I understand the point and we can all make value 
judgments about the basic point. 

But if the goal of legislation is to reduce credit availability, that 
would be an enormous change in the policy of this country, which 
has been to increase credit availability. 

Chairman SARBANES. No, the goal is to prevent abusive practices. 
That is the goal. 

Mr. WALLACE. Yes. 
Chairman SARBANES. And I do not accept that in order to get the 

maximum credit availability, you are going to accept grossly abu
sive practices. The system ought to be able to do better than that. 
I mean, America ought to have a better performance standard than 
that, it seems to me. 

Mr. WALLACE. Well, of course. And we all agree with that. 
Mr. BERENBAUM. Senator Sarbanes, yesterday, the Home Mort

gage Disclosure Act data for 2000 was issued. It is brand new raw 
data that I am sure everyone at the table is analyzing. 

But you should be aware that, unfortunately, last year, there 
was a 16 percent drop across the board in both prime and subprime 
lending, loan origination. I am afraid there are issues of our econ
omy, as much as many other issues, impacting on this discussion. 

Mr. WALLACE. This was actually compared to two adjacent States 
and the effect did not occur in the other States. 

There is one other point. I would like to commend ACORN in 
their statement. They indicated that they are somewhat reluctant 
to see local ordinances dealing with subprime issues and predatory 
issues. We agree with that point of view. 

Mr. SHEA. Whoa. That is taken way out of context. 
[Laughter.] 
You just got me on that. 
Mr. WALLACE. I thought we all agreed together on that. 
[Laughter.] 
Chairman SARBANES. Why don't you put it in context, Mr. Shea? 
[Laughter.] 
I think we understand the context. 
Mr. SHEA. I think you do. 
Chairman SARBANES. Let me say on that point because it is one 

that runs through a number of issues, I understand the industry 
argument that they operate nationwide and in 50 States and, 
therefore, 50 different standards are difficult for them to meet and 
present administrative problems. Therefore, they constantly are 
referencing Federal preemption. 

But it seems clear to me that if you start to entertain Federal 
preemption, intimately interrelated with that question is the ques
tion of the substantive protections that would be provided under 
the Federal standard. 

The notion of preemption at an inadequate Federal standard I 
find totally unacceptable. I think that needs to be understood up
front. You really have to address at the same time the question of 
the standard and how adequately that deals with the problem and 
protects the consumer. 
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Otherwise, it seems to me, there is no basis to deal the States 
out of the picture. Now many of the States feel strongly that they 
should not be dealt out of the picture in any event. And given that 
we have a Federal system and the role of the States in our system, 
that is not a minor question. That is a very important question 
that would have to be looked at. But the notion that they should 
be dealt out with a standard that is inadequate to deal with the 
problem, is seems to me is a complete nonstarter. And I just 
thought that I would lay that out as we draw the hearing to a 
close. 

Thank you all very much for coming. We really appreciate it. 
The hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Prepared statements, responses to written questions, and addi

tional material supplied for the record follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL S. SARBANES 

Today is the Committee's second hearing on Predatory Lending: The Problem, Im
pact, and Responses. Yesterday, we heard some very eloquent statements of the 
problem from four Americans who worked all their lives to attain the dream of 
homeownership, to build a little wealth, only to have it slowly, bit-by-bit, loan-by
loan, taken away from them. 

These people were targeted by unscrupulous lenders because they were elderly 
homeowners that had a lot of equity in their homes. In the case of one woman from 
West Virginia, she owned her home free and clear, paid off her mortgage with the 
proceeds of her husband's life insurance policy, only to end up losing her home alto
gether because of a series of six or seven flips in the space of less than 2 years. 

What struck me about these four stories was that many of the practices that 
harmed these witnesses-the repeated flipping of the loans, the high points and fees 
rolled into the loan, and the mandatory arbitration clauses that kept some of them 
from effectively pursuing a legal remedy-are all legal. 

Let me reiterate what I said yesterday. I support actions by regulators to utilize 
their authority under existing law to expand protections against predatory lending. 
I support stronger enforcement of current protections by the Federal Trade Commis
sion and other regulators. I applaud campaigns to increase financial literacy and in
dustry efforts to establish best practices. I know a number of witnesses at this 
morning's hearing will tell us about such efforts. 

But those who take the position that stronger regulatory and/or more aggressive 
enforcement of existing laws will be adequate have a special burden, particularly 
in light of yesterday's testimony, to maKe sure that regulatory and enforcement 
tools are adequate to the job.

To that end, in my view, they should support the Federal Reserve Board's pro
posed regulation on HOEPA, as Ameriquest has done. They should support the 
Fed's effort to gather additional information through an expanded HMDA 

And they should support the regulatory and enforcement agencies such as the 
FTC, the Treasury, and HUD in their recommendations for more effective enforce
ment. I sincerely hope that today's witnesses will take these positions. 

But I want to be clear: neither stronger enforcement, nor literacy campaigns, nor 
best practices are enough. Too many of the practices we heard about in yesterday's 
testimony, while extremely harmful and abusive, are legal. And while we must ag
gressively pursue financial education, we must also recognize that education takes 
time to be effective, and thousands of people are being hurt every day. 

As I did yesterday, I want to recount what Fed QQvernor Roger Ferguson said in 
his confirmation hearing: "legislation, careful regulation, and education are all com
ponents of the response to these emerging consumer concerns." I ascribe to that 
view. 

Before turning to my colleagues and the witnesses, I want to take a moment to 
explain that we have had far more requests to testify than we have openings, as 
I think the tightly packed witness table makes abundantly clear. 

We have offered to include statements from these and other organizations in the 
record of today's hearing. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DEBBm STABENOW 

Mr. Chairman, I am glad to be back for a second day of hearings on the problem
of unscrupulous lending practices in the subprime market. Yesterday was a moving 
and important opportunity to hear from victims of predatory lending. The story of 
Carol Mackey from Michigan as well as the other hard working people on our panel 
of predatory lending victims illustrates clearly why we need to act on this problem. 

It is my sincere hope that something can be done to rectify the untenable situa
tion these citizens find themselves in. I think that would be an important step by 
key participants in this debate over predatory lending. Obviously, however, fixing 
these four terrible lending situations will not address the problems that thousands 
of other consumers have encountered while trying to get a loan, but it is a start. 

Mr. Chairman, speaking of a positive step forward, I should take a moment to 
note the decisions, over the last few weeks, by some of the major lenders. As many 
of my colleagues on the Committee pointed out yesterday, the recent decision by 
some companies to stop selling single-premium credit insurance was significant and 
a positive step in the right direction. 

I have had serious reservations about this product and fear that it is usually not 
in the best interests of consumers. I am glad to see companies are responding to 
these concerns; their actions are responsible and appreciated. 
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Today, we are going to hear from an array of spokespeople representing the civil 
rights community, consumer interests, seniors, low-income families, as well as some 
representatives from the subprime industry. I welcome all of them to the discussion 
we are having here and I know many of them have worked very hard on this issue 
in different capacities for quite some time. 

I am sure that their expertise and differing perspectives will be extremely helpful 
to our Committee-especially because the issues before us are complex and different 
parties have different ideas about how to stop predatory lending. 

In the months ahead, we are going to have to grapple with such issues as loan 
flipping, mandatory arbitration disclosures, prepayment penalties, the definition of 
a "high-cost" loan, the role of regulation, and effective ways of promoting financial 
education-to name just a few. 

In the midst of this forthcoming discussion, working through the details and de
bating the policy merits of different proposals, I hope we keep in mind what this 
entire discussion is about. I said it yesterday, and I will say it again today: this dis
cussion is about homeownership and the right for people to build a secure future 
for themselves and their families. And, as we heard so vividly yesterday, it is about 
people like Carol Mackey, Mary Ann Podelco, Paul Satriano, and Leroy Williams. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WADE HENDERSON 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS 


JULY 27, 2001 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Wade Henderson, Executive 
Director of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. I am pleased to appear before 
you today on behalf of the Leadership Conference to discuss the very pressing issue 
of predatory lending in America. 

The Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (LCCR) is the Nation's oldest and 
most diverse coalition of civil rights organizations. Founded in 1950 by Arnold 
Aronson, A. Philip Randolph, and Roy Wilkins, LCCR works in support of policies 
that further the goal of equality under law. To that end, we promote the passage 
of, and monitor the implementation of, the Nation's landmark civil rights laws. 
Today the LCCR consists of over 180 organizations representing persons of color, 
women, children, organized labor, persons with disabilities, the elderly, gays and 
lesbians, and major religious groups. It is a privilege to represent the civil rights 
community in addressing the Committee today. 
Predatory Lending Is A Civil Rights Issue 

Some may wonder why the issue of predatory lending raises civil rights issues, 
but I think the answer is quite clear. 

Shelter, of course, is a basic human need-and homeownership is a basic key to 
financial viability. While more Americans own their homes today than any time in 
our history, minorities and others who historically have been underserved by the 
lending industry still suffer from a significant homeownership gap. 

The minority homeownership rate climbed to a record-high 48.8 percent in the 
second quarter of 2001, Housing and Urban Development Secretary Mel Martinez 
said yesterday. About 13.2 million minority families owned homes in this period, up 
from 47.6 percent in the same quarter last year, HUD said. However, the rate for 
minorities still lagged behind the overall homeownership rate in the second quarter 
this year, which, at 67.7 percent, tied a high first set in the third quarter of 2000. 
Nationally, 72.3 million American families owned their homes. 

Unequal homeownership rates cause disparities in wealth since renters have sig
nificantly less wealth than homeowners at the same income level. To address wealth 
disparities in the United States and make opportunities more widespread, it is clear 
that homeownership rates of minority and low-income families must rise. Increasing 
homeownership opportunities for these populations is, therefore, central to the civil 
rights agenda of this country. 

Increasingly, however, hard-earned wealth accumulated through owning a home 
is at significant risk for many Americans. The past several years have witnessed 
a dramatic rise in harmful home equity lending practices that strip equity from fam
ilies' homes and wealth from their communities. These predatory lending practices 
include a broad range of strategies that can target and disproportionately affect vul
nerable populations, particularly minority and low-income borrowers, female single
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headed households and the elderly. These practices too often lead minority families 
to foreclosure and minority neighborhoods to ruin. 

Today, predatory lending is one of the greatest threats to families working to 
achieve financial security. These tactics call for an immediate response to weed out 
those who engage in or facilitate predatory practices, while allowing legitimate and 
responsible lenders to continue to provide necessary credit. 

Ail the Committee is aware, however, subprime lending is not synonymous with 
predatory lending. Moreover, I would ask you to remain mindful of the need for le
gitimate "subprime" lending. We should be careful that it is not adversely impacted 
by efforts directed at predators. 

The subprime lending market has rapidly grown from a $20 billion business in 
1993 to a $150 billion business in 1998, and all indications are that it will continue 
to expand. The enormous growth of subprime lending has created a valuable new 
source of loans for credit strapped borrowers. Although these loans have helped 
many in an underserved market, the outcome for an increasing number of con
sumers has been negative. 

On a scale where "A" represents prime, or the best credit rating, the subprime 
category ranges downward from "A"-minus to "B," "C," and "D." Borrowers pay more 
for subl'rime mortgages in the form of higher interest rates and fees. Lenders claim 
this higher consumer price tag is justified because the risk of default is greater than 
for prime mortgages. Yet even with an increased risk, the industry continues to ring 
up hefty profits and the number of lenders offering subprime products is growing. 

Some have suggested that subprime lending is unnecessary. They contend that if 
an individual does not have good credit then the individual should not borrow more 
money. But as we all know, life is never that simple. Even hard working, good peo
ple can have impaired credit, and even individuals with impaired credit have finan
cial needs. They should not be doomed to a financial caste system, one that both 
stigmatizes and permanently defines their financial status as less than "A." 

Until a decade ago, consumers with blemishes on their credit record faced little 
hope of finding a new mortgage or refinancing an existing one at reasonable rates. 
Without legitimate subprime loans, those experiencing temporary financial difficul
ties could lose their homes and even sink further into red mk or even bankruptcy. 

Moreover, too many communities continue to be left behind despite the record eco
nomic boom. Many communities were "redlined," when the Nation's leading finan
cial institutions either ignored or abandoned inner city and rural neighborhoods. 
And, regrettably, as I discussed earlier, predators are filling that void-the payday 
loan sharks; the check-cashing outlets; and the infamous finance companies. 

Clearly there is a need for better access to credit at reasonable rates, and legiti
mate sub prime lending serves this market. I feel strongly that legitimate subprime 
lending must continue. I am concerned that if subprime lending is eliminated, we 
will go back to the days when the only source of money available to many inner
city residents was from finance companies, whose rates are often higher than even 
predatory mortgage lenders. It was not long ago that these loan sharks walked 
through neighborhoods on Fridays and Saturdays collecting their payments on a 
weekly basis and raising havoc for many families. We do not want to see this again. 
However, predatory lending is never acceptable, and it must be eradicated at all 
costs. 

Believing that there may have been an opportunity for a voluntary response to 
the predatory lending crisis, several national leaders within the prime and subprime 
lending industry, as well as the secondary market, came together last year with civil 
rights, housing, and community advocates in an attempt to synthesize a common 
set of "best practices" and self policing guidelines. Although the group achieved con
sensus on a number of the guidelines, several taugh issues remained unresolved. 
These points of controversy surrounded such issues as prepayment penalties, credit 
life insurance, and loan terms and fees, which go to the very essence of the practice 
by contributing to the equity stripping that can cause homeowners to lose the 
wealth they spend a lifetime building. In the end, we failed to achieve a consensus 
within our working group largely because industry representatives believed they 
could be insulated politically from mandatory compliance of Federal legislation. 

Given the industry's general reluctance to grapple with these tough issues on a 
voluntary basis, it seems clear that only a mandatory approach will result in a sig
nificant reduction in predatory lending practices. 
Direct Action Bas Led to Changes, But More Is Needed 

At the outset, I think it is important to recognize that many persons and organi
zations have been actively combating predatory lending practices, and with some 
success. I give credit to Maude Hurd and her colleagues at ACORN who have been 
able to persuade certain lenders to eliminate products like single-premium credit life 
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insurance. I think Martin Eakes of Self-Help, who testified before the Committee 
yesterday, should also be recognized for his efforts in crafting a comprehensive legis
lative package in North Carolina, the first such measure among the States. These 
groups, including the National Community Reinvestment Coalition and others you 
have heard from in these hearings have forced real change. But they need help. 

Recent investigations by Federal and State regulatory enforcement agencies, as 
well as a series of lawsuits, indicate that lending abuses are both widespread and 
increasing in number. LCCR is therefore pleased to see that regulators are increas
ingly targeting their efforts against predatory practices. For example, we note that 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has taken several actions aimed at predatory 
actions. These include a lawsuit filed against First Alliance Mortgage that alleges 
a series of deceptive marketing practices by the company, including a marketing 
script designed to hide the trust cost of loans to the borrower. 

More recently, the FTC filed a comprehensive complaint against the Associates 
First Capital alleging violations of a variety of laws including the FTC Act, the 
Truth in Lending Act, and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. Among other things, 
the suit claims that Associates made false payment savings claims, packed loans 
with credit insurance, and engaged in unfair collection activities. 

In addition to the activity at the Federal level, various States Attorneys General 
have also been active in this area and I know the issue is of great concern to them. 

Many have observed that certain practices cited as predatory are already prohib
ited by existing law. I agree, and therefore urge regulatory agencies to step up their 
efforts to identify and take action against predatory practices. At a minimum, this 
should include increased efforts to ensure lenders are fully in compliance with 
HOEPA requirements, particularly the prohibition on lending without regard to re
payment ability. In addition, we strongly support continued efforts to combat unfair 
and deceptive acts and practices by predatory lenders. 

State Legislation Has Addressed Some Practices 
I think much can be learned from the actions of State legislators and regulatory 

agencies. At last count, roughly 30 measures to address predatory lending have been 
proposed and more than a dozen have been enacted. The first of these was the 
North Carolina statute enacted in July 1999, that Martin Eakes has described to 
the Committee. Following this statute, a number of other statutes, regulations and 
ordinances have been adopted, several of which are summarized below. 
Connecticut 

Connecticut H.B. 6131 was signed into law in May 2001 and is effective on Octo
ber 1, 2000. The new statute addresses a variety of predatory lending concerns by 
prohibiting the following provisions in high-cost loan agreements: (i) balloon pay
ments in mortgages with a term of less than 7 years, (ii) negative amortization, (iii) 
a payment schedule that consolidates more than two periodic payments and pays 
them in advance from the proceeds; (iv) an increase in the interest rate after default 
or default charges that are more than 5 percent of the amount in default; (v) unfa
vorable interest rebate methods; (vi) certain prepayment penalties; (vii) mandatory 
arbitration clauses or waivers of participation in a class action, and (viii) a call pro
vision allowing the lender, in its sole discretion, to accelerate the indebtedness. 

In addition to these prohibitions, the statute addresses certain lending practices 
by prohibiting: (i) payment to a home improvement contractor from the proceeds of 
the loan except under certain conditions; (ii) sale or assignment of the loan without 
notice to the purchaser or assignee that the loan is subject to the Act; (iii) prepaid 
finance charges (which may include charges on earlier loans by the same lender) 
that exceed the greater of 5 percent of the principal amount of the loan or $2,000; 
(iv) certain modification or renewal fees; (v) lending without regard to repayment 
ability; (vi) advertising payment reductions without also disclosing that a loan may 
increase the number of monthly debt payments and the aggregate amount paid by 
the borrower over the term of the loan; (vii) recommending or encouraging default 
on an existing loan prior; (viii) refinancings that do not provide a benefit to the bor
rower; (ix) making a loan with an interest rate that is unconscionable, and (x) 
charging the borrower fees for services that are not actually performed or which are 
not bona fide and reasonable. 
City ofChicago 

Chicago's predatory lending ordinance was effective November 13, 2000. It re
quires an institution wishing to hold city funds to submit a pledge affirming that 
neither it nor any of its affiliates is or will become a predatory lender, and provides 
that institutions determined by Chicago Chief Financial Officer or City Comptroller 
to be predatory lenders are prohibited from being designated as a depository for city 
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funds and from being awarded city contracts. Cook County also has enacted an ordi
nance closely modeled to the one in Chicago. 

Under the Chicago ordinance, a loan is predatory if its meets an APR or points 
and fees threshold and contains any of the following: (i) fraudulent or deceptive 
marketing and sales efforts to sell threshold loans (loan that meets the APR or 
points and fees threshold to be predatory but does not contain one of the enumer
ated triggering criteria); (ii) certain prepayment penalties; (iii) certain balloon pay
ments; (iv) loan flipping, that is the refinancing and charging of additional points, 
charges or other costs within a 24 month eeriod after the refinanced loan was made, 
unless such refinancing results in a tangIble net benefit to the borrower; (v) nega
tive amortization; (vi) financing points and fees in excess of 6 percent of the loan 
amount; (vii) financing single-premium credit life, credit disability, credit unemploy
ment, or any other life or health insurance, without providing certain disclosures; 
(viii) lending without due regard for repayment ability; (ix) payment by a lender to 
a home improvement contractor from the loan proceeds, unless the payment instru
ment is payable to the borrower or jointly to the borrower and the contractor, or 
a third-party escrow; (x) payments to home improvement contractors that have been 
adjudged to have engaged in deceptive practices. 

District of Columbia 
The District of Columbia has amended its foreclosure law, effective August 31, 

2001 or 60 days after the effective date of rules promulgated by the Mayor, to ad
dress predatory practices. In summary, the amendment prohibits: (i) making "home 
loans" unless lenders "reasonably believe" the obligors have the ability to repay the 
loan; (ii) financing single-premium credit insurance; (iii) refinancings that do not 
have a reasonable, tangible net benefit to the borrower; (iv) recommending or en
couraging default on any existing debt that is being refinanced; (v) making, 
brokering, or arranging a "home loan" that is based on the inaccurate or improper 
use of a borrower's credit score and thereby results in a loan with higher fees or 
interest rates than are usual and customary; (vi) charging unconscionable points, 
fees, and finance charges on a "home loan"; (vii) post-default interest; (viii) chargin~ 
fees for services not actually performed or, which are otherwise "unconscionable'; 
(ix) failing to provide certain disclosures; (ix) requiring waivers of the protections 
of the Predatory Lending Law; (x) financing certain points and fees on certain 
refinancings; and (xi) certain balloon payments. 

Illinois 
The State of Illinois has enacted a predatory lending law that was effective on 

May 17, 2001. The Illinois law prohibits: (i) certain balloon payments; (ii) negative 
amortization; (iii) disbursements directly to home improvement contractors; (iv) fi
nancing "points and fees," in excess of 6 percent of the total loan amount; (v) charg
ing points and fees on certain refinancings unless the refinancing results in a finan
cial benefit to the borrower; (vi) loan amounts that exceed the value of the property 
securing the loan plus reasonable closing costs; (vii) certain prepayment penalties; 
(viii) accepting a fee or charge for a residential mortgage loan application unless 
there is a reasonable likelihood that a loan commitment will be issued for such loan 
for the amount, term, rate charges, or other conditions set forth in the loan applica
tion and applicable disclosures and documentation, and that the loan has a reason
able likelihood of being repaid by the applicant based on his/her ability to repay; 
(ix) lending based on unverified mcome; (x) financing of sin~le-premium credit life, 
credit disability, credit unemployment, or any other credit hfe or health insurance; 
and (xi) fraudulent or deceptive acts or practices in the making of a loan, including 
deceptive marketing and sales efforts. 

In addition, the statute requires lenders to: (i) provide notices regarding home
ownership counseling and to forbear from foreclosure when certain counseling steps 
have been taken; and (ii) report default and foreclosure data to regulators. 
Massachusetts 

Massachusetts adopted regulations that were effective on March 22, 2001. Those 
regulations prohibit the following in high-cost loans: (0 certain balloon payments; 
(ii) negative amortization; (iii) certain advance payments; (iv) post-default interest 
rates; (v) unfavorable interest rebate calculations; (vi) certain prepayment penalties; 
(vii) financing points and fees in an amount that exceeds 5 percent of the principal 
amount of a loan, or of additional proceeds received by the borrower in connection 
with the refinancing; (viii) charging points and fees on some refinancings; (ix) "pack· 
ing" of certain insurance Ilroducts or unrelated goods or services; (x) recommending 
or encouraging default or further default on loans that are being refinanced; (xi) ad
vertising payment savings without also noting that the "high-cost home loan" will 
increase both a borrower's aggregate number of monthly debt payments and the ag
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gregate amount paid by a borrower over the term of the "high-cost home loan"; (xii) 
unconscionable rates and terms; (xiii) charging for services that are not actually per
formed. or which bear no reasonable relationship to the value of the services actu
ally performed; (xiv) requiring a mandatory arbitration clause or waiver of participa
tion in class actions that is oppressive, unfair, unconscionable, or substantially in 
derogation of the rights of consumers; (xv) failing to report both favorable and unfa
vorable payment history of the borrower to a nationally recognized consumer credit 
bureau at least annually if the creditor regularly reports information to a credit bu
reau; (xvi) single-premium credit insurance, including credit life, debt cancellation; 
(xvii) call provisions; and (xviii) modification or deferral fees. 

Massachusetts also requires credit counseling for any borrower 60 years of age or 
more. The counseling must include instruction on high-cost home loans. Other bor
rowers must receive a notice that credit counseling is available. 

New York 
In June 2000, the New York State Banking Department adopted Part 41 of the 

General Regulations of the Banking Board. This regulation, which was effective in 
the fall of 2000, was designed to protect consumers and the equity they have in
vested in their homes by prohibiting abusive practices and requiring additional dis
closures to consumers. Part 41 sets lower thresholds than the Federal HOEPA stat
ute, covering loans where the APR is greater than 8 or 9 percentage points over 
U.S. Treasury securities, depending on lien priority, or where the total points and 
fees exceed either 5 percent of the loan amount. 

The regulations prohibit lending without regard to repayment ability and estab
lish a safe harbor for loans where the borrower's total debt to income ratio does not 
exceed 50 percent. The regulations address "flipping" by only allowing a lender to 
charge points and fees if 2 years have passed since the last refinancing or on new 
money that is advanced. The regulations also limit financing of points and fees to 
a total of 5 percent and require reporting of borrower's credit history. The regula
tions prohibit (i) "packing" of credit insurance or other products without the in
formed consent of the borrower; (ii) call provisions that allow lenders to unilaterally 
terminate loans absent default, sale, or bankruptcy; (iii) negative amortization; 
(iv) balloon payments within the first 7 years; and (v) oppressive mandatory arbitra
tion clauses. 

Finally, Part 41 requires additional disclosures to borrowers. including the state
ment "The loan which will be offered to you is not necessarily the least expensive 
loan available to you and you are advised to shop around to determine comparative 
interest rates, points, and other fees and charges." 

Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania has recently enacted predatory lending legislation that prohibits a 

variety of practices. These include: (I) fraudulent or deceptive acts or practices, in
cluding fraudulent or deceptive marketing and sales efforts; (ii) refinancings that do 
not provide designated benefits to borrowers; (iii) certain balloon payments; (iv) call 
provisions; (v) post-default interest rates; (vi) negative amortization; (vii) excessive 
points and fees; (viii) certain advance payments; (ix) modification or deferral fees; 
(x) certain prepayment penalties; (xi) certain arbitration clauses; (xii) modification 
or deferral fees; (xiii) certain prepayment penalties; (xiv) lending without home loan 
counseling; and (xv) lending without due regard to repayment ability. 

Texas 
Texas has enacted predatory lending prohibitions that are effective on September 

1, 2001. Among other things, the Texas law prohibits: (i) certain refinancings that 
do not result in a lower interest rate and a lower amount of points and fees than 
the original loan or is a restructure to avoid foreclosure; (ii) certain credit insurance 
products unless informed consent is obtained from the borrower; (iii) certain balloon 
payments; (iv) negative amortization; (v) lending without regard to repayment abil
ity; and (vi) certain prepayment penalties. 

For certain home loans, the lender must also provide disclosures concerning the 
availability of credit counseling. 
Virginia 

Virginia has enacted provisions that are effective July 1, 2001. These provisions 
prohibit: (i) certain refinancings that do not result in any benefit to the borrower; 
and (ii) recommending or encouraging a person to default on an existing loan or 
other debt that is being refinanced. 
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Federal Legislation Is Necessary 
While LCCR commends State and local initiatives in this area, we believe they 

are clearly not enough. First, State legislation may not be sufficiently comprehen
sive to reach the full range of objectionable practices. For example, while some State 
and local initiatives impose restrictions on single-premium credit life insurance, oth
ers do not. This, of course, leaves gaps in protection even for citizens in some States 
that have enacted legislation. Second, while measures have been enacted in some 
States, the majority of States have not enacted predatory lending legislation. For 
this reason, LCCR supports the enactment of Federal legislation, of the sort that 
has been proposed by the Chairman, to fill these gaps. 

The Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act of 2001 contains key protections 
against the types of abusive practices that have been so devastating to minority and 
low-income homeowners. They include the following: (i) Restrictions on financing of 
points and fees for HOEPA loans. The bill restricts a creditor from directly or indi
rectly financing any portion of the points, fees, or other charges greater than 3 per
cent of the total sum of the loan, or $600; (ii) Limitation on the payment of prepay
ment penalties for HOEPA loans. The bill prohibits the lender from imposing pre
payment penalties after the initial 24 month period of the loan. During the first 24 
months of a loan, prepayment penalties are limited to the difference in the amount 
of closing costs and fees financed and 3 percent of the total loan amount; and (iii) 
Limitation on single-premium credit insurance for HOEPA loans. The bill would 
prohibit the up-front payment or financing of credit life, credit disability, or credit 
unemployment insurance on a single-premium basis. However, borrowers are free 
to purchase such insurance with the regular mortgage payment on a periodic basis, 
provided that it is a separate transaction that can be canceled at any time. 

The Leadership Conference strongly supports the Predatory Lending Consumer 
Protection Act of 2001 and urges its swift enactment. 
Conclusion 

Let me finish where I began. "Why is subprime lending-why is predatory lend
ing-a civil rights issue?" The answer can be found in America's ongoing search for 
equal opportunity. After many years of difficult and sometimes bloody struggle, our 
Nation and the first generation of America's civil rights movement ended legal seg
regation. However, our work is far from finished. Today's struggle involves making 
equal opportunity a reality for all. Predatory lending is a cancer on the financial 
health of our communities. It must be stopped. 

Thank you. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDITH A. KENNEDY 

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING LENDERS 


JULY 27, 2001 

Good morning. Thank you for the chance to appear before you today. My name 
is Judith Kennedy. I am President of the National Association of Affordable Housing 
Lenders, or NAAHL, the national association devoted to supporting private capital 
investment in low- and moderate-income communities. NAAHL represents 200 orga
nizations, including 85 insured depository institutions and more than 800 individ
uals. Formed more than 11 years ago, NAAHL's members are the pioneering practi
tioners of community investment. They include banks, corporations, loan consortia, 
financial intermediaries, Jension funds, foundations, local and national nonprofits, 
public agencies, and allie professionals. 

Ever since NAAHL's 1999 Chicago conference, where we heard about predators' 
activities in that city, we have been convinced that if we are not part of the solution 
to predatory lending, we are a part of the problem. It is clear that while we remain 
committed to increasing the flow of capital into underserved communities, we must 
be equally concerned about access to capital on appropriate terms. 

In March, we sponsored a symposium that brought together experts on this issue: 
regulators, researchers, advocates, for-profit and nonprofit lenders, and secondary 
market participants. We were pleased to include as speakers, Martin Eakes of Self
Help, who testified before you yesterday, and Margot Saunders of the National Con
sumer Law Center. NAAHL's goal was to accelerate })rogress in stopping the victim
ization that strips equity from peoples' homes and, all too often, triggers fore
closures. This victimization is not only wrong in itself, but as the Mayor of Chicago 
succinctly put it: "It is all down the drain if we cannot stabilize the communities 
that were stable until these foreclosures started to happen." 
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The symposium was very productive, and today we are releasing the summary of 
these proceedings which is attached to my statement. I Our findings are as follows. 

First, a profile of predatory lending emerged. Loan flipping, home improvement 
scams, asset-based and unaffordable mortgage loans, repetitive financings with no 
borrower benefit, packing single-premium credit life insurance, and other products 
into the loan amount, all of these can strip equity and trigger foreclosures. 

Second, more needs to be done at the Federal level. More is, of course, being done, 
and as New York State Banking Commissioner Elizabeth McCaul and Chainnan 
Sarbanes have both emphasized, it is critical to balance the need for credit with the 
need to end abuses. NAAHL, like many others, has commented on the Federal Re
serve's proposals in this area. But as the Federal Reserve has pointed out, a signifi
cant amount of mortgage lending is not covered by a Federal framework. For exam
ple, Governor Gramlich reported that only about 30 percent of all subprime loans 
are made by depository institutions that have periodic exams. Even if the Fed were 
to do periodic compliance exams of the subsidiaries of financial holding companies, 
that would only increase the percentage to about 40 percent. 

It is not surprising, then, that of the 21 completed Federal Trade Commission in
vestigations into fair lending and consumer compliance violations, 19 involved in
dependent mortgage companies and two involved subsidiaries of financial holding 
companies. None were Federally examined. If the Fed's recent proposal to expand 
reporting under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act to more lenders is adopted, it 
wHI encompass only those whose mortgage lending exceeds $50 million per year. 
Many of the proposed changes to HMDA will only create a more uneven playing 
field by putting additional burden and costs on responsible lenders while the worst 
lenders go unexamined. 

To stop the predators, we need to close the barn doors on examination and report
ing. A level J:llaying field in oversight and enforcement is key. Insured DepOSItory
Institutions (ID!) engaging in the best practices in the subprime lending market 
do extensive due dili~ence of their brokers to ensure fair lending practices. They 
maintain data on theIr loans and are rigorously examined by the bank regulatory
agencies. 

But the majority of lenders are not subject to the same regulatory oversight, do 
not have the same level of compliance management, and often do not even file 
HMDA reports. If they do file, there is very little oversight of their disclosure. In 
a town with no sheriff, the bandits are in charge. Unscrupulous brokers who are 
rejected by legitimate lenders, simply go to others who have no knowledge of the 
loan tenns, or reputational or compliance concerns about funding predatory loans. 

Some States like New York are conducting vigorous exams of their licensed mort
gage companies, but unfortunately many States lack sufficient resources. Some 
States and municipalities believe that stricter laws and ordinances will solve the 
problem of predatory practices. Many NAAHL members believe that the plethora of 
local laws and ordmances may only drive out the responsible lenders who will 
choose not to offer what may become "high-cost loans" under a crazy quilt of new 
rate and fee restrictions. 

Third, our symposium also confinned that subprime lending is an important 
source of home finance. For many consumers, subprime loans may be the only way 
available to finance the American Dream-a home of their own. And many, many 
pro~ams exist, in both the private and public sectors, to help subprime borrowers 
achIeve prime borrower status-a worthy financial goal. Cutting off access to credit 
on appropriate tenns would not be constructive. As OTS Director Ellen Seidman has 
warned, legislation must be very clear so as not to chill "the operation of the legiti
mate subprime market. The flow of responsibly delivered credit to underserved mar
kets is critical to their survival and any legislative or enforcement solutions . . . 
must proceed with this caution in mind." 

Fourth, we also heard that vigorous enforcement, at all levels of Government, 
works. We heard from people actively involved in combating predatory lending at 
the city and State levels. Increased Government investigations, criminal prosecu
tions to the fullest extent of the law, and revocations of mortgage brokers' licenses 
all help to eradicate predatory lending. State bank supervisors coordinating across 
State lmes on a single company and its practices will also accelerate progress. 

Fifth, consumer education is key. Our experts recommend that financial literacy 
education must begin early, down to and including the high school leveL The 
NAAHL symposium also confinned that both the public and private sectors, on all 
levels, are undertaking consumer education and outreach campaigns, to stop preda
tory lending before it even happens, with good results. For example, New York resi
dents can easily use State government infonnation to shop for competitive mortgage 

1 Held in Senate Banking Committee files. 
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rates. Chicago borrowers can call 1-866-SAVE-HOME to receive counseling and 
legal assistance, funded by banks and city government. Lenders across the country 
fund financial literacy programs to help borrowers with debt management, the im
plications of signing contracts, and tips on how to avoid stalkers who offer financing 
on predatory terms. 

Increased Federal resources for targeted counseling in neighborhoods that are vul
nerable to predators could greatly extend these efforts. Education may not solve the 
entire problem. As Martin Eakes points out, "the Department of Education says that 
24 percent of adult Americans are illiterate." But counseling can go a long way. As 
Governor Gramlich proposed, "the best defense is if people really know what they 
are doing." 

Overall, our symposium confirmed once again that predatory lending is a complex 
issue requiring a multifaceted solution. It takes a combination of responses from 
both the public and private sectors, including a broader Federal framework estab
lishing a level playing field for legitimate lenders, more vigorous enforcement of ex
isting laws, and more resources devoted to consumer education to deal with it. 

But, as our closing speaker, the Honorable Mel Martinez, Secretary of the Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development put it, "juntos podemos": together we can. 

As the President of an organization whose members have spent years trying to 
increase the flow of private capital into underserved communities, I say, "together 
we must." Equity stripping, foreclosure triggering loans lead to family tragedies, 
foreclosures, and destabilized neighborhoods. They must be stopped. We at NAAHL 
commit to help you in any way we can. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ESTHER "TESS" CANJA 

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN AssOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS 


JULY 27, 2001 

Good morning, Chairman Sarbanes, Ranking Member Gramm, and Members of 
the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee. My name is Esther 
"Tess" Canja. I live in Port Charlotte, Florida, and I serve as President of AARP. 

AARP is actively engaged in efforts to protect consumer rights and interests. The 
Association has been directly involved since the early 1990's in researching issues, 
litigating cases, and working with Federal and State regulatory agencies and legis
lative bodies to expose, hold accountable, and seek redress from those who are re
sponsible for a wide range of exploitive financial practices. 

AARP appreciates this opportunity to bring into greater focus one of the most 
troubling forms of these exploitive financial practices-which is making unjustifiable 
high-cost home equity loans to older Americans. For most Americans, home equity 
accumulation is a factor of time (for many a "working lifetime"), and therefore is 
highly correlated with age. For older Americans, the most abusive loans are often 
the refinancing and equity-based home modification loans because they target the 
value of the home-frequently the owners largest financial asset. These forms of 
abusive lending are particularly devastating when the older homeowner is living on 
a modest or fixed income. 

It has been AARP's long-standing view that loans become predatory when they: 
• 	take advantage of a borrowers inexperience, vulnerabilities and/or lack of infor

mation; 
• 	are priced at an interest rate and contain fees that cannot be justified by credit 

risk' 
• mattipulate a borrower to obtain a loan that the borrower cannot afford to repay; 

and/or defraud the borrower.1 
The investment in homeownership among older Americans is substantial. For ex

ample, based on American Housing Survey data for 1999, the median mortgage 
Loan to Value ratios (LTV's) steadily decrease from 74.8 for those under 35 years 
of age, to 31.7 for those age 65 and 0lder.2 That is to say, the median homeowner's 
equity increases by more than two-and-one-half times by age 65 and older. The U.S. 

IOn January 31, 2001, the OCC, FRB, FDIC, and the OTS expanded the examination guid
ance for supervising subprime lending activities, limited to institutions under their respective 
jurisdictions, which recognizes "... that some forms of subprime lending may be abusive or 
predatory. . . designed to transfer wealth from the borrower to the lenderlloan originator with· 
out commensurate exchange of value." 

"See attachment 1, "Homeownership Rates and Loan to Value (LTV), 1999. 
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Census reports that American homeownership averaged an all-time high of 67.4 per
cent for the year 2000. 

What is it about older American homeowners that makes them particularly at
tractive to predatory lenders? 3 Older homeowners are often targeted for mortgage 
refinancing and home equity loans because they are more likely to live in older 
homes in need of repair, less likely to perform repairs themselves, and are likely 
to have substantial equity in their homes to draw on. Many of them are nearing 
or are in retirement, and therefore are more likely to be living-1)r are preparing 
to live-Qn a reduced or fixed income. In this context, some of AARP's most recent 
research, litigation, and advocacy activities focus on abuses found in home repair 
and modification loans. 

With some obvious qualifications, this means that the longer a homeowner lives 
in hislher home, building up equity as they pay down their mortgages, the greater 
the risk that they will be subject to lenders seeking excessive financial advantage 
through one of these loans. AARP has worked to educate its members as well as 
the public-at-Iarge about how consumers can better protect themselves against such 
financial risks. 4 We believe consumer education to be a necessary part of a multi
level approach. 

AARP also recognizes that the damage done by predatory practices is not limited 
to those who have lost, or are at risk of losing their home-as devastating as these 
losses clearly are. It also includes those older Americans who need and desire access 
to competitive, realistic risk-based home loans, but are reluctant or unwilling to pur
sue financial services and products due to their fear of potential exploitation. U1ti
mately, all forms of commerce-including financial services-are based on trust that 
each party to a transaction has been treated fairly, and disagreements resolved eq
uitably. Whenever it occurs, predatory home lending undercuts the very essence of 
this basic tenet of commerce. 

Consider these findings from an AARP-sponsored study, released in May 2000, en
titled "Fixing to Stay".5 For Americans age 45 and over: 
• 	more than 4-in-5 say they would like to stay in their current residence for as long 

as possible; more than 9-in-1O age 65 or over feel this way; and 
• almost 1-in-4 anticipates 	that they or someone else in their household will have 

difficulty getting around their home in the next 5 years. 
When asked why they have not modified their home, or have not modified as 

much as they would have liked, respondents cited a number or reasons, including: 
• 	not being able to do it themselves (37 percent); 
• 	not being able to afford it (36 percent); 
• not trusting home contractors (29 percent); 
• 	not knowing how to find a good home contractor or company that modifies homes 

(22 percent). 
In most areas, the results of this national survey, when compared to its sample 

of minority individuals (that is, African-Americans and Hispanics) were similar. 
However, there were a few important differences: 
• among those who have refinanced 	their home or taken out a mortgage against 

their home, minorities are more likely to say they did so to obtain funds for home 
maintenance or repairs (50 percent minorities versus 35 percent national sample); 

• however, minorities 	are also more likely than the national sample to be very or 
somewhat concerned about: 

being able to afford home modifications that would enable them to re
main at home (44 percent versus 30 percent); 

finding reliable contractors or handymen (41 percent versus 28 percent); 
finding information about home modifications (34 percent versus 21 per

cent).6 

3Projections by the U.s. Census Bureau estimate that by the year 2020, the number of per
sons age 65 and older will grow to over 53 million-representing a 55 percent increase from 
the 34 million estimated for 1998, Changes in the age distribution of the Nation's older popu
lation are also occurring. Presently, the aging of the older population is driven by large increases 
in the number of persons age 75 and older. 

4 Attachment 2 provides an overview of AARP's decade-long campaign against predatory lend
ing practices through December 2000. 

'Attachment 3, which is an Executive Summary of the .>\ARP-sponsored national survey of 
housing and home modification issues, entitled: "Fixing to Stay," May 2000. 

6 HUD's detailed study of almost 1 million-mostly refinancing-mortgages reported under 
HMDA in 1998, entitled: "Unequal Burden: Income and Racial Disparities in Subprime Lending 

Continued 
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AARP's efforts to address these problems-whether through the sentinel effects 
of its litigation, its legislative, and regulatory advocacy, or its counseling and edu
cation programs-are directed at improving credit market performance, not limiting 
consumer access to credit for those with a less-than-perfect credit history. AARP be
lieves that our-and other-consumer financial literacy campaigns are an important 
and necessary component of public and private sector efforts to make consumers 
their own first line of def~nse.7 However, while consumer education and counseling 
programs are necessary, they are not sufficient. 

AARP submitted comments on March 9, 2001, supporting the Federal Reserve 
Board's (the Board) proposal to strengthen the Home Ownership and Equity Protec
tion Act (HOEPA) regulations in an effort to reduce abusive lending practices tar
geted at the most vulnerable borrowers. In its comments on the proposed regulatory 
amendments, AARP suggests that the Board use its current statutory authority to: 
lower the annual percentage rate (APR) trigger, expand the definition of points and 
fees, and prohibit certain unfair practices such as the use of "riders" to change the 
terms of a consumer agreement. 

In addition, the Board solicited proposals for making legislative changes that ad
dress predatory lending practices. AARP recommended three statutory amendments 
to HOEPA that we believe are worthy of consideration by the Board for submission 
to the Congress. We recommended: 
• inclusion of all fees and points in the loan's finance charges; 
• inclusion of open-ended credit and purchase money loans within HOEPA's cov

erage; and 
• 	the elimination of the "pattern or practice" requirement for HOEPA protection; 

that is, the borrower would only have to establish that a lender has made an 
unaff'ordable loan under HOEPA-not that the lender has engaged in a pattern 
or practice of such lending. 
AARP agrees with the Board's assessment of the beneficial impact of its proposed 

amendment, that by expanding the coverage to an additional group of high-cost 
loans it will "ensure that the need for credit by subprime borrowers will be fulfilled 
more often by loans that are subject to HOEPA's protections against predatory prac
tices." AARP believes that the Board should issue the final HOEPA amendment as 
soon as prudently possible. 

Chairman Sarbanes, and Members of the Committee, the problems associated 
with abusive home equity-related lending practices are complex. To date, agreement 
on a comprehensive reform of the mortgage finance system to address these prob
lems has proven elusive. Therefore, we are encouraged by the Committee's contin
ued efforts to call attention to predatory mortgage lending and to establish effective 
deterrents. AARP is committed to working with this Committee, the Congress, and 
the Bush Administration to address the problems posed to the elderly by these dev
astating lending practices. 

Thank you. I will try to answer any questions you may have. 

in America," found a disproportionate concentration of subprime loans in minority and low-in
come communities. 

7In April 2001, AARP launched a State·based campaign effort that, over the course of this 
year, will focus on consumer education and advocacy efforts. 
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Homeownership Rates and 
Loan to Value (LTV) 

Homeownership 

Rate 


(A) 

39.7 
67.2 
76.0 
81.0 
80.1 

66.8 

1999 

Share of Owners 
wI a Mortgage 

(8) 

79.7 
77.5 
69.1 
47.9 
18.3 

56.5 

Median LTV 
(if have a mortgage) 

(e) 

74.8 
63.1 
51.5 
41.8 
31.7 

58.1 

Source: Column A· U.S. CenslJs Bureau's Housing Vacancy Survey, Annual Statistics 1999. 

Columns B & C· MAP Public Policy Institute analysis 01 HUO's American Housing Survey, 1999. 
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BACKGROUNDER 

AAR? FIGHTS PREDATORY MORTGAGE LENDING 

AA.RP has taken the lead in the drive against predatory mortgage lending in recent 
years, launching a multi-pronged campaign that has moved at the national, state and 
local levels. 

Through litigation, research and contacts with regulatory agencies and legislative 
bodies, th,e nation's leading organization for people 50 and older has sought to expose 
and restrict predatory practices that often target older Americans with low and moderate 
incomes. 

AARP will continue to alert the public - particular1y older Americans - to these 
exploitative practices. The impact of predatory lending practices can be devastating - 
often caUSing the loss of home, life savings and independence. . 

AARP's efforts are directed at improving credit market performance, not at limiting 
consumer access to credit for those with less than a perfect credit history. 

At the state level, AARP worked dosely with the North Carolina Attomey General and 
other interested parties to pass North Carolina's consumer-oriented predatory mortgage 
lending legislation last year. 

The principles of the North Carolina law now have been adopted by AARP's Board of 
Directors as Association policy. Among those principles are these: 

• 	 To require mortgage lenders to consider the borrower's ability to repay the loan and 
not just the amount of equity offered as coUateral. 

• 	 To limit the amount of closing costs or other fees that lenders are permitted to 
include in the amount of the loan. 

• 	 To require complete and accurate disdosures to consumers that capture the entire 
cost of the loan, induding all charges, such as interest rates, fees and mortgage 
insurance. 

• 	 To restrict unfair prepayment penalties that may be imposed upon the borrower. 

• 	 To establish minimum notice standards for foreclosure. 

-more
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Predatory Lending, Page 2 

This year, AARP has been active legislatively in at least five states, working with 
grassroots organizations to shape and support predatory!ending bills. The states are 
New York. Illinois, California, Maryland and Missouri. 

In New y.ork, AARP pushed for a bill that would have provided significant consumer 
protections in foreclosure proceedings that might occur as a result of predatory loans. 
AARP also played an important role L'1 a coalition of grassroots organizations that urged 
the state Banking Department to strengthen consumer protections in proposed new 
predatory lending regulations. 

In Illinois, AARP has played an important role at the state and local leveL The 
Association worked with other organizations in pushing fOf a bill based on the North 
Carolina law. The bill will be reintroduced in 2001. 

In addition, AARP supported an ordinance proposed by Mayor Daley to prohibit the City 
of Chicago from doing business with a financial institution that owns or is affiliated with 
a predatory lender. 

In California, in addition to advocating legislation to eliminate predatory lending 
practices, AARP is seeking changes in state law regarding home improvement 
contractors and the financing of home improvement contracts. 

State home financing laws have been analyzed by AARP's Public Policy Institute, which 
is developing a model horne financing statute that should be available this fall. 

AARP has been aggressive at the national level as well, seeking legislation to halt 
consumer mortgage lending abuses. . 

In Apn1, AARP announced its strong support of ·Predatory Lending Consumer 
Protection Act of 2000: legislation introduced in the House by Congressman John 
LaFalce of New York and in the Senate by Senator Paul Sarbanes of Maryland. The 
companion bills would: 

• Estabfish a more comprehensive definition of what constitutes high cost loans. 

• Strengthen federal laws that govern those high cost mortgage loans. 

• 	 Prohibit a number of practices entirely if they are associated with high cost loans. 

.fflore
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Predatory Lending, Page 3 

AARP participated in the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging Consumer 
Education and Counseling Roundtable in February. 1999. The roundtable focused in 
part on ways to help prevent borrowers from being subjected to predatory lending 
practices. 

PARP worked with the Department of Housing and Urban Development (H UD), other 
consumer groups and lending institution representatives On a neW policy statement 
clarifying mortgage broker fees. 

A representative of AARP's Federal Affairs Department served on the HUD-Department 
of Treasury Predatory Lending Task Force. and Board Member C. Keith Campbell of' 
Alaska testified before a public forum on ''The Elderly and Predatory Lending" that the 
two federal departments conducted last month in Los Angeles. The event was one of 
several that HUD and Treasury held around the country this spring. 

Campbell cited a variety of ·unsavory" lending practices that exploit "vulnerable older 
Americans," including repeated refinancing, known as "loan flipping", often following 
high pressure sales. "These practices are particularly devastating when the older 
homeowner is rIVing on a modest or fixed income," Campbell told the forum. 

AARP Foundation Utigation has represented borrowers in challenging predatory 
lending practices in the courts for the past 10 years. One goal is to gain compensation 
for victims of predatory lending. Another is to curb such practices by obtaining good 
court rulings and winning at the trial level. 

In December, 1998. MRP Foundation Litigation joined in a lawsuit against First 
AlUance, a national mortgage lender based in Irvine. Califomia. The case wa,s med to 
obtain restitution on behalf of all borrowers who had been allegedly victimized by FITSt 
Alliance. AARP is continuing to represent these borrowers In First Al6ance's recently
filed bankruptcy reorganization. 

In recent months, MRP Foundation Litigation has been successful in predatory lending 
cases that its attorneys have pursued in the District of Columbia and West Virginia. 

In the District of Columbia, Foundation Utigation filed a lawsuit on behalf of an elderly 
African-American widowed homeowner who had been enticed to take out a series of 
unaffordable and unreasonable mortgage loans (Ferguson v. FIfSt Government). In 
addition to representing Helen Ferguson in court, MRP also lodged a complaint with 
HUD about race-based targeting by First Government 

-more
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As a result of the lawsuit and the complaint., First Govemment canceled Ms. Ferguson's 
remaining balance on her mortgage, provided additional monetary compensation, and 
agreed to take significant steps to train its employees, to open its books to government 
regulators and to create a relief fund for other First Goverrment borrowers. 

In the West Virginia case, Foundation Litigation attomeys were aH:Ounsel with 
Mountain State Justice for a 67-year-old Charieston homeowner. Iris Bostic, who 
sought a $500 loan, but who was induced by a large national finance company intc 
refinancing all of her debt into a $30,000 home mortgage. The suit against American 
General Finance Inc., based in Evansville, Indiana, alleged fraud, Illegal business 
practices (including backdating agreements and charging excessive fees} and violations 
of the federal Truth in Lending Act. The case now has been settled. with a large 
compensation award for Ms. Bostic. 

Foundation Litigation attorneys now have teamed up with Mountain State again in 
another West Virginia case (PodeJao v. Beneficial West Virginia, Inc.). Mary Ann 
Podelco, a widow, was targeted for eight loans by predatory subprime lenders, her 
mortgage went from zero to $35 • .200 and she ultimately lost her home. The suit in a 
West Virginia state trial court is pursuing claims challenging the loan flipping practices 
of the lenders as unconscionable under West Virginia law. Mrs. Podelco also is seeking 
to pursue her claim that it was unconscionable for the lenders to make unaffordable 
loans - loans based on the value of the home and not on the borrower's abnity to pay. 

The impact of these and other cases has been to shine a spotlight on predatory lending 
practices and to set the groundwork for fixing these practices legislatively. 

AARP also has issued consUmer-oriented reports - including its Public porle}' Institute's 
publication "Predatory Financial Practices: How Can Consumers Be Protected" - and a 
variety of educational materials. Among these: 

• 	 A consumer fact sheet entitled "Do You Really Want a Home Loan?", The material 
includes information oli avoiding home equity loan scams. 

• 	 In conjunction with 1t1e Federal Trade Commission, a Consumer Alert on questions 
to ask when using your home as collateral. 

AARP's Website (www.aarp.org) provides information about how to avoid predatory 
lenders, and about home improvement fraud and other abusive activities, 

-30

(For further information on these and other AARP initiatives against predatory lending, 
please call David Nathan at AARP Media Relations at 202-434-2560.) 

http:www.aarp.org
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EXECUTIVE SL"Ml\'l4.RY 

The 2000 "Fixing to Stay" study is the rUth in a series of telephone surveys that AAlU' bas 

sponsored since 1986. The studies examine the opinions and b<:havlOf of older Americans 

regarding their current and future housing situations. The 2000 study differs in sev.",,] ways from 

earlier ones: 

• 	 The survey population now includes people age 45 and over to capture the opinions of the 

"baby boom" age group. 

• 	 The survey sample now includes oversamples ofAfrican Americans and Hispanics to allow 

more detailed analyses of the housing needs and preferences of these groups. 

• 	 The survey questionnaire now devotes more attention to home modifications that enable people 

to remain independent and increase the ssfety and convenience of their home. 

CURRENT HOUSING 

• 	 The large majority ofAmericans age 45 and ovef lille in single-family residences: 77 percent 

live in single-family detacbed homes, 8 pc_Ill live in mobile homes, and 5 percent occupy 

semidetached homes. Nine pero:nt report living in multiunit buildings, such as apartment 

buildings. 

• 	 Forty-two percent of survey participants who live in dwellings other than multiunit buildings 

reside in homes with two or more levels. EiShly-eight percent of respondentll DOW say they 

have a bathroom on the first floor of their home. 

• 	 Home ownership among Americans age 55 and over is at its hisheS! level since these studies 

began in 1986. Eighty-six percent of these respondents own their home. 

• 	 People age 45 and over·generaJly share their home with at least one other person. Forty-eight 

percent live with one other person, 12 percent live with two other people, and 11 percent with 

three Of mOte other peop!e. However, 28 percent of respondents live alone. 

• 	 Those n=spondents who share their home are most lilcely to live with a spouse (77"1.), but 29 

percent live with ehildren or stepchildren. Small percentages report !hat gr.mdchildren (4%), 

parents or spouse's parents (3%), other relatives (3%), and ooorelatives (3%) live with them. 

• 	 Among those age 55 and over who .bare a home with at least one other person, the percentage 

living with a spouse has decreased from 89 percent in 1989 to 79 percent in 2000. 

http:SL"Ml\'l4.RY
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• 	 Americans age 45 and over tend not to move frequently. Approximately t:Iuee in five have lived 

in their current home for lIar more years (23% for 1) to 20 years, 17% for 21 to 30 years, 

and 19% for more than 30 years). On the other hand, 20 percent have lived in their current 

residence for between one and five years, and 5 percent haveJived there less than a year. 

• 	 Respondents who moved report doing so for many reasons. Of those who have moved within 

the past five years, 13 pment mention moving to a better location or neighborhood, and 10 

percent cite a job change as the main resson for moving. Eight percent say they moved because 

they wanted a larger home, while 7 percent each cite retirement, wanting a smaUer place, and 

wanting to be closer to family. 

PLAl"lS 

• 	 Most Americans age 45 and over say they would like to remain in their current residence for as 

long as possible. In fact, 71 percent of respondents strongly agree, and an additional 12 

percent somewhat agree that they want to stay in their current residence as long as possible. 

• 	 The percentage of respondents age 55 and over who strollgly or somewhat agree that they 

would like to remain in their corrent residence for as long as possible has increased significantly 

since the question was last asked in 1992 (84% in 1992; 89"10 in 20(0). 

• 	 Sixty-three percent ofsurvey participants believe that their current residence is where they will 

always live. Among those who do not, 29 percent say they have already made plans for where 

they will live in the future. while the remainder say they have not made such plans. 

• 	 If they need help caring for themselves, most respondents would prefer not to move from their 

current home (82%). Only a few express a preference for moving to a facility where care is 
provided (9"/.) or for moving to a relative's home (4%). 

GETnNGAROL~THEHOME 

• 	 Eight percent of survey participants report that they, or a member of their household, bave 

difficulty getting around their home. Of this group, 62 percent indicate that they themselves 

have difficulty, 24 percent say their spouse has difficulty, and 7 percent report a parent has 

difficult)' getting around their home. Sixty·three percent claim this person has difficulty often, 

while 25 percent indicate the pCIlion sometimes has difficulty. 

• 	 Of the homes in which someone has difficulty getting around: 
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;;.. 	 The functional problem most commonly reponed is difficulty climbing up and down stairs 

(35%). Other frequently mentioned problems include difficulty walking or lack ofmobility 

(15%) and specific problems with knees, hips, legs, or arthritis (\5%). 

)-	 Respondents most frequently attribute difficulty to arthtins (25%); however, some cite back 

problems (13%) and knee problems or knee replacements (9%). 

• 	 Among all respondents age 45 and over, nearly one in four expect that they, or a member of 

their household, will experience problems getting around their home within the next five years 

(8% very likely; 15% somewhat likely). 

HOME MODIFICATIONS 

• 	 Approximately three in ten Americans age 45 and over say they are very or somewhat 

concerned about: 


)- Having a home in which friends or family who may have disabilities can get around (31 %) 


;;.. Being forced to move to a nursing home because they have trouble getting around their 


own home (31%) 

;;.. Being able to afford home modifications that will ensble them to remain at home (30"1.) 

» Having problems using features in their home as they get older (29%) 

» Finding reliable contractoIS or handymen, should they need to modify their home (28%) 

);> Being able to provide care for a parent or relative (27%) 

• 	 Most respondents (86%) have made at least one simple change to their home to make it easier 

for them to live there. Respondents most fmIuently report having installed niglrtlights (63%), 

non-skid strips in the bathtub or shower (50"/.). and higher wattage light bulbs (32%). 

Somewhat fewer have lever faucet knobs (25%), a telephone with large numbers and letters 

(22%), carpets and rugs secured with double-sided tape (20%), an emergency response system 

(15%), lever doorknobs.<I4%), and non-slip strips on their stairs (12%). 

• 	 Of the 76 percent ofrespondents who are permitted to modifY their homes, 70 percent say they 

have made at least one major modification to make it easier for them as they get older. These 

respondents mnst commonly indicate having installed light switches at the top and bottom of 

dark stairwells (40"/.). Just over one-third (34%) have made changes or modifications to their 

home that would allow them to live on the first floor. Twenty-five percent have handrails on 

both sides of their steps or stairs, and 23 percent have handrails or grab bars in their bathroom 

for better balance. 
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• 	 Ninety percent of the respondents have made at least one simple change or major modification 

to their home. Of these respondents. most say they (65%) and/or their spouse (2S%) made the 

decision to modify their home. ~dents most frequently indicate that the home 

modification(s) was their own idea (SOOA.) and are most li.ke\):to have financed the cbange(s) as 

an out-of-pocket cost or household cxpenBe (62%). RespoUdcnts generally say they or their 

spouse did the work themselves (48%), although home repair companies or con~tors (16%). 

friends or relatives (14%), and handymen (13%) are also cited. 

• 	 Sixty·seven percent of respondents who have made home modifications think that those 

changes will allow them, or others, to live in their home longer than they would have been able 

to otherwise. Of this group, three·fourths (75%) believe the modifications will enable them to 
live in their home for another ten years or more. 

• 	 Safety is most often cited as a reason for making home modifications. Seventy percent of 

respondents who have made changes say they made them so their borne will have better safety 

features. A large percentage of respondents also say the reasons for making these changes 

were: to make the horne casierto use by all members of the family (65%), to increase the ability 

to live independently (60"10), to provide flexibility to adapt to the changing needs of family 

members (55%), and to upgrade or modernize the bome (55%). 

• 	 When asked why they have not modified their home, or have not modified it as much as they 

would have liked, respondents most often cite not being able to do it themselves (37%) and not 

being able to afford it (36%). Other frequently selected reasons include: not trusting home 

contractors (29%). not knowing how to make the changes (25%), not having anyone to do it 

for them (23%), and not knowing how to find a good home contractor or company that 

modifies honres (22%). 

• 	 More than half of Americans age 45 and over (52%) express interest in receiving infonnation 

about staying in their ~ home as they get older. Thirty-two percent are interested in 

receiving information about avoiding home repair or home modification fraud. and 28 percent 

indicate interest in information about types ofhome modification. 

• 	 Sixty-six percent of Americans age 45 and over say they would support their state passing 

legislation requiring that more homes be built with the home modification features discussed in 

the survey (37% strongly support; 29% somewhat support). 
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HOUSING-RELATED FINANCIAL ISS'lJES 

• 	 Twenty-seven percent of sW'Vey participants who own their home report having refinanced Of 

taken out a mortgage on it in the past ten years. Of those who have refinanced their home, 35 

percent used the loan fOf home maintenance Of repairs, and-ZS percent used the money for 

home modifications. 

• 	 Slightly over halfofall respondents (51 %) maintain they have heard of a reverse mortgage. Of 

those who have, only one percent ofhomeowners have a reverse mortgage, and six percent 

know someone who has one. Ahout one in five respondents (19"10) say that this is an idea they 

might consider in the furure. 

MINORITY DIFFERENCES 

In most areas, the resnlts of the national crossection swvey2 and the minority oversample (African 

Americans and Hispanics) are very similar. Among the more important differences, however, are 

the following; 

• 	 Minorities are more likely than the national sample to live in a mnltilIDit building (18% versus 
9"1.), yet fewer live in a mobile home (3% versus 8%). 

• 	 Home ownership is lower among minorities (70"10) than among the national sample (85%). 
Perhaps because ofthis, minorities are less likely to say they are permitted to make changes Of 

modifications to make it easier for them to live in their homes in as they grow older (67"10 

versus 76%). 

• 	 Minority respondents are more likely to live with children or stepchildren (44% minorities 

versus 29"10 national sample) and are less apt to live with a spouse (58% versus 77%). 

• 	 Minority respondents are less likely to strongly or somewhat agree that they want to stay in 

their cum:nt residence fl;l.r as long as possible (78% minorities versus 84% national sample). 

• 	 Among those who have refinanced their home or taken out a mortgage against their home, 

minorities are more likely to say they did so to obtain funds for home maintenance orre:pairs 

(50% minorities versus 35% national sample). 

The natiollQl crosssection sample includes African American and HispQ1fic respondents. 
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• 	 Minority respondents are less likely than the national sample to have heard ofa reverse 

mortgage (31 % versus 5 I %). 

• 	 Minorities are more likely than the lllItional sample to be very or somewhat concerned about 

each of the following: 

)i. Being able 10 afford home modifications that would enable them to remain at home (440/. 

versus 30".4) 

)0 Having a home in which mends or family who may have disabilities can get arourui (42% 

versus 31%) 

)0 	 Being able to continue using features in their home as they grow older (42% versus 29%) 

)0 	 Finding reliable contractors or handymen, should respondents need to modify their home 

(41% versus 28%) 

)0 	 Being able to provide care for a parent or relative in their (the respondent's) home (40".4 

versus 27%) 

)0 	 Finding information about home modification (34% versus 21 %) 

)0 	 Being forced to move to another residence because they have trouble getting around their 

home (31% versus 25%) 

• 	 Minorities are more likely than the national sample to be very or somewhD.t interested in 
·receiving information about: 


)0 Staying in their own home as they get older (63% versus 52%) 


)0 Avoiding home repair or home modification fraud (47% versus 32%) 


)0 Types of home modifications (44% versus 28%) 


)0 Finding reliable home improvement contractors (42% versus 21%) 


)0 Learning the facts about a reverse mortgage (40% versus 20"10) 


);. Financing home modiiications (39".4 versus 17%) 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN A. COURSON 

VICE PRESIDENT, MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 


PRESIDENT & CEO, CENTRAL PACIFIC MORTGAGE COMPANY, FOLSOM, CALIFORNIA 


JULY 27, 2001 


Good morning Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is John 
Courson, and I am President and CEO of Central Pacific Mortgage Company, 
headquartered in Folsom, California. I am also Vice President of the Mortgage 
Bankers Association of America (MBA),1 and it is in that capacity that I appear be
fore you today. This morning I have been asked to testifY before your Committee 
to present MBA's views on the very serious issue of I?redatory mortgage lending. 

First, I want to thank you for inviting the MBA mto this very important discus
sion on a very urgent matter. I commend the Committee's leadership in calling for 
these hearings, as we believe that a full understanding of the issues is the only re
sponsible way to finding solutions to the scourge of abusive mortgage lending. 

As Vice President of the trade association that represents the real estate finance 
industry, and as President of a mortgage company, I am deeply troubled by the con
tinuing reports of predatory and abusive lending practices that persist in our indus
try. It is imperative that you know, from the outset, where MBA stands on this 
issue. We condemn these practices in the strongest possible terms. The MBA recog
nizes that this is a problem that is real, and one that carries real repercussions for 
those communities that are affected. Although so-called predatory lending practices 
are difficult to measure and quantify, there is no hiding from the fact that certain 
rogue lenders and certain unscrupulous brokers continue to prey on our most vul
nerable populations. Nor can we hide from our responsibility-as members of the 
finance industry-to act in the face of this continuing problem. 

For over 80 years, the MBA has stood for integrity and fairness in mortgage lend
ing. Our members have helped millions of Americans achieve the dream of home
ownership. In so doing, we have established a tradition of encouraging the highest 
standards of responsible lending. 

We, therefore, want to make clear that ending unfair lending practices is a major 
priority for our association. We have devoted substantial amounts of attention and 
time to this issue. We want to state in no uncertain terms that it is time to address 
the problems of predatory lending head-on, and in a way that does not constrict the 
flow of capital to credit-starved communities. Today, I will address the MBA's views 
on what needs to be accomplished to bring lasting and effective solutions to these 
abuses. 

"Subprime" Leuding 
Before I do so, however, I think it is important to set forth some background on 

the nature and recent growth of the so-called "subprime" lending, since most of the 
reports of mortgage abuse appear to stem from this segment of the market. In gen
eral terms, that sector of the mortgage market that has become known as the 
"sub prime market" serves customers that do not qualifY for conventional, prime rate 
loans. The reasons why such consumers do not qualifY are varied, but generally, 
these borrowers may have blemished credit records, or perhaps unproven credit or 
income histories. 

A further element of this market, and of subprime loans generally, is that they 
tend to be more expensive in terms of fees and rates. This is so because they gen
erally carry exteusive due diligence costs and require hands-on servicing, and be
cause they are inherently riskier than loans made in the prime market. 

It is imperative to note that subprime lending has been extremely beneficial to 
thousands of families in the last couple of years. Subprime lending has opened up 
new markets and helped many consumers that would not have received needed 
funds but for the special products available in this sector of the market. The 
subl?rime market provides a legitimate and much needed source of credit for many 
fanulies. As the Department of the Treasury and the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development acknowledged in a more recent report, "[b)y providing loans to 

1 MBA is the premier trade association representing the real estate finance industry. 
Headquartered in Washington, DC, the association works to ensure the continued strength of 
the Nation's residential and commercial real estate markets, to expand homeownership pros· 
pects through increased affordability, and to extend access to affordable housing to all Ameri
cans. MBA promotes fair and ethical lending practices and fosters excellence and technical 
know-how among real estate professionals through a wide range of educational programs and 
technical publications. Its membership of approximately 3,100 companies includes all elements 
of real estate finance: mortgage companies, mortgage brokers, commercial banks, thrifts, life in· 
surance companies, and others in the mortgage lending field. 
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borrowers who do not meet the credit standards for borrowers in the prime market, 
sub prime lending provides an important service, enabling such borrowers to buy 
new homes, improve their homes, or access the equity in their homes for other 
purposes." 2 

Defining the Problem 
It is unfortunate, however, that as the subprime market has expanded, the re

ports of predatory and abusive lending have apparently increased as well. We note 
that the problem of abusive lending is not really new nor limited to the subprime 
market alone. State regulators report that they have been dealing with these types 
of issues for a long time, and that what was once called "mortgage fraud" is now 

dubbed "predatory lending." 3 Regardless of the name, a major part of the 
nge that we face in finding solutions to this problem is that it has proven 

quite difficult to answer the threshold question of how to define "predatory lending" 
or what constitutes "abuse" in the general context of mortgage lending. Surely we 
can identify examples of practices that everyone would agree are "abusive," but the 
problem we face is that these examples could be both underinclusive and overinclu
sive, depending upon the full circumstances of the loan transaction. Thus, often 
identified "predatory" practices could include the following: excessive fees and points 
that are often financed as part of the loan; loan "flipping" or "churning," in which 
a loan is repeatedly refinanced in a way that degrades the owner's equity in the 
property; intentionally making a loan that exceeds the borrower's ability to repay; 
and overly aggressive sales techniques that deliberately mislead the borrower. 

It is important to note that in every example noted, the full context of the trans
action must be analyzed to proper~ assess whether an abuse has occurred. It is im
possible, for example, to identifY excessive" fees without knowing the nature and 
difficulty of the service provided in exchange for that fee. Nor can we recognize re
peat refinances that are meant to strip equity without looking at the fee structure 
of the transaction and the equity of the consumer. In order to determine that a con
sumer has been "deliberately misled," we have to study the disclosures and the oral 
representations made in the context of the specific transaction at hand. Since every 
loan is unique and every transaction is tailored to specific needs and conditions, the 
answer of whether mortgage abuse has occurred in any given situation is dependent 
upon the totality of the circumstances of the borrower and the transaction. It is 
daunting, therefore, to isolate the specific "bad acts" that are employed by unscrupu
lous lenders in a way that allows for appropriate regulation. 

We also note that even those regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over mortgage 
credit practices have not provided any clear guidance on the topic. Those agencies 
that have attempted to provide a definition have uniformly avoided the real issue, 
opting instead to provide either "categories" under which the abuses "tend to fall," 4 

or simply advancing descriptive examples and anecdotes of the more common abuses 
that they may have observed in the market.5 Under either approach, the funda
mental definitional issues are left unanswered. Sometimes the terms "predatory 
lending" and "subprime lending" are used interchangeably. This confusion and lack 
of adequate definitions at Federal and State levels, and the problem of lack of orga
nized and coordinated data on predatory lending, is confirmed and described at 
length in a recent report issued by the Senate Banking Committee staff to Chair
man Gramm, released in August 2000. 
Source of Problem 

MBA believes that predatory lending is a problem that has various sources. As 
we attempt to tackle this problem, it is necessary to isolate these sources, as they 
must be addressed individually before we can be successful in crafting lasting solu
tions. In short, the MBA believes that the three fundamental sources that need 
to be attacked jointly are the complexity of the laws, lack of education, and lack of 
enforcement. 
Complexity of Mortgage Laws /Process 

First and foremost, we believe that a fundamental root problem leading to abusive 
lending is the confusion created by the complexity of the mortgage process. Any con
sumer that has ever been through a settlement closing knows how confusing and 
cumbersome the process can be. Mortgage disclosures are voluminous and often 

"U.S. Department of the Treasury and Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Curbing Predatory Home Mo lending: A Joint Report, June 2000 (HUDtrreasury Report). 

3 See Statement of Jobn L. Director of Financial Institutions, State of Washington before 
the Federal Reserve Hearing me Equity Lending (September 7,2000). 

4See, for example, HUDlrreasury Report, at p. 2. 
5 See Board Notice of Public Hearings and Request for Comments, at p. 3. 
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cryptic, and consumers simply do not understand what they read nor what they 
sign. In addition, the mandated forms lack reliable cost disclosures, making it dif
ficult for prospective borrowers to ascertain true total closing costs and renders com
parison shopping virtually impossible. 

There are various confirmations of this core problem. In a recent report [lrepared 
by the Federal Reserve Board and the Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, these Federal agencies ascertained that most consumers do not understand 
the relation between the contract interest rate and the Annual Percentage Rate 
(APR) listed in the Truth in Lending disclosures. The agencies explain that "the 
[consumers'] belief was based on misconceptions about what the disclosures rep
resent. For example, consumers believed the APR represents the interest rate . . . 
and the amount financed represents the note amount...."6 These are fundamental 
misunderstandings that can lead to very serious repercussions for unwary or unso
phisticated shoppers. In fact, there are reports that these cryptic forms, and the 
public's misunderstanding of them, make the Federally required Truth in Lending 
disclosures a very useful tool for predators to confuse and defraud consumers.7 

We can name a myriad of other examples, but simply put, the complexity of the 
current system is the camouflage that allows unscrupulous operators to hide altered 
terms and conceal crucial information without fear of the consumer discovering or 
even understanding the import of the masked or undisclosed items. In light of 
this complexity, confounded borrowers often have no choice but to turn to the loan 
officer for advice and explanation of the contents of the disclosures. In instances of 
abusive lenders, the consumer's reliance closes the loop of deception-the victims of 
these scams are completely blinded to the realities and repercussions of the trans
action. These problems are exacerbated ten-fold in instances of uneducated or illit
erate consumers. 
Lack of Consumer Awareness / Education 

The complexity of the mortgage process leads directly to, and is intertwined with, 
the second source of predatory lending-lack of consumer awareness and education. 
It is a reality today that even well-educated consumers tend to lack basic under
standing of the mortgage shopping and home buying processes. For example, the 
borrower surveys conducted by the Federal Reserve Board revealed that over 20 per
cent of those surveyed contacted only one single source of credit. I already men
tioned that consumers do not understand the meaning and importance of the APR 
figure. Nor do mortgage shoppers entirely comprehend that the early Good Faith Es
timate disclosures are not final. Often, homebuyers believe that "listing" real estate 
agents carry fiduciary responsibilities vis-a-vis the purchaser. They generally do not. 
Again, all these misperceptions have real repercussions in the market, and they all 
stem from basic misunderstandings of the real estate and mortgage finance market. 
Lack ofEnforcement 

The third problem creating a favorable environment for abusive lenders is the 
general absence of real enforcement in this area. It is important to understand that 
the mortgage lending industry is one of the most heavily regulated industries today. 
Mortgage lending is subject to pervasive State regulation and must comply with a 
wide array of Federal consumer protection laws including the Truth in Lending Act, 
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, Fair Housing Act, Fair Credit Reporting 
Act, Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Fair Credit Billing Act, Home Mortgage Disclo
sure Act, Federal Trade Commission Act, and Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. 
Many of the "predatory" abuses reported today either violate current law or result 
from lack of disclosures that violate current laws. We note that in practically all in
stances, these predatory loans also involve outright fraud and deception. We have 
to set a new priority to aggressively enforce the multitude of existing laws. 

MBA believes that these root causes must be addressed in order to fully erase the 
pernicious lending practices that are occurring today. Any approach that does not 
address these three basic prongs-simplification, education, and enforcement-will 

6 See Board of G1lvernors of the Federal Reserve System and Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, Joint Report on the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act and Truth in 
Lending Act, July 17, 1998 (Appendix AJ. 

7 There are various examples noted by regulators. One of them consists of a dishonest lender 
that may reveal to consumers that they are borrowing $50,000 when, in effect, the total amount 
borrowed is $60,000. This occurs because, under unique TlLA rules, the "Amount Financed" 
number is derived by taking the amount of the note and subtracting "Prepaid Finance Charges." 
These subtracted charges include the lender's own loan origination fees and other fees. Under 
this scenario, the unscrupulous lender can rely on the "Amount Financed" disclosure to mislead 
the consumer iJ;lto believing that they have a much smaller loan than they actually commit to 
at the closing table. 
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merely deal with the effects and not with the underlying causes of the problem. 
Anything short of this full approach will fail to resolve the crisis. 

Looking Ahead 
I reiterate that there is general agreement that there is a problem with abusive 

lending in many markets today. While there is some disagreement as to how to 
eliminate these practices, I believe that the mortgage industry, policy makers, and 
consumer representatives all share a sincere desire to end the abuses. I believe that 
we are all gathered here today to engage in a serious dialogue as to what needs 
to be done to advance real solutions to this problem. 

Let me then address some steps we can all take to bring an end to this problem. 
As I mentioned before, we all share in the responsibility to ensure that predatory 
lending is eliminated. 

Consumers 
First, as outlined above, education of consumers is a most basic step in the strug

gle to push predators out of our neighborhoods. MBA believes that an educated con
sumer is the best prophylactic to predatory abuse. 

Presently, MBA is assembling a workgroup to develop a series of resources aimed 
specifically at consumers that believe that they are being victimized by predatory 
lenders. The objectives of this initiative is to develop advice and materials that can 
be accessed directly and immediately by consumers seeking protection from unfair 
activities. To this end, the workgroup is developing a full list of legal rights and eth
ical norms that all consumers should expect from honest and reputable lenders. This 
list will be made available to the general public and disseminated to Government 
officials, consumer protection agencies, and consumer advocates to ensure that all 
prospective borrowers fully understand their rights in the transaction. 

In connection with this document, the workgroup will also develop a system 
whereby affected consumers can obtain direct access to an enforcement agency or 
other source of immediate assistance on items pertaining to their loan situation. 
MBA believes that this direct access is crucial to protecting vulnerable borrowers. 
Again, the goal under this system is to provide immediate help to those consumers 
that feel they are being victimized by loan predators. This system would include a 
method for identifying "warning signs" of possible abuses that would alert con
sumers that they may be dealing with less than honest operators. Once a consumer 
identifies certain suspicious signs-that is, aggressive solicitations, unexplained 
changes at the closing table, requests to leave line items blank on material forms
then that consumer would be empowered to seek further immediate advice from a 
trusted third party before completing the transaction. We note that there is 
no system today that effectively delivers help and useful information that a victim 
requires at the very point where the abuse is occurring. We are trying hard to 
create a structure of support that works effectively and that can be implemented 
immediately. We hope to report back to you very soon with good news on our 
advancements. 

Industry 
The MBA has always been proactiVe in the fight against "predatory" lending 

abuses. As lenders and brokers, we share a strong responsibility to fight predatory 
abuses on various fronts. I will outline some of the examples of positive industry 
activities that are making a difference in this endeavor. 

First, our association was the first, and remains the only national trade associa
tion to sign a "fair lendinglbest practices" agreement with HUD. This agreement 
was signed in 1994 and renewed in 1998. In this agreement, MBA committed to a 
number of steps that will promote fair lending and assist the industry in reaching 
underserved groups in our society. 

Recently, MBA developed a set of "Best Practices" for our members. These Best 
Practices encourage members to conduct their business according to the standards 
contained therein andlarticipate in periodic audits to test for compliance. These 
guidelines are designe to ensure that all customers are given fair and equitable 
treatment. 

Further, MBA entered into a contractual relationship with the Mortgage Asset 
Research Institute (MARl) to create a national database of companies and individ
uals that have been identified by law enforcement or regulatory bodies as having 
engaged in illegal or improper behavior. 

In 1998, MBA founded the Research Institute for Housing America (RlHA) and 
currently funds its projects, which support research and other activities to help de
termine how discrimination occurs in home buying process, and to eliminate dis
crimination. RlHA projects also endeavor to develop useful research on meeting con
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sumer demand for mortgage financing in underserved markets and to measure the 
societal benefits and costs of homeowners hip. 

AP, mentioned above, we believe that consumer awareness and education are 
among the most effective tools available for combating predatory lending practices. 
In this area, we think that industry participants can do much to develop educational 
tools and programs that will enable consumers to make more informed choices. For 
example, MBA is a founding and active member of the Board of the American 
Homeowner Education and Counseling Institute (AHECI). The purpose of AHECI 
is to provide training and certification to the homeownership counseling industry. 
AP, a founding member of this organization, MBA provided $100,000 in startup 
funds. 

MBA has worked with the National Council on Economic Education (NCEE) over 
the past several years to educate school children around the country in under
standing the importance of good credit and the need for sound financial planning 
and management skills, as well as how to go about purchasing and financing a 
home. Recently, MBA partnered with NCEE with a donation of $130,000 to promote 
a program that will educate high school youth and adult consumers on the perils 
of abusive lending. 

Last, MBA is currently engaged in discussions with lending organizations and 
other groups to determine how to best provide useful and complete information and 
education for homebuyers, with a special emphasis on subprime borrowers. 

Government 
MBA believes that there is much that Government can do to put an end to preda

tory lending abuses. First and foremost, MBA strongly believes that much more 
must be done to enforce the laws that are currently on the books. In the past quar
ter century, both Federal and State Governments have put in place a far-reaching 
body of laws designed to prevent abuse of consumers in credit transactions. Gen
erally, there is a myriad of laws that exist in the different States that could effec
tively address the abuses that are occurring in the market today. These laws include 
prohibitions against unfair and deceptive trade practices; prohibitions against dis
crimination and redlining in finance transactions; limitations on specific terms of 
consumer and mortgage credit; limitations on insurance products; penalty provisions 
for noncompliance; prohibitions of deception misrepresentation, nondisclosure and 
concealment; and common law rules against fraud. 

Before any additional laws are adopted, policymakers must realize that it does no 
good to legislate against practices that are already illegal in all jurisdictions. More 
laws will inevitably increase the complexity and costs of lending without a cor
responding increase in consumer protection. Simply piling on more prohibitions will 
not resolve a crisis that today is caused by actors that operate at the outer fringes 
of the law. To be serious about solutions, we must pledge a full commitment to en
gage in serious enforcement of the laws. 

MBA fully understands that enforcement actions are not an easy undertaking. 
They require much time, careful examinations, documentation of disclosures and 
documents, documentation of sales techniques, interviews with parties involved, 
among other things. In the end, however, this is the most effective way to stamp 
out these pernicious practices. To this end, MBA calls for increased funding of con
sumer protection agencies to accord them with all necessary resources so that we 
may begin to, once and for all, clamp down on unscrupulous actors in earnest. 

Second, MBA believes that, in order to fight predatory lending, it is absolutely es
sential to enact comprehensive reform of the current mortgage lending laws. AP, 
mentioned above,!redatory lending is in many ways a symptom of larger problems 
that have evolve from complicated and outdated mortgage laws. Without broad 
changes to existing laws and comprehensive reform of current cost disclosures, any 
efforts to address predatory lending will merely deal with the effects and not with 
the underlying causes of the problem. If the process remains confusing and per
plexing, consumers will continue to be tricked and deceived. MBA has worked tire
lessly to come up with a system that improves the consumer's opportunities to shop 
and allows for timely and effective disclosure of settlement costs and vital informa
tion to consumers. 

Under MBA's comprehensive reform package, lenders would be allowed to provide 
mortgage applicants with an early price guarantee that permits consumers to effec
tively shop for mortgage products in the market. Under this plan, the closing cost 
guarantee to be provided to consumers would include all the costs required by the 
lender to close the loan, This guaranteed disclosure system would let consumers 
know, early in the mortgage application process, the maximum settlement costs a 
lender could charge. Under MBA's plan, the cost guarantee would be binding and 
enforceable. 
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MBA's reform proposal also seeks to streamline all current Federal loan disclo
sures so that they provide home shoppers with clearer and more concise information 
without the confusion inherent in the current forms. We envision a system where 
disclosures and educational materials, including advising consumers of the avail
ability of counseling, would be provided to the consumer very early in the mortgage 
application process, in effect. We believe that these educational materials must be 
rewritten and restructured to make them more understandable and much friendlier 
to consumers. For example, MBA believes that interactive resources or the use of 
media other than booklets would go a long way in augmenting the accessibility and 
the use of these materials. And, unlike the current RESPA materials, these mate
rials would contain full and comprehensive advice regarding mortgage abuse, in
cluding possible sources of counseling. 

We note also that by streamlining the current legal and regulatory landscape, we 
also make it easier to identify abuses and prosecute unscrupulous players. If we 
remove all the gray areas from the current process, and provide for clear penalties 
and remedies that punish violators, we will make it easier to regulate, examine, and 
enforce. 

Last, and in connection with previous statements, MBA believes that Govern
mental agencies everywhere must do more to promote consumer awareness and edu
cation. To this end, we support expanded funding for the development of counseling 
programs and counseling certification systems that assure that consumers receive 
all information they need to protect themselves in this very complex transaction. 

Conclusion 
In summary, the MBA believes that the continuing search for solutions to this 

problem must expand to comprehensively include all the underlying factors that 
allow predatory lending to flourish. We can no longer afford to focus on Band-Aids 
that merely cover up the harms. We must address predatory lending through direct 
attacks on three fronts-a commitment to full enforcement, robust education, and 
a simplification of existing laws. Nothing short of that will suffice. 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee. I look forward to 
answering your questions. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OFIRV ACKELSBERG 
MANAGING ATTORNEY, CoMMuNm LEGAL SERVlCES, iNc. 

T=n'Y a-I BElIALI' OF 

TIlE NA110NAL CONSUMER. LAw ClOO'ER 
TIlE CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERIcA 

TIlE CONSUMER UNION 

TIlE NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF CONSUMER ADVOCA1ES 

U.S. PUlmc lNrEREsT REsEARCH GRoUP 

Chairman Sarbanes and members of the Commit!cf:, on behal(ofour low-income clients, we 
thank you for inviting us to testify today regarding the increase in pl):datory mortgage lending and 
appropriate remedial actions to address this problem. I testify here today on behalfofmy organization, 
Commuaity Legal Services of PlIIladelphia and the National Conmmer Law Center with which I 
work closely, as well as the Consumer Federation of America, Consamen UllioD, the Natio..d 

- AssodatiOD of Conmmer Advocates and the U.s. Public Interest Researd, Group.2 The clients and 
constituencies of these legal services programs and consumer groups collectively encompass a broad 
range offamilies and households who have been affected by predatory lending. 

We want to commend you, Chairman SarbaDes, for your persistent efforts to address the blight of 
predatory lending. The bill he introduced in the 106'" Congress, S.2415, is a sophisticated and 
comprehensive proposal which - if passed - will stop most predatory mortgages. 

'ColllDlllDity Legal S.rviees, Inc. is a DOn-profit legal aid organization !bar ~ low-income 
COIlSUIIleIlI in Philadelphia at DO charge. CLS represents thousands of individnaIs who receive Truth in Lending 
disclo.mres in tIu: coune of COllBlllDCl' creditlnlnSaCtions. CLS also represents the Association of Commmity 
Organizations for Reform Now ("ACORN"), a membenhiP advocacy group of low-income citizeos coneemed, 
among other things, about tIu: predatory lending epidemic. 

The National Coasumer Law Ceater is a DOn-profit Massaclwsetts Cotporation, founded in 1969, 
specializing in low-income consumer issues, with Bll emphasis on COIISUIIleI credit. On a daily basis, NCLC 
provides IegaI and ~ca1 cotJSUlting and ilSSistance on coDSUllHlr law issues 10 legal =vices, govemrru:nt, and 
private aucroey! repRSeDliDg low-income consumers across 1hc country. NCLC puhlisbes a series of eleven 
practice !realises and IIIIl1UaI 'uppk:men1s on COII5\IIDer creditlaWll, inchlding 1'n<tb III LeNitng. (4th ed. 1999) Blld 
Cost ofCrediJ: RegwJotioll tmd Legal Cha/Lmge3 (2"" ed.(2000), and ReposstMitms tmd F~ (4· ed. 1999) 
as _n as bimonthly tICWlIlctters on a range of topic! reiaIM 10 consumer credit issues and low-income consumers. 

NCLC bas advised legal services md private attorneys on litigation strategies 10 deal with such 1oana, md 
provided emnaive testimony to Congress regarding necessary proll:Ctions 10 be included in fedJ:rallaw, including 
the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act. Since the passage of HOEPA, NCLC has continued 10 wad< with a 
broad coalition of cansumer and community groups and willi various federal agencies 10 crealc • comprehensive 
so1u1ion 10 abusive lending practices. 

NCLC launched a SustaiDable Homeownership Initiative several years ago. Ail. part of !bar illitiative, 
NCLC works closely with Freddie Mac. F1IlIIIie Mae, 1hc NeighborhooQ R.einveslDlellt Corporation, baDb, and 
boUling coUDSelors to sustain bomeownership through training, coalition building, .. wen .. specific inteIveution 
projects in some cities, such .. Boston md Chicago. . 

'Coasumen Union is 1hc publli!her ofCoIl8UlDl:r Reports. 
The C_Federation of AaMrka is • DOD·profit auociation of over 280 pro-amslllllm' groups, willi 

a combined membership of SO million people. CFA was founded in 1968 to advmce COtISIDll<:I'8' interests dIrougb 
advocacy md education. 

The NatiDaal Association of Consamer Advocates (NACA) is a non-profit corporation whose mr:mbers 
are private and public sector attorneys, legaI.erviees attorneys, law professors, and law students, whose primary 
focus involves !be protection md representation of conaumers. NACA's mission is 10 promote justice for an 
CODlJlllllen. 

The U.s. Pnblk: Interest Resean:h Group is the lIIltionallobbying office for Slate PIRGs, which are 
non-profit, DOn-partisan consumer advocacy groupo with half a million citizen members around !be coDDtry. 
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Abusive home equity lending is a longstanding problem that exploded in the early 1990's. 
Vulnerable homeowners who cannot access mainstream fmms ofcredit have generally been the target of 
these abusive practices.' Many homeowners have been beguiled into obtaining home equity loans with 
high rates of interest to finaru;e home repairs or for credit consolidation. The refinancing oflow Tllte 
purchase money mortgages with high rate first mortgage loans has become a serious problem in low and 
middle income com.munities leading to the increasing loss ofhomcownership. The terms of these high 
cost loans are not necessary to protect the lenders againsl loss; inde~ terms are generally so onerous 
that they precipilate default and foreclosure. With these equity basi<! loans, even foreclosure does nol 
pose actual risk of loss to the lender. The Home Ownership E<juity Prolcction Act passed by Congress in 
1994 to address these abuses, while helpful, has not significantly reduced the abuses faced by many Jow
income, minority and elderly homeowners. 

There has been considerable discussion over the supposed difficulty in defming a predatory 
mortgage loan. But, most predatory mortgage loans include one or more of the following basic 
ingredients: 

The loan is equity based. rather than income based - such that the lender's assurance of 

repayment is based on the equity in the home. not the homeowner's income. 

High points .and fees are financed in the loan. 

The loan is refinanced and new points and fees are imposed. 

Brokers, home improvement contractors and other third parties are used as expensive bird dogs to 

originate loans. 


The balance ofthis testimony addresses the following issues: 

L Proof of the Problem Escalating Foreclosures 

II. Causes of the Mortgage Crisis for American Households 

m. Signs ofa Predatory Ulan 

IV. UlweT Credit Scores Do Not Justify Higher Costs ofPredatory M~ges 

V. The Shape ofReform - Address Predatory Mortgage Lending By Expanding HOEPA 

VI. Increased Regulation Will Not Reduce Access to Legitimate Credil 

VII. Other Federal Laws Should Be Changed to Address the Predalory Mortgage Problem 

, {)O"""" of ex.amples "'.... raised in th. variety ofCoogn:ssional heariois beId on tbe8e issues. P",bleIfIs 
in Co........mty Developm.ellt &:mkiJtg. Mol1g4ge LeruliIIg ~II, Jl.e:vem Redlinillg. and Ho_ Eq.my 
Lending; Hearitlg$ Before the SeMI" Cl:mIm. on BaJtkiJIft Housing, and Urban AjJain, 103d Coag.• lit Seu. 258, 
260 (Feb. 17, 1993); Hearing on S.914 Home Ownership and EqUity Protection Act. Before 1M Senale /lQlrJdtlg 
Committee, l03d COII8., J81 Sess. (May 19. 1993); The Home EqWy Protection Act of / 993. Heo.rlngs 011 HR. 
3J53 Before o,e Subcommittee on ColUlimer Credit and11lllurallCfl ofthe Howse CommJtt« Olillanking. Fittance 
and Urban Alfain. I03d COII8., 2d S .... (March 22, 1994); Hearilog Oll Com•.,,,,ity [),e.,e1opmem {".titutions. /03
1. before the H_e SlI.bco"""itJee on PiMnda/ Instl/flllolu Supervision. IbIgvkuion and DeposIt 11lSllTWU:e. 103<1 
COII8., lst Sess. (Feb 2-4. 1993). 
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I. Proof of the ProbJem - EKalatlq Foreclosures 

There should be no doubt that there lS a mortgage lending crisis in America. 

Between 1980 and 1999 both the number and the rate 'lfhome forcclOllure8 in the United States 
have slcyrocketed. The absolute number of foreclosures rose 277%. This means that although 
this was a penod ofeconomic prosperity. almost four timea!he number of homes were foreclosed 
upon in 1999 as in 1980.' 

This increase in foreclosures cannot be traced either to a rise in homeownership. or to the 
increase in mortgage loans being made. During the same time period, homeownership increased 
by only 2"10, while the rate of foreclosures per mortgage increased by 120%.' 

0% 

Foreci()fl1.lreS per home 

100% 150% 200% 

Fl&ure 1 Sources: Mortgage Bankers Assoc. of America, Delinquency Survey; SllItistieal Abstract of the U.S.: 2000. 
"H0Ill.e" _ bomeowner.occupied lIlliL 

"Mortgage Bankers Association of America. Nano>llJi Deli1lq""'CY Survey, :2000. DatI ofmortgages in 
foreclosure at the end of eacb period studied comes from 130 different Iendell and is represenlative of 
approximately II. of the mortgag.. in exisrence. These numbell .... actually grouly undc:reount.:d because the 
foreelo....... of mortgag.. made by tiJumce companies are not mcluded in the S1lIlisties compiled by the Mortgage 
Bankers Association of America (which provide. the raw data for the Census S1lItistics). Also, foreclosun: statistics 
do oot include homeowners who simply IIII'Il their home over to the lender to avoid foreclosure. 

'Id. 
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The two conditions wbich Ullite to cause this alarming increase in foreclosures are the increase in the 
number of mortgage loans outstanding and the quality oflhooe loans: 

The increase in borne secured lending during this period was almost twofold, from 30 million 
loans outstanding in 1980 to 52.5 millioo loans in 1998.6 

The problem is that too llWIy home loans are being made fm-purposes that have nothing to do 
wilh lhe home, and too often 1hese loans are being made wflh terms that are inherently 
Wlconscionable - that increase the costs ofhomeownership and the risk ofloss of 
homeownership to the borrower. 

n. Causes of the Mortgage Crisis (or AmeriClUl Households 

Predatory mortgage lending bas been facilitated by several important developments: 

the deregulatioo ofhome lending laws; 

lhe limitation ofw deductibility ofconsumer debt to home secured loans; 

the mcreases in real estate values which bas expanded availability of home equity for 

many households; and 

the proliferation ofmortgage brokers. 


Each is examined separately below. 

Del'efPlllltlon of"""UI /ending. The single most expensive, oomplicated. and important 
investment most Americans make in their lifetime is thinly regulated in this nation. There are minimal 
tedeml or state laws that govern the rates, fees, or terms that lenders can charge for loans used to 
pun::hase or refinance a home. In the past two decades, Congress bas done little to ensure that the needs 
ofhomeowners are balanced against: the interests of the lending industry. Indeed, in fut1herance of 
increasing bomeownership, Congress has even reslncted the states' abilities to set limits 00 the rates and 
terms lenders can impose on home loans.7 While there have been slight increases in homeownership, the 
lending industry bas had its liquidity greatly increased by the development ofa significant secondary 
market Other than prohibitions against discrimination in the granting ofcredit, the Truth in Lending Act 
and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act basically provide the only state or fedenol regulation of 
home loans. With slight exceptions, these two laws are mostly limited to disclosu:re requirements. 

Many homeowners go through the home purchase, fmancing and refinancing process without any 
problem. Many others, however, fiod themselves confused, feel deceived, or worse: they lose therr home 

'See Table No. 823, Mortgage Delinquency and ForeclOllUe R.aIes: 1980 10 1998, U.S. C.,..,.. Bureau, 
Statistical Abslra<;t of the United States. Baaking, FilIan.::e and l.n.!iunwce, 1999. 

, In 1980. Congress preempted the ability of states to set interest rate caps on 1llOs! first mortgage loms. 
Depoolrory IllIIlitulioJlll Dengulatlon and Monetary Conlrol Act or 1980, § 501 (DIDA), codified at 12 U.S.C. § 
I 735f· 7 .. In 1982, Congr_ prohibited states from timitinglhe types of terMS (sm:h as balloon payments and 
negative amorti2'ation) tbat could be allowed on m:my first JDOt1pge loans. The AItenIati". Mortgage 
TrllJlJaClion Parily Act of 19112 (AMTPA). 12 U.S.C. § 3800, et sfIIJ. 
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as a result of abusive or unjustified loan terms. This latter group is much larger than it should be. These 
abusive loans are an indication ofa failure in !he marketplace; competition and self regulation do not stop 
bad loans from being made. 

WNllIg Musage Sent IIy TIlX CIHIe. In 1986. Congress changed the tax code to allow taxpayers 
to deduct the interest for consumer loans only ifthe loan is secured by !he home. This sent a pervasive 
message to homeowners that borrowing against home equity was sc:nsible economic planning. 
UnfOl'tUnllJl::ly, this is quite often incorrect, even for middle incomefamilies. For low-income 
households, this tax deduction is generally ofno benefit because the working poor has little or no tax 
liability, due to !he earned income tax credit Others are paying at the tax system's lowest tax rates. 

One consequence of limiting deduction ofconswner debts to home equity loans is that many 
Americans are nOw paying much more mterest on consumer debt, albeit generally at a lower rate per 
year. This is largely due to a lack ofunderstanding and appreciation for !he costs of fInancing debt over 
an extended period of time. 

Generally, families are persuaded to payoff car loans, credit cards, and other non-housing related 
expenses with loans secured by their homes because of the perceived tax savings generated by the 
deductibility of interest related to borne secured debt. This perception of savings is generally misplaced: 
although the actual rate of interest is lower, the money is lent fora much greater length oltime. Even 
after tax benefits are considered the result is a costlier loan. For example, consider this .car loan 
refinanced into a home loan: 

Car loan paid in i1lStallmenls. A five-year loan with an interest rate of 15% for "20,000, will 
have a tolal interest expense on the loan of $8,548. 

Car loan refinanced /lito /wme equity loan. A 30-year home loan for the same amoWit at an II % 
interest rate effectively casts the homeowner more than four times as much in extra interest 
expense - even after counting !he tax benefits. Just the interest charges on $20,000 over 30 years 
will be $o48,s67. Even if 30";' of the interest expenses results in a tax savings for the consumer, 
the net coot of financing the car over the life ofa home mortgage is still 70% of$048,567 Or 
$33,997 -almost one and one-halftimes the cost of the car loan. (Note - even if this home loan 
is reflnancedearly, the amount of this debt for the car is a1waya included in the amount owed, or 
when the home is sold, the net cash to the borrower is redueed by this amount.)' 

A more serious consequence is the increase in lhe loss ofequityfor American households. Even 
as the ratio ofdebt to savings for American families bas risen over !he past twenty years, the ratio of 
bome equity debt to other debts has increased at a much greater pace.' This bas several consequences: 

'Even if the inImest rales an: lowered in lhis example, to those generally available 10 the prime oonower, 
!be end result is still !be same. The cost of fiIlancing a car loan in a 30 year home 101111 is far more expensive, even 
with the tax benefits. 

'Federal Reoerve Boanl of the United Stater. Federal Reserve Bulletins, Juuary, 2000. ·S..rve;v of 
Co_er Fil'UJllces" tables, 1989-1998. 
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U.S. families are switching much of their debt from installment or credit card loans, to home 
secured loans. 

This has the effect of significantly reducing the home equity savings for these households - and 
home equity savings has long been the traditional method ofbuilding assets for American 
families. 

Consider the following chart, which shows the dramatic increase in home secured debt in the past 
decade, as well as the decrease in home equity. This bleeding ofhorne equity causes a general 
diminution of the wealth and security of millions of American families. 
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Figure 2 Source: Federal Reserve Bulletins, January, 2000. 

/ncrellSttS in A"aJlabk Hom" Equity. Many finance companies '0 target bomeowners who have 
substantial equity in their homes in order to protect their investments when the bolTOwers cannot pay. 
Elders are a common target for this equity based lending, because many have built significant equity in 

"'Mainstream backs nearly abandoned low-income neighborhoods across the country, especially minority 
low-income neighborhoods. This created a vacuum for finance companies charging high rates of interest. Indeed, 
some mainstream banks belped fill dIe vacuum by setting up high rate finance companies or, alternatively, by 
funneling cash to UIl.SCTupulous lenders. The term "reverse redlining" has been coined to describe a practice wbcrem 
banks make loans at one rate in white conmnmities through their banking arm and at another higher rate in 
communities ofcolor through separate finance company subsidiaries. Evidence in a case brought in Atlanta, for 
example, established that black borrowers were charged 11.06% in up front fees by Fleet Finance Co. (a subsidiary 
of Fleet Bank). In comparison. white borrowers were charged fees of 8.26% of the loan amount (still too high a 
figure). 
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!herr properties over time. Based on tins equity, II. lender is in an advantageous situation: either the 
borrower pays the loan back with bigh interest or foreclosure on the home pmnits a recovery from the 
property dlJ:ectly. In f8(;t, when foreclosuxe occurs and the borrower's property IS sold to the lender for 
less than firir marleet value (as it generally is), the lender can resell the property after foreclosure and 
realize the homeowner's equity. These anticipated windmlls encourage some lenders to make loans 
designed to result in foreclosure. Given apprecIating real estate values throughout much of the country, 
finance companIes are able to make loans at high costs with very 1i~J. risk. 

bu:effli.ves for IJrlill4l$ iUUI "bird up. H HUD estimates that mortgage brokers handle about half 
of all home mortgage loans, or abom3 million mortgages per year totaling $333 billion." Lenders often 
pay brokers to bring them loans. These lender payments are usually paid in ooe of two ways: by a "yield 
spread premium" or "volume-based compensation." A yield spread premium is a fee from a mortgage 
lender to a mortgage broker paid when the broker arranges a cOIIIlumer mortgage loan where the interest 
rate on the loan is inflated to an amount higher than the 'par" rate to cover the cost of the fee." The par 
interest rate is the base rate at which the lender will make a loan to a borrower on a given day. Some 
lenders also compensate brokers based upon the volume of loans which brokers steer their way. 

These payments to brokers drive up the cost of mortgage loans and create reverse competition 
where brokers have incentives to steer borrowers 10 lenders thaI pay brokers the most rather than to 
lenders who give borrowers the most favorable terms. This problem is exacerba1ed for low-income 
borrowers because unscrupulous elements of the mortgage industry perceive them as vulnerable targets. 

Home improvement contractors often act as mortgage brokers as well, having agteemenm to 
funnel customers in need of financing to a lender. Sometimes, the contractor receives a payment from the 
lender. Other times, the contraclor is simply conlent to have a funding source at the ready when a 
homeowner mentions that he or she cannot afford the suggesled work. 

ffi. Signs of a Predatory Lou 

The most meaningful mark ofa predatory loan is in the high amOlml ofpoints and fees" financed 
by the borrower." The more the borrower IS charged up-front, the more the immediate financial gam 

"See News Release of Sept. 17, 1997 l.a$llocatcd at www.hud.gov/thalRlllrespalhtml, accompanying 
IruD's announcement ofproposed changes to regulaliOll8 under !be Real Billie Settlement Procedures Act. 

"For all example. see the Natiollal Consumer Law Center, COOl of Credit: Regulation and Legal 
ChalJea&a § 1l.1.1.4.3 (2ded. & Supp.). 

"We include ill our definition of 1\:es die high costs of single premium credit iru!urance. 

"There are numerous orbcr predatory mortgage loan Indicators. as set out below. Each must be addressed. 
.But !be single mo9l important a'Pect of predatory lending is the finaDcing ofpoints and fees. Until Ibis part of the 
problem is dire<:tly addressed, predatory lending will continue, without Significant reduction. of!be pmblom: 

Credit 1 ........oCt PlldUDI with high priced pre-paid !mil credit inow:mce wbich add thousand of 
(continued...) 

www.hud.gov/thalRlllrespalhtml
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achieved by the lender. This is why many of these loans are oot affordable In the homeowner - the 
lender ha. an iIwentive to make them non-performing loans. If that loan does Dot perform such that the 
homeowner is forced to rnfinance, it just means more profit for the lender at each refinancing. For the 
homeowner, it means more equity is stripped from the home each time. 

Copsider tile (oDowing JUa:h cost loan: 
Borrower receives: S70,OOO 
Borrower pays:!5 

5 Points 3,850 ($3,850 all protit to Jender) 
Closing Costs 1,400 ($1,000 profit to lender) 
Credit Insurance 2.200 (Sl.ooo commission to lender) 
Total Loan AmOWlt $17,450 $5,850 - inunediate profit In lender upon 

sale ofloan to investor 

Interest Rate of 12% 30 year tenn Monthly payment-- S796.66 

After 36 payments, the loan balance is $16,495.40 

(yet this homeowner has received $10,000, and paid $28,680 over 3 years) 


So long 8S there is sufficient equity in the home (and there generally is plenty), this lender 
benefits every time the borrower defaults. A default provides the lender with reason to make a new loan, 
and charge more points and fees. This creates another immediate opportunity In twn a quick profit. Even 
if the borrower does not default, predarory lenders convince borrowers to refinance their loans and 
receive a small amoWlt ofadditional cash to the homeowner, thus taking advantage of the large 
prepayment penalty typically included in these loans. 

14(...COOW!ued) 
dollars in UlllleCeSS8J)' costs to loallB for borrowers who could obtain IllOre reasonably priced 
credit insurance ifpaid all monthly basis; 
High and unfair prepayment penalties; 
Mandatory arbltratioa clallHS, which require die homeowner tn amitra'" at coll8idenble 
e:<pef1SC before arbitrators who hsve 110 incentive to follow cooswncr protection laws, and whose 
decisiOllS an: not reviewable by any court; 
Spnriollll open end loans whereby the lender i. allowed to avoid malting the more co~ive 
disclo.sw:es required by closed end credit, and thereby avoid any chsnce orthe homeowner 
asserting lIIe right ofrescission, as weU 1$ complelely avoiding lIIe restrictioos UIlder the Home 
Ownership and Equity Proll;ction Act, regardless of the cost of the loan; 
Paying off low Interest mQrtga&etI such 1$ purohsse mOllCY 1011118 with FHA wilb much higher 
interest rate loans; 
Refillud.og _ured debt for wbicb the borrower could not 1_ the home, with bigh interest 
rate debt wbich must be paid tn avoid foreclolllln'; 
Yleld spread premiums paid to the broker even when the homeown .. has already paid all closing 
cosls, increases Ibe COl!! of the Joan. 
125% loan to value loaDs are predatory for a diffmmt I!ilO.$()n than the typiC41 predatory loan we 
IlIOSt often 8« in the Iow-incoole commllllity. These 10_ effectively prohibit homeowners from 
selling their homeo or filing banli:ruptcy to escape unatTordable debt, without losing their home. 

I'SU, Testimony of the New York State Attorney General'. Office beCore Ibe Banking Committee oCthe 
U,S. House of R.ep,..,..",ta!iv... May 24, 2000, Mortgage brokers "routinely ch.uge up to 10% of the total I""" 
value in fces." Convenely, the FedernI Housing Finance Board's" Monthly [ntereJllWle Svrvey" shows initial r
and charges avenging less that one point from 1993 through 2000 on conventional residential JIIOl1lIages. 

http:Refillud.og
http:16,495.40
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Assume in three years, this borrower falls behind and refinances. The refinanced loan will 
effectively cost the borrower another 10010 of the loan amo1lllt in points, fees and closing costs. Thus, 
even though the borrower has paid almost $30,000 in home secured debt in three years, once he 
refinances again, his home equity plunges by another $7,650. 

The result of these practices for homeowners is a dramatic loss of equity. In the course of ten 
years, assuming a refinancing each 3 years, the financial co!I.5eQucI:lce<l will be devastating: 

$83,107 

$77,450 $84,145 $91,300 

($7,450) ($14,145) ($21,300)17 

Total amoont paid by 
homeowner to uacmeveu 

($28,680) ($59,839) 

this lost 

The current state of the law encourages, even rewards, the type ofloan described above. Yel, 
these high points and fees financed in these loans are not necessary to compensate the lender in this 
market. These costs are charged because there is a complete failure ofcompetition in this marketplace, 
necessitating increased regulation. 

IV, Lower Credit Stores Do Not Justify lIi&IIer Costs or Predatory Mortgages 

Subprime lenders jU8tify the flll8.ll£lng ofhigh fees and interest rales as necessary based on the 
risk of loss ftnm loans to homeowners with blemished credit. However, the typical structure of subprime 
loans creates minimal risk of loss due to either a default or a foreclosure. When credit is secured by a 
home. and the loan-IO-value ratio is 1Il()re than sufficient to protect against foreclosure losses (70% or 
less), there is no basis for significantly increased rates and fees. Actually, the higher pricing itself creates 
more risk, and the excessive fees charged up front cause the most damage to the homeowner by stripping 
equity from the home. 

'''This amount assumes the lIlIIII<et value of the home remams the same. 

"It should be noted !hat iflhe same $70,000 loan bad ouly 3 points in fees financed instead of 10, lIIId there 
were no subsequent refinancings, this Iw"""lwner would not bave lost allY equity by year six. 
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An examination of the risb in mortgage lending supports this point. Losses to a mortgage lender can 
result from four events: 

I) late payment and default; 
2) foreclosure; 
3) prepayment of the loan before the lender has recouped the expenses incurred III making 

the loan; or 
4) litigation expenses. 

Risk ofLoss from Defaults. AI, defaults do not necessarily result in foreclosure (and, in fact, the 
industry agrees that most defaults ace self-corrected by borrowers, particularly within the first three 
months from default), lenders recoup default expenses from late fees and additional interest charges. 
Late fees are structured to compensate creditors for expenses lIlcurred when payments are made late, such 
as dwming notices. Additional interest is generally charged for the loss of use of the principal while the 
payment was late. Late fees in the mortgage context are usually 5% of the payment then due. If the 
monthly payment IS 1>1,000, the late fee is $50. Gwen the collection oflate fees and additional interest, 
the risk of loss due to a mere default is negligible. 

Risk ofForeclosure. A more serious loss could arise if II. default continues and results in a 
foreclosure sale. In this inslllnCe, the lender stands to lose only if the sale brings less than the 
combination of the balance due on the mortgage plus the costs and fees incurred in the foreclosure. AI, 
foreclosure sales generally recoup less than fair market value of the property, mortgage lenders 
traditionally protect against this risk by requiring a loan-ta-value ratio no greater than 80"A.. When the 
loan-to-value ratio is greater than 80%, private mortgage insurance of some sort is generally requited. 

Subprime lenders, however, usually insist that the loan-to-value ratio be no greater 60-75%. TIris 
ratio insures little or no loss in case ofa foreclosure sale. When the loan-ta-value ratios are so low, the 
risk ofloss due to foreclosure also does not justify the increased pricing in the subprime market. 

Risk ofPrepayment. ""'hen a lender extends considetable expenses in the making ofa loan. the 
lender does risk loss ifthe loan is prepaid before the regular payments on the loan allow the recoupment 
of these expenses. In the prime mortgage market, the effect ofcompetition protects lenders: the low 
interest rate the borrower cWTently has discourages the borrower from prepaying the loan. Typical prime 
mortgage loans stay on the books for an average of five years. Thus only 2% ofprime loans have a 
prepayment penalty. 

The subprime market is a different story. Fully 70% subprime loans have prepayment penalties 
because of lack of perceived options on the part of the borrowers.II In the subprime mortgage market the 
brokers are generally the gatekeepets for the loans, and they operate on the reverse competition method 
of yield spread premiums. The higher the premium paid to a broker, the more likely the broker will match 
a lender up with an unwitting borrower. The hefty price paid to the broker in the yield spread prelDlUID is 

"See Gail McDemwtt, Leslie Albergo. Natalie AbI1UllS, Eoq., NIMS Analy.is: Valuing Prepayment 
Pcoalty Fee Income Sla1ldard & Poor's, News Rtlease, Jan. 4, 2001. Alro see. Norlb Carolina Coalition for 
RespollSlble LelldiDg, Prevalellce of Prepayment Penalties, available at b!1p:llwww.responsibieleoding.onzlPL%21}
%2OCoaiitiono/o2O$mclios.h!m citing data obtained in an inte!1liew with the Mortgage lnfonnation Corporation and 
the industty oewsl('l1M, Inside Mortgage Finance. and the followmg articles on conforming mortgages: "Preddie 
offers a new A-. prepay.peM/ty program." Mortgage Marketplace, May 24, 1999; ]""bu. Broclanan, 'Pannie 
rtlvomp. prepayment-penalty "".ds,· American Banker, July 20, 1999. 

http:Analy.is
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an expense thai the lender must recoup in order to avoid II loss, especially considering that the same 
broker has an incentive to macket aggressively another loan to the same borrower. Thus. the lender must 
charge prepayment penalties to protect irself from the costs incurred by yield spread premiums. 

Ifprepayment penalties were dtsallowed, unreasonable yield spread premiums would not be paid 
by lenders, because they could not afford the risk. This would not mean that loans would not be made 
they are made every day in the prime market without hefty premiw:u-and prepayment penalties. 

Real Risk ofLoss. Although lendtng to oomeownen with blemished credtt does oct by itself 
create the potential for losses sufficient to justify the increased prices and many of the practices in the 
subprime mortgage mdustry, there is still considerable risk of loss to investors. The risk of loss comes 
from lawsuits challenging the predatory activities, not from borrowers' failure to comply with the contract 
terms.'· However, this risk of litigation resulting from the leoder's own bad acts certainly does not justify 
higher charges, and should not be considered a valid reasoo to avoid regulation which might effectively 
stymie this type of credit. 

What Risks JUSlify High Costs? Accordtng to studies by Freddte Mac," and extensive analyses 
of the prospectuses of a variety ofsubprime lenders, annual losses rarely exceed 3% even in tbe lowest 
rated subprime mortgage loans." Therefore, there is little justification for interest rates or fees which are 
50% or more higher than those charged on prime mortgages." Certainly there is no justification for the 
huge differential in rates and points, fees and costs cwrendy charged by many subprime lenders. 
Regulation which has the effect of preventing loans with Wljustified costs will not prevent extensions of 
credit with jllStifiable rates. 

"For example, United Companies and First Alliance Mortgage Company med bankruptcy in !eCell1 years 
largely 10 prolecl!hemselves from litigation precipitated by predatory practices. 

'"'s•• Howard Lax, Michael Manti. Paul Raat, and Peler Zorn, Subprime Lending. An Investigation of 
EconQmlc EffictellC)1. (Feb. 25, 2(00) (Freddie Mac study which compared the inlerest ralle. on subprime loans rated 
A·minus by !be leDders originating Ibese loans with the rare. on prime loans purchased by Freddie Mac which 
Freddie Mac then rated A·minus using its underwriting model; Freddie Mac found tIm~ on nerage, !he subpnme 
loans bore mterest rates tlmt were 2.15% [215 basis points] higher; the study could fmd 00 justification for such. 
large discrepancy). 

"Typical subprime 10'.tld= ~ a.nnualloss rat.. below 1% of!he their loan ponfolios. For 
example. Bane 0... reported in a March, 1999 prospectus supplement that its net loss .. as a percentage of the 
average amount oulStanding on all serviced fItl)rtgage 10""" w...78% OIl 3131/99. See Bane 0... Financial ServiCes 
Home Equity Loan TIUSt 1999·2, ProspeclllS Supplement at 8-20. All proopectwleS and supplemen15 hereafter cited 
may be obtained through die SEC's EDGAR database, at www.sec.gov/edgaritp.htm. Subprime mortgage lendr:rs 
coocentrating 00 the moSt risky bonowen still report modellt I""""". For example, Aames Financial Corp. reported 
in February 1999 that its adlIal annual losses as of 12131198 were J.08% ofthe serviced ponfolio, and ilestimated 
cwmtlarive (i.e. oot annua~ bolt over the life of Ibe loan pool) losses of2.7% of the balance ofloans securitized. A 
more cooservative lender. New Century Financial, reported in March 2000 that its curreot loan producOOn was a 
mix of.boot 25% "Cn category loans, 20"10 "B" category, and 55% "A-" or "An categories. See New Century 
Home Equity Loan Trost Series 2000-NCl, Prospectus Supplement, form 424(b)(5) da,,,,d March 22,2000 and filed 
with the S.E.C. March 24, 2000. at page S-25. 

"An interest rate of 12% is 50% ltigher than an interest rate of8%. 

www.sec.gov/edgaritp.htm
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One particularly outrageous practice of many predatQry lenders is !be charging of high fees and 
rares even the homeowners credit status qualifies for a lower coo loan, According ro Fannie Mac, 
approximately half ofall suhprime borrowers could qualify for lower cost conventional financing," This 
practice is abetted by the industry habit ofnot reporting mortgage payment data to credit reporting 
agencies. The failure to report positive mortgage payment habits by homeowners actually helps these 
lenders hold homeowners captive in high cost lending relationships, 

v. The Sbape of Reform - Address Predatory Mortgage Leading By Elpudlag HOEPA 

The government, as weU as the housing and lending industries, has done an excellent job in 
recent years of expanding programs to establish new homeowoership opportunities for low-income 
families, The next challenge is to enhance the long term sustainability of the homeownership experience 
for these families. The ultimate success ofhomeownerghip as an asset building strategy will be measured 
by the degree to which new homeowners are able to afford proper maintenance, avoid foreclosW'es, build 
equity in their homes, and use theIr equity effectively as wealth. As illustrated in Part I above, the market 
does not work to protect homeowners from abusive mortgage loans. 

In 1994, Congress passed the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) to prevent 
some predatory lending practices after reviewing compelling testimony and evidence presented during a 
number ofhearings that occurred in 1993 and 1994. This law created a special class of regulated closed
end loans made at high rates or 'with cxcessive costs and fees. Ratber than cap interest rates, points, or 
other costs for those loans, the protections essentially prohibit or limit cerrain abusive loan terms and 
require additional disclosures. HOEPA's proVlSlOns are triggered ifa loan has an APR of 10 points over 
the Treasury Slecurity for the same term as the loan, or points equal to more 8% of the arnountbotrowed.'· 

It was hoped that HOEPA would reverse the 1lcend of the past decade which had made predatory 
home equity lending a growth industry and contnbuted to the loss of equity and homes for SO many 
Americans. However, experience over the last six years has shown that while HOEPA has made a start at 
addressing the problems, there are still huge numbers ofunprotected borrowers subject to !be abuses of 
high cost home equity lenders, 

The three most signIficant problems with HOEPA: 

I) 	 HOEPA does not in any way limit what the lender can charge as up-front costs to the horrower. 
It is the combined fees - closing costs, credit insurance premiums, and points which deplete 
the equity in abusive loans. 'These excessive fees are charged over and over, each time !be loan is 
refmanced. And with each refinancing, the homeowner's equity is depleted by these charges 
because they are all fmanced in the loan. 'The effect of this situation is to encourage lenders to 
refmance high cost loans because they reap so much immediate reward at each closing. If the 
law limited the amount ofpoints and closing costs that a lender could finance in high cost loans, 
this incentive to steal equity would be stopped cold. 

"'S'" Fannie Mae, Man:h, 2000 Press Release at p4, www.FannieM.ae.comlllCW.Slpressrele...sI0667.btrn1. 

"'15 C.S.C. § 1602(AA)(I)(B). 

www.FannieM.ae.comlllCW.Slpressrele
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2) 	 The interest rate trigger and the points and fees trigger in HOEPA are both too high, allowing 
many abusive lenders to avoid HOEP A strictures by making high cost loans just under the 
trigger. 

3) 	 HOEPA does not apply to open end loans. When HOEPA was passed in 1993, there were few 
predatory open end mortgage loans being made. In the past seven years, that picture has 
changed. It has become apparent that open end credit provides another vehicle for mortgage 
abuses. There is no longer any reason to exclude open end-mortgage loans from HOEPA's 
coverage. More importantly, unless open end loans are brought within the scope of HOEPA. the 
failure ro regulate them will simply push the bad actors into that market. 

But, otherwise, HOEPA bas some good ideas. It is based on the economic rationale that the 
higher the charges for the loan, the more reguh.tion is necessary and appropriate. By passing HOEP A, 
Congress bas already recognized two essential truths: that there are wme loans fw which the 
marketplace does not effectively apply restrictions; and government must step in to provide balance to the 
bargaining position between borrowers who either lack the sophistication to avoid bad loans or do not 
believe they have a choice if they want the credit. 

Senator Sarbanes' bill from the 106'" Congress (S.2415) leaves the basic structure ofHOEPA in 
place while expanding its coverage and prohibiting abusive terms not currently addressed in the law. 

Covering More HIgh Cost LoaDS. 

S.241S covers more hIgh cost loans in several ways: 

I. 	 By lowering the annUllI percenlllge rete trigger to 6 points over the equivalent Treasory securities 
for tirst mortgage loans. 

2. 	 By eslllblisbinll an annual percenlllge rate trigger to 8 points over the equivalent Treasury secunty 
fw junior mortgage loans; this bas the effect ofencouraging lenders to make second mortgage 
loans - they are pennitted a higher interest before their loan is regulated. Ths will address the 
problem ofhigh rate lenders refinancing low inletest rate tirst mortg811C:s with a higher rate loan 
just to extend slightly more eredit to the homeowner. 

3. 	 By extending the application to open end lines ofcredit secured by the home. This will address 
the spurious open end credit that is quite prevalent in the predatory mortgage market. 

4. 	 By including all points and fees (explicitly including YIeld spread premiums paid to mortgage 
brokers) and credit insurance charges in the points and fees trigger, and limiting it to 5% of the 
rotal amount of the loan. 

Providilll More SIlbatandve Proteet!olll for Covered Lous. 

Limitation on Financing ofPoints and Fees. A key regulation is the limitation on the fl.lllUlcing of 
points and closing costs. Loans covered would he prohibited from tinancmg all but 3% of the loan in 
points or closing costs. To the homeowner, the worst abuse in the predatory mortgage market is the 
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financing of high points and fees.lS The essential core of8.2415 is in the expansion ofHOEPA 
protections to prohibit the financing ofpoints, fees and credit ilt.SlII'ance premiums, and the charging of 
prepayment penalties. 

8.2415 does not put a cap 00 the points or fees that can be charged for high rate loans; it only 
prohibits lenders from fill8m:ing more than 3% ofthem. Clearly, for most borrowers, prohibiting the 
financing of these cbarges will be the same as proh.tbiting the chargu.altogether, but this will not 
necessarily mean that these loans cannot be made. It will only mean that these fees will be rolled into the 
interest rate charged the borrower - the lender will pay the fees and recoup them through the interest 
payments on the loan. The rate of interest charged borrowers will increase, but the borrower's equity 
ownership in the home will be preserved. There are indisputable advantages flowing from the limitation 
on financing ofmore than 3% in points and fees: 

Less equity will be strippedfrom the home. The amount of money that the borrower owes 
interest on will be much closer to the amount which benefits the borrower, Every payment the 
borrower makes will reduce the loan amount. If there are repeated refinancings, the loan amount 
will not rise, The equity in the home is no longer the souroe of financing the loan - the loan can 
only be financed through the borrower's income. 

The lender will have the incentive to make these loans affordable, Currently, a typical predatory 
mortgage transaction creates thousands of dollars of immediate profit to the lender upon sale of 
the loan to an investor, When the borrower refmances the loan, the lender sees a substantial 
profit, providing lin incentive to the lender to encourage refinancings, regardless ofwhether the 
borrower can actually afford to repay the refinanced loan, Yet, if the lender only reaps a benefit 
from the loan through the payments the lender has a clear incentive to make sure that the 
borrower can afford the payments. 

The market will work 10 keep the interest rate on these loans compelitive. So long as the 
borrower has not invested a significant amount ofmoney in each loan - as is done when 
thousands of dollars in points and fees are financed - there ill little to stop the borrower from 
shopping for a lower rate loan when his credit improves, or interest rates fall- just as is done in 
the prime market. As a result, when the loan is first made the wise subprime lender will make the 
rate only high enough to cover the costs, the real risk, and II reasonable profit. Ifmore is charged, 
the borrower will be able to refinance at a lower rate with a competitor. 

Financing Credit IllSu,Qnce Premiums. S,2415 prohibits the financing ofsingle interest credit 
insurance premiwns, as well as the related product ofdebt cancellation agreements. Mortgage borrowers 
rarely make a separate, considered decision to purchase these products. Credit insurance sometimes 

"tn S, 2415, the poinls and fees tri!l8er includes all points, fees, and insw1mce cbarges, Under current 
HOEPA law, there are collliWng rules to determine which fees and m.1.I!lUlCe cbarges are included in !he trigger for 
up·front costs, For example, under cummt law, the HOEPA mgger excludes "reasonable" cbarges ifthey are not 
rel2ined by !he creditor and are not paid "'. third party .ffiliallld with the creditor. IS U.S,c. § 1602(aa)(4)(Q, 
Fees for appraisals perrormed by unaffiliated third parties would not be counted ifonly the diRet cost is """sed on 
to the borrower. On the olber hand. such. fee is counted ifthe COlI! is padded. Determining what is a "reasOllllbl." 
for pw:poscs of m!l8ering coverage, however, is a difficult burden for homeowners to meet. The closing costs 
trigger should \Delude all points and all fe.. for closing costs, 
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provides lenders with a substantial portion of their profits." We have fOWld thai the premiums are 
included in loan documents with little or no prior discussIOn with the homeowner, who is faced with the 
daunting prospect of canceling a loan at a closing as the only way to avoid this expensive add-on 
purchase. 

The dual market for credit insurance products has a marked disparate impact on minority 
homeowners. As recent studies by HUD amply demonstrate, subprime mortgage lending is 
disproportionately concentrated in minority neighborhoods ofmajor cities" The same minority 
homeowners are paying the high cost of single advance premium credit insurance, while predominantly 
white homeowners with conventional mortgages are offered the less expensive monthly premium credit 
insurance products, which are also offered separately from the mortgage transaction. There are 
significant financial incentives, rn:ating "reverse competition" in the sale ofcredit insurance!· It is the 
creditor which selects the insurance which will be sold to its CUlitomers, which leads the creditor to select 
the products most profitable for it, the fun cost ofwhich is passed on Ie the homeowner. Some major 
lenders have their own insurance affiliates. 

A recent study calculates that over S2 billion in excess premiums were paid by boITowers in 
1997." Some estimates are that half of subprime mortgages have credit insurance, compared to 6% in the 
prime mortgage market.'" Compensation ratios on credit insurance products range from approximately 
33% (for credit life) to over 50% (for credit Wlemploymenl).'· Additionally, creditors often also benefit 

.. Equity Preda/Qrs: Stripping. Flippillg and Packing Their Way to ProfiJs: Hearing before the SpectaJ 
Committee un Aging United States Senate, 10Sth Congo 2d Scss. 33-34, Serial No. IOS-18 (Mar. 16, 
1998Xstatement of Jim Dough, former employee ofpredatory lender). 

" See e.g. HUD, Unequal Burden: [nco_ and Racial DispariJies in Suhprime Lending in America (April 
2000) in which HUD discusses the results of studies conducted in Atlanta, New York, Baltimore, Los Angeles, and 
Chicago. Key findings of the Department of Housing and Urban Development analysis show IlIat: I) From 1993 to 
1998, the number ofsubprime refInancing 10llllS increased ten-fold 2) Subprime loans are Ibr.e tirnes more likely in 
low-income neighborboo& than in high-inlXlme neighborhoods. 3) Subprime 10.... are flve times more likely in 
black neighbothoods than in white neigbborboods. 4) Homeownen in hlgh-income black areas are twice as likely as 
bomeowners in low-income white areas to have subprime loans. 

"See genetally NCLC, Cost ofCredit; Regulaoon and Legal Challenges (2" cd. 2000) § 8.2.3.2 

"'See also. NCLC, Cost of Credit: Regulation and Legal Challenges (2" ed. 2000) § S.l. 

"'The Coalition· foe Responsible Lending rep<>zu thaI estimate from a penon kBowledaeable about the 
industry in its comments to the Board 00 the proposed HOEPA revi.ioos. See Commenll! of Self-Help and the 
CoaiitiOll for Responsibl. Lending onDockelllR·I09O (Feb. 20, 20(1). 

"See Mary Griffin and Birny Birnbaum. Credit I11SUTance: TIre $2 BIIIUm A Year Rip-Of{." p. 3 (1997 
figure') (March, 1999 COllSumers Union and the Center for Economic Ill8tice)J:h<=after Griffin and Birnbaum]. 
Th. report DOtes IlIat in Toxu, convniIIsions for auto dealers averaged aroand SO%, compared to an overall average 
of 35% for credit life and disability. Id. P 15. A 1999 SEC l!)'K filed by Amu.ican Bankers Insurance Group (now 
part ofFortia, Inc.) listed the following &13 for 1998: Operating expenses: \3.9%; Commissl!!ns 43,7%; benefiIl!, 
claims, losses & selll""""lll expenses, 3S.S%. for the 5 year period between \994 and 1998, commissions ranged 

( cantinued ... ) 
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from claims experience. This back-end stake gives creditars a financial disIncentive to help homeowners 
through a claims process, which can be especially burdensome for credit disability insurance. 

The remedy for Ibis reverse competition is to only allow credit insurance to be sold when !be 
premiwns can be paid monthly, along with the loan payments, and !be credit insurance can be canceled at 
any time." The Federal Reserve Board and HlJD specifically endorsed this proposal in their Report to 
Congress in July, 1998." Several state and local laws and ordinances,.designed to stop predatory lending 
only permit Ibis,'" Further, in just the last few weeks, several of the' largest subprime lenders have 
announced - after significant pressure has been publically applied - that they will forego the sale of 
single premium credit insurance on the mortgage loan products in the future." 

Prohioiting Prepayment Penalties. The prohibition against financing points, fees and credit 
insurance premiums only works if it is accompanied by a protection on the backend of the loan: a 
prohibition against prepayment penalties. Without such a prohibition, predatory mortgage lenders will 
still be able to strip equity and will not be forced to make tbelr loans actually competitive. 

Subprlme lenders claim that borrowers voluntarily choose prepayment penalties to reduce their 
interest rates. Borrower choice cannot explain, however, why some 70% of subprime loans currently 
charge prepayment penalties and only 2% of conventional loans do (almost all in California). The real 
reason IS that conventional mortgage markets are competitive and sophisticated borrowers have the 
hargaining power to avoid these fees; borrowers in subprime markets often lack sophistication or are 
despernte for ftmds and simply accept the penalty that lenders insist that they take. 8.2415 addresses this 
issue by only allOwing prepayment penalties to be charged if the loan is refinanced in the first 24 months 
and limIting the penalty to that amount of 3% of the loan amount that was not ftnanced in the original 
loan. 'The rationale for this is that 3% is sufficient to cover the lender's costs for making the loan; any 
more than that is unnecessary equity stripping. In this scheme the lender has the option ofwhether to 
charge all or part of the 3% up front of if there is an early prepayment of tIte loan. This aspect afIhe bill 
is cruciailo clamping <WWII on the frequent/oan flipping which is lhe cause oflhe foss ofequity. 

"(... continued) 
from 40"/0 to 43.7%. 

"AllegatioIJ8 of coercion in the .ale of what is suppose to be • "voluntary" product have been the subject of 
federal enfo~nt cases md private litigation. /" re US liFE Credit Corp. & US UFE Corp., 91 FTC 984 
(1978), modified on other grounds 92 FTC 353 (1978), rev'd 599 F.2d 1387 (S- Cir. 1979); Lemelledc v. Beneficial 
Manogemal, 674 A.2d 582 (N.J. Super. Cl App. Div. 1996). 

"Board of Govemors of !he Federal Reserve System, Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
Joinl Repcn to the Congress Concmting Reform ttl the Trolll in Lending Act DJUJ the Real Estate Settlement 
Procedures Act. July, 1998, .t 74. 

"North CaroliDa'. mti-predatory lending statute (N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 24-1.1) prohibits prepayment fees on 
most home loans under $150,000. Regulations for the states of New Yorl< (NYCRR §§ 41.1- 4/.9) and 
Massachusetts (209 CMR 3232; 209 C/<;fR 40. ()(); 209 CMR 42.0() probibit prepayment fct:s for bom:Jwe" with 
debt payments exceedillg 50% of income or if fees, including insuraoce, exceed S% of the loan. illinois regulations 
(3811/. A.dm. Cotk 160. 190. 345. l(){)(), 1050. and 1075) probibit these fee.! for "high cosllOllDS." 

"See e.g., Patrick McGeelw:!, Third lnswer to Swp Selling Smgle-Premium Credit Life Policies, New 
York Times, Business Section. 
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Protections for Homeowners in Home Improvement Loans. Recognizing the high number of 
abuses which flow from home improvement loans, S.2415 establishes new protections applicable to all 
home improvement loans secured by the home, This home improvement law wQ\IJd ensure that a) 
homeowners have an effective method ofenforcing their warranty rights, and b) lenders are held 
responsible for the actions of home improvemC'llt contractors, 

One of the primary problems which arise ftnm home irnprov.ement loans is the application of the 
"holder in due course" rule. This rule generally applies to purchasers ofnegotiable mstruments, such as 
mortgage loans.'" The holder in due course doctrine protects assignees of negotiable instrumC'llts from 
liability for the wrongdoing performed by the original lender though the horrower might be hanned. 

Thus, generally regardless ofa home improvement contractor's wrongdoing, the homeowner's 
obligation to pay the lender/assignee continues as long as the assignee purchased the loan without notice 
of the fraud or other m1sconduct. In the mortgage context, the homeowner is left to pay the mortgage 
despite having perfectly valid claims and defenses ariSIng out of the home improvement transaction. 
Problems often arise because some home improvement contractors are insolvent, or they disappear (and 
reincorporate under a new name or file bankruptcy) at the first hint of litigation. 

In 1976, the f'ederal Trade Commission passed a rule lim1ting the holder In due course doctrine 
for the purchase of consumer goods or services." The purpose of the FIC Holder Rule is to give 
consumen; the right to assert claims and defenses against creditors in situations where a seller provides or 
arranges financing and then faIls to perform Its Obligations. The FIC Holder Rule righdy shifts the risk 
of seller misconduct to creditors who could absorb the costs of misconduct.'" While the FIC Rule 
created some protection for consumers in this context, it is limited In several ways. First, the consumer 
rights provided by the fTC Rule depend upon seller compliance in placing a required notice in the loan 
documC'llt. Second, recovery by the consumer for seller wrongdoing is limited to the amount paid under 
the consumer credit contract. Third, there is no private right of action to enforce the FTC Rule, 

If the holder in due course doctrme were eliminated for assignees and purchasers ofhorne equity 
loans (and these mortgage lenders were potentially liable for all of the claims and defenses which the 
borrower had against the originator), the industty would be forced to engage in self-policing. If mortgage 
lenders were to be clearly liable for the claims borrowers have against the originating home improvement 
contractors, the mortgage lenders would more carefully screen those with whom they do business. That, 
In turn, should help dry up the financial lifeline that has enabled the predatory home improvement 
contractors to operate. 

"Mnrton 1. Horwitz, The TI1lll!IfonnatiOll of American Law, 178Q..1860, at 213·215. A promissory Dote is 
an unconditional promise to pay • fixed amount of money, with or without interest, that is payable to order or to 
bearer, is payable upon demand or at a definite time, ""d does nol state any other undertaking. U.C.c. § 3·104(0), 
(e) (1990). The aclllal note or loan cklcument signed by a borrower secured by al1lOft&age is ordinarily considered. 
negotiable UlStrwnent llZld bought llZld sold on the secondary mortgage roJII'ket. For" more in depth discussion of 
tItia doctrine, see JuliaPattcIson Forrester, CollS/ntcling a New Theoretical Frmneworlcfor Hom:e Improvement 
Financing, 75 Or. 1. Rev. 1095, 1103·09 (1996). 

"16 C.ER. § 433. 

"Forrester, supra, al 1108. 
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Prohibit Mandatory Arbitration Clauses. Over the lut few years, including mandatory 
arbitration clauses in consumer credit contracts has become standard operating procedure. Creditors use 
arbitration clauses as a shield to prevent homeowners from litigating their claims in a judicial forum. 
where a cOIIlIumer friendly jury might be deciding the case. ArbilIlltor5, who typically handle disputes 
between two businesses, are unfiuniliar with consumer proteetion laws, and may be unsympathetic to 
consumers. Creditors also prefer arbilIlltion because their exposure to punitive damage awards is 
dramatically reduced, and the threat of class actions is generally nullitied. 

Arbitration also limits discovery in most cases, which benefits the creditor, not the homeowner, 
and the arbilIlltion may cost the homeowner far more than bringing an action in court." By comparison, 
low-income consumers generally can file actions in court and waive all fees. And homeowners lose their 
rights to appeal the arbilIlltOf's erroneous interpretation of the law. This allows arbitrators to ignore state 
or federal consumer protection statutes and judicial precedent. 

Consequently, any comprehensive law addressing predatory mortgage lending must include a 
prohibition against mandatory pre-diapute arbitration clauses. S.2415 appropriately includes such a 
provision. 

Best Practices' Promises by the IndUstry Will Not Stop PredatGry LendlDg. 

Recently, intense public pressure on lenders have yielded some partial, but significant changes in 
the way some lending companies say they will conduct their business. However, for a number of 
reasons, these concessions alone will be unable to protect conswners from the threats ofpredatory 
lending. 

Permanence. Industry concessions can be withdrawn without any puhlic input or recourse. In 
contrast, sound protections offered by legislation require public action by legislators who are accountable 
to their constituents. 

Enforceability. Statutory prohibitions ofpredatory lending can provide a variety of enforcement 
options that are available to oonsumers, as well as local, state and federal authorities. On the other hand, 
the enforcement of corporate pledges is left to leadership ofthese institutions. Should a lender violate a 
pledge, they would likely face nothing more punitive than fleeting public disdain. 

Scope. Of the few lenders who have made statements, none has promised to eliminate all of the 
abuses that exist in the marketplace. Thorough consumer protection can not be provided piecemeal. with 
some lenders offering to stop some Pl1lCticeS, while other lenders fail to offer consumers even such small 

.. WbiIe arbitration proceedings can theoretically be inexpensive, lenders intentionaUy make their 
arbitration procee<1ings costly as an added detem::nt to Consumefll pursuing their rights. 1l:Us tina.ru:ial cost is 
exemplified by one of the few cascs in which. predatory lending rictim aC1UalIy pUI5Ued ~jllStice" ill a lender 
required arbitration proceeding. Candace Truckenbrod~ a rictim of the notorious lender, First Alliance Mortgage 
0,. (FlIlllCO), tiled ber claims in arbitration. Ms. Truckenbrodt was required to pay $1,350 """",Iy to initiate the 
arbiuation, a cost len limes greater tban filing a case in fedend cour1 (11Dlib: court proceedings, arbitration does DOt 
provide for the waiver of fees for constun<:rS who are poor). Her total OXPotlSCS WUC $2,377.14 to obtain, one year 
later, an arbitration ruling thai denied her claims against F AMCO withoul any explanation and witlwut any right to 
appeal. ThlS is the same F AMCO mat bas been puI5Ued by several Attorneys Oeoeral (including Massachusetts, 
Illinois and Minnesota) for its predatory lending practice. aDd bas been found by the Federal Trade Commission to 
have engaged in deceptive lending p<a<:tices. 

http:2,377.14
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guarantees. True consumer protection can only be provided through federal legislation that applies to all 
actors and addresses all abuses. 

VL IBcreued Reg1IIation WID Not Rednce Access to Leptimate Credit 

The premise ofHOEPA is that when rates or fees are charged-which are considerably higher than 
the norm, additional regulation is appropriate. The higher the rates-and fees, the more likely the loan is 
predatory, and the more necessary closer regulation becomes.'" When Congress fIrS! passed BOEPA, 
there WlUl little concrete information available about the number of loans that would be affected by the 
triggers, or the extent to which credit availability would be limiled by HOEPA. We now have the data 
supplied by the staffof the Federal Reserve Board and other federal agencies. and an analysis by 
Professor Cathy Mansfield." Current information shows that while some subprime lenders charged as 
much as 13 points above comparable treasury rates. the median subprime mortgage rates are typically 4 
to 5 percentage points above comparable treasury securities. TIws. the bulk of subprime lending IS well 
below the proposed- 8 or 6 point- HOEPA triggers in S.24l5. 

Reducing the trigger to Treasury to 6 points will not substantially affect legitimate subprlme 
mortgage credit. However, loans above the trigger are highly likely to have predatory features, or involve 
borrowers at very high risk of default and foreclosure. for whom HOEP A protections are especially 
important. Professor Mansfield's data suggest that even a reduced cutoffof 6 points would affect fewer 
than 25% ofloans made in the 1995 to 1999 period." Yet. these are the loans most in need of the 
protective provisions ofHOEPA. 

To the industry's cry of ''reduced credit availabibty. H the advocacy community responds: "Only 
bad credit will be reduced, not good credit." Because they faIl so far outside the median. no amolUlt of 

"See generally. Problems in Community Devei<>pmem BlVIkmg. Mortgage Lending Di!crlmination. 
Rl!M!rse ReJlining, and Home Equity Lending, HearlnlI' Before tIJe Sellllt. Comm. an Banlri1tg. Housing and Urban 
Ajfo.trs, 103d Cong .• ist Bess. (Feb. 3, 17.24, 1993); Hearing on S. 924 Home Ownt:nltip (l1Id Equity Protection 
Act, before the SI!1IIJJe Banking Committee, I03d Cong., ht Seso. (May 19. 1993), The Home Equity Proteetion Act 
of1993, HearlnlPolI H.R. 31,3 Before tIJe Subcommittee "n ColfSUl1ler Credit and /1IJ1Ir(l1IceoftlJe Howe 
CoJff1ftittee (}If BIVIkmg, Finance and Urban Affairs, 103d Cong .• 2d $eoo. (Man:b 22. 1994); Heo:ri1Ig on 
Co_ity Dwei<>pnumt brstituliatlS, 103.], before the House Subcommitiee on PilUPlCiollnstillJ.tions Supervision. 
ReguJotIan and Deposit i1lS1lrance, 103d Cong. 1st Scss. (Feb. 2-4, 1993). 

"Cathy Lesser M ....field. The Road to Subprime "HEL" W"" Paved with Good Cong,essiona/lnJent/ons: 
Usury Deregulation and tne Subpr/me Home Equity Market, 5 I S.C,t, Rev. 473, 536-37 (Spring 2(00). 

·'ld. at Table I. Itsbould he no~ !blIthe HOEPA trigger is baIIedOD APR, wlncb is genemlly bigber 
!han !he inltRSt rate. On the other band. a .ign:ificant difference between the APR and the inller""t rate on I long· 
term mortgage loan results 6mn very bigh prepaid finance clwges (points), which is another strong indicator of 
po1l:ntial predatory practices. 
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additional credit risk can justify these rates, without the added protections ofHOEP A. The Federal 
Reserve Board commented on this point: 

A borrower does not benefit from ... expanded access to credit if the credit is offered on 
unfair terms or involves predatory practices. Because consumers wbo obtain subprime 
mortgage loans have fewer credit options than other borrowers, or because they perceive 
that they have fewer options, they may be more vulnerable lO.unscrupulous lenders or 
brokers." 

We agree with the Federal Reserve Board that access to predatory lending is not a benefit to 
homeowners. Destructive credit is worse than no credit at aU. This is evident in light of the increase in 
foreclosures, the disintegration of many low-income and minority neighborhoods,'" and the erosion of the 
tax base of cities due to foreclosures. Further. we maintain that access to credit will not be reduced if 
predatory mortgage lending is severely curtailed. Predatory mortgage loans have simply repl.aced other 
forms ofcredit that were not as devastating. For example, prior to the explosion in bome mortgage 
lending, homeowners without access to mrunstrearn banks typically obtained credit from finllllce 
companies. Small loans typically with interest rates around 36% - and relatively high second mortgage 
loans - typically with interest rates of 1&% 01' more - provided needed credit to these households. While 
there were problems with these types of credit (as equated to what was available from banks, this credit 
was comparatively expensive) their use did not have the devastating impact on bomeownersbip and 
communities that predatory mortgage lending bas bad in the past few years. 

If the result of extended regulation is actually to reduce the numbers of mortgage loans available 
to homeowners with impaired credit, other avenues of credit will simply quiclcly open up. £t does not 
make sense to encourage the use ofhorne secured credit ifthat credit creates an increased risk oflosing 
the home. 

vn. Other Federal Laws Should Be Changed to Address tile Predatory Mor1pge Problem. 

Just as there are a number ofcauses for predatory mortgages, a panoply of changes to federnl law 
and policies are necessary to terminate the worst abuses. In addition to amending the HOEPA - as 
proposed by 8.2415 - other changes in federal law are also necessary. Set out below is an overview of 
the other changes we believe are necessary: 

A. Tax Reform to RUCClullille PreservIBll Home Equity 

The changes in the 1986 Tax R.efonn Act that only permit personal interest deductions fOl'loans 
secured by residences should be amended to limit home secured debt to debt which is not only secured by 
the horne, but is also obtained for reasons relating to the home. Also, aU individual taxpayers should be 
permitted some measure ofdeductions for unsecured personal credit. We propose that changes to the tax 

"65 Fed. Reg. 81438.81441 (Dec. 26, 2000). 

"See Debbie Gruenstein and Chrisropher E. Herben, A1U1/yzilfg Trends hi Subprime Orig;natkms aNi 
ForeckuUTe.>: A Cas. Study ofrile Bostml Metrn Ar~iJ, AM As.rocil1tes lllc. (Sq>t. 2000); DaniellD:lmoqluck and 
Mani Wil.s, Twc Step. Bock: TIle DulJI Mortgage MtJtbt, Preila/()ry LeNihtg, and the Undoillg ofCommll1tity 
Development, Woodstock Inslilulc (November (999), avaihble at www.WQO!Istoc!dru!l.org 

http:www.WQO!Istoc!dru!l.org
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code be essentially revenue neutral, to both the U,S. Treasury, and to most individual taxpayers, along the 
following basic guidelines: 

Loans for horne secured debt should be tax deductible only for that portion of the loan which is 
related to the purchase, repair or improvement of the horne or related property. 

fit exchange. all individual taxpayers should be provided with.a percentage of their income which. 
can be deducted for expenditores spent for consumet' debt. 

Existing home mortgage loans could be gnmdfathered, such that the interest expenses for these 
loans would remain deductible, in recognitioo of the decisioos that millions of taxpayers to date have 
made. 

The effect of this small, but significant, change in the tax laws would be to remove the unIlealthy 
incentives that too many Amencan households are faced with to spend their home equity to payoff 
consumer debt. This cbange would encourage the decades-old national policy ofencouraging and 
sustaining horne ownership, and reverse many ofthe terrible consequences of the 1986 tax code, 

8. Federal Protections Should Be Establblaed in Foreclosure Proceediugs 

Given the alanning increase in foreclosures over the past two decades. federal law must provide 
some additional protections to borrowers losing their homes to foreclosure. 

fitcreased fimding for housing counselors and mandatory notice reganling their availability. 
Good housing counselors can facilitate loan workouts on purchase moocy mortgages that 
pre$CrVe home ownership, prevent foreclosure, and reduce costs for lenders. Fannie Mae, 
Freddie Mac, and the FHA have implemented loss mitigation tools to avoid foreclosure and 
housing counselon; are an essential part of that process, All mortgage lenders should be required 
to provide some support for housing cOWlsclors and notice of the availability ofhousing 
counselors should be reqwred before any foreclosure can proceed. 

Lenders should provide homeowners with the opportunity to payoff the arrearage and avoid 
foreclosore. Although this seems obvious and in the best interest ofboth parties, this is not 
always done. Lenders should be required to give notice to defaulting homeowners of the amount 
past due and the amount needed to avoid foreclosure prior 10 the addition of fees. The notice 
should list the various workout options available, These options have been accepted by Fannie 
Mae, Freddie Mac, and the FHA as appropriate loss management tools in the industry, Lenders 
should also be required to attempt to avoid foreclosure through various loan workout 
meclwrisms, Further, a lender should not be permitted to unreasonably reject a workout 
proposal and simply proceed to foreclosure. 

C. ExpllDsion and Extension of tile Commllllity Reinvestment Act 

The CRA should be expanded so that all mortgages made by a bank. as well as its subsidiaries 
and affiliates, are considm:d when a CRA rating is determined. All mortgages which are considered 
predatory should be counted against a bank's CRA rating, Similarly, HMDA should provide better 
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information about all mongage loans made by fmalKaal institutions, including infonnation about rates, 
points lII1d fees charged, refInancings and foreclosures. 

We propose that for each loan that a bank or its subsidiaries or affiliates makes which fits anyone 
of the following criteria, there should be explicit negative consequences - the loan should be counted 
against the bank's eRA rating: 

1. 	 Loans wjth excessive costs. Loans in which more than 3% of the total loan amount (or 4% if the 
loan is FHA-insured) consists of up-front points and fees." 

2. 	 Loans WIth higher annual percentage rates. Loans in wluch the annual percentage rate equals or 
exceeds four percentage: points (4%) over the yield On United States Treasury securities having 
comparable maturities at the time the loan is made." 

3. 	 Loans with orePavments penalties and other abUSIve tenns. Loans which (a) have a prepayment 
penalty provision; (b) have a clause allowing for the interest rate to increase upon default; or (c) 
negatively amortize at any point during the tenn. 

4. 	 Loans in which credit insurance is financed. Loans in whicb the lender financed, directly or 
indirectly, any credit life, credit disability, credit unemployment or credit property insurance, or 
any other lill: or bealth insurance, or any payments financed by the lender directly or indirectly 
for any debt cancellation or suspension agreement or contract, except insurance premiums or debt 
cancellation or suspension fees calculated and paid on a monthly basis shall nol be considered 
financed by the lender. 

5. 	 Loans which contain mandatory arbitration c1a!ll!eS. Loans which contain a mandatory arbitration 
clause that limits in any way the right ofthe borrower to seek relief through the judicial process 
for any and all claims and defenses the borrower may have against the lender, broker, or other 
party involved in the loan transaction. 

D. 	 Increased Data CoUettion Is Critital- the Home Mortgage Disdosure Act should rover all 
Mortgage LoaDS 

"Points and f_ must be dermed as: (a) all items listed in 15 U.S.c. § 1605(aXI) througb (4), except 
interest or the time-price differential; (b) all charges listed in 15 U.S.C. § 1605(e); (0) all compensation paid dlrectly 
or ;ndirectly to a mottaage broker, inclttding a broker that originates a Joan m its own !l.8JIIe m a table-funded 
lraI!sactioo; (d) the cost of all premiums financed by the lender, directly or indirectly for lIDy crcdillife, credit 
disability, credit u.nemployment or credit properlJl insurance, or any other life or health insurance, or any payments 
li.rumced by the knder directly or indireclly for any debt cancellation or suspension agreemem or contract, .""epl 
insurance premiums calculated aod paid on a monthly basis sball not be considered financed by the lender. To1al 
loan amount m...". the principal of the loan minuo the points end roes. 

"The equivalent yield for the Treasury secunties should be detennined by the foUowing rules: (a) adjusted 
to a con.slaDt maturity of. comparable term (as made available by the Fedeml Reserve Board) as of the week 
immedIaII:ly preceding the week in whicb the inter\:St rate for the loan ;. established. Further, b) if the terms of the 
bome lolU! offen lillY initial or inirodJ.u;1OI:y period, and the annual percentage rate of interest is Ieo& than thet which 
will apply aft.". the end of ,uch initial or inirodJ.u;1OI:y period then the 8llI!llal percentage raIe of inleresl that sbaIl be 
taken into accounl for purposes !IUs subsection shall be the rate which applies after the initial or introducloIy period; 
(c) in the case ofan annual percentage rate which vanes in accordance with an index, the rate shall be the max:inrum 
rate permitted at any time by the loan documents. 
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Effective enforcement of these rules requires sunshine - HMDA should be changed to require the 
full disclosure of all infonnation for all subprime lending by all mortgage lenders, regardless ofwhether 
the loans are made by the lender. its subsidiary or an affiltate. SpeCifically. HMDA should require the 
following information about each loan: 

the annual percentage rate and interest rate of the loan; 

the principal amount ofthe loan and the amount financed (~defined by Tll.A); 

the total closing costs. points and fees. and financed credit ihsurance premiums (and related 

products); 

the delmquency and foreclosure rates on an annual basis (for all subprime loans. as compared to 

other types ofloans in the total portfolio); 

the length of time between purchase and refinance. if any, On an aggregate basis. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NEILL A. FENDLY, CMC 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF MORTGAGE BROKERS 

JULY 27, 2001 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am the Immediate Past Presi
dent of the National Association of Mortgage Brokers (NAMB), the Nation's largest 
organization exclusively representing the interests of the mortgage brokerage indus
try. We appreciate the opportunity to address you today on the subject of abusive 
mortgage lending practices. 

NAMB currently has over 12,000 members and 41 affiliated State associations na
tionwide. NAMB provides education, certification, industry representation, and pub
lications for the mortgage broker industry. NAMB members subscribe to a strict 
code of ethics and a set of best business practices that promote integrity, confiden
tiality, and above all, the highest levels of professional service to the consumer. 

In these hearings, the Committee will hear a number of individual stories as well 
as comments from advocates about some egregious, and in our view inexcusable, 
mortgage lending practices. You will also hear from others in the mortgage industry 
about possible solutions, which NAMB supports and is actively involved in devel
oping. My testimony today will briefly outline some of these. But I would like to 
focus this testimony on helping the Committee understand the important and 
unique role of mortgage brokers in the mortgage marketplace, and offer the unique 
perspective of mortgage brokers in examining the problem of predatory lending. 

Today, our Nation enjoys an all-time record rate of homeownership. While many 
factors have contributed to this record of success, one of the principal factors has 
been the rise of wholesale lending through mortgage brokers. Mortgage brokers 
have brought consumers more choices and diversity in loan programs and yroducts 
than they can obtain from a branch office of even the largest national retai lender. 
Brokers also offer consumers superior expertise and assistance in getting through 
the tedious and complicated loan process, often finding loans for borrowers that may 
have been turned down by other lenders. Meanwhile, mortgage brokers offer lenders 
a far less expensive alternative for nationwide product distribution without huge in
vestments in "brick and mortar." In light of these realities, it is no surprise that 
consumers have increasingly turned to mortgage brokers. Today, mortgage brokers 
originate more than 60 percent of all residential mortgages in America. The rise of 
the mortgage broker has been accompanied by a decline in mortgage interest rates 
and closing costs, an increase in the homeownership rate, and an explosion in the 
number of mortgage products available to consumers. These positive developments 
are not mere coincidences. They would not have been possible without the advent 
of wholesale lending through mortgage brokers. 

Mortgage brokers now have an extremely important role in our economy. With the 
collapse of the savings and loan industry in the 1980's, followed by the rapid consoli
dation of mortgage banking firms in the 1990's, today we find that in many commu
nities, particularly in central cities and small towns, people might have a hard time 
finding a retail bank branch or retail mortgage lending branch. But they can usually 
find a mortgage broker right in their community that gives them access to hundreds 
of loan programs. Mortgage brokers are generally small business people who know 
their neighbors, build their businesses through referrals from satisfied customers, 
and succeed by becoming active members of their communities. 

The recent expansion in subprime lending, which has been noted by the Com
mittee in these hearings and others, has also relied heavily on mortgage brokers. 
Mortgage brokers originate about half of all subprime loans. Many mortgage brokers 
are specialists in finding loans for people who have been turned down by other lend
ers. These are hard-working people who, for one reason or many reasons, do not fit 
the profile that major lenders prefer for their customers. Each of them is unique. 
Some lenders just do not want to be bothered with such customers that take a little 
more time and effort to qualify. Some do not want to accept the risk of lending to 
someone who may have had a bankruptcy, an uneven employment history, or a 
problem with a previous creditor. 

Mortgage brokers can usually find a loan for someone who has been turned down 
by others. Most mortgage brokers who originate subprime loans do so primarily be
cause they enjoy helping people. Certainly these loans can be profitable, and bor
rowers do pay higher rates and fees because of the increased risk, but subprime 
loans are also time-consuming and often very difficult to arrange. 

Mortgage brokers often do an amazing amount of work on these loans. They work 
with borrowers, sometimes for weeks, to help them understand their credit prob
lems, work out problems with other creditors, clean up their credit reports when 
possible, and review many possible options for either purchasing a home or utilizing 
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their existing home equity as a tool to improve their financial situation. The brokers 
are rewarded with the knowledge that they have enabled a hard-working family to 
buy its first home, avoid foreclosure, get out from under a crushing load of high
rate credit card debt, finance their children's education, pay delinquent taxes, repair 
their homes, and help their parents payoff their mortgages and health care bills. 

Peoyle of all income levels may end up in situations that leave them unable to 
quality for the lowest mortgage rates and fees. But they still need, and deserve to 
have, access to mortgage credit. It is a lifeline for those who are drowning in debt, 
facing a huge medical bill, trying to survive a layoff. It is the least expensive source 
of credit for those who may have made some mistakes or had some misfortune in 
the past and now need money to improve their home, finance their children's edu
cation, or even start a business. They need to have the widest possible range of 
choices when they are buying a home or need a second mortgage. And today they 
do. It is important for them, and for others like them in the future, that Congress 
be very careful to avoid measures that will rob them of choices they deserve and 
the tools they need to manage and improve their financial situation. 

One of the most important choices available to consumers with low-incomes, little 
or no cash, and/or impaired credit is the "no- or low-cost" loan. Mortgage brokers 
have originated thousands of loans for people who were able to buy a home, refi
nance, or obtain a home equity loan with little or no upfront closing costs or broker 
fees. These costs are financed through an adjustment to the interest rate. Retail 
lenders offer "no- or low-cost" loans at adjusted rates as well. When a mortgage 
broker arranges a loan like this, the broker is compensated by the lender from the 
proceeds of the loan. This kind of payment goes by many names, but is often called 
a "yield spread premium." These payments are perfectly legitimate and legal under 
Federal law, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, so long as they are reason
able fees and the broker is providing goods, services, and facilities to the lender. 
These payments to mortgage brokers are also fully disclosed to borrowers on the 
Good Faith Estimate and the HUD-1 Settlement Statement, and are included in the 
interest rate. Retail lenders, however, are not required to disclose their profit on a 
loan that is subsequently sold in the secondary market, as most mortgages are 
today. This method of enabling consumers to obtain loans through mortgage brokers 
with little or no upfront costs is now under assault in the courts. Despite Statement 
of Policy 1999-1, issued at the direction of Congress by the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development in 1999, which clearly set forth the Department's view that 
the legality of mortgage broker compensation must be judged on a case-by-case 
basis, trial lawyers across America have continued to file and pursue class action 
lawsuits claiming that all such payments are illegal and abusive. 

Recently, the 11th Circuit agreed with the plaintiff in one of these suits and al
lowed a class action to be certified. Although at first glance this appears to be only 
a procedural decision, it has resulted in a flood of new litigation against mortgage 
brokers and wholesale lenders, and caused a great deal of uncertainty and anxiety 
in the mortgage industry. The cost of defending these class actions is staggering. 
The potential liability could run to over a billion dollars. The prospect of a court 
deciding that the prevalent method of compensation for over half the mortgage loans 
in America is illegal is chilling, to say the least. 

If these lawsuits succeed, some lawyers will benefit at the expense of the mort
gage industry. Their clients might get small refunds, or a few dollars off the cost 
of their next loan. But the real losers will be tomorrow's first time home buyers, 
tomorrow's working families, tomorrow's entrepreneurs who will not be able to get 
a mortgage without paying hundreds of dollars upfront. And, further down this 
road, many small businessmen and women may not be able to stay in business as 
mortgage brokers without being able to offer these "no-cost" loans. As competition
decreases, all potential mortgage borrowers will suffer higher costs and fewer 
choices. This illustrates the unintended consequences that can come from litigation, 
regulation, or legislation that singles out one part of the mortgage industry, places 
blanket restrictions or prohibitions of certain types of loan terms or products, or 
places unreasonable restrictions on interest rates and fees. We have ample reason 
to believe that such measures will increase the cost of homeowners hip, restrict con
sumer choice, and reduce the availability of credit, primarily to low- and moderate
income consumers. 

To further illustrate the problem with blanket restrictions on loan terms, consider 
the balloon loan. A balloon term in a given loan could be abusive if the borrower 
has not been advised that the loan contains such a feature and is not prepared for 
the practical ramifications. Further, it may be that the borrower's situation does not 
make such a feature appropriate. Yet, very often, a balloon is a valuable tool to help 
a borrower obtain a lower interest rate and lower monthly payments that are afford
able. If the borrower's circumstances are such that a refinance loan should be rea
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sonably feasible at some time in the future, and possibly even at a lower interest 
rate because the borrower has improved his or her credit standing in the mean
while, then a balloon term can be a desirable feature. Many reputable, mainstream 
lenders offer balloon loans to customers in all credit grades, and many borrowers 
freely choose such loans, because they are good options in many cases. 

The same is true for other loan terms or conditions frequently cited as abusive, 
including negative amortization, prepayment penalties, financing of closing costs, 
and even arbitration clauses. In certain circumstances, each of these may be abu
sive, but in the majority of cases they provide the consumer with a feature that fits 
his or her unique circumstances, such as a reduced interest rate or lower monthly 
payment. Virtually no loan terms are always abusive, and almost any loan term 
that is offered in the market today can be beneficial to some consumers. Whether 
a loan is abusive is a question that turns on context and circumstances, from case 
to case. This is the primary reason why NAMB and the mortgage industry have op
posed legislation or regulation that would impose new, blanket restrictions or prohi
bitions on loan terms. We believe such measures will increase the cost of home
ownership, restrict consumer choice, and reduce the availability of credit, primarily 
to low- and moderate-income consumers. 

NAMB believes that the problem of predatory lending is a threefold problem of 
abusive practices by a small number of bad actors; lack of consumer awareness 
about loan terms; and the complexity of the mortgage process itself. We believe all 
three of these areas must be addressed, together and with equal force, if the prob
lem is to be solved without the unintended consequences mentioned earlier. The 
mortgage industry is working vigorously in all three areas, and NAMB wants to 
continue working with Congress to address all these areas-in particular, reform 
and simplification of the mortgage process. 
Addressing Abusive Practices 

Those of us who are hard-working, reputable mortgage originators want nothing 
more than to get the bad actors out of our industry. We do not like competing 
against people who fraudulently promise deceptively low rates or costs and do not 
disclose their fees, thereby making those of us who obey the law appear more expen
sive. We do not like the bad publicity our industry receives from media stories about 
lenders or brokers who take advantage of senior citizens and poor people. We know 
the long-term survival of our industry depends on having satisfied customers and 
maintaining the trust people have in us as professionals, so we cannot afford to 
have anyone making loans that hurt consumers and violate that trust. 

All types of institutions have bad actors among their ranks. This is not an issue 
that is confined to lenders, mortgage brokers, depository institutions, or inde
pendent companies. Bad actors are found among all of these types of entities. We 
wish to emphasize in particular that mortgage brokers are not the only ones in
volved; we have observed that many have blurred the distinction between mortgage 
brokers and various other types of companies. 

A popular misconception is the belief that abusive lenders operate within existing 
regulatory guidelines. Rather, most of them choose to ignore laws and regulations 
that properly apply to them. There is a small minority of institutions that do not 
obtain State licensure as required. Some ignore State consumer protection laws. 
They do not observe the existing restrictions in the Federal HOEPA. They may even 
violate basic disclosure rules under RESPA and TILA. In many cases they are com
mitting outright fraud, which violates yet other State and Federal statutes. And, in 
general, they do not join industry groups such as NAME or the comparable organi
zations for their respective industries. 

There are many tools at our disposal now to deal with these people and compa
nies. Laws already exist at the Federal and State level that give regulators and 
prosecutors the authority to revoke licenses, impose fines, and even pursue criminal 
prosecution of lenders or brokers that commit fraud, charge unreasonable fees, and 
otherwise violate HOEPA, RESPA, TILA, and other Federal statutes. The Federal 
Trade Commission has brought enforcement actions under HOEPA. These enforce
ment actions do have a deterrent effect on others. The Department of Housing and 
Urban Development is improving its own lender approval and enforcement policies 
for FHA lending. Many States have toughened their licensing laws, usually with the 
full support of our affiliated State mortgage broker associations. 

The industry is also taking steps to address practices and behaviors in the market 
that can be eliminated and thereby maintain trust in our industry. We note that 
one of these, the sale of single-premium credit life insurance, has been dramatically 
curtailed in recent weeks by the major companies involved with that product. In an
other example, a major subprime lender recently stopped using several hundred 
mortgage originators that did not meet its standards of professional practice. NAME 
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supported this effort and continues to encourage wholesale lenders to use their 
broker agreements to ensure sound origination practices. NAMB and other major 
mortgage lending organizations have adopted Codes of Ethics and Best Business 
Practices guidelines, and we all encourage consumers to make sure that their lender 
or broker is a member of one of these national organizations. 

Another unacceptable practice is loan flipping. NAMB supports reasonable meas
ures that would stop this kind of abusive practice, but still allow people to refinance 
their loans when they need to. For example, we support the proposal by the Federal 
Reserve to limit the amount of fees that can be charged in a refinance of a HOEPA 
loan by the existing lender to the new money financed. Some subprime lenders are 
addressing this practice by discouraging frequent refinancing of their existing cus
tomers. One major subprime lender just this week announced new measures to en
sure that refinances truly benefit the borrower. We think this is a great step that 
other lenders should and will soon follow. Many of the consumer groups here today 
are working with major lenders on these industry initiatives. 
Consumer Education 

The second part of addressing predatory lending is improving consumer aware
ness. An informed consumer is almost never a victim of a predatory loan. Every or
ganization coming before the Committee today is involved in some way with con
sumer education. NAMB encourages its members to never originate a loan to an un
informed consumer. NAMB's website includes extensive consumer information and 
links to sites that provide consumers a wealth of information they can use to make 
informed mortgage choices. The NAMB Mortgage 101 Center provides consumers 
with information from one of the mortgage industry's most popular and reliable on
line resources. The website provides consumers with information, in an unbiased 
manner, about completing applications, the purpose of an appraisal, bankruptcy and 
its alternatives, mortgage calculators, down payments, FHA loans, loan programs, 
refinancing, relocation, second mortgages, VA loans and many other topics. This 
website provides consumers with unbiased answers to many basic questions and 
many more specific issues. 

Fannie Mae, with its "Consumer Bill of Rights" campaign and Freddie Mac with 
its "Don't Borrow Trouble" campaign are putting millions of dollars into educating 
people about how to choose a good mortgage loan and avoid being victims of preda
tory lending. AARP has launched a great education campaign aimed at seniors, who 
are often the target of predatory lenders. NAMB supports these efforts. 

It is also important for consumers to understand how to use credit, and the im
pact of their credit on their ability to obtain a mortgage at the lowest cost. There 
are also industry efforts underway in this area, and we understand Senator Corzine 
and others on this Committee are looking at ways to use Federal education pro
grams and dollars to promote financial education in the public schools. NAMB sup
ports the education of consumers in broader financial issues, such as managing 
money, managing credit card debt, and other important issues. Ideally, these areas 
should be taught routinely as part of the standard junior high school or high school 
curricula in schools. NAMB has also dramatically increased educational programs 
offered to its members, and revamped its certification program, to encourage all 
mortgage brokers to be well informed about current laws, regulations, and ethical 
business practices. 
Comprehensive Mortgage Reform 

The third part of the solution is one into which NAMB has put a tremendous 
amount of effort. That is a comprehensive overhaul of the statutory framework gov
erning mortgage lending. We cannot emphasize enough to this Committee how 
badly this framework needs to be changed, and how important this is to curtailing 
abusive lending. 

The two major statutes governing mortgage lending were enacted in 1968 and 
1974. The disclosures required under these laws are confusing and overlapping. The 
laws actually prevent consumers from being as well informed as they could be, and 
put consumers at a decided disadvantage in the mortgage process. For example, in 
most cases the borrower does not know the exact amount of the closing costs until 
helshe arrives at the closing, because the law requires only that costs be estimated 
early in the process. The way the interest rate, terms, and monthly payments on 
a mortgage are calculated and disclosed is confusing and makes it impossible for 
consumers to effectively compare different types of mortgage products. Mortgage 
brokers are required to itemize their profit on each loan, but retail lenders are not. 

This is all terribly confusing to consumers. The entire process is much too com
plicated in a modern world of instant communications and one-click transactions. 
Mortgage brokers are confronted every day with the frustrations of our customers 
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about the many confusing, and largely useless, disclosures and paperwork. And we 
know better than anyone that unscrupulous lenders take advantage of this com
plexity and confusion to deceive and mislead borrowers, hide onerous loan terms in 
pages of fine print, and load up unnecessary fees at closing when the borrower feels 
pressured and unable to walk away. Confused consumers, oftentimes desperate for 
cash or credit, are more likely to simply rely on the word of an unscrupulous loan 
officer and not question their loan terms, rates, or fees. 

If the mortgage process were simplified, as we have proposed, consumers could 
more effectively shop for loans. They could easily compare fixed-rate, adjustable
rate, balloon loans, etc. They would have simple disclosures without a lot of fine 
print that can hide deceptive fees or onerous loan terms. They would easily be able 
to question and change terms and fees with which they do not agree, well before 
closing. In addition, a simplified process would reduce costs for originators, and the 
savings would be passed on to consumers. These changes would put the consumer 
in a stronger position with more information, thereby drastically decreasing the op
portunities for abusive lending. 

NAMB has been engaged from the beginning in efforts to reform the laws regu
lating mortgage originations. We participated in the Negotiated Rulemaking con
vened by HUD in 1995, which sought to resolve the issues surrounding mortgage 
broker compensation under RESPA. Following that effort, it became apparent to 
NAMB that the entire statutory framework governing mortgage lending needed an 
overhaul. In 1996, NAMB was the first major industry group to form an internal 
task force on mortgage reform and begin developing a proposal for comprehensive 
reform of RESPA and TILA. We participated in the Mortgage Reform Working 
Group in 1997 and 1998, which sought to reach a consensus among industry and 
consumer advocates on how to reform RESPA and TELA. And we participated in 
the HUD-Treasury Department joint task force on predatory lending convened by 
the previous Secretaries of HUD and Treasury, in which we continued to press the 
case for comprehensive reform. 

NAMB remains committed to the goal of comprehensive mortgage reform and sim
plification. We urge this Committee in the strongest terms to work with our indus
try on reform legislation. We ask the consumer advocates here to reengage with us 
in developing a reform proposal. Without comprehensive statutory reform and sim
plification of the entire process, consumers will still be too confused and too vulner
able to deceptive disclosures and unnecessary fees at closing. Legislation that seeks 
only to restrict or prohibit certain loan terms or pricing will only add to the com
plexity of the process and reduce the availability of credit. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, I want to reiterate that NAMB supports measures by the industry 

and regulators to curb abusive practices, punish those who do abuse consumers, and 
promote good lending practices. We support legislation that would reform and sim
plify the mortgage process, and believe this is the legislation that is most needed 
to empower consumers. We believe the problem of predatory lending can only be 
solved through a three-pronged approach of enforcing existing laws and targeting 
bad actors; educating consumers; and reforming and simplifying the mortgage proc
ess. In considering any new legislation, we urge Congress to apply this fundamental 
principle: Expanding consumer awareness and consumer power, rather than re
stricting consumer choice and product diversity, should be the goal of any new legis
lation affecting the mortgage process. 

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views. We look forward to working 
with the Committee in the future. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID BERENBAUM 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, PROGRAM AND DIRECTOR OF CIVIL RIGHTS 


NATIONAL COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT COALITION 


JULY 27, 2001 

Good morning Chairman Sarbanes, Senator Gramm, and Members of the Com
mittee. My name is David Berenbaum, and I am Senior Vice President-Program 
and Director of Civil Rights of the National Community Reinvestment Coalition 
(NCRC). NCRC is a national trade association representing more than 800 commu
nity based organizations and local public agencies who work daily to promote eco
nomic justice in America and to increase fair and equal access to credit, capital, and 
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banking services to traditionally underserved populations in both urban and rural 
areas. 

f NCRC thanks you for the opportunity to testify today on the subject of predatory 
lending. In particular, I will focus our testimony on: 

t 

• Defining predatory lending; 
• Identifying why existing statutory and regulatory consumer protections are inad

equate' and 
• Strongiy endorsing new public policy legislation and private sector initiatives to 

eliminate the practices that perpetuate the dual lending market in our Nation. 
With all due respect to the representatives from the sub prime lending industry 

who are testifying in these series of hearings, it is important to "cut to the chase" 
and to challenge the myths associated with subprime lending. First, subprime lend
ing is not responsible for the all time high levels of homeownership in the United 
States. Second, subprime lending is not responsible for ending redlining in our com
munities. Third, responsible subprime lenders will not stop underwriting mortgage 
loans in our neighborhoods simply because new legislation prompts industry "best 
practices" to replace "predatory practices" in our cities and counties. And fourth, un
fortunately existing law-and certainly industry suggestions of consumer education 
alone-are not adequate to foster greater compliance on a voluntary, statutory or 
re~atory level. 

The Community Reinvestment Act and fair lending laws have been responsible for 
leveraging tremendous increases in loans and investments for underserved commu
nities. For example, vigorous enforcement of existing CRA and fair lending laws en
courage depository institutions to compete for business in minority and lower-in
come communities-precise areas predatory lenders target. Unfortunately, financial 
modernization legislation has opened the doors for too many nondepository lending 
institutions and affiliates of depository institutions to escape the scrutiny of regular 
CRA and fair lending reviews. One of the unintended consequences of financial 
modernization has been to allow some lenders to operate in an unregulated en
vironment, fearless of oversight and in a predatory manner. By itself, regulatory en
forcement cannot ensure that the millions of annual lending transactions are free 
of abusive and predatory terms and conditions. 

Mr. Chairman, Senator Gramm, there are lenders and brokers in the marketplace 
engaged today, not only in deception and fraud, but also discrimination. They need 
to be held accountable. While they mas9.uerade as good neighbors, bankers, brokers, 
and legitimate business people, these predators" systematically defraud innocent 
individuals out of their money and property. They accomplish their illicit purposes 
by means of fraudulent loans and high-pressure, unscrupulous methods. Using these 
loans, predatory lenders extract unconscionable and unjust fees from their victims 
until there is no money left to extract; then they expropriate their victims' homes 
through foreclosures which, in many cases, the loans were specifically desigued to 
facilitate. Predatory subprime lenders intentionally misuse and exploit the weak
nesses in existing laws and regulations to their benefit and injure our communities 
every day. This was powerfully addressed by the victims of predatory lending who 
testified at yesterday's hearing. 

The collective efforts of the advocates at this table and others around the Nation 
are responsible for 2001 heralding the death of single-premium credit life
Citigroup, Household, American General and several other companies and their re
spective trade associations have abandoned the product.

It is our hope that 2001 will also be the year that Congress and the President, 
in cooperation with the GSE's, the industry and community organizations, will enact 
protections to ensure equal professional service, fair lending and equal access to 
credit based upon risk, not race and community demographics, in the subprime 
lendin~ market. New law is needed to cover both loan orif1ination and purchases 
made m the secondary market. In partnership with the GSE s and responsible lend
ers we can create funds to refinance predatory loans and realize sensible and profit
able market corrections. Freddie Mac's and Fannie Mae's recent entry into the 
subprime market is prompting subprime loan originators to review problematic 
products and policies, that is, credit life, through monitoring of portfolios and clear 
subprime underwriting guidelines. Through new legislation, reinvigorated use of ex
isting laws, enlightened regulatory oversight, and consumer empowerment and sun
shine concerning the issues of credit scoring in loan origination and automated un
derwriting, we can make 2001 truly a remarkable year. 
Definitions 

A subpriroe loan is defined as a loan to a borrower with less than perfect credit. 
In order to compensate for the added risk associated with subprime loans, lending 
institutions charge higher interest rates. In contrast, a prime loan is a loan made 
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to a creditworthy borrower at prevailing interest rates. Loans are classified as "A," 
"A-minus," "B," "C," and "D" loans. UN' loans are prime loans that are made at the ,
going rate while "A-minus" loans are loans made at slightly higher interest rates 
to borrowers with only a few blemishes on their credit report. The so-called "B," "C," 
and "D" loans are made to borrowers with significant imperfections in their credit 
history. uD" loans carry the highest interest rate because they are made to bor
rowers with the worst credit histories that include bankruptcies. 

In contrast, a predatory loan is defined as an unsuitable loan designed to exploit 
vulnerable and unsophisticated borrowers. Predatory loans are a subset of subprime 
loans. They charge more in interest and fees than is required to cover the added 
risk of lending to borrowers with credit imperfections. They contain abusive terms 
and conditions that trap borrowers and lead to increased indebtedness. They pack 
fees and products onto loan transactions that consumers cannot afford. They do not 
take into account the borrower's ability to repay the loan. They prey upon unsophis
ticated borrowers who rely in good faith on the expertise of the loan originator or 
their agent. Ultimately, predatory loans strip equity and wealth from communities. 

Recent Trends In Snbprime Lending 
Since predatory lending is a subset of subprime lending, it is important to take 

a closer look at the subprime market and its growth to better understand the 
growth of the predatory lending problem facing underserved communities today. In
creasingly, subprime lending is becoming the only option of all too many low-income 
and minority borrowers. This reality sadly documents the continued existence of the 
race line in America and the continued existence of the dual lending market in the 
United States. Whereas before, African-Americans were openly denied access to 
credit, today the "race tax" is more sophisticated, more costly-and equally exploita
tive. Where once redlining undermined communities, today "reverse redlining" has 
become the norm and threatens to undermine our communities' economies, social 
services, and tax base. On an individual level, the emotional and financial cost of 
predatory lending cannot even be calculated, and endangers every family'S invest
ment in their horne and future. If, for example, an African-American female head 
of household who lives in Baltimore, Maryland, with good credit refinances a 
$150,000 loan at 6.75 percent for 30 years, the cost to the consumer in interest is 
$200,240. If, however, this same African-American female is pressured or coerced 
into refinancing with a subprime loan at 14.75 percent for 30 years, the total inter
est paid over the life of the loan will be $522,015-a difference of $321,775. These 
are funds that the mortgage holder could have used for horne improvements, a col· 
lege education, to start a small business or for financial security. This is how the 
dual lending market imposes a "race tax" upon our communities. In fact, predators 
have made the "race tax" situation worse for our victim by charging her closing 
costs in excess of four points, tying in a high interest credit card, and including an 
exorbitant prepayment penalty fee-all standard predatory practices. 

Sadly, an analogy to racial profiling is appropriate here. We have all become fa
miliar with the term "Driving While Black." Subprime predatory lending has be
come the equivalent of "Borrowing While Black." 

The attached exhibits, which map subprime and conventional lending patterns 
using census data, vividly reveal lending disparities in predominantly white and 
predominantly minority census tracts. For example, the map of Trenton, New Jersey 
shows that minority neighborhoods in 1999 were 4 times more likely to receive 
subprime refinance loans. Subprime lenders made more than 43 percent of loans in 
Trenton minority census tracts but only 11 percent in predominantly white tracts. 
The disparity in subprime market share by minority level of neighborhood in Aus
tin, Texas and Baltimore, Maryland was also very large. In Austin, subprime lend
ers' market share in minority neighborhoods was about 3.5 times greater than their 
market share in predominantly white neighborhoods. And in Baltimore, subprime 
lenders issued approximately 50 percent of all the conventional refinance loans 
issued in minority neighborhoods in 1999. When subprime lenders dominate the re
finance market in minority and low-income neighborhoods, they are apt to take ad
vantage of their dominance and make abusive loans. Stronger antipredatory laws 
combined with stepped up CRA enforcement of prime lenders is necessary to elimi
nate abuses and increase competition and choices of loan products in these neigh
borhoods. The appendix to the NCRC testimony provides data tables and maps 
showing lending disparities across States including New Jersey, New York, Texas, 
and Maryland. These maps easily could represent disparities in any urban commu
nity in the United States today. The practices which gave rise to these lending pat
terns undermine our Nation's commitment to fair lending, CRA and corporate re
sponsibility and best practices. 
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A national poll conducted for NCRC in 2000 by the bi-partisan team of Jennifer 
Laszlo and Frank Luntz; found that Americans overwhelmingly support fairness in 
lending. Of those surveyed, 92 percent said they believed that every creditworthy 
person should, by law, be given information about the best loan rate for which they 
qualify. With abusive subprime and predatory lending, this is not the practice. 

NCRC, and our members, have documented over 30 widespread lending practices 
that despite existing legal protections have contributed to the problem of predatory 
lending. These predatory practices, which I will now identify, include issues relevant 
to the marketing, sale, underwriting, and maintenance of subprime loans. 

Marketing: 
• Aggressive solicitations to targeted neighborhoods 
• Home improvement scams 
• Kickbacks to mortgage brokers (Yield Spread Premiums) 
• Racial steering to high rate lenders 

Sales: 
• Purposely structuring loans with payments the borrower can not afford 
• Falsifying loan applications (particularly income level) 
• Adding insincere cosigners 
• Making loans to mentally incapacitated homeowners 
• Forging signatures on loan documents (that is, required disclosure) 
• 	Par!ng off lower cost mortgages 
• ShIfting unsecured debt into mortgages 
• Loans in excess of 100 percent LTV 
• Changing the loan tenns at closing 

The loan itself: 
• High annual interest rates 
• 	Product packing
• High points or padded closing costs 
• Balloon payments 
• Negative amortization 
• Inflated appraisal costs 
• Padded recording fees 
• Bogus broker fees 
• Unbundling (itemizing duplicate services and charging separately for them) 
• Required credit insurance 
• Falsely identifying loans as lines of credit or open end mortgages 
• Forced placed homeowners insurance 
• Mandatory arbitration clauses 

After closing: 
• Flip,ping (repeated refinancing, often after high-pressure sales) 
• DaIly interest when loan payments are late 
• Abusive collection practices 
• Excessive prepayment penalties 
• Foreclosure abuses 
• 	Failure to report good payment on borrower's credit reports 
• 	Failure to provide accurate loan balance and payoff amount 

Congress, therefore, on a bipartisan basis, should pass the strongest legislation 
possible to end these practices and establish law that the industry, regulators, State 
attorneys general, advocates, and consumers can use to safeguard the public inter
est. In 2001 to date, 31 States have introduced over 60 legislative measures at
tempting to combat predatory lending practices. Additionally, nine major metropoli
tan cities and counties have mtroduced local ordinances to deal with predatory lend
ing. Surely, a meaningful national standard is preferable. 

Keeping in mind our definition of a predatory loan-an unsuitable loan designed 
to exploit vulnerable and unsophisticated borrowers--enacting relevant consumer 
protections becomes a straightforward legislative policy exercise which clarifies and 
complements existing civil rights, consumer protection, and disclosure laws. 

The Truth Behind the Statistics 
Over the past several years, there has been a tremendous explosion in subprime

lending. According to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), 
subprime refinance lending increased almost 1,000 percent from 1993-1998. The 
backing of Wall Street investment firms has helped fuel much of the explosion in 
subprime lending in recent years. As a relevant New York Times /ABC News inves
tigation revealed, from 1995 to 1999 the amount of money raised on Wall Street for 
subprime lenders rose from $10 billion to nearly $80 billion annually. 
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NCRC has serious concerns about this exponential rise, especially given its dis
proportionate growth amon~ low-income and minority neighborhoods. Again, HUD 
documents that individuals ill low-income neighborhoods are three times more likely 
to receive subprime refinance loans than those living in high-income neighborhoods. 
In African-A:Illerican neighborhoods, HUD's analysis shows that borrowers living 
there are five times more likely to receive subprime refinancing than those living 
in white neighborhoods. 

National data analysis done by NCRC shows that 67 percent of all subprime refi
nance loans made in 1998 were sold to frivate investment firms and other fin
anciers, compared to just 20 percent of al prime home refinance loans. The most 
recent manifestation of this widespread practice is financial service corporations 
that only purchase subprime loans on the secondary market in order to avoid com
plying with the Community Reinvestment Act, minimize HOEPA and related con
sumer protections-such as the Truth In Lending Act (TILA) and the Real Estate 
Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA}-and to avoid compliance with our Nation's 
civil rights protections. 

Thus, while some maintain that subprime lending has been responsible for the 
surge in homeownership among minorities and low- and moderate-income bor
rowers, NCRC believes that increased prime lending by CRA-covered banks has 
played the major role in the increase in homeownership. Proponents of subprime 
lending caution against aggressive antipredatory lending regulation and legislation, 
saying that such efforts will choke off credit in underserved communities. NCRC, 
in contrast, asserts that antipredatory legislation and regulation will not constrain 
home mortgage lending to traditionally underserved communities and is needed to 
protect communities from unscrupulous actors. 

These very extreme disparities in subprime lending by race and income cannot be 
solely related to the credit history or risk of the borrower. In fact, as Freddie Mac 
and Fannie Mae have estimated, anywhere between 30 and 50 ,Percent of subprime 
borrowers could qualifY for prime loans. This is product steermg or "reverse red
lining" at its worst. Mr. Chairman, there are lenders and brokers out there engaged 
not only in deception and fraud, but also discrimination, who need to be held ac
countable. However, with the exception of a handful of actions brought by the Fed
eral Trade Commission, the recommendations of recent HUDtrreasury Report go
unfulfilled. Over the past 5 years thousands of seniors, African-A:Illericans, Latinos, 
and women have been victimized by predatory lending practices. As a result, public 
opinion has developed into consensus. Predatory lending, payday lending, predatory 
insurance, and credit cards are all receiving "strict scrutiny" from public and private
sector "attorneys general." 

A recent study by the Research Institute for Housing A:Illerica (RIHA) concludes 
that minority borrowers are more likely to receive sub~rime loans after controlling 
for credit risk factors. RIHA cautions against a conclUSIOn that price discrimination 
alone explains this since minority borrowers may have different techniques of 
searching for lenders--or access to credit limited only to subprime lenders. However, 
when one considers the totality of the research by NCRC, HUD, Fannie Mae, 
Freddie Mac, RIHA, and others, it seems fair to say that the burden of proof lies 
with those who assert that discrimination and predatory lending is the exception 
to the rule and not the norm in the subprime market. 1 

In late October 2000, the incoming Chairman of A:Illerica's Community Bankers 
told an American Banker reporter that "We need to be very careful that sub prime 
lending, which has a useful place, does not get confused with predatory lending. . . 
because lending to borrowers with imperfect credit history. . . is one of the reasons 
we have increased homeownership to record levels in the United States."2 

The home mortgage lending data do not support the contention that subprime
lending has driven the surge in homeownership for traditionally underserved popu
lations. In 1990, low- and moderate-income borrowers (LMI borrowers have up to 
80 percent of area median income) received 18.5 percent of all home mortgage loans 
made in the country (loans to borrowers with unknown incomes were excluded from 
the calculations). By 1995, LMI borrowers received 26.9 percent of all home mort
gage loans, or 8.4 percentage points more than they had in 1990. By 1999, LMI loan 
share had increased to 30.7 percent or only 3.8 more percentage points than in 
1995. The surge in subprime lending occurred from 1995 to 1999, yet LMI borrowers 
experienced the largest gains in home mortgage lending from 1990 to 1995. The first 
part of the decade witnessed a tremendous increase in conventional and affordable 

'Anthony Pennington·Cross, Anthony Yezer, and Joseph Nichols, Credit Risk and Mortgage 
Lending: Who Uses Subprime and Why? Working Paper No. 00-03, published by the Research 
Institute for Housing America. 

"New Leader After Year of Upheaval at ACB. American Banker, October 30, 2000. 
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prime loans as depository institutions worked in partnership with community orga
nizations to make CRA-related home mortgage loans. 

The story is similar for home mortgage lending trends to African-Americans and 
Latinos. African-Americans and Latinos received 10.1 percent of the home mortgage 
loans in 1990 made to Mrican-Americans, Latinos, and Whites. The African-Amer
ican and Latino loan share climbed to 14.4 percent in 1995 and to 16.1 percent in 
1999. The share of home mortgage loans made to African-Americans and Latinos 
increased by 4.3 percentage points from 1990 to 1995, but only 1.7 percentage points 
from 1995 to 1999. Pundits and proponents of subprime lending talk about how it 
has made homeownership accessible, but the statistics show the biggest gains for 
minorities occurred in the first part of the decade when CRA-related lending 
surged-as opposed to the second part of the decade when subprime lending soared. 

The RlHA study cited earlier concludes, "Yet there is little evidence to support 
the idea that subprime lending (primarily) serves lower-income households or house
holds with little wealth to use as a down payment." And RIHA should know what 
it is talking about, since it is a research institute founded by mortgage banks and 
their trade association, the Mortgage Bankers Association of America. 

NCRC acknowledges that responsible subprime lenders playa role in the market
place. However, most predatory lenders are primarily consumer lenders and should 
not be confused with CRA-covered lenders that have done the most work in making 
the American Dream of homeownership possible. Despite this, even a portion of 
CRA-covered loans has become predatory since the onset of financial modernization. 
In particular, price discrimination, or charging higher interest rates than is nec
essary to cover risk, by subprime mortgage divisions of banks has become all too 
common. 

Next, opponents of tighter control of subprime lending suggest that improved dis
closure of terms and conditions of loans will provide the needed protections against 
predatory lending. Loan transactions, particularly mortgages, can be the most com
plex transaction in a typical consumers lifetime, making it difficult for the average 
American to understand loan terms, choice of products, and that counseling or con
sumer protections may be available. I offer that consumers not only need the disclo
sures, but also need assistance safety net of new legislative protections. 
Legislative Remedies 

NCRC believes that current law and regulation are weak and err on the side of 
allowing exploitative practices that are not economically justified in terms of being 
necessary to make loans profitable. Steep prepayment penalties on high interest 
loans, high balloon payments, repeated flippmg, credit insurance, and fee and prod
uct packing were not necessary for profitable home mortgage loans made to first 
time homebuyers during the tremendous homeownership expansion in the 1990's, 
especially in the first half of the decade. These products and practices remain inap
propriate today in the current economy of supercharged loan origination, refinance 
and home improvement. Instead, these abusive terms and conditions trap and ex
ploit unsophisticated borrowers. Their unsuitability to the borrower and lender is 
demonstrated by higher foreclosures associated with predatory lending.3 Indeed, the 
FDIC has found that although subprime lenders constitute about 1 percent of all 
insured financial institutions, they account for 20 percent of depository institutions 
that have safety and soundness problems. 4 

In order to protect consumers and the lending industry from unsafe and predatory 
practices, NCRC favors Federal antipredatory legislation that builds and expands 
the Homeownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994 (HOEPA). HOEPA defines 
loans that exceed a certain interest rate and fee threshold as high interest loans. 
It then outlaws various terms and conditions on high interest loans. The short
coming with HOEPA is not its structure but its high interest rate and fee thresh
olds. The current interest rate threshold, for example, is 10 percentage points above 
Treasury bill rates which currently translates into interest rates of 16 percent and 
higher. The HUD/I'reasury Task Force on Predatory Lending estimates that the cur
rent HOEPA interest rate threshold covers only about 1 percent of subprime loans.5 

NCRC strongly supports the Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act of 2001 
(H.R. 1051) introduced by Representative LaFalce and soon to be introduced by Sen
ator Sarbanes. Many of the provisions and protections included in the legislation are 

3 Analyzing Trends in Subprime Originations and Foreclosures: A Case Study of the Atlanta 
Metro Area, Abt Assoeiates Inc., February 2000. 

4 Department of the Treasury, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Reserve Sys· 
tem, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Proposed Agency Information Collection Activities 
(Collecting suhprime lending information on call reports), Federal Register, May 31, 2000, pages 
34801-34819. 

5 HUD-Treasury Curbing Predatory Lending report. p. 85. 
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what NCRC has been advocating for tighten up HOEPA. NCRC believes that 
HOEPA should be amended in the following manner: 
• 	Coverage-HOEPA should be expanded to cover home mortgage lending, reverse 

mortgage lending, and open-ended transactions secured by real estate. Currently, 
HOEPA applies only to closed-ended consumer transactions secured by a bor
rower's home. In order for HOEPA's protections to be comprehensive, it is time 
to extend it to all lending secured by a borrower's principal dwelling. 

• 	Interest Rate Threshold-The interest rate threshold should be lowered from 10 
percentage points above Treasury bill rates to 4 percentage points above Treasury 
rates. Using the figures in the HUDll'reasury report, NCRC estimates that this 
would cover about 70 percent of all subprime lending, or the percentage of 
sub prime lending which is estimated to contain prepayment penalties. 

• 	Fees-NCRC believes that the fee threshold should be lowered from 8 percent of 
the loan amount to 3 percent of the loan amount. Fannie Mae has indicated that 
it will not purchase loans with fees exceeding 5 percent of the loan amount. This 
is a significant policy statement from a major secondary market player indicating 
that Fannie Mae does not believe that fees above 5 percent are economically justi
fied from a profitability point of view.6 In addition, NCRC maintains that ''yield
spread" premiums should be included in the calculation of the fee threshold. 
NCRC also agrees with the HUD!l'reasury recommendation that for high interest 
rate loans, a ceiling should be established on the percentage of fees that are fi
nanced and added to the loan amount instead of being paid up-front. The HUDI 
Treasury recommendation is that fees exceeding more than 3 percent of the loan 
amount must not be financed. 

• 	Flipping-NCRC agrees with the HUDll'reasury recommendation that refinances 
of high interest rate loans that occur within 18 months of the original loan should 
be prohibited unless a tangible net benefit accrues to the borrower. Such a benefit 
should include a reduction in the loan interest rate of 1.5 percentage points. 

• Prepayment penalties-HOEPA currently allows prepayment penalties in the first 
5 years. HOEPA must be changed to either eliminate prepayment penalties alto
gether on loans that exceed the interest rate and fee threshold or at least prohibit 
prepayment penalties beyond the first year after the origination of a high interest 
loan. 

• Balloon 	payments-HOEPA prohibits balloon payments on high interest loans 
within the first 5 years of origination. NCRC agrees with the HUDll'reasury rec
ommendation that balloon loans must be prohibited until 15 years after the 
issuance of high interest rate loans. A shorter time frame invites flipping as pred
atory lenders convince borrowers facing steep balloon payments to refinance, usu
ally at higher interest rates and added fees. 

• Single-premium credit 	insurance-This is an abuse that must be ended on all 
loans. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have indicated that they will not purchase 
loans with single-premium credit insurance.7 Congress should follow their lead 
and prohibit single-premium insurance. If financial institutions wish to sell credit 
insurance, it should be on a monthly basis and must allow the borrower to cancel 
it at any time. 
Additional HOEPA reforms should outlaw mandatory arbitration clauses and/ro

hibit high interest rate loans with negative amortization and/or which excee 50 
percent of the borrower's income. With such changes, public policy will respond to 
the pervasive abuses occurring in the marketplace that cannot be addressed solely 
through improved disclosures or more extensive financial literacy and prepurchase
counseling. 

Further, NCRC recommends that this Committee strongly consider amending the 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) to include loan terms and conditions, and 
the CRA and fair lending exams should be improved to help stamp out predatory 
lending. Disclosures of annual percentage rates (APR's) will be vital for fair lending 
enforcement to ensure that mmorities and/or women of similar income levels and 
buying homes of similar values (or refinancing similar dollar amounts) are not 
charged significantly higher amounts than whites and/or males. 

The Senate Banking Committee should also strongly consider the Community Re
investment Modernization Act of 2001 (H.R. 865), introduced by Representatives 
Barrett and Gutierrez with 34 cosponsors. This legislation will allow the Community 
Reinvestment Act to keep pace with the tremendous changes taking place in the fi

6 Fannie Mae Chairman Announces New Loan Guidelines to Combat Predatory Lending Prac
tices, Fannie Mae News Release of April 11, 2000. 

1Fannie Mae April 11 press release and letter to the editor of the American Banker by David 
Andrukonis of Freddie Mac on April 6, 2000. 
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nancial industry by extending CRA to all lending affiliates of financial holding com
panies. Mortgage companies, insurance agents, and other nontraditional lending 
affiliates of holding companies would be required to comply with CRA. Lenders 
would be penalized on CRA exams for making predatory loans. In addition, the bill 
would extend CRA-like requirements to insurance companies and securities firms. 
Insurance companies would be required to publicly disclose data on the race, in
come, and gender of their customers. Mergers between depository and nondepository 
institutions would be subject to public comment periods with regulatory agency deci
sions based on CRA, fair lending, safety and soundness, and antitrust factors. 
Regulatory Responses and Remedies 

There are regulatory steps that can be taken today by the Federal banking agen
cies, particularly the Federal Reserve Board, to combat predatory activities. The 
Board has direct jurisdiction over the practices of those subprime lenders that are 
bank holding company subsidiaries. In addition, the Board also has jurisdiction over 
many companies that underwrite, purchase, and service mortgage-backed securities 
based on subprime loans by nonbank lenders. 

The Federal Reserve Board can conduct examinations, including fair lending ex
aminations, of any bank holding company subsidiary, including subprime lenders
and it should start doing so. It should be noted that the Federal Reserve, in its July 
2, 2001 approval order concerning the Citigroup-European American Bank merger, 
did commit to conduct a thorough examination of CitiFinancial. However, the Board 
still refuses to routinely conduct such examinations. The General Accounting Office 
(GAO) and the HUDlTreasury Report have both recommended that the Federal Re
serve Board conduct such examinations. Another important way the Board has ju
risdiction over the portion of the sub prime market that is predatory is through its 
supervision of companies which underwrite, purchase, and service mortgage-backed 
securities based on subprime loans by nonbank lenders and companies that make 
warehouse loans to, or do underwriting, servicing or trustee/custodian work for, 
other subprime lenders. 

It is quite clear, Mr. Chairman, that while all of the regulatory action rec
ommended by NCRC is necessary to combat predatory lending, it is not sufficient. 
To truly end this scourge, Congress must pass strong antipredatory lending legisla
tion that significantly strengthens and expands current consumer protection provi
sions under HOEPA. Even if the Federal Reserve adopted its Regulation Z proposal 
to lower the HOEPA interest rate threshold to 8 percentage points above Treasury 
securities, only 5 percent of subprime loans would be covered under the Federal Re
serve's own admission. Congress alone can change the HOEPA statute to make the 
interest rate threshold lower. The Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act of 
2001 would lower it to 6 percentage points above Treasury securities, and cover 
about 25 percent of subprime loans as estimated by HUD. In addition, the Federal 
Reserve does not believe that it has the power to eliminate credit insurance on 
subprime loans. The current predatory lending bill includes such provisions, which 
are needed to prohibit these practices. 

Federal banking regulators must also increase their scrutiny of subprime lending 
during CRA exams and accompanying fair lending reviews. CRA has been instru
mental in leveraging a tremendous increase in safe and sound lending to tradition
ally underserved communities. It is one of the most important means by which to 
stimulate conventional lending institutions to compete against predatory lenders in 
lower-income and minority communities. But for CRA to succeed in this endeavor, 
it must be enforced rigorously. 

Recently, disturbing evidence indicates that some CRA examiners are giving de
pository institutions CRA "credit" or points for payday lending and other suspect ac
tivities without scrutinizing the terms and conditions of this lending. The Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation has just publicly indicated that it will not count 
predatory loans for CRA credit. The Office of Thrift Supervision recently failed a 
thrift that was making abusive payday loans. NCRC is also pleased that the Federal 
banking agencies just updated their interagency CRA Question and Answer docu
ment to indicate that bank CRA ratings will be downgraded if they make predatory 
loans in violation of the Truth in Lending Act, the Real Estate Settlement Proce
dures Act, and HOEPA. We urge the Federal banking agencies to codifY this during 
the CRA regulation review that is just starting. Too many other questionable 
subprime and payday lenders have passed their CRA exams-and NCRC can pro
vide examples upon request. There are signs that this will be changing; increased 
scrutiny from Capitol Hill will help make sure that unscrupulous lenders will fail 
their CRA and fair lending exams. 

NCRC and its members, working with fair lending experts and its nationwide 
membership, have crafted a model antipredatory lending bill as part of our efforts 
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to eliminate the problem. It is attached as an exhibit to this testimony. NCRC is 
pleased that many of the provisions included in its model bill are also included in 
the various antipredatory lending bills currently circulating in Congress. 
Conclusion 

NCRC acknowledges the fact that subprime lending does playa role in expanding 
access to credit for those with blemished credit records. However, a growing portion 
of this industry is responsible for the "balkanization of credit," whereby vulnerable 
low- and moderate-income, minority, and elderly individuals are being targeted by 
predatory lenders whose only intent is to deceive and dispossess them of their prop
erty and wealth. Senators Sarbanes, Schumer, and Representatives LaFalce and 
Schakowsky have consistently and forcefully echoed this concern, and are to be com
mended for their leadership in proposing strong legislation to combat predatory 
practices. Representatives Barrett and Gutierrez should also be applauded for their 
sponsorship of the Community Reinvestment Modernization Act of 2001 in the 
House. 

Stronger legislation and regulation are needed to end the scourge of predatory 
lending. Noble attempts have been made at the State and local level to implement 
legislative and regulatory protections against predatory lending. NCRC applauds 
these initiatives and supports them. However, a comprehensive HOEPA statute, ac
companied by stronger regulations, is needed to establish uniformity and prevent 
predators from preying upon borrowers in States with weak laws. A uniform na
tional framework will promote competition from prime lenders and responsible 
subprime lenders. It will benefit communities and lenders alike by prohibiting un
safe and unsound lending that is designed to exploit borrowers and neighborhoods 
and strip them of their wealth. It will empower Federal and State regulators and 
enforcement agencies to use the law effectively to stem the tide of predatory lending. 

Mr. Chairman, under the law, if a person holds someone up at gunpoint and robs 
them of their possessions, that person goes to jail. However, if a lender uses decep
tion, high-pressure sales tactics, and other abusive means to steal another person's 
home-their most prized possession-the lender profits. Predatory lending is no dif
ferent than robbery at gunpoint, and both our laws and regulations must adequately 
reflect that fact. 
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>50% While TIlIoOIIl 2,346 19,731 22.142 10.6% 69.1% 

lUI Tracta 9SS 1,713 2735 36.0% 62.6% 3.2 

MUIT_ 2,553 19.827 22450 11.4% 88.3'4 
Blael<_ 626 1,225 1,851 33.8% 66.2% 4.5 

BIockMUI_ 228 687 915 24.9% 75.1% 2.3 
Whita_ 1.121 13.838 14.959 7.5% 92,5% 

LM1Borrowws 1.592 4.327 5.948 26.8% 72.7% 2.5 
MUJBorrvw.... 1.868 15.634 17.580 10.6% 88.9% 

Trenton MSA Marklit Share 1999 

ConventiclnaI Refinnnce Lending to Owner-Occupants 


SubIlP'lme Prime Total Subprime Prime Share 101_511.... 

Lo""" Loans Loans Share Oial!!!t!l 
All_era 530 3.356 3,915 13.5% 85.1% 


>611% Min Tr_ 135 164 311 43,4% 52.7% 4,0 


>50% Wh~. Tracts 395 3.189 3.801 11,0% 88,6% 


'tMIT_ 145 220 376 38,6% 5S,S% 3.5 

MUIT_ 385 3.133 3.536 10.9% 88.6% 

77 148 225 34.2% 65,8% 5,1 

SlllCl<MUI_ 16 7! 87 18,4% 81,6% 2,0 

While BoI!'OWllOra 155 2.160 2.315 6,7% 93,3% 

tM18"""""", 278 679 988 28,5% 70,1% 3.2 

MUIBontIwera 242 2,436 2894 9,0% 90.4% 



Percent of Refinance Loans in the Newark MSA In 
1999 
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Percent of Refinance Loans in the Trenton MSA In ' 
1999 
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NCRC 

Refinance Loans to Owner-Occupants in 1999 


By Minority Level Census Tract 

New York City MSA Subprime Lenders . 
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NCRC 

Refmance Loans to Owner-Occupants in 1999 


By Minority Level Census Tract 

New Yark City MSA Prime Lenders 
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New York City MSA Marlcet Share 1999 

COIDIelllional RejiNJJIce Lending to Owner-Occupants 


Subprime Prime Total Sutlprime PrI"'" --Loana Loans Loons SIw& SIvn DIoe"'!!): 
AlI_ 9.668 37.919 47.831 20,2% 79,3% 

>50% Min Tracts 5.523 7,720 13.386 41.;1% 57.7% 3.4 

>50% WhIts Tracts 4.135 30.147 34.384 12.0% 87,7% 

LMITnICIO 2.181 2,981 5202 41.9% 57,3% 2.4 

MUITrac18 7.462 34.824 42487 17.6% 82.0% 

-~ 2.168 3.766 5.\132 36,5% 83.5% 4,8 

Blac:kMUlBonowem 1.217 2,623 3.840 31.7% 58.3% 1.8 

Wh~ _""'81'8 1.821 22.122 23.946 7.6% 92.4% 
LMl_ 2.991 3.612 6.644 45.0% 54,4% 2.8 

MUfBonow.... 8.291 29,409 35,903 17,5% 81.9% 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE J. WALLACE 
COUNSEL, A.>.fERICAN FINANCIAL SERVICES AsSOCIATION 

JULY 27, 2001 

Good morning. I represent the American Financial Services Association (AFSA). 
AFSA is a trade association for a wide variety of market-funded lenders, many of 
whom make both prime and subprime loans to American consumers. AFSA looks 
forward to working with the Committee to examine the issues raised by the hear
ings held yesterday and today. 

Allegations of predatory lending, farticularly in the subprime mortgage market, 
have received a significant level 0 attention in recent months. Advocates of in
creased regulation have claimed that stepped up fraudulent or "predatory" mar
keting practices have persuaded vulnerable consumers to mortgage their homes in 
unwise loan transactions. Some consumer advocates have gone considerably farther 
and asserted that various loan products and features common to the mortgage mar
ket are "predatory" and should be outlawed. 

Most of the regulatory changes sought have a common, very troubling, approach. 
They impose significantly restrictive new regulation on all mortgage loans, or all 
loans over a designated interest rate or points threshold, even if there is no evidence 
of fraudulent marketing. This approach confuses the symptoms with the causes and 
its adoption would be a serious mistake, because it fails to recognize or address the 
real causes of the problem, and would seriously undercut the important goal of 
maintaining the availability of credit for working American families. 

Much of this proposed regulation seeks to control credit prices, directly or indi
rectly, by limiting or discouraging points, fees, and higher interest rates. Some pro
posals also restrict credit terms or require burdensome new compliance steps, such 
as extended new disclosures. Several others aim at restricting marketing methods, 
particularly when refinancing is involved. Finally, several proposals have urged 
turning the already strong remedial and penalty provisions of present law into ex
tremely broad punitive provisions. 

These proposals, taken as a whole, would dramatically reduce loan revenue, in
crease the risk, and/or increase costs the lender must bear. While initially the re
sulting burdens fall on the lenders who continue to make loans subject to new regu
lation, in the long term, the effects will almost always be felt directly by working 
American families, either because of decreased loan availability, higher credit prices 
or less flexible loan administration. 

Thus this call for increased regulation, well intended as it undoubtedly is, strikes 
at the very heart. of the efforts over the last quarter century of Congress, many 
States, consumer advocacy groups, and the lending industry to make efficiently 
priced consumer credit available to working American families, including minorities, 
single parent families, and others who for so long were unable to obtain credit. In 
testimony before this Committee in 1993, Deepak Bhargava, Legislative Director for 
ACORN, spoke of "a credit famine in low- and moderate-income and minority com
munities in urban and rural areas" demonstrated by "[albundant anecdotal and sta
tistical evidence [pointing to] massive problems of credit access in many commu
nities around the country, particularly in minority and low-income areas".l He also 
pointed out that "[l]ack of access to credit thwarts community development efforts, 
and the creation of employment and housing opportunities for millions of American 
families." 2 

In 1993, subprime credit was a very small part of the credit market. Today, 
subprime credit is approximately 25 percent of home equity credit outstanding, and 
a very significant part of purchase money credit. Yet some of the legislative pro
posals advanced by consumer advocates this year would unwisely impose stringent 
new regulations and disclosures, including what amounts to strict price and terms 
limitations, on virtually all of that credit. Even the pending Federal Reserve Board 
proposals would impose heavy additional regulatory burdens. A study of AFSA 
member loans originated over the last 5 years suggests that the pending Federal 
Reserve Board proposal would increase the number of first mortgages covered by 
HOEPA from 12.4 percent today to 37.6 percent, and second mortgages from 49.6 

1 Hearings on S. 1275, Community Development Banking and Financial Institutions Act of 
1993 before the Senate Banking, HOUSing, and Urban Affairs Committee, 103d Cong., 1st Sess., 
168 (1993) (Written Testimony by Deepak Bhargava, Legislative Director, ACORN on behalf of 
ACORN, Center for Community Change, Consumer Federation of America, Consumers Union 
and National Council of LaRaza).

2Id. 
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percent to 81.1 percent.3 The effect, if not the goal, of these proposals will likely 
be to substantially shrink the subprime mortgage market, a point underlined by 
Freddie Mac's announcement in the spring of 2000 that it would not purchase any 
HOEPA loan, a policy now mirrored by Fannie Mae.4, 5 

Subprime lenders, spurred on by Congress, have been enormously successful in 
delivering efficiently priced consumer credit to working American families, regard
less of race, ethnicity, or background. Such families use mortgage credit for many 
purposes, among them acquiring homes, working their way out of credit difficulty 
by consolidation and refinancing, making home improvements, and college edu
cation. We are proud to report that during the last 5 years, 96 percent of those who 
have borrowed from AFSA members using subprime mortgage loans have used the 
credit successfully. Eighty five percent of those subprime borrowers paid in full and 
on time. The remaining 11 percent, in varying degree, may have missed a payment 
here and there, but ultimately used the credit successfully.6 It is true, of course, 
that subprime lending does experience higher losses than conventional lending. 
That is why it is priced as it is. But the basic point is that most Americans who 
use subprime credit use it successfully. Under what policy prescription would the 
Government deny to Americans with less than first class credit access to all the ben
efits of credit that middle class Americans enjoy? The 96 percent of Americans 
who use the credit extended by AFSA members successfully are not asking for that 
interference. 

There are some people who have been the victims of fraudulent, deceptive, illegal, 
and unfair practices in the marketing of mortgage loans. Advocates have mistakenly 
focused on loan products and features as the reason why these victims experienced 
such adverse outcomes, and reached the faulty conclusion that if regulation just 
barred certain loan features, the harm would have been avoided. Pursuing that mis
taken reasoning, they have tried to label as "predatory," highly regulated loan prod
ucts and features, which are entirely legal (such as credit insurance, prepayment 
penalties, balloon payments, arbitration, and higher rates and fees). However, most 
of the loan features called "predatory" are rwt generally known as "predatory" prac
tices-they are legitimate, legal, and common in mainstream prime and subprime 
lending. Any legitimate consumer good or service can be marketed fraudulently. In
deed, the scam artist prefers to use legitimate products, like loans, as a cover be
cause consumers want and need the product. The illegality comes in the fraudulent 
marketing of the good or service, not in the good or service itself. 

We urge that Congress not confuse the loan products that consumers want and 
need, with the fraudulent marketing practices that a few isolated operators have I, used to prey upon the unfortunate. Predatory lending is fundamentally the result 
of misleading and fraudulent sales practices already prohibited by a formidable 
array of Federal and State laws. including Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commis
sion Act, criminal fraud statutes, State deceptive practices statutes, and civil rights 
laws. Aggressive enforcement efforts by the Fl'C, HUD, and the Civil Rights Divi
sion of the Justice Department, as well as by the States' Attorney Generals are un
derway. The existing array of State and Federal regulation of fraudulent practices 
is already sufficient to deal with the deceptive, fraudulent, and unfair practices that 
make up "predatory lending," and we suggest that there is no better deterrent to 
this type of behavior than successful prosecution. On the other hand, the subprime 
market is already very heavily burdened with restrictions and requirements im
posed at the State and Federal levels. Additional regulation of the type advocates 
have proposed will hurt the vast majority of working American families by raising 
credit prices and reducing credit availability. That is simply not a desirable policy 
outcome, particularly when it is not likely to deal with the real problem. 

3 Michael E. Staten and Gregory Elliehausen, The Impact of The Federal Reserve Board's Pro
posed RevisiomJ to HOEPA on the Number and Characteristics of HOEPA Loans, ~ (July 24, 
2001). 

4See editorial by David A. Andrukonis, Chief Credit Officer, Freddie Mac, "Freddie Mac De
fends Purchase of Subprime Mortgages," American Banker, April 6, 2000, also available at 
www·freddiemac.comlnewsanalysisambankerlet.html. 

5 A study of the impact on the loan market in North Carolina of impact recent loan legislation 
there had on the availability of credit to low- and moderate-income borrowers likewise suggests 
that the approach to reform urged by the advocates is counterproductive. In North Carolina, 
loans made by 9 AFSA companies to borrowers with incomes under $50,000 shrunk dramatically 
in the first 6 months after the North Carolina legislation went into effect. Michael E. Staten 
and Gregory Elliehausen, The Impact of The Federal Reserve Board's Proposed RevisiomJ to 
HOEPA on the Number and Characteristics of HOEPA Loans, 1418 (July 24, 2001). 

6 Analysis of approximately 1.3 million mortgage loans originated between 1995 and July 1, 
2000 by 9 AFSA members. The percentages stated in the text are based on all loans in the pool 
with relevant variables. 
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If fraudulent and deceptive practices are the root of the problem, what is the ap
propriate policy to address predatory lending? 
• First, Congress should 	do no harm to the present system which has been ex

tremely successful in delivering consumer credit to America's working families. As 
said before, more restrictions on credit prices, terms, and practices does not ad
dress the fraud which is the root of the problem, and it results in taking away 
from working American families the lending products they desire and it has been 
the goal of Congress to provide. Remember that over a 5 year period, 96 percent 
of those who used subprime lending from AFSA members did so successfully. Such 
policy prescriptions as lowering HOEPA thresholds and forbidding such features 
as balloon payments, financed single-premium life, accident, and health insurance 
and prepayment fees in more and more loans is not appropriate poticr, because 
it takes away legitimate tools to shape credit to the needs of America s working 
families. 

• AFSA 	has been a leader in developing educational programs to help meet the 
enormous need American consumers have for greater financial literacy. As a 
founding member of the Jump Start Coalition, a coalition of industry, Govern
ment, and private groups dedicated to increasing financial literacy, it has for sev
eral years pushed strongly for increased efforts to educate Americans about credit. 
We urge Congress to support these and other efforts, because they hold the great
est promise to help over the long run. As we all know, the best defense against 
fraudulent sales practices is the informed consumer, and informed consumers can 
best evaluate whether they want or can afford to borrow more. 

• Industry self regulation likewise plays 	an important role. AFSA has developed
"Best Practices" which its member companies have voluntarily adopted. They ad
dress the controversial terms which consumer advocates have often targeted, and 
they strike a balance between reasonable limits and providing legitimate con
sumer benefits in appropriate circumstances. Other associations of lenders, in
cluding the Mortgage Bankers Association, have adopted "Best Practices" as well, 
and they hold a great deal of promise. A copy of AFSA's best practices on home 
equity lending (Statement of Voluntary Standards for Consumer Mortgage Lend
ing) is attached as Appendix A. 

• Government's role is appropriately the vigorous enforcement of the deceptive prac
tices and civil rights laws. Any objective analysis of these laws must reach the 
conclusion that they provide powerful tools to address both fraudulent sales prac
tices and discrimination. Strong enforcement is appropriate because it addresses 
the real problem, the fraudulent and discriminatory practices that make an other
wise legitimate loan "predatory," without affecting the overall ability of lenders 
to make loans available to working American families with less than perfect 
credit. That is the appropriate policy balance between dealing with the real mis
fortunes which a few borrowers have eJqlerienced and the continued availability 
of credit to working American families. We urge Congress to encourage that an 
appropriate balance be maintained. 
Thank you for the opportunity to address the Committee, and I look forward to 

any questions you may have. 
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Appendix A 

American Financial Services Association 
Statement ofVoluntary S~dards 
For Consumer Mortgage Lending 

DeeeJU.ber 12.2000 

The American Financial Servicc$ Association (AFSA) has examined the market 
environment for mortgage lending as defined in the Home Ownership Equity Protection 
Act (HOEPA) and has adopted the following voluntaxy standards, effective upon its 
release, for the conduct of lenders in this l11IIl"ket. 
AFSA rejects abusive practices, and uniformly condemns violations oflaw, fraud and 
unfair and deceptive practices by anyone in the marketplace. In furtherance ofthis 
position members will ensure that their employees are appropriately trained and that their 
customers have access to effective complaint resolution channels. 
HOEPA Standards. Uniform standards and triggers embodied in HOEPA represent a 
level playing field for these mortgage transactions in the United States. Adoption of 
diffi::ring standards and triggers in state legislation are not recommended and could 
reduce the availability of credit to consumers who need it 
Ability to Repay. The ability of the customer to repay the loan obligation should be the 
primary focus ofunderwriting standards. AFSA members will not extend credit to any 
customer who does not demonstrate the ability to pay when the application is made. 
Underwriting may be done on a manual basis or with a system that is empirically derived 
(statistical), and these underwriting decisions consider many factors.. However, the 
amount of equity in the mortgaged property should not take precedent over the boIIOwers 
ability to repay the loan. 
Credit Iasunmee Prod.ct!. Credit life, credit disability, and credit lUI insurance 
represents a high value to consumers in mortgage lending. Consumers have recognized 
this value to retire debt or to provide payment continuity in the case of death, disability, 
or unemployment. Providers ofcredit insurance must make full and accurate disclosure 
ofcredit insurance terms in accordance with state or federa11aw as the foundation for the 
customer making an informed decision. Finally. existing law regarding the optional 
namre ofcredit insunmce provides effective protection to consumers. 
The AFSA Code ofEthics provides that the offering of any insurance must be done in a 
clear and informative manner. The purchase ofsuch products must reflect a votuntary.2 
choice by the consumer and must never be a condition to the extension ofcredit. To 
further strengthen this position. AFSA member companies will offer customers who 
choose to buy credit insurance the clwice of single premium or monthly premium 
insurance products on mortgage loans as state law and data processing systems 
enhancements will allow for such choices in the future. AFSA members will provide a 
full refund ofsingle premium insurance charges within 30 days of the loan closing, for 
those customers who choose to cancel their insurance, thereby providing a JO-day "free 
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look". AFSA members will refund the unused portion ofany single premium credit 
insurance premium upon cancellation. 
Prepayment Penalties. Costly administration ofhigher risk mortgages often demands 
that multiple components be included in the risk based pricing ofmortgage loans. 
Prepayment penalties should not be assessed ifa loan is to be refinanced by the same 
lender. If the borrower repays the loan through other sources, the original lender may 
recover costs through application ofa prepayment penalty •. :
The AFSA standard is a maximum of 5 years for the duratiOn of a prepayment penalty 
clause in a mortgage loan agreement. 
BaUoon LoaDS. AFSA recognizes that balloon loans may be beneficial for some 
borrowers, provided that either the balloon date is at least 7 years from the date of loan 
origination or the borrower has provided information in connection with the application 
indicating that the borrower's financial plans anticipate the need for the loan for only a 
period shorter than the length ofthe balloon (e.g. the borrower expects to be transferred 
within three years and wants a three year balloon). Each AFSA member will agree with 
its customers that it will refinance a balloon loan at maturity, upon request ofthe 
borrower, at its then-available rate, fees and terms, provided that (a) the member still 
owns the loan, (b) the member still has products that can be offered to the customer, (c) 
neither governmental nor market forces have r~tricted the ability ofthe member to 
require the rate, fees, and terms it deems necessary and appropriate to the credit involved, 
(d) the customer bas performed well on the balloon loan, and (e) neither the customer's 
financial situation nor the value ofthe property bas deteriorated. 
CaU Provisions. AFSA members do not support the introduction of call provisions into 
consumer mortgage loan contracts. 
Refinancing. In the event an AFSA member refinances its loan (or the loan of an 
affiliate) within 12 months ofthe refinanced loan's origination, it will either refund pro 
rata the points on the old loan, or it will charge points only on the new money in the new 
loan. "New money" is the amount by which the new principal exceeds the payoff amount 
ofthe old loan. As a matter ofprinciple AFSA members will only refinance an existing 
loan if there is a reasonably anticipated present or potential benefit to the customer of the 
refinance. 
AFSA members support prohibition ofthe refinancing at higher rates ofunique, non
conventional, 
below market-rate loans that are characterized as publicly assisted, non-.3 
profit, or government subsidized. Ifsuch a transaction is identified in a member portfolio 
the AFSA member creditor will cure the finance charge differential, regardless of the 
origin of the transaction. 
Foreclosures. Foreclosure is a remedy oflast resort in consumer transactions. It is not 
the intention of AFSA members to derive profit from the unfortunate circumstances 
involved in the foreclosure process. 
In the unlikely event ofa foreclosure on property securing a loan, lenders should return to 
the COUSumer any net surplus inclusive oftransaction, carry, and direct costs. derived 
from the sale, upon [mal sale ofthe property by the AFSA member company from it's 
inventory ofreal estate held as assets. 
Home Improvement Lending. Members support the current AFBA voluntary standard 
on home improvement contracts, which include the following key points: 
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Loans are restricted to those used to finance improvements for the borrower's principal 
residence. 
• Lenders shall have a standardized completion certificate signed by both the seller and 
customer before a home improvement retail installment contract can be purchased, or 
before the fmal progress payment is made on a direct home improvement loan. 
• For any home improvements of $7,500 or more, lenders shall arrange, prior to the 
purchase of a home improvement retail installment contract ,or prior to the final progress 
payment on a direct home improvement loan, for a property inspection by any person 
who knows the basic pammeters of the work contemplated by the customer and who is 
equipped to visually ascertain that such work bas been substantially performed. 
• For home improvement retail installment contracts and direct home improvement 
loans less than $7,500, the lender shall confum with the customer that the financed bome 
improvements have been completed. 
• Lenders will provide disclosures encouraging consumers to contact their lender if 
they cannot resolve problems with their contractor. In addition, lenders shall respond to a 
written complaint from a customer under a home improvement retail installment contract 
or direct home improvement loan regarding problems the customer may have with the 
contractor within 20 business days, by acknowledging, in writing, receipt of the inquiry. 
Within 60 business days of receipt ofthe customer's inquiry, the lender shall investigate 
the complaint and notify the customer in writing ofthe lender's determination and 
proposed course of action. 
• Lenders will cooperate with law enforcement agencies in an investigation or 
prosecution of the perpetrator of any fraudulent acts in connection with any home 
improvement projectA 
• Customers under a home improvement retail installment contract or direct home 
improvement loan shall be provided with a disclosure by the contractor (before initiating 
any work), and by the lender at the time of application, which clearly and concisely 
explains the customer's rights and protections under federal law. 
Brokers. AFSA recognizes that many lenders use brokers in originating real estate 
loans. Broker honesty and skill are important elements in the smooth functioning ofthe 
real estate lending market. These principles are embedded in the AFSA Code of Ethics. 
At the present time real estate mortgage brokers are often not licensed. AFSA supports 
the licensing and regulation ofmortgage brokers. Mortgage brokers are expected to 
comply with the AFSA voluntary standards. 
Consumer Counseling and Education. AFSA actively supports conswner education 
through the AFSA Education Foundation. AFSA fully supports the availability of 
voluntary independent credit counseling as one ofthe many tools available to help 
consumers understand responsible use of credit. AFSA recommends that lenders take 
steps to support initiatives for consumer education to improve the financial decisions that 
conswners make, and to ensure effective use of information. 
Credit Reporting. AFSA supports the current voluntary standard on credit reporting. 
AFSA members shall not selectively report credit information on certain customers and 
withhold credit information on other customers for the purpose ofpreventing data on 
customers from becoming available to other lenders. 
Compliance with this voluntary standard on credit reporting will improve fair and 
complete credit reporting and benefit consumers as they seek credit in the future. 

Default Advice. AFSA believes any practice ofencouraging consumers to withhold 
mortgage payments or to default while awaiting a refinance is irresponsible and 
Wlethicai. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEE WILLIAMS 

CHAIRPERSON, STATE ISSUES SUBCOMMITTEE 


CREDIT UNION NATIONAL AsSOCIATION, AND 


PRESIDENT, AVIATION AsSOCIATION CREDIT UNION, WICHITA, KANSAS 


JULY 27, 2001 

Good morning, Chairman Sarbanes and Members of the Committee. I am Lee Wil
liams, President of Aviation Associates Credit Union, a $38 million State-chartered 
credit union in Wichita, Kansas. I am testifYing this morning on behalf of the Credit 
Union National Association (CUNA), which represents over 90 percent of the 10;500 
State and Federal credit unions nationwide. In my capacity as chair of CUNA's 
State Issues Subcommittee, I have had the privilege of carefully considering issues 
surrounding the abusive practices of predatory lending and appreciate the oppor
tunity to present some of our findings. 

The credit union system abhors the predatory lending practices that are being 
used by some mortgage brokers and mortgage lenders across the country. America's 
more than 10,000 credit unions-member owned, not-for-profit cooperatives-strive 
to help their 80 million members create a better economic future for themselves and 
their families. 

Predatory lending is a complex and difficult issue to resolve, as evidenced by the 
many witnesses that have testified before this Committee over the past 2 days. The 
primary targets of predatory lenders are subprime borrowers. Subprime borrowers 
are consumers who do not qualifY for prime rate loans because of a poor credit his
tory, or in some cases, simply a lack of a credit history. This segment of the popu
lation is of particular interest to the credit union industry because historically it is 
that population that has turned to credit unions for our flexibility and wide range 
of credit options. 

CUNA is concerned that the term "predatory" has become synonymous with 
"subprime" in the minds of some policymakers. We believe it is important to distin
guish the difference between subprime loans and predatory lending practices when 
formulating laws or regulations to eliminate predatory lending practices. If sub
prime lending is unintentionally restricted through efforts to prohibit predatory 
lending practices, the result could be a significant decrease in available credit to 
borrowers with blemished credit histories. 

Credit Unions Are Not Predatory Lenders \ 

Credit unions do not engage in predatory practices. Credit unions are nonprofit, 
cooperatively owned financial institutions. All profits are returned to the credit 
union members, after expenses and distribution to reserves. To participate in any 
activity that would take advantage of our members, who are also our owners, would 
be counterproductive to our operations, our structure, and our philosophy. 

Credit unions are not in business to make money by providing financial services. 
In part, they are in business to provide financial services because people need them 
and, all too often, cannot obtain them at reasonable costs and terms. As the so
called "fringe" banking industry, such as payday lenders, pawn shops, and check 
cashers, has significantly expanded over the past decade, credit unions have been 
out in front to combat the devastating effects of these high-cost money brokers by 
offering alternative services at reasonable rates. 

CUNA Combats Predatory Lending 
America's credit unions support the elimination of lending practices that are in

tentionally structured in a manner that is deceptive and disadvantageous to bor
rowers. CUNA and credit unions across the country have been establishing pro
grams to help our members fight back against the effects of high-cost and predatory 
loans. 

At Aviation Associates Credit Union, we recently initiated the "Take Control" pro
gram, which provides resources for our members allowing them to take control of 
their financial well-being and effectively deter the success of payday lenders and the 
predatory mortgage lenders in our community. 

Let me provide an example. Members with high interest mortgage loans acquired 
from a mortgage broker have asked our credit union for help because they cannot 
make their monthly payments. My initial response is to refinance these onerous 
loans and reduce the interest rate. But often that is no solution. Typically, these 
types of loans have been initially packed with so many fees-paid up front and fi
nanced-that the Loan to Value ratio is pushed as high as 125 percent. My credit 
union, and few others, can refinance such a loan. 
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Even in such a dire situation, our "Take Control" program can improve the mem
ber's financial circumstances. Our program does so through member education. 

With the help of an on-site consumer credit counselor (available twice a week), 
members can learn how to pay down loans faster, obtain lower fees and rates, and
even in the grip of such a "predatory mortgage loan"-learn how to build equity 
faster so that the credit union can eventually refinance the loan. 

This is only a Band-Aid on a serious injury. When the credit union refinances for 
the member, the predatory lender wins. At Aviation Associates Credit Union, we be
lieve our members must never fall victim to predatory lenders in the first place. 
That is why the "Take Control" program includes a significant education component 
to teach our members how to avoid the predatory mortgage trap. We are convinced 
that education is a critical tool in our efforts to obtain financial independence for 
our members. 

On a national level, CUNA and credit unions are active on several fronts to com
bat predatory lending. Last summer, CUNA developed "Mortgage Lending Stand
ards and Ethical Guidelines" to be adopted by credit unions across the country. 
These guidelines were designed to help emphasize credit unions' concern for con
sumers and further distinguish credit unions as institutions that care more about 
people than money. 

The guidelines prohibit: 
• 	interest rates that are significantly above market rates and which are not justi

fied by the degree of risk involved in providing the credit 
• excessive balloon payments 	that require refinancing at a rate that is more than 

the rate on the existing note 
• lending without regard to whether the borrower has the ability to repay 
• requirements for frequent refinancing of the loan resulting in additional costs to 

the borrower and significant erosion of the borrower's equity; 
• repayment penalties, in excess of actual costs incurred and unpaid 
• exorbitant fees and insurance premiums 	that the borrower may be required to fi

nance, further jeopardizing equity 
• misleading or false advertising 

A copy of these guidelines are attached to this statement. 
One of the most important programs CUNA is currently promoting to combat 

predatory lending practices is financial education of our Nation's youth. Credit 
unions believe that by educating our young people in the area of personal finance 
they will learn to make sound financial decisions and choose not to use high-cost 
or predatory lenders. 

CUNA has partnered with the National Endowment for Financial Education 
(NEFE) and the Cooperative Extension Service (CES) to expand financial education 
among teens throughout America. Through this partnership CUNA, NEFE, and 
CES provide an educational curriculum and materials to high schools across the 
country to combat financial illiteracy. 

In addition to providing necessary materials, credit unions actively participate in 
the classrooms. During the 1999-2000 school year credit unions conducted over 
5,000 financial education presentations reaching approximately 130,000 students 
nationwide. 

Because credit unions are an important component of the solution to predatory 
lending-not \lart of the problem-CUNA has supported regulatory proposals that 
would strategically address predatory lending concerns without unduly burdening 
credit unions in the process. For example, CUNA supports the Federal Reserve 
Board's proposed change to Regulation Z, which is targeted only to high-cost loans 
under the scope of the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act. CUNA has not 
supported regulatory proposals that are not carefully constructed to address only 
predatory lending problems, such as the Fed's proposed changes to amend Regula
tion C, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA). This proposal would require all cov
ered lenders, whether they make high-cost loans or not, to face additional, signifi
cant and costly reporting burdens not required by the HMDA. CUNA will continue 
working with the regulators to develop strategies that will protect consumers with
out imposing broad-based requirements that divert them from their primary mission 
of serving the financial needs of their members. 
Credit Unions Often Use Subprime Lending Programs
To Improve Consumers' Credit 

A growing number of credit unions offer subprime loans to members who do not 
qualify for a prime rate loan. Subprime loans are offered to members at rates above 
the prime rate to offset the higher risk of lending to members with poor credit his
tories. Credit union subprime loans are not predatory. They are a necessary tool 
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that gives borrowers with poor credit histories the ability to build, or rebuild, their 
credit. 

To help illustrate some of the alternative subprime lending programs offered by 
credit unions, CUNA created the Equitable Subprime Lending Task Force last Feb
ruary. The Task Force has recently completed a handbook entitled: Subprime 
Doesn't Have to Be Predatory-Credit Union Alternatives, which is included as an 
attachment to this statement. 

Some credit union subprime loan programs, such as Aberdeen Proving Ground 
Credit Union's "Credit Builder" program in Aberdeen, Maryland, are designed to 
help borrowers improve their credit standing. This program offers sUbf.rime loans 
at 2 percent or 4 percent above normal rates, depending on collatera, but these 
higher rates automatically drop when the borrower makes 12 on-time payments. 

In this program, the borrower is well informed that if he or she has one payment 
that is over 30 days past due any time during the first year of the loan, then the 
borrower is locked into the higher rate for the life of the loan. But, if the borrower 
makes the first 12 payments on time, the loan rate will automatically drop to the 
prime rate. However, the borrower must continue the timely payments for the life 
of the loan to retain the lower rate. If, after the first year of on-time payments, the 
borrower misses a payment, then the rate reverts to the higher rate again for the 
life of the loan. This loan is structured as an incentive to make on-time payments. 

In Seattle, Washington, the Washington State Employees Credit Union all too 
often saw single income families struggling to make ends meet while the American 
Dream of homeownership remained beyond their grasp. To help more consumers 
buy homes, the credit union developed the "First Step" program. This program re
quires only percent down, an interest rate of .50 percent above the standard Fannie 
Mae 30 year fixed rate, and certification that the borrower has attended a home
buyer education seminar by a local agency or group. To qualify for this loan, the 
borrower's income cannot be above a certain level and the purchase price of the 
home must be below maximum limits. 

The credit union staff work closely with these borrowers through the life of the 
loan offering financial guidance and budgeting assistance to promote success for this 
program, as well as for the borrowers. 

The credit union has allocated $20 million to this program and has been very suc
cessful getting people into homes that could not ordinarily qualify for a mortgage 
anywhere else. 

And Antioch Schools Federal Credit Union, located in California, offers its 
subprime borrowers several ways to reduce their interest rates, while picking up 
smart credit habits in the process. This "Rate Reduction" program includes: 
• 	 a V2 percentage rate reduction for attending one consumer credit counseling class; 
• 	 a 1 percent rate reduction for attending more than one consumer credit counseling 

class; 
• 	a 1 percent rate reduction for each year of the term of the loan that there are 

no draws or escalation of debt during that year; 
• 	 and to promote savings, the Antioch Schools Credit Union will drop a subprime 

borrower's rate one half percent if the borrower makes a deposit of at least $15 
a month to a savings account and keeps it on deposit for a year. 
With the many positive programs being developed in the subprime lending market 

to assist consumers of all economic circumstances, credit unions urge policymakers 
to address the abuse of lending practices rather than complete prohibition of prac
tices that, when used legitimately, provide flexibility and credit options to meet indi
vidual borrowers' needs. 

Credit Unions Urge: Eliminate Predatory Practices, Not Subprime Lending 
Credit unions urge policymakers to use a scalpel, not an elephant gun, when 

drafting legislation to eliminate predatory lending practices. Subprime borrowers 
need to be served. Credit unions do not want to lose their ability to create flexible 
subprime loan programs. 

For example: 
• Bona 	Fide Discount Points Should Not Be Eliminated. Credit unions are con

cerned that a definition of "high-cost mortgage" that includes "total points and 
fees" and lowers the HOEPA threshold to 5 percent could restrict the use of dis
count points, which in many cases borrowers pay for the purpose of reducing the 
interest rate or time-price differential applicable to the loan. This is an important 
loan option for some borrowers who intend to stay in their home for a long time. 

CUNA recommends that bona fide buy down points be excluded from the 
definition of "high-cost mortgage" where the borrower has a completely free 
choice among a set of interest rate and point combinations. 
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• Legitimate Balloon Notes Shou1d Not Be Prohibited. Credit unions are concerned 
that strictly prohibiting balloon payments will eliminate a legitimate credit option 
for lenders who wish to extend loans without holding excessive interest rate risk 
or for borrowers, under specific circumstances, to obtain lower monthly payments. 

CUNA recommends that balloon payments be allowed if the borrower has 
the option of continuing the loan at the then current interest rate available 
from that lender for similar borrowers with no additional costs or fees. 

• Financing Points 	and Fees Should Be Allowed When in the Best Interest of the 
Borrower. There may be cases where it is in the consumer's best interest to refi
nance an existing high-cost mortgage. Credit unions are concerned that a strict 
prohibition of the financing of certain points and fees could limit borrowers' op
tions and in many cases, access to credit. 

CUNA recommends that legislation restricting the financing of points and 
fees include an exception for transactions in which: (a) the action provides 
a material benefit to the consumer, and (b) the amount of the fee or charge 
does not exceed, (i) an amount equal to 1.0 percent of the total loan 
amount, or (ii) $600 in any case in which the total loan amount of the mort
gage does not exceed $60,000. 

Again, let me say that I am very pleased you are holding these hearings. Credit 
unions are very anxious to see the abusive practices of predatory lending eliminated. 
Credit unions have taken positive steps in that direction through their voluntary ef
forts to educate their members and provide them with fair and sound alternative 
products. It is our hope that we will have allies in our efforts to assure that all con
sumers have access to credit products that do not unfairly take advantage of their 
circumstances. 

Thank you, and I will be happy to answer any questions. 
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CUNA MEMBER CREDIT UNION 

MORTGAGE LENDING STANDARDS AND ETHICAL GUIDELINES 


Issue: Homeowners across the country. seeking to borrow againsUhe equity in their property, 
may be forced to pay excessive rates and fees, be subjected to other abusive borrowing activity. 
or be at risk of actually losing their homes, if they fall prey to unscrupulous lending practices 
known as predatory lending. Such borrowers are often· elderly or other individuals faeing 
significant flllaneial demands who are anxious to have access to credit IUId thus, vulnerable to 
unconscionable demands and requirements of the predatory lenders. 

Credit Unions ConcerDslInterests 

Credit unions have a proud history of service to their memben and provide products that 
meet members' needs and are In memben' best financial Interests. As member-()wned, 
democratically conlrolled fmancial cooperatives. credit unions want to help protect consumers 
from abuses of predatory lending in the financial marketplace. even though credit unions 
themselves offer products that are fairly priced, with reasonable terms and conditions. 

Under the Federal Credit Union Act and/or regulations from the National Credit Union 
Administration, more stringent rules apply to credit union mortgage lending than apply to 
c()mmercial bank: home loan products. For example. federal credit unions are subject to a 15 
usury rate ceiling. which may be adjusted up to 21 and now stands at 18. Also. federal credit 
unions may not charge prepayment penalties. State provisions vary. but many state chanered 
credit unions operate under similar limitations. 

The Credit Union National Association. the largest trade association representing credit unions, 
condemns the practice of predatory lending. CUNA's Board of Directors calls on every CUNA 
member credit union to adopt horne equity lending standards and ethical guidelines that will help 
emphasi:ze credit unions' concern for consumers and further distinguish credit unions as 
institutions that care more about people than money. CUNA will work with key policymakers. 
including state and fedenll credit union regulators. to ensure they support an approach thaI is 
designed to increase awareness of the predatory lending problem and highlight credit unions' role 
as not-for-profit. consumer-owned fmancial institutions. 

Guidelines and Ethical Standards 

The following guidelines are designed to apply to non-purchase money closed-end home equity 
loans. Credit unions abhor predatory lending and seek to protect consumers from sucb 
abominable practices. Predatory lending Includes home equlty- stripping loan products with 
one or more of!he following characteristics: 

• 	 Interest nltes that are significantly above market rates and which are not justified by the 
degree of risk involved in providing the credit; 
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• 	 Excessive balloon payments that require refinancing at a rate that is more than the rate on 
the existing note; 

• 	 Lending without regard to whether the borrower has the ability to repay; 
• 	 Requirements for frequent refinancings of the loan resulting in additional costs to the 

borrower and significant erosion of the borrowers equity; ..-_ 
• 	 Prepayment penalties, in ene5S of actual costs incurred and unpaid; 
• 	 Exorbitant fees and insurance premiums that the borrower may be required to finance, 

further jeopardizing equity; 
• 	 Misleading or false advertising. 

Predatory lending does not encompass legitimate products such as revene mortgages or risk
based lending recognized by fair lending and fair credit statutes that allow financial institutions 
to price loan products by taking into consideration the risk to the institution in making a loan. 

Recognizing that predatory lending is fully inconsistent with the philosophy and principles 
unique to the credit union system, credit unions adopting these home equity lending guidelines 
and ethical standards agree to: 

Emphasize Member Education 

• 	 Provide a copy of these standards to memberlborrowers, as applicable; 
• 	 Educate members regarding the dangers and abuses of predatory lending by offering 

counseling and other useful information about the lending process; 
• 	 Inform members about the differences and advantages associated with credit union 

lending products, such as applicable usury ceilings, lack of prepayment penalties; 
• 	 Inform borrowers about all applicable lending products the credit union offers; 
• 	 Assist borrowers in understanding applicable loan disclosures, rates, fees and terms, 

including any rights of rescission; 

Meet Memben' Borrowing Needs 

• 	 Ensure home equity loan products meet the consumer's borrowing needs and ability to 
repay, consistent with credit union loan policies and legal requirements; 

Prohibit and Refrain From Abusive Practices 

• 	 Exclude terms and conditions that are not justified by the documented risk to the credit 
union of extending the loan; 

• 	 Exclude interest rates that are higher than market indices, e:lcept as proportionate to 
comparable Treasury securities based on the borrower's credit history, income and 
other indicators of ability to repay the loan; 

• 	 Prohibit refinancing of balloon payments at a higher rate than on the original note when 
not justified by market conditions or the risk of making the loan; 
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• 	 Exclude fees and insW1IIIce premiwns from the amount to be financed; (does not include 
extended wammty program) 

• 	 Prohibit charging {or or finucing insurance products or UIll'elated goods or services 
without the consent of the borrower; 

• 	 Ensure lending staff are well trained to avoid potentially misleading statements in 
connection with a loan transaction; 

• 	 Prohibit loan "flipping", which is providing a loan to a b~er to refinance an existing 
horne loan when the new loan does not have a net benefit to the bolTower, taking into 
consideration the tenns of both loans and the borrower's circumstances; 

• 	 Exclude mandatory arbitration clauses that limit the rights of borrowers to seek redress in 
court should problems arise. 

Support Efforts in the MarketplaC'e to Probibit Predatory undioe 

• 	 Follow FNMA and FHLMC anti-predatory lending guidelines, which include key 
provisions such as: 

• 	 Loans purchased may not have points or fees that generally exceed 5, exciuding 
discount points; 

• 	 Prepaid single-premium credit life insurance may not be sold In connection with 
loans purchased; 

• 	 Lenders which sell to FNMA or FHLMC must report on loans they are servicing 
each month; 

• 	 Waivers should not be allowed from the requirement that servicers maintain 
escrow accounts for the payment of taxes, insurance premiums, etc. for borrowers 
with "blemished" credit records. 

For more information on these guidelines, contact Eric Richard at 202-218-7796 or Mary Dunn 
at 202·218·7765. 
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Credit Union Commitment to Fair LendIng 

The credit union system abhors the predatory lending practices that are being used by some mortgage 
brokers and mortgage lenders across the country. America's more than 10,000 credit unions - member 
owned. not-for-prolit cooperatives - strive to help their 80 million members create a better economic: 
future for themselves and their families. 

America's credil unions support the elimination of lending practices that are intentionally structured in a 
manner that is deceptive and disadvantageous 10 borrowers. Too often those in our society who are 
least able \0 prated themselves from these deceptive practices are preyed upon first, and hanned the 
most 

During the summer of 2000, CUNA developed ·Mortgage Lending Standards and Eth.ical Guidelines' 
designed to help emphasize credit unions' conc:em for consumers and further distinguish credit unions 
as institutions that care more about people than money. 

mailto:ckelly@cuna.com
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INTRODUCTION 

Members of CUNA's Stste Issues Subcommittee support the prohibition of predatory lending practices 
that some mortgage brokers and mortgage lenders across the country are using to harm consumers 
and, in some cases, foreclose on their homes, 

The Subcommillee suppor1s eliminating lending practices that are intentionally slructured in a manner 
that is deceptive and disadvantageous to borrowers, without hamPering legitimate mortgage lending 
programs or consumers' access to credit for home purchases. 

Over the past year, the members of the Subcommillee have grown concerned that the term 'predatorl' 
is becoming synonymous with ·subprime". In fact, on a couple of occasions, consumer advocates have 
stated: "there is no such thing as a good subprime loan", 

Members of the subcommfltee are alarmed by such statements and believe it is Important to distinguish 
the characteristics of fair subprima loans from predatory loans, Restricting fair subprime lending would 
result in a significant decrease in available credit to borrowers with blemisl1ed credit histories. The 
subcommittee created the Equitable Subprima Lending Task. Force to investigate and report the 
positive thingS credit unions are accomplishing through subprime lending programs. 

This booklet is the result of the Task Force's WOIi<, 

WHAT IS PREDATORY LENDING? 

Predatory mortgage lending refers to high-rate, high-fee home equity products that are intentionally 
str;uctured in a manner that is deceptive and disadvantageous to borrowers, Predatory lending often 
involves non-sustainable loans, and frequently refinances, without regard to the consumer's ability to 
repay, Predatory lenders often target the elderly, minorities and the disabled who have accumulated a 
large amount of equity in their homes, These consumers are often on fixed incomes and usually do not 
have the ability to repay such high-cost loans. Consequently, some consumers find themselves facing 
foreclosure on homes they have been loyally paying off for years and in which they have achieved high 
equity, 

The media has highlighted a number of horror stories regarding preda10ry lending which help ijjustrate 
how certain lending practices can be mIsused or abused 10 deceive unwary borrowers: 

• -Flipping" a loan leads to higher costs: 
An elderly gentleman, who had never leamed to read or write, wanted to purchase meat on credit. A 
home equity lender loaned him the money for the meal The gentleman did not uOOel"$tand he was 
mortgaging his home and pledging 50% of his monthly income. Seventeen days later, the lender 
contacted the gentleman again and convinced him 10 take out a larger loan, at a higher rate of 19%, to 
payoff all of his debts. This gentJeman was "flipped' again in 42 days and again 26 days later. Each 
time he was charged a 10% financing fee. this gentleman was "flipped" 11 limes in less than 4 years. 
By the time he was interviewed by the media, he had a $50,000 mortgage on his home, which he had 
owned free and clear, and $25,000 of this amount was financing fees. 

- ABC News, Prime Ttme Live, April 23, 1997 

• Undisclosed balloon notes can take borrowers by surprise: 
A single mother refinanced her mortgage to receive $30,000. Three months later she was contacted by 
the lender and infonned that she had a balloon note and would owe the lender a lump sum payment of 
$27,500 in 15 years. This borrower was unaware and unfamiliar with balloon notes. She had no choice 
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bul 10 refinance again. After only tl1ree months, she paid more fees, dosing costs and a greater 
interest rate, 

• WAGA· TV Atlanta. Fox 5 News Investigation, May 5. 1998 

• MPacklng" loans can lead to unnecessary loan fees: 
A borrower took out a $43,000 home equity loan. Unbeknownst 10 the borrower. the mortgage lender 
"packed" tl1e loan wItl1 Insurance premiums. For example, Ihe lllOrtgage lender sold the borrower 
$75,000 wortl1 of credit life insurance, even tl10ugh the loan was Only for $43,000. The cost of the 
insurance was $5,000 up-front. rolled into Ihe loan and the borrower did not have any liVIng 
beneficiaries who would benefit from tl1e proceeds of such insurance. 

- WAGA - TV Atlanta, Fox 5 News Investigation, May 4, 1998 

WHAT IS SUBPRIME LENDING? 

Subprirne lending involves loans to persons who do not qualify for a financial institution's 'prime" rate -
because of a poor etedit history, or simply Ihe lad< of a credit hislory. A prime rate is usually the lowest 
rate of interest a financial institution offers to its best customers for short term unsecured loans, 

Subprime loans are offered 10 consumers at a higher rate of interest, which off·sets Ihe higher risk of 
lending to consumers with poor credit histories. Fair subprime loans are not structured in a deceptive 
Or disadvantagecus manner, but ralher are a necessary tool giving borrowers with a poor etedit hislory 
the ability 10 build (or rebuild) their credit. 

The following are examples of credit union subprirne lending programs that benefit consumers: 

• 'Subprlme Loans Can Help Consumll'8 Build Credit 
Some subprime loan programs, such as Aberdeen Proving Ground Credit Union's "Credit Builder" 
program in Aberdeen, Maryland, are designed 10 help borrowers improve lheir credit standing. This 
program offers subprime loans at 2% or 4% above normal rates, depending on collateral, but tl1ese 
higher rates automatically drop when the borrower makes 12 on time payments. 

In tl1ls program, Ihe borrower is well informed that if he or she has one payment tl1at is over 30 days 
past due any time during tl1e first year of the loan, then tl1e borrower is locked into tl1e higher rate for 
tl1e life of tl1e loan. But, if the borrower makes the first 12 payments on time, Ihe loan rate will 
automatically drop to the prime rate. However, tl1e borrower must continue the timely payments for Ihe 
life of tl1e loan to retain tl1e lower rate. If, after the first year of on-time payments. tl1e borrower misses 
a payment, then the rate reverts to !he higher rate again for tl1e life of the loan. This loan is structured 
as an incenllve 10 make on-time payments. 

• The "Fil'8t Step· Program Tums Consumel'8 Into Homeowners with Only 1% Down 
In Seattle Washington, the Washington State Employees Credit Union, all 100 often, saw single income 
families struggling 10 make ends meet while tl1e American dream of horne ownership remained beyond 
lheir grasp. To help more consumers buy hOmes, tl1e credit union developed the "first Step" program. 
This pfOQl"am requires only 1% down, an interest rate of.5O% above the standard Fannie Mae 30 year 
fixed rate, and certification tl1at Ihe borrower has attended a home buyer education seminar by a local 
agency or group. To qualify for this loan. the borrower's income cannot be above a certain level and 
the purchase price of tl1e home must be below maximlll1 limits. 

The credit union staff work closely wilh tl1ese borrowers offering financial guidance and budge.ting 
assistance to promote success ror this program, as well as for !he borrowers. 
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The credit unkln has allocated $20 mlIllonlo this program and has been very successful getting people 
into homes that could not ordinarily qualify for a mortgage anywhere else. 

• Rate Reduction Options Can Tum a 5ubprime Loan.lnto a Prime Loan 
Antioch Schools Federal Credit Union, located In California, offers its subprime borrowers several ways 
to reduce their interest raIIn, while pickil'lg up smart credit habits in 111& process. This "Rate Reduction" 
program includes: 
.£' a 1/2 percentage rate reduction for attending one consumer credit counseling class; 
.£' a 1 % rate reductlon for attendil'lg more than one consumer credit counseling class; 
.£' a 1 % rate reduction for each year of the tenn of the loan that there are no drB'NS or escalation of 

debt during that year; 
.£' 	 And to promote savil'lgs, the Antioch Schools credit union will drop a subprime borrower's rate one 

half percent If the borrower makes a deposit of at least $15 a month to a savings account and 
keeps it on deposit tor a year. 

• Subprime Loans can be Profitable without Gouging Consumers 
Self·Help Credit Union in North carolina provides subprlme lending products to the community. This 
credit union does not offer conventional mortgages. The rates for their subprime loans are usually 
one to \we points above conventional rates, with a 1 % loan origination fee. The credit union adjusts for 
the increased risk solely thrOlJgh the interest rate, with no opportunity for hidden costs in fees. 

When the subprime tJorrowar has made timely payments for a year or two, the borrower often Is 
encouraged to refinance with a conventional lender. 

SeIf·Help Credil Union finds that reasonably priced subprime loans provide much needed access \0 
credit and perfomn well withOlJt charging exorbitant fees. 

• Not a Perfect Borrower? Find A Way To Do The Loan. 

Credit unions are programmed to be craatlve and develop unique strategies 10 meet their members' 

needs. Many credit unions. like Anijoch Schools Federal Credit Union (ASFCU) in california, include 

these strategies In their loan poIides. 


Loan officers at ASFCU are ins!ructed 10 find ways 10 reduce the risk of lending to some sub prime 
borrowers so that the credit union can make the loan. For example, the loan officer may recommend 
reducing the amOlJnt of the loan, or changing the temn of the loan. Another suggeslJon may be for the 
borrower 10 obtain a co-signer or 10 find additional collateral for the loan. Any of these strategies coold 
tum a lenders "no" into a "yes". 

The ASFCU also encoorages its members 10 corne back to the credH union each year to have their 
Situation rB-evaluated. An improved credit history may result in a better loan rate, the elimination of the 
need for a co-signor or other fallOfllbte changes in the loan's tenns. 

• Credit Unions Partner with Fannie Mae to Provide "Timely Rewards" Loans 
Fannie Mae has developed a loan program in which credit unions, and other lenders, can partidpate 10 
provide sUbprime loans to consumers. Fannie Mae acts as the investor, buying the subprime loans 
from the credit unions. The credit unions have the necessary funds to continue offering subprime loans 
to their members. 
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The Washington State Employees Credit Union (WSECU) has partnered with Fannie Mae in this 
program. WSECU calls its loan program the ·Credlt Builder" loan. When a borrower has less than 
perfect credit, he Of' she may qualify for the Credit Builder loan. For the almost perfect lender (a level 
one borrower) the rate is typically one half a percentage point above the credit union's standard 30 year 
fixed rate. 

For borrowers with more problematic cred~ histories. considered level 2 and level :I borrowers, raIea 
will be slighlly higher, reaching typically 1% to 1.5% abol/$ the creait union's standard 30 year fixed 
rate. Howe\Ier, when a level 2 or :I borrower exhibits an improved payment history. by making 24 
consecutive on time payments, the subprime interest rate will be reduced by one percent. 

When level one borrowers exhibit Improved credit histories, they are encouraged to refinance at the 
prime rate. 

• A Subpnme Loan will not Always be the Solution for Non-qualifying Borrowers 
Subprime loans are no\ the solution for every col'lSUmer who does not qualify for a COI11Ientionalloan at 
the prime rate. Qualifying criteria must also exist for subpnrne borrowers to ensure that the borrower 
has the abil~ to rapay the loan. 

Credit unions recognize that some consumers shOUld not have mortgage loans until they are sufficienlly 
prepared to tal<e on the commitment of home ownership. Often first time home buyers are not 
prepared for the unexpected costs incurred from property taxes, home malntena nee. home repairs. and 
furnishing a new home. Ills important that any new horne owner have adequate savings on hand for 
unexpected costs and emergencies. 

Evlln if a borrower has a sufficient monthly income to make a mol1gage payment, he or she could still 
be a poor candidate for a moI1gage loan. If this borrower has 110 reserves, has demonstrated no 
pallem of savings, has no retirement pian nor has invested funds in assets !hal wiU appreciate. he or 
she may have difficulty making monthly mortgage payments while keeping up with the addllional 
expenses incurred with home ownership. 

Credit unions support the inclusion of life-of-the-loan finandal assistance for subprime borrowers 10 
ensure that they can meet their monthly finandal obligallons. 

A similar argument can be made for refinance loans. Some home owners with substantfal eqUity may 
have adequate Ioan-to-value ratios to qualify for a refinance loan but would not benefit from the 
additional debt. These consumers are often encouraged to refinance their mortgage loans to payoff 
credit card and other unsecured debts. The short term benefit of lower monthly payments can be 
enticing. but often is deceptive to consumers who do not understand the full cost of refinancing and the 
danger of securing unsecured debt 

CREDIT UNIONS COMBAT PREDATORY LENDERS 

• Focusing on Foredosure Prevention 
Self Help Credit Union In North carolina believe!; that increased foredosure prevention strategies are 
vital to sustaining hOn'I8OWnership for IQw.lncome families who have less savings to buffer unforeseen 
expenses and toss of iooome. The aecfll union Is developing foradosure aHematiws to keep people In 
their homes. Self-Help Credit Union is also helping to establish a non-profit law center to provide legal 
services to predatory lending \/ictims. 
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• Financial Education in High Schoofs 
Ona of the most important programs CUNA, the state aedlt union leagues and credit unions are 
currently promoting is financial education of our nation's youth. Credit unions believe that by educating 
our young people In the area of personal finance they will learn to make sound financial decisions and 
choose not to use high cost or predalOry lenders. 

CUNA has partnered witl'lthEI National Endowment for Financial Ed.l,lCalion (NEFE) 10 eJq)8nd financial 
education among teens throughout America. Through this partnership CUNA and NEFE pJ"O\/lde an 
educational curriculum and materials 10 high schools across the country to combat financial illiteracy. 

In addition to providing the necessary materials, credit unions actively participate in the classrooms. 
During the 1999-2000 school year credit unions conducted over 5,000 financial education presentations 
reaching almost 130,000 students nationwide, 

Currently, only a handful of slates have either a mandate for ~onal flnance education In schools or 
Inciude personal finance concepts in state assessment tests. These numbers are expected to increase 
over the next few years and credit unions plan to continue providing the support necessary to meet 
these educational objectives. 

• Credit Rating Education 
Many consumers do not undenstand why they have to pay more for credit. They may know that they 
have missed a payment a few times but they often do not understand the many other fadors that effed 
their credit rating. 

Some credit unions try to build credit education into the loan process· sometimes by offering incentives 

suCh as the rate reduction program described previously in this booklet. Credit education informs 

borrowers about the several factors thai can effect their credit status, such as: 

./ Their level of unsecured debt; 

./ The length of time they have been witI'I the same employer; 

./ How many times there have been inquiries on their credit rating; and 

./ How many times they have made a late payment. 


LEGISLATIVE & REGULATORY ACTIVITY 

In 1999. the North Carolina slate legislature was the first to pass an anli..predatory lending law. Since 
then, other states, local govemments, and Congress, have introduced legislation, regulations and 
ordinances that would prohibll mortgage lending practices thai are intentionally structured to take 
advantage of borrowers. 

State Government: During the 2000 state legislative sessions, at least len states considered 
legislation to address predatory lending practices, By 200 1 this number had increased to 24 states. 
Illinois, Massachusetts, and New York have passed regulations that will aJrb several !ending practices 
associated with high cost loans. 

City Governments: The cities of Chicago, 'Philadelphla and Denver have aU passed ordinances that 
prohibit city agencies from doing business with financial institutions or businesses that directly or 
indirectly participate in predatory lending practices. 

Additionally, the District of Columbia passed a law to prohibit financial institutions from using predatory 
lending practices. 
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"The Pennsytvania stale /egisJlllure rater passed a predatDry lending law that pnHfIlptB Ihe city ordinance. 

County Govarnment: DeKalb County, Georgia. passed a county ordinance that prohibits county 
agencies from doing business with entilles that are defined as participating In predatrny lending 
practices. 

Federal Government: Several members of Congress have intmduced bills to curb predatory lending 
practices. The Federal Reserve Boan:I recently issued a proposal which will define a larger number of 
mortgages as "high c:osr and consequently subject them to additional disclosure and reporting 
requirements. Credit unions joined more than 160 ronsumer groups and advocates in Signing a letter 
to Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan urging the agency to take action against predatory lending. 

GLOSSARY 

Balloon payment: A scheduled final payment that is more than twice as large as the average of 
earlier scheduled monthly payments. 

Call provlsion: A call provision pennits the lender, in its sole discretion, to accelerate the 
indebtedness. A "no call" provision prohibits a call provision but does not apply when the repayment of 
the loan has been accelerated by default. pursuant to a dua-on-sale provision. or pursuant to some 
other provision of the loan documents unrelated to the payment schedule. 

Equity stripping; Offering a home equity loan without regard to the borrowe(s ability to repay the loan 
based an monthly income, expenses and employment status. Such loans often result in foreclosure 
and the ioss of accrued equity to the borrower. 

Financing Insurance premiull'l$: Financing, diredly or indlredly. any credit life, credit disability. or 
credit unemployment insurance. or any other life or health Insurance premiums. (Insurance premiums 
calculated and paid on a monthly basis are not rons/dared to be financed by the lender.) 

Flipping: The making of a home loan to a bOlTllWSf to refinance an existing home loan when the new 
loan dces not have a reasonable. tangible net benefit to the borrower considenng aK of the 
circumstances, including the tenns of both the new and refinanced loans, the cost of the new loan, and 
the borrower's circumstances. 

HOEPA: Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act. This law was passed in 1994 to address the 
problem of "reverse redtining", "Reverse redfining" is described as targeting residents of certain 
geographic boundaries. often based on income. race, or ethnidty far credit on unfair terms. 

HOEPA amended the Truth in Lending Act to define a class of non-purchase. non-construction. closed
end loans with high interest rates or up-front feas as "High Cost Mortgages". The Act seel<s to ensure 
that consumers understand the terms of such loans and am protected from high pressure sales tactics. 
The law requires creditors making High Cost Mortgages to provide a special, streamlined High Cost 
Mortgage disclosure three days before consummation of the transaction. The law also prohibits High 
Cost Mortgages rram including certain terms such a prepayment penalties and balloon payments. 
Finally the law provides increased dvilliability for failure to comply with the l1Iquirements for High Cost 
Mortgages and enables a borrower to assert all claims and defenses against an assignee of the High 
Cost Mortgages that could be asserted against the originator. Pub. L. 103-325. 108 Stat. 2160. 

Packlng: The practice of selling unnecessary and overpriced products or unrelated goods or services 
in conjunction with a high-cost horne loan. 

Prepayment penalties; T enns under which a consumer mus1 pay a prepayment penally for paying all 
or part of the principal before the date an which the principal is due. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MIKE SHEA 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ACORN HOUSING 

JULY 27,2001 

Good morning, Chairman Sarbanes and Members of the Banking Committee. My 
name is Mike Shea, and I am Executive Director of ACORN Housing Corporation, 
which has worked for the past 17 years to build equity through increased home
ownership in low- and moderate-income communities and communities of color. We 
have been fighting to allow people in our neighborhoods to buy their own homes, 
and worked with some of the major banks to make that happen. AHC now has of
fices providing housing counseling in 27 cities across the country and last year alone 
helped 9,400 families close on home purchase loans. 

The subprime industry likes to claim credit for increasing homeownership among 
minorities and low- and moderate-income families. but the vast majority of their 
business is in refinancing loans and making second mortgages, not helping people 
buy homes. According to last year's HUDtl'reasury report, of first-lien mortgages 
made by subprime lenders. Eighty two percent were refinances. 

The increased rates of homeownership among underserved populations over the 
last decade are due almost entirely to banks starting to live up to their obligations 
under the Community Reinvestment Act. That is happening for a variety of rea
sons---continued pressure from community organizations like ACORN, somewhat 
more effective monitoring of CRA preformance, and, most importantly, the banks' 
realization that they had been neglecting good business opportunities. Do not get 
me wrong-there is a tremendous amount yet to be done and many banks that re
ceive passing grades are not living up to their eRA obligations, but we have made 
progress and that needs to be recognized. 

Increasingly, however, we are finding that predator lending abuses are threat
ening that progress. As soon as families in our communities start to build up some 
equity, they are bombarded with offers to refinance their mortgages or take out ad
ditional debt-receiving three or four letters a week and regular phone calls. 

We know people have heard the numbers before, but we really need to seriously 
think through the consequences of more than half of refinance loans in communities 
of color being made by sub prime lenders. Now not all subprime lending is predatory, 
but it is a sad fact that abusive practices are running rampant in the subprime 
industry. 

When you consider that number in combination with the observations that Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac and others have made about the market-that 30 percent, 
40 percent, or more of borrowers in subprime loans could have qualified for "A" 
loans, you are clearly talking about an incredible drain of equity from those commu
nities which can least afford it. At a minimum, these numbers represent huge num
bers of borrowers paying interest rates 2 to 3 percent higher than they would be 
if they instead had gotten an "A" loan. Over the life of a 30 year mortgage for 
$100,000, the difference in payments between interest rates of 8 percent and 10.5 
percent is over $65,000. 

Too often, however, predatory features make this bad situation even worse-by 
stripping the equity from borrowers homes with high financed fees, prepayment 
penalties, and add-ons like financed single-premium credit insurance. Borrowers are 
effectively trapped in unfair high-rate loans by these features, or they lose tens of 
thousands of dollars of equity from the encounter. Sometimes, they even lose their 
homes entirely. The lender wins and wins, the borrower loses and loses. 

There is a desperate need for Federal legislation to prevent the abuses, cut down 
on the stripping of equity, and help families keep their homes. While it is impossible 
to prevent every bad loan, good legislation could solve a lot of the problems in the 
subprime industry and make a huge difference in protecting homeowners. 

If we want a subprime market that works for consumers' interests, we cannot 
have huge fees financed into home loans-six times what banks are charging for 
providing the same service. We cannot have long extended prepayment penalties for 
several thousand dollars that trap borrowers in high-cost loans. As more lenders are 
recognizing in response to public pressure, we cannot have single-premium credit 
insurance policies that strip equity and tack on additional interest charges to an al
ready overpriced product. If we want a market that works for borrowers, we cannot 
have loans being flipped over and over. That means taking away the current incen
tive for lenders to keep profiting from huge fees and other add-ons and make lend
ers' income streams more dependent on their loans actually being repaid. 

In short, we have to get rid of all the tricks and hidden practices that make it 
impossible for borrowers to know what kind of loan they are getting into. What you 
have now is a situation where it is very difficult for even trained loan counselors 
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sometimes to understand all the damaging bells and whistles in many subprime 
loans-let alone a borrower trying to look for their own interests. That should not 
be how getting a home loan should work. It is not what happens in the "N' market. 
But that is what happens everyday in the subprime market. And despite the indus
try's substantial public relations efforts, the market has not taken care of it. We 
need a strong, clear set of rules that will allow homeowners to navigate the 
subprime market with some basic assurances of safety. Without such rules, large 
numbers of borrowers will not stand a chance. 

We hear the argument that we do not need legislation, but just more education 
and financial literacy for borrowers. We certainly support financial literacy efforts
in fact I would venture that we have, in fact, done more to inform people in lower
income and minority communities about these issues than most. Part of what we 
have learned from this experience, though is what the limits of this approach are. 
First, there is the question of resources-until we are ready to spend the $1,500 to 
$2,000 per borrower that lenders can spend hawking their products we will never 
catch up. And second, no advertisement, or bus billboard, or even workbook, is going 
to compete with the one-on-one sales pitch of a lender-who still knows more about 
the process. 

We have also heard the argument that all that is needed is better enforcement 
of existing laws. We see a lot of borrowers in heartbreaking situations, and we have 
tried to use current laws to help protect them, applying all the pressure we know 
how to get it enforced. But by and large, this has not worked. HOEPA covers only 
a tiny fraction of loans, and even there it mostly requires disclosures-as long as 
the right paper was slipped somewhere into the pile, there is often little the bor
rower can do. Fraud and deceit are against the law, but they have also been extraor
dinarily difficult to prove. It turns into a matter of "he said, she said" and when 
the lender knows more about the transaction, and has the paperwork, the borrower 
loses. And when we hear certain industry groups suggest the solution is better en
forcement of current law, we are left wondering how they expect that to happen if 
they routinely include mandatory arbitration clauses in their loans. 

What we need are some basic rules covering a broader group of high-cost loans 
that create a level playing field where a borrower in the subprime market, like a 
borrower in the "A" market, has a set of understandable options to choose between. 

Buying or refinancing a home is a lot more like buying medicine than like buy
ing a pair of shoes; if you are misled and buy the wrong one, the consequences are 
pretty serious. We do not expect every patient to read the New England Journal 
of Medicine and evaluate for themselves which drugs are safe and which are not. 
Instead, the FDA makes some rules about what is too dangerous to be sold. And 
then inside that relatively safer space, patients still have plenty of work to do to 
figure out what is best for them. We need to make some rules in the same way 
about home loans. 

With regard to regulation, I should add that we were pleased that the Federal 
Reserve Board issued a proposed rule on HOEPA and one on HMDA. And that we 
are now growing extremely concerned about their silence since then. The Board 
needs to issue their rule, and they need to insist on the limited steps laid out in 
the proposed version-like improving the collection of HMDA data to include APR 
information. That said, the proposed rules were silent on many crucial areas crying 
out for action, and which we need legislation to address. 

In the spirit of comity, I will end on an issue of clear agreement with the lending 
industry. We share the industry's belief that a variety of State and local anti
predatory lending legislation is not the ideal solution. We would like to see Federal 
protections for all Americans, and that is why we strongly support legislation the 
Chairman will be introducing in the near future. 

As long as there is not Federal legislation, though, it is clear to us that our mem
bers, and community residents and State and city officials around the country will 
not, and cannot, sit by idly while borrowers are so badly hurt by predatory loans. 
The list of States and localities where antipredatory lending measures have been 
considered, or are presently being considered, include California, New York, Massa
chusetts, North Carolina, Philadelphia, Sacramento, DeKalb County (Georgia), and 
the list will keep growing. Just on Tuesday, the Oakland city council voted unani
mously for a strong local ordinance restricting predatory lending practices, and 
there are many more like that to come. We are going to keep pushing our Senators 
and Representatives to get on board, but we are not going to wait for you. The 
stakes are too high. 
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Predatory Lending Stories 

Margaret 0 - St. Louis. Missouri 

Margaret D has livcd in her home for nine years. She has very good credit (as indicated 

by her recent FICO score of 672) and had a 30-yel1r mortgage from First Bank. Afler she 

refinanced a fcw years ago becausc of lower interest rates. she was paying an interest ralC of 7.5% 

with monthly payments 0[$485. 

By the swnmer of 2000, Ms. D had built up some other debts and was paying a total of 

$1,500 a month, including her house payment. She still owed about $38,000 on her home. 

Household began soliciting her to refinance her loans, and when she talked 10 the lonn officer he 

said, they could cuI her payments in half to belween $7()() and SHOO. When she went inlo his 

office Ilnd lalkod to him. hc changed Ihat amount 10 lowering her paymcnts by $J()() 

Thai August Ms. D agreed \0 refinanec her debts with HOltscilOld. The company gave 

her both a first and second 1l10ngagc allhe same linlc. The first mortgage. which did not provide 

any cash Lo ·Ms. D, had an interest rate or J2.5 'Yo, and she \\ as charged an origination rcc of 

$5)90.04. Ir shc wallts to refinance or scll her home within five yC<lrs. she will h~ve 10 pay 

Household a prcpaymcnt penalL\' of six months intcrcst- around $4.000. She was told she had to 
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take out a single· premium credit life insurance policy in order 10 take oul the loan, which cost 

$5,100. With ACORN's assistance, she requested and received 8 $4,100 refund on this policy. 

Her se<:ond mongage is a revolving line ofcredit for $15,000, with that amount advanced 

to her in full, including II cash-outoUl,141. II contains an inte~.£lIIe of21.9"I.., and she WlIS 

charged $150 and will be assessed further annual fees ofS50. To refinance her loans, Ms. D WIIS 

eharged fees and credit illSllf3llce premiums totaling well over SI2,000. 

With nmch more debt now secured by her home, Ms. D's loull monthly payments have in 

fact gone up rothcr than down. Her tOlaI monthly payments to Household are slightly less than 

the $1,500 she was paying on all of her debts before. Bl!llll1like her previous mongal,'C. her 

Household loans do not pay for her annual taxes 0[:1>722 or the $460 annually lor her insurance. 

Including these monthly costs brings her monthly tolal above ilS previous level. plus it is all now 

secured by her home. and allllOw streched out over 30 years. Betwcen the two loans. she 

currently owes about $92,000, which is subslDntially more than her house's nppraiscd value of 

$66,000 in June 2000. Because of her high loan-to-value ratio, it will be extremely difficult for 

her 10 refinance inlo II loan at a better rote. 

Mamie W - Los Angeles. California 

Ms. W has lived in her Los Angeles hOlne for over twenty years. She has II lirs( 

mortgage with an interest rate of 7% (rom Ocwen. In October 1999, she responded to a 

solicitation from Beneficial and took out a second mortgage on her house. Although she was 

initially promised an interest rate of 16%, the interest rate on her loan ended up being 22.9"/b. She 

was charged an origination fee of 5750, third pany fees of $11 O. and a subsequent annual fec of 

$50. In addition, her loan included credillife and disabil,[\ insurancc poliCies. which she later 

cancelled. 

Beneficial structured Ms. W's loan as an open-end lo,m with a crcdillil1lit orlO 14.()()() and 

an initial advance of$14.910. BenefICial repeatedly assured her thlllthcrc \\ould be 110 penalty ,r 

she paid oIT her loan but kepl the credit line open. But when she laler tried to do so. theyehar!,'Cd 
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her II penalty, pointing to the five-year prepayment penally of six months' inlCrcsl on all principal 

beyond 200/. of the originalloilll amount that they had slipped into her paperwod:. 

For four months, Ms. W's daughter called Household over ~nd over IIfId was shifted 

around repeatedly amOllg employees who refused to address her clJl!C~rns before II manager at the 

headquarters office in Illinois finally removed it Throughout this time, Ms. W received dozens 

of harassing phone calls from Household employees. 

Willie and Margaret B - Oakland. California 

Mr. and Mrs. B havc lived in their Oakland home ror Ihe pllst five years. They bought 

the house with a mortgage [rom Fleet Finance with monlhly paynlelllS ofSLM,2 and a remaining 

balance o[about $183,000. Their house has significantly increased in I'aluc and was reeenlly 

appraised at $350,000. Mrs. B is on disabililY because she has leukemia, and ML B has been 

unable to keep working as II janitor since having neck surgery last year. He is now looking for a 

diITerent line of work 

Last year, Household called Mr. and Mrs. B aboul laking OUI II personal loan 10 help pay 

some bills, which lhey did. Wilh the couple's medical problems, they were short 011 eash and 

were happy to get a call from Household offering a S25J)()() loan. When they went down to thc 

Household office in October 2000, they told the Household represenlative lllallhey couldn'l 

aITord payments higher than S200 or $300 a month. AI present, their income is drawn from Mrs. 

B's S600 disabililY check eaeh mond\, whatever odd jobs Mr. B is able lO find, and assislanee 

from their relatives. Despite thei r limiled income, the Bs have never been lale on a single 

mortgage payment. 

While the Household employee promised their monthly payments would be below :BOO, 

lhc firsl monthly dcduClIOn rrom the B's checking account was for $645. primarily duc 10 a 24'X, 

interest rate and monthly credit insurance charges of $75. Their loon was sct up as an opcn-<:nd 

second mortgage with a eredillimil of $25,O()O and .11 inilial advance or S2(,Jl50. Arler lirtecl1 

years. Houschold is able 10 call in any rcmaining balance as a single ballool1 pa,·mcnl. which the 
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Bs were never told. Also, the loan was supposed to pay ofT a car loan for S12, 700, a prcv ious 

Household loan. and provide II casil-(lul of$3,775. but the car loon was never paid oIT and the Bs 

are still making separate payments on that loan. Their loan alllount also included an origination 

fee of $ 1,500, and they will assessed fuwre annual fees or SSo. In ad~<lilion. the Bs were never 

lold that their loan had a five-year prepayment penalty for six months' interest 00 all principal 

beyond 20"/0 of the original loon amounl- around $2,400 - iEthey were able to refinance iii a 

lower rate. 

Separate and Unequal: Predatory Lellding in America 


An October 2000 ACORN study 


INTROPUCTION 

Mr. and Mr.,·. D. hod (laid offlheir mongage in(rlll and owned Ihelr hOIl.<e o/llrighi. They 

had a personal loon with Conseeo with a balance ofSI.5(Ji). when Conseeo contacled Ihem ahallt 

la/..1ng aut another loan 10 consolidate their other bills and gell/umey'/or hame improvement.< 

They received 0$61.715 loan from Cansero which included SIO.913 In credil insurance . ./ees and 

clo.~ing costs - J8"'{' afthe' loan. $ 7. 715 0/thl.1 went '/or credil insurance 10 Oreen tree Ag.uwv, 

which is owned by Consero. The Conseco representative lold Mr. and Mrs. IJ. IhOl Ihey had 10 

buylhe credit insurance in order 10 get lhe loan. The fees and closing COSIS were financed info 

their 12.7% inferest loan, which means that $125 oftheir monthiy payment is/ram Iheseji:es 

alone and the $ ((). 913 will aell/aUy COSI them a 10101 ofS30.000 owr Ihe I..-eflly year term oflhe 

loon. Iflhey "-Ofll W ,,/i/l(lnt:~. in order 10 gel a heller imereslfate. dllring Ihe /irslthree year.' 0/ 

Ihe loon. they wlil have /() po)' approximately :U.OOO 10 ('onsec" /ill' (ll'l'c-paymem penalty. 

Conseco al.w, referred Ihem fO Wrlghl Siding Company to do J/w work "n Iheir hOllse. ('"n.\'f:co 

paid SI4.8()(J directly /0 the .fidlng company. which then did" shoddy/oh on the work. and. 

having already been paid In ./it/I. re/ilSe" w even lalk 10 Mr and Mr.' I). aholltthe problems. 
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Mrs. G. and her late husband had owned Iheir home since 'he 1940's. She had a 

developmentally disabled 30 year old son, Steve, living wllh her and hoped /() be ahle 10 leave Ihe 

house /0 him so Ihat he could always have a place 10 live aJier she died Mrs. G. had a credit 

cardfrom Associates with an Impaid lxIlance of$1,000. AssOCiates lhen senl her a check for 

$2,500 along wilh her monthly stalement. When she cashed lhe check. she accef'led a Inan wi/h 

AssocialFs which had an APR of37.7J% and a mQllfhly poymenr of$499. One mOn/h Imer. 

Associales soliciled her for a new loon 10 refinance Ihe exlsling mongaglt on Ihe hOllse and 

canso/idale other debls. The new loan was ji)r $90.859. which ind"ded $6. 73(} In loan d.:,corml 

poin/s and $1, 740 for Creda Dlsabilily Insurance. The l/Jon was 0/ 13. ./1)%. wilh mOn/h'y 

paymenls of$ I. 091.69. Eight mOn/hs faler. Associales {Je",,,aded her /() relinance a.llom and 

consolidale additional debls. This new loan was fill" S1-10,5 f() ",iIieh mcluded onmher $10. 408 

in disc(Jt1/l1 poinlS. S13. 572 for Credil Life Insurance. $1. () 2610r Credil Accidenl Insurance. and 

$3,355 for Credit Unemploymenl Insurance. This loan had momhiy paymenl~ o/SI.29R9(). not 

including taxes or homeowners insurance. This was more Ihan Mrs. G and her .wm could a/lord 

on their combined monthly income 0/$2.200. A few months aJier Ihis refinance. Ms. G. had he(m 

surgery, which was/ollowed by a stroke. After she died, II was dear Ihal Steve would nol be able 

10 afford Ihe momhlypayment on hi.\· own. and Ihe hOllse was sold. Aller AS.\·ociml!x received Iheir 

mOlley, including a prepaymem penalty on the loan. (llld olher/amily debts and medical hills 

were paid. Sieve was leJi homeless and broke. He now /Vms a moln m a barn and Cllminllf!S If) 

work delivering pizzas. 

TIle dramatic increase in subprimc loan origU1otiolls ;n ule last decade and 100 concurrent 

flSC in lhe incidence of abusivc lending practices 11<1\'0 crealed a cnsls or epidcmlc proponiOllS lor 

and communities of color, elderly homeowners, and low-incomc neighborhoods -Ihe plague of 

predatory mortgage lending. The above stories are jUSllWO or the hundreds or thousands of 

unsuspecting homeowners and hOlllcbuycrs who have been robbed by a predator.' lender. and 

these modern da~· loan sharks continlle to sink their teeth il1lo I1C'" victims cve~ day. 
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Nationally, the level of subprime lending has skyrocketed. growing 900% from just over 

100,000 home pun;hilse and refinQncc 10llllS in 1993 to almost a million loans in 1999. During 

this same period. all other home purchase and refinance loans have declined 10%'. The rise in 

subprime and predatory lending has been most drnmalic in minority <:ommunities. Subprime 

lenders now account for half, 51 percent. of all refinance loans made in predominantly block 

neighborhoods, compared 10 just 9 percent of tile refinance loans made in predominantly white 

neighborhoods2
• Subprime lending, with ilS higher prices lind atten<:\antabuses, is becoming the 

dominant foml of lending in minority communities. At the same time, although minorilY 

communities sulfer rrom an extreme conccnlrlltion of higher cost, hnmlfulloans. the problem 

should not be viewed as one Iha! only affects minorities, ror the vast majoritv or subprime 

borrowers,and thlls predatory lending victims, are while. 

As HUD and olhers have remarked. while not all subprime lenders are predatory. the 

ovelWhelming majority o[ predatory loans are subprime, and the subprunc industry is a rerttle 

breeding ground for predatory practices. Subprlme loans are intended ror people who arc unable 

to obtain a conventional prime loan at the standard bank rale. The loans have h ighcr interest rales 

to compensate for the potentially greater risk thotthesc borrowers represent. Thcre is II legitimate 

place for flexible loan products for those whose credit or olher circumstances will not pcmlit 

them to get loans on "A" terms. The problem arises when loon terms or conditions become 

abusive or when borrowers who would qualify [or credit on better terms are Lilrgcted instead for 

higher cOSlloans. Unfortunately, these problems pervade too much of the sllbprime industry, 

The Chairman of Fannie Mac recently eslimaled thaI as many as 11011' onhe borrowers 

who receive a high COSI subprimc loan could havc instead quaillied lor n lradilionnl mortgage at a 

lower inlCrest rate). Other borrowers who are nol in a poSItion toquall(v for an "'A"'loan arc also 

I Rilndull M. Scl'k.!iJ~I~, tJ s. Dcp..H1m-:nl of Hou:->.ing and l:rh;m I k!n.-hlI1tn\.!tlt 

':'~CUftling PrctiahJl}' H()1)1I':: Morti,!3g..: LcnJmg~ A Joint Ref/oil.' June 2000 U.S Ikp,anmcJlt ofTr"':<l~uJ:' 
and U.S, Ixpatlm.:nl of I-iou"ng and l:kvdopm"l1l 
"', Bu:,;nC'S.-.. Wirc,"F;umic Mac IH1~ Plu\'l...."d Critical Role IH !',\pflllsIOn \II' Mll1orily- l'IHHl~l)WIlCf:..h'll 
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routinely overcharged in the subprime markel, wilh rales and rccs which reneet whul a lender or 

broker thought they could get awuy with, rather than any careful assessmenL of the acw..1 credit 

risl.:. Incentive systems which reward broken: and loan officers for charging more make this a 

widespread problem. 

Other abusive loan practices include: making loans without regard 10 a borrower's ability 

to repay; padding loons with exorbilant fees; requiring borrowers 10 purchase unnecessaf)' credit 

insunmce; using high-pressure tactics to encourage repeated relinancing by existing customers 

and lacking 00 extra fccs each time, a practice known as ··nipping··; $.1ddling borrowers ill high 

costloalls with onerous terms such as balloon parments and prepaYlIlcnt pCIlaltics: obslructing 

customers frool refinancing with otner companies to g:lin better terms; and misrepresenting the 

specifics of the loan. 

Predatory lending practices are even more insidious because they spec. lically target 

members of our society who can least afford to be stripped 01" their equity Of" lire savings. and 

have Ute fewest resources 10 fight back when they have bee" cheatcd. As detailed in this report, 

subprime lending is disproportionately concenlrated in minority and low-income communities. 

PredatOf)' lenders seek to take advantage ofhomeowners who, after years orbaok discrimination, 

muy fccl that thcy have no other options. The historical neglect by banks and Wall Slrccl 

investment finns have effectivcly shut these communities oul of the economic mninsLream and 

created a credit void which is now 100 often being filled bv unscrupulolls. overpriced lending. 

The statistics discussed in lhis report demonstrate thaI we are slill very much a nalion of 

(wO separate and very unequal financial systems: one ro,· whiles and olle for minorities. one ror 

[he rich and onc for the poor. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

March 2. 20()O. 
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Sullprime Refinancc Loans 

The vast majority ofsubprime loans are for refinances, radler than purchases, and a 

significant number ofpredatory practices are linked to refinilllCes. 

• Minorities are much more likely than whites to receive a subprime loan when refinancing. 

In 1999.45.1% of all conventional refinance loans, excluding loans for manufactured housing, 

received by African.Americans were from subprime lenders, as were 19.5% ofdle refinance 

10IIIlS received by Latinos. compared to just 12. 1'V.. of the refinance loans received by whites. In 

comparative tem1s, African·Americans were 3.7 limes more likely to receive II subprime loan. 

and Latinos were 1.6 rimes more likely. 

• The concentration of subprime loans is greatest among lower income minorities. Not 

including loons for manufactured hosing, two out ofcvery three conventional relinancc loans 

(6 U perccnt) received by low·income African-Americans were rrom subprirne lenders, and more 

than half(52.6 percent) of the conventional refinance loans received by moderatc·income 

African·Americans were from subprime lenders. Almost one in three conventional refinance 

loans (30.3%) mru:le to low-income Latinos were subprime. 

• The racial disparity is still present when comparing minority oorrowers with white 

borrowers or the same incomes, and it persists among higher income borrowers. 30.5% of 

the refina.nce loans received by IIpper·income African-Americans were from subprime lenders. as 

were 13.1% ofthc refinance loans received by upper·income Latinos. In contrast. only 8.2% of 

the refinance loans received by upper. income whites \\'ere from subprimc lenders. In addition . . 
lipper-income African-Americans were even more likcly than low-income whiles to receivc a 

subpnme !oan when refinancmg. 

• Subprime lenders also target lower income white homeowners. Subprime lenders mudc 

24.4% orall convCl1lionul refinance loans, excluding loans for manufactured housing loans. 

received by low-income white homeowners, and 1)\.5'1. of nil rclinancc lonn rcceivcd by 
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moderate-income white homeowners. In contrast subprime lenders made just 11.2'% of the 

refinance loans 10 upper-income while homcowners. 

• African-Americans Receive a Much Larger Share of Subprime Refinance Loans Than of 

Other Refinance Loans. In 1999, African-Americans received 13.8% ofall the subprime 

refinance loans made in the United StaleS, more thon a 3 times larger share lhan the 4.3% they 

received of all other refinance loans. Latinos received roughly the same percentage of both 

subprime and other refmance loans. In conlrllst, whitcs rccci\'ed 43.5% of the subprimc refinance 

loans, but 71. 7"1. oCaIl other loans. 

• The share of subprime refinance loans received by both African-Americans and Latinos 

increased in from 1998 to 1999, while the share received by whites declined. The share 

received by African-Americans rose from 12.7"10 10 13.8%, and the share received by Lalinos 

grew from 4.1% to 4.8%. The share received by whiles lell from 47.4% 1043.5%. 

• From 1993 to 1999, the rate of growth in the number of subprime refinance loans to 

minorities was larger than the growth to whites. The number ofsubprime refinance loans hus 

risen 959"10 to African-American homeowners, 695% 10 Latino homcowners. and 569"10 10 whitc 

homcowners, almost half of the African·American increase. 

• The rate of growth in subprime relilUlnce lending slowed from 1998 to 1999. Thc number of 

subprime refinance loans ra:t:iWId by Latino homcowners rose 5.2%. while lhc number of 

subprime refinance loans received by African-American homeowners declincd slightly _ 3.10/., 

and the number received by white homeowners fell significantly more, 18.1%. 

Subprime Purchase Loans 

While refinance loans make up lhe greatest portion of subprime lending, subprimc 

lenders have made a serious entry into thc home purch3se 1l1~rket. In 1993.subprimc lenders 

made jus124,OOO homc I)Ufchase loans. which was I'Y. of allthc cOllventional homc purchase 

loans made in the counlry. In 19')9, subprimc Icnders made ovcr ten limes morc •• almost 

250,000 homo purchase loans, 6.6% of all the com'cntional home purchase loans. 
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As discussed in this repoo:, there has been a rapid growth in subprime purchase loans to 

minorities. This is particularly alarming when viewed in comparison 10 changes in the number of 

prime loans issued to minorities. Although Ihere was subSlantial growth in prime home purchase 

loans to minorities from 1993 to 1995, the level ofprime 108115 then stagnaled while the level of 

subprime purchase lending sl,:yrockeled. There is reason for concern, rather than celebration, in 

the fact that the growth in lending to minority homebuyers in recent years has been 

overwhelmingly in the form ofsubprime 108115. It dcmonstr.llCs the failure by banks ilnd 

traditional mortgo!:\e companies to make credit available equitably. As II result, minority 

homebuyers are disproportionately vulnerable 10 predatory practices. 

• The rate of growth ofsubprime purchase loans to minorities has been substantially faster 

than the rate of growth of prime loans, especially since 1995. 11le nllmber or subprirno 

purchase loans to African-American homebuyers hIlS risen 631'Y. rrom 1<)<)5 to 1999, while the 

number of prime conventional purchase loans received by A rrican.American homebuycrs in 19'>9 

was actually lower than in 1995. Subprime purchase loans increased 509% (0 Latino homcbuycrs 

during this lime, while prime loans rose just 29-1... While homebuyers also saw a 11I!"!.>er 

percentage increase in subprime loans than in prime loans during this time, although Ihe 

difference was not nearly as gre.ot - a 285% increase in the number ofsubprime loans and II 

220% increase in the number ofprime loans, 

• Arrieall·Amerieans were three times more likely than whites to use a subprime loan when 

buying a home, and Latino homebuyers were 1.7 times more likely than white homebuyers 

to receive a subprime loan. In 1999, subprinlc loans accounted for 10.9% ofall purchase loans 

(conventional and govemmel1l·backed) received by A Irican-American homcbuycrs, (,. 1% of Ihc 

purchase loans received by Latino homebuyers, and 3(i% or Ihe 10811S received by whiles. This 

disparity has sleadily risen since 1995. 

• 1999 was the first year since 1995 when both A.frican-Arne.'icnn and Latino homebuyen 

hAd larger rates of increase than white homebuyers in the numtN!r of prime conventional 
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purchase loans. The nwnber of prime conventional rose 8.8"1. for African-Americans, 21.5% for 

Latinos, and 1.0% for whites. While this is an encouraging development, both African-American 

and Latino homebuyers had larger rates of increase in the number of subprime loans they 

=ived than in the nwnber of prime loans =ived. In contrast, al~.Eugb wbite homebuyers bad 

only minimal growth in prime loans from 1998 to 1999, they had a decrease in the number of 

subprime loans received . 

• If we look at only conventional loans and exclude government loans and loans for manufactured 

housing, African-American homebuyers were 4.& times morc likely than white homcbuycrs to 

receive a subprime loan, and Latinos were 2.5 times 1110rc likely. In 1999, subprimc loans made 

up 23. 1% ofconventional home purchase loans, excluding loans for manufactured housing, 

received by African-Americans, and 12.0% ofthc loans to Latinos, but Just 4.8% oflhc loans to 

whites . 

• Minorities Receive a Much Larger Share of Subprime Purchase Loans Than of Prime 

Convention", Loans. In 1999, African-Americans received J3j% of all the subprime purchase 

loans made in the United States, a four times larger share Ihan the 3.5% they received or prime 

plYChase loans. Latinos received 8.5% of the subprime loons, almost double their 4.8% share of 

prime loans. In contrast, whites received 49.7% Oflhc subprime purchase loans, 00115,4% of the 

prime loans. 

Equity Strippers: The Impact of Subprime Lending in Philadelphia 

A report by Pennsylvania ACORN May 18.2000 

Executive Summll(Y 

ACORN has been fighUng for increased access 10 credit for lower-income and minoril~ 

families for three decades. While Ihis fightltas conccntrated on lraditlOnal bank lenders. a new 

form of lending is I1Iking hold ofour communi{ies·-prcdalo~· lending. Doroth~· Smith is nol 

alone in rnlling viclimlo prcdlllory lenders. Where traditionnllenders have le!'t a void. subprimc 
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lenders have aggrcsslI'e1y moved in. Too many of these lenders engage in predatrny lending 

activities that linc their pockets with money while stripping our communities of the equity they 

built in their homes. 

ACORN members have become increasingly COIlQemcd abQlII.dlis problem in recent 

years, as it has wrought havoc on families and our communities. The neighborhoods hardest hit 

by the predatory lending plague are minority communities with a stable homeownersbip base. 

This study is an auempt to quantifY the damage by looking at the effects on two census Ir!lelS in 

the Kingsessing Neighborhood in Southwest Philadelphia as an example of the impaet of 

predatory lending. This neighborhood has had a stable African-American population since the 

1950s. Homeowncrs include older families who purchased houses years ago and their children 

who have chosen to remain in the community. Findings include: 

-Increased lending in the Kingscssing Neighborhood was accomplished primarily by subprime 

lenders. While ailiellding increased 400% from 1992 to 19911 in this neighborhood, conventional 

lending increased only 61 % compared to a subprimc lending increase of 4l!()O"Io. 

-In Kingscssing, subprime loans grew from only 5.3%ofaliloansoriginatcd in 199210 63% of 

all loans originated in 1998, 

• Foreclosures have increased 93". since 1990 in this community, Oftile foreclosufCs for which 

it was possible to identifY !he original lender, 7~/. were non-bank lenders: 

Blldcground: The Absence ofTraditiooal Lenders. 
The absence of traditional bank lending in our commullities creates the opportuniLy for 

prodalory lenders 10 peddle their wares. Earlier ACORN studies documenlthis ~bscncc in low-

and modcrotc-incomc and mlnorilY neighborhoods in Philadelpllla and Ibc disproportionate role 

played by subprimc Icnders ill these communities. 

Many of the:>e non-bonk k'lJders arc on 1·IUD's Ii>! of suhprim<! k:Udc1'," Mao\' ,)Iher ""o-hunk IenJ':I'" I'm! 
to feport mOl1lP1f}.c dahl, even Wht..l1 they arc requinxl 10 un ::w)~ uno ns n TI.!SUIt, a~ nul vfl HUD's lisl 
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• In the Philadelphia MSA'. African-Americans were rejected 338% as rrequently as while 


appliCllllts when applying for conventional homc purellasc loans in 19911. 


• The share ofconventional purchase loans received by A rrican-Americans in Philadelphia has 

steadily decreased from a high of 1.9"/. in 1995 down 10 only 6% in 1998. African-Americans 

make up 19.1'Y. of the population in the MSA. 

• The top subprimc lenders in Philadelphia made 22"/. of their home purehase loans to 

Amcan-American home buyers, compared to only 6% of the conventional home purchasc loans 

made by oil other Phi ladelphia lenders almost a 4 times grclller percenlllge. 

• Low- and modcrale·income ncigbborhoods6 received 29% of the eonveniionlilioans made 

by the top subprime lenders in Philadelphia, compared to only 11% of the foans made by all otbcr 

lenders--nearly a [our times greater percentage. 

• Although the top ten subprimc lenders made only 6% of all relinancc and home 

improvement loans originated in the Philadelphia MSA, these lenders made 31 'Yo or all the home 

improvement and refinance loans made in census tencts in which minority residents make up 

over 80"10 of the population. 

AQoser Look IIt!be Kjngsessing Neighborhood 

Our focus area includes the part of Kingsessing Neighborhood that is home to one of 

ACORN's first chapters in Philadelpbia, People's Action Communily Organiz.ation (PACO). The 

target area's two census tracts nre between Kingsessing Avenue and Woodland from 46" Street to 

58" Slreel According Lo the !990 census, the homeowncrship rate is 511% in these two eensus 

tracts, lower than 111e metro-area hOlllcowllcrship ralC of 74% in thaI year. yet highcr than lhe 

average 54% hOllleownership ralC for Philadelphia COll1l11llllHics with a minonty populalion of al 

least 80"1.,. Many residents have Iive<! in the community since thc I 94()'s: others wcre raised in 

~ MClropoliulfl :ihHi:i.tical Area 
6 Low-incom¢ n<!ighhorho(xhs all;; defined as c.cnsus· tract.....:; in which the median income Iii below 5(lYrI I.,r the 

MSA's median income, Medium-income neighborhood." llf\! defined.as census tract; in which lhc median 
income is between SVfl, nnd gO% of the MSA 's median incnmc. 

http:defined.as
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the community and decided to remain. The average age ofhoosing is only 60 years old but the 

number of vacant houses is on the rise. 

Mortgage Lending in Kingsessing 

Mortgage lending in our two census tracts in the Kingsessing Neighborhood grew 400%.... 

from 38 loans in 1992 to 156 loans 1998. While this would normally be ealIse for celebration, a 

closer look reveals that this. increase is almost entirely due to growth in subprimc lending. In 

1992. subprime lenders originated only 2 loans, 5.3% of the lolal 38 loans in this neighborhood. 

In 1998. subprime lenders originated 98 loans, 63% ofall loans originated. In fact, subprime 

lenders now originate 60% more loans than other lenders in this community. 

Foreclosure Epidemic 

Loans in Philadelphia's Kingsessing Neighborhood" 

'C""Ul Tta(I.I lJiilJctl,; 

One unfortun~lc result ofthc explosion in slIbpnlllc Icnd'n£. and Ihe predatory practices, 

which ~re only 100 commonlv ~ part of it has been a parJllci explosion in foreclosure liIings. 

Once a loan is in def'lIIlt. lhe lender or its agclll liles 101 lorecioslIrc ~l lhe ProlhonOlary ollice. 
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These filings are the first step in taking the home, If arrangemenlll fail to be mode between the 

homeowner and the cre<iilOl", the end result is a judgement in fava.- of the creditor and the 

property is scheduled for sale through the sheriff's department. 

In 1995. there were 2347 foreclosure filings at Prodtonotary Office for the City of 

Philadelphia, an average of 196 each month. By 1999, the number offoreclosure filings increased 

125% to 5293 filings for the year at a monthly average of 441. The pace for 2000 of 495 each 

month indicates the increase will continue to almost 6000 foreclosures this year. 

rooo, .... ··_··_....··•....· .. · .. ·...... · .... • ....·.. ·..• .. · .... ·•....·....· .......... · ...... _._....................................................................... , 


woo+--------------------------------------------

lOOO t--------:=--

,000 

,... '991 ,... '... 
These increases in foreclosures are the result or practices common in the world of 

predatory lending like extending loans based on the valuc of n house. ruther thall a borrower's 

ability to repay. A host of orher deceptive and misleading sales practices Ic.1d borrowers inlo 

loans they did not understand and would not have chosen. Borrowers in foreclosure are also 

targets lor other lenders 10 refinance. generally poslponing the incyilablc IOrccioslIrc. but with 11 

diITerenllendcr and more.money paId for the loan. Officials at Philadelphia Sherifrs Departmenl 

h.we ooticed many properties scheduled for sale Ofe listed again mereh' one year laler. The 1999 

ShcrilT Sale listmgs re,'calthc same·-many properties takcn orr the sale at the last minute or 
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·stayed" because me lender has accepted payment arrangements are again scheduled for sale 6-8 

months later, indicating a new fo=losure on the same property. 

Records of sheriff's sales of mortgage foreclosures minor the data on initial fo=losure 

filings. In 1990, sheriff sale listings for the city averaged 241 homes eaeh month GOmpared to the 

1999 average of491 each month. The attached map of sheriff sale listing in 1999 demonstrates 

that foreclosures are bappening Ihroughout the city but largely in minority homeowner 

communities like the Northwest and the Southwest sections of !he city. Kingsessing is typical of 

neighborhoods hit by increasing foreclosure rates. In 1990, there were 15 sheriff's sales compared 

to 29 in 1999, an increase of 9301.. 

Unfortunately, the property records which should tell us which lenders were involved in 

these loans are incomplete. Only 13 of the 29 sheriff's sales in our target area were recorded in 

the property rccords. We believe this is a Simple failure of the property record listings to keep up 

with the massive number ofsales completed. 

We have however, looked at 67 foreclosure sales from 199:5 to 1999 for which complctc 

information is available. Out of lhese 67, almost one third were made by government agencies' 

II were made by the U.S. Department of Housing or !he Veteran's Adminstration, nine by Fannie 

Mae or Freddie Mac" Out of 43 fOTe(:losure sales where the original lender could be identified. 34 

or 79% were non-bank lenders. 

According to the 1990 census, there were 290 vacallt houses In our IJlrgcl area of the 

Kingscssing Neighborhood. A recent neighborhood survey by ACORN members reveals an 

increase 10 480 vacant houses, with an additional 100 vacant lots. Many ofthc vacant houses have 

been vacant for 10-20 years or mote. Y ct. some or the properties foreclosed on since 1 '),)5 have 

already been demolished. While predatory loans arc nOlthe only and perhaps not cvcnthe most 

frequent source of vacancy in this community. every possible home needs to be saved in order to 

save Philadelphia"s commullilles. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITI'EN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MILLER 

FROM JUDITH A. KENNEDY 


Q.l. Is there a definition for predatory lending? Or do you know 
it when you see it? 
A.t. NAAHL recently conducted a symposium for advocates, lend
ers, and policymakers on developing workable solutions to preda
tory lending. Based on remarks at the symposium, a profile of 
predatory lending emerged. Loan flipping, home improvement 
scams, asset-based and unaffordable mortgage loans, repetitive 
financings with no borrower benefit, packing single-premium credit 
life insurance and other products into the loan amount, all of which 
can strip equity and trigger foreclosures. 
Q.2. What can be done about the unregulated brokers and home 
improvement contractors who are bad actors? 
A.2. More needs to be done at the Federal level. Currently, a sig
nificant amount of mortgage lending is not covered by a Federal 
framework. As the Federal Reserve has pointed out, only about 30 
percent of all subprime loans are made by depository institutions 
that have periodic exams. To stop the predators, we need to close 
the barn doors on examination and reporting. In addition, in
creased Federal resources for expanding existing public and private 
sector consumer education programs in neighborhoods that are 
vulnerable to predators could be extremely helpful in combating 
predators. 
Q.3. In the securities industry, there is a "suitability standard" for 
brokers putting clients into appropriate brokerage activities. What 
do you think about applying a suitability standard for brokersllend
ers who put low-income borrowers into subprime loans? 
A.3. We believe such standards would be appropriate. In NAAHL's 
comment letter earlier this year to the Federal Reserve on proposed 
changes to the Homeowners Equity Protection Act (HOEPA), we 
supported a number of proposals by the Fed that would help en
sure that subprime loans are appropriate for borrowers. Frequent 
refinancings, commonly known as "loan flipping," generally are not 
in the borrower's best interest. Therefore, we strongly supported 
the proposed prohibition on refinancing loans within the first 12 
months, unless the creditor can demonstrate that the refinancing 
is in the borrower's best interest. 

Similarly, we are in favor of the proposed prohibition on refi
nancing zero-rate or other low-cost loans within 5 years unless the 
creditor can demonstrate that the refinancing is in the borrower's 
best interest. In addition, we believe there is merit in the proposal 
to require creditors to demonstrate a consumer's ability to repay 
HOEPA loans to mitigate the practice of making asset-based 
HOEPA loans. We also supported the proposed prohibition on 
HOEPA demand loans and the structuring of what, in reality, are 
closed-end loans into open-end financing merely to avoid HOPEA 
restrictions on asset-based loans. 
Q.4. Why are better disclosures and/or financial education not suf
ficient remedies for predatory lending problems? 
A.4. NAAHL's recent symposium on solutions to predatory lending 
showed that predatory lending is a multifaceted problem requiring 
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a multifaceted response. Better disclosure and additional financial 
education are certainly part of the solution, but the problem is 
broader. As I indicated earlier, the Federal Reserve estimates that 
only 30 percent of subprime loans are made by institutions that 
have periodic exams. If the Federal Reserve were to do periodic 
compliance exams of the subsidiaries of financial holding compa
nies, that would take it up to about 40 percent. Nonetheless, the 
majority of subprime loans still would not be covered. In a town 
with no sheriff, the bandits are in charge. 
Q.5. I understand Philadelphia enacted a city ordinance regarding 
predatory lending and the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law 
preempting county and/or city ordinances. What do you think about 
State legislatures preempting county and/or city ordinances regard
ing predatory lending? 
A.5. The broader issue is the need for a level playing field in over
sight and enforcement. Insured depository institutions, the vast 
majority of whom engage in best practices in the subprime lending 
market, are of course subject to regulatory oversight and compli
ance. But the majority of subprime lenders are not subject to the 
same regulatory oversight, do not have the same level of compli
ance management and often do not even file HMDA reports. The 
growing plethora of widely varying State and local laws only exac
erbates this disparity-and threatens to drive out responsible lend
ers who will choose not to offer legitimate subprime loans. The 
solution is to bring all lenders under a uniform Federal framework 
that eliminates predatory practices without turning off the flow of 
legitimate subprime credit. 
Q.6. Is your concern about SPCLI related to the product or the 
marketing of the product? 
A.6. We are concerned with the product itself, which has been asso
ciated with high-cost loans that strip equity from the home. 

If I can provide any additional information, please call me. Our 
members are very committed to working with policymakers on ad
dressing this critical problem, and we would be happy to help you 
in any way. 

RESPONSE TO WRITI'EN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MILLER 
FROM ESTHER ''TESS" CANJA 

Q.I. Is there a definition for predatory lending? Or do you know 
it when you see it? 
A.I. Conceptually, a higher-interest rate premium paid by an ap
propriately classified subprime borrower should be proportionate to 
the added risk the borrower may pose to a lender. Anything in ex
cess of that proportionate premium is exploitive. Of course, to 
misrate a borrower as being a subprime risk when in fact the bor
rower should be "A"-minus rated, would also be exploitive and thus 
predatory in nature. In direct response to your question: The four 
principal Federal banking regulators (FRB, OCC, RTS, and FDIC) 
issued guidance to their examiners in January 2001 in which they 
provide a common threshold definition of predatory lending as: 
• making loans that a borrower will be unable to repay; 
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• inducing borrowers 	to refinance a loan in order to charge high 
fees or points (so-called ''loan flipping"); and 

• engaging 	in fraud or deception to conceal the true nature/fea
tures of a loan. 
While AARP believes that this definition is too narrow in scope, 

it does identify the core features of a predatory loan. 
Q.2. What can be done about the unregulated brokers and home 
improvement contractors who are bad actors? 
A.2. Older homeowners have lost their homes because of home re
pair or consolidation loans made at exorbitant interest rates and 
fees by unscrupulous lenders and brokers. AARP believes that the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's regulations 
should require that lenders disclose to consumers the amount and 
source of mortgage broker fees before any agreement is reached. 
Special premiums or other kickbacks paid by lenders to mortgage 
brokers for steering customers to higher-yield loans should be out
lawed or, at a minimum, disclosed upfront before consumers apply 
for a loan. Clearly, new protections need to be enacted for home im
provement borrowers victimized by contractor nonperformance or 
malfeasance. 
Q.3. In the securities industry there is a "suitability standard" for 
brokers putting clients into appropriate brokerage activities. What 
do you think about applying a suitability standard for brokersllend
ers who put low-income borrowers into subprime loans? 
A.3. The notion of a suitability standard for brokers and lenders 
has some appeal if it is based on concrete protective provisions. 
Specifically, mortgage brokers and lenders should be required to 
comply with fair-lending rules addressing, among other things, in
terest rates, fees, marketing, service areas and application accept
ance procedures. Mortgage brokersllenders should be required to 
provide a binding offer of mortgage terms and costs that would be 
good for a set period of time after issuance. The binding offer would 
include the principal amount of the loan; the interest rate, points, 
and any other costs; the type and term of the mortgage; a consoli
dated rate or price tag similar to an annual percentage rate; and 
the amount of the monthly payment. A lock-in of terms (as re
flected in the binding offer) should be required once a consumer ap
plies for the loan. 

In addition to these standards, AARP believes that the Home 
Ownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994 (HOEPA) should be 
strengthened by lowering current trigger mechanisms (interest 
rates, points, and fees) so that the protections of the Act apply to 
more loans. More effective measures should be enacted for policing 
unscrupulous loan practices that typically target older homeowners 
with low incomes. And finally, enhanced protections and remedies 
need to be created to make the standards effective. 
QA. Why are better disclosures and/or financial education not suf
ficient remedies for predatory lending problems? 
A.4. AARP does believe that both better disclosures and financial 
education are important and necessary tools that can help many 
consumers avoid being victimized by predatory lenders. However, 
better disclosure and education alone are not sufficient remedies 
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for preventing the financial exploitation of many of those who are 
among the most vulnerable. Limiting the remedy to disclosures and 
nonmandatory, nonstandardized financial literacy campaigns would 
have the effect of shifting the burden for prevention to a portion 
of the population with the fewest skills to benefit from these rem
edies, that is, those with the least formal education. 

Consider the complexity of mortgage finance documentation and 
processes and the frequent disconnect between the level and timing 
of and limits of exposure to financial literacy campaigns. On the 
other hand, what part of the remedy would hold the predatory 
lender accountable? The right to protection against predatory lend
ing practices should be equally valid for all consumers who have 
or may be victimized, and lenderslbrokers that use these tactics 
should be held accountable for their acts and for harm done. 
Q.S. I understand Philadelphia enacted a city ordinance regarding 
predatory lending and the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law 
preempting county and/or city ordinances. What do you think about 
State legislatures preempting county and/or city ordinances regard
ing predatory lending? 
A.S. On the issue of preemption, AARP recognizes that cities and 
counties derive their authority from the State government. The 
State of Pennsylvania can and did act. We are disappointed, how
ever, that after looking at the apparent prevalence of predatory 
lending practices in the Philadelphia area, the State did not move 
to protect vulnerable consumers-especially the elderly, throughout 
the State. It is the gaps in State level protection of consumers 
across the Nation from the practices of predatory lenders that is 
stimulating the desire for minimum Federal standards. 
Q.6. Is your concern about single-premium credit life insurance 
(SPCLl) related to the product or the marketing of the product? 
A.6. Both. On the one hand, we are concerned that brokers and 
lenders be prohibited from engaging in unfair, deceptive, or uncon
scionable practices in connection with a consumer credit trans
action. And on the other hand, we have questions about why 
SPCLl is needed and how SPCLl is being financed. The packing of 
"lump-sum" insurance products is a commonly used tactic of high
cost lenders to inflate the mortgage loan amount, and thus, the 
monthly payments of at-risk borrowers, while evading HOEPA's 
reach. This practice is particularly problematic because this type of 
insurance is generally packed onto mortgage loans without the bor
rower's knowledge or actual consent. Moreover, credit insurance 
can be the most expensive component of the loan. 
Q.7. If SPCLl is removed from the marketplace, what are subprime 
borrowers to do when they wish to insure their financial obligations 
and monthly alternatives have not been approved in their States? 
A.7. AARP believes that credit insurance and insurance substitutes 
should be optional, but if accepted as part of the loan, should be 
included in the HOEPA points and fees trigger. In the latter case, 
however, one important issue would remain: If the borrower were 
given the ability to cancel the insurance and receive a "full refund," 
it would still not adequately address the problem of insurance 
packing. Unless the refund is structured so that the refund is ap
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plied to reduce the amount of the loan, the borrower continues to 
pay interest on it over the life of the loan. It is AARP's view that 
if the borrower truly wants insurance, it can be sold on a monthly 
basis-easily cancelable-and without HOEPA implications. 
Q.S. Yesterday [July 26], we had a lively discussion about the cost 
of SpeLl. One witness said that if you go to a Monthly Out
standing Balance basis it is more expensive than over the term of 
the loan. Another witness disputed that. Do you have a view on 
this issue? 
A.S. We have not done the calculations, and so do not have a rec
ommendation to offer. As we mentioned above, AARP's principal 
concern is that this type of insurance or its substitutes be optional, 
and that it not be financed as part of a home equity loan. 
Q.9. I have heard that speLl is a better deal for consumers over 
41 years of age because it is cheaper and it is generally more avail
able than the traditional tenu life insurance. Would anyone care to 
comment on that view? 
A.9. AARP believes that borrowers must first be infonued of any 
requirement and/or need for speLl or its substitutes as part of se
curing a home equity loan, their options and alternatives, before 
cost comparisons become meaningful. 

RESPONSE TO WRI'ITEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MILLER 

FROM mv ACKELSBERG 


Q.t. Is there a definition for predatory lending? Or do you know 
it when you see it? 
A.t. Much like the term "unfair and deceptive practices," predatory 
lending encompasses a range of abusive activities that, when 
present, enable someone who knows what to look for, to "know it 
when he sees it." But it certainly can be defined, to varying degrees 
of precision, with the understanding that no definition could ever 
exhaust all imaginable lending abuses. A recent New Jersey appel
late decision adopted a simple guidepost: predatory lending is the 
"target[ing] of certain populations for onerous credit tenus." Associ
ates Home Equily Services, Inc. v. Troup, 2001 N.J. Super. LEXIS 
318 (decided July 25, 2001). This is a good place to start. Predatory 
lending encompasses lending that takes advantage of certain bor
rowers, involving both targeting of vulnerable "prey," and credit 
products that carry onerous terms. This definition can be refmed 
by looking, alternatively, at each of these two perspectives, (1) the 
targeting behavior of the lenders and (2) credit tenus that are "on
erous" under agreed upon standards. 

Regarding the use of targeting, it is important to distinguish tar
geting from marketing. Often, a predatory lending scenario in
volves an offer of money that seeks out a borrower, rather than a 
borrower with a particular credit need who is shopping for the best 
product. Predatory lenders tend to target rather than market, iden
tifying individuals or neighborhoods as having characteristics that 
make them vulnerable. For example, many lenders or brokers tar
get borrowers who already have a subprime mortgage recorded on 
their property, a fact that identifies a consumer who might be vul
nerable to sales pitches laced with promises to improve on the ex
isting loan and to "put cash in your pocket." Sometimes the tar
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geting is done by intermediaries, such as brokers, contractors, or 
collectors, rather than by the lenders. For example, in depositions 
of Equicredit employees we have learned that this lender regards 
the "customer" as the broker who brings it the loan, not the bor
rower, with whom the lender has no direct communications at all 
prior to a closing. 

From the perspective of the loans themselves, a predatory loan 
involves a mismatch between the cost of the credit, on the one 
hand, and the risk to the lender or the needs of the borrower, on 
the other. These loans tend to be extremely costly, containing price 
components that are well in excess of any calculated risks. Often, 
loans that are already priced with rates that reflect higher risk are 
also packed with excessive points, fees, and insurance products. 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have determined that a substantial 
segment of the subprime mortgage market actually involves bor
rowers who have credit decent enough to qualify for prime prod
ucts. This mismatch between cost and risk can also be apparent in 
loan terms other than price, where, for example, balloon clauses, 
prepayment penalties and "no doc" income verifications are im
posed in clearly inappropriate circumstances. In addition to seeing 
loans containing costs and terms disproportionate to risk, we also 
see costs disproportionate to the actual benefit obtained by the con
sumer. Every day we see cases of borrowers paying extremely high 
transaction costs for credit that is providing them with little or no 
discernible benefit, as for example, when borrowers refinance to 
higher rates, or consolidate obligations that they have no reason to 
pay, such as utility bills deferred by low-income assistance pro
grams. 

Finally, predatory lending can also be defined in terms of the 
"equity stripping" that results from including excessive fees and 
charges in loan principals and from unnecessary consolidations of 
unsecured debt. This effect is multiplied each time a refinancing 
occurs. 
Q.2. What can be done about the unregulated brokers and home 
improvement contractors who are bad actors? 
A.2. One clear thing that could be done would be to pin responsi
bility for their bad acts on the lenders who utilize these inter
mediaries as "bird dogs." Section 3(f)(2) of S. 2415 would subject 
"any assignee or holder" of a covered mortgage "which was made, 
arranged, or assigned by a person financing home improvements" 
to all claims and defenses which the consumer could assert against 
the contractor and, if a broker were involved, to claims against the 
broker, as well. I describe this issue at some length in my written 
testimony. In analyzing the problem of bad brokers, one additional 
obstacle to developing consumer remedies is the insistence of many 
mortgage brokers-often supported by State regulators-that they 
have no fiduciary obligations toward borrowers. Indeed, I have fre
quently heard the brokers claim that they are neither agents of the 
borrowers or the lenders and that they somehow are representing 
only themselves. Congress could certainly put a stop to such claims 
by requiring brokers to represent either the borrower or the lender 
and to disclose the nature of their role. 
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Q.3. In the securities industry there is a "suitability standard" for 
brokers putting clients into appropriate brokerage activities. What 
do you think about applying a suitability standard for brokersllend
ers who put low-income borrowers into subprime loans? 
A.3. Your question directly addresses the "mismatches" in preda
tory lending scenarios that I discussed in response to your first 
question, namely, the need to do something about the clash be
tween credit terms that are imposed and what seems appropriate 
under the circumstances. I am familiar with proposals to impose a 
"suitability standard" on brokers and or lenders. I think each of 
these actors should be looked at separately. 

There certainly is a need to make explicit the legal responsibility 
of mortgage brokers toward the borrowers whose loans they are ar
ranging. The simplest way to do this is make clear that brokers 
have fiduciary relationships with borrowers. If Congress were to do 
that, there would be ample common law on the duty of fiduciaries 
that would then be applicable to mortgage brokers. While a Federal 
suitability standard would be an improvement over the current 
state of affairs, I fear that "suitability" would be regarded similarly 
as the "unconscionability" doctrine in contract law, namely, a vague 
standard that would give little comfort to lenders and judges who 
are generally looking for more bright lines to guide their decisions. 
I realize that "fiduciary relationship" has some vagueness to it as 
well, but I believe that the extensive common law development of 
this concept would lend itself to be a more effective tool. I also sus
pect that lenders would prefer this approach because if a broker 
were a fiduciary of a borrower, a court would likely not charac
terize the broker as an agent of the lender. 

While lenders are not ordinarily viewed as having fiduciary-like 
obligations toward applicants for credit, I do believe that lenders 
should be more accountable for the credit terms they impose in the 
case of loans that exceed agreed upon levels of cost. This is the ex
isting approach under HOEPA, and is much easier to apply to lend
ers than a "suitability" standard. Any lender that prices a loan be
yond statutory cost thresholds should simply be prohibited from in
cluding certain features in a loan, like, for example, repayment 
terms that the borrower cannot verifiably afford. 
Q.4. Why are better disclosures and/or financial education not suf
ficient remedies for predatory lending problem? 
A.4. The best way I can answer this is to make the comparison to 
other dangerous products in the marketplace. Should consumer 
education about the danger of SUV's tipping over on the highway 
be a sufficient response to manufacturer greed and negligence? 
Should a "just say no" campaign be the only policy response to the 
drug pushers on urban streetcomers? Predatory loans are poi
sonous. While we need to educate vulnerable homeowners about 
the dangers, we should also be attempting to address the abusive 
practices directly. 

As for improving the disclosures that are part of the paperwork 
in a mortgage transaction, it is difficult for me to see this as an 
effective strategy. Presently there are about five or six pieces of 
paper in a typical transaction that contain Federally mandated dis
closures. These papers are among the 30 or so loan documents pre
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sented to a borrower at a loan closing, in a paperwork stack at 
least an inch thick, and their usefulness is often undermined by 
the order of signing and the oral explanation that is provided by 
the party conducting the closing. Tinkering with the five or six dis
closure documents is not going to effect the size or readability of 
the entire stack, or these other contextual impediments to the in
formation in the disclosures actually getting to the consumers. 

From my experience, the bad actors would be very happy to see 
Congress impose new disclosures and support consumer education, 
while leaving them free to continue the stripping of equity out of 
vulnerable communities. 
Q.5. I understand Philadelphia enacted a city ordinance regarding 
predatory lending and the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law 
preempting county and/or city ordinances. What do you think about 
State legislatures preempting county and/or city ordinances regard
ing predatory lending? 
A.5. For me the important question is whether Government is ade
quately protecting those consumers who are in need of protection, 
not whether this protection comes from local, State or Federal pol
icymakers. Uniform protections are better than local ones, but local 
protections are better than none. 

In April 2001, the Philadelphia City Council unanimously en
acted antipredatory lending to protect the homeowners of Philadel
phia. Philadelphia is a home rule city that retains the power to leg
islate in all areas not preempted by State legislation. In June, the 
legislature passed preemption legislation on the last night of the 
legislative session; they did so as an amendment to an already 
passed bill, without any study and without any public hearing. The 
State legislation does nothing to protect vulnerable homeowners. It 
duplicated the coverage and protection under HOEPA, and limited 
consumer remedies to a damage action that must prove "pattern 
and practice" and actual intent to violate the law. Thus, for exam
ple, a consumer who gets a balloon payment prohibited by the law 
cannot do anything to undo the transaction. Because the State su
perceded strong local legislation with nonexistent State protections, 
the preemption ended up hurting Philadelphia consumers under 
the banner of "uniformity." 

The Pennsylvania lesson is an important one for Congress. State 
and local laws that protect consumers should not be preempted 
without ensuring that adequate Federal restrictions and remedies 
are in place to combat predatory practices. 
Q.6. Is your concern about single-premium credit life insurance 
(SPCLI) related to the product or the marketing of the product? 
A.6. Both. The product itself is overpriced because its pricing builds 
in too much profit for the middlemen. Further, it is not even really 
known how overpriced it is, because in addition to upfront commis
sions, there are back-end revenue sharing mechanisms, which may 
not show up as commissions. State insurance departments have a 
difficult time in monitoring the true reasonableness of the rates, 
because the insurers sometimes "fog" the data and, because of in
sufficient enforcement resources, credit insurance ends up being a 
lower priority for those limited resources than the much larger 
standard life, health, and property insurance. 
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Until there is pricing reform on the product itself, marketing re
forms will not work, as three decades of effort in that regard have 
proven. When the profit is too great, a way will be found to sell 
the product. Indeed, it is not even accurate to refer to the selling 
as "marketing," given the ever-present "packing" of insurance prod
ucts into the loans of lenders who have been most involved in the 
sale of SPCLL Affidavits from former employees of The Associates, 
for example, have made very clear that loan officer job performance 
and compensation were dependent on their getting borrowers to 
sign up for SPCLI, just like car salesmen are expected to sell "ex
tras" like rustproofing or service contracts. 
Q.7. If SPCLI is removed from the marketplace, what are subprime 
borrowers to do when they wish to insure their financial obligations 
and monthly alternatives have not been approved in their States? 
A.7. Few borrowers who truly understood the full financial impact 
of SPCLl, and the often limited benefits it provides, would choose 
to purchase it. It is only because the full cost and the limited bene
fits are obscured, or because borrowers are fooled into purchasing 
it, that the product is sold. Even, an industry-financed study indi
cated that fully 40 percent of borrowers thought that SPCLl was 
required, strongly urged, or that there would be delays if they did 
not buy it. Consequently, the number of borrowers who do pur
chase it cannot, with statistics like that, be considered a valid indi
cator of "demand." 

As for alternatives, noncredit term life insurance is more value 
for the dollar, and most objective advisors (for example those who 
do not make money from the product) advise to use the noncredit 
insurance. As for delays in State approvals of monthly alternatives 
to SPCLl, it is typically the providers who approach the insurance 
departments for approval when they want to sell the monthly alter
native. And, once this occurs, there is no reason to expect long 
delays. On the contrary, for example, when Household Finance an
nounced last month that it would stop selling SPCLl in favor of 
monthly premium insurance, it announced at the same time that 
it already had obtained the approval of 34 States to offer this 
monthly alternative. 
Q.S. Yesterday [July 26], we had a lively discussion about the costs 
of SPCLL One witness said that if you go to a Monthly Out
standing Balance basis it is more expensive than over the term of 
the loan. Another witness disputed that. Do you have a view on 
this issue? 
A.S. The witness who made that claim never explained his calcula
tions, and, quite frankly, I do not believe he had any supportable 
basis for that claim. Paying the real price of something without 
paying interest on it will always be less expensive than paying that 
price with interest, especially at rates that range from 10 percent 
to 22 percent. If his point was that it is cheaper to spread out the 
cost of 5 years of coverage for an extra 15 years after the insurance 
has lapsed, ask yourself whether anyone would freely choose to pay 
an extra $66,000 of interest to purchase $10,000 of insurance for 
14 years after it no longer protects the borrower. My understanding 
is that is exactly what happened in the case described by Iowa At
torney General Miller in his testimony. 
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Q.9. I have heard that SpeLl is a better deal for consumers over 
41 years of age because it is cheaper and it is generally more avail
able than the traditional term life insurance. Would anyone care to 
comment on that view? 
A.9. I sincerely doubt that SpeLl is ever a better deal and would 
suggest that you look carefully at the calculations of anyone mak
ing this claim. (Obviously, you also have to make sure that you are 
comparing apples to apples. Often, unlike term insurance which 
provides benefits in a fixed amount, SpeLl is structured to provide 
declining benefits over time, sometimes at a rate that results in 
benefits not high enough to payoff the outstanding balance.). It 
can only be cheaper when you do not factor in the time value of 
the money paid for future insurance coverage and when you do not 
factor in the cost of financing it. This latter point is particularly 
important. When an insurance premium is added to the principal 
of the loan, the borrower pays two ways in addition to the inflated 
cost of the insurance itself. First, when the cost of the premium is 
added to the principal, then percentage-based fees ("points" and 
broker fees) are also increased. Second, interest is then applied, 
over the life of the loan to that extra principal. As for SpeLl being 
"more available," that argument is usually predicated on lenders 
not conducting underwriting before they sell the insurance. This 
argument ignores the fact that the insurers often engage in post
claim underwriting by denying coverage and then refunding the 
premium. Thus, the "availability" advantage can be little more 
than an illusion. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MILLER 

FROM NEILL A. FENDLY, CMC 


Q.l. Is there a definition for predatory lending? Or do you know 
it when you see it? 
A.t. There is no generally accepted, succinct definition of "preda
tory lending." Whether or not an individual loan can be considered 
"predatory" depends on a number of circumstances and even then 
is largely in the eye of the beholder. While some consumer advo
cates believe that certain loan terms and products are always 
"predatory," mortgage professionals generally believe that "preda
tory lending" is a problem of deceptive sales practices, not products. 
Predatory practices could include, but are not necessarily limited 
to, such practices as fraudulent and deceptive marketing of loans; 
deliberate failure to provide disclosures of costs and loan terms to 
the customer as required by law; and high-pressure sales tactics 
that cause consumers to accept loans, especially repeated and fre
quent refinancings, that are offered to the borrower primarily to 
generate more fees for the lender or broker and may not be bene
ficial to the borrower given hislher financial circumstances and 
goals. Responsible mortgage professionals do not engage in such 
practices. 
Q.2. What can be done about the unregulated brokers and home 
improvement contractors who are bad actors? 
A.2. Mortgage brokers are regulated, by State licensing laws in all 
but two States and by more than 10 Federal statutes. Mortgage 
brokers in most States are subject to regular examinations, and 
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many States recently have enacted new laws requiring basic and 
continuing education and minimum experience requirements for 
mortgage brokers. NAMB and its State affiliates have been at the 
forefront of efforts to impose and strengthen State mortgage broker 
licensing laws. 

Eliminating "bad actors" is largely a function of enforcing these 
existing laws. NAl\fB is working with the National Association of 
Attorneys General and the American Association of Residential 
Mortgage Regulators to improve enforcement of State laws, and 
State enforcement of Federal laws such as RESPA. NAMB also 
supports increased enforcement of existing Federal laws, including 
RESPA, TILA, HOEPA, and the FTC Act, all of which address 
most types of abusive lending practices. 
Q.3. In the securities industry there is a "suitability standard" for 
brokers putting clients into appropriate brokerage activities. What 
do you think about applying a suitability standard for brokersllend
ers who put low-income borrowers into subprime loans? 
A.3. While the concept of a "suitability standard" may have some 
intuitive appeal, in fact such a standard would be impossible to 
develop for mortgages. In the investment market, customers are 
looking for only one thing-a certain return on their investment, 
consistent with their tolerance for risk. It is relatively easy to set 
standards of risk for various investments and then to determine 
whether a particular investment is suitable for an investor given 
hisJher assets and risk tolerance. On the other hand, people may 
seek mortgages for a variety of reasons, including obtaining cash 
quickly, reducing monthly debt payments, financing home improve
ments, etc., and therefore people judge the suitability of a mortgage 
according to their own needs and financial goals. For example, a 
borrower may choose a higher-rate subprime mortgage even if he 
qualifies for a lower rate, because he does not want to reveal all 
the sources of his income as is required by most conforming mort
gage lenders. A borrower may choose to accept a prepayment pen
alty because the loan with the penalty has a substantially lower 
interest rate and lower monthly payments than does the loan with
out the penalty, and the borrower's only goal is to reduce his 
monthly payments as much as possible. Mortgages can be struc
tured with various terms, lengths, documentation requirements, 
and other features that are tailored to the needs and goals of al
most any borrower, even though some of these mortgages might ap
pear to others as "unsuitable." Thus the suitability of a particular 
mortgage product for an individual borrower can really be defined 
only by the borrower, and it is impossible to impose a "bright-line 
test" for mortgages. Any attempts to impose an arbitrary suitability 
standard for subprime mortgages would necessarily involve prohib
iting or limiting certain loan terms, and this would have a perverse 
effect of reducing choices for borrowers and reducing the avail
ability of credit to low- and moderate-income borrowers. 
Q.4. Why are better disclosures and/or financial education not suf
ficient remedies for predatory lending problems? 
A.4. These are, in fact, very important parts of the overall solution 
to abusive lending problems. Simpler and more meaningful disclo
sures will empower consumers to be better shoppers, reduce the 
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ability of unscrupulous lenders to hide fees and onerous terms in 
"fine print" and prevent lenders from surprising consumers with 
large fees at the closing table. More consumer education will also 
help people avoid being victims of unscrupulous lenders and better 
understand their rights to disclosures, limitations on fees, and 
their right to rescind certain types of loans even after closing. Con
gress can be most effective in eliminating abusive lending by sim
plifYing the mortgage lending disclosure statutes and encouraging 
more financial education in Federally funded education programs. 

However, the third element we believe must be addressed is bet
ter enforcement of existing laws, at the State and Federal level. 
Even if consumers are fully informed and armed with better disclo
sures, there may still be unscrupulous people who will continue to 
try to hide excessive fees, trick people into buying unnecessary an
cillary products, and deceive or pressure people into borrowing 
more than they really want at higher costs. Existing laws prohibit 
such practices but need to be better enforced to send the message 
to these people that they cannot continue to abuse consumers. 
Q.5. I understand Philadelphia enacted a city ordinance regarding 
predatory lending and the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law 
preempting county and/or city ordinances. What do you think about 
State legislatures preempting county and/or city ordinances regard
ing predatory lending? 
A.5. NAMB strongly supported the Pennsylvania legislation and 
supports other efforts, including litigation, to overturn other simi
lar local ordinances. It is absurd for local governments to decide 
that arbitrary city or county borders should govern whether or not 
someone can get a certain kind of mortgage. Such regulation of fi
nancial services and products has never been considered the pur
view of local governments. Consumer advocates are supporting 
these ordinances only because they have failed to win the restric
tive legislation they want at the Federal or State levels. If any of 
these ordinances succeed, all they will do is drive mainstream 
subprime lenders out of those localities and leave borrowers within 
the localities far fewer choices for home financing. In fact, some 
major lenders have already stopped making certain subprime loans 
in localities that have passed these ordinances, including DeKalb 
County, Georgia. 
Q.6. Is your concern about single-premium credit life insurance 
(SPCLI) related to the product or the marketing of the product? 
A.6. Mortgage brokers generally do not sell credit life insurance of 
any kind and so NAMB does not offer an opinion on the value of 
the product. However, it seems clear that there have been some 
abuses in marketing this product, and other forms of credit life in
surance may be available or developed soon that offer equally good 
protection to borrowers without eating up so much of their equity. 
Q.7. If SPCLl is removed from the marketplace, what are subprime 
borrowers to do when they wish to insure their financial obligations 
and monthly alternatives have not been approved in their States? 
A.7. The fact is that if this occurs, some consumers will not have 
the choices they want. Low-income people are generally under
insured and credit life insurance can be a good product for them. 
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If monthly premium products are not available, a borrower could 
be at risk of losing the home if a coborrower passes away and had 
no other form of life insurance. This illustrates the problem with 
complete prohibition of any products or terms in the subprime mar
ket. Almost no product or term is always abusive, and a wide range 
of product choices most helps consumers at all income levels to 
achieve their financial goals and minimize their risks. 
Q.S. Yesterday [July 26] we had a lively discussion about the cost 
of SPCLL One witness said that if you go to a Monthly Out
standing Balance basis it is more expensive than over the term of 
the loan. Another witness disputed that. Do you have a view on 
this issue? 
A.S. We have no opinion on this issue, except that we believe con
sumers should have choices of different types of products and pay
ment plans and choose for themselves which one is most cost-effec
tive for them. 
Q.9. I have heard that SPCLI is a better deal for consumers over 
41 years of age because it is cheaper and it is generally more avail
able than the traditional term life insurance. Would anyone care to 
comment on that view? 
A.9. We would answer this question the same as question 8. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MILLER 

FROM DAVID BERENBAUM 


Q.1. Is there a definition for predatory lending? Or do you know 
it when you see it? 
A.I. Contrary to industry representation, there is a definition of 
predatory lending. It is important, however, to first clarify and dis
tinguish between subprime lending and predatory lending. A 
subprime loan is defined as a loan to a borrower with less than 
perfect credit. In order to compensate for the added risk associated 
with subprime loans, lending institutions charge higher interest 
rates. In contrast, a prime loan is a loan made to a creditworthy 
borrower at prevailing interest rates. Loans are classified as "A," 
"A-minus," "B," "C," and "D" loans. "A" loans are prime loans that 
are made at the going rate while "A-minus" loans are loans made 
at slightly higher interest rates to borrowers with only a few blem
ishes on their credit report. The so-called B, C and D loans are 
made to borrowers with significant imperfections in their credit 
history. "D" loans carry the highest interest rates because they are 
made to borrowers with the worst credit histories that include 
bankruptcies. 

In contrast, a predatory loan is defined as an unsuitable loan 
designed to exploit vulnerable and unsophisticated borrowers. 
Predatory loans are a subset of subprime loans. They carry higher 
in-terest rates and fees than is required to cover the added risk of 
lending to borrowers with credit imperfections. They contain abu
sive terms and conditions that trap borrowers and lead to increased 
indebtedness. They have fees and products packed onto loan trans
actions that consumers cannot afford. They do not take into ac
count the borrower's ability to repay the loan. They prey upon 
unsophisticated borrowers who rely in good faith on the expertise 
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of the loan originator or their agent. Ultimately, predatory loans 
strip equity and wealth from communities. 
Q.2. What can be done about the unregulated brokers and home 
improvement contractors who are bad actors? 
A.2. While it is extremely important to combat unregulated bad ac
tors, it is important to focus on the more overt problem of brokers 
and contractors who fall within the existing State and local regu
latory framework. Currently, mortgage brokers originate over 50 
percent of subprime loans, yet only about 41 States regulate mort
gage lending and brokering. State regulations for mortgage brokers 
are minimal and are in most cases promulgated with little to no 
enforcement authority. Some States only require brokers to be reg
istered while others go far in requiring licensing, brick and mortar, 
education and experience. The result is a very complex statutory 
and regulatory framework that unfortunately allows the bad actors 
to conduct business virtually unchecked. 

During the question and answer portion of the hearing, NCRC 
addressed the issue of mortgage brokers from a slightly different 
perspective: the collusion factor. From the initiation of the trans
action, borrowers are immediately thrown into a realm of bad ac
tors all working together to bilk individuals of their money and 
property. The real estate agent, the appraiser, the mortgage 
broker, and the subprime lender all work together on the same 
predatory transaction. In most cases, these collaborators operate 
under the radar of existing fair lending laws, particularly as it ap
plies to the nondisclosure of brokers fees and compensation prior 
to the Good Faith Estimate (GFE). 

NCRC believes that although Federal fair lending laws (Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act, Truth in Lending Act, Home Ownership 
and Equity Protection Act and Real Estate Settlement Protection 
Act) have established a framework to protect certain consumers, 
they by no means go far enough to protect all consumers. It is our 
position that the only way to combat bad actors is to expand the 
scope of current legislation/regulation to cover their business lines 
together with enacting some comprehensive antipredatory lending 
legislation. 
Q.3. In the securities industry there is a "suitability standard" for 
brokers putting clients into appropriate brokerage activities. What 
do you think about applying a suitability standard for brokersllend
ers who put low-income borrowers into subprime loans? 
A.3. NCRC has strongly supported the prohibition under HOEPA 
of making loans without regard for the consumer's ability to pay. 
We would favor a "suitability standard" that takes into account 
whether or not a particular loan is suitable for a particular 
borrower and helps meet his/her needs without undue financial 
hardship. 

NCRC also has advocated for policy that affords protections 
against a borrower being misled regarding hislher ability to qualify 
for a prime loan. In that regard, we would disagree with a stand
ard limited to brokersllenders who put low-income borrowers into 
subprime loans. Suitability should be afforded to all borrowers in 
both prime and subprime markets. 
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QA. Why are better disclosures and/or financial education not suf
ficient remedies for predatory lending problems? 
A.4. NCRC has strongly supported increased financial education 
and better disclosures; in fact, our financial education program is 
highly regarded by industry and community groups throughout the 
country. However, it is our longstanding position that education 
and disclosure, in and of themselves, are not adequate to foster 
compliance of existing fair lending laws on a voluntary, statutory, 
or regulatory level. 

Financial education is invaluable, but much like the car owner 
who relies on the mechanic for hislher technical expertise and pro
fessional judgement and guidance, mortgage applicants too must 
rely on the honesty and knowledge of the officer processing the 
loan. No amount of financial education can equip a mortgage appli
cant to combat predatory lending; it can only help the consumer 
identify what might be predatory practices. Financial education 
may help alert the consumer that he/she is not being treated fairly, 
but without any enforcement of regulation of unfair practices, the 
only recourse left for the consumer is to refuse the offer of the 
predatory loan, leaving the consumer no access to credit. The con
sumer is left to hope that free-market forces will eventually force 
predatory lenders to change their practices. Relying on financial 
education and disclosure alone, without regulatory and/or statutory 
enforcement, diffuses the responsibility of enforcement to con
sumers. Financial education must be accompanied by strong regu
latory and/or statutory enforcement policies. 
Q.5. I understand Philadelphia enacted a city ordinance regarding 
predatory lending and the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law 
preempting county and/or city ordinances. What do you think about 
State legislatures preempting county and/or city ordinances regard
ing predatory lending? 
A.5. To date in 2001, 31 States have introduced over 60 legislative 
measures attempting to combat predatory lending practices. Addi
tionally, nine major metropolitan cities and counties have intro
duced local ordinances to deal with predatory lending. In that 
regard, NCRC supports a national standard and strongly advocates 
for Congress, on a bi-partisan basis, to pass the strongest legisla
tion possible to end the unscrupulous lending practices of predatory 
lenders. 

A very similar situation to what happened in Philadelphia has 
now started in DeKalb County. In both cases, the American Finan
cial Services Association filed lawsuits to stay effective dates of 
already enacted local legislation. In its Philadelphia suit, AFSA 
stated: "the ordinance is an attempt by the municipality to directly 
regulate the lending activity of financial institutions." In com
menting on the suit, AFSA's president stated: "Financial services 
legislative activity must be remanded to the appropriate venue of 
the State legislature or, where appropriate, to the U.S. Congress or 
appropriate Federal agency." 

Local predatory lending ordinances are important examples of 
where policymakers at one level are tired of waiting for another 
level to take action in protecting consumers. And perhaps the same 
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can be said true of the increase in State legislative measures-ac
tions initiated as a result of neglect by the Federal Government. 
Q.6. Is your concern about SPCLI related to the product or the 
marketing of the product? 
A.6. NCRC is very concerned about both the marketing of SPCLI 
and the product itself. It is our position that credit insurance which 
is paid through a single up-front payment and financed into the 
total loan amount is a serious abusive lending practice (that is, 
predatory). 

NCRC does not take issue with credit insurance when presented 
to the consumer as an option and choice: up-front lump sum or 
monthly pay option. And when it is presented in such a manner 
that the consumer can compare the final/total costs of both prod
ucts prior to closing. 

Our opposition to the SPCLI product is that in the majority of 
cases, the consumer's monthly payment for the financed SPCLI is 
more than the monthly payment under monthly options. The only 
scenario in which the SPCLI monthly payment is less than the 
month-to-month product is when the period of coverage is signifi
cantly shorter than the term of the loan (that is, a 5 year SPCLI 
term on a 30 year loan). NCRC strongly supports Martin Eakes' 
testimony that cost savings calculations comparing SPCLI and 
month-to-month almost never favor SPCLI, and SPCLI almost al
ways results in a bad deal for consumers. 

Scenario: The 1999 average subprime loan in the United States 
to a low- to moderate-income borrower is $91,000 via a 30 year 
mortgage. Using a typical subprime rate of 12 percent, the total in
terest cost of that loan would be $245,973. 

But if the lender sells the consumer a $5,000, 5 year SPCLI pol
icy rolling that amount into the mortgage balance, the total inter..I est cost rises $13,516, which is almost three times the effective cost 
of the insurance. 

We oppose SPCLI marketing because in the majority of preda
tory lending victims we work with, the following practices are reg
ular occurrences: 
• The consumer did not know helshe purchased credit insurance. 
• The consumer was never told it was an option and not required 

to close the loan. 
• The consumer was pressured into agreeing to SPCLI because hel 

she was told they would not get the loan without it. 
• 	The consumer was coerced by the lenderlbroker saying: "If you

die, will your spouse have the income to make the monthly pay
ments? Would you want your family to assume your financial ob

, ' ligations? You need this product to protect your family." 
i • The consumer was never told that the SPCLI was a policy with 

a term significantly shorter than the duration of the loan. 
• The consumer could not cancel the insurance product. 
Q.7. If SPCLI is removed from the marketplace, what are subprime 
borrowers to do when they wish to insure their financial obligations 
and monthly alternatives have not been approved in their States. 
A.7. The major players in subprime lending market have sent a col
lective signal supporting consumer rights on this issue via the dis
continuation of SPCLI products. CitiFinancial, who dropped its 
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SPCLl in June, has since gained approval in 35 States to sell its 
monthly premium policy. In July, Household, the Nation's largest 
issuer of subprime loans, also dropped its SPCLl on real estate se
cured loans and has gained approval in 34 States. These major 
subprime lenders are actively working with State insurance depart
ments to secure approval for their consumer choice products. 

If SPCLl is removed from the marketplace and the borrower 
would like the financial security of a credit insurance product in a 
State where monthly payment options are not approved, one solu
tion could be to refer the consumer to an outside insurance coun
selor who can then work with the consumer on buying life insur
ance for the loan amount. 
Q.S. Yesterday, [July 26], we had a lively discussion about the cost 
of SPCLl. One witness said that if you go to a Monthly Out
standing Balance basis over the term of the loan it is more expen
sive. Another witness disputed that. Do you have a view on this 
issue? 
A.S. It is NCRC's position that, if the borrower chooses to purchase 
credit life insurance, the monthly outstanding balance (MOB) pay
ment option is the only viable option. After reviewing the written 
testimony of both witnesses in addition to studies from other orga
nizations, frankly, we do not understand the assertion made by 
Charles Calomiris that "the monthly cost of single-premium insur
ance is much lower than the cost of monthly insurance." 

For example, assume a credit insurance policy is purchased that 
covers the entire loan period of 10 years with a total premium of 
$10,000. With MOB, monthly payments will be calculated as the 
premium divided by the number of months covering the term of the 
loan, or $83.33 per month. With any single-premium policy, the 
amount paid each month will increase because the numerator is in
creased based on the interest rate, yet the denominator remains 
the same. For a loan just under the HOPEA threshold at 15.5 per
cent, the monthly payment would increase to $164, almost twice 
the amount paid with MOB. When comparing the same premium 
amount over the same term, it is impossible for a payment method 
that charges any interest to be less expensive than one that 
charges zero interest. (See Exhibit 1). 

Only in a situation where the term of the credit insurance is sub
stantially shorter than the term of the mortgage can SPCLl have 
monthly payments lower than MOB. Even so, payments on the 
truncated credit insurance over the longer life of the loan in no way 
offsets the nominal monthly savings to the borrower because of the 
interest payments. (See Exhibit 2). The borrower is covered for a 
period of time much shorter than the life of the loan, yet continues 
to payoff the credit insurance for the remainder of the loan. 

SPCLI also precludes the borrower from canceling the insurance. 
With monthly payments, the borrower pays each month and is cov
ered for that month. The borrower can choose to continue or cancel 
the insurance each month. Because credit insurance can only be 
purchased from the lender and not an outside party, the borrower 
has but one choice. With MOB, the borrower has more choice, such 
as traditional life insurance. With SPCLl, because the premium is 
paid in full upfront and financed, the borrower is locked in for the 
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life of the insurance. Canceling SPCLI entitles the borrower to a 
refund much lower than the remaining value of the insurance be
cause of the interest owed on the policy. Additionally, a report 
issued by the Coalition for Responsible Lending entitled Single Pre
mium Credit Insurance Should be Banned Outright notes that for 
SPCLI "in most States, lenders are not obligated to cancel credit 
insurance coverage after a grace period, generally 30 days." If a 
borrower finds that helshe cannot pay for credit insurance for a 
particular month, under MOB, he/she can cancel the policy. With 
SPCLl, the borrower is delinquent on the mortgage payment and 
risks foreclosure. 

Lenders have no monetary incentive to offer borrowers credit in
surance on the most favorable terms to the borrower. Underwritten 
by an insurer, credit life insurance is structured as a group policy 
sold to the lender who in turn issues the insurance to the borrower, 
the ultimate consumer of the insurance. Credit insurers market 
their products to lenders, not borrowers. Borrowers generally have 
no say in the choice of insurance products, and certainly have no 
voice in negotiating the terms of the insurance. They can either ac
cept or decline the credit insurance package offered by the lender. 

The lender sells the insurance on behalf of the insurer, and re
ceives compensation for each sale in the form of a commission, 
which in some cases is based on the profitability (higher rates) of 
the insurance. Most States establish prima facie rates that are the 
maximum rates that can be levied on credit insurance and these 
are generally the rates that are charged. According to a joint report 
published by Consumers Union and the Center for Economic Jus
tice in 1999, entitled Credit Insurance: The $2 Billion A Year Rip
Off, "creditor compensation averaged more than 30 percent of the 
premium dollar for credit life." The report further notes that in 
some cases, the lender was rewarded additional compensation in 
the form of personal computers, software, and calculators. 

While the lenders and the insurers are benefiting from the sale 
credit life insurance, the Consumers Union/Center for Economic 
Justice report found that borrowers have been excessively over
charged. The report notes that the loss ratio on credit life insur
ance nationally was 41.6 percent in 1997. The National Association 
of Insurance Commissioners sets a 60 percent loss ratio threshold 
as the minimum level considered to provide reasonable benefits to 
consumers. In Georgia, the loss ratio in 1997 was slightly better 
than the national figure at 48.9 percent. With the reverse competi
tion prevalent in the credit insurance market, it is always the bor
rower who pays the most dearly. 
Q.9. I have heard that SPCLI is a better deal for consumers over 
41 years of age because it is cheaper and it is generally more avail
able than the traditional term life insurance. Would anyone care to 
comment on that view? 
A.9. Through our research on the available options for a given 41
year old male borrower living in Georgia, we found that term life 
insurance is generally a better option than credit life insurance. 
Assuming that the borrower is a nonsmoker, a $100,000 policy for 
a 10 year term will cost between $12 and $17 a month (quotes ob
tained from term life insurance broker Term.com at www.term.com. 

http:www.term.com
http:Term.com
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Applying the Georgia prima facie rate of $.45 per annum per 
$100 of indebtedness for decreasing term credit life insurance, 
the borrower would be charged a total premium of $11,610.25 for 
a 10 year policy on a $100,000, 30 year mortgage with an interest 
rate of 10 percent. With MOB, monthly payments would be $96.75, 
while for a single-premium payment financed into the loan, month
ly payments would be $101.89. Traditional term life insurance is 
clearly a much better deal. Even for those borrowers with health 
problems who may not qualify for premium health insurance rates 
and credit life insurance is the only available option, MOB pay
ments make more sense than SpeLl. (See Exhibit 3). 

Additionally, with credit life insurance, the bank is named the 
beneficiary of the policy. If the borrower dies, the lender is repaid 
the remainder of the loan. Under tradition term life insurance, the 
insured designates a beneficiary. It is possible that the beneficiary 
would not want to payoff the loan balance, but would prefer to 
continue monthly loan payments and apply the insurance benefits 
elsewhere. Traditional term life insurance provides a great deal 
more flexibility for the beneficiaries of the estate. 

http:11,610.25
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NATIONAL l\CRCCOMMUNITY 
REL"iVESTMlll't'T 

COALITION 

EJdIlbll1 
Monthly Paymelllll vanlue Flnanclno Credit InsuntllCot 

Scenario: $10,000 Credit /nsvrance fora 10-Y6NLnan 

Monthly a-Ming Balance 

Single-f'mmlum' 

10-Year Mortgage at 7.5% rate 

10-Y_ Mortgage at 9.5% rate 

10-Year Mortgage at 11.5% rate 

10-Year Mortgage 8113.5% rate 

10-Year Mortgage 8t15.5% rate' 

Total Monthly 

Payment 


$83.33 

$118.00 

$129.00 

$140.00 

$152.00 

$16400 

Totel Payments 
Over 1 y"", 

$10,000.00 

$14,160.00 

$15,480.00 

$16.800.00 

$18,240.00 

$19,680.00 

TOIallnt_ 

Payment. 


$0.00 


$4,160.00 

$5,480.00 

$6,800.00 

$8,240.00 

$9.68000 

, Single-premium payments calculated using 8 mortgage calculator. 

'15.5% is just below the HOPEA 111I.lhokI. 

http:8,240.00
http:6,800.00
http:5,480.00
http:4,160.00
http:19,680.00
http:18,240.00
http:16.800.00
http:15,480.00
http:14,160.00
http:10,000.00
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NATIONAl l\CRCCOMMUNITY 
REINVESTMENT 

COlllmON 

Exhlblt2 

Cost of Truncated CredIt Ufe Insurance 


Scenario 1: S10,OOO Credit Insurance over 5 Yea~ 00 a 3O-YearMoitf}age 

Monthly Total Tolal Monl!l$ Tots/ TOIallntere8t 

Pa~ment P!!l:ments oIe_e Pannents Pa~ments 

Monlhly OIltstandlRg Balance $167 

SIRgl&-Premlum' 

30-Year Mortgage at 12% rate $103 

3o. Year Mortgege at 13% rate $111 

3o.Year Mortgage al 15% rate' $126 

30-Year Mortgage at 16% rate' $134 

Scenano 2; $14.000 Creaillnsuranceover7 Y""~ 

Monthly 


Pavment 


60 60 

360 60 
360 60 

360 60 

360 60 

00 830-YearMortgage 

Total Talal Months 

Pavments ofCoverall! 

$10,000 $0 

$37.029.60 $27,030 

$39,823.20 $29.823 

$45,516.40 $35,518 

$48,412.80 $38.413 

Talal Totalinteresl 

P!!m!!nt Pavmenl 

Monthly Outstanding Balance $167 84 84 

Single-P",mlum' 

3o.Year Mortgage at 12% rale $144 360 84 
30-Year Mortgage at 13% rate $155 360 84 
30-Year Mortgage at 15% rate' $177 360 84 
30-Year Mortgage at 16% rate' $16a 360 84 

Scenatfo3 . $20,000 Creallinsurance over 10 Yea~ on a 30- Y91Jf MOI1gega 

Monthly Total T otel Months 

Pa~ment Pa~ments oICovetase 

$14.000 $0 

$51.844 $37,844 

$55.753 $41,753 

563,727 $49.727 

$67.777 $53,m 

Total Tota/lnterest 

Pa:i!!!lnt P~ent 

Moalhly OulstandlRg Balance 

Slnllie-Premlum' 

3O-YearMortgaga at 12% rate 
30-Year Mortgage at 13% rate 

30-Year Mortgage at 15% rate' 

3o.Year Mortgage at 16% rate' 

5167 

$206 

$221 

$253 

$269 

120 

360 
360 

360 

360 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

$20,000 $0 

$74,059 $54,059 

$79,646 $59.646 

$91,040 $11,040 

$96,822 $76.822 

, Single-premium payments calculated using a mortgage caicula1or. 

, 15% i'lust be_1IIe HOPEA threshold~ 

• 16% is juS! above IIIe HOPEA threshold. 

http:48,412.80
http:45,516.40
http:39,823.20
http:37.029.60
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NATIONAL l\CRCCOMMUNITY 
IUi.lNVESTMENl· 

C0A1J110N 

Exhibit 3 
Credit Uflt Insuranc;e versus Tradltlonal Term LIfe Insurance 

Sce/lllrio; 	IO-year $100,000 mortgage at 10% inll1rest; single borrowei-&ily. 
App/yPng GeOfgia prima facie tale. 

Tradftional 
SPCU Term Life' MOB 

Period CJf Coverage 120 months 120 months 120 montns 

$102 $12 - $17 $97 

Total PaymenlB $12.227 $1,440 - $2,0<10 $11.610 

•Rates obtained for a 41-year old male non·smoker residing in Georgia. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MILLER 

FROM LEE WILLIAMS 


Q.I. Is there a definition for predatory lending? Or do you know 
it when you see it? 
A.I. We define predatory loans as those that are high-rate, high
fee home equity products that are intentionally structured in a 
manner that is deceptive and disadvantageous to borrowers. 
Q.2. What can be done about the unregulated brokers and home 
improvement contractors who are bad actors? 
A.2. They should be licensed and regulated. 
Q.3. In the securities industry, is there a "suitability standard" for 
brokers putting clients into inappropriate brokerage activities. 
What do you think about applying a suitability standard for bro
kersllenders who put low-income borrowers into subprime loans? 
A.3. We would agree with this if we are correct in assuming that 
a "suitability standard" requires brokers to explain to consumers 
fully that they must obtain a subprime loan instead of a prime 
rate. 
Q.4. Why are better disclosures and/or financial education not suf
ficient remedies for predatory lending problems? 
A.4. While financial education may not be a sufficient remedy for 
predatory lending problems in the short run, we are convinced 
that, combined with disclosure, it will be an extremely important 
tool in combating this problem over the long run. As stated in our 
Ethical Guidelines that are attached to our written testimony, we 
also support voluntary and other means of prohibiting some abu
sive practices. 
Q.5. I understand Philadelphia enacted a city ordinance regarding 
predatory lending and the Pennsylvania legislature passed a law 
preempting county and/or city ordinances. What do you think about 
State legislatures preempting county and/or city ordinances regard
ing predatory lending? 
A.5. We are pleased that the State legislatures are recognizing the 
importance of this issue and passing Statewide legislation to com
bat predatory practices in our communities. 
Q.6. Is your concern about speLl related to the product or the 
marketing of the product? 
A.6. Both-the product is unnecessarily expensive, and in some 
cases it is included without any disclosure to the borrower. 
Q.7. If speLl is removed from the marketplace, what are subprime 
borrowers to do when they wish to insure their financial obliga
tions, and monthly alternatives have not been approved in their 
States? 
A.7. One alternative might be the purchase of term life insurance 
or reliance on existing life insurance; another option may be to 
work with the State legislatures to provide a monthly alternative 
as a way to combat predatory lending practices. 
Q.8. Yesterday [July 26], we had a lively discussion about the cost 
of speLl. One witness said that if you go to a Monthly Out
standing Balance basis, it is more expensive that over the term of 
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the loan. Another witness disputed that. Do you have a view on 
this issue? 
A.B. It would seem that the witness arguing that single-premium 
credit life is cheaper than the monthly alternative was in error. 
Q.9. I have heard that SPCLl is a better deal for consumers over 
41 years of age because it is cheaper and it is generally more avail
able that the traditional term life insurance. Would anyone care to 
comment on that view? 
A.9. If that is true, then the consumer, with a little knowledge and 
perhaps disclosure, would seem to have a viable alternative, but 
this does not indicate if SPCLl for those over 41 years of age is 
cheaper than the monthly alternative, which is always a better 
deal for the consumer. 
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN LAND TITLE ASSOCIATION 

JULY 27, 2001 

The American Land Title Association (ALTA) membership is composed of more 
than 2,000 title insurance companies, their agents, independent abstracters and at
torneys who search, examine, and insure land titles to protect owners and mortgage
lenders against losses from defects in titles. Many of these companies also provide 
additional real estate information services, such as tax search, flood certification, 
tax filing, and credit reporting services. These firms and individuals employ nearly 
100,000 individuals and operate in every county in the country. 

ALTA appreciates the concerns that have prompted the Committee to engage in 
oversight hearings on the issue of "predatory lending" and the introduction of the 
Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act of 2000 (S. 2415; H.R. 4250) and other 
legislation. Predatory lending practices can be a source of substantial claims loss to 
title insurers. In general, we support reasonable legislative and regulatory action to 
address the problems and abuses that may exist with regard to "predatory" lending 
practices targeted at vulnerable consumers. We recognize that there is a fine line 
between subprime and predatory lending. We are therefore concerned that Con
gress, in reducing the thresholds for determining when loans are subject to the addi
tional limitations and restrictions imposed by the HOEPA (Homeownership and 
Equity Protection Act) amendments to the Truth in Lending Act (TlLA) and in 
eliminating the current exclusion for "residential mortgage transactions," does not 
inadvertently reduce the availability of legitimate financing to low income or less
than-prime borrowers. 

We hope that the Congress, the agencies. and the lending industry develop a fair, 
reasonable, solution to these problems. Because we are clearly not central to the 
lending decisions, and only see the results of these loans at closing, or in limited 
situations, where claims arise, we are limiting our comments to those provisions of 
S. 2415, one of the major proposals before the Committee, which directly affect the 
title insurance industry. 

If the Committee ultimately concludes that legislation is needed, we would like 
to draw your attention to three aspects of the "Predatory Lending Consumer Protec
tion Act of 2000" (S. 2415) which cause concern. 

First, we do not believe that the current exclusion for "residential mortgage trans
actions"-transactions in which the loan is being used to acquire or construct the 
dwelling-contained in the current language of TlLA § 103(aa)(1) should be elimi
nated. The concerns raised about predatory lending practices have related to refi
nance and second mortgage transactions. There is simply no reason to extend 
HOEPA to potentially millions of ~urchase money mortgage transactions in which 
there has been no evidence of the kmd of abuses to which HOEPA is addressed. 

Second, the bill eliminates a current provision of HOEPA that we believe should 
be retained. Under the current law, a second mortgage or loan refinance is subject 
to the HOEPA requirements if it bears a high annual percentage rate (that is, more 
than 10 percentage points higher than the yield on Treasury securities having a 
comparable maturity) or if "the total points and fees payable by the consumer at 
or before closing will exceed the greater of (i) 8 percent of the total loan amount; 
or (ii) $400." 1 In determining what constitutes "points and fees" for purposes of this 
provision, HOEPA provides that certain settlement charges, including "[fJees or 
premiums for title examination, title insurance, or similar purposes" are not in
cluded if: 
• 	the charge is reasonable; 
• 	the creditor receives no direct or indirect compensation; and 
• 	the charge is paid to a third party unaffiliated with the creditor.2 

ALTA believes that this current exclusion is both reasonable and appropriate. 
Some ALTA members do engage in independent operations, and participate in affili
ated business arrangements, and we do recognize the policy rationale behind the in
clusion of affiliated business arrangement fees under current law. As the Senate 
Banking Committee report on the 1994 HOEPA legislation made clear, the purpose 
of imposing a trigger based on points and fees charged in the transaction was to 
"prevent unscrupulous creditors from using grossly inflated fees and charges to take 
advantage of unwitting customers.":3 On the other hand, if the lender is not bene
fiting from the charge, the charge is made by an unaffiliated third party, and the 
charge is reasonable, the charge does not affect in any way whether the loan is 

1 TILA, § 103(aa)(1). 

2TlLA, § § 103(aa)(4)(C) and l06(e). 

3 S. Rep. 103-169 at 24 (1993). 
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"predatory." Congress concluded in 1994, that there was no reason why such 
charges should be included in determining the trigger for HOEPA coverage. We 
hope that the Committee keeps in mind that title insurance fees are regulated in 
most States, and that these fees are based on costs and risk, and that adherence 
is required to ensure solvency and consumer protection. 

Unfortunately, S. 2415, eliminates this aspect of HOEPA. In fact, the rationale 
for maintaining the current language is even stronger in light of the other changes 
made to HOEPA by S. 2415. S. 2415 would modify the total amount of points and 
fees that triggers HOEPA coverage from 8 percent of the loan, or $400, whichever 
is higher, to 5 percent of the total loan amount, or $1,000, whichever is higher. The 
reduction from 8 percent to 5 percent would mean that, on a $50,000 refinance loan 
or second mortgage (for example), total fees and points of $2,500 would trigger 
HOEPA coverage. whereas under current law the total points and fees would have 
to exceed $4,000 before the loan would be deemed a "high-cost" loan triggering 
HOEPA coverage. 

While Congress may conclude that this reduction is justified where the lender is 
pocketing the $2,500 in points and fees (and therefore may have an incentive to en
gage in equity stripping and repetitive refinancings). there is no justification in also 
eliminating the current exclUSIOn for reasonable third-party charges in which the 
lender does not participate. Indeed, by reducing the trigger amount and eliminating 
that exclusion, S. 2415 risks converting many nonpredatory, nonabusive loans into 
HOEPA-covered loans. This prospect could adversely affect the availability of financ
ing to risk borrowers. 

Acco , we recommend that § 2(b)(3) of the bill, to the extent that it elimi
nates the t lrd-party charge exemption from the current language of § 103(aa)(4)(C) 
of TlLA, be changed so as to leave in place the current language of § 103(aa)(4)(C). 

Our tnird concern relates to new § 129(k) of TlLA that would be added by section 
4(a) of S. 2415. The new provision would prohibit a creditor, in connection with a 
HOEPA-covered mortgage loan, from charging a borrower for credit insurance or a 
debt cancellation contract on a single premium basis through an upfront charge paid 
by the borrower at the outset of the loan. We express no views on whether such 
a prohibition is desirable or appropriate. What we are concerned about is that 
the language of new § 129(k)(1) states that "no creditor or other person may require 
or allow" the collection of such premiums. The "no . . . other person may . . . 
allow" language is unnecessary, ambiguous, and would set a questionable legislative 
precedent. 

The language is unnecessary because the provision, without the additional words, 
would still prohibit lenders from collecting single premiums for credit insurance. 
The language is ambi~ous, because it imposes obligations on unidentified "other 
persons" not to "allow -whatever that means-lenders to collect such premiums. 
Finally, it would set an unfortunate precedent for ConfP'lss, when it imposes direct 
obligations or requirements on particular parties (in thIS context, on lenders), to ex
tend such obligations to "other persons" who may be deemed to have "allowed" an 
action to take place. 

Our members are involved in the closing of mortgage loans. Accordingly, we are 
concerned about impractical obligations being imposed on us because title companies 
who close loans or who issue title insurance pohcies to lenders might be viewed as 
"other persons" who have "allowed" the lender to obtain the single premium in con
nection with the transaction. Neither TILA, nor indeed other comparable consumer 
protection statutes, have sought to impose such obligations on third parties, and 
Congress should not start down that road in this bill. Further, in some States, mort
gage loans are "net funded" and checks are not written for the lender items. In addi
tion, in many instances, there may not be enough detail for a closing agent to deter
mine that there is a single-premium credit insurance premium. There is no need 
for this additional language and we urge the Committee to delete the reference to 
"or other person" on page 14, line 24, of the bill. 

We thank the Chairman and the Committee for the opportunity to submit this 
statement. 

STATEMENT OF THE CONSUMER BANKERS ASSOCIATION 

JULY 27, 2001 

The Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) is pleased to submit this testimony to 
the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs of the U.S. Senate, in re
sponse to the hearings entitled "Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact, 
and Responses." 
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CBA was founded in 1919 and represents the majority of the major banks en
gaged in consumer lending. It provides leadership and representation on retail 
banking issues such as privacy, fair lending, and consumer protection legislation 
and regulation. Member institutions are the leaders in consumer home equity fi
nance, electronic retail delivery systems, bank sales of investment products, small 
business services, and community development. The CBA comprises the Nation's 
largest bank holding companies. CBA members hold two-thirds of the industry'S 
total assets and make billions of dollars of loans to borrowers who could not qualify 
for prime loans. Our membership actively participates in the nonprime lending in
dustry in the United States. We are proud of the role our members have played in 
expanding the availability of mortgage credit to borrowers not qualified for conven
tional mortgage financing due to little or poor credit experience. 

We appreciate the opportunity to share with this Committee the position of our 
members with respect to the complex issues and challenges facing the mortgage 
lending industry. We are hopeful that the s{lotlight this Committee is placing on 
these issues will be helpful to our membershIp as they seek to continue to expand 
home ownership opportunities through fair and nondiscriminatory lending practices. 

The growth in responsible non prime lending over the last decade has been cele
brated as "the democratization of credit" by Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan 
Greenspan and lauded as "one of the great success stories of American economics" 
by Director of the Office of Thrift Supervision Ellen Seidman. l It has enabled many 
consumers to obtain home loans who previously would have had limited, if any, ac
cess to the credit market due to impaired credit histories. This access to credit is 
instrumental to helping borrowers purchase and improve their homes, access equity 
for emergencies, and obtain basic goods and services. 

Nonprime lending is generally described as the extension of credit to borrowers 
exhibiting higher delinquency or default characteristics than those of traditional 
borrowers. For example, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
and the U.S. Department of Treasury reports that nonprime mortgages were five 
times more likely to be delinquent than prime mortgages.2 Because of the fact that 
delinquency rises significantly as credit scores decline, interest rates in the 
nonprime market are tied to the risk of delinquency posed by nonprime borrowers. 3 

Thus, nonprime lending involves lending at rates above the prime rate to cover the 
increased risk and transaction costs of lending to borrowers who pose greater credit 
risks. When done the right way, the loan is structured to correlate with the bor
rower's income stream and promotes the borrower's ability to repay the loan. 

In the last decade, lower-mcome and minority consumers, who historically had dif
ficulty in getting mortgage credit, have been granted loans at unprecedented levels. 
Indeed, Federal Reserve Governor Gramlich recently observed that conventional 
home mortgage lending to low income borrowers between 1993 and 1998 increased 
nearly 75 percent, compared with a 52 percent increase for upper income borrowers. 
At the same time, conventional home mortgage lending to Mrican-Americans in
creased 95 percent, and to Hispanics 78 percent, compared to a 40 percent increase 
overall.4 

Much of this democratization of credit can be attributed to the development of the 
nonprime mortgage market. Notably, in their Joint Report, the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban and the U.s. Department of Treasury indicate 
that the number of s has gone from 80,000 in 1993 to 790 000 in 
1998, an 880 percent increase.5 Nonprime loan originations increased from $35 bil
lion in 1994 to $160 billion in 1999, representing a 360 percent increase.S 

Unfortunately, these very positive developments have become overshadowed by 
the conduct of a few unscrupulous brokers and lenders, who in many cases are not 
subject to Federal supervision and oversight. These brokers and lenders sometimes 

1 See Remarks of Ellen Seidman, Director, Office of Thrift Supervision, The Financial Service 
and E-Commerce Practice Group of the Federalist Society Presents A Lunch Exchange on the 
Predatory Lending Debate; "Are Banks Empowering or Robbing Customers?" October 20, 2000; 
Kathleen Day, Raising the Roof on Riskier Lending, The Washington Post, February 6, 2001, 
at 2 (quoting Alan Greenspan). 

2See Curbing Predatory Horne Mortgage Lending; A Joint Report, U.S. Department of Treas
ury and U.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development, June 2000, at 33-35 (hereinafter 
"HUD·Treasury Report"). 

3See Robert E. Litan, Vice President and Director, Economic Studies Program, The Brookings 
Institution, A Prudent Approach to Preventing Predatory Lending, February 2001, at 9. 

'See Remarks of Edward M. Gramlich, Governor, The Federal Reserve Board, before the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Community and Consumer Affairs Department Conference 
on Predatory Lending, December 6, 2000. 

5See HUD-Treasury Report at 29. 
6 See id. at 2. 
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impose unfair and unreasonable loan terms on vulnerable borrowers, often by deceit 
and misinformation. Our members are greatly concerned about the harm this causes 
to consumers. Furthermore, such conduct has tarred the entire lending community 
and is now undermining our members' efforts to expand credit access through fairly 
priced and adequately disclosed nonprime loan products. Thus, CBA joins this 
Committee in condemning these abusive sales practices and in seeking effective 
solutions. 

It would be unfortunate, however, if in the quest to root out the deplorable con
duct of a relatively few unscrupulous lenders, continuing progress in the demo
cratization of credit is halted. We are concerned that the current blurring in the 
distinction between the nonfrime mortgage lending activities of responsible lenders 
and the lending practices 0 predatory lenders may cause such a result. It is criti
cally important that this Committee recognize the need for responsible non prime 
lending and the importance of expanding credit access from responsible non prime 
lenders, such as those represented within the CBA membership.7 Abusive lending 
must be eradicated, but not at the cost of severely constricting responsible nonprime 
lending. 

CBA members understand that they have an important role in ensuring the con
tinuing availability of responsible nonprime loan products. Our members are good, 
well-intentioned companies who are committed to industry best practices. CBA 
members must, and will, lead by example. 

Three of the initiatives the CBA and its members have supported to enhance con
sumer protections and promote industry best practices are efforts to: (il expand fi
nancial literacy; (ii) streamline and simplify mortgage lending; and (iii) improve 
oversight and registration of mortgage brokers and home improvement contractors. 

L The CBA believes that comprehensive consumer financial education is the 
key to consumer protection. Consumer education and better consumer coun
seling can help consumers avoid becoming the victims of abusive lending prac
tices. Recent studies, however, show that most American children and young 
adults have not mastered the most basic personal financial skills. For example, 
a survey of 12-year-olds conducted by Consumer Reports in 1997 found that 
only 58 percent of the respondents knew that if one borrowed $100 from a bank, 
one would have to pay back a greater amount.R 

Many consumers tend to be unfamiliar with financial concepts, lack an under
standing of the loan products offered on the market and do not understand the ben
efit of shopping for mortgage credit. According to a University of Michigan Survey 
of Consumers, at least 40 percent of mortgage borrowers do not understand the rela
tionship between the contract interest rate and the annual percentage rate (APR}.9 
In another survey, 12 percent of nonprime borrowers said they were not familiar 
with basic financial terms such as the interest rate and the principal of the loan. 
One-third of non prime borrowers said they were not familiar with the types of mort
gage products available.1o 

The CBA believes that industry regulators and consumer groups should work 
together on this issue to ensure that borrowers understand the mortgage lending 
process and the terms of their loans. We believe that an uninformed consumer is 
more likely to fall victim to an unscrupulous lender than one who has even a basic 
understanding of the products and services available. Thus, it follows that the more 
consumers understand finance, the better equipped they will be to make informed 
judgments. 

Congress has clearly taken an interest in financial literacy as well, and CBA has 
been a supporter of efforts to provide funding in this area. For example, CBA sup
jJorts the concepts in the education reform bills, S. 1 and H.R 1, which have passed 
their respective Houses and are expected to go to Conference. Both contain language 
authorizing the use of funds to promote financial literacy in a number of ways. We 

7 See, for example, Remarks of Edward M. Gramlich, Governor, The Federal Reserve Board, 
before the Community Affairs Research Conference of the Federal Reserve System, Washington, 
DC, April 5, 2001, at 2; Press Release of Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, OCC Ad
dresses Subprime Lending Risk Issues (quoting John D. Hawke, Jr., Comptroller), April 5, 1999; 
Jim Peterson, Lender Beware, American Banking Journal, VoL 93, Issue 2, February 1, 2001, 
at 27 (quoting Senator Gramm!. 

8See Max Jarman, U.S. Youths Flunking Credit 101, The Arizona Republic, May 5, 1998 
at 1. 

9See Jinhook Lee and Jeanne M. Hogarth, The Price of Money: Consumers' Understanding 
of APR's and Contract Interest Rates, 18 J. Pub!. Pol'y & Mkt. 66, April I, 1999, at 1. 

lOSee Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending: A Joint Report, U.S. Department of Treas
ury and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, June 2000, at 59 (citing Howard 
Lax, Michael Manti, Paul Raca and Peter Zom, Subprime Lending: An Investigation of Economic 
Efficiency (unpublished paper), February 25, 2000). 
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also support a variety of Government financial literacy initiatives that are under 
consideration by the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Trade Commission, and the 
U.S. Department of Treasury, and others. 

Moreover, CBA is releasing a report examining banking industry fmancial edu
cation initiatives for consumers. A copy of the report is attached to this testimony. 
(This report is held in the Senate Banking Committee files.) It documents the types 
of programs and products banks routinely offer, in an effort to educate consumers 
on managing their finances. It shows that CBA member institutions are substan
tially engaged in various financial literacY efforts, including mortgage, credit, and 
foreclosure prevention counseling to borrowers, small business development train
ing, and financial literacy for students in grades K-12 and college. Virtually all of 
the 48 banks that participated in the survey, representing more than half of the 
banking industry's assets, said they contribute to financial literacy efforts in some 
way. In particular, 98 percent offer mortgage or homeownership counseling and af
fordable mortgage flrograms with flexible terms, typically for lower income, first
time homebuyers. Most of the banks that responded serve as the primary sponsor 
of some homeownership counseling programs, and many also indicated that they 
financially support literacy programs delivered by nonprofit and/or community orga
nizations. Further, some banks have created full-time positions within their institu
tions to manage financial literacy efforts. CBA will continue to track the activities 
of banks in this area, to encourage further efforts, and to share with the entire lend
ing industry examples of bank programs that prove effective. 

II. The CBA has long believed that a more streamlined mortgage process, 
with a greater opportunity to shop for credit terms, would eliminate some of the 
possibility of abuse by making mortgage loans more transparent to consumers. 
For instance, CBA was an active IJarticipant in the broad-based "Mortgage Re
form Working Group" that worked toward just such a goal. This group, com
prising many industry and consumer representatives, sought to refine various 
reform options in the financial services industry to streamline the lending proc
ess. A key recommendation that emerged from the process-ilndorsed at the 
time by the Federal Reserve Board and many consumer advocates-is to permit
lenders to provide a guaranteed closing cost disclosure early in the applIcation 
process, giving the consumers better information on which to shop for credit. 

In press reports, HUD Secretary Martinez has recently expressed support for ef
forts to make the mortgage lending process more accessible to consumers. CBA will 
continue to work on this effort, so that the complexity of the mortgage lending proc
ess cannot be used by unscrupulous brokers and lenders to further their aims, and 
so that the information can be better used by consumers to shop for credit. 

III. Many of the abusive practices in our industry appear to involve mortgage 
brokers or home improvement contractors, yet we believe insufficient attention 
has been paid to this part of the marketing and sale of mortgage loans. CBA 
supports efforts to improve the oversight of these entities. For example, we rec
ommend that States adopt minimum licensing requirements for brokers and 
contractors, which might be encouraged by Federal law. Such licensing criteria 

. include, among other things: demonstration of financial responsibility 
an t worth, continuing education requirements, and a restriction 
on licensing of persons with criminal or civil judgments within certain time pe
riods for fraud, dishonesty, or deceit. CBA also supports a national registry for 
mortgage brokers and home improvement contractors. This would allow the 
States, consumers and community organizations to monitor individual mortgage 
brokers and home improvement contractors so that "bad actors" are identified, 
even if they move from State to State. Further, CBA members support con
sumer education efforts that include information on the role of mortgage bro
kers and home improvement contractors in the mortgage lending process. 

For these reasons, we believe the activities of CBA members, including reputable 
nonprime mortgage lending and efforts to protect consumers through outreach and 
education, are part of the solution-not the problem. CBA and its members are com
mitted to working with this Committee and the regulatory community to resolve the 
challenges we face. We recognize that the mortgage lending system is not perfect 
and that additional steps are necessary to root out predatory lending practices. 

Later this year, CBA will be sponsoring an industry forum, at which a cross-sec
tion of industry representatives with knowledge and exrerience in this area, will be 
invited to convene. One of the goals of the forum wil be to permit a wide array 
of industry participants to share information, in order to learn about those best 
practices and innovative programs that are working in communities to combat abu
sive practices. We will discuss financial literacy, community development programs, 
regulatory oversight or enforcement, and other activities. By facilitating the sharing 
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of such information among industry participants from all over the country, we hope 
to allow the more effective steps to be replicated. 

In closing, the CBA is proud of the contribution it and its members have made 
to expanding mortgage credit access to Americans who, until recently, had few op
portunities in the financial services industry. We encourage this Committee to pro
ceed with caution when reviewing any proposal for new legislation or regulatory 
change in this area. It is important to remain mindful, as recognized by Governor 
Gramlich and others, that expansive regulatory action may have the unintended 
consequence of discouraging or even prohibiting legitimate lenders from providing 
nonprime loans and could impede access to credit in the nonprime market. 11 While 
there may be disagreement about what regulatory changes and enforcement efforts 
are desirable in this industry, we welcome the opportunity to work with you to de
velop appropriate solutions. 

STATEMENT OF THE CONSUMER MORTGAGE COALITION 

JULY 27, 2001 

The Consumer Mortgage Coalition (CMC), a trade association of national residen
tial mortgage lenders and servicers, appreciates the opportunity to submit its writ
ten testimony concerning predatory mortgage lending to the Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs. 

In considering the problem and impact of, and possible responses to, "predatory 
lending," we emphasize the following key points: 
• Many abusive practices are the result of outright fraud. As we examine the anec

dotal descriptions of borrowers being abused, it is clear that many of the abuses 
resulted from misrepresentation, deception and other practices that violate exist
ing laws. New laws are not needed to address these problems. Rather, there must 
be a renewed emphasis on devoting the necessary resources to enforce existing 
law. 

• 	Predatory lending is hard to define. Practices (other than those constituting cur
rent illegal conduct) that are often labeled predatory can have both adverse and 
beneficial consequences for consumers. As policymakers consider restricting in
dividual terms and provisions, such as prepayment penalties and yield spread 
premiums, they must understand that these terms have legitimate uses that can 
benefit consumers, for example, by reducing interest rates or upfront costs. 

• 	It is not in the interests of lenders and servicers to make loans, whether prime 
or subprime, which result in default or foreclosure. Lenders and services do not 
benefit from defaulted loans. Rather they lose money often significant amounts. 
Simply put, a lender whose loans that go into default represent more than a small 
proportion of its total loans will not long be in the lending business. In fact, be
cause subprime borrowers by definition present a greater risk, subprime lenders 
must devote additional resources to ensuring that they will not end up with a de
faulted loan. 

• 	The goal of policymakers in addressing "predatory lending" should be to educate 
and empower consumers to make appropriate decisions about their financial 
affairs, not to restrict consumers' optIon. The CMC is convinced that both con
sumers and lenders are better off if lenders have the freedom to offer and con
sumers have the freedom to choose from the widest range of financial options. 
Consumers, however, must be put in a position to make an informed decision that 
is most appropriate for their needs and situation. 

• 	Current regulatory requirements do not allow consumers to understand their 
choices. They often act as barriers to competition that could reduce costs. Studies 
have shown that the innumerable disclosures required by a variety of Federal and 
State laws often confuse, and sometimes mislead, consumers who are attempting 
to shop for loans. In addition, while lenders compete on their offerings based on 
interest rate and points, because of regulatory restrictions, there is little incentive 
to compete on the basis of ancillary settlement costs. 
The CMC, working with other trade groups, has developed a five-part program 

that we believe best addresses "predatory lending" without unduly restricting con
sumer's options or unduly burdening the efficient operation of the mortgage market. 
The program consists of the following: 
• Adequate enforcement of existing law 

11 See Remarks of Edward M. Gramlich, before the Community Affairs Research Conference, 
supra note 7, at 2. 
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• A nationwide licensing registry 	that allows constant monitoring by state regu
lators and consumers of licensing complaints, suspensions and revocations 

• A comprehensive public awareness and education campaign 
• Implementation of Federal regulators' existing 	authority to address predatory 

practices 
• Reform of mortgage origination regulatory 	requirements to give consumers sim

pler, more uniform disclosures that allow them to understand and effectively com
parison shop for loans, to give lenders the ability to offer ancillary settlement 
services at lower cost, and to provide certain substantive protections. 
Following a brief note describing our coalition, we examine each component of this 

comprehensive solution. In addition, in Tab 1 of this testimony, we describe the 
subprime market. In Tab 2, we describe the products and practices that often are 
labeled "predatory," and show how they can be used to the benefit of borrowers and 
how our solutions would mitigate any abuses they could cause. Finally, in Tab 3, 
we describe the mortgage origination process, its participants and the compensation 
each receives for their role. 

About the CMC 
The CMC was formed, in large part, to pursue reform of the mortgage origination 

process. From our perspective, one of the principal goals of mortgage reform is to 
streamline the mortgage origination process so that consumers would be better in
formed when making credit choices. Complementary to our goal of streamlining the 
mortgage origination process is the goal of reducing abusive lending practices. We 
believe that better disclosures and substantive protections can enhance consumer 
protection. The goal should be to allow consumers to make educated choices in the 
credit market. 

We commend the Committee for its continued attention to the issue of predatory 
lending. The CMC is particularly concerned because of the damage caused by decep
tive lenders to consumers and to the image of our industry. We support the goal 
of protecting consumers from unscrupulous lending practices and recognize that 
some elderly and other vulnerable consumers have been subjected to abuses by a 
small number of mortgage lenders, brokers and home contractors. We share the 
Committee's objective of developing approaches that prevent predatory lending prac
tices without restricting the supply of credit to consumers or unduly burdening the 
mortgage lending industry. 

The CMC's Alternative: A Comprehensive Solution to Predatory Lending 
Rather than further restrictions on products, terms and provisions, the CMC 

favors a multitiered, comprehensive solution to predatory lending, including in
creased enforcement of existing prohibitions against fraud and deception, coordi
nated, nationwide enforcement of licensing requirements, and better consumer edu
cation on the mortgage process. 

Most significantly, the CMC believes that comprehensive reform of the regulation 
of the mortgage origination process is needed so that all consumers, but particularly 
those most vulnerable to predatory lending practices, can better protect themselves. 
As noted above, our solution has five parts. 
Part 1: Devoting Adequate Resources To Enforcing Existing Laws 

We agree with Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan's comments that 
enforcement of existing laws is the first step that should be taken. Many examples 
of predatory lending involve fraudulent practices that are clearly illegal under cur
rent law. Adequate resources at both the Federal and State levels of government
need to be devoted to pursuing those committing fraud. Therefore, the appropriate 
Federal and State agencies should advise policymakers of the resources they need 
to combat mortgage fraud. 

Part II: A Nationwide Licensing Registry 
We recommend that all mortgage brokers and companies be licensed, and that a 

Federal system be established to ensure that if a broker or company loses its license 
in one State as a result of predatory practices, all licenses would be revoked, sus
pended, or put on regulatory alert nationally. A "Consumer Mortgage Protection 
Board" could be established to maintain a clearinghouse to identify mortgage bro
kers and companies whose licenses have been revoked or suspended in any State. 

The goal of this recommendation is to prevent those engaging in predatory prac
tices from being able to move from one jurisdiction to the next and continuing to 
prey upon vulnerable consumers while keeping one-step ahead of law enforcement 
authorities in prior jurisdictions. 

This new Consumer Mortgage Protection Board could also be responsible for, 
among other things, reviewing all new and existing Federal regulations and proce
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dures relating to the mortgage origination process and make recommendations that 
will simplifY and streamline the lending process and make the costs of the process 
more understandable to consumers. The Board could also be used to initiate and 
oversee public awareness media programs (described below) that will help con
sumers evaluate the terms of loan products they are considering. 

Part III: Increasing Public Awareness and Improving Consumer Education 
Consumer advocates have long advised industry and Government officials that 

certain consumers, particularly elderly seniors, were not able to clearly understand 
the loan terms disclosed in the innumerable disclosures provided to consumers dur
ing the mortgage process. 

We recommend a three-step program to increase public awareness and improve 
consumer understanding of their loan obligation: 

1. Public Service Campaign. Federal policymakers should implement an ongo
ing, nationwide public service campaign to advise consumers, but particularly 
the more vulnerable such as senior citizens and the poorly educated, that they 
should seek the advice of an independent third party before signing any loan 
agreements. Public service announcements could be made on radio and tele
vision, and articles and notices could be run in local newspapers and selected 
publications. 

2. Public Awareness Infrastructure. Once alerted, consumers will need to be 
able to avail themselves of counseling services from unbiased sources. Those 
sources can always include family and friends and industry participants. In ad
dition, however, a nationwide network should be put in place to ensure that all 
consumers can easily access advice and counseling to help them determine the 
loan product that best fits their financial needs. A public awareness infrastruc
ture could be built out that would include 1-800 numbers with independent 
counselors, using sophisticated computer software, to help consumers talk 
through the loan product they are considering. In addition, programs could be 
developed with community organizations and other organizations serving senior 
citizens to provide on-site counseling assistance at local senior and community 
centers and churches. HUD's 800 number for counseling could be listed on re
quired mortgage disclosures as an initial step to increase awareness of available 
advice. 

3. "Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" for On-Line Mortgage Calculators. 
The Joint Report on the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act and Truth in 
Lending Act of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, issued in 1998 (Joint Fed! 
HUD Report) recommended that the Government develop "smart" computer 
programs to help consumers determine the loan product that best meets their 
individual needs. Since this idea was first discussed in the Mortgage Reform 
Working Group,1 mortgage calculators or "smart" computer programs have be
come available online. Since these computer programs were already developed 
by the private sector and are widely available, a more appropriate role for the 
Government today would be for the Federal Government to approve a limited 
and unbiased generic mortgage calculator module that could be incorporated 
into any online site that helps consumers evaluate various loan products. (Leg
islation may be needed to advance this initiative. But there may be resources 
in agencies' current budgets that could be tapped to implement this rec
ommendation. ) 

Part N: Use Existing Federal Regulatory Authority to 
Stop Abusive Practices 

Regulators may have existing authority to implement changes to existing regula
tions to prevent loan flipping and other questionable practices. Where such author
ity exists, action should be taken to change existing regulations. Regulators may 
also be able to use their rulemaking powers under existing law to implement some 
of the mortgage reform proposals discussed in Part V. 

'The Mortagage Reform Working Group (MRWG) was an ad hoc group, comprised of over 20 
trade associations and consumer advocate organization, that was organized at the request of 
Former Congressman Rick Lazio IR-NY) with the goal of reaching a compromise on a 
conprehensive mortgage refonn proposal that would streamline and simplify the mortgage proc
ess for consumers while simultaneously reducing the liability for the industry. While all parties 
did not reach an agreement, many of the recommendations that were developed in that process 
fanned the basis for the recommendations made in the Joint Report issued by the Federal Re
serve Board and the Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
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Part V: Comprehensive Mortgage Reform 
The Joint FedJHUD Report found that consumers do not understand the disclo

sures required by the current TILA and Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 
(RESPA). There is widespread agreement that the mortgage loan origination process 
is overly complex and that the current legal structure is often an obstacle to improv
ing that process. 

Comprehensive mortgage reform would reduce confusion and improve competition, 
lowering prices for all consumers while discouraging predatory lending. The CMC 
has been at the forefront of industry efforts to reform and improve the laws and 
regulations governing the home mortgage origination process in this country. The 
mortgage reform that we, along with others in the industry, have advocated would 
directly address many of the weaknesses in current law that allow predatory lenders 
to operate. We note that some of these reforms can be achieved through regulatory 
changes while others will require legislation. 

Some of the features of mortgage reform that bear directly on the predatory lend
ing problem include: 
• 	Early disclosure of firm closing costs, leading to greater certainty for consumers 

on closing costs and increased price competition for both loans and ancillary serv
ices required to make the loan. A common feature of most allegations of predatory 
lending is that the borrower was either confused or deliberately misled about the 
amount of closing costs that he or she would have to pay. The central feature of 
mortgage reform is a proposal that mortgage originators disclose to consumers the 
firm, not estimated, costs of the ancillary services needed to make the loan for 
which the consumer has applied. If the borrower receives a clear disclosure of 
firm closing costs early in the transaction, it will be more difficult for an abusive 
lender or broker to misrepresent the terms of the loan and the borrower will have 
time to seek financing from other sources if the terms are unfavorable. 

Offering guaranteed closing cost packages will not work without a cor
responding exemption from Section 8 of RESPA for arrangements negotiated be
tween the lender or mortgage broker and the providers of ancillary services whose 
costs are included in the firm closing costs disclosure. Thus, for example, lenders 
would be free to negotiate volume discounts or other pricing arrangements with 
their service providers without the restrictions of Section 8. If a lender or broker 
charged more than the total listed on the firm closing costs disclosure, other than 
those few items, such as taxes and per diem interest, which are not included in 
the disclosure, it would risk losing its Section 8 exemption. Under current law, 
the constraints imposed by Section 8 give lenders little incentive to reduce third
party closing costs. 

• Simplified, understandable disclosures of key information about 	the loan. Mort
gage reform would consolidate and highlight disclosures of the key terms of a 
mortgage credit product so that applicants could easily comparison-shop for loans. 
It would eliminate confusing disclosures such as the "Amount Financed," which 
has actually been used to mislead consumers about the true amount of the obliga
tion. The disclosure of firm closing costs, noted above, would include any mortgage 
broker fee paid by the borrower. 

• Proportional remedies so that lenders are the targets of less litigation over harm
less or minor errors while consumers can be compensated for actual harms. The 
remedies in the mortgage reform proposal, in contrast to current law, are struc
tured to ensure that the borrower receives a loan on the terms that were dis
closed. Lenders that detect and correct errors quickly will not be penalized, while 
those that engage in knowing and willful violations will be penalized more se
verely than under current law. 

• Substantive protections against loan flipping to protect the most vulnerable con
sumers from abusive loans. The focus of the mortgage reform effort is on reform
ing the mortgage process for all consumers, but we include an enhancement to 
the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) in the form of protec
tions against loan flipping. Under the proposal, when making a HOEPA loan that 
refinances an existing mortgage loan and that is entered into within 12 months 
of the closing of that loan, the originator may not finance points or fees payable 
to the originator or broker that are required to close the loan in an amount that 
exceeds 3 percent of the loan amount. This limitation does not apply to voluntary 
items such as credit insurance, nor to taxes and typical closing costs for settle
ment services such as appraisal, credit report, title,- flood, property insurance, at
torney, document preparation, and notary and closing services provided by a third 
party, whether or not an affiliate. 

Limiting the financing of points will mean that borrowers would have to bring 
cash to closing to pay bigh points and fees. This will mean that borrowers of 
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HOEPA loans will be less likely to be "flipped" numerous times. Consistent with 
regulations adopted by the New York State Banking Department, the limit on re
financing points does not apply to typical third-party closing costs. Significantly, 
this restriction is not limited to refinances by the same lender and would thus 
apply to a much broader number of loans that may not be in the category of 
"flipped" loans. For this reason, it is appropriate that a reasonable amount of 
points and fees be eligible to be financed in order to meet real credit needs. 

• 	Substantive protections affecting prepayment penalties. On non-HOEPA loans, no 
prepayment penalty would be permitted after 5 years from the date of the loan. 
However, prepayment penalties would be authorized during this 5 year period, 
notwithstanding State law. Any prepayment penalty permitted would be limited 
to a maximum of 6 months' interest on the original principal balance. 

• Foreclosure reforms 	to provide additional protections to borrowers facing the loss 
of their home without reducing the value of lender's security interest in the prop
erty. Lenders and servicers have in recent years siguificantly changed their proce
dures for dealing with delinquent borrowers. Workouts, forbearance, and other 
loss mitigation tools are employed and foreclosure is increasingly seen as an ex
pensive (for everyone) last resort. In addition to this business trend, we would 
support the enactment of a new Homeowner's Equity Recovery Act (HERA), which 
would apply at the time lender notifies consumer of consumer's default and rights 
under HERA. 

HERA protections would apply if the consumer's indebtedness (origina
tion balance and interest, junior liens, etc.) is not more than 80 percent of 
the origination valuation. A consumer would have the right to list the prop
erty with a real estate broker or otherwise make a good faith effort to sell 
the property. 
We believe that the consumer protections made available through HERA strike 

a reasonable balance between the rights of lenders and investors for repayment 
of amounts owed and the consumer's right to "breathing room" if the consumer 
is attempting to resolve the default. However, we do not support the expansion 
of mandatory judicial foreclosure because it is costly both to the consumer and 
lender, and is too time consuming, which, among other things, puts the collateral 
at risk. In addition, we note that the Federal tax code (REMIC provisions), under 
which loans are sold to the secondary market, places limitations on types of com
promise that a lender can offer to a defaulting borrower. 

• 	Substantive protections affecting collection practices. Under the proposal, the pro
hibitions contained in Section 806 of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 
(FDCPA) concerning harassment and abuse would be extended to the collection 
of mortgage loan debts by a creditor or its affiliates. The law would be clarified 
to ensure that loan servicers that collect debts as part of their servicing function 
would not be treated as debt collectors. 

• Federal preemption of State laws so that lenders can comply with a uniform set 
of disclosure requirements that will adequately protect consumers and result in 
lower costs to lenders and lower rates for borrowers. Imposing uniform laws and 
regulations ensures that consumers-across the Nation-are afforded the same 
protections. Preemption would also reduce the number of documents to be signed 
by consumers at closing. "Information overload" is an almost universal feature of 
complaints about predatory lending. 

Federal preemption is particularly important because the need for uniformity 
has never been greater. There has recently been a proliferation of State and local 
legislation to combat predatory lending practices. Although well-intentioned, these 
initiatives can be counterproductive because they can impose very high-costs on 
lenders in comparison to the potential number of loans affected. 

In one recent example, the city of Philadelphia enacted antipredatory-lending 
legislation that was so broad in its sweep that it threatened to cut off much legiti
mate, mainstream lending as well as the practices at which it was targeted. Last
minute legislative intervention at the State level was necessary to prevent this 
legislation from taking effect and shutting down most mortgage lending in Phila
delphia. 

Another example of the unintended negative effects of State and local regulation 
has recently occurred in Chicago, where the city of Chicago, Cook County, and the 
State of Illinois have all enacted new laws aimed at preventing predatory lending. 
Name-brand, well-capitalized lenders and servicers are reluctant to put their cap
ital and reputation at risk to make new loans in Chicago because of the risk that 
they could be found to be making predatory loans under one of the three, varying, 
and sometimes conflicting and/or unclear definitions (or under the Federal 
HOEPA). 
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If the Committee decides that clarification of the existing legislation prohibiting 
abusive practices is needed, we strongly urge that it create a single, nationwide 
standard that cannot be undennined by myriad local initiatives. 
The CMC appreciates the opportunity to submit its views on the problem of, and 

appropriate responses to, "predatory lending." We look forward to working with the 
Committee on constTIlctive, practical solutions to address abuse practices without 
restricting the availability of credit, reducing consumers' options, or burdening the 
efficient operation of the mortgage market. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBPRIME MARKET 

(Tab I) 

Although the involvement of CMC's members in subprime lending varies. all 
CMC members share an interest in the efficient operation of the mortgage lending 
market. Subprime lending plays a crucial part in that market, allowing individuals who 
do not qualify for "prime" loans to make use of the equity in their homes to obtain credit 
at reasonable rates. As Comptroller of the Currency John D, Hawke, Jr., noted last year 
in a letter to this Comrnittee

"One problem with the fact that 'predatory lending' is not 
susceptible to precise definition is that many people make 
the mistake of equating suhprime lending to predatory 
lending. Responsible, risk-based subprime lending, that 
provides access to credit for individuals with less than 
perfect credit histories, should not, in and of itself, be 
considered predatory. The acc encourages national banks 
to engage in responsible subprime lending, and has issued 
guidance to ensure that banks engaging in this type of 
business do so in a safe and sound manner and consistent 
with applicable consumer protection law:,2 

Legitimate subprime lending offe'rs many benefits to consumers. A subprime 
home loan provides financial options to borrowers who cannot obtain prime loans 
because of problems with their credit history or for other reasons such as a reduction in 
income or other change in financial circumstances. Subprime credit gives such 
individuals a chance to buy a home. In other instances. the availability of subprime 
home-equity credit gives credit-impaired borrowers financial options that would not 
otherwise be available. including debt consolidation or other purposes. 

The Subprime Mortgage Industry 

Mortgages are the largest component of the U.S. debt market with over $5 trillion 
in outstandings. Total first mortgage origination volume in 2000 was over $1 trillion. 
Subprime mortgage lending accounted for approximately 13% of the entire mortgage 
industry's production in 2000. 

Scale. capital and risk management requirements are driving rapid consolidation 
in the mortgage banking and servicing sectors of the industry. However, the mortgage 
origination business remains relatively fragmented, 

2 Letter from John D. Hawke, Jr., Comptroller of the Currency. to the Honorable Phil Gramm, Chairman, 
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs. Untted States Senate, May 5. 2000, 
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Sllbprime Credit Borrowe" and the Use ofSllbprimt! Credit 

Subprime borrowers are like any other borrowers in the U.S. economy. In fact, a 
study of nearly one million subprime and manufactured housing loans originated in 1998 
shows a racial and ethnic borrower profile similar to the racial and ethnic composition of 
the total U.S. population.) 

As practiced by mainstream lenders, including those CMC members who 
participate in the subprime market, subprime lending is also not conceptually different 
from lending to "prime" borrowers. The process begins when the borrower identifies a 
need for financing, either for a horne purchase or for cash for other purposes. Although a 
significant portion of subprime loans are made to finance the purchase of a home, the 
proportion is lower than for prime loans.4 

More frequently, a subprime borrower will seek cash to consolidate existing 
debt-the most common use of subprime credit. Home equity financing often allows the 
borrower to reduce monthly payments dramatically, allowing an overextended consumer 
to gain control of his or her budget. In addition, subprime loans carry significantly lower 
interest rates than other forms of credit. Although subprime loans average about 250 
basis points (2.5 percentage points) above prime loans, at around 9.5%-10% they are still 
much less expensive than credit cards and other sources of credit (when those alternative 
sources are even available to credit-impaired borrowers). 

Other common uses of subprime home equity loans include-

• 	 Financing a college education; 
• 	 Paying medical bills; 
• 	 Providing alternatives for homeowners who fall behind on their mortgage 


payments; and 

• 	 Home improvement and repair. 

, An April 2000 SMR Research study of 1998 HMDA data. 

4 An April 2000 SMR Research study of 1998 HMDA data showed the following distribution of loans by 
loan pwpose: 
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In the mongage industry, loans are graded from"A" (a prime loan) to "D" (the 
riskiest subprime loan). An "A" loan is a "prime" loan, or a loan of the highest credit 
value. Typical factors that determine a consumers credit grade are: 

• 	 Mongage delinquency history 
• 	 Consumer debt delinquency history 
• 	 Bankruptcy or foreclosure 
• 	 Collection or judgments 
• 	 High debt-to-income ratios 
• 	 High loan-to-value ratios 
• 	 Low credit risk scores 

Although the definitions of the subprime grades are neither precise nor 
completely uniform throughout the industry, the following examples convey the general 
concept of credit grading: 

• 	 A homeowner who filed for bankruptcy two years ago due to mismanagement of 
credit and was sixty days late on his current mortgage may qualify for a "B-" 
credit grade; 

• 	 A borrower who was laid off and had to accept a lower-paying job, and, as a 
result. was occasionally thirty days late in making her mortgage payment may 
qualify for an "A-" credit grade; and 

• 	 A widow who has an excellent credit record but has had difficulty in paying 
outstanding medical and home repair expenses and needs cash for her son's 
college education may qualify for a "B" credit grade. In this example, the 
subprune credit grade is based on income compared to tolal amount of debt, rather 
than on credit history. 
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SPECIFIC PRACTICES OFTEN LABELED "PREDATORY" 

(Tab 2) 

In this section we discuss a number of practices that have been attacked as 
"predatory."s As the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System has noted, there 
are two types of abusive practices in home equity lending-blatant fraud or deception, 
and the use of practices that are not inherently abusive but can be misused to injure 
consumers: 

"[Albusive practices in home~quity lending take many forms but 
principally fall within two categories. One category includes the use of 
blatantly fraudulent or deceptive techniques that may also involve other 
unlawful acts, including violations of HOEPA [the Home Ownership and 
Equity Protection Act]. These practices occur even though they are 
illegal. For example, loan applicants' incomes and ability to make 
scheduled loan payments may be falsified, consumers' signatures may be 
forged or obtained on blank documents, or borrowers may be charged fees 
Ihat are nOI tied to any service rendered. The other category of abuses 
involves various techniques used to manipulate borrowers, coupled with 
practices that may ordinarily be acceptable but can be used or combined 
in abusive ways . ... [Slome loan terms that work well for some borrowers 
in some circumstances may harm borrowers who are not fully aware of the 
consequences. For example, a consumer may not understand that a loan 
with affordable monthly payments will not amortize the principal or that 
the consumer may have to refinance a balloon payment at additional 
C05t.,,6 

FnJUiI and Deception 

Predatory lenders who are disregarding existing legal requirements-including, in 
many cases, prohibitions against fraud and forgery that predate current consumer 
protections by many centuries-will not be deterred by additional rules. Instead, public 
policy shOUld focus on more effective and sophisticated enforcement of those existing 
requirements. Examples of "predatory" practices that are prohibited under current law 
include the following: 

, This list of alleged predatory lending practices is largely drawn from Pauicia Sturdevant and William J. 
Brennan, Jr.• Th~ Doubk Dirty Doztlt Pudatory Mortgage Lending Practices (National Association 
of Consumer Advocates. Inc. 2000). 

• Testimony of Gov. Edward M. Gramlich before the Committee on Banting and Financial Services, U,S, 
House of Representatives (May 24, 2000) (emphasis added). 
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Misleading Solicitations 

Advertising and marketing material may mislead consumers about the true cost or 
nature of a loan. These marketing practices are already prohibited under the Federal 
Trade Commission Act and analogous state laws. In many instances, deceptive 
solicitations also violate the Truth in Lending Act. 

Home Improvement Scams 

A home improvement contractor may originate a mortgage loan to finance the 
home improvements and sell the loan to a lender, or steer the homeowner to the lender 
for financing. The contractor may mislead the consumer about the work to be performed, 
fail to complete the work as agreed, damage the property, or fail to obtain required 
permits. 

Current law prohibits all of these practices. In addition, under the Federal Trade 
Commission's "Holder in Due Course Rule," similar state law provisions, and HOEPA 
(for HOEPA loans), the lender will generally subject to the same claims and defenses that 
the consumer has against the contractor (up to the amounts that the consumer has paid on 
the contract). Thus. if the work is not completed in a satisfactory marmer, the consumer 
will not be responsible for full payment. 

As a result of this exposure, subprime mortgage lenders use devices such as joint 
proceeds checks and progress payments to ensure that horne improvement contractors 
perform the work properly. We would recommend that all lenders these practices. 

Falsified or Fraudulent Applications; Forgery of Loan Documents; and Inflated 
APJ>raisals 

An unscrupulous broker or lender may convince an unsophisticated borrower who 
cannot repay a loan to sign a blank application form. The broker or lender then inserts 
false information on the form, claiming income sufficient to make the payments, and sells 
the loan to an investor on the basis of the false information. Alternatively, the 
«predatory" broker or lender may simply forge the borrower's signature. Another 
fraudulent practice is for the broker or lender to collude with a corrupt appraiser to 
deli ver an appraisal that exceeds the true value of the property. The investor then 
purchases the loan on the basis of the inflated appraisal. 

All of these practices have two things in common

• 	 They are illegal under current law; and 

• 	 The investor is a victim along with the borrower, since the loan will eventually 
default and the investor will lose most or all of its investment. 

Although legitimate, mainstream lenders maintain extensive procedures to avoid 
being caught in scams of this type, they are sometimes victimized by fraud by "predatory 
lenders." We recognize that more can be done-CMC's plan for addressing predatory 
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lending includes the creation of a nationwide registry that would report on licensing 
status and disciplinary actions, so that brokers and companies who are caught engaging in 
fraud in one jurisdiction could not simply relocate to another area. 

Incapacitated Homeowners 

There have been allegations that predatory lenders make loans to homeowners 
who are mentally incapacitated. Since the homeowner does not understand the nature of 
the transaction, the end result is default and foreclosure. 

Under long-standing contract law principles, a mortgage loan in which the 
borrower was incapacitated at the time of signing is unenforceable. Entering into such a 
transaction may also represent civil or criminal fraud. 

As noted, subprime lenders are nm in the business of making loans that are likely 
to default, and major lenders maintain procedures to avoid originating or purchasing 
loans in which the borrower lacks the legal capacity to enter into a contract. 

Acceptable Practices Thai ATe Subject to Abuse 

The second type of alleged predatory lending consists of practices that are not 
illegal or unacceptable but may harm consumers when used in abusive ways. 

Mortgage Broker'S Fees and Kickbacks (Including Yield Spread Premiums) 

A prominent target of critics of "predatory lending" has been the yield-spread 
premium -compensation paid to the broker through an increase in the interest rate. 
Yield spread premiums have been the subject of extensive class-action litigation in which 
plaintiffs have argued that this form of compensation is illegal under the prohibitions in 
RESPA against kickbacks and fee-splits. 

Yield spread premiums can be helpful to consumers. Paying a yield spread 
premium allows a lender to reduce the cash required to close the loan by financing 
closing costs through a higher interest rate. A borrower who understands the cost of the 
loan can choose between paying more of these costs upfront or over the course of a loan. 

The appropriate remedy for any abuses of yield spread premiums is not to prohibit 
a practice that often benefits consumers. It is to provide more effective disclosures and 
improve the competitive environment so that consumers can make informed choices that 
serve their interests. If consumers understand their closing costs, including the broker's 
fees they are to pay, before they commit themselves to a transaction and lenders are 
allowed to compete in providing ancillary settlement services, the broker's receipt of a 
yield spread premium is irrelevant to the consumer's shopping decision. Importantly, we 
note that the Mortgage Bankers Association of America and the National Association of 
Mongage Brokers have encouraged the use of a form, developed jointly by those 
organizations, that explains the broker's role. 
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Prepayment Penalties 

Another practice that is often criticized as "predatory" is the imposition of a 
prepayment penalty-a fee for paying off the loan before some specified time, In most 
instances, the penalty is reduced over time until it is finally phased out completely, 

Legitimate lenders use prepayment penalties to protect themselves against the risk 
that the borrower will prepay the loan before the lender has recovered its origination 
costs. A prepayment penalty is one way for a lender to hedge against that risk as well as 
other financial risks that can occur from early prepayment of the loan, The benefit of 
reduced prepayment risk can be passed on to the borrower in the form of lower points or 
a lower interest rate. If a lender is not allowed to impose a prepayment penalty, then it 
may not be able to offer a zero- or low-closing-cost loan or it may have to increase its 
rates to be profitable. 

On the other hand, an unscrupulous lender can use a prepayment penalty to lock a 
consumer into an undesirable loan. The CMC believes that the appropriate remedy for 
the "predatory" abuse of prepayment penalties is to ensure that borrowers understand that 
a loan with a prepayment penalty is an option that allows them to reduce their interest 
rate or upfront costs, not a requirement to obtain the loan, In addition, under the CMC's 
mortgage reform proposal, no prepayment penalty would be permitted after five years 
from the date of the loan. However, prepayment penalties would be authorized during 
this five-year period, notwithstanding state law. Any prepayment penalty permitled 
would be limited to a maximum of six months' interest on the original principal balance. 

Making Unaffordable Loans (Asset-Based Lending) 

Another common allegation is that predatory lenders make loans on the basis of 
the value of the property, disregarding the borrower's ability to pay and in fact 
anticipating that the borrower will default and the lender will foreclose. 

CMC members and other responsible subprime lenders are not in the business of 
making loans that borrowers cannot repay. Foreclosing on a house is costly, time
consuming, and almost always results in Significant losses to the lender. As discussed in 
greater detail under Tab 3, many subprime loans are now sold into the secondary market, 
and the rating agencies insist that such loans meet underwriting standards, 

For those reasons, the CMC supports, in principle, the existing HOEPA rule 
against engaging in a pattern or practice of lending without regard to repayment ability. 
In practice, however, it is difficult to craft specific rules to prevent such "asset-based" 
lending that reliably apply to all situations. Attempts to specify static rules regarding 
each borrower's repayment ability are likely to be counterproductive and injure the very 
borrowers they are intended to protect. For example, one common proposal is to 
establish a presumption that a borrower with a debt-to-income ratio ("DTI") above a 
certain cutoff, such as 50%,lacks repayment ability. This rule seems to make sense until 
a lender encounters a horrower who currently is meeting her obligations with a DTI of 
65% and wants a loan that would reduce her DTI to 55%. Moreover, a DTI that indicates 
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an excessive debt load in a rural area may reflect the average in areas such as New York 
City or San Francisco with very high housing costs. 

In addition, setting a cutoff for DTI at any particular level ignores differences in 
borrowers' circumstances that affect the debt load they can carry. At one extreme, an 
individual with a very high income, $1 million/year for example, and few family 
obligations can easily afford to make high monthly payments and still have enough to 
meet other living expenses. At the other extreme, a borrower with a low level of income 
and many dependents may not be able to make mongage payments that represent a high 
fraction of his or her income. 

Another proposed remedy for asset-based lending is to institute "suitability" rules 
that create lender liability for making an individual loan if, in hindsight, the lender should 
have anticipated that the borrower would default. For a mainstream subprime lender that 
already makes every effort to avoid making loans that go into default, the effect of such a 
rule will be to increase the costs of foreclosure by requiring the lender to absorb both the 
losses on the loan itself and the cost of settling the claim that it made an unsuitable loan. 
These costs will ultimately be passed onto borrowers in the form of higher loan costs or 
reduced credit availability. 

High Points and Fees: PaddingClosing Costs; Inflated Appraisal Costs; Padded 
Recording Fees; Bogus Broker Fees; and Unbundling (Double-Charging for the SllIl)Sl 
Service) 

One of the major sources of criticism of and litigation against the subprime 
lending industry has been fees paid to mongage brokers and to other participants in the 
mortgage process such as appraisers. For example, critics allege that lenders overpay 
mortgage brokers in comparison to the services the brokers provide or require an 
expensive appraisal when a "drive-by" evaluation would suffice. Critics also note that 
the actual amount of these costs (as opposed to an estimate) is not disclosed in advance of 
settlement, when the borrower still has the opponunity to shop for a better deal or 
negotiate an improvement in the current one, 

Although the CMC agrees that borrowers should not have to pay for services that 
are not needed or not provided, we believe that a focus on the specific components of the 
cost of the mortgage is misplaced. Ultimately, the borrower is concerned with total costs 
(closing costs and interest rate) and not with the relationship among the different 
providers of settlement servicers or the cost of each individual component of the loan. 

The CMC also agrees that present disclosure requirements do not give borrowers 
accurate and understandable information about the costs of obtaining a loan when they 
are in a position to use it. In some instances, current requirements may actually have 
facilitated abuses-as when an unscrupUlous lender allegedly misrepresented the TILA
required "amount financed" (which does not rel1ect loan fees deducted from the 
proceeds) as if it were the total amount of the loan. 
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But the CMC believes that it is ineffective to combat excessive loan fees through 
ever-increasing scrutiny of the practices of settlement service providers and the 
relationships among them. A more sensible approach-the one taken in the CMC's 
mortgage reform proposal-would be to eliminate the disincentives in current law that 
prevent mortgage originators from offering a single, guaranteed price for all settlement 
services, and then impose a requirement mortgage originators to honor that commitment. 
Borrowers have no way of knowing what a service such as an appraisal or flood 
certification "should" cost, yet current law has created an elaborate system of disclosure 
and monitoring of such costs that is of very little value to most consumers. 

Credit Insurance 

Consumer advocates often assert that credit insurance products are of little or no 
benefit to consumers. In fact, while credit insurance is clearly not a good choice for all 
consumers, lender-provided credit insurance meets a consumer demand that is not met 
elsewhere in the marketplace. Independent insurance agents are often not interested in 
providing insurance to subprime borrowers in the relatively small amounts characteristic 
of a second mortgage loan. In addition, the liberal eligibility standards and convenience 
of purchasing the insurance are attractive to some subprime customers. 

An unscrupulous lender can abuse the credit insurance product by selling it to a 
consumer who does not want or need it, based on the misrepresentation that insurance is 
required to obtain a loan. But a recent report on subprime lending shows penetration 
rates for single-premium credit insurance ranging from 28.3% for first-mortgage loans to 
47.9% to second mortgages.1 These statistics do not support the common assertion that 
credit insurance is being foisted on unwilling consumers. 

Moreover, abusive credit insurance practices are illegal under current law. TILA 
currently permits a creditor to exclude credit insurance from the finance charge and 
annual percentage rate only When the lender discloses in writing that it is voluntary and 
the consumer consents to the purchase by signing or initialing the disclosure form.8 

Misleading consumers about credit insurance would also violate the Federal Trade 
Commission Act and similar state laws. 

Voluntary credit insurance helps to address the an unmet demand for life and 
disability insurance. About 25% of all U.S. households have no life insurance coverage, 
and about 40% of single-parent households and households with annual incomes below 
$35,000 are completely uninsured. About 50% of all households are uninsured. The 
Department of Housing and Urban Development estimates that 46% of all foreclosures 
on conventional mortgages are caused by borrower disability and that 33% of Americans 
will suffer a serious disability between ages 35 and 65. 

7 See Michael E. Staten and Gregory Elliehausen. The impact I)/Tlre Federal Reserve Board's Prop<>sed 
Revisions to HOEPA on lhe Number and Characteristics ofHOEPA loans at 12 (July 24. 2001). 

• 12 C.F.R. § 226.4(d). 
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Single-premium credit insurance-in wbich the cost of the insurance is financed 
as part of the total cost of the loan-has been particularly controversiaL Several CMC 
members and other large lenders have recently modified their sales policies in response to 
concerns about the marketing of this product, by, for example, offering a monthly
premium product as an alternative and instituting a liberal cancellation policy. It should 
be noted, however. that the single-premium product has advantages for some consumers. 
For example, the consumer does not face cancellation of the policy if he or she misses a 
single payment-a consideration for some subprime borrowers. 

The CMC's mortgage refonn proposal, discussed above, includes a number of 
other protections related to credit insurance. There would be clear and conspicuous 
disclosure given to the consumer that the insurance is voluntary and that it may be 
cancelled at any time with a refund of unearned premiums. Monthly-pay insurance could 
also be sold at or before closing. In both situations, there would be a notice after closing 
that the borrower may cancel the insurance at any time. Refunds of unearned premiums 
would be based on the actuarial method, not the less favorable Rule of7S's. 

Loan Ripping 

Loan flipping is the practice of an unscrupulous broker or lender repeatedly 
convincing the borrower to refinance in order to get a small amount of cash back. The 
broker or lender then receives additional points and fees. Consumer advocates often 
argue that it would be better for the consumer to take out a second, junior loan than to 
refinance the entire obligation. While that may be true in many instances, there are other 
situations in wbich the rate and terms on a new first mortgage are more desirable than the 
combination of retaining the existing first mortgage and obtaining a new second 
mortgage. 

Loan flipping is another example of a practice that is easy to condemn in theory 
but difficult to prevent through a single rule that can be applied to all situations. One 
approach, taken in several state anti-predatory laws, is to require a demonstrated "net 
benefit" to the borrower before the same lender can refinance a loan. The difficulty in 
this approach is its subjectivity, wbich could leave lenders exposed to litigation if they 
could not demonstrate an adequate net benefit. 

The CMC's mortgage refonn proposal would limit the financing of closing costs 
and points on HOEPA loans to 3% of the loan amount for refinancings or equity loans 
entered into within twelve months of a prior financing. The rationale for this approach is 
to reduce the lender's incentive to flip HOEPA loans. Borrowers who must bring cash to 
closing to pay costs over the 3% are less likely to be "flipped" numerous times. At the 
same time, the CMC believes that 3% should be sufficient to allow for refinances to take 
advantage of declining interest rates. 
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Arbitration Clauses 

Many consumer credit contracts-including many subprime mortgages--include 
a provision requiring that disputes be resolved through arbitration rather than through the 
lengthy process of litigation in the courts. Consumer advocates have asserted that 
binding arbitration clauses are inherently unfair, and there is no question that such a 
clause could be abused by erecting insuperable obstacles to a consumer's obtaining relief. 
But the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the use of such clauses even when the case 
involves "claims arising under a statute designed to further important social policies,» so 
long as the consumer can vindicate the rights granted under the law before the arbitrator.9 

The Supreme Court noted in another case that arbitration benefits consumers in 

many ways: 


"[A]rbitration's advantages often would seem helpful to 
individuals, say, complaining about a product, who need a 
less expensive alternative to litigation. See, e.g.. H.R. Rep. 
No. 97·542, p. 13 (1982) (,The advantages of arbitration 
are many: it is usually cheaper and faster than litigation; it 
can have simpler procedural and evidentiary rules; it 
normally minimizes hostility and is less disruptive of 
ongoing and future business dealings among the parties; it 
is often more flexible in regard to scheduling of times and 
places of hearings and discovery devices .. :).,,10 

In place of long, drawn-out proceedings in which the attorneys' fees often dwarf 
any nominal amount received by consumers, an arbitration clause offers consumers 
speedy access to a neutral fomm that can resolve their dispute with the damages being 
paid to tbe consumer, rather than attorneys. The one group that clearly does not benefit 
from reasonable arbitration clauses in consumer contracts is the class·action trial bar. 

Balloon payments and Negative Amortization 

Consumer advocates often characterize two loan structures-balloon payments 
and negative amorth;ation-as types of predatory lending. In a balloon payment loan, the 
monthly payments do not fully amortize the amount of the loan, resulting in a large final 
payment. In negative amortization, the monthly payments are insufficient to pay the 
interest that accrues on the loan, and the difference is added to the principaL Balloon 
payments are restricted and negative amortization is prohibited under HOEPA. 

We recognize that both of these structures can be used in an abusive manner. If 
the broker or lender misleads the borrower about the nature of a balloon loan or the fmal 
payment is due in an uttreasonably short time, the homeowner may not be able to afford 
the balloon payment and may either lose the home or be forced to refinance on 

• Gre." Tree Fin. Corp. v. Randolph, 531 U.S. 79. 90,121 S.C!. 513, 521 (2000). 

10 Allied.Bruce rtrminix Cos. v. Dobson, '13 U.s. 26'. 280, lIS S.C!. 1$34. 843 (1995). 
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unfavorable terms. A borrower who does not understand the nature of negative 
amortization may face similar negative consequences. 

At the same time, both of these loan structures can be helpful to some consumers. 
Balloon payments can benefit borrowers by allowing them to obtain lower-cost credit 
than they would otherwise qualify for. A balloon note can be particularly helpful to a 
borrower who expects to move to a new location within the period of the balloon 
mortgage. Such a mongage would be less expensive than a fixed-rate, long-term 
mortgage loan for the consumer. 

Negative amortization, by definition, reduces the monthly payment and may make 
a loan more affordable to a borrower with significant equity but insufficient income to 
qualify for a standard loan. Congress has recognized the benefits of one form of 
negative-amortization loan-the reverse annuity mortgage-by exempting such loans 
from the general prohibition against negative amortization in HOEPA. 

Thus, funher blanket restrictions on these loan structures, while protecting some 
consumers, could prevent others from obtaining loans that fit their financial 
circumstances. 
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MORTGAGE LENDING AND SERVICING PROCESS 

(Tab 3) 

In this section of our testimony, we describe the mortgage origination, funding 
and servicing process, its participants and the compensation each receives. 

Mortgage Origination 

Awlication Processing 

In some instances, the borrower seeks out the source of financing, or responds to 
direct mail or other direct marketing. In others. the borrower is referred by a real estate 
broker or home improvement contractor. In both prime and subprime lending. there are 
two major distribution channels for distributing mortgage credit: 

• 	 In the retail channel, the lender offers mortgage loans directly to borrowers, 
througb a sales force of loan officers. Loan officers are employees of the 
lender/servicer who counsel the applicant, take and process the application, obtain 
verification documents, order the appraisal of the property, and prepare the loan 
for underwriting (evaluation). 

• 	 In the wfwlesale channel. the lender does not deal directly with the consumer. 
Instead, tbe lender and consumer work thougb an intertnediary. 

The types of intertnediaries in the wholesale channel include the following: 

• 	 A mortgage brour is usually an independent contractor that offers loan products 
from a number of wholesale lenders. The mortgage broker generally does what 
the loan officer does (described above), i.e., discusses loan options with the 
borrower, takes an application, and usually processes the loan-obtains a credit 
report and appraisal, verifies employment and assets, and otherwise prepares the 
loan for underwriting. 

• 	 A correspondent lender not only takes the application and processes tbe loan, but 
also funds the loan. The correspondent then sells the loan to a wholesale lender, 
usually under a previous commitment of the wholesaler to purchase a certain 
amount of loans at an agreed-upon interest rate. 

• 	 A home improvement contractor may act as, in effect, the originating lender, 
taking an installment sales contract in payment for the goods and services 
provided and then discounting (selling) the contract to a lender. In that situation, 
tbe application is usually processed and underwritten by a mortgage broker or 
mortgage banker. 
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Underwriting 

Historically, the next step after taking and processing the application was for the 
lender to underwrite (evaluate and approve or reject) the application. With the advent of 
credit scoring and automatic underwriting systems, much of the evaluation of an 
applicant is now accomplished during the application stage, but loans are stiU subject to 
final underwriting approval by the lender, including the underwriting of the property to 
be used as collateral for the loan. 

There are a number of factors used to assess risk. Typically, they include: 

• 	 Credit-Related Factors 

• 	 Mortgage or Consumer Debt Payment History 

• 	 Bankruptcies, Foreclosures or Judgments 

• 	 Borrowing Capacity Factors 

• 	 Debt-to-income ("DTr') requirements (the borrower's debt load, including the 
proposed loan, compared to his or her income) 

• 	 Loan-to-Value ratio (the amount of the proposed loan compared to the appraised 
value of the property) 

• 	 Non-standard Collateral 

• 	 Mixed-use commercial/residential properties 

Closing 

Once the loan has been underwritten and approved, the closing is scheduled. The 
lender generally has certain conditions to closing which must be met, including assurance 
that (i) the borrower has clear title to the property (through title insurance), (ii) the 
borrower has other required insurance on the property, such as flood insurance or 
property and casualty insurance, and (iii) the borrower has sufficient funds to close the 
loan. At the closing, the borrower executes the mortgage note evidencing the debt and 
the mortgage on the property in exchange for the closing proceeds. Funds for points and 
closing costs, payable by the borrower 10 the lender, the mortgage broker or 
correspondent, or third party settlement service providers, are collected either directl y 
from the borrower or from the loan proceeds. 

Funding: Holding the Loan In Portfolio or Selling into the Secondary Market 

After the loan has been underwrirten and closed, the lender will either hold the 
loan in its portfolio or to sell it in the secondary marker either in a securitization or a 
whole loan sale. If the loan is held in portfolio. the lender is effectively the investor in 
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the loan. In a securitization, a pool of loans is used to back an issuance of securities to be 
traded in the securities market, or an undivided interest in the loans themselves is sold to 
investors. There are costs to the lender in the execution of both a whole loan sale and an 
issuance of mortgage-backed securities. 

Mortgage-backed securities are fIrst analyzed and rated by an independent bond
rating agency such as S&P or Moody's. The rating agency's evaluation includes 
computation of the average credit scores of the loans in the pool to be securitized as well 
as a due diligence review of the lender's procedures. The lender will generally have to 
promise that proper underwriting procedures were followed. If it fails to keep that 
promise, the investors will often have the right to force the lender to repurchase the loan 
in the event of default. 

Even when a lender expects to retain a loan in portfolio rather than sell it into the 
secondary market, prudent risk management dictates that the lender complies with 
appropriate underwriting criteria to ensure that the borrower can afford to repay the loan. 

Investors, whether they be secondary market investors or portfolio lenders will 
only make a return on their investment if the loans that they fund perform. 

SeTllicing 

Whether the loan is held in the lender's portfolio or sold in the secondary market, 
the loan must be serviced, that is, the monthly payments must be collected, payments 
must be passed through to the investor, and delinquencies, defaults, bankruptcies and 
foreclosures must be dealt with, as they arise. On fIrst mortgage loans, the servicer must 
collect funds for tax and insurance escrow accounts and disburse those funds to the taxing 
authorities and insurance companies, in accordance with state and federal law and the 
mortgage contracts. Second lien loans generally do not involve escrow accounts. 

Except for correspondent lenders, lenders often retain the servicing 
responsibilities on loans they make and fund. Sometimes they conduct the servicing 
functions through a contractor in a "subservicing" arrangement. In other cases, they will 
sell the servicing rights (including the rights to servicing fees) and responsibilities to 
another servicer. 

Compensation 

Compensation to Brokers and Correspondent Lenders 

The mortgage broker or correspondent may receive its compensation for the 
borrower, the lender, or both. Compensation by the borrower, if any, is in the form of 
points or an application fee, an origination fee, or a broker fee. 11 Allor part of the 
application fee may be used to pay for the credit report and appraisal. Compensation paid 

" Some originator. also charge a lock-in fee for locking-in an interest rate for the borrower. 
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by the lender reflects the difference between the retail rate charged to the borrower and 
tbe lender's wholesale rates. When a correspondent lender sells a loan to a wholesaler, 
the price reflects this compensation and may exceed the amount that the correspondent 
lender advanced to the borrower. When a mortgage broker brings a loan to a lender, the 
lender may pay a "yield spread premium" that is equivalent to the difference in value 
between a loan at the retail rate and one at the wholesale rate. 

The points and fees paid to a mortgage broker or loan correspondent cover the 
costs of processing the application and underwriting a subprime loan. These costs are 
generally higher than for prime lending, for several reasons: 

• 	 First, by definition, a subprime borrower is likely to have issues that must be 
resolved through manual verification. For example, the borrower's explanations 
for late payments or for a reduction in income must generally be independently 
verified-an expensive, hands-on process. 

• 	 Second, subprime loans tend to be for somewhat lower amounts than prime loans, 
thus the cost per loan tends to be proportionally higher.t~ Many processing and 
underwriting costs are fixed regardless of the size of the loan. 

• 	 Third, as "lenders of last resort," subprime lenders receive a much higher 
proportion of applications from applicants who do not qualify even for subprime 
loans. Accordingly, subprime lenders have much higher rejection rates than do 
prime lenders. 13 Brokers and lenders generally do not recover the cost of 
processing rejected applications through fees charged to rejected applicants and 
must malce up some of those costs through revenues from approved loans. Thus, 
the cost of processing loan applications that are eventually denied raises per-loan 
processing and underwriting costs on approved subprime loans. 

As noted, in the wholesale Joan market, the mortgage broker or correspondent 
lender bears many of these processing and underwriting costs. The broker or 
correspondent also has advertising and marketing costs that would otherwise be borne by 
a retail lender. Either the borrower or the lender, or both, must compertsate the broker or 
lender for these expenses. 

Compensation to Lenders/Servicers 

Lenders who originate loans through a retail channel receive compensation from 
borrowers in the form of am application fee, a lock-in fee if applicable, and points and 
fees paid at closing. In addition, if a lender sells the loan in the secondary market, it will 

12 According to the same study, 1998 HMDA data show that subprime lenders bad an 11.25% share of the 
total mortgage market in lerms of number of loans. but only 8% of the dollar volume. 

13 The study of 1998 HMDA data showed denial rates for subprirne lenders of 50.0% in purchase loans. 
59.5% in refinances. and 69.1 % in home improvement lending. Compa.-able figures for prime lenders 
were 11.8% in purchase-mortgage lending, 13.6% in refinances, and 33.2% in home improvement 
lending. 
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receive some compensation on the execution of that sale, whether in a whole loan sale or 
a securitization. 

The compensation a lender receives from the borrower through fees and through a 

/ 	 secondary market sale often do not fully cover, or cover only by a small margin, the costs 
of originating and, if applicable, transferring the loan. Thus, the lenders' profits come 
principally from its servicing earnings, and there is a great incentive for the servicer to do 
everything it can to keep the borrower paying the loan on time. Defaults interrupt the 
servicer'li income until the borrower reswnes making payments. A foreclosure not only 
stops the income. but it results in the added costs of prosecuting the foreclosure. Not all 
of these costs are entirely reimbursed by the investor. In fact. foreclosures are costly, 
time-<:oosuming, and almost always result in large losses to the lender/servicer. 

Servicing income is also the principal component of earners for subprime 
lenderslservicers. The upfront fees are higher because originating a subprime loan is 
more costly. Upfront fees are also higher because lender/servicers need to defray the 
higher origination costs to compensate for the shorter period over which these loans will 
be serviced. Subprime loans refinance more quickly because borrowers, as they become 
qualified for prime loans, refinance into a prime Joan product. Moreover, subprime loans 
have higher default rate and are more expensive to service. Those additional costs need 
to be built into the price charged to consumers. Nonetheless, subprime servicers have the 
same very high incentive to do everything they can to keep the borrower paying the loan. 
Conversely, they have no incentive whatsoever to get the borrower into a loan that he or 
she cannot afford to repay. Nor do they have an incentive to get the borrower into a loan 
with a very high interest rate that is more likely to refinance more quickly. In either case, 
the servicing income on that loan comes to an end. 

Compensation to mvestors (Portfolio Lenders or Secondary Market Investors) 

Investors earn the interest paid on the loan by the borrower over the life of the 
loan, minus the fraction of a percent that is paid to lender/servicers that service the loan. 
Like lender/servicers, mortgage market participants that fund loans, whether they are 
portfolio lenders or secondary market investors, do not have an economic incentive to 
fund loans at above market interest rates because those loans will refinance more quickly. 
(Of course, consumers have the choice of agreeing to a lower market interest rate jf they 
agree to a prepayment penalty.) 

Like lenderlservicers, investors earn money when consumers are provided loans 
they can afford to repay over time. 
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July 27, 2001 

The Honorable Paul Sarbanes 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on Banking. Housing and Urban AI'IiIinI 
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington. D.C. 20510 

Dear Chainrum Saibanes: 

On behalfofilB more than 19,000 members. I am pleased to submit the !estimonyofthe 
Appraisal Institute to the Senate Banking. Housing and Uxban Affairs Committee on the 
issue ofPredatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impacl and Responses. Today and 
throughout its nearly 7Q-year history. the Appraisal Institute is the leading orgmrization 
for professional real estate appraisers. Through itli extetlllive educational programs, the 
Appraisal Institute's members are skilled in lhe laIest melbods ofreal estate valuation fur 
commercial and residential properties. Reflecting their unbiased and objective approach 
to real property appraisal and analysis, members of the Appraisal Institute adhere to a 
strictly enfun:ed Code ofProfessional Ethics and Standards ofProfessional Appraisal 
Prnctice. Appraisal Institute members hold the prestigious MAl. SRPA and SRA 
deSignations. 

While the vast majority of appraisers perfonn their assignment!rethically and properly, 
some have been party to faulty or fraudulent mortgll8e transal:tiOnB. When an appraiser is 
involved in a premeditated property-flipping scheme, or has unwittingly been part of a 
fraudulent tnInJIaCtion, the Appraisal Institute is concerned for the victims and the 
economic consequences. This testimony will call your attention to a nwnber of 
deficiencies within the real estate appraisal regulatory structure that allow bad acIDn to 
be involved in mortgage fraud, both in the conventional mortgage marlret and in the 
govemmenHssisted market. 

The Savings and Loan crisis ofthe 19808 led Congress, in August 1989, to enact the 
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989. better known as 
FIRREA or the 'Savings and Loan Bailout Bill." Title XI ofFlRREA, the "Real Estate 
Appraisal Reform Ammdments." was targeted at solving appraisal-related problems. In 
general, Title XI required federally regulated financial institutions tu use sta~ertified or 
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licensed appraisers to perfonn appraisals in connection with federally related 
I:n\nsaCtions. Ofprime importance in this testimony is the fact that FIRRE.A requires the 
independence of an appraiser in a mortgage transaction, which win be discussed in more 
detail later in this testimony. 

Title XI created a unique, complementary, yet complicated relationship between the 
states, the private sector, and the Federal government. Title XI recognized that the states 
were in the best administrative position to certify and license real estate appraisers and to 
supervise their appraisal-related activities. At the same time, Title XI authorized the 
private sector - a private not-for-profit organization, The Appraisal Foundation (and its 
two independent boards, the Appraiser Qualifications Board and the Appraisal Standards 
Board) - to establish unifonn minimum appraiser qualifications and unifonn standards 
ofpractice, which would be enforced by the states. 

Title XI then created the Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) of the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council to oversee the activities of the states and The Appraisal 
Foundation. State certified and licensed appraisers fund the ASC operations and a 
portion ofthe Title XI-related functions ofThe Appraisal Foundation through a $25 
annual fee assessed by the states. This fee is passed through to the ASC, which has 
amassed a sizable reserve offunds. 

Title XI also authorized the Federal financial institutions regulatory agencies - the 
Board ofGovemors ofthe Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, Office ofthe Comptroller ofthe Cmrency, Office of Thrift Supervision, and 
National Credit Union Administration - to adopt regulations regarding real estate 
appraisals made in connection with federally related transactions, including: when 
appraisaJs are required, who must perfonn the appraisals and the manner in which 
appraisals must be perfonned. 

The Appraisal FOWldation 

The Appraisal Foundation is a private, not-for-profit corporation charged by Title Xl with 
the responsibility ofestablishing. improving and promoting minimum unifonn appraisal 
standards and appraiser qualifications criteria. The Foundation serves as the parent 
organization for two independent boards established to accomplish this mission: the 
Appraisal Standards Board (the ASB) and the Appraiser Qualifications Board (the AQB). 
These boards respectively promulgate and maintain the Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and the Appraiser Qualifications Criteria. The 
Foundation is directed by a board oftrustees, which appoints members to and provides 
financial support for the AQB and the ASB. 

The work ofThe Appraisal Foundation is important to the appraisal profession, the 
financial and real estate industries, and to the consumer public. The Foundation's work 
benefits the appraisal profession by standardizing the appraisal process and thus 
increasing the quality ofappraisals, and by addressing issues critical to the advancement 
ofprofessional valuation. 
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The AQB establishes minimum criteria for state certification ofappraisers. and the ASB 
sets forth the rules for developing an appraisal and reporting its results. FIRREA reqWres 
that real estate appraisals used in conjunction with federally related Ir.msactions be 
perfonned in accordance with USPAP. These standards contain the recognized standards 
ofpractice for real estate, personal property and business appraisal. More than 80,000 
state-certified and licensed appraisers are currently required to adhere to USP AP, the 
authority ofwhich extends beyond FIRREA in states that made licensing mandatory for 
all appraisers. In those states, all appraisers are subject to USPAP. Since 1992, the 
Office ofManagement and Budget (OMB) has required federal land acquisition and 
direct lending agencies to use appraisals in confonnance with these standards. 

State Appraiser Regulatory Agencies 

All state-<:ertified appraisers must meet the AQB criteria, as imposed by the state 
appraiser regulatory agencies. In addition, state appraiser certification and licensing laws 
require certified and licensed appraisers to confonn to USPAP when performing 
appraisals in connection with federally related transactions. USPAP is then used as the 
basis for enforcement actions. 

Each state or territory has an appraiser regulatory agency, which is responsible for 
certifying and licensing real estate appraisers and supervising their appraisal-related 
activities, as required by federal law. Each appraiser regulatory agency is charged with 
licensing and certification requirements as well as oversight and enforcement over 
appraisers. These agencies are a part of the state regulatory structure, funded by the state 
legislature and appraiser licensing and certification fees, and are often found in the state 
departments ofcommerce or licensure and certification. 

Regulatory Deficiencies 

The regulatory structure for real estate appraisers is unique and very complex. It involves 
numerous boards and agencies at the state and federallevei, all acting together to license, 
certifY and provide oversight and enforcement of existing standards requirements and 
federal and state laws. Because the system is so complicated, it is ripe for loopholes and 
deficiencies. 

The Appraisal Institute continually looks for these deficiencies and attempts to correct 
them through discussions and activities with the organizations within the current 
framework:. The Appraisal Institute Govemment Relations Committee has also reviewed 
current laws and regulations over the past year and bas compiled a list ofdeficiencies 
with these laws and regulations, that may contribute to appraisers' involvement in 
mortgage fraud. What follows is a listing of each of these deficiencies, as well as our 
recommendations on how to address the issues involved. 

Revisiting the de minimis appraisal requirement 
FlRREA requires that real estate appraisals used in conjunction with federally related 
transactions be perfonned by licensed or certified appraisers in accordance with USP AP. 
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However, over the years the federal agencies and Congress have modified the law to 
exempt nearly 90 percent of all transactions in the residential mortgage market from 
being appraised by licensed and certified appraisers. Whereas originally contemplated, all 
transactions greater than $15,000 would be required to be appraised by a licensed and 
certified appraiser, now a transaction must be greater than $250,000 to require the use of 
a licensed and certified appraiser is required. 

Higher Risk 

The Appraisal Institute believes this has resulted in higher risk for fraudulent activity and 
abuse of consumers, and in the end, an increased risk to the safety and soundness of 
financial institutions. Unqualified individuals are now perfonning a large portion of the 
real estate valuation work throughout the country in the form of"evaluations," or "broker 
price opinions" (BPOs), or through "competitive market analysis" (CMA) reports. In 
many cases, evaluations are done by staffof organizations that have a vested interested in 
a real estate transaction. This negates the benefit of having an independent third party 
involved in the real estate transaction. 

We contend that these "evaluations," estimating the value ofreaJ property are actually 
"appraisals" and therefore must be performed by appraisers who adhere to industry 
standards. Presently, there are more than 80,000 state licensed and certified real estate 
appraisers throughout the country available to perform appraisal assignments for 
federally insured financial institutions. These individuals perform appraisals in 
accordance with USP AP and are subject to state enforcement actions for failure to 
comply with these industry standards. An active state enforcement system is a necessary 
tool to help ensure qualified appraisal practitioners are involved in mortgage transactions. 
Omission ofa licensing or certification requirement for properties under $250,000 by 
federal agencies creates a disruptive gap in the enforcement of appraisal standards. When 
an individual perfonniog an "evaluation" is not accountable and loses nothing by 
delivering a poor appraisal, you are putting out a welcome mat for fraud. 

Ouly one federal financial regulator, the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), 
has not raised its appraisal threshold to $250,000. However, the NCUA is currently in 
the process ofconsidering a Final Rule (generally called the Regulatory Flexibility Rule) 
that would raise the threshold to $250,000. The Appraisal Institute called for a 
withdrawal of this proposal in May 2001. 

A recent clarification to USPAP, in our opinion, allows qualified and independent 
appraisers to offer a range ofservices to lending institutions, effectively eliminating the 
need to increase the appraisal threshold. One ofthe results ofIbis win be that a lending 
institution, instead of seeking a service from a real estate sales person not adhering to 
professional valuation standards or trained in valuation theory, will be able to consult an 
appraiser for an "appraiser price opinion" (APO) where the appraiser will adhere to 
appraisal standards and act responsible to the state appraiser regulatory agency. 
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HUn Recommendation 

The report published in June 2000 by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development and Treasury Department on "Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage 
Lending" recognized the need to address this problem. The Task Force that helped write 
the report recommended the following: ''Under FIRREA, a licensed or certified appraiser 
must appraise properties with a value ofabove $250,000. Since many ofthe abuses 
occurring with the recent cases of predatory lending and loan flipping involve high-cost 
loans and fraudulent appraisa1s, it would be beneficial to introduce qualified appraisers 
into the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEP A) arena. With this, the 
requirement for a licensed or certified appraiser should be extended to a property that is 
intended to secure a HOEP A loan." 

Because oftbese reasons, the Appraisal Institute recommends that Congress conduct 
oversight hearings on FlRREA and the appraisal threshold., particularly now that the 
legislation has been fully implemented for 10 years. We also encourage Congress to 
review the NCUA plan to increase their appraisal threshold from $100,000 to $250,000. 
For too long, federal agencies have deviated from Congress' original intent to have 
appraisals perfurmed by licensed and certified appraisers, and it is time to revisit these 
policies. 

Client pressure 
The Appraisal Institute has placed a great deal ofattention on an issue commonly referred 
to as "client pressure," namely, the actions ofa lender, broker or realty agent to pressure 
an appraiser to appraise a property at a predetermined value. Many appraisers have 
become increasingly concerned about this pressure, so much so that in January the 
Appraisa1lnstitute requested Congress to conduct an investigation into the phenomenon 
because we have seen evidence that it can contribute to mortgage mud. The Appraisal 
Institute is aware ofcases ofclient pressure where an appraiser acting under duress has 
inflated the value ofa home in order for a loan to be made that is greater than the actual 
value of the house. In these circumstances, a homeowner will enter the home With a 
negative equity position, which later can lead to an assortment of problems, including 
default. These "higher" values also serve to exacerbate and extend the obvious risks by 
becoming "comps" for future mortgage transactions. Such a cycle of ever escalating 
values adds wmecessary risk to our mortgage finance system. 

In a letter to the Senate Banking Committee and the House Financial Services 
Committee, the Appraisal Institute pointed out that there are cases where mortgage 
creditors, lenders, brokers and realty agents apply undue influence on an appraiser to 
artificially "make the value" on a property being appraised. The letter also stated that 
appraisers believe they have nowhere to turn when productive communication between 
client and appraiser devolves into threats to withhold future work and other coercive 
tactics. 

Following the letter to Congress, the Appraisal Institute continued to study the issue, 
reaching out to appraisal clients to discuss these complaints. Federal regulators and 
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congressional investigative committees were also contacted. From March to May this 
year, the Appraisal Institute met with banking community trade associations to discuss 
how our organizations could work together to address the issue ofclient pressure on 
appraisers. 

The meetings were the first step in an effort to solve the problem ofclient pressure 
intema1ly. without new legislation or regulation. The banking trade associations have 
stated that the overwhelming majority of their members comply with all relevant 
regulations. but indicated support for working with the Appraisal Institute to develop a 
"best practices statement" on acceptable and proper communications and practices 
between a financial institution or client and an appraiser. The groups agreed to publish 
educational materials in their respective membership publications. 

Through the course of these activities some general conclusions have been reached about 
the client pressure issue: 

• 	 Client pressure is a problem experienced most often by residential real estate 
appraisers, although commercial appraisers have reported eases as well. 

• 	 A client has the right to communicate with the appraiser. However, there are lines 
that, ifcrossed by the client, make that communication illegal, unethical or 
fraudulent. 

• 	 Communication between a client and an appraiser should be encouraged. 
However. blackballing, ostracism and defiunation of an appraiser who fails to 
meet a predetermined value ofa client should be prohibited. 

• 	 It is the appraisers responsibility to report client pressure to the appropriate 
agency when it occurs. 

• 	 Appraisers fear retaliation from clients if they report instances ofpressure when 
there are no systems in place guaranteeing anonymity. 

• 	 Government agencies have reporting mechanisms to accept complaints against 
clients pressuring appraisers. 

• 	 When an appraiser reports an instance ofclient pressure, it must be in writing and 
the parties must be named with the circumstances clearly explained. 

FIRREA requires the independence ofan appraiser in a mortgage transaction. However. 
our members say that lenders, brokers and realty agents often pressure them to meet 
predetermined values to help finalize a mortgage transaction. If an appraiser fails to meet 
Ihe predetermined value, he or she may not receive future work from that lender and can 
face ostracism from others in the marlcetplace. Appraisers can report instances of this 
type ofpressure to state banking regulators or to any ofthe five federal financial 
regulators when it involves officials within a lending institution, such as a loan officer. 
However, the appraiser must report the instance in writing and it must be addressed to the 
correct regulatory agency. Because ofthe myriad of federal and state regulators, 
determining which agency to report the instance ofclient pressure can be a daunting task. 

The Appraisal Institute understands that this pressure can come not only from loan 
officers or bank officials but also from other parties involved in the transaction, such as a 
mortgage broker, realty agent or even a consumer. The client pressure problem does not 
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always necessarily come from the "lender" who orders the report or connected with the 
underwriting of the loan, but rather someone connected with the "production side" of the 
lending process, e.g. mortgage brokers, mortgage bankers and realty agents. These 
parties are not regulated the same way as banks, thrifts and other financial institutions. 
Their production staff has incentives to produce deals. In many cases they are the 
underwriter of the loan as welL For these reasons, regulations could be amended to 
require separate individuals with different reporting structures handle the production and 
underwriting functions. In the end, it is important that someone who has no incentives on 
loan volume order the appraisal. 

Unfortunately, there are no mechanisms in place for appraisers to report instances of 
client pressure when it comes from a broker, a realty agent or even buyers and sellers. 
One single location should be established to receive these types of complaints. In 
addition, a reporting mechanism should be established to accept complaints against 
brokers and realty agents. 

The Appraisal Institute supports the intent of a legislative provision contained in H.R. 
2513 introduced by Rep. Janice Schakowksy, D-llL, which is meant to address pressure 
from lenders and mortgage brokers. It states: "No creditor or mortgage broker may 
compensate, directly or indirectly, coerce, or intimidate an appraiser for the purpose of 
influencing the independent judgment of the appraiser with respect to the value of real 
estate that is to be covered by a conforming home loan or is being offered as security 
according to an application for a conforming home loan." While this provision attempts 
to address client pressure, it does not assure the appraiser that other realty agents or 
mortgage brokers will not blacklist them. It is this risk that will keep most appraisers 
silent. 

Recognizing the need for industry consensus, and realizing that a federal prohibition of 
client pressure will likely not halt its occurrences, the Appraisal Institute has reached out 
to mortgage banking, mortgage broker and other banking associations to plan a 
coordinated response to this challenge. The Appraisal Institute hopes to have a best 
practices statement completed in the fall of 2001. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial for 
Congress to review the extent of this activity through hearings or through consideration 
of the Schakowsky client pressure provision in H.R. 2513. 

Greater uniformity among state appraisal licensure standards 
As indicated earlier in the testimony, there is no requirement that all appraisers 
performing appraisal work be state-licensed or certified. Approximately one half of the 
states have a mandatory licensing requirement for appraisers, while the remainder have 
"voluntary" licensing. Optional licensing is a serious flaw within our profession's 
regulatory structure. This is evident in facts uncovered through testimony given by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation at a bearing on predatory lending held by Senator 
Barbara Mikulski, D-Md., in Baltimore in March 2000. While Maryland nmks fifth in 
the nation in mortgage fraud, New York, California, Florida and Illinois have larger 
problems in this area. It is interesting that these five states, those with the most egregious 
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property flipping problems, are all "appraiser-licensing-optional," or non-mandatory 
states. 

The Appraisal Institute believes that licensing ofall real estate appraisers doing business 
in the state must be mandatory. This will put all real estate appraisers doing business in a 
state under USPAP standards and make them liable to state appraiser regulatory agencies. 
These state regulatory agencies should be encouraged to adopt uniform licensure 
requirements to help address the problem of1lll<!ualified appraisers performing appraisals. 
Greater uniformity among the states would solidify standards within the profession and 
decrease the probability of1lIl<!ualified individuals performing appraisals, and hence, 
potentially damaging consumers. 

Model state appraiser laws 
Currently, the Appraisal Subcommittee has a reserve fund with the U.S. Treasury with 
almost $5 million in funds that are sitting idle. The Appraisal Institute, in reviewing how 
that money might be used for greater benefit, recommends that the ASC use a portion of 
those funds to conduct a study to foster the development ofmodel state laws for 
registration, licensing and regulation of appraisers. Such a study could be conducted 
using the knowledge and expertise ofthe appraisal professional organizations or The 
Appraisal Foundation. Currently, there is no model legislation available to the 50 state 
appraiser regulatory agencies. 

FiDucial regulatory oommlUlication 
H.R. 1408, sponsored by Rep. Mike Rogers, R-Mich., is meant to encourage 
communication between state and federal regulators, so as to prevent fraudulent l:inancial 
services professionals from exiting one field and entering another. The Financial 
Services Committee passed an amendment in June 200I to include the Appraisal 
Subcommittee to become a part ofa network: ofinformation sharing to facilitate greater 
communication among investigative bodies. In doing so, it would require the ASC to be 
a liaison to the network offinancial regulators to share infurmation available through its 
National Registry ofreal estate appraisers. The Appraisal Institute encourages Congress 
to pass this legislation. 

Automated valuation models 
The real estate industry recognizes that buman error or bias even under the best of 
circumstances may influence the appraisal of properties using traditional approaches. 
The sales comparison approach is the most commonly used technique in the appraisal of 
residential real estate. It is based on the principle ofsubstitution. A property is worth 
approximately the same as a similar property offering analogous benefits and amenities 
(i.e., a comparable utility). The sequence proceeds methodically, with the appraiser 
identifying the subject property and finding comparable properties in the same or similar 
neighborhoods fi:om which to draw a comparison. 

Automated valuation models (A VMs), or computer-generated databases that arrive at 
estimates ofvalue, em greatly reduce the time to complete a value estimate. A VMs may 
also be used to ascertain trends in the market before these trends are readily discernible 
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by traditional fee appraisexs and may be used to review fee-based appraisers. A VMs 
come in a variety of forms. They have prevailed in the academic literature for some time, 
but only recently have the benefits of such models gained the attention ofpracticing 
appraisers. 

The two major participants in the secondary markets, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, are 
strongly encouraging the development and use ofautomation in appraisal services. The 
increased popularity of A VMs is evident by the number of firms providing such services. 
Unfortunately, many of these firms' models are constructed with incomplete data, tax 
data. or data based on some unreliable market index, calling the accuracy ofthe value 
result into question. This directly impacts the mortgage fraud issue in that ifAVM
generated values, and the data within the A VMs are Hawed, it raises the possibility of 
widespread and even catastrophic losses in the residential mortgage market. 

AVMs will most certainly change the work ofappraisers. Routine assignments, such as 
refinancing or home equity loans in which there is little doubt that the property will carry 
the debt, may require less ofan appraiser's services and expertise. In many ways, use of 
A VMs is analogous to driving an automobile. The biggest and most expensive 
automobile in the world is oflittle or no value without fuel. The fuel required to run 
AVMs is data, and appraisers are the best sources to provide data. Opportunities for the 
use of AVMs exist in other areas ofthe real estate industry. Brokers might employ 
A VMs to conduct competitive market analysis, while homeowners and prospective 
homebuyers might use A VMs to search for specifically priced property. 

AVMs are generally less expensive than the services of a traditional fee appraiser but 
cannot be used on every property. They require an abundance ofaccurate data on the 
sales ofa significant number ofsimilar types ofproperties. A VM technology cannot 
replace the experience and expertise a professional real estate appraiser provides to 
buyers, sellers, lenders and investors. Studies have shown that having an appraiser 
involved in the A VM process increases the degree of accuracy. The Appraisal Institute 
believes Congress should carefully monitor the use ofA VMs in the residential 
marketplace to avoid misuse. 

Federal Housing Administration Reforms 

The Department ofHousing and Urban Development, through the Federal Housing 
Administration. as well as the Veterans Administration, provides government-assisted 
mortgage insurance in an effort to increase homeownership in low-to moderate-income 
neighborhoods and in the veteran community. FHA is the larger ofthe two programs, so 
it is more appropriate to discuss prog:ram:matic reforms in FHA rather than the V A. That 
is not to say the VA program does not deserve our attention or that it does not have flaws, 
for the Appraisal Institute is aware ofa number of deficiencies within the V A appraisal 
program. Rather, the FHA program is simply larger and thereby represents greater 
challenges. 
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To be eligible for placement on the FHA Roster of Appraisers, and thus be eligible for 
selection by a lender to appraise a property that will be security for FHA insured 
mortgage financing, an appraiser must: 

• 	 be state-licensed or certified in accordance with the minimum licensing criteria. 
established by the AQB of the Appraisal Foundation; 

• 	 not be listed on the General SeIVices Administration's Suspension and Debarment 
List. HUD's Limited Denial ofParticipation List or HUD's Credit AJert 
Interactive Voice Response System; and 

• 	 pass a HUDIFHA examination on appraisal methods and reporting. 

The examination focuses on applied knowledge of the HUD Valuation Handbook, 
4150.2. The examination consists of SO questions in a computer-based multiple-choice 
format and is essentially an open-book: examination. 

The Appraisal Institute continually monitors the operation of the FHA Roster of 
Appraisers and fields comments and complaints about its operation. Our members report 
that there are a number ofdeficiencies with the operation of the Roster, wruch will be 
explained below. 

Lender select v. fee poel 
In 1994, HUD moved from what was generally referred to as the "Fee Panel of 
Appraisers" to the system called the "Roster'" or "Lender Select of Appraisers." Rather 
than having the appraisal (and appraiser) randomly ordered by FHA, the authority to 
order apprnisals now resides with the originating lender. This change also granted full 
responsibility over the accuracy and integrity of the appraisal to the originating lender. 

Since this modification, Apprnisa1 Institute members report that instances ofclient 
pressure have increased greatly. This, our members say, comes as a direct result of 
granting the appraisal ordering authority to the lender. For example, under the previous 
Fee Panel system, when an apprnisal was ordered, FHA would randomly select from an 
approved panel ofappraisers. The apprniser would perform the appIaisal and send it to 
FHA and the originating lender. The apprniser was insulated from most forms ofoutside 
pressure to rut a predetermined value. 

Under Lender Select, the appraisal is ordered by the lender wbo keeps a roster of 
approved apprnisers that it can tap to perform the appraisal. The assignment is then given 
out to the appraiser the lender chooses. The Lender Select system bas banded significant 
power to a lender to coerce an appraiser to meet a predetermined value or deliver a report 
designed to facilitate the approval of the transaction. Appraisers working in FHA
generated mortgage transactions collect appraisal fees for their services. These fees 
range from $275 to $500 per appraisal. Ifan apprniser fails to meet or conform to the 
lender's desires, the appraiser mysteriously stops receiving work from that lender. This 
creates a system whereby there are incentives for appraisers to conform to the wishes of 
lenders. 
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Unfurtunately, this bas tended to dissuade appraisers with the bigltest education and 
experience requirements from performing FHA appraisals. A recent survey of Appraisal 
Institute members indicates that fewer members are performing FHA appraisals. Of 
Appraisal Institute members that report performing fewer appraisals for FHA., 44 percent 
claim that client pressure is the culprit, which was far and away the greatest complaint. 
Then, who is performing work for the FHA? Too often, it is the least qualified and least 
experienced appraisers in the profession. 

The Appraisal btstitute is aware of individuals who were forced to leave the profession as 
a result ofpressure being exerted through the Lender Select program. One appraiser in 
Louisiana followed HUD guidelines and would not succumb to client pressure. 
Unfortunately for him, he became known in the industry as an appraiser who could cause 
a problem for the client. Once the Fee Panel was changed to Lender Select, he could not 
secure a sufficient number of assigmnents to justify remaining in the real estate appraisal 
profession. 

IfHUD is to be seen as a leader in the housing industry, the Appraisal Institute believes 
the agency should have the most qualified appraisers performing appraisal work. With 
this, FHA should consider modifYing its Fee Panel appraisal ordering system. The Fee 
Panel that existed prior to 1994 was not perfect. Largely, complaints against the Fee 
Panel revolved around the difficulty in being accepted on the Fee Panel or that the Fee 
Panel acted like a "club" ofappraisers. Some of these allegations were true. IfHUD 
were to revert back to the Fee Panel. it should allow new appraisers to be accepted on the 
Panel and be removed when it is shown the appraiser acts improperly. 

Greater aceollDtabllity of lenden over quatity of appraisals 
Alternatively, there are sante mndifications that can be made to the Lender Select 
program to help it run more effectively. Under Lender Select. FHA gave responsibility to 
lenders over the quality of appraisals being performed. Yet, FHA has sanctioned very 
few lenders that have failed to oversee their appraisers responsibly. Enforcement activity 
and penalties for lenders should be increased. In addition, Congress should clarify the 
authority of HUD to terminate mortgage origination approval for poorly performing 
mortgagees. This clarification is made within S. 1195, sponsored by Sen. Sarbanes, and 
the Appraisal Institute supports its passage. 

Requiring mortgage reductions 
HUD recently stated that it would demand lenders reduce mortgages to appropriate levels 
when it found loans that exceeded 120 percent of fair market value. Unfortunately, 
lenders have refused to voluntarily make these mortgage reductions. Meanwhile, the 
FHA apparenlly has no authority to force them to do so. To make matters worse, if those 
inflated mortgages end up in default and foreclosure, FHA must make good on the entire 
mortgage amount through the insurance fund. 

The Appraisal Institute believes this system needs to be changed. Currently, lenders have 
no incentive to be more diligent in checking values on lending, and secondary market 
purchasers have no incentive to do more due diligence with regard to the loans they are 
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purchasing. Legislative authority should be granted to FHA to induce such mortgage 
reductions. 

Increase standards for acceptance on the appraisal roster 
IDJD should have only the most qualified and experienced appraisers perfonning 
appraisals on its behalf. Given this, the test for acceptance on the appraiser roster should 
be modified to allow fur the most qualified and experienced appraisers to be accepted on 
the roster. 

The qualifications criteria should be clarified to ensure that only those appraisers meeting 
AQB criteria be accepted on the Roster. A recent loophole within the FHA guidelines 
allowed numerons individuals on the FHA Appraiser Roster who did not meet AQB 
criteria and additional FHA-specific training. We understand the FHA is working to 
address this problem by removing those appraisers; however, it is likely that many of 
these individuals will be "grand fathered" onto the current Roster. Meanwhile, the 
Appraisal Institute has great concem over what ltind ofdamage may have already been 
done by those individuals who clearly were not qnalified to perfonn FHA appraisal work:, 
not to mention what damage will occur ifthese unqualified individuals are pennitted to 
continue preparing FHA appraisals. Congress should actively monitor this problem until 
a solution guaranteeing greater safety and soundness has been found. 

More resoun:es for review appraisals 
HUD is required to review 10 percent ofthe appraisals perfonned for the agency. Yet, 
the agency has rarely been able to perform a 10 percent review. This is mostly due to the 
lack of resources available to HUD, which has gone through considerable downsizing 
over the last few years. The Appraisal Institute believes more resources should be 
granted to the FHA Real Estate Assessment Center so that FHA can perform a greater 
number ofappraisal reviews. In addition, current fees paid for FHA reviews are below 
market for review wor:k. The Appraisal Institute believes the FHA should raise the fees 
paid for review appraisals to encourage more qualified appraisers to perform review 
appraisal wor:k. 

There are a number ofother reforms that can take place within FHA; however. most of 
them are geared towards greater enforcement ofexisting laws and modifying currently 
accepted programs and practices. The Appraisal Institute is committed to help HUD 
solve the appraisal-related problems having an impact on mortgage fraud, and we hope 
these efforts bear positive results. We will be happy to apprise the Committee ofour 
progress along these lines. 

Conclusion 

Predatory mortgage lending and mortgage fraud are very serious issues, damaging the 
lives ofmany people. They are also very complicated issues that will require great 
diligence in exposing fraudulent participants in the marketplace and developing proactive 
solutions. 
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The appraisal-related issues that are contributing to mortgage fraud are extremely 
complicated as well. The Appraisal Institute hopes that this testimony provides you with 
some background infonnation on our concerns. In addition, the Appraisal Institute urges 
Congress to take up our recommendations to begin investigating these deficiencies and 
help craft solutions. 

We look forward to working with you in developing these solutions, and thank you for 
this opportunity to testify. Ifyou should have any questions, please contact Don Kelly, 
Vice President of Public Affairs, at 202-298-5583 or dkelly@appraisalinstitute.org. 

Sincerely, 

-t5~A.~ 
Brian A. Glanville 
President 

mailto:dkelly@appraisalinstitute.org
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ACORN 
August 9, 200 I 

The Hon Paul Sarbanes 

Chairman 

US Senate Banking Committee 

309 Hart Senate Office Building 

Washinglon, DC 20510 


Dear Senator Sarbanes 

ACORN would like to respond to Household Finance CEO Gary Gilmer's claims abOUI 

their November 21, 2000 partial consolidation of Paul and Mary Lee Satriano's debts. j 

appreciate your inclucing oor response in rhe public record for the Banking Committee's 
July 26 hearing 

Household's letter does not deny any ,tatement made by ACORN or Mr. Satriano about 
the terms of the Satrianos' loan. Any reasonable examination of the loan terms cannOt 
help but reach the conclusion that the Salrianos were much worse otT after Ihe Beneficial 
loan. The basic facts of the Sauianos' loan are 

• Beneficial charged the Satrianos 7.4 "discount points" totaling $8,860 - to pay otT 
$104,870 in debt. Third-party charges cost lhe Sarrianos another $1,130. Beneficial also 
financed a five-year single premium credit life insurance policy into Ihe Satri.nos' loan 
for $4,866 

• As a result of !he Seneficialloan, the Satrianos' total month Iy mortgage payments rose 
from $958 to $1,222 The refinancing left them paying that $1,222 monthly for the next 
30 years, whereas their prevrous first mortgage payments of $791 were on an 
amortization schedule that would have dosed after 28.5 more years and their second 
mortgage had just under 14 years remaining of monthly payments of$167 

• The Satrianos' combined interest rale on debts consolidated in the Benelicial loan went 
from a blended rate of approximately 10.5% before the loan 10 II 9% afier it (see below 
fori anger explanations of how lhe 10.5% calculation was made, why 10.5% was already 
higher than tbey should have been paying, and the actual details of their credit card 
situalion). 

Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now 
National Office: 739 8tn Street SE, Wasnington. DC 20003 • 202-547-5200 FAX 202-546-2463 • www.acom_org 

www.acom_org
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• Beneficial set a live·year prepayment penalty on the Satrianos' loan for nearly $6,000. 

• Immediately prior to the Bendicial loan, the Satnanos owed $103,635 against their 
house. After the Beneficial loan, the Satrianos had $119,726 in debt secured against their 
home, which was appraised at $106,000. Assuming that appraisal is correct, the 
Satrianos' loan-to-value ratio jumped from 97.8% to 112.9%, preventing them from 
refinancing for several years at least 

• The new loan consolidated only $1,191 in credit card debt along with the Satrianos' two 
prior mortgages, plus the Satrianos received a cash-ollt of $44 

• Beneficial included a mandatory arbitration clause in the Satrianos' loan. 

The above list sets out the predatory characteristics of the Satrianos' loan, and Mr 
Gilmer's letter does not di spute any of these key facts. Instead, much of his letter is 
devoted to responding to Mr. Satriano's assertion that Beneficial engaged in deceptive 
practices during the course oflhe transaction, and the rest purports to tind some other 
benefits to the refinancing. 

It seems to us that one thing this response does is underline the argument that relying on 
current law protections against fraud does not, and cannot, protect borrowers from 
abusive loans. The lender can, as they have in this case, simply assert that they did fully 
disclose the terms of the loan, and (though we find Mr. Satliano to be overwhelmingly 
more credible, and will outline additional evidence as to why), the matter comes to 
resemble a question of he said I we said. 

We think the essential point is that the loan Beneticial made to the Satrianos did the 
family real harm. In order to prevent such abusive loans, we need to focus, as YOllr 
legislation would, Mr Chairman, on making grossly abllsive loan terms themselves 
illegal. Borrowers lose and predatory lenders win when consumer protections against 
predatory lending are limited to prohibitions against fraud and do not focus on abusive 
loan term s. 

At the same time, it is not surprising that deception is required in order to sell loans like 
the one sold to the Salrianos. and we would also like to respond in detail to Mr. Gilmer's 
defense of the company's procedures, and to his attempts to argue that the loan provided 
some bendits. 

Mr Gilmer suggests that Beneficial informed the Satrianos far ahead of clOSIng about 
the terms of their loan because they had several phone calls with them about the loan. 
The 
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paper the company actually provided before closing seriously undermmes their claim to 
have presented clear infonnation in advance. The 'offer sheet' descnbing the loan 
attached at the end of this letter (and attached to Mr. Satriano's written testimony) was 
faxed to Mr. Satriano at I I :28 am on November 21, 2000 - the same day the loan closed. 
He had not received any paper from the company before this date. 

The loan 'offer sheet' lists $106,000 as the maximum amount of the loan. In fact, the 
actual loan amount was $119,726. The loan offer sheet makes no mention of points and 
fees, or of credit insurance, In fact, as we have said, there were close to $15,000 in 
points, fees, and credit insurance included in the loan Also, the offer sheet lists seven 
credit cards being paid otl' on the loan with a total of $2,234 in balances, but the loan only 
paid off$], 191 of the debts, Even on a piece of paper labeled' Amortization Schedule' 
that is marked 5.45 pm on November 21 (Mr, Satnano says that their appointment for the 
closing was at 530), the loan amount is listed as being $106,000,1 This paper is also 
attached to our letter. 

- Later, Mr. Gilmer claims that the Satrianos were "provided with detailed disclosures 
and given several days to review them," It appears that Mr. Gilmore is in fact referring to 
the legally required documents which Mr Satriano was presented with at the closing, and 
to the three days atler closing, during which, as required by law, he could have filled out 
a form to cancel, or rescind, the loan 

- Mr. Gilmer is highly selective in describing the interest rates on the Satrianos' previous 
debts, leaving the false impression that Beneficial lowered their overall interest rate. The 
following loans were consolidated into the Beneficial loan: a $91,099 first mortgage with 
Bank One at about a 9.99% interest rate (see below on why the Satrianos might have 
qualified for a better rate), a $12,536 second mortgage with The Money Store at 13.99%, 
and $1,191 in credit card debts. Assuming the credit card debts were at an average 
interest rate of 20%, the blended interest rate on that $104,826 of debt was 10.5%, After 
consolidating with Beneficial, the Satrianos' interest rate on $119,726 was 11.9%. 

- Mr, Gilmer argues that the Satriano's loan benefited the family because one of their 
earlier loans had a balloon payment which would have forced them to refinance, The 
Satrianos' previous first mortgage with Bank One did indeed have a balloon payment that 
would have come due in another thirteen years. We are not defenders of balloon 
payments, however, the balloon payment provides no meaningful defense of the 

There are numerous olher inaccuracIes in tlllS disclosure as well. Their loan's annual pcrccnlllge 
ralc was acluailv 13.0%., and the 11.52% rate listed .s lower than the Inlcrest calc, which is 
impossible by d~fiI1lI1011, The biweekly payment of $541 is substantially IOlVer thanlile biweekly 
paymcnlS or $61 I lhal were subsequently required of the Satrianos. 
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Beneficial loan. The family was not facing the balloon payment immediately, and what 
they needed was a better loan, not the worse one they gOL The Satrianos were in a 
perfectly good position to refinance into a decent, non-balloon loan some time well 
before the balloon payment came due (especially because their second loan would have 
been fully paid off before the balloon came due). 

- Mr. Gilmer also argues that the loan benefited the Satrianos because it otfered them a 
shoner repayment period; in fact, the Satrianos are now scheduled to repay the loan over 
30 years. The suggestion that the loan has a shoner term is linked to Household's EZ Pay 
Plus plan, which they did offer the Satrianos with this loan. 

Household markets the EZ Pay Plus plan, or "biweekly direct debit," where borrowers 
pay every two weeks, as a special benefit which will allow borrowers to reduce the loan 
term, and pay a lower effective interest rate. In fact, borrowers always, in any loan, have 
the option of paying more in order to pay offlhe loan sooner, so there is no special 
feature here. In addition, Household promotes this system in a confusing and deceptive 
way, suggesting that paying every two weeks is just like splitting a monthly payment in 
two, and making it in two pans, so that borrowers can shonen the term of the loan 
without paying any more. Actually, of course, borrowers only shorten the term of the 
loan by paying more, because paying every two weeks results in some months with three 
payments. 

As a result of exactly this confusion, the Salrianos actually withdrew from the EZ Pay 
Plus plan shortly after taking out the loan - a point on which Mr. Gilmer's letter is 
unclear. Mr. Satriano initially understood that his monthly payment would simply be 
split in two. and paid in two equal installments each month. When he realized that in fact 
the plan payments were half of the monthly payment, but due every two weeks, he 
withdrew from the program, because he could not afford to pay at this faster rate. This 
initial misunderstanding· fostered by Household's presentation of this plan - was one 
element in convincing him to accept higher monthly payments on the loan in the first 
place. He thought the higher payments were because they would be paying off the loan 
sooner. 

As a final point with regard to the EZ Pay Plus plan. Household actually charges 
borrowers an extra $5 every two weeks for having their payment deducted from their 
account directly - a payment system which actually saves the lender money. 

Me Gilmer also refers to the benel;ts to the Satrianos of the "pay rewards" program 
This feature lowers the interest rate for borrowers who are not late on any of their 
mortgage payments after Ihe third, fourth, and tifth years of their mortgages While it 
might be reasonable to expect that a borrower who has paid otf their mortgage on time 
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every month for five years might qualify for very close to an 'A' rate, Beneficial lowers 
qualifying borrowers from an extremely inflated rate to a slightly lower but still greatly 
inflated rale. The program is structured to lower the interest rale by .25% (and in the 
future, according to Household's July 23'd announcement, by .5%, although we assume 
that this change would not have applied to the Satrianos' loan) after each of the third, 
fourth, and fifth years, meaning after five years of perfect on-time repayment, the 
Satrianos would have had their interest rate lowered from 11. 9% to 11.15% {or to 10.4% 
had it received reductions of.5%). Of course, the Satrianos no longer quality for the 
future reductions as they missed their first payment last month, in significant part because 
Beneficial's consolidation of their debts damaged their financial situation. 

- Mr. Gilmore also tries to Justify the rate and fees on the Satrianos' loan by arguing that 
they belong to the highest risk class of borrowers or, to use another term, that they have a 
'0' credit rating.2 In fact, at the time of the refinancing, the Satrianos had very good 
credit, and ACORN Housing Corporation counselors believe that AHC could have gotten 
them into an 'A' loan. We have attached the Satrianos' credit report, which we will now 
run through in detail 

As of November 2000, the Satrianos had the following history on mortgage payments 

• First mortgage with Norwest all payments on-time from March 1998 until March 
1999 when refinanced with Bank One 

• First mortgage with Bank One all payments on-time from March 1999 until 
November 2000 when retlnanced with Beneficial 

• Second Mortgage with Money Store - all payments on-time from June 1999 until 
November 2000 when retlnanced with Beneticial 

The following non-mortgage debts were in Paul's name' 

• Car loan with Beneticial - all payments on-time from April 2000 

• Providian Financial credit card all payments on-time from March 1996 

'We assume Household's claim that"\blorrowers scoring in Mr. SUlriano's range are 23 limes 
more likely to default than the overuge U. S. borrower" is an il1dication tlmt they arc following the 
SiITI1C study cited by Charles Calomiris in IllS July 26'" testimony to the Senate Banking 
Committee at hUp:!/wl\'w.aci.orgict/etealoOI0726. htm: "According to Frank Raiter of Standard & 
Poor's, the probability of default (over the lifetime of the mongage, which is tYpICally three to 
live years) for the highest risk class or subprime mortgage borrO""crs is roughl" 23%. " 
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• Cross Country Bank credit card ~ all payments on-time from Jan. 1999 

• First Premier credit card - all payments on-time from September 1999 

• Another First Premier card - all payments on-time from December 1999 

• Norwest Financial - all payments on-time from May 1998 

The following non-mortgage debts were in Mary Lee's name: 

• Providian credit card ~ all payments on-time from June 1999 

• MBNA credit card - all payments on-time from November 1999 

• Banktirst credit card ~ all payments on-time from August 1996 

• Capital One credit card - all payments on-time from Sept. 1997 

• First National Credit Card - all payments on-time from April 2000 

• Lane Bryant ~ all payments on-time from June 1999 

• Roamans ~ all payments on-time from April 2000 

As of November 2000, the Satrianos had the following five marks against their credit 
record: 

• An account with A VCO Finance, on which they fell behind in June 1994 and did nol 
get caught up and paid off until May 1995 

• A charge-off of $800 with Norwest Financial in August 1997 

• A $68 cable bill collection from March 1998 

• A state tax lien tiled in October 1996 and satisfied in May 1998 

• A loan with Wells Fargo Financial that had five consecutive 30-day-lates from 
November 1999 until March 2000 

When the Satrianos saw their credit report for the first time with an ACORN Housing 
Corporation loan counselor, they saw that two of the five negative marks were mistakes. 
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On the Norwest Financial account, the charge-off that was listed never actually took 
place. On the Wells Fargo account, they had never been late in making any of those 
payments. Since AHC assisted the Satrianos in reporting those mistakes to the credit 
bureaus, their credit report has been corrected on the Wells Fargo account to show all on
time payments and on the Norwest Financial account to delete the charge-off. 

It is also worth noting that four of the five negative marks that would have been on the 
Satrianos' credit record in November 2000 when they received the Beneficial loan at 
11.9% interest (and all three of the marks which are accurate) were also on their record 
when they qualified in March 1999 for a 9.99% first mortgage from Bank One. Indeed, 
you could easily make a strong case that the Bank One interest rate should have been 
lower than 9.99"10 and that the Money Store second mortgage should have been below 
13.99"/0. 

So here is the real picture of the Satrianos' credit history at the time of their refinancing 
with Beneficial: perfect payments on their mortgages; perfect payments on all of their 
credit cards except one, which was paid otrtive and a hal f years before; a state tax lien 
that was paid ofT two and a half years before; and a $68 cable bill that went into 
collection over two and a half years before If the Satrianos had come in and talked with 
an AHC counselor last November, we could have worked through one of our bank 
partners to refinance the Satrianos' two mortgages into an 'A' rate that would have 
substantially lowered their mortgage payments, freeing up more than enough money each 
month to quickly pay down their credit card debts. 

- Finally, Mr. Gilmer's letter is inaccurate even on minor points. He refers to the $8,860 
in fees charged as buy-down points, when this flies in the face of Household's standard 
practice of charging over 7 points on first loans. The company's settlement statement 
forms do not list any fees to the lender; the 'points' are the fees. 

Mr. Gilmer refers to the Satrianos' loan-to-value ratio as being 100%. Actually, after 
refinancing the Satrianos' LTV ratio became 113%. 

- Mr. Satriano's testimony clearly acknowledges that $1,191 of his credit card debt was 
paid off, but, unlike Household's letter, properly places that fact in the context of the 
whole loan. He had responded to Beneficial's solicitation, which offered $35,000 in 
cash, in the hopes of paying off all of his credit card debts, which totaled nearly $7,000. 
In the end, he paid $10,000 in fees, had his house retinanced at a higher rate, and still did 
not get all the $7,000 paid otT. 

Once again, Mr Gilmer's leUer reveals the same pattern of deceit which characterizes the 
company's loans 
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Thank you again for your leadership of the Banking Committee's investigation of 
predatory lending abuses that are destroying homeownership opportunities. 

Sincerely, 

~~wf 
Maude Hurd 
National President, ACORN 

Attachments 

cc: members of the Senate Banking Committee 
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD STALLINGS 
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING NETWORK 

JULY 27, 2001 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban 
Affairs, I appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony to the Committee on Bank
ing, Housing and Urban Affairs on behalf of the National Neighborhood Housing 
Network (NNHN). 

First I would like to thank Senator Sarbanes for holding hearings on predatory 
lending-an issue that is of great concern to all of NNHN's members. The purpose 
of my testimony is to raise awareness of the growing presence of predatory lenders 
in low income urban and rural communities and to encourage Congress to take ac
tion to curtail their activity. I also want to clarify the differences between subprime 
and predatory lending and discuss the importance of making sure that low- and 
moderate-income consumers have access to home mortgage credit and other forms 
of financing through responsible lenders. 
National Neighborhood Housing Network 

As the president of NNHN, I represent a network of 120 community-based organi
zations including my own, Pocatello Neighborhood Housing Services in Pocatello, 
Idaho. NNHN is a nonprofit organization that advocates for better neighborhoods 
and housing for low to moderate income Americans. The NNHN organization is 
made up of 120 NeighborWorks® organizations (NWO's) who use Neighborhood Re
investment Corporation's funds to leverage private dollars to create new home
owners, revitalize distressed communities, and build single family and multifamily 
housing for low- to moderate-income families. NWO's are nonprofit organizations 
dedicated to helping families buy and maintain homes. We are committed to assist
ing low- and moderate-income Americans recognize the dream of becoming home
owners and living in safe and stable neighborhoods. 

Owning a home can lead to not only stability and security for individuals and 
families but can also contribute to the greater stability and security of communities 
as the tax base is strengthened, the business environment stabilizes and wealth in 
the community grows. However, the full benefit of home ownership accrues to com
munities ouly if these homes become secure investments with the potential for asset 
accumulation for the homeowner. Our mission, as affordable housing providers, is 
to ensure that communities receive the full benefits of home ownership and we do 
this by creating strong, educated consumers as well as default-resistant owners. 
Subprime Versus Predatory Lending 

There is a distinct difference between subprime lending and predatory lending. 
Whereas subprime lending takes a borrower's potential risk into account and pro
vides manageable lending rates, predatory lending includes tactics which purpose
fully damage a borrower's equity and credit, enabling the lender to take advantage 
of the borrower. These tactics include inflated points and fees, and encouraging 
loaus that rely on home equity rather than the borrower's income and ability to pay. 
These tactics often end in borrowers? losing their homes. 

In my own community I have witnessed the damage that predatory lenders can 
have. In fact, I have seen an increase in the presence of predatory lenders over the 
last 5 years. In part these lenders have moved in to fill the vacuum left by conven
tionallenders who have moved out of the area. Unfortunately, we are usually con
tacted by homeowners after they have fallen prey to predatory lending schemes and 
we can do little to rectify the situation. 

Predatory loans can have any number of abusive or deceptive characteristics and 
frequently these loans include one or more of the following features: 
• carry excessive 	interest rates, fees and closing costs, which are often hidden in 

fine print; 
• impose onerous conditions and 	terms of repayment, such as penalties for paying 

off the loan early or large balloon payments at the end of the loan term; 
• involve mortgage loans to homeowners without verification of income or regard to 

whether they can afford to pay the loan back; and 
• 	are marketed through deceitful or unfair practices, such as last minute changes 

to loan terms or inadequate disclosure of the loan terms. 
Let me stress that it is not just the presence of these loan features that qualifies 

a loan as a predatory loan-but also the manner in which the financing is marketed 
and targeted specifically to vulnerable consumers. 

Once locked into a predatory loan, a homeowner may be forced to borrow still 
more money to stay afloat, and all too often may be forced to give up the home to 
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foreclosure. Predatory lending is believed to be a major factor in the dramatic 300 
percent increase in home mortgage foreclosures since 1980. Predatory lenders will 
make loans to homeowners with little or no attention to the borrowers ability to 
repay, but instead focus on the amount of equity they have in the home and how 
that can be drained. If left unchecked, these practices will cost American home
owners billions of dollars in home equity over the next several years. 

A recent study completed by the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation and the 
NeighborWorks® Campaign for Home Ownership 2002 documents a significant in
crease in subprime lending in the Boston metropolitan area. This study, Analyzing 
Trends in Subprime Originations: A Case Study of the Boston Metro Area, analyzed 
Home Mortgage Disclosure (HMDA) data from eight counties in the Boston metro
politan area from 1994 to 1998. The study found that loan originations by subprime 
lenders grew by 435 percent as compared to the growth of all conventional loan 
originations by 119 percent. The growth of subprime lending was much more signifi
cant for properties located in low-income and minority neighborhoods than for prop
erties in other parts of the city. The study revealed that the market share of 
subprime lenders is significantly higher in low income largely minority communities 
where they accounted for 13 percent of the overall originations which is more than 
three times their share for the entire metropolitan area. The study also found that 
subprime lending activity in minority and low-income communities is especially con
centrated in the refinancing market where much of the predatory lending practices 
are put to use. 

The National Training and Information Center (NTIC) in Chicago recently con
ducted a similar study looking at the increase of subprime lending and the number 
of foreclosures in Chicago. According to the NTIC study, high interest rate lenders 
made more than 50,000 loans in 1997 in the Chicago area which is 15 times greater 
than the number of loans they made in 1991. In addition, the number of foreclosures 
tied to these predatory loans rose dramatically. In 1993 subprime lenders were re
sponsible for 1.4 percent of all foreclosures in the city and in 1998 they were respon
sible for 36 percent of the years foreclosures. 

NTIC's study also describes the effects that predatory lending practices have on 
neighborhoods. By looking at a 36 block area in the Chicago Lawn neighborhood, 
NTIC was able to demonstrate that predatory lending activity was directly respon
sible for the increase in foreclosures and vacant buildings in the area. Specifically 
NTIC found that 40 of the 72 foreclosures were initiated by subprime lenders. In 
addition, NTIC found that an additional 22 abandoned properties in the target area 
were foreclosures submitted by subprime lenders. 
Promoting Responsible Subprime Lending 

I do want to stress that NNHN supports the increased flow of mortgage credit 
into low income and minority communities. The NNHN network is made up of orga
nizations that are committed to working with low and moderate income individuals 
who for a variety of reasons, including poor or nonexisting credit histories or unsta
ble employment backgrounds, are unable to secure conventional mortgage financing. 
As responsible subprime lenders, NWO's work to provide these consumers with a 
range of financial services and products to enable them to become homeowners. We 
do this both as direct lenders as well as by working with conventional lenders. 

Responsible subprime lending entails working with a consumer to come up with 
a loan product at a price and with terms that appropriately compensate the lender 
for any risk taken on, inclusion of reasonable return for the lender, and understand
able by and appropriate for the borrower. Our concern is that the credit and other 
financing tools be made available to low- and moderate-income individuals in a re
sponsible manner and that these consumers become educated and empowered 
through the process of becoming a homeowner. 

NNHN supports curtailing the practices of predatory lenders through legislation 
and we believe this legislation must: 
• prohibit points and fees from being financed as part of a homeowner's loan 
• prohibit equity stripping where lenders make loans based on 	the equity a home

owner already has in the home as opposed to the borrower's ability to repay the 
loan 

• prohibit abusive lending practices such 	as "flipping" the repeated refinancing 
of a home so the lender can collect upfront fees ana eat away at the equity in 
the home or "insurance packing," when unnecessary and overpriced insurance is 
financed as part of the financing package often without properly informing the 
consumer. 
NNHN also feels that consumer education is a critical component to any strategy 

aimed at eliminating predatory lending practices and curtailing unnecessary fore
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closures. Such education needs to focus on building the financial literacy skills of 
consumers and homeowners to empower them to make sound borrowing decisions. 

Predatory Lending In Maryland 
Ai> you know, predatory lending is a nationwide problem. I would like to give you 

some examples of predatory lending in your home State of Maryland, Mr. Chairman, 
and describe to you the responses by the NNHN members there. As I have men
tioned, those homeowners who have become victims of predatory lending often come 
to the NeighborWorks® Organizations when it is already too late. We have, how
ever, been able to prevent many homeowners from ever falling prey by educating 
them beforehand and being available to them for advice following the education. 

The first example in Maryland that I wish to share is the Salisbury Neighborhood 
Housing Services, Inc. There is one particularly sad story of an elderly woman who 
went to the organization after being on the verge of losing her home. In 1993, she 
had purchased a home in the Westside neighborhood using owner financing from 
her landlord. Her landlord, a local attorney, sold her the house for $30,000 and set 
up a balloon payment. 

The house was in disrepair when he sold it to her and because of the monthly 
payment she could not afford to fix up the house. When she was cited by the city 
for the condition of her house, the landlord agreed to refinance the home for her 
and to add funds to the original loan amount to fund the cost of some of the repairs. 
He charged her additional fees and closing costs and added them into the loan 
amount. Under the pretense of helping her he then refinanced the loan yet again 
through the Ford Consumer Finance Company in 1995. By the time she went to 
Salisbury Neighborhood Housing Services, she owed $55,000 on her house, and the 
contractor's estimate to bring the house up to code was $53,000. In 1997, less than 
2 years from the time she took out the loan with Ford, she signed a Deed in Lieu 
of foreclosure and lost her home. 

Another example, which worked out somewhat better, comes from the Neighbor
hood Housing Services of Baltimore, Inc. A couple of years ago over 100 families be
came victims of predatory lending in the neighborhood of East Baltimore, near Pat
terson Park. The Neighborhood Housing Services of Baltimore first heard about 
these problems of loan flipping and fraudulent loan documents from an individual 
case of a woman who went to them for help. The NHS discerned problems with the 
documents immediately, and quickly learned of the other families plagued by the 
same lender. The NHS worked in collaboration with other East Baltimore nonprofit 
organizations and a local attorney to file a class action suit against the lender. The 
case never went to court; the lender is currently settling with the plaintiffs. One 
of the aspects of the settlement, which has already taken effect, is the reduction of 
principal balances on some of loans. The NHS is currently working with many of 
the families to provide loan packaging and rehabilitation. The city has also contrib
uted some funds to assist these families. 

In both of these cases, predatory lenders have caused irreparable damage to 
homeowners and their credit histories. 

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the National Neighborhood Housing Network, I ap
plaud your past efforts in addressing this problem that is destroying families and 
neighborhoods. This country has made great strides in increasing homeownership 
nationwide and your commitment to this issue ensures that this is not in vain. The 
Government's own funds are at stake when Federal Housing Administration (FHA) 
mortgages and Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation loans fall prey to unregu
lated lenders. 

These hearings are a wonderful opportunity to find out exactly what is happening 
in our communities. We hope that with the overwhelming, indisputable evidence 
that you find here, you will reintroduce the important legislation that you proposed 
last year, S. 2415 Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act of 2000. Ai> stated, 
the bill will "amend the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994 and 
other sections of the Truth in Lending Act to protect consumers against predatory 
practices in connection with high cost mortgage transactions [and] to strengthen the 
civil remedies available to consumers under existing law." 

I would like to invite you and your colleagues to visit the NeighborWorks® Orga
nizations in Maryland and nationwide. I know you are already familiar with our 
work, and I hope that we will be able to work together in the future to achieve our 
mutual goals of curtailing predatory lending practices and strengthening the avail
ability of responsible credit to all low- and moderate-income individuals. 

I wish to thank the Committee again for this opportunity to submit testimony re
garding predatory lending. 
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STATEMENT OF MARIAN B. TASCO 
COUNCILWOMAN, NINTH DISTRICT, CITY OF PmLADEI.PHIA, PEr-.'NSYLVANIA 

JULY 26, 2001 

I want to thank Chairman Sarbanes and the Members of the Banking, Housing, 
and Urban Affairs Committee for this opportunity to submit my remarks on preda
tory lending. My name is Marian Tasco and I represent the Ninth Councilmanic 
District in the City Council of Philadelphia. I am the sponsor of the landmark legis
lation passed by the Philadelphia City Council to stop the epidemic of predatory 
lending currently ravaging Philadelphia's neighborhoods. 

I know that you have already heard testimony from Leroy Williams, a homeowner 
victimized by predatory lending in Philadelphia and from his attorney, Irv 
Ackelsberg, the managing attorney from Community Legal Services who has been 
leading the legal assault against predatory lending not only in Philadelphia but also 
around the State and the Nation. I do not intend to repeat what they have already 
eloquently presented to your Committee concerning the devastating effects of preda
tory lending both in our city and throughout the country. 

Instead I want to share with the Committee the story of how we in Philadelphia 
came to pass the Nation's strongest antipredatory lending laws and how the preda
tory lending industry, along with the legitimate financial institutions in Pennsyl
vania, thwarted our efforts by convincing the State Legislature and Governor to 
completely preempt municipalities in Pennsylvania from regulating lending prac
tices within their borders. 

The legislation passed by a unanimous Philadelphia City Council on April 5, 2001 
closely mirrors Senator Sarbanes's pending legislation. Under our legislation we set 
the thresholds for covered loans at 4.5 percent over the applicable Treasure rate for 
first lien mortgages and 6.5 percent over the applicable Treasury rate for junior 
mortgages. Threshold loans are not prohibited per se under the Ordinance, unless 
they are issued without the consumer first receiving home loan counseling or if they 
are issued without regard to the consumer's ability to repay. Our definition of high
cost loan closely mirrors the triggers of Senate Bill 2415. While we lacked the legal 
authority to directly prohibit the making of high-cost loans, our legislation seeks to 
discourage the making of high-cost loans by bringing economic sanctions upon any 
high-cost lender or its affiliate which seeks to do business with the city. 

We often hear that it is difficult to define predatory lending, but the Philadelphia 
Ordinance makes definite progress in itemizing the characteristics of predatory 
loans. We can take direction from the Supreme Court on this one. As with obscenity, 
a definition may be elusive, but we know it when we see it; and we are beginning 
to see it more than we would like. We defined a predatory loan as any threshold 
or high-cost loan with anyone of thirteen characteristics. The list roughly approxi
mates the same terms as are contained in Senate Bill 2415 except that under the 
Philadelphia Ordinance home loan counseling is mandatory for all threshold loans 
and no loans are allowed to have prepayment renalties. 

The Philadelphia Ordinance adopts a dua approach to the stopping predatory 
lending practices. For those persons over which the city of Philadelphia has the 
home rule authority to exercise its regulatory police powers, the ordinance prohibits 
those persons from issuing, arranging, or assisting others in making predatory 
loans, making any threshold loan without home loan counseling and directly paying 
home improvement loan proceeds to home repair contractors. The Philadelphia Ordi
nance also requires home repair contractors to provide a warning notice to all cus
tomers and requires all lenders and brokers to file a certification of compliance with 
the new law for recording with the mortgage instrument. 

In addition to the regulatory approach, we also sought to use Philadelphia's sub
stantial financial power as a market participant to bring economic sanctions to bear 
on the predatory lenders preying upon our residents and their affiliates. Toward 
that end the Philadelphia Ordinance cuts off the ability of high-cost or predatory 
lenders or their affiliates to enter into city contracts, removes city deposits from any 
depository financial institution engaged directly or through affiliates in predatory or 
high-cost lending practices, prohibits the bundling of city administered Federal 
CDBG funds with any loans originated by a high-cost or predatory lender or its affil
iate and divests city pension funds from any securities issued by a high-cost or pred
atory lender or its affiliate, including predatory loan backed mortgage securities. 

The process to draft Philadelphia's antipredatory lending began several years ago. 
I first became aware of this predatory lending issue in the winter of 1999 through 
a segment on "Good Morning America." We had had some earlier problems in my 
Councilmanic District. The segment told the lamentable story of a Iiomeowner who 
had obtained a loan for housing improvements. The loan had so many complicated 
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tenns and costs which the homeowner had not expected and could not pay, she lost 
her home in foreclosure. During hearings on Philadelphia's Community Develop
ment Block Grant application for fiscal year 2001, several representatives from 
home and loan counseling agencies testified as to how the practices had entered into 
the Philadelphia market and was creating havoc for our residential homeowners. 
The witnesses indicated that some protections and safeguards had to be put in place 
immediately. Northwest Counseling Services set up a variety of community meet
ings to discuss the issue. Congressman Bob Brady and I made the rounds of the 
sessions to alert consumers to possible pitfalls in the home mortgage process, and 
this is still a much-needed message. 

Out of the same Community Development Block Grant hearing. I began a con
versation with ACORN, which expressed an interest and willingness to participate 
in drafting a piece of legislation based on their case files, both locally and nation
ally. In the fall of 2000, I supported the establishment of a local predatory lending 
task force under the direction of Michelle Lewis of Northwest Counseling Services. 
Jeff Ordower, the local organizer for ACORN took the issue to the editorial board 
of the Philadelphia Daily News. I am most grateful to both of these organizations 
in their leadership for their involvement and commitment to this project and for 
keeping it on the front burner. 

I also called together an ad hoc task force composed of leading housing counseling 
agencies, ACORN, the Urban League, and the city's Office of Housing and Commu
nity Development, to draft comprehensive municipal legislation based upon the fol
lowing understandings: 
• Philadelphia is experiencing 	an epidemic of foreclosures and equity stripping in 

its minority and distressed neighborhoods resulting from a dramatic rise in preda
tory lending practices. 

• Most but not all of the predatory loans resulted from direct solicitations of home
owners from home repair contractors, mortgage brokers or mortgage lenders. 

• Most 	but not all of the predatory loans were taken out by existing homeowners 
wishing to cash in on their home's equity. 

• Legal advocates for the victims of predatory lending have insufficient resources 
to address this growing epidemic because existing Federal and State statutes are 
inadequate in providing effective means to stop this epidemic. 

• Philadelphia has the largest network of housing counseling agencies which can be 
trained to provide antipredatory lending counseling to every borrower at risk of 
predatory lending practices. 

• While the city has limited power to regulate the financial services and lending in
dustry due to Federal and State statutory preemptions it has unlimited power to 
regulate home repair contractors and mortgage brokers, which are the prime 
forces behind the predatory lending epidemic in the city. 

• 	The city has unlimited market powers to detennine with whom it chooses to con
tract, deposit funds, invest its pension fund or bundle its governmental financial 
assistance. While the city has no direct business relationships with most preda
tory lenders or brokers, the city does have such relationships with affiliates of 
these entities. By leveraging the desire of these affiliates to maintain their lucra
tive relationships with the city, the city can exercise enonnous pressure on their 
affiliated predatory and high-cost lenders to cease their practices within the city. 
I have always maintained that the cooperation of the lending community is crucial 

to the ultimate success of any legislative effort to stamp out the abusive and hann
ful practice of predatory lending. Throughout the process of drafting the legislation 
we met numerous times with organizations representing the financial lending indus
try, many of which testified before this Committee. We held a special public meeting 
solely designed to solicit their input which was attended by over 100 lenders, bro
kers, and home repair contractors. 

At every meeting I called upon the industry to propose constructive legislative 
proposals which would benefit the homeowners of Philadelphia. Unfortunately, for 
the most part we received proposals designed to gut our legislation or to enact spe
cial exemptions to remove one or another of the financial institutions from the regu
latory or economic sanctions portions of the bill. 

The greatest disappointment for me was the complete unwillingness of the bank
ing community to engage in a constructive dialogue on the legislation. Rather than 
sit down to design a bill that would allow legitimate lending activities to flourish 
and discourage only those which are abusive and deceptive, the bankers locked anns 
with the predatory lenders for a total defeat of our legislation. Swanns of lobbyiSts 
descended on City Hall disseminating falsehoods about the scope and impact of the 
legislation. Fortunately, we were able to mount an immediate and effective response 
to each deceptive claim. It turned out that our greatest weapon against the bankers 
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lobby, surprisingly, was not the strength of our arguments as much as the weakness 
of theirs. Even Councilmen sympathetic to the bankers' messages concluded that 
their opposition to the legislation lacked any credibility. The bankers could not ar
ticulate why they were opposed to legislation which exempted them from coverage 
and which regulated a practice which banks do not engage in. 

In the end, our legislation passed by a unanimous vote of 16 to 0, with Refub
Bcans joining Democrats in a clear and unmistakable message to the financia in
dustry: You have utterly failed to police yourselves and through your failure to act 
you have given a green light to the unscrupulous predators to strip the wealth from 
the hard working citizens of our city. The only proper and credible response to this 
crisis was swift and decisive Government action. 

Only weeks after our legislative victory, the financial industry launched a two
pronged assault on the Philadelphia Ordinance. The American Financial Services 
Association, which in its testimony before this Committee called the massive explo
sion of predatory lending 'Tal system which has been extremely successful in deliv
ering consumer credit to America's working families," brought suit against the city 
seeking to enjoin the implementation of the Ordinance on the grounds that the 
State legislative scheme regulating mortgage lenders and brokers preempts the Or
dinance by implication and that the city exceeded its powers under its home rule 
charter. Perhaps fearing that their arguments of an implied State preemption would 
not carry the day, the predatory lending industry, led by Household Finance, and 
the Pennsylvania Bankers Association drafted State legislation containing the 
broadest preemption language ever proposed in Harrisburg. The legislation, Senate 
Bill 377, was practically secretly passed by overwhelmingly majorities in the Repub
lican controlled House and Senate on the second day after it was introduced, with
out any opportunity for hearings or floor debate. 

The preemption language of Senate Bill 377 is so wide sweeping that it not only 
prohibits Philadelphia and all municipalities from regulating predatory lending 
practices, but also attempts to prevent any local community from determining 
whether or not to enter into contracts, deposit funds or invest pension funds based 
upon the lending practices of the private business or an affiliate. To make matters 
worse, the legislation prohibits municipalities from even passing any resolutions 
concerning lending practices. 

Mr. Chairman, Senate Bill 377 is the poster child for the need for strong and ef
fective Federal legislation to stop predatory lending. Not only has our State legisla
ture stripped the home rule powers which Philadelphia sought to invoke to stop the 
scourge of predatory lending in our midst, but they have given the predators the 
green light to continue robbing Philadelphia's home owners of their hard earned 
wealth. Congress is our last and best hope for a legislative solution that will bring 
real and immediate relief to the past and future victims of predatory lending not 
only in our city, but also throughout the country. 

I applaud your efforts to pass meaningful legislation and pledge our support to 
you. 
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